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BRIEF lVIEMORANDUM ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE 
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.1 

By GEORGE F. BECKER. 

Much office work must be done on the specimens collected and much 
literature abstracted before all of the information at my command on 
the geology of the Philippine Islands can be systematically presented. 

So far as my observation or my information goes, the geological 
history of the whole group is similar. I have seen that the post
Tertiary gradual upheaval, presently to be described, is common to 
J olo, Mindanao, Luzon, and the intermediate islands; and descriptions 
leave little doubt that the Philippines belong, and have long belonged, 
to a single geological and biological province. 

Prior to the Tertiary epoch the Philippines consisted of slate~ and 
igneous masses, the age of which is as yet unknown, no fossils having 
been detected in these ancient rocks. They are now to be found chiefly 
in the northern and eastern ranges of Luzon, but appear to be repre
sented also by some limited occurrences in Cebu, and seem to form the 
walls of the gold-bearing quartz veins of the province of Surigao, in 
the northeastern portion of Mindanao. They are doubtless in reality 
widely distributed, but in most localities are buried beneath more 
recent formations. 

During the Eocene, or earliest Tertiary, the archipelago must have 
consisted largely of swamps and shallow seas, perhaps not very dif
ferent from those now. existing in the same region. Limestones were 
formed at some distance from the coasts, shales and sandstones were 
laid down near the shores, and accumulations of vegetable matter 
grew in the swamps. These last were covered by mud, and in the 
almost total absence of free oxygen they were gradually converted into 
lignite, probably the most valuable mineral asset of American India. 

At the close of the Eocene a great crumpling and uphea\ral took 
place, which was felt from Switzerland to the Philippines, and perhaps 
most of all in the Himalayas, where marine Eocene beds now stand at 

1 :Memorandum addressed to the military governor as a preliminary report, and an official copy 
transmitted by the author to the Director of the United States Geological Survey. 
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4 GEOLOGY OF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. 

an elevation of 16,000 feet above the sea. In these islands the Eocene 
strata are frequently thrown into a nearly vertical position and some
times are actually overturned. In the Visayas the axi~ of upheaval 
trended a little east of north, corresponding to the direction of greatest 
extension of the islands of Cebu and Negros. These disturbances were 
accompanied by much faulting and it is believed by some metamorphism. 
Intrusions and extrusions of igneous rocks seem to have accompanied 
this upheaval, but no satisfactory study has yet been made of the 
phenomena, good exposures being rare. 

During the remainder of the Tertiary the islands appear to have 
been above water. Miocene and Pliocene strata have not been detected 
with certainty, though some traces of such beds will probably be 
discovered in future investigations. Near Jolo I found strata which 
appeared to be younger than the Eocene and older than the Recent 
period. In the main the area of the Philippines was probably then 
continental, and there is zoological evidence of a land connection with 
the Asiatic continent, probably by way of Borneo, during the middle 
Tertiary. This connection did not persist to the close of the Tertiary, 
however, and to its rupture is ascribable the extraordinary peculiari-· 
ties of animal life in these islands, evolution here having been left to 
take its own course undisturbed by invasions. 

The subsidence which cut off immigration of the lower animals con
tinued, seemingly, till somewhere about the close of the Tertiary and 
long after I-Imno sapie?U3 had made his appearance in the Malay Archi
pelago. This group also was ve;ry probably already inhabited during 
the Pliocene, possibly by the ancestors of the Negritos. This is a mat
ter which requires careful investigation, for in the opinion of my late 
famous colleague, 0. C. Marsh, this archipelago is likely to have been 
one of the earliest haunts of the human species. 

vVhen the elevation was at its minimum the archipelago was reduced 
to a group of small, hilly islets, four of which existed within the area 
now occupied by the Island of Luzon. Cebu was almost completely 
submerged. 

At or before the period of maximum subsidence, began a series of 
eruptions which has not yet closed. May on Volcano, in southern Luzon, 
had a ·violent eruption in· 1897. It 'is probably the most beautifully 
symmetrical volcanic cone in the world, and the truncation at the top, 
due to the crater, is scarcely sensible. 1 The work done in fusing lavas 
and ejecting ash is probably a manifestation of the energy involved in 
the might}7 earth throes which bring about regional upheavals with 
incidental subsidences. The earlier qf the eruptions under discussion 
were largely submarine, and vast addition':\ were made to the super
ficial material of the archipelago by these outflows, especially in the 

1 The radius of any horizontal section is the hyperbolic sine of the distance from this section to the 
summit. 



BECKER.] PLEISTOC"ENE AND RECENT UPHEAVAL. 5 

central and southern portions of-Luzon. The ejecta include andesites, 
rhyolites, basalts, and probably other less common rock species. 

The period of upheaval, once initiated, does not seen1 to have been 
interrupted by any era of subsidence, and the modern coral reefs give 
evidence that it is still in progress. It is said that uplifts accompany
ing earthquakes have actually been observed by the Spaniards, and the 
earthquakes themselves are spasmodic jars in the process of elevation. 
The elevation has not been, properly speaking, catastrophic, however, 
for the tremors which may wreck a cathedral are insignificant from a 
terrestrialstandpoint. On the whole, the uplift has been very gradual, 
so that even the coral polyp has been able to adjust himself to the 
changing conditions, building outward into deeper water as his old 
home was rah;ed too high for his welfare. In this way nearly the whole 
of Cebu, to a height of oyer 2,000 feet, has been covered with a nearly 
continuous sheet of coral which can be followed seaward into living 
reefs. Much of N_egros has been clothed with a similar mantle. On a 
small scale, also, off the coasts of these islands, and particularly about 
Mactan, reefs can still be studied in every stage of upheaval, all those 
portions being dead which are exposed to th(( air even at the lowest 
tides. In southern Luzon and to the northward of Lingayen Bay simi
lar phenomena can be observed. 

Although upheaval does not appear at any time since the close of 
the Tertiary to have given way tp subsidence, there have been repeated 
pauses in the uplifting process. On exposed coasts these pauses are 
marked by benches eaten into the land by the action of the waves. 
Thus the southern ends of Cebu and Bohol are terraced from top to 
bottom, each terrace being an old beach cut out of the rock mass- by 
3tormy seas. Pauses in the uplifting process are also marked by a 
rude stratification of thE: corals. Even in the interior of the islands ter
races indicative of u_plifts are frequently visible. Some of them repre
sent base-levels of erosion; others are ancient coral reefs which have 
been checked in their upward growth by reaching the surface of the 
water. In short,terraces constitute one of the most prominent topo
graphical features of the archipelago. 

The slowness of the uplift is emphasized by the stupendous accumu
lation of coral in these islands. Coral is, of course, mainly composed of 
calcium carbonate, and this is formed by the coral polyp from the lime 
salts dissolved in the sea. Now, the sea contains a_ very minute pro-

-portion of lime salts (chiefly the sulphate, or gypsum), say a tenth of 
1 per cent, and ~orals are necessarily of slow growth because of the 
scantiness of the material with which they build. The sheets of coral 
on uplifted areas seem to have a tendency toward a nearly uniform 
thickness, approximating to 100 ·feet. This is explicable from the 
habits of the coral animal, which does not grow at a greater depth than 
15 or 20 fathoms. Unlike merely sedimentary strata, the coral follows 
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the topography of the rising surface, along a contour of which it grew. 
V\There muddy waters or frequent eruptions befoul the sea there are no 
coral reefs. · 

V\Then the uplift began, say ten or twelve thousand years ago, the 
island shores were steep and the sea about them was relatively deep, so 
that an upheaval of 100 feet added but little to the area of the islands. 
As the ~tmount of uplift increased to something approaching the mean 
depth of the circumambient sea, the area of the land increased in a far 
greater ratio to the increment of upheaval. The last rise of 100 feet 
has rescued from the seas the most valuable part of the archipelago. 
Exami1;1ation of the charts will show that a fresh rise of 100 feet would 
add a further area, which, though important, would be less important 
than the actual lowlands of the Philippines. The plateau on which the 
island stands is now mostly above sea level. 

Area has also been added to the land by the formation of deltas at 
the mouths of the rivers, a process which has been greatly assisted by 
the mangrove trees and the nipa palms. These grow in the water in 

. all favorable situations, and hold back the solid contents of the streams, 
adding their own debris to the accumulation. Along the eastern shore 
of Manila Bay the so-called "estero" or "bayou" country consists of 
the confluent deltas of the various rivers flowing into the bay. 

To the eastward of the estero country the ground passed over by 
General MacArthur's army from Manila to San Fernando consists of 
low, base-leveled terraces, all more or less dissected by water courses. 
These almost always have somewhat high and steep banks. They are 
in fact engorged, as is characteristically the case in a country under
going upheaval; for upheaval increases the potential energy of the 
flowing water and leads to erosion of the stream beds. 

In my published memorandum on the mineral resources of the Phil
ippines 1 I have briefly noted the distribution of valuable minerals. The 
distribution of gold deposits indicates that this metal, when in place, 
is associated with the older rocks, and it .will probably be found that 
the last great addition to the auriferous deposits was an incident of 
the post-Eocene upheaval. In some parts of the world gold is found 
in neo-volcanic rocks~ as at Bodie, in California, and el.sewhere. I have 
learned of no such occurrence in these islands. Where streams in the 
Philippines cut into the older rocks they seem nearly always to carry 
a little gold, which the natives have been exploiting time out of mind. 

There is a very general impression that Mindanao is a rich aurifer
ous region, though little definite information is current on the subject. 
The absence of information seems to add the attractions of the imagi
nation to the tales of a few prospectors. It is a fact to which attention 
should be called that each of the two auriferous prmrinces of Mindanao-

1 Nineteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part VI Continued, 1898, pp. 687-693. 
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viz, Surigao and Misamis-has been reported upon by a cornpetent 
expert, and that neither expert found anything to excite his enthu
siasm. There is gold there beyond a doubt, and the natives have been 
extracting it on a modest scale, yet with no little skill, for centuries. 
The information at hand points to very moderate auriferous resources, 
comparable with those of the Carolinas and Georgia rather than with 
those of Colorado or California. 

Luzon, so far as I can judge froni reports, is as rich in gold as Min
danao. It is probable enough that a fair number of spots exist in 
which capital invested in gold mines will find reasonable remuneration, 
but I fear that any " rush" to the gold fields will involve great disap
pointment. The whole archipelago has an area almost the same as that 
of- Arizona. There is nothing known which indicates that the islands 
contain more gold than this Territory. 

The copper deposits of Lepanto seem rich and extensive, but very 
expensive roads will be needed to render them available. The high 
quality of some of the iron ores of Luzon is beyond question, but the 
lignite of the islands. is not adapted to iron smelting. A moderate 
industry could be based on charcoal smelting, while the pig could be 
converted into steel and manufactured by the use of furnaces burning 
lignite gas. 

The so-called coal is a good lignite. 1 Its heating effect ~s from two
thirds to three-fourths that of the best steaming coal. There are great 
quantities of this fuel, and much of it could probably be delivered at a 
profit on vessels at $2.50 (JY.Iexican) per ton. The lignite is at least as 
good as the Japanese '' coal," which is also lignite. The Japanese fuel 
often brings $9 or $10 (Mexican) in Manila, and is now n1uch dearer; so 
that unless the price <?f such coal were to fall enormously, great profits 
await the coal miner. The development of a coal industry is of great 
importance to the industries of the archipelago, and, though our naval 
vessels would prefer Cardiff or Pocahontas coal, they could use Philip-
pine lignite in case of need. · 

MANILA, P. I., September !Jd8, 1899. · 

I Lignite differs from true coal chiefly in the amount of combined water, which is insignificant in 
true coal and usually from 8 to 18 per cent in lignite. 
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A STUDY OF BIRD MOUNTAIN, VERMONT. 

By T. NELSON DALE. 

PI-IYSIOGRAPHY AND AREAL GEOLOGY. 

Bird Mountain lies in the Taconic Range, 7 miles west-southwest of 
Rutland, in the townships of Castleton, Ira, and Poultney; its summit 
(2,200 feet) is in Castleton. Since the writer's brief visit to the moun
tain in 18911 the region has been mapped by the topographers of the 

FIG. I.-Outline of Bird Mountain as seen from the east side of Lake Bomoseen, 5! miles northwest of 
the summit. · 

Survey (Castleton quadrangle, 1895), and the mountain has been care
fully explored by the writer, with the aid of Mr. Fred. H. Moffit (1896), 
so that the materials are at hand for a more satisfactoty description of 
it. The areal geology is shown on Pl. I. 

Although covering less than 4 square miles and lying near to several 
much larger masses differing not very greatly from it in height, 

1 See Thirteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, 1894: The Rensselaer grit plateau in New York; 
appendix on the continuation of the Rensselaer grit in Vermont, pp. 337-338. 
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16 A STUDY OF BIRD MOUNTAIN, VERMONT. 

Bird Mountain will always attr!l>ct the eye of the traveler and the 
geologist by reason of its outlines, which are unique in the Taconic 
region. Fig. 1 shows its appearance from the northwest and :fig. 2 
that from the west; Pl. II, A and B, shows its form as seen fron1 the 
south and south-southwest. 

The top of Bird Mountain is 1t miles south of the Castleton River, 
which :flows westward through a valley which cuts the entil~e Taconic 
Range transversely down to the 500-foot contour. The mountain is 
almost entirely isolated from the masses to the south, east, and west by 
two tributaries of the Castleton River, but on the southeast, at the 1,480-
foot contour, a saddle still joins it to the Herrick ::Mountain mass. 
While the cliffs which rise to an altitude of about 300 feet above the 
talus slope on its southern side and the roundish outline. of its north
ern end point to glaciation as one of the principal causes of its form, 

FIG. 2.-0utline of Bird Mountain as seen from Pond Hill, 2 miles west of the summit. 

the general relations of the mountain to the adjacent masses throw 
little light upon its structure or its ·origin. 

After the areal geology was worked out i.t appeared that the central 
crest of Bird Mountain forms but part of a larger area· of metamor
~"hosed grit and conglomerate, alternating with beds of sericite-schist, 
n1easuring altogether about 3! miles in length and varying from one
fourth to lt miles in width. This area includes the next mass on the 
southwest, whose summit (1,962 f.eet) is 238 :feet lower than Bird 
Mountain, while the incision which separates the two masses reaches 
down to the 1,000-foot contop.r. The general trend of this grit and 
conglomerate area is about north-northeast to south-southwest, which 
is also the trend of this part of the Taconic Range. 

Entirely surrounding as well as underlying the Bird Mountain grit 
are the muscovite- (sericite-) schists of the Ordovician-the Berkshire 

. schist of the Taconic Range. 
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DALE.] THE GRIT .AND CONGLOMERATE. 17 

On the western side of Hampshire Hollow, 2t n1iles southeast of-the 
- southeTn extremity of the Bird Mountain grit area and lt 1niles east 

of East Poultney, is a lens-shaped area of conglomerate and schist a 
few hundred feet long, possibly of the same age as the Bird Mountain 
beds. 

THE GRIT AND CONGLOMERATE. 

In the previous survey of Bird Mountain1 Dr. Wolff, who made 
the petrographic determinations, found the conglomerate to consist 
of quartz pebbles (of granite, gneiss, or vein origin) often showing 
signs of compression, of pebbles of limestone and of quartzite 
with calcite cement, of pebbles having a dark-brown limonitic matrix 
inclosing flakes of muscovite and chlorite, and of clastic grains of 
tourmaline; all in a cemento'f chlorite, muscovite (sericite), quartz 
(partly secondary), calcite in grains and in vein-like masses with col
umnar crystallization, and some grains of pyrite, magnetite, and 
titanite. 

The results of further collecting at the summit and in various parts 
of the mountain justify the following description: The chloritic green 
color of the cement, the quartz pebbles, which are milky or bluish or 
pinkish and sometimes over an inch in dian1eter, and the abundance 
of pebbles of a dense, homogeneous, pale-greenish rock, weathering 
at their. circumference and along cracks a light or dark yellowish 
brown, and eventually completely altered to a limonitic powder, are 
the most marked features of the rock. The specific gravity of a 
piece of the conglomerate containing several of the small· green peb
bles, and a few smaller ones o£ quartz with the usual amount of cement, 
proved to be 3.286, o'r 0.632 higher than that of quartz (taken at 2.654). 
Pyrite is often found in the cement, and galenite occurs rarely in 
small particles. Grains o£ orthoclase and plagioclase feldspar can be 
detected here and there with the microscope. At the summit of the 
mountain pebbles of a coarse, calcareous, £eldspathic quartzite or grit 
and of a :fine and medium grained brownish-weathering crystalline 
limestone are not uncommon, some of these measuring as n1uch as 3 
by 5 inches. At a point a little south o£ the ravine on the northwest
ern side o£ the mountain, on the 1,200-foot contour, ~he joint faces in 
the conglomerate are coated with secondary -quartz, forming distorted 
tabular crystals, sometimes about a quartz pebble. More rarely sid
erite has crystallized on the joint face, and at the surface passes into 
hydrous ferric oxide. While the rock is thus in places a metamor
phosed grit, in others it is a metamorphosed conglomerate; and in 
some localities, from the scarcity of cement and the small size a~d 
abundance of the quartz grains, it approaches a quartzite. There is a 
perceptible increase in the size of the pebbles from the lower to the 

1Loc. cit. 
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18 A STUDY OF BIRD MOUNT,A.IN, VERMONT. 

higher strata of Bird Mountain. The interbedding of the grit and 
conglomerate with bericite-schist occurs throughout, but is probably 
more or less irregular. At a point a little south of the northern 
incision in the crest from 50 to 65 feet of schist overlie the grit, and 
are presumably also overlain by grit farther south. The attempt to 
use the grit for monuments has been abandoned on account of the 
weathering out of the calcite from the cement on the polished sErface 
wherever it was exposed. · 

THE PEBBLES UNDER THE MICROSCOPE. 

The fine, greenish pebbles consist largely of a calcareous mineral 
without the multiple twinning of calcite and effervescing very slowly 
with cold dilute hydrochloric acid. Embedded in it are numerous 
scales of chlorite, fewer of muscovite, and some angular grains of 
quartz. In weathering, the calcareous mineral passes into limonite, 
showing the silicates more plainly. As weathering proceeds the 
limonite itself is carried off, leaving an aggregate of muscovite, chlo
rite, and quartz. These pebbles thus seem to consist of a mixture of 
dolomite and siderite, together with detrital quartz, secondary chlo
rite, and muscovite of uncertain origin; that is, a chloritic and micaceous 
carbonate of magnesia, iron, and lime, containing quartz grains. The 
specifi·c gravity of the conglomerate (3.286) is 0.514 lower than that of 
siderite (taken at 3.80) and 0.109 higher than the average of siderite 
and qual.·tz. In places the cement itself seems to have the same con
stituti~n as these green carbonate pebbles. The amount of limonite 
present is not sufficient to give the rock economic value. 

The large, calcareous, granular pebbles consist of large grains of 
quartz, with fewer of orthoclase and plagioclase feldspar, in a cement of 
calcite rhombs and plates with multiple twinning and rapid efferves:
cence. The feldspars are partially altered. to muscovite~ the quartz 
grains show many inclusions and a wavy extinction; the cement is 
undergoing partial alteration to limonite. The 1~ock is a calcareous 
quartz and feldspar grit-a calcareous and feldspathic quartzite. 

Other finer-grained pebbles consist mainly of rhombs and plates of 
calcite, with fine, angular quartz grains and muscovite scales-a 
quartzose, micaceous crystalline limestone. 

A very fine-grained and noncalcareous pebble consists of partly ori
entated muscovite and chlorite scales and quartz grains, with thickly dis
seminated spherules or crystals of pyrite, partly altered to limonite-a 
:fine, micaceous quartzite, or a quartzose mica-schist. 

SOURCES OF THE PEBBLES. 

The pre-Cambrian must naturally be regarded as the source of the 
granitic or gneissic quartz pebbles (frequently bluish or pinkish), and 
also of the feldspar grains, but either the Cambrian or the Ordovician 

. supplied the crystalline limestone and the calcareous and micaceous 
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quartzite, as well as the carbonate of iron. The writer is not 
acquainted with any similar deposit of carbonate in the Taconic 
region. 

THE SCHIST. 

·A purplish schist from the north foot of the mountain shows the finely 
plicated sericite, quartz, hematite dots, and many actinolite prisms 
lying in all directions. A green schist from the ravine on the north
northwest side (1,100-foot contour) is like the purple, but has chlorite 
and no hematite, and the plications have resulted in the usual slip 
cleavage. A similar schist occurs also at the foot of the talus on the 
western side of the summit. In all these specimens the actinolite prisms 
produce a fine speckling. Such schists recur also on the eastern side 
of the mountain, but the actinolite is not always present. 

In the schists on the western side of the mass southwest of Bird Moun
tain there is a light-buff, calcareous or dolomitic, brownish-weathering 
sericitic rock abounding in angular quartz grains. Thin quartzite beds 
occur in the schist just beyond the southern extremity of the grit area, 
also a mile northeast on the southeastern side of the mass, again a half 
mile north on its western side, and also three-fourths of a 1nile west of 
the northern part of Bird Mountain. 

While the schists which underlie the grit area crop out on all sides 
of it, their finest exposure is a mile southeast of the top of Bird Moun
tain, on the northern side of Herrick Mountain in Ira. Here at the 
1,600-foot contour is a cliff of schist from 100 to 200 feet high, and 
about 400 feet wide from east to west, known locally as the Ben Slide. 
It is traversed by joint planes striking east and west, and dipping about 
70° N., from which great blocks have either been pried off by frost 
or loosened by percolating water, aided by the lubricating action of the 
muscovite folia of the schist itself; and these blocks have brought down 
portions of the hemlock forest gr·owing above, so that a large talus of 
schist blocks and trees has accumulated at the foot of the cliff in chaotic 
confusion. The northern face of the cliff has also been striated by the 
descending material. 

The schist is here a fine-grained, lustrous, slippery, crumpled, seri
cite rock, p1~rple and green, in alternating beds. It includes small . 
beds of chlorltic quartzite, containing chalcocite (Cu S2) and siderite 
(Fe Co3). Both schist and quartzite contain here and there flakes of 
a bright-green pyrophyllite. 1 The quartzite weathers into a rusty 
sand with flakes of pyrophyllite. The schist is the Berkshire schist of 
the Taconic Range, and is of Ordovician age. 

While pyrophyllite occurs here and there in these schists, and sider
ite, usually altered to limonite, 2 is not uncommon in their quartz veins, 
the occurrence of copper disulphide on the 'l,'aconic Range is exceptional. 

1 For analysis see op. cit., Nineteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part III, p.191. 
2 Thirteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, p. 303, footnote 1, and Pl. C, fig. 5, a, b. 
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\Vest of the schist and underlying it are the Cambrian slates, grits, 
etc., of the slate belt, which are here, however, not considered. 

STRUCTURE OF THE MOUNTAIN. 

In looking up at the great cliff on the southern side the most con
spicuous structural features are steep easterly dipping joirits and low 
westerly dipping beds, but close inspection shows easterly dipping 
bedding planes along the western side of the mountain. The struc
tural symbols and the section on Pl. I show the real character of 
Bird ~fountain.. It is an· open syncline, the axis of which runs along 
the western half of the mass. This syncline is traversed by several 
sets of joints, the n1ost conspicuous of which strikes N. 60° to 65° W. 
and dips 79° N. to goo; and to this set the southern cliff face is due. 
Another set which appears on the face strikes N. 20° . to 45° E. and 
dips S. 70° to 75° E. On the we~t side a third set Btrikes N. and dips 
goo, forming westerly facing cliffs. Still other more obscure sets 
strike N~ 20° vV., dip N. 45° E., or strike N. 35° W., dip S. 20° W. 
The former are slickensided on the southern mass. 

While the northern half of the grit mass consists of a single syn
cline, the southern half appears to consist of at least two, and the main 
western one of these has a distinct northerl3' pitch toward Bird Moun
tain. The symbols in the northern half likewise indicate a southerly 
pitch. Bird Mou;ntain itself thus forms the structural center of the 
en tire grit ai·ea. 

The grits commence on Bird Mountain at the 1,780-foot contour
that is, 430 feet below the top-but the section indicates an approxi
mate thickness of from 500 to 550 feet for the grits, conglometate, 
and the interbedded schist. The thickness of the underlying Ordovi- .· 
cian schist was not determined, but from estimates made at several 
points on the range it appears to be between 1,000 and 2,000 feet. 

GLACIAL DISTRIBUTION 9F BIRD 1\fOUNTAIN GRIT. 

As the character of the grit and conglomerate of Bird Mountain is 
so marked, and as it is not duplicated between Lake Champlain and 
the Hudson on the we$t and long. 73° 7' on the east, and between lat. 
4:3° 35' and 42° 30' (with the exception of the small area in Poultney 
already referred to), there is no difficulty within the area thus bounded 
in tracing bowlders of it back to their probable source. Such bowlde:rs 
are very numerous and widely distributed. The following have been 
precisely located: One (diameter about 1 foot) on Mason Hill, in 
Pownal, Vermont, or about 58 miles S. 4° W. from the top of Bird 
Mountain; another (diameter 2 feet 6 inches) 4 miles west of the Hud
son and 3 miles south of Schaghticoke village, in the town of that name 
in Rensselaer County, New York, or about 53 miles S. :!.2° W. from 
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Bird Mountain; what is probably still another (size 3 by 2 feet), 2t 1niles 
southwest of the northeast corner of Pittstown, in thR same county, 
or about ·47 miles S. 5° \"V. from the mountain; another (diameter 4 
feet), 1! miles southeast of Granville, New York, in thR northwestern 
part of Pawlet, Vermont, 15t miles S. 25° W. frqm the top of the 

· mountain. Such facts have a double signi:ficance-tl;tey not only indi
cate the probable direction of some of the glacial currents, but they 
also sh9w that the Bird Mountain grit mass has been reduced by 
glaciation. But the slight possibility that these bowlders have come 
from a like grit deposit farther north should be admitted. 

GEOLOGICAL LITERATURE AND DISCUSSION. 

Geological literature does not shed much light on the general rela
tionships of this deposit. 

In the writer's former paper 1 the Bird Mountain beds were consid
ered to be of the same age as the grits of the Rensselaer Plateau, and 
both were regarded as overlying the Hudson formation and thus prob
ably forming the base of the Upper Silurian. Dr. R. W. Ells 2 questions 
the correctness of this classification, because very similar grits and 
phyllites near Quebec have been shown by their fossils to be partly of 
Potsdam (Upper Cambrian) and partly of Calciferous (lowermost Ordo
vician) age, and he therefore considers the Rensselaer grit as under
lying or forming the base of the Ordovician instead of overlying it. 
He would explain its apparent position by complicated structural rela
tions. 3 As pointed out in the former paper, the Bird Mountain grit 
is petrographically different from the Rensselaer grit, but they were 
·classed together because of their apparently similar relations to the 
Hudson beds. To whatever formation the Rensselaer grit may even
t:ually be assigned, the age of the Bird Mountain grit is probably 
later than Calciferous, for these reasons: The Berkshire schist, which 
includes the Hudson River formation and which underlies Bird Mount
ain on all sides, overlies the Stockbridge limestone on the eastern side 
of the Taconic Range, and the upper part of that limestone is of Cal
ciferous, Chazy, and Trenton age. Again, on the western side of the 
range, as shown ·on Pl. I, the schists come close to the Cambriai.1 
slates, and 1nay thus along that border possibly be of Calciferous and 
Chazy age; 4 but the Bird Mountain mass, lying so far toward the 
axis-i. e., the thicker part of the Taconic synclinorium-could hardly 
belong to its lower portion. 

1 Thirteenth Ann. Rept., loc. cit. 
2The Rensselaer grit plateau: The Ottawa Naturalist, April, 1895, Vol. IX, No.1, pp. 9-11. 
31\ir. Henry M. Ami, of the Canadian Geological Survey, gives the normal order of the formations 

as they occur in Canada in this descending series: 7, Hudson River (=Lorraine); 6, Utica; 5, Trenton; 
4, Birdseye and Black River; 3, Chazy; 2, Calciferous; 1, Potsdam (=Upper Cambrian). The Utica 
terrane in Canada: The Canadian Record of Science, Oct., 1892. 

4See op. cit., Nineteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part III, 1899, pp. 295-296. 
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It is not proposed to discuss here at length the age of the Rensselaer 
grit, upon which it is hoped that further field work southeast of the 
plateau may throw more light. In a region of such frequent changes 
of sediment as the Hudson and Champlain Valley it is hardly safe to 
establish a correlation on the petrographical similarity of beds 300 
miles apart, the distance between Troy and Quebec. The structure 
required by Dr. Ells's interpretation would be that of two transverse, 
complex anticlines, and the pebbles of quartzite, marble, chert, and 
phyllite would also requir8 explanation. In lVIr. McGee's inap, pub
lished under Professor Hall's direction in 1894, the plateau and the 
Taconic Range are colored as "Hudson River and Utica (Oswego 
Sandstone)." 

Beds of fine quartz conglomerate or coarse quartzite occur nere and 
there in the Berkshire schist of the Taconic Range, but as their thick
ness is inconsiderable and their pebbles are almost exclusively quartz 
they are regarded merely as coarser sediments derh ed from the same 
sources as those which supplied the material of the schist itself. .In 
the pebbles of clastic rocks in the Bird Mountain grit we_ have evi
dence of an unconformity to Cambrian if not to Ordovician beds 
which these minor beds of quartz pebbles in the lower formation do 
not afford. 

Mr. James P. Kimball's article on "Siderite basins of the Hudson 
River epoch" 1 shows that during Hudson River time calcareous and 
ferruginous sediments were formed west of what is now the Taconic 
synclinoriun1, and he ascribes the alteration of the original limonite 
to siderite to buried organic matter, its subsequent change back 
into limonite being regarded as the result of weathering. As the 
schists of the Tac.onic Range are in part, at least, of I-Iudson River 
age, the question arises whether the bed which furnished the material 
for the c~rbonate pebbles of Bird Mountain may not have been such 
a small siderite basin; but the apparent conformity of the grits and 
schists and their interbedding do not favor this view. Another possi
ble source is the Cambrian area west of the Taconic Range, in which, 
however, no such massive carbonate has thus far been found, although 
the Cambrian slates do contain not a little carbonate. Still another 
possibility is that the carbonate pebbles are autoclastic-that is, they 
resulted from the crushing of beds of carbonate occupying the area 
of the Bird Mountain grit and ·were subsequently rounded by solution
but that the limestone, quartz, and quartzite pebbles were detrital; in 
other words, that the rock is partly a breccia and partly a conglom-. 
erate. While the thin sections show cracked pebble-like masse$ of 
·carbonate, they also show areas of carbonate which .are indistinguish
able from the cement, and this lends support to such a theory. 

lAm. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., Vol. XL, 1890, pp. 150-160. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

Bird Mountain is an open syncline within the Taconic Range, and 
consists of about 500 feet of grit and conglome.rate interbedded with 
muscovite- (sericite-) schist, and underlain on all sides by schist of 
similar character' but frequently containing small beds of quartzite. 
The. presence of pebbles of crystalline limestone, calcareous quartzite, 
and granitic quartz in the conglomerate shows that at no great distance 
rocks of these kinds were above s.ea level at the time of its deposition. 
The presence of a carbonate of iron, magnesia, and lime, both in the 
cement and in pebble-like masses in the grit, indicates that these peb
bles may be due to brecciation and solution, and that the area of the 
Bird Mountain grit may have been a basin in which fine ferruginous 
and calcareous sedimentation took place and in which also coarser detri
tus was collected. The stratigraphical relation of the schists which 
underlie Bird Mountain, both to the Cambrian on the west and to the 
Ordovician on the east, and the synclinal structure and position of 
Bird Mountain itself, indicate the upper part of the Ordovician as the 
probable age of the grit. While some of its pebbles must have come 
from pre-Cambrian rocks, others originated in Cambrian beds, 1 and the 
carbonate pebbles may also be of that age. 

The formation of s.econdary quartz crystals on the joint faces of the 
grit shows that important chemical changes went on in the mass after 
the jointing. 

The narrowness of the grit mass at Bird ]\fountain compared to its 
width, and its more complex structure at the south, indicate that at least 
the northern half of the deposit may originally have been much more 
extensive. The peculiar outline of the mountain as seen from the south 
(Pl. II), the difference between its material and the underlying schists, 
its isolation, and the wide distribution of its fragments by the conti
nental glacier, all indicate that it has been greatly reduced by erosion. 

The incision which separates Bird Mountain from the rest of the grit 
mass on the south and the high cliff which forms its southern face are 
probably due to erosive influences acting along a system of nearly verti
cal joints, striking N. 60° to 65° W. The steep lateral faces of the moun
tain are in like manner due to longitudinal joints, while the talus at the 
foot of the cliffs on all sides is largely the result of more recent weather
ing by frost and vegetation acting along bedding and joint planes. 

The outline of the mass as seen from the northwest and west (figs. 
1 and 2), and also that from the Green Mountain range on the north
east, the roundish northern end and the steep southern face are prob
ably the shock and lee sides of a glaciated mountain, although the 
axis of this one was not parallel to the glacial current, but intersected 
it at an acute angle. 

1 See on the relation of the Ordovician to the Cambrian in this region, The slate belt of eastern New 
York, etc.: Nineteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part III, 1899, pp. 290-297. 
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DEVONIAN FOSSILS FROM SOUTH'~TESTERN COLORADO: THE 
FAUNA OF THE OURAY LIMESTONE. 

By GEORGE H. GrRTY. 

INTRODUCTION. 

These strata, whose age, on evidence more or less unconvincing, has 
been variously determined as Devonian and Carboniferous, have long 
been known to g~ologic literature. The first mention ·of Devonian 
rocks in Colorado concerns a portion of the area furnishing the col
lections upon which the following descriptions are based. In 1873 
F. M. Endlich made a hasty survey of the San Luis division, Colo
rado, and some of the strata in this area he referred to the Devonian, 
without, however, presenting any very goqd evidence for so doing. 
It is somewhat doubtful whether Devonian strata occur at all in his 
section A of this region, 1 but if any member of the series examined 
is of that age, it is said to be conformable with the Silurian below and 
the Carboniferous above. 2 Endlich, however, regarded the presence 
of Devonian rocks as more probable in section 0, and he referred 80 
feet of yellow and gray shales to that age, 3 though he presents no 
fossil evidence to support this view, and in his general conclusions on . 
the regions surveyed he states that "the Devonian rocks also s.eem to 
be represented, although no strict identification was possible." On 
page 340 is cited a partially identified fauna from a limestone occur
ring a little higher in the section than the shales ascribed to the 
Devonian, the facies of whieh would suggest to one acquainted with 
the Ouray fauna that possibly this bed, as well as, or instead of, the 
other, should be referred to that era. Continuing work in t~e same 

. general region, Endlich in 1876 reported upon the geology of the San 
Juan district of Colorado. 4 Here also Devonian strata are reeognized, 
but upon rather insuffieient evidenee.' It is said 5 that "near the head 
of Cunningham Gulch a light blue to white limestone crops out, whieh, 
according to its lithologieal charaeter, must be referred to the upper 
Silu~·ian or lower Devonian of that region, no fossils having been 

1 Seventh Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr., for 18i3,·map facing p. 305. 
2Loc. cit., pp. 308, 310, 312. 
SLoe. cit., p. 340. 
4Bu11. U.S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr., 2d. ser., Vol. I, No.3, pp. 151-164. 
o Loc. cit., p. 157. 
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found that might establish its age beyond a doubt." Mention is also 
made 1 of Devonian limestone some distance down the Animas. 

lVIaking a more det iled report the same year, Endlich identified 
Devonian s+rata ~ ".vre authoritatively at several points. 2 One area 
cited is alorg Lime Creek down to its junction with Cascade Creek. 
The series at this locality is said to have a thickness of from 1,200 to 
1,~00 feet, and is ~ossiliferous, Rhynchonella, Spirifer, and numerous 
remains of crinoids having been found at almost every exposure. 
"A second outcrop belonging to this formation occurs immediately 
on the southern boundary of the metamorphic area, running in a 
northwesterly direction from station 48. This station is located on 
an isolated patch of Devonian limestone, surrounded on,all sides by 
metamorphic granite." At this locality were collected a small. Pro
ductus resembling P. s~tbaculeatus, Ortlwceras, Athyris, Rhynclwnella, 
Belleroplwn, Euomphalus, and Rhynclwnella Endlichi. 

On page 114 of the same volume Peale describes his work in the. · 
region of the Grand, Gunnison, and Eagle rivers, and he there sets 
aside a series of beds having a total thickness of over 1,000 fee~ as 
possibly belonging to the Devonian. This seems to have been done 
as n1uch because Endlich and. Marvine had discovered rocks of Devo
nian age in the areas surveyed by them as upon intrinsic evidence. 
He says, referring to this series (p. 116): "A portion of the upper 
limestone may have to be referred to the Lower Carboniferous, while 
the lower layers may be of Silurian age, leaving the center to repre
sent the Devonian. Of course, without fossils to prove their age, all 
opinions are merely conjectural." 

Farther to the north, though still within the confines of Colorado, 
is found the White River district, which Endlich surveyed in 1876. 
His report upon this region appeared two years later. 3 The Devonian 
is said· to occur at a. number of localities, 4 but is with difficulty dis
criminated from the Silurian below and the Carboniferous above. It 
is said to be represented by a very extensive series of limestones, 
interstratified with shales and sandstones near top and base. On the 
Animas the most complete development was observed. It is suggested~ 
that a large portion of the Colorado Devonian will be found to be par
allel to the lower D~vonian groups of the East. Attention is called to a 
pron1inent feature in Devonian faunas of theW est-the intermingling of 
Devonian with Lower Carbonife1;ous types, a circumstance which, it is 
said, can be observed in those beds usually assigned to the Carbonifer
ous proper. In the synopsis of ge<;>logical formations found in Colo
rado, 5 it is stated that the Devonian strata are 1,200 to 1,500 feet thick 
on Lime Creek, and 400 feet thick south of Mount Oso. Both expos-

I Bull. U.S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr., 2d ser., Vol. I, p. 162. 
2Eighth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr., for 1874, 1876, pp. 211-214. 
3Tenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr., 1878, pp. 61-131. 
4 Loc. cit., p. 106. 
&Loc. cit., pp. 123-131. 
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ures show a massive blue limestone, in the latter case associated with 
sandstone and shale near the top. Rlzynclwnella, Spirifer, and crinoids 
are cited from Lime Creek, and from Mount O.fb Productus subacule
at·us, Ortlwceras, _ Atl~yJ•is, Belleroplwn, Eumnplwiflsf'aiJ.~r 1? l~ynclwnella 
Endlicld. In Hayden's Atlas of Colorado, 1 wl;lich appeai·ed in 1881, 
three years later, Devonian areas are mapped in the Animas Valley 
(sheet 15), but nowhere else are rocks of that age recognized. The same 
year Prof. G. A. Koenig, writing of the occurrence of lustrous coal 
with native silver in porphyry in Colorado, 2 described the outcroppmg 
of Devonian limestone along the Uncompahgre River near Ouray and 
regarded it as representing the early or middle portion of the era. 
Nothing of paleontologic interest is added to what was already known. 
The same is true of three papers by Comstock,3 which refer more or 
less briefly to the same subject. The chief point brought out in this
connection seems to be the metamorphism of some of the beds. 

The latest contribution to the subject of which I have just given a 
hasty review was made by Mr. A. C.· Spencer. 4o In this- paper, to 
which my own is supplemental, a discussion of the Ouray limestone 
is given as considered from the stratigraphic side. For an account of 
the geology of the Devonian of Colorado, so far as known, reference 
should be had to this publication. 

As mentioned above, Endlich thought the Devonian of Colorado 
would be found equivalent to the lower portion of the eastern Devon
ian. \Vhen 1\tieek described RAynclwnella Endlicl~i, which is one of 
the most persistent and characteristic fossils of the Devonian lime
stone of southwestern Colorado, he remarked: 

This is a :fine species,_ more nearly resembling some Devonian and Upper Silurian 
forms than the usual Carboniferous types; [adding that] according to Dr. End
lich's sections, as well as from its affinities, it would seem to be most probably an 
Upper Devonian species. 5 

In 1883 White redescribed and figured R. Endlichi among anum
ber of Carboniferous forms. He states: 

Although Mr. Meek, when he originally described this species, believed it to 
have been derived from strata .of Upper Devonian age, subsequently ascertained 
facts lead m.e to believe that those strata really belong to the lower portion of the 
Carboniferous series. I therefore include it among the Carboniferous fossils of this 
article. 6 

The nature of the facts subsequently ascertained is unfortuna~ely 
not stated, but the conclusions thus reached seen1 to have been not 

I U. S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr., Geol. and Geog. Atlas of Colorado, etc. 
2Trans.Am. Inst. :Min. Eng., Vol. IX, p. 650. 
3Trans. Am. Inst. i>fin. Eng., Vol. XI, 1883, pp. 1i2-174, Am. Naturalist, Vol. XX, 1886, p. 1007. Proc. 

Am. Ass. Adv. Sci., Vol. XXXV, 1887, pp. 232-233. 
4Am. Jour. Sci., 4th ser., Vol. IX, 1900, pp.125-133. 

- 5Bull. ·u.S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr., 2d ser., No. 1, 1875, p. 47. 
6Twelfth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr., for 1878, Pt. I, 1883, p. 133, Pl. XXXIII, figs. 

4a, 4b; Pl. XXXVI, figs. 2a, 2b. 
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without influence, for although the Hayden Atlas 1 shows Devonian 
areas in the Animas region of southwestern Colorado, rocks of that 
age are not indicated in either the Pueblo, 2 Pikes Peak, 3 or Anthracite
Crested Butte~ folios. 5 

\~rhile I do not know that the Ouray limestone or its equivalent 
occurs in the Pueblo or Pikes Peak quadrangles, it is present with its 
characteristic fauna in the Gunnison region, a portion of which is within 
the Anthracite-Crested Butte quadrangle. In con1n1enting upon the 
species OamarotmcAia Endlic/~_;i~ in 1897~ 6 Mr. Charles Schuchert says: 

This type of Rhynchonella occurs in eastern North America only in the Lower 
Devonian. It therefore seems' probable that Meek's provisional reference to the 
Devonian is nearer correct than ·white's to the Lower Carboniferous. 

The fossils studied by me consist of such of the collections of the 
Hayden Surve:y made by Endlich and others as were to be found in 
the National Museum, of which they are now the property; of part 
of rather extensive collections made in the Gunnison and Salida 
regions by l\1r. Eldridge, of the United States Geological Survey, and 
o.f ::seventl. rather complete collections made hy MeBsrs. nro.s.s and 
Spencer from the Ouray limestone in the Animas region, all in Colo
rado. The.se localities, which are twenty in number, show a coincident 
fauna which is distinctly Devonian in character, and which, as proved 
by the different points at which it has been recognized, enjoyed a con
sidm·n,ble areal dispersion while retaining its Integrity and individuality. 

AGE OF THE BEDS. 

The evidence against regai·ding the Ouray limestone as of Carbon
iferous age is conclusive. Some of the intrinsic evidence can be out
lined as follows: The presence in the Ouray fauna of' an Orthis related 
to and perhaps identical with Sc!~izoplwricb striat.ula is of importance, 
as no Orthoids of this type are known in this country from Car
boniferous rocks. The Productoids, while of Devonian rather than 
Carboniferous type, might not seem strongly out of place in a basal 
Mississippian fauna, but at the same time the absence of characteristic 
Carboniferous· species is significant. Species .of the genus Athyris, 
sensu stricto, are not common in the Carboniferous. Perhaps the 
only forn1 which may be claimed as an exception is Atn,yris la1nellosa 
of the lower Mississippian, but Atl~yris lam,ellosa is of a very different 
type fron1 A. coloradoensis, ~hich is related to A. spiriferoides, or the 
Hamilton group. Furthermore, we have in the Ouray limestone two 
Spirifers of a distinctly Devonian habit, a habit which is, a~ the same 

1 U. S. Geol. and Geog. Sun'. Terr., GeoL and Gcog. Atlas of Colorado, etc. 
2Geologic Atlas of the United States, folio No. 36, 1897. 
3Idem, folio No. 7, 1894. 
4 Idem, folio No. 9, 1894. 
5 I may add that I have not been able to find Devonian colors in this area either on Hitchcock's map 

(Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. XV, 1887, pp. 486-487) or on either of the McGee maps (Fifth Ann. 
Rept. U. S. Geol. Su1-v., 1885: Fourteenth Ann. Rept., Pt. II, 1894). 

o Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 87, p. 166. 
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time, quite alien to the Carboniferous. One of these seems to be allied 
to S]J. disjunctus, of Chemung age, though it has a high, flat, horizontal 
area. The other, which also has a high, flat, horizontal area, is similar 
to S]JiTifer asper, of the Hamilton group. I know of no Carbonifer
ous Spiriferoids, with the possible exception of members of the genus 
Syringothyris, which at all approach either of these species in the con
formation of the valves, while one of then1 is totally unlike Syringo
thyris in the character of its surface ornamentation, and both seen1 to 
be in point of structure genetically different OamaTotmcldct Endlicl~i, 
as pointed out by Meek and Schuchert, is quite pre-Carboniferous in 
habit, and, 'in fact, most nearly resembles certain lower Devonian 
shells.. These constitute the strongest points in evidence of the age of 
the Ouray limestone, and though much testimony in the same direction 
might be obtained by a consideration of the Gasteropoda and the 
Lamellibranchiata and by showing the ~:ffi.nity of the fauna as a whole 
with other faunas of recognized Devonian age, I think enough has 
been said to i)rove conclusively that the Ouray limestone contains a 
fauna of more primitive character than even the lowest Carboniferous. 

It is, perhaps, possible to fix the age of the Ouray limestone some
what more exactly in the Devonian. The evidence is rather conflicting, 
but it is my opinion that this fauna represents late middle or early 
upper Devonian time. It shows many points of approximation to the 
Athabasca fauna described by Whiteaves, 1 which he justly concludes 
to be of about the same age. as the Tully limestone of the New York 
section. While the two faunas are far from being identical, they are 
enough alike to suggest, in view of their wide geographic separation, 
that the Ouray limestone n1ay represent the same geologic period,· 
namely; the base of the upper Devonian. Much of the evidence of 
individual species points in the same direction. Prmninent among this 
class of facts may be mentioned Spirifer a~:s,junct1ts var. anin~asensz:s, 
which is very closely related to Whiteaves's Sp. disj1mctus var. occi
dentalis. Both these foi·ms are nearly allied to SpiTifer dis,junctus, a 
type which, as closely limited, is not, I believe, known in the United 
States to occur before the Chemung period, though in Europe it was 
initiated during n1iddle Devonian time. SchizQplwrict stTiatula also is 
restricted in its range to middle and upper Devonian rocks, while 
Spirifer conicul1tS is of a distinctly middle Devm~ian type. The for1n 
which has been identified 'lls SpiTifer bimesialis also is one which would 
seem most in place among the later Devonian faunas. I am led to con
clude, therefore, that the Ouray limestone was deposited certainly no 
earlier than middle Devonian time, and that its deposition may have 
taken place as late as early upper Devonian time. · 

This fauna not only shows affinitie~; with that of the JYiackenzie River 
basin above mentioned, but is certainly related to that of Nevada and 

1 Geol. Nat. Hist. Surv. Canada; Contributions to Canadian Palreontology, Vol. I, pt. 3, pp. 19i-253. · 
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Montana. At the same tin1e the three species, Spirifer di~jttnetus 
var. animasensis, Athyrris coloradoensis, and Oam.arotoechia Endlicl~i, 
which are among its most constant and abundant factors, give it a 
rather individual character. 

DISTRIBUTION OF THFJ :E'.AUN.A. 

The following table shows the fauna of the Ouray limestone and the 
several localities at which collections have been made: 

Table showing distribu.t·ion of the fauna of the Ouray l'irnestone. 

I. I 10 

~ 1 ~~ 
.•...... ci § Q 'g'g 
§~~a~§~~~ ~g~~~ ~~~ M~~;~ 
~~~~~oo~~~~~~o~~~~~ ~~o~~~~~~ 
~jjjjjjjj~~~~:~~~~~~m~~§~~~~~ 
a§§§§§§§§~~~~~e~~e~~~~&~ggggg 

·-----------:~-6-l~~-;::::-lg-I~~I~~I~~I!~!~~I!J~!~~~I~~I~~I~~I!~!~~~~ 
Streptelasma sp ............................ -~ x ............ x ............ · .... · ........ .. 

~::::~:::: i ::::::::::::: :::::- :::: ~ ~ ::: : ·: ·: :·: :::: :; :::::::: :: ::: :: _: 
Monotrypella sp. 1 ................................ x .... x ........................ -.... . 
Monotrypella sp. 2 ............. x x .................... x ............................ .. 
1fionotrypella sp. 3 ............. x x .................... :x. ............................ .. 
Schizo phoria striatula ................. x x x x .. x .... x .... x ...... x ........ x ..... . 

~:~,:~,;,; ~;;~,;;~~~~~~~:: :: ~:: :: : :: :: I : : :: : -~ ~ :: :!~ : I~ :: :: : :: :: :: : < : : 
0~~~~:~~:~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~- .. X ...... -- .. X .... X-- X .. -- .. X XIX------ X .... -- ...... 

Chonetes sp ........................ x ................................ -- '- -- ... - -- -- -· --
Productella semiglobosa .............. x ...... x ...... x .... x x x· ........ x ...... x .. 
Productellasubalata? ................................. x x .. x .. x .. x ............ x .. 
Productella subalata var ........................ x .... x ............................ .. 
Productella sp ................................................. x x .................. .. 
Athyr~s c~loradoensis ....... x x xI· ... x x x x x x .. x x x .. x x x .. X .... x .. x -.... , 
Athyns v1ttata var .............................................. x ................... .. 
Spirifer bimesialis '? ......................................... · ......................... X 
Spirifer conicul us ........................... 1 

.................... x .................. .. 
Spirifer disjunctus var ani-

masensis ................... X .. X .. X X .. X X X X, X .. X X .. X X X X .. X X X .... X .. --

CamarotrechiaEndlichi. .... X X X X .... X .. X X XIX X X .... X X X ........ X X X ..... . 

Camarotrnchia.contracta? .... x ............ x x x .. x x .... x x x ........ x ........ x 
:Modiomorpha? sp ........................................... x ....................... . 
Allorismasp ................................................. x ...................... .. 
Paracyclas sp ............... ." ................................ x x .................... .. 

~:tt:~:~~~?g~~~-~~~----~_-_-_·_·_·:.· :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::,:: :::: J:: ::1:: :::; :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: 
Naticopis?(Isonema)humilis .. x .................... --~-- .... x x x .................. .. 

~::~:=.~~~~~~;:~~~~: •• :::: :: :.::: : ~ :: } :: : ~ ~ ~ :: :::::::1:: : ::::: 
Bellerophon sp .............................................. x x .......... x ......... . 
Orthoceras spa .............. .......................... x .... x x .................... .. 

g:~~~~:::: :~ ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : : I: : : :I: : : : i: : : : i : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : ~ : : ~ : : : : : : : 
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In the following list will be fou~1d .a fuller description of the locali
ties which are referred to in an abbreviated form in the table and in 
the description of species: 

Gunnison 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136. Crested Butte quadrangle; bluffs on 
the north side of Cement Creek. Probably from near the base of the Devonian 
limestone. 

Gunnison 145. Maroon formation, Crested Butte quadrangle; about 1 mile NNE. 
of Cement Peak. From_ a limestone pebble in a limestone conglomerate in the great 
series of grits. 

Gunnison 145a. East of the Crested Butte quadrangle; bluffs on the north side of 
Dead Mans Gulch, about 1 mile above its mouth. 

Salida 26. On East Monarch Mountaiil, northwest face, Chaffee County, Colorado. 
Salida 27. Same as 26, but 100 feet lower topographically. 
Salida 28. Same as 26, but 200 feet lower topographically. 
Salida 29. Same as 26, but 250 feet lower topographically. 
Salida 30. Same as 26, but about 275 feet lower topographically. · 
Durango 284. Ouray. limestone, Durango quadrangle. Limestone below main lime

stone cliff of the Devonian; Animas River. 
Durango 286. Ouray limestone, Durango quadrangle. Top of main limestone; 

Animas River. 
Durango 291. Ouray limestone, Durango quadrangle; north side of Bear Creek, 

south of moraine camp. Lov;rer part of main limestone. 
Durango 294. Ouray limestone, Durango quadrangle; south side of Bear Creek. 

Granular layer in main limestone. 
Engineer Mountain 7. Ouray limestone, Engineer Mountain quadrangle; southern 

edge of the quadrangle on the Animas River, 2 1niles north of Rockwood. 
Ouray, Colorado. West side of Canyon Creek, near the falls. 

The four collections next described were made a number of years 
ago by the Hayden Survey and transferred to the National Museum. 
The descriptions of localities preserved in the museun1 records are more 
meager than n1ight be wished. They are given below with such addi
tional information as I have been able to g:;tther: 

·white River. "The massive limestone of \Vhite River, Colorado." This locality 
seems to be in the Paleozoic area 011 the head vvaters of White River, near the \Vhite 
River Plateau, northwest of the central part of the State. 

"Northwestern Colorado." This collection, like the preceding, was received fron1 
A. R. Marvine, and it seems probable that both were made in the same region, if not 
at the same locality. · 

Cement Creek. ''Canyon of Cement Creek, Colorado.'' This collection must have 
been made very near the point which furnisp_ed those designated Gunnison 130, etc. 

Station 48. This is the original locality of the Colorado Devonian, the one which 
furnished the type specimens of Camarotcechia Endlichi, and 'vhich is described by 
Endlich in the Eighth Annual Report of the U. S. Geological and Geographical 
Survey of the Territories [1874], 1876, p. 211. The locality is a point in the Needle 
Mountains quadrangle, about 4 miles southwest of Mount. Eolus. The fauna col
lected at this point, as cited in the above reference, consists of a Productus like P. 
subaculeatus, Orthoceras sp., Athyris sp., Rhynchonella Endlichi, Bellerophon sp., and 
Euomphalus sp. There seem to have been, in addition, a species of Camarotrechia 
and a poorly preserved Spirifer. 

Collections were made at Glenwood Springs, Colorado, in 1889, by 
Mr. T. vV. Stanton, from a blue limestone containing the Ouray 
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fauna. Since these collections w;ere made, and before they were 
studied by me, a certain amount of mixing had, I am sorry to say, 
taken place. That is, two lots were found with two different labels in 
each. This circumstance happens to be, in the present. case, a matter 
of n1inor importance, as the species are in the main precisely the same 
as those which characterize the Ouray limestone at its typical locali
ties. However, a species of Chonetes and several specimens of a 
Seminula were found in the collection, which not only differ specific
ally from anything yet known in the Ouray fauna, but ha-ve a sonle
what different matrix and style of preservation from the rest of the col
lection. As these same species are found in the Hermosa formation, 
o-verlying, with which their preservation and matrix more nearly agree, 
I ha-ve concluded that their association with the Ouray fauna is fortui
tous, and they have not b~en considered in. the following pages. A 
species of Spirifer, however,· which, though not found elsewhere; is 
here associated with Ouray species, is a Devoqian type of shell, and 
is in matrix and preservation not to be distinguished from the rest of 
the material. A description of this species will be found on page. 55. 

Glenwood 1. Glenwood Springs, Colora(io. From loose fragments at the roadside, 
opposite mouth of tunnel. · 

Glenwood 2. Glenwood Springs, Colorado. One hundred to 150 feet above base 
of the blue limestone. 

Glenwood 3. Glenwood Springs, Colorado. One hundred and fifty to 200 feet 
above base of the blue limestone. 

Glenwood 4. Glenwood Springs, Colorado. One hundred to 200 feet above base 
of the blue limestone. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF SPECIES. 

STREPTELASl\iA sp. 

Corallum small, rapidly expanding, and moderately curved toward 
the. ventral side. 

Septa, about 64 in number, meeting in the center, where they are 
somewhat twisted. 

Tabulre and dissepim~ntal tissue entirely wanting. 
This species shows the typical arrangement of the septa very 

prettily. In each of the alar quadrants 16 septa were counted, and in 
the two counter quadrants combined, 30 to 32. These numbers were 
not made out with absolute precision, but probably an allowance of 
one for each quadrant would cover any error in counting. The total 
number can thus be placed at from 60 to 64. 

While ha-ving about the same number of septa as 8. rectum of the 
Hamilton period, this species seems to differ in being smaller, more 
rapidly expanding, and more strongly curved. 

The length of the best specimen observed was probably 20 mm. 
from the apex to the center of the distal end. The diameter of the 
latter is 15 mm. 
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Another specimen examined is less perfect and shows considerably 
increased dimensions. 

Formation and locality.-:-Ouray limestone: Gunnison 145ct; Du
rango 286. 

ScHIZOPHORIA STRIATULA (Schlotheim) Schuchert. 

l\1any localities in the Ouray limestone have furnished representa
tives of the Orthis group, but they are always both few in number and 
poor in preservation. Several show enough of the internal characters 
to leave no doubt that they belong to the type of Schizophoria, and 

. the others afford no evidence on account of which they should be 
removed to another genus. The majority of the specimens are ven
tral valves, and agree in belonging to a large lenticular species of 
about the size and conformation of Rhipidmnella Van~txemi. One 
unusually large example, with a transverse diameter of slightly over 
50 mm. (tpe length is somewhat less), shows that the anterior portion 
is depressed into a narrow, strong sinus. This specimen, at least, 
seems to belong to the type· of Sch. striatula. Other smaller speci
n1ens show a faint, broad depression, possessing this character in about 
the degree that the larger example would have had when .of the same 
size. All are but slightly convex. 

The dorsal valve has much the same shape as the ventral, but is 
rnore gibbous. Larger individuals, the largest being still much 
smaller than the large ventral mentioned above, show a broad, faint 
elevation of the anterior portion. 

The strire are subequal and number about 10 in the space of 5 mm. 
Making due allowance for difference of age as indicated by size, 

I have little hesitation in referring all these specimens to the same 
species, which must be, although this shell is more than usually len'tic- . 
ular, SeA. striatttla or one closely related. 

The synonymy adopted will be found in Schuchert 1 and need not be 
repeated in this place. 

Fonnation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Gunnison 135, 136, 145, 
145a; Durango 291; Salida 27, 30; White River; Glenwood Springs. 

0RTHIS sp. 

At Gunnison 131 is found a single specimen of Orthis, w hieh seems 
to resemble (it is considerably crushed) smaller individuals of the 
type which I have referred to Sch. striatula. It differs, however, in 
having the strire unequal, two or three finer radii occurring between 
two stronger ones. The particular group of Orthis to which this 
species belongs it has not been possible to ascertain. 

Fo,rmation and local1:ty.-Ouray limestone: Gunnison 13L 

I Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 87, 1897, p. 375. 
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0RTHOTHETES CHEMUNGENSIS (Conrad) I-Iall and Clarke. 

Pl. III, figs. 1-3. 

The shells with which I am dealing under this name manifest all the 
inconstancy in the matter of details which is so characteristic of the 
genus. The collections from Colorado indicate a certain gregarious 
tendency often obsei·ved, such that, though the genus is known at com
paratively few localities, it frequently appears, where it occurs at all, 
in considerable abundance. Usually specimens from the same locality 
are fairly constant and resemble one anoth~r more than shells from 
other places. 

The form which perhap~:; more nearly than any in the collection 
resembles typical 0. Clwnwtngensis, from New York and Pennsylvania, 
is found at Salida 29. It is a rather large shell, attaining a width of 
43 mm. and a length of 28 mm. It seems to be usually semici1:cular 
in outline, with cardinal angles of about 90° and subparallel sides. 
The amount of convexity of the dorsal valve and elevation of the 
ventral beak is subject to considerable variation. The growth of both 
valves is often very irregular. There are 9 or 10 strire in the distance 
of 5 mm., petween which, and alternating with them, can sometimes be 
seen much finer strire, so minute as to be scarcely visible. 

For the synonymy of this species here accepted see Schuchert. 1 

Formc(;tion and locality;__Ouray limestone: Engineer :Mountain 7; 
Durango 291; Salida 29, 30; Glenwood Springs. 

0RTHOTHliJTES CHEMUNG EN SIS ya r. 

Pl. III, figs. 4-6. 

At Engineer Mountain 7 especially, and also at other localities, 
occurs a form which may be regarded as a variety of the abo-ve, chiefly 
distinguished by being smaller and more finely striated. The shell is 
small, 25 mm. representing the width of an average-sized individual. 
The shape is variable, the width greater than -the length in varying 
degrees. Usually the shape is subsemicircular, with the cardinal 
angles quadrate and the sides for a distance straight and nearly paral
lel. In some cases the cardinal angles appear to be rounded, so that 
the greatest width is just below the hinge line, and in others the. sides 
converge anteriorly, so that the hinge line is considerably wider than 
the shell below. The convexity of the dorsal valve is usually slight, 
though variable .. The convexity of the ventral valve is also slight, 
but the beak is frequently elevated, so that the altitude of the area is 
rather great for the genus. 

1 Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. Ko. 87, 1897. 
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Growth in both valves was irregular, more frequently in the way6f 
causing concentric undulations .or local elevations or depressions than 
of twisting to one side or the other, a condition which also obtains. 

The radiating strire are fine, threadlike, subequal, increasing by 
intercalation, separated by spaces wider than the strire then1selves. 
The latter number from 13 to 15 in the space of 5 mm. 

In a specimen from Gunnison 131, referred to this type, the strire 
are unequal. The larger strire are separated by intervals about 
2 mm. in width, and inclose between them smaller ones, 3, 4, or 5 in 
number. 

Formation ctnd locality.-Ouray limestone: Engineer Mountain 7; 
Gunnison 131, 145~ Durango 291, 294; Salida 27. 29: Cement Creek. 

CHONETES sp. 

A single imperfect ventral valve of Chonetes from Gunnison 133 
furnishes the following partial description: 

Shell small, tumid. Longitudinally the greatest curvature is poste
rior. Transversely the slant is rapid. from the elevated n1esial portion 
to the depressed sides. Shape of the cardinal angles and number and 
character of the spines not known. · 

Radiating strire rather fine, bifurcating, about 12 in the space of 
5 1nm.. Concentric strire fine, distinct, but not obs.curing the radiating 
ones. 

"\Vidth of shell probably about 5 mm. 
This species is of the type of Hall's 01wnetes Logani var. a~tro'ra, 

which, as originally defined, seems to include several distinct forms. 
Typical examples of that species fron1 the Tully limestone at Tinkers 

Falls, Truxton, New York, are, as stated by Williams/ quite distinct 
from typical examples of Oh. Logani frmn the oolitic beds of the 
Kinderhook group of Burlington, Iowa. In Oh. a~trora the conc·en
tric strire, '·vhile not so coarse as the radiating ones, are more strongly 
expressed, so that they interrupt and obscure them. Comparing the 
Colorado form with Oh. a~trora, it is seen that both the radiating and 
the concentric strire are much finer, and that, in fact, it is a quite dis
tinct shell. It more nearly resembles Oh. Logani, but here again both 
sets of strire, especially the concentric ones, are finer. In this regard i"t 
can be compared with 01~. lllinoisensis, but in that species the radiating 
strire are n1uch finer. · 

This is possiblJT the same form as that identified by "\Vhiteaves as 
Ch.,. Logani var. a~trora. I suspect, however, that "\Vhiteaves's form 
is distinct from typical 01~. auro'ra, a.t;td possibly a new species. 

Formation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Gunnison 133. 

1 Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. I, 1890, p. 491. 
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PRODUCTELLA SEl\IIGLOBos.A N ettelroth. 

Pl. III, figs. 7-10. 
Productella spimtlicosta ? Hall, 1867. Pal. New York, Vol. IV, p. 160, pl. 23, figs. 

6-8. 
Product'us subaculeatus .'t Meek, 1876. Simpson's Rept. Expl. Great Basin Terr. Utah, 

p. 345, Pl. I, figs. 3a.,...3c. 
Productus subaculeatus? Meek, 1877. King's U. S. Geol. Expl. Fortieth Parallel, 

Vol. IV, p. 36, Pl. III, figs. 7-7°. 
Productella semiglobosa Nettelroth, 1889. Mem. Kentucky Geol. Surv.; Kentucky 

Fossil Shells, p. 70, Pl. XXVI, fig. 7. 
Productella spinulicosta Whiteaves, 1891. Cont. Canadian. Pal., Vol. I, p. 217, Pl. 

XXIX, figs. 3-3a; Pl.. XXXI, fig. 1. 
Productella subaculeata "\Vhiteaves, 1892. Cont. Canadian Pal., Vol. I, p. 283. 

Shell rather small, narrow, highly convex. Shape subsemicircular, 
hinge line wide as any portion of the,shell below, cardinal angles quad-
rate, width slightly exceeding the length. · 

Ventral valve highly inflated. Beak strongly in curved. Longitu
dinally the greatest curvature occurs posteriori y ~ the anterior portion 
being more nearly straight: Sides mo.re or less spreading. Ears 
small, quadrate, upturned. 

The surface of the posterior third of the shell seems to be smooth. 
Over the remainder of the surface and upon the ears are scattered the 
bases of a few large, round spines, which tend to arrange 'themselves 
in transverse rows. Fine concentric growth lines can also be seen, espe
cially over the more marginal parts of the surface. 

A single specimen showing the character of the dorsal valve has 
come to hand. It is in the usual condition-a convex object, tl:ie shell 
having adhered to the matrix externally, though in this case it is almost 
completely exfoliated. I will describe the specimen as it is presented 
to the eye, though the characters of the shell itself would of course be 
the reverse. 

The convexity is rather strong. There is a not very marked genic
ulation, and the peripheral portions are flattened; but the visceral 
area in this specimen shows considerable convexity, and the side out
line departs but little from a regular curve. A number of :fine con
centric wrinkles are seen over the visceral area, ·particularly strong 
laterally. The anterior or peripheral portions show traces of coarse 
but faint radiating strire and a few large pustules. 

At Engineer Mountain 7 occur two dorsal valves, much larger than 
the one just described, though resembling it in shape. They are not 
of the· character which I should expect to go with Productella s?jb
alata, although they are associated with that species, and I provision
ally refer them to P. semiglobosa. They may belong to a different 
species from either. Only the interior of this shell is known, and it 
can be described as follows: Shell rather large, about 25 mm. in 
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width, transverse, subsemicircular. Visceral portion slightly convex, 
pei·ipherally geniculate. Ears small, strongly upturned, bounded by 
grooves. Marked (interiorly of course, as the whole description is · 
based upon this view) by thin discontinuous ridges, having the appear
ance of minute interrupted strire. Fine concentric rugosities traverse 
the visceral portion. The cardinal process appears to be bilobed, and 
there is present a low, thin, median septum. 

This shell is related to several species of Productella from the nlid
dle and upper Devonian which are distinguished by their small size, 
arcuate shape,.and comparatively large and rare spines. Some have, 
like the form in question, been referred toP. sUbaculeata Murch., which, 
at least as identified in this country, Schuchert believes to be the same 
asP; spinulicosta Hall. This is in many cases doubtless true, but sev
eral types so identified can be distinguished from typical P. spinuli
costa by reason of the fewness of their stout spines, which spring 
directly from the shell instead of being mounted upon elongate bases. 

Without attempting to discuss the synonymy and the specific limi
tation of these protean forms, I will provisionallyidentify my shell 
with Nettelroth's Prodtwtella semiglobosa, which was found in rocks of 
supposed Corniferous ·age at the falls of the Ohio. I have not been 
able to compare my material with individuals representing P. semiglo
bosa, but as far as can be made ·out from his descriptions and figures 
the two forms might well be referred to the same species. There can 
be little doubt that this is the species which Meek mentions under the 
name of P. subac·uleatus in the fauna associated with 0. Endlicl~i, and 
I an1 inclined to believe that Whiteaves identifies the same form asP. 
spinulicosta from the Hay River, 40 miles above its mouth, where it is 
associated with Sp. disjunctttS var. occidentalis and an interesting 
fauna of middle or low upper Devonian age. I am not quite convinced 
that P. subaculeata Meek1 is the same form which I am describing. 
Some differences can be detected, but they are slight. Hall 2 figures a 
form which is very similar to the one in hand. It is said to occur in 
the Corniferous limestone near Louisville, Kentucky. From the same 
locality and the same formation was described N ettelroth's P. semiglo
bosa above referred to, and the figures given by the two authors show 
such marked correspondence that I feel little hesitation in placing 
them in synonymy. 

Prod'tWtus subaculeat'ttB Walcott can hardly be referred to the forn1 · 
under discussion, nor yet to P. subaculeatus ( P. spinulicosta). It 
seems more closely allied to P. sttbalata Hall, and with that species I 
am inclined to place it. \Vhen I compare the specimens which I have 
identified asP. semiglobosa with specimens of P. concentrica(=P. OooJJ-

I King's U.S. Geol. Expl. Fortieth Parallel, Vol. IV, 1877, p. 36, Pl. III, figs. 7-7b. 
2Pal. New York, Vol. VI, Pl. XXIII, figs. 6-8. 
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erensis Swallow) 1 of the Kinderhook horizon, I can find no differences 
whick are either constant or important. P. concentricct seems to be a 
trifle n1ore highly arched, and that is all. As the horizon of the Ouray 
limestone is n1ore nearly that of the strata from which P. seJniglobosa 
was described, I have made use of the latter name. It would be inter
esting if this form should prove to range from the n1iddle De-vonian 
through into the base of the n1:ississippian. In that ease, of course, 
the na1ne P. concentrica would have to be retained. 

The synonyn1y gi-ven abo-ve should be looked on rather as present
ing suggestions than carefully drawn conclusions. 

Fo"rmation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Gunnison 135; Durango 
291, 294; Salida 26, 30; Station 48; Glenwood Springs. 

PRODUCTELLA SUBALATA Hall? 

Productus (Productella) subaculeat·us 'iV alcott, 1884. Mon. U. S. Geol. Surv., Vol. VIII, 
p. 128, Pl. VII, fig. 2; Pl. XIII, figs. 19, 19"', 20, 20". 

There are a few specimens in the coll~ction, only one or two from a 
:::;.i.ngle locality and not l)erfectly preserved, which are related to the 
species described by Hall under the name of P"roductella subalata. A 
larger eollection of these shells and one better preserved might show 
that two, or even three, specific or varietal types are here included. 

Four -ventral valves from as many diffetent localities are probably 
conspecific. The shell is of medium size (about 25 mm. broad), some
what transverse, semicircular. Cardinal angles probably quadrate. 
Convexity slight; beak not much projecting or incurved. The surface 
is rendered in a 1neas_ure rugose by reason of numerous though irreg
ular and not very strong concentric inequalities of growth. There 
are in addition fine microscopic growth lines, and the whole surface 
is covered, though in varying abundance, with small spines, which arise 
from slender elongate bases and are .arranged in more or less concen
tric rows. The growth lines and spine bases are for the most part so 
ineonspicuous that but for the irregular concentric rugosities the sur
face appears nearly smooth. 

At Salida 30 occurs a form whose present condition differs somewhat 
from that of the one just described. The general shape, etc., agree 

1 In a former publication (:M.on. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. XXXII, Part II, 1899, p. 530) I stated a coiL 
viction which I will venture to repeat here-that, in contradiction to what has been sometimes 
claimed, P. Shurnardianc£ Hall (Rept. Geol. Surv. Iowa, Vol. I, pt. 2, Pl. VII, fig. 2) is distinct from P. 
ShwrnaTdiana Hall (ibid., Pl. III, fig. 9) and is, moreover, synonymic with P. CoopeTensis Swallow. 
That the form from the Kinderhook originally referred to the Devonian species P. Slmmardiana is 
distinct, was recognized by Professor Hall himself, for in a footnote, under P. Shumanliana (Joe. cit., 
p. 499), occurs the following remark: "At the time these specimens were figured, I regarded certain 
other forms from near Burlington (Iowa) as identical with them. A further comparison, however, 
shows the propriety of separating these specimens from those of that locality." P. Shumm·diana of 
Pl. VII is undoubtedly only a ventral valve of P. concent1·ica (fig. 3 of same plate), which is based 
upon a dorsal valve of similar type from the same locality. A careful comparison of P. concentrica 
Hall from Burlington, Iowa, with P. Cooperensis Swallow from the Chouteau limestone of Missouri 
reveals no constant element save size by which they can be distinguished.' The Burlin?"ton form 
is regularly about one-third larger than that from Missouri. 
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sufficiently well, as does the surface, ornamentation, where it occurs in a 
more or less completely exfoliated condition. This is the case over 1nost 
of the shell, but from what seems to be the anterior niargin projects 
a row. of rather stout spines, which are ·distinctly larger than those 
of the other specimens and seem to arise directly from the surface 
without being mounted on elongate bases. 

As far as I can judge, this specimen belongs to the same species as 
P1·od!uctella subaculeata W. alcott, which can perhaps be satisfactorily 
referred to P. sulJalata Hall. P. sUhaculeata of Walcott, however, 
together with P. subalata Hall, approach nearer to P. subaculeata 
Murchison than most of our American forms, and may be identical 
with it. They are certainly different from P. subaculeata of n10st 
A1nerican authors, part of which I believe to be the $arne as P. semi
globosa Net., and part also Schuchert correctly refers to P. spinulicm;ta 
Hall. 1 The synonymy of this species, except for the citat~on suggested 
above, I adopt from Schuchert 2 without change, and his list need not 
be here reproduced. 

The figure given by Walcott (loc. cit., Pl. XIII, figs. 19, 19a) shows 
a shell with stronger rib-like markings than common, and one which 
is rather under the usual size. · 

Fonnation and locc{;lity.-Ouray limestone: Engineer Mountain 7; 
Dutango 284,291; Salida 30; White River; Glenwood Springs. 

PRODUCTELLA SUBALATA var. 

There is a shell of about the same general character as P. subalata 
and associated with it, which, nevertheless, differs in having the spines 
much stouter and less numerous. I have but three specimens of this 
form, and, being crushed and exfoliated, they are unfit for figuring or 
even detailed description. 

Formation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Salida 27, 30. 

PRODUCTELLA sp. 

Pl. III, fig. 11. 

Shell large. Shape somewhat transversely subquadrate. 
Ventral valve not highly arched, gradually spreading toward the 

cardinal angles, which are :flattened, and at the sides, but more nearly 
vettical in the anterior portion. Beak small, incurved. Surface marked 
over the visceral region by a number of rather fine, discontinuous, con
centric wrinkles, and b3r the elongate bases of a large number of closely 
distributed spines. 

Dorsal valve not known. 
Only two specimens of this species have been found, one almost 

entirely exfoliated, the other a mere fragment. 

1 Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 87, p. 318. 2Loc. cit. 
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The characters described seem to indicate that the shell is related to 
P. laclw·ymosa of the Chemung group, but I think it is not identical 
with that species. 

Formation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Engineer Mountain 7; 
Durango 294. 

ATHYRIS COLORADOENSIS 11. sp. 

Pl. V, figs. 5-11. 

Shell large, thick, subcircular in outline, and often very inequivalve. 
Ventral valve usually very convex. Shape subcircular, length and 

width about equal; if anything the width is slightly the greater. 
Anterior outline regularly semicircular but broken with a distinct 
bend where the posterior periphery is retracted toward the beak. 
The latter is large and incurved but not much produced. 

Dorsal valve shield-shaped, always shallower than_ its fellow and 
often nearly flat. The anterior margin regularly curved, posterior 
outline flattened or subreetilinear, broadly rounding into confluence 
with the anterolateral curvature. Beak small, slightly projecting. 

Neither valve has a fold or sinus, and the curvature from side to 
side is regular and unbroken. · 

Surface n1arked by numerous closely arranged, concentric, lamel
lose growth lines. 

This shell is of the type of Atl~yr?;s sp~riferoides Eaton, which it 
resen1bles more closely than most others of the genus known from this 
continent. The surface characters and shape are much the same, but 
A. coloradoensis can be readily distinguished by the complete absence, 
so far as my obse1~vations extend, of. anything like a fold or sinus on 
either valve. The beak is largm~ and the ventral valve more inflated 
than the dorsal, while in A. spiriferoides the reverse holds true. In 
the absence of fold and sinus A. coloradoensis resembes A. brittsi 
Miller and A. minutissima Webster. I have not been able to exam
ine specimens of the species mentioned, but A. coloradoensis would 
seem to be distinguished by the unequal convexity of its valves, 
and doubtless by other characters besides that of size, which is quite 
marked, that a comparison with descriptions and figures alone does 
not permit me to point out. 

With the possible exception of Sp. di~j-uncttts var. animasensis, this 
is the n1ost abundant species of the Ouray limestone as far as its fauna 
has been explored. It usually occurs in the condition of separated 
valves, and the shell is almost invariably exfoliated in removing the 
inclosing matrix. A few weathered specimens show the lamellose sur
face similar to that of A. spiriferoides. 

Fo'nnation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Engineer Mountain 7; 
Gunnison 130, 131, 132, 135, 136, 145, 145ct; Durango 284, 291, 294; 
Salida 26, 27, 29, 30; White River; Station 48; Glenwood Springs. 
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ATHYRIS VITTATA var. 

Pl. V, fig. 12. 
Two specimens of a little Athyris observed in the collection may be 

young shells of A. coloradoensis, but they are much smaller and not con
nected with the large shells by intermediate sizes. They can be almost 
exactly matched among some diminutive specimens of the same genus 
from Petosky, Michigan, which, though seemingly distinct fron1 _._4. 
vittala, nevertheless pass as such, and are said to be linked to it by 
intermediate forms. The following description is based upon the more 
perfect of the specimens from Colorado. 

Shell n1inute, length and breadth about the same, 16 mm. Both 
valves are rather convex, the dorsal slightly more so than the venti·al. 
The outline of the shell is in general sectoral. That of the apical 
portion would be made by two nearly straight lines at right angles to 
each other. The rest. of the outline, comprising possibly two-thirds 
the length of the shell, is evenly rounded. The beak of the "tentral 
valve is rather large and projecting. Fold and sinus seemingly entirely 
undeveloped. 

This species approximates Athyris parvula 1 Whiteaves, especially 
the figure seen on Pl. XXXI, fig. 4, but it is with~::mt the fold and 
sinus of that species. It stands in close relationship also with A. 
Brittsi and A. min1ttissinw. The species last named has never been 
figured and a satisfactoi·y comparison is therefore impossible. It 
resembles the Colorado form, but is very much smaller. A. Brittsi 
is close, indeed, to A. vittata var., and may be conspecific. The 
ventral beak seems to be smaller and slight differences in outline are 

. apparent, but these might not be maintained by a larger suite of 
specimens. 

Formation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Engineer l\1ountain 7. 

8PIRIFER CONICULUS 11. sp. 

Pl. V, figs. 1-4. 

Shell somewhat beneath medium size, semiconical. · The shape, 
which is best seen from the dorsal valve, is semicircular~ or semi
elliptical, the length varying from two-thirds to three-fourths the 
greatest width, which is found at the hinge line or just in front. 
Sides subparallel, meeting the hinge line at nearly a right angle, 
front broadly rounded. Sometimes the cardinal angles also are 
rounded, giving the outline more or less the shape of an ellipse. 

Ventral value semiconical, high, with the apical portion frequently 
twisted to one side or the other, forward, or back. .Area usually 
ahnost fiat, and directed at nearly right angles to the plane of junction 
of the valves. Often, however, the angle so formed is somewhat less 

lGeol. Nat. Hist. Sun·. Canada; Contributions to Canadian Palooontology, Vol. I, pt. 2, 1891, p. 228, 
· Pl. XXXII, figs. 4, 5, 5•. . 
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than this. The area, though varying in altitude, is always high, and 
sometimes the height is as much as three-fourths the greatest width. 
Foramen high and narrow, usually more than twice as high. as it 
is broad. The slope from the apex to the front and sides is usually 
direct, and except for distortion due to twisting of the apical portion 
there is seldmn any longitudinal curvature of moment. 
· The dorsal yalve is nearly flat, being highest along the middle and 
sloping off regularly to the sides. 

The fold and sinus are distinct, but broad and shallow, and not 
sharply defined from tho rest of the shell. They ·are themselves 
unplicated, but on either side are found 8 to 10 coarse and indis
tinct ribs. These are so poorly marked that sometimes the shell looks 
smooth and altogether destitute of plications. Although at present 
all the specimens are exfoliated, eyen in this condition it is possible to· 
discern that the entire surface was coyered with fine, closely set _ 
pustu~es. · 

This species is related to Spirlfer asper and others of the same type, 
but is evidently distin~t. In ffl .. ('.t7 thB 8mn.ll si 7.P. of 1'\11. r-nn/l:m~,lw~j its 
elevated yentral valve, nearly obsolete plications, and pustulo~e sur
face orna1nentation, combined, give it great individuality. I know of 
no species with which a close comparison is necessary. It resembles 
Sp. alt~ts in the character of its obsolescent plications, but has not a 
plicated fold and sinus and shows other important differences. 
· Spirifer coniculus is of interest in its bearing upon the determina
tion of the age of the Ouray limestone. This type of Spirifer, with 
high, flat, and horizontally directed area· and unpl~cated fold and 
sinus, especially when, as in this case, the surface ornamentation is 
papillose instead of lamellose, may be regarded as very characteristic 
of middle Devonian time. Although the type was initiated in the 
lower Deyonian and persisted into the upper portion of the same, it is 
most prolific of indiyiduals and of species in the middle Devonian. I 
know of but four species of this type in the lower DeYonian. These 
are Spirifer arctisegmentum, Spirifer seg1nentum, Spirifer Hanni, and 
Spirifer varicosus. In the upper Devonian I know of but one, Spiri-
jer HcBridei, while in the middle Deyonian over a dozen cari easily be 
mentioned. The testimony of Spirifer coniculus would therefore seem 
to be in favor of assigning the Ouray limestone to about the age of 
the Hamilton group. 

Formation and localit?;.-Ouray limestone: Engineer Mountain 7. 

SPIRIFER DISJUNCTUS var. ANIMASENSIS n. var. 

Pl. IV, figs. 1-10. 

Shell of medium size, transyerse, pyramidal, marked by numerous 
rather fine radiating ribs. 
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Ventral valve subpyramidal in shape. Beak elevated, :frequently 
twisted to one side or the other, and only slightly, often not at all, 
incurved. Area large, usually flat, and nearly or quite perpendicular 
to the plane of junction of the two valves. Its width is :from 2t to 3 
times the height. The large delthyrium is a little higher (about 1!-) 
than it is broad. It is usually entitely open, showing only the thickened 
edges of the dental plates, but in one specimen the upper portion of 
the delthyrium is plainly seen to be covered, as in Spirifer, by a con
cave deltidium," deeply emarginated in its inferior outline. The front 
of the valve is marked with numerous rather fine radiating ribs, which 
cover the sinus equally with the wings. Those upon the latter appear 
to be simple, but those in the sinus often bifurcate, especially in older 
individuals. There are :from 20 to 25 stri::e upon the sides, and from 5 
to 10 in the sinus, the usual number being about 24 on the sides and 7 
or 8 in the sinus. The latter is broad and shallow, though clearly 
defined, and extends quite to the apex. 

Dorsal valve shallow, fold rounded, low, and broad, though clearly 
defined from the rest of the shell. There are :from 20 to 25 simple 
stl·i::e on the sides, and from 9 to 16 bifurcated ones on the fold. The 
higher numbers are not at all uncommon, owing to frequent bifurcation. 

The stri::e are rounded and separated by angular grooves. Any 
finer ornamentation which may have· covered them has in every case 
been lost through exfoliation, and neither its presence nor its character 
has been determined. 

Spirifer disjunctus var. animasensis is a variable type,· and the 
description above detailed applies to the average individual. In 
rather young specimens the shell is usually transverse, the width 
being greatest _at the hinge line, where it is not infrequently more 
than twice the length. From that point it contracts rapidly toward 
the front, so that the outline is, in the main, that of an inverted isos
celes triangle of broad base and low altitude, trmicated at the apex. 
The area has usually a horizonal direction, the shell being viewed 
dorsally. · 

In older examples, growth of the shell seems often to proceed more 
rapidly in :front than late1:ally, so that the length sometimes nearly 
e_quals that of the hinge length. . Another effect of this process is to 
tilt the area backward until it tends to assume more of an erect or 
vertical position when viewed dorsally. The area varies considerably 
in height as seen in different specimens of the same size. In some 
examples it is almost perfectly flat, but in others decidedly concave, 
especially at the beak. 

The delthyrium, while it is usually somewhat higher than it is wide~ 
has been observed in one specimen to be a trifle wider than high, with 
the width aln1ost half that of the entire area. 

2~ GEOf.:, PT 2--4 
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Variation within moderate limits is also to be seen in the radiating 
ribs in both size and nu1nber. 

There can.be little doubt that Sp: disjunctus var. anima-sensis belongR 
to the . disjunctus type of the aperturati, in which Hall and Clarke 1 

include Sp. arenosu.s, Sp. unicus, Sp. TfTAitneyi, Sp. dis)~tnctus, SjJ. 
disj~tnctU:S var. sulcifer, and Sp. Bill{ngsanus, all from the Devonian 
rocks of North America. Schuchert regards Sp. unicus as a synonym 
for Sp. arenosus, and in any case its affinjties are certainly with this 
type. I feel some doubt about the propriety of assigning Sp. Billings
an·us~ to the same group. It presents many points of similarity to 
Sp. diva'ricat~ts, and perhaps belongs with the divaricatus type rather 
than this; but if retained here it must be regarded as a somewhat 
aberrant form. To the ·list just quoted can, .I think, be added Sp. 
disjunctus var. occidentalis, Sp. Kennicotti, SjJ. utahensis, SjJ. altus, 
SjJ. cyrtiniformis, and the form under discussion. It will be seen 
that among the species mentioned are found some which' have been 
referred by authors to the genus or subgenus Cyrtia. There Hall 
and Clark place the Devonian species Sp. (Jy:rti-niu-"oPinis and Sp. alt·us, 
and Schuchert 2 refers Sp. utalwnsis to the same assemblage on· the 
strength of marked resemplance in external form. I think, however, 
that these Devonian forms are unwisely withdrawn f~·om Spirifer and 
associated with the Silurian species which exhibit the typical condition 
of Cyrtia. Hall and Clarke state that "the general habit of these 
shells is the coexistence of the vertical cardinal area with a convex 
deltidium perforated by a circular,. obljque foramen." These authors 
have certainly failed to demonstrate the existence of the distinctive 
structural characters of Cyrtia in either Sp. cy'rtinifm·7nis or Sp. altus. 
The best material they obtained to illustrate these features in Sp. 
cy'rtinifonnis preserves no deltidial covering of any-sort, while Sp. 
altus 3 is shown to have a concave deltidium neither perforated by a 

lPal. New York, Vol. VIII, pt. 2, p. 37. 
2Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No, 87, 1897, p. 197 (as Cyrtia NoTwoodi). 
3The deltidium of this species seems to have been sometimes convex, as in Cyrtia, but usually con

cave. The description of Sp. crUus in Pal. New York, Vol. IV, 1867, p. 248, states that the fissure "is 
closed by a concave, transverse septum for two-thirds of its length from the .apex," and the figures, 
which ";ere drawn from impressions of natural molds of the exterior, show that the deltidium must 
have had a concave flexure in those specimens. Schuchert, writing in 1890, says (Ninth Annual 
Report New York State Geologist, p. 35) that" the deltidial opening was closed by a lamellose cop
vex covering," etc. Hall and Clarke (Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, pt. 2, p. 42), by referring this species 
to Cyrtia, which they define as having a convex deltidium, imply that this condition existed in Sp. 
altus, and they figure a SJ?ecimen in which this seems to have been the case. At the same time they 
reproduce, without comment or correction, Hall's earlier figure in which a concave deltidium is 
shown (pl. 26, fig. 3). I have been able to examine three or four undoubted examples of this species 
which show the structures in question. One of these is especially convincing in the manner in which 
its characters are manifested. . Casts of the exterior and of the interior are presented to view, sepa
rated by a space representing the original thickness of the shell. The external cast shows a decidedly 
concave, incomplete, imperforate, deltidial covering, impressions of which correspond in detail to 
Hall's figures already mentioned. The internal cast shows the spaces ·left by the povrcrful dental 
plates, while on the blunt edge of the wedge-shaped mass between them is preserYed the groove rep
resenting the internal median thickening noted by Hall and Clarke as below. This specimen is 
quite conclusive as to the points involved, and .t:he facts which it demonstrates 'are corroborated by 
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foramen nor showing traces of having had this condition. In Sp. utah,~ 
ensis also I have not found the deltidium preserved, but only an open 
delthyrium is seen, bounded by the thickened edges of the dental plates. 
Under the circumstances, therefore, the separatiOn of these Devonian 
forms, based almost together oil a peculiar external expression, from 
Spirifer, and their union with Cyrtia, seems scarcely justified by the 
facts. . 

Nor, does it seem to me, do these cyrtiniform Spirifers, when joined 
to the disjunctus group, form an incongruous assemblage. Hall and· 
Clarke define the disjunctus type in the following terms: "Forms with 
well-developed fold and sinus, elongate hinge and elevated cardinal 
area, lateral plications simple, n1edian plications dichotomous or inter
calary." 1 

. All of the species just mentioned answer to this diagnosis in every 
particular except, perhaps, that which pertains to the area, and expe
rience has demonstrated that such characters as height, inclination, and 
flatness or concavity of the area are often very variable, even in the 
same species, and can be held at little or no value even in such infedor 
coordination as the group in question. There is, in fact, some reason, 
a priori, for expecting that the Spiriferoid type, with P.lic::tted fold 
and sinus, should develop a varietal group with high, flat, horizontal 
areas, since the type with unplicated fold and sinus has done so. The 
amount of variation of these characters in the. same species and their 
intergradation in the group is illustrated by an examination of Sp. 
disjttnctus and its allies. The British form ·of Sp. dJisjur;wtus 2 seems 
to have the area nearly erect, i.e. parallel to the plane of the valves, 
but it may be :flat or concave, low or elevated. · In specim~ns from 
New York the area is usually low and concave, either erect or not 
much reclining,3 and presumably the same condition obtains in the 
var. sulcifm·. Spirife1' TVhitneyi, which represents Sp. disjunctus in 
the Mississippi· Valley, has the area ·always low, but it is son1etinies 

several other good examples. In no specimen that I have seen or read of is there any evidence that 
the deltidium was periorate, and the only cases in which that structure is shown to be convex that 
have come to my knowledge .are the specimen figured by Hall and Clarke and the statement of 
Schuchert guoted above. I am led to believe, therefore, that the deltidium was imperlorate and' 
incomplete so that the pedicle issued below it instead of through a perforation in its upper or apical 
portion, and that it was usually but not ilwariably concave. The range of variation thus suggested 
is not altogether unprecedented, since in a representative of Syringothyris (S. hannibalensis, from Pike 
County, :rvro.), a genus of which Sp. altus was probably the immediate progenitor, I have observed 
:tearly an equal latitude, for the detidium in that species, though pretty constantly convex, is some. 
times depressed below the plane of the area, sometimes on a level with it, and sometimes elevated 
above it. Hall and Clarke explain the absence of a deltidial perforation in the following manner 
(loc. cit.): "In the Devonian Cyrtias the foramen in the deltidium is frequently obscured or absent 
at maturity. It may have existed at earlier stages of development and have become obliterated by 
s-ubsequent overgrowth, but this assumption has yet to be verified. That maturity induces a modifi
cation of the deltidium is evinced by the internal median thickening of this plate in G. alta." No 
such explanation for the admitted absence of the perforation in the deltidium of Sp. altus is, I think, 
needed. 

1 Pal. Kew York, Vol. VIII, pt. 2, p. 24. 
2 See Davidson's Mon. Brit. Foss. Brach., plates .. 
a pal. Kew York, Vol. IV, Pis. XLI, XLII. 
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only slightly, often strongly in curved, and in position it seems to vary 
. from nearly vertical to nearly horizontal. Sp. disjunctus as identified 
in the Rocky Mountain region has usua1ly a rather high area, which 
in mature shells is seen to be at first nearlyflat and horizontal in. direc
tion, with the beak sometimes only slightly, more often strongly, 
concave. InSp. cyrtin/j'ormis 1 the area seems to be regularly flat, high, 
and horizontal, and the same is true of Sp. altus, where, in fact, the 
area is a little inclined from the plane of the horizon. Spirifer ~dalt
ensis has a high area, usually nearly horizontal in direction, flat for 
the greater part of its height, but apically more or less concave. In 
Sp. I{eJ·bnicotti the area, which is only slightly overhung by the small 
beak, is flat, indeed, but low and almost vertical in direction. Sp. 
disj~tnct1ls var. occidentalis has the area high, horizontal, an~ nearly 
flat, with usually only the apex slightly concave, while the range of 
variation in the variety aninwsensis bas already been described. It 
is evident that among the species just mentioned there is a more or 
less cor;ttinuous series from one extreme, best represented by certain 

. forms of Sp. disjunctus, where the area is low, vertical, and strongly 
arched, to the other extreme seen in Sp. cyrtiniformis (or almost as 
well in Sp. disjunctus var. occidentalis 2

), whose area is high, flat, and 
horizontal. One or two of the species grouped here may have to be 
eliminated when the characters, especially the minuter surface orna
mentation, of all are known more in det::til, but for the present they 
seem to form a fairly homogeneous assemblage. Sp. altus and Sp. 
cyrtin~formis. are, perhaps, the most likely to be withdrawn, and in 
the latter the slightly developed and differentiated fold and sinus, 
and the. infrequent bifurcation of ribs in the median region, give it a 
distinct individuality of expression when compared with the true 
disjunctus type. 

It will be apparent from the above d~cussion that several of this 
disjunct~tS ·type of Spirif~rs are very closely related to the form here 

. described. I refer to Spirifer disjunctus itself, Sp. disjuntus var. 
occidentalis, Sp. dil1unctus var. sulciferr, Sp. Kennicotti, Sp . . Tfll~itneyi, 

. Sp. utahensis, Sp. cyrtiniformis, and Sp. altus. 3 These resolve 
themselves naturally into two groups-one with high, horizontal, and 
flat areas, the other with low, erect, and incurved areas. 

1 Whiteaves (Cont. Can. Pal., Vol. I, pt. 3,"1891, pp. 222-223) identifies Spirijer cyrl'lnijormis at the 
Hay River loca.lity. The form found there ]s said to be of much larger s]ze, with fewer plications, 
and ]s probably a distinct species. 

2 If Sp. alt1ts is admitted to close relationship with Sp. disjunclus, it certainly forms one of the 
extremes in the series described, for the area is high and flat and ]s ·inclined to the plane of the 
valves at a more or less acute angle, so that the apex of the ventral valve is projected in front of that 
of the dorsal. 

a Spirijer arenosus, Sp. unicus, and also Sp. Billingsanus if it really belongs to the disjunetus group, 
are Odskany species, and less closely related to Sp. disjunet1ts and its allies which appear in middle 
and upper Devonian time (in New York only in the latter). They have the area low, erect, and con
cave, as in Sp. di.qjunctus. 
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'V alcott 1 places SjJ. utahensis and Sp. Kennicotti, both of Meek, in 
the synonymy of SjJ. di~juncflus. In this he is followed by 'Vhiteaves. 2 

who places Sp. lVhitneyi also in the same category on the strength of 
a suggestion contained in the Twenty-third Regents' Rept. New York 
State Cab. Nat. Hist., p. 213 (under Spirifer Orestes). This is no 
place to discuss the synonymy of Sp. disj1tnctus, but Sp. "TV!dtneyi 
has an individuality of expression which seems to justify the granting 
it varietal distinction, and Sp. I{"ennicotti, with its low but nearly flat 
area and unusually contracted visceral space, 3 can also claim to be con
sidered distinct. These three cognate species, however, together with 
Sp. disjunctus var. sulcifer and the Oriskany forms, constitute a group 
to which Sp. disjunct/us var. occidentalis, Sp. disjunctus var. animasen
sis, Sp. utal&ensis, Sp. alt·us, and Sp. cyrtiniformis, are less closely 
related. Concerning relations of these species to one another I am 
less confident. In form and size and ornamentation the different 
specimens of Sp. utal~ensis can be almost exactly matched among 
small and probably immature specimens of Sp. disjunctus var. ani
masensis. And, furthermore, in some localities, as at Durango 235, 
smaller individuals of the latter alone occur, just as at the others 
(e. g., Durango 291) the larger ones predominate. Thus at Durango 
235 the largest individual seen measures 35 1nm., this being one of 
the very transverse forms in which the width far exceeds the length. 
At Durango 291 a width of 45 mm. is not uncommon, while one 
individual is 50 mm. across, and all are large shells, nearly as long as 
broad. On the other hand, while every specimen of Sp. utaAensis 
examin.ed has the area more or less incurved, the prevailing type in 

· Sp. disjrunct1ts var. animasensis has a flat area, and the ·delthyrium, 
which is long and narrow in Sp. utalwnsis, almost always proportion
ately broader. I thinl~, therefore, that Sp. disjunctus var. ani1rwsensis 
is distinct from Sp. utahensis by reason of being usually much larger, 
with a flatter area and proportionately broader delthyrium. Turning 
now to Spirifer disjunctus var. occidentalis, of which Professor Whit
eaves has kindly loaned me specimens for comparison, a still closer 
affinity is found. The area in the Canadian form is high, flat, and 
horizontal, sometimes more or less twisted to one side. The beak is 
but slightly incurved, being more constant in this character than Sp. 
disjunctus vai·. animasensis. · The delthyrium also resembles the latter 
species rather than SjJ. tdaAensis, in being rather broad. The chief 
distinction between these two varieties accredited to Sp. disjunctus 
consists in the fact that the lateral plications in the var. ani1nasensis 

I )Ion. U.S. Geol. SurY. Vol. \'III, 1884, p. 3~. 
2 Cont. Can. Pal., Vol. I, pt. 3, pp. 221-222. 
3Schuchert calls attention to this character in Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv. No. 87, 1897, p. 394. The cir-· 

cumstance that Sp. Kennicotti is a middle Devonian species, while Sp. disjnnctus, or the form accepted 
as such in New York, occurs at a considerably higher horizon, gives additional weight to this dis
tinction. 
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are usually appreciably finer and more nmnerous. This forw has 
more nearly 'the expression of true clisj?..tnctus, while the var. occi
clm-da~is rather suggests Spi?·ifer 1ntteronatus, with, however, a pli
cated fold and sinus. 

Two small and two larger specimens of Sp. clisj?..mct?..tS var. occiden
tal-is have come under 1ny observation. The smaller examples, with a 
common length of about 17 mrt1. and a width of 24 mm. and 35 mm., 
respectively, have 17 or 18 lateral plicatiDns. The larger individuals, 
both being about 42 rum. across and 21 mm. long, measured on the 
dorsal valve, have also 16 or 17 plications. They are thus more 
coarsely plicate than one of the sni.aller specimens, which in turn is 
somewhat ·coarser than the. other. When of the same size, the larger 
individuals would have had only 13 or 14 plications. Sp. cli.~jtmctus 
var. animasen-8is of the same size as the smaller individu:;tls of the var. 
occidentalis have 19 or 20 ribs on a side, while mature specimens have 
25 or more. At the same time more coarsely plicated forni.s do occur 
in Colorado, and one large longitudinally produced form, in especial, 
has not more than 18 to 20 ribs on a side. These are 2t rum. wide, 
much flattened, and separated by narrow, shallow grooves. The shell 
from which these measurements were made, a d~rsal valve, must have 
been originally about 45 rum. l<1ng and 54 mm. wide. It is now con
~iderably broken. Another point in which our Colorado form differs 
from \:Vhiteaves' species is the shape of these larger shells, all of 
which are subquadrate, not much wider than long, and with slightly 
converging lateral and broadly rounded anterior outlines. The large~t 
specimens of Sp. disjunct'tlB var. occidentalis seen were transverse, sub~ 
mucronate, a distinctly alate form. However, as in most Spirifers the 
growth of the shell at and after maturity is chiefly anterior, these alate 
forms might readily have gi·own into the more quad1~ate ones. Com
parisons with Sp. cyrtiniformis and Sp. alt'tlB seem scarcely necessary, 
and Sp. disj~tncttts var. animasen-8is finds its closest allies in Sp. ?..ttah
ensis and Sp. disjuncttis var. occiclentalis. 

· · Spirifer disjunctus var. ani?Twsensis has been found at almost every 
point at which collections fron1 the Ouray limestone have been Inade, 
and it is usuaJly a common fossil. It seems strange, therefore, that it 
should not have been present in the collections accompanying the orig
inal specimens of. Oanwrotmclda .Endlichi; but such appears to have 
been the case, for no member of thegenus i..:; inentioned in the list of 
forms which Meek cites as associated with that species. 

The bearing of this species in determining the age of the Ouray· 
limestone deserves a few words of consideration. I feel no doubt of 
the affinity of Sp. disj-unct'tlS var. m~imasensis with Sp. disjunctus 
itself as representing the general stock from which it is a variant. 
Although in the New York section Sp. disjunctus is restricted in its 
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range to the upper Devonian (Chemung), the type is known in England 
to range through both middle and upper Devonian rocks. Turning 
now to Sp. 1ttaAensis and Sp. disjunctus var. occidentalis, with which 
it is especially allied, I find Sp. disjunctus is a member of a fauna 
which \Vhiteaves, 1 for satisfactory reasons, correlates with the Cuboides 
zone of Europe or with the Tully limestone of New York, while Meek, 2 

speaking of the fauna in which Sp. utaAensis is found, makes. t~e 
statement: "Hence we can not doubt that these beds belong to the 
Devonian, and probably to about the horizon of the Hamilton group 
of the New York series." ; 

Formation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Ouray, Colorado; Engi
neer Mountain 7; Gunnison 130,132,134,135,145, 145a; Durango 284, 
291, 294; Salida 26, 27, 28, 30; northwestern Colorado; Cement Creek; 
Station 48; Glenwood Springs. 

SPrRIFER BIMESIALif? Hall ? 

Among some material from Glenwood Springs, Colorado, which has 
come to hand since the rest of the collection was worked up, and after 
the manuscript of this report had been completed and submitted for pub
lication, occur two not very perfect specimens of an interesting species 
of Spirifer. The form in question seems to be associated with tire char
acteristic Ouray fauna, but does not occur in any of the other local 
collections. The shell is very alate and mucronate, the width being 
about 26 mm. and the length only 8 mm. There are 8 to 10 simple 
plications on either side of the fold, which is well defined, thin, and high. 
The sinus is deep and the ribs bounding it are heavy. In the bottom 
of the sinus is a well-developed plication, and presumably the fold had 
a median furrow to correspond. The surface is crossed by conc(;mtric 
ornamentation of coarse, heavy, lamellose striae. 

So far as the two specimens examined furnish a correct expression of 
the specific characters of this form, we have here a species intimately 
related to Sp. bimesialis Hall. The most important difference that I 
have been able to discover is that the concentric lamellre are more dis
tant and heavier than in the latter species, but collections in which this 
form is more plentifully represented may furnish other differentiating 
characters or obliterate this. Sp. 1nesicostalis Hall is another allied 
species, and some varieties of Sp.1nucronatus approach it closely. The 
evidence of this species seems to be favorable to assigning the age of 
the Ouray limestone to late middle or to upper Devonian age. . 

Formation and locality.-Ouray limestone, Glenwood Springs, Colo
rado. 

1 Co~t. Can. Pal., Vol. I, pt. 3, 1891, p. 252. 
2U, S. Geol. Expl. Fortieth Parallel, Vol. IV, 1877, p. 6. 
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CAMAROTCECHIA ENDLICHI (Meek) Schuchert. 

Pl. VI, figs. 1-4; Pl. VII, fig. 1. 

To Meek's very complete description of this species I have little to 
add, and subsequent collections from the same region have failed to 
furnish anything quite equal in size 1 and perfection to the n1aterial 
upon which the original description was based. 0. .Endlicl~i is a 
variable species, especially in the character of its plications, aiid pre
sents an almost endless diversity in shape and ornamentation. The 
specimens selected for illustration by White are characteristic, and 
have been reproduced here, together with drawings made fron1 more 
recently gathered material, to show some of the various forms pre
sented. Large specin1ens like those figured by White occur in. both 
the earlier and the later collections in association with much smaller 
individuals, which appear to belong to the same species and at the 
sa1ne time bear evidence, in their gibbosity and strong development of 
fold and sinus, of having nearly or quite attained a mature condition.· 
(See Pl. VI, figs. 1, 2; Pl. VII, fig. 1.) 

Meek says 2 or 0. .EndlicAi: 
This is a fine species, more nearly resembling some Devonian and Upper Silurian 

forms than the usual Carboniferous types. Its most marked features are the large size · 
of its mesial sinus, the flattening of its posterior lateral slopes, and the angularity of· 
the posterior lateral margins of its ventral valve on each side of the sinus, formed 
by the abrupt flexure of those margins to meet those of the other valve, this pecu
liar truncated, rectangular appearance contrasting strongly with. the very acute angles 
formed by the connection of the antero-lateral margins of the valves. 

The forms with which Meek would compare 0. Endlicl~i are doubt
less the group of Oriskany Rhynchonelloids for which Hall and Clarke 
have proposed the subgeneric or group name PletlwrAynclta, 3 including 
Oamarotcecl~ia (Pletlwrl~ynclw) Barrandii, 0. (P.) speciosa, and 0. (P.) 

· pleiopleura, together with such species of lJncinulus as U. Stricklandi 
of the Niagara group and U. Oampbellmnus of the Lower Helderberg, 
etc. The only internal character which I have succeeded in determining 
in 0. Endlichi is the presence of a long and well-developed median sep
tunl which is divided posteriorly so that it is Y shaped in cross section, 
the two branches extending to the hinge plate, where they support the 
crural processes. In this structural character, as well as in the super
ficial peculiarities pointed out ·by Meek, 0. EndlicAi agrees with the 
species of Plethorhyncha and U ncinulus mentioned. Plications of- the 
character of those of 0. EndlicAi, which are bifurcate and very variable 
in number and size, are not common.in the genus Camarotoochia, and 
if possessed at all by the species mentioned above seem to be found in 

1 Since the above was written there has come to hand some material from Glenwood Springs, Colorado, 
among which I find several large specimens of C. Endlichi. One of them shows the unusual length 
of 75 mm. 

2 Bull. U. S. Geol. and Geog. Surv. Terr., 2d ser., Vol. I, 1875, p. 47. 
3 Pal. New York, Vol. VIII, pt. 2, 1893, p. 191. Schuchert places Rhynchonella Endlichi in this group. 
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0. pleioplew·a only. They are, however, quite common in the genus 
Leiorhynchus, and, conjoined with the obsolescence of the lateral plica
tions, especially upon the dorsal valve-a fact of common occurrence 
not mentioned by Meek-l.t gives the shell of 0. .Endlicl"hi considerable 
of the expression of that genus, with which the internal structure, so 
far as ascertained, also agrees. The peculiar angulation of the posterior 
lateral margins which has been described by Meek is not found, I 
believe, in Leiorhynchus, though it occurs also in Eatonia, which has, 
however, different structural peculiarities. On the whole, it seems that 
Rhynclwnella Endlicl"hi, though of a rather peculiar type, must be left 
in the genus Camarotmchia, with a probability of its belonging to the 
groi1p Plethorhyncba. If the, latter have any stratigraphic value, the 
evidence of this form would tend to throw the horizon of 0. Endliclhi 
into the lowest Devonian, but Meek, presumably because of its occur
rence '' with a small Productus of the type of P. subaculeatus," refers 
0. Endlicki to the latter portion of the same era. He says: ''According 
to Dr. Endlich's sections, as well·as from its affinities p], it would 
seem to be most probably an Upper Devonian species." 1 This conclu
sion is corroborated by Schuchert, who observes: 2 

This type of Rhynchonella occurs in eastern North America only in the Lower 
Devonian. It therefore seems probable that Meek's provisional reference to the 
Devonian is nearer correct than White's to the Lower Carboniferous. 

In1883 White concludes, from facts ascertained subsequent to Meek's 
description, that the strata from which this species was derived really 
belong to the lower portion of the Carboniferous series. In this he 
is followed by Weller. · 

The synonymy of this species which I adopt will be found in 
Schuchert. 2 

Formation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Engineer Mountain7; 
Gunnison 130, 131, 132, 133, 136, 145a; Durango 291, 294; Salida 26, 
27, 28, ~9, 30; Station 48; Glenwood Springs. 

CAlVIAROTCECHIA CONTRACTA (Hall) Hall and Clarke? 

Pl. VII, figs. 2-4: 

The figures annexed will afford a better idea of this shell, which is 
common-place in every particular, than I am able to give by verbal 
description. In shape it is one of the transverse, spreading types 
of Rhynchonella, of which examples. could be cited from Silurian, 
Devonian, and Carboniferous rocks. Its internal characters, which, 
so far as observed, consist of diverging dental plates in the ventral 
valve and a thin, strong septum in the dorsal, taken in connection with 
its stratigraphic occurrence, leave little doubt that it belongs in 
the group of Camarotcechia. There are, pretty uniformly, .4 ·plica-

1 Loc. cit. 2 Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 87, iS9i. 
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tions on the fold and 3 in the sinus, with 6 lateral ones. The pH
cations are thin and angular ; the fold and sinus well developed. 

This shell is, as a ru]e, considerably smaller than the average speci
men of C. contracta, which it otherwise much resembles both in shape 
and in the number and disposition of its plications. - Some individuals, 
however, are as large as the normal shell of C. con,tracta, one doi.·sal 
valve being 13 mm. long and 16 mm. wide. 

I would not assert that the form in question is genetically so closely 
related to C. contracta as to be really identical with it, but with the 
material in hand a separation would scarcely be justified, the two being 
in so close external agreement. 

The synonymy of this species found in Schuchert 1 is adopted here 
and need not be repeated. 
·Formation a;nd locality.-Ouray limestone: Engineer Mountain 7; 

Gunnison 131, 145a; Durango 291, 294; Salida 26, 27, ·29, 30; Sta
tion 48; Glenwood Springs. 

MoDIOMORPHA ( ?) sp. 

PL. VII, fig. 6. 

The following description is based upon a single specimen, which is 
the only representative of the species yet found. 

Shell very small, transverse, pyriform. The superior border is 
subrectilinear, but by degrees enters upon the curvature of the anterior 
and posterior niargins. Posterior outline broadly rounded, the greatest 
curvature occuri·ing below the median line. Inferior outline slightly 
sinuous though nearly straight, with a gentle ema:rgination a little in 
front of the middle. Anterior end narrower than the posterior, and 
strongly rounded. Beak large, projecting beyond th~ hinge line, and 
subcentral, being located slightly anterior to the center of the shell. 

Convexity considerable, somewhat flattened toward the po~terior 
superior angle, falling away rapidly in front o~ the beak to the anterior 
end, which is nasute and reflexed. 

Surface marked by fine concentric strire and stronger constrictions 
of growth. · 

The generic position of this form is purely conjectural, and it is not 
certain that it is properly referred to Modiomorpha, with which I have 
provisionally placed it on aecount of a certain similarity of contour. 
Wh~n both valves were in contact the shell must have been gaping 

in front by reason of the reflexed anterior portion, and also below on 
account of the emargination at that point. 

The possibility that this may be an immature example of Allorisma 
sp. 'with which it is associated, is worthy of consideration, but it scarcely 

1 Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv. No. Si, 1899. 
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seems probable because of the great difference in important particulars 
which exists between the two. 

Formation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Durango 291. 

ALLORISMA sp. 

There is nothing distinctive about this form, of :which only a single 
specimen has come to hand. The width is 43 mm. and the length 28 
mm. The beak is about one-fourth the entire length of the shell back 
from the anterior end. There is a faint sulcus a little anterior to the 
median line. The surface is coneentricaUy rugose. 

The form may properly belong to the gep.us Grammysia, but it has 
more the proportions of an Allorisma, and might very well pass as a 
young example of such a characteristic species as A. subcuneatum. It 
is more elongate than Grarrwnysia Aannibalensis, and has its sinus less 
strongly marked than G. comm·unis. 

Fonnation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Durango 291. 

p ARACYCJ:.,AS sp. 

Neither the quality nor the condition of the material representing 
this species wholly justifies separate notice, but as it is found at several 
localities I mention it here for the sake of completeness. The shell 
is moderately convex, subcircular, with a diameter of about 25 mm., 

. ' marked by regularly disposed concentric strire. The preservation is 
extremely poor, and the generic reference suggested by its shape is 
not altogether trustworthy. 

Fonnation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Durango 291, 294. 

MYTILARCA ~ sp. 

Pl. VII, fig. 5. 

Shell rather small, subquadrate; length a trifle greater than the 
width. Hinge line straight and equal to about half the' width of the 
shell. ·Beak slender, prominent, terminal with regard to the hinge 
line. Anterior outline retracted under the beak; then becoming con
vex, the curvature is regularly· maintained around the inf~rior and 
part of the posterior outUne. The upper portion of the posterior out
line is rectilinear, meeting the hinge line at an obtuse· angle. 

Convexity slight, the most elevated point of the shell being on the 
line of the beak just below the hinge line. 

Surface apparently marked only by concentric lines of growth. 
The shape of this shell, none of the generic characters being retained, 

is so peculiar that it is referred to Mytilarca with some doubt, though . 
to that genu::; it appears to be more nearly related than to any other 
which 1 recall. In some respects it is suggestive of MyaliJ?-a. 
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A single speciinen, a left valve, is all that represents this species, 
which I have little doubt is new. The outline of the figure on Pl. VII 
bas been restored in places. 

Forn~ation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Durango 294. 

NATICOPSIS GIGANTEA Hall and \Vhitfield. 

Naticopsis gigantea Hall and ·whitfield, 1873. Twenty-third Ann. Rept. New York 
State Cab. Nat. Hist., p. 238, Pl. XII, figs. 8 to 10. 

Associated with the preceding is a shell which I at first placed 
with N. ? humilis, but now refer with doubt to _N. gigantea H. and 
Wh. One specimen from Durango 294 is much larger than those 
referred to the former species. The spire is missing, but as it s~nds 
it is closely similar to specimens from Iowa which have been referred 
toN. gigantea . . Another individual which was collected at Engine~r 
Mountain 7 is young, or represents only the apical portion of a larger 
shell. The spire is higher than in the form referred to N. ? l~umilis, 
and seems to have more the form of that of N. gigantea. This speci
men is probably distinct from N. ? humilis, at least to the degree of 
being a variety, but the other may be merely an example of N. ? humilis 
in which a final volution has been added to the shell, large and pro
duced diagonally downward. 

Formation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Engineer Mountain 7; 
Durango 294. 

NATICOPSIS ~ (IsoNEMA) HUMILIS Meek. 

Pl. VII, figs. 9-lL 

Isonema humilis Meek, 1871. Proc. Acad. N~t. Sci. Phila., p. 79. 
? Naticopsis lrevis Hall and ·whitfield, 1872. Desc. New Species Fossils, Pl. XII, 

figs. 3-5 (not N. lrevis Meek, 1871). 
? Naticopsis lcevis Hall and Whitfield, 1873. Twenty-third Ann. Rept. New York 

State Cab~ Nat. Hist., Pl. XII, figs. 3-5 (not N. lrevis Meek, 187i). 
Naticopsis? (Isonema) humilis Meek, 1873. Geol. Surv. Ohio, Palreontology, Vol. I, 

. p. 214, Pl. XIX, figs. la-1c. 

Meek calls attention to the fact that the form figured by Hall and 
\Vhitfield as N. lcevis Meek is not that species at all, but N. ~ hu1nilis 
Meek or a species very similar. N. ? kumilis was described from the 
Corniferous limestone of Columbus, Ohio. Hall and Whitfield give 
neither description, horizon, nor locality for their shell, but from the 
comments of Meek it would seem to have been found in strata of 
Corniferous or Hamilton age at Lo~isville, Ohio. 

The Colorado specimens, which are not very perfect, present a type 
which is close indeed to the one described by Meek, though future 
comparit:lons with better material may show them to be different 
species. Where the shell is b!'oken away the shape of the volution is 
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the same as represented by l\1eek's figure, which is also that of an exfo
liated specimen. In examples not reduced to this conditon the shell 
seems· to be distinctly thickened on the upper and lower portions, so 
that the true outline of the peritreme is 1nore flattened peripherally 
than seen in the figure. Associated with N. qiqantea at Rockford and 
at Hackberry, Iowa, is a form probably identical with that under 
discussion; at least with the material in hand I doubt if they can be 
distinguished. 
· Formation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Engineer Mountain 7; 
Gunnison 131; Durango 291, 294. 

STRAPAROLLUS CLYl\:IENIOIDES Hall? 

Pl. VII, figs. 7-8. 
Euomphalus clymenioides Hall, 1861. Desc. New Species Fossils, etc., p. 26. 
Euomphaltts clymenioides Hall, 1862. Fifteenth Ann. Rept. New York State Cab. 

Nat. Hist., p. 54. 
Euomphalus (Straparollus) clymenioides Hall, 1862. Ibidem, p. 166, Pl. YI, :figs. 1, 2. 
Euomphalus clymenioides Hall, 1876. Illustrations of Devonian Fossils; ·cephalopoda, 

Pl. LXX, figs. 1-5. 
Euomphaltts clymenioides Hall, 1876. Illustrations of Devonian Fossils; Gasteropoda, 

Pl. XVI, fig. 15. 
Euomphalus (Straparollus) clymenioides Hall, 1877. Geol. Surv. Ne~ Y9rk; Palreon

tology, Vol. V, pt. 2, p. 62, Pl. XVI, :fig, 15; Pl. XVII, figs. 1-5. 

Shell attaining a rather large size, discoidal, section across the. per
itreme nearly circular. Volutions gradually expanding, rather numer
ous, tangent. The spire is depressed below the plane of the outer 
volutions, so that the upper side of the shell is slightly concave, while 
the lower side i~ still more so. 

The largest specimen observed has a diameter of about 35 mm. 
The form upon which the description just given is based is not com

mon in the Ouray limestone, and not well preserved. I think the 
characters cited are warranted by the material examined, and they indi
cate a species closely related to Hall's Straparollus cly1nenioides. 

Formation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Durango 291, 294; 
Salida 26, 29. 

PLEURONOTOS DECEWI (Billings) Hall? 

Euomphalus Decewi Billings, July, 1861. Canadian Journal, p. 358. . 
Euomphalus Conradi Hall, 1861. Fourteenth Ann. Rept. New York State Cab. Nat. 

Hist., p.107. 
Euomphalus Decewi Meek, 1873. Geol. Surv. Ohio; Palreontology, Vol. I, p. 220, Pl. 

XIX, figs. 3a-3b; Pl. XX, :fig. 1. 
Euomphalus Decewi Hall, 1876. Illustrations of Devonian Fossils; Gasteropoda, Pl. XV. 
Euomphalus Decewi Hall, 1879. Geol. Surv. New York; Palreontology, Vol. V, pt. 2, 

p. 55, Pl. XV, :figs. 1-8. 
Pleuronotm Decewi Hall, 1879. Ibidem, pp.137-138. 

There is also in the collection a Euomphaloid shell in a fragmentary 
condition which is cha:racterized by having the peritreme flattened 
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above ai1d subangular upon its superior peripheral line. A further 
description is impossible because of the imperfect condition of the 
material. So far as its characters are known it seems to belong to 
Pleu_,?'onotus .Decewi or son1e 11early related species.· 

Formation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Engineer Mountain 7. 

BELLEROPHON sp. 

Shell large, very gradually expanding, not flaring at. the aperture. 
Umbilicus open. Volutions somewhat flattened above, so that a trans
verse section at any point would be elliptical. Slit band in the form 
of a narrow ridge, not much elevated, traversing the median dorsal 
line. The surface is marked by transverse, lamellose ridges, about 1 
mm. broad, which appear to be but little deflected as they cross the 
dorsal ridge. 

One large specimen meaSUl~es about 60 mm. on its longest diameter. 
The others are somewhat smaller. 

This species evidently belongs to the genus Bellerophon as restricted 
by W aagen, and seems to be related to. B. Pelops of the Corniferous 
limestone. Of further comparison than this, the poor pres~rvation of 
the n1aterial hardly admits. 

Fornwiion and locality . ..,....._Ouray limestone: Durango 291, 294; 
Station 48. 

0RTHQCERAS sp. a; 

Several species of Orthoceras are represented by fragments in the 
collections from the Ouray limestone.· 
. One form is distinguished somewhat by its size. One large frag

ment. has a diameter of 35 mm;, the measurement being taken still 
within the chambered portion. The taper of this species is so gradual 
that the convergence in outline is only just discernible. 

The 1nost perfect specimen is about 50 mm. long. The larger end 
measures 27 mm. on one diameter and 21 mm. on the other .. It is 
seen from this that the transverse section would be elliptical in out
line. The flattened shape may be the result of compression. The 
measurements of the other end would be slightly less . 
. The chambers ·at this stage measure about 4 mm. in height. The 

siphuncle is eccentric and situated near one of the less convex sides. 
It is very large, measuring 9 mm. in diameter. 

Formation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Durango 291, 294; 
Salida 30. 

0RTHOCERAS sp. b. 

This species is much smaller than the pre.ceding, but may be founded 
upon the smaller ends of individuals. whose distal portions would have 
bad the characters of sp .. a. As the two forms are J?-Ot conn~cted in the 
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collection by intermediate examples, and as new natnes are not being 
proposed, it seems advisable to take cognizance of the existing differ
ences. 

Like the preceding, shells of this species taper very gradually. The 
largest diameter observed is about llmm., and·the transverse section 
is circular. The chambers are 2t mm. high .. The position of the 
siphuncle is not known. 

Formation and locality.-Ouray limestone: Engineer Mountain 7; 
Durango 291. 

. 0RTHOCERAS sp. C. 

The third species of Orthoceras recognized in the Ouray limestone· 
is one of the annulated types. · From the single specimen observed, it 
appears to be a shell of small diameter (about 8 mm.) and but slightly 
tapering. The chambers are low, the diaphragms being only about 2t 
mm. apart. The annulations are strongly marked, not quite horizontal, 
and disposed at intervals of about 5 mm. The siphuncle is small and 
nearly central. This species resembles Ortlwceras crotalurn Hall, of 
the Hamilton group of New York. It is this form which was men
tioned by Meek in the list of species found at the time Oamarotmchia 
Endlichi was discovered. 

Formation and locality. -Ouray limestone: Durango 291; Station 48. 
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PLATE III. 

0RTHOTHETES CHE~IUNGENSIS ••.•.••.•••••••••••••••.....•••••• ·_ ••••• _' •••••• 

1. A characteristic dorsal valve of the type referred to this species. 
la. Specimen seen from aboYe, showing the rather coarse strire, and the 

irregularities of curvature, many of which are due to growth. 
Ouray limestone ; Salida 29. 

2. A characteristic ventral valve of the same type. 
2a. Specimen seen from above. 
2b. Side view of the same in outline. 
2c. Posterior view of the same. 

Ouray limestone ; Salida 29. 
0HTHOTHETES CHEMIJNGENSIS? •••••••..•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

3. A type of which several specimens have been found. It has fine strire 
more like 01·thothetes chemnngensis var., with the proportions of the 
form referred to 0. chemnngensis itself. 

3a. A ventral valve seen from above. 
3b. Side view of the same in outline, showing vertical direction of the area. 
3c. Posterior view of the same. 

Ouray .limestone: Durango 294. 
0RTIIOTHETES CHEMUNGENSIS var .................. _ ............... _ ....... . 

4. A dorsal valve of a type considered to be varietally distinct from 01·tho
thetes chemungensis as above id~=mtified. It is smaller in size and 
more finely striate. 

4a. SpecimE:n seen from above. 
4b. Same; outline of side view. 

Ouray limestone: Durango 294. 
5. Another dorsal ya~ve of the same species. 
5a. Specimen seen fron1 above. 
M. Side view of same in outline. 

Ouray li.mestone: Engineer Mountain 7. 
6. A small, finely striated, ventral valve· of the same type as the one last 

figured and associated with it. 
6a. Specimen seen from above. 
6b. Same; side view in outline. 
6c. Posterior view of the same. 

Ouray limest . .me: Engineer Mountain 7. 

Page. 
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PRODUCTELLA SEMJGLOBOSA . • . • • • • • . • • . • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 42 
7. A specimen of the usual size and ~?hape found in the Ouray limestone 

and referred to Productella semiglobosa. This specimen shows a 
considerable number of large spine bases arranged in concentric 
rows, chiefly in the anterior region of the shell. 

7 a. Ventral valve as seen from above. 
7b. Anterior view of same. 
7c. Posterior view· of same, showing almost complete absence of spines 

in this region, either through erosion or nondevelopment. 
7 d. Side view of the same. 

Ouray limestone; Gunnison 135. 
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GIRTY.) DESCRIPTION OF PLATE III-CONTINUED. 67 

PRODUCTELLA SEMIGLOBOSA-Continued. Page. 
8. Another ventral valve belonging to the same species '''here the surface, 

probably owing to imperfect preservation, appears almost smooth. 
Sa. Specimen seen from above. 
Sb. Same; side view. 
Sc. Same; posterior view. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 291. 
9. The only dorsal valve observed, which, it is believed, with certainty 

belongs to this species.. The interior of the shell here seems to be 
presented to view. This specimen is a part of the old Museum col
lections, and is probably the one upon which Meek based his deter
mination of Productus subaculeatus as associated with Rhynchonella 
Endlichi in the Ouray fauna. · 

9a. Specimen seen from above. 
9b. Side viev;,r of same in outline. 

Ouray limestone; east of the Animas River. 
PRODUCTELLA SE~IIGLOBOSA? ......... --.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 

10. A dorsal valve of somewhat larger size than and different character from 
the preceding, though provioionally referred to the same species. 
This valve, of which oi1ly the interior is knovm, seems to belong to 
an arcuate species like Productella semiglobosa, but presents points of 
dissimilarity to the dorsal valve shown by figs. 9a, 9b of the same· 
plate. 

lOa. Shell seen from above. 
lOb. Side view of same in outline. 

Ouray limestone; Engineer Mountain 7. 
PRoncc'I'ELLA sp ....................... _ .... ___ ... _ ...... __ ... _____ . ___ . _ • 45 

11. The only specimen found of a large Productella of uncertain affinities. 
The shell of this specimen is almost completely exfoliated. 

lla. Specimen seen from above . 
._llb. S1de view of same in outline. 
llc. Same; posterior view. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 294. 
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PLATE IV. 
Page. 

SPIRIFER DIS.JUNCTus var. ANDfASENSIS ..................................... _ 48 
1. A small vental valve of a common type. The shell is transverse; the 

area high, flat, and normal to the plane of junction of the two 
valves. 

·la .. Shell seen from above. 
lb. Side view in outline. 
lc. Posterior view showing rather broad delthyrium. 

Ouray limestone; Engineer Mountain 7. 
2. A somewhat larger specimen, with less elevated area. The beak is 

slightly incurved and twisted to one side. 
2a. Specimen as seen from above, showing somewhat distorted mode of 

growth. The .sinus is covered with numerous plications, finer than 
those on the wings. · 

· 2b. Same; side view in outline. 
2c. Posterior view of same. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 294. 
3. A medium-sized . specimen with high area, beak somewhat twisted· 

and incurved, and a large number of fine stri!'B in the sinus. Too 
few of these are shown by the figures. 

3a. Ventral valve seen from above.-
3b. Side view of same in outline. 
3c. Anterior view of same. 
3d. Same; posterior view. 

Ouray limestone; Engineer Mountain 7. 
4 .. A specimen similar to the)ast, but very much distorted in growth. 
4a. Ventral valve seen from. above. 
4b. · Outline side view of same. 
4c. Posterior view of same. 

Ouray limestone; Engineer Mountain 7. 
5. Ventral valve of medium size with a high, flat area, directed at right 

angles to the plane of junction of the valves. The sinus is marked· 
by numerous bifurcated strire, not well shown by the figure. 

5a. Specimen seen from above. 
5b. Same; side view in outline. 
5c. Posterior view of same, showing wide foramen. 

Ouray limeston'e; Durango 294. 
6. A large ventral valve, with its high area nearly flat and inclined back

. ward toward the plane of junction of the valves. The sinus is trav
ersed by coarse bifurcated strire .. 

6a. Specimen seen from above. 
6b. Side view of same in outline, showing inclination of the area and its 

slight concavity. 
6c. Posterior view of same, showing the broad delthyrium. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 291. 
7. Dorsal valve of a transverse type. 
7 a. Shell seen from above. 
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GIRTY.) DESCRIPTION OF PLATE IV-CONTINUED. 

SPIRIFER DISJUNCTUS var. ANIMASENSis-Continued. 
7b. Same; side view in outline. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 294. 
8. A dorsal valve of.the subquadrate type, and of medium size. The fold 

is covered by a large num.ber of bifurcated strire, finer than those at 
the sides. 

Sa. Specimen seen from above. 
Bb. Side view of same in outline. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 294 .. 
9. A large dorsal valve of subquadrate shape. The fold is traversed by 

numerous strire, large· and fine, simple and bifurcate .. 
9a. Shell seen from above. 
9b. Same; side view in outline. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 291. 
10. A subquadrate dorsal valve of large size, in which the plications upon 

the fold are coarse and simple. 
lOa. Specimen seen from above. 
lOb. Side view of same in outline. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 291. 
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PLATE V. 

SPIRIFER CONICULUS .•. ~ _- •...••.•..•... · ••••...•..••..•• _ .•.•.....••.•.•• _. 

1. A rather large but distorted and not very perfect ventral valve belong
ing to this species. 

la .. Anterior view. 
lb. Side view in outline. The peculiar conformation of this specimen ren

ders visible portions of the further side, when viewed as in the 
drawin~. 

lcl Posterior view, showing high area and narrow foramen. 
ld. Another view of the same, showing the bilateral asymmetry of this 

specimen. 
Ouray limestone; Engineer Mountain 7. 

2. A slightly undersized but nearly perfect specimen, preserving both val
ves in conjunction. 

2a. Ventral view, in which part of the area is brought to view by its 
slightly resupinate character and the faint distortion of the beak. 
The plications are seen to be low and indistinct, and the sinus not 
strongly demarked. 

2b. Dorsal view of same specinien in which the obsolescent plications ~nd 
indistinct fold are well shown. _ 

2c. Anterior view of the same specimen. 
2d. Posterior view of same, showing high area and narrow delthyrium. 
2e. Side view of same, showing slightly retrorse area. 

Ouray limestone; En~ineer Mountain 7. . 
3. A well-preserved specimen of about the average size and character·. 
3a. Ventral view, showing slightly twisted and overarching apex. The 

strire and the sinus are both seen to be faintly defined. 
3b. Posterior view of same. The rounded character of junction of the 

areal plane with the sides of the shell is well shown. This is con
stant and characteristic. 

3c. Anterior view of the same. 
3d. Side view, in which the height of· the ventral valve and the slight 

concavity of the area are well shown. 
Ouray limestone; Engineer Mountain 7. 

4. A small . and imperfect ventral valve, which is peculiar by reason of 
its incurved beak, and its apparently smooth surface without either 
plications or sinus. 

4a. Specimen seen from above. 
4b. Posterior view of same. 
4c. Anterior view. 
4d. Side view. 

Ouray limestone; Engineer Mountain 7. 

Page. 
47 

ATHYRIS COLORADOENSIS.-.-- ••• -.-. --.- •....•.••••••.•• - •• -.-...... • • • • • • • • 46 
5. A rather small example of nearly circular shape, in which the two valves 

have retained their normal position. 
5a.. Dorsal view. 
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ATHYRIS C'OLORADOENsrs-Continued. Page. 

5b. Side view in outline. The convexity of the two valves, as represented 
in this figure and the one following, seems to show this character as 
existing in nearly equal degree ii1 each. Such is far froni being 
universally the case, especially in full-grown shells. The ventrals 
often become highly inflated, and many dorsal valves are but slightly 
arched. 

Ouray limestone; Salida 29. 
6. Another undersized shell, better preserved in this regard than the last, 

in which both valves are retained in their natural position and con
vexity. This specimen was probably the· Athyris mentioned by 
Meek as occu'rring associated with Rhynchonella Endlichi. · 

6a. ·Side view, showing the relative convexity of the two valves. 
Ouray limestone; Station 48. 

7. A dorsal valve of transverse type, in which the shell is almost com
pletely gone and some of the internal markings preserved on the east. 

7a. Specimen seen from above. 
7b. Side view in outline. 

Ouray limestone; Salida 30. 
8. A ventral valve, somewhat distorted by pressure but weathered so as to 

retain the shell and preserve in part the surface ornamentation, 
which is seen to consist, peripherally at least, of closely set, lamellose
growth lines, as in Athyris spiriferoides and other members of the 
genus. 

Sa. Specimen seen from above. 
Sb. Side view in outline. 

Ouray limestone; Gunnison 145. 
9. A specimen of an elongate type; somewhat crushed. This example, 

together with lOa and lla, sho,vs in some measure the massive 
character of the shell, which breaks off usually in thick, angular 
exfoliations. 

9a. Dorsal view of specimen. 
9b. Side view of same in outline .. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 294. 
10. A semiorbicular specimen of considerable convexity. 
lOa. Seen from above. 
lOb. Same; outline of side view. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 294. 
11. Another convex ~pecimen; transverse and shield-shaped. 
lla. Sheil seen from above. 
llb. Side view of same in outline. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 294. 
ATHYRIS .VITTATA var _· _____ . ______ .. _ ............. _ ....... --·· .. .. . ... .... 47 

12. A small, subcircular shell of doubtful affinities; perhaps a young 
specimen of Athyris coloradoensis. 

12a. Dorsal view of a specimen, showing both valves in conjunction. x2. 
12b. Same; side view in outline. x2. 
l2c. Same; front view in outline. x2. 

Ouray limestone; Engineer ·Mountain 7. 
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PLATE VI. 
Page. 

0AMAROT<ECHIA ENDLICH!. -- - - - - - --- - • - - - - - - - -- - - --- -- - --- - - • - - - -- -- - - - - - - 56 
1. A small specimen of a type common in the later collections from the 

Ouray limestone, and present also in the material described by 
Meek. 

la. Dorsal view of an entire specimen. 
lb. Ventral view of same, showing broad and deep, though ill-defined, 

sinus. 
lc. Side view of same, in v;rhich the laterally angulated and flattened 

character of the ventral valve is shown. 
ld. Anterior view, in whieh the nature of the fold and sinus is well 

exhibited. 
le. Posterior view of same, showing angulation and flattening at the sides 

of the ventral valve. · 
Ouray limestone; Durango 294. · 

2. A specimen of about the same size as the last, and, though n1uch 
smaller than those figured by 'Vhite, probably mature or even senile, 
as shown by its gibbosity. The plications are finer and more numer
ous than those of 1. 

2a. Ventral view of specimen. 
2b. Side view of same, ~howing gibbosity of -dorsal valve and angulated 

lateral margin of the ventral valve. 
2c. Front view of same, showing high fold and sinus, and strong lateral 

angulation of the ventral valve. 
2d. Posterior view of the same, showing broad, undefined sinus, and lateral 

angulatioi1 ofthe ventral valve. 
Ouray limestone; Durango 291. 

3. A large, nearly perfect specimen, figured by 'Vhite~ the original of his 
figures 2a, 2b, pl. 36 (Twelfth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. and Geog. 
Surv. Terr., 1883, p. 133). This specimen is of the type of 1 of this 
plate, though much larger. 

3a. Dorsal view, after 'Vhite. 
3b. Side view of same, after 'Vhite. This drawing shows the lateral angu

lation mentioned by Meek. (See also lc, le, 2b, 2c, 2d, etc.) 
3c. Posterior view of same, showing the broad, undefined ventral sinus, 

and the lateral angulation of the same valve. 
3d. Anterior vie-w of same, showing high fold and sinus. 

Ouray limestone; Station 48. 
4. A very large though imperfect specimen; one of the types figured by 

- Vlhite (l. c., pl. 33, figs. 4a, 4b). This gibbous specimen is of the 
same type as that shown by fig. 1 of this plate, though much larger. 

4c". Ventral view, after ''Thite. -
4b. Dorsal view of same. 
4c. Side vie'"' of same. 

Ouray limestone; Station 48. 
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0AMAROTCECRIA ENDLICH! ------- - --------- -- ---- ------------------ -------- 56 
1. A small example of the type of fig. 1, Pl. VI. 
la. Dorsal view, showing undefined fold. 
lb. Ventral view, sh<:nving broad, ·undefined sinus. 
lc. Side view, in which the lateral angulation of the ventral valve is well 

exhibited. 

ld. Posterior view, showing the broad, though ill-defined, fold and sinus 
and the lateral angulation of the ventral valve. 

le. Anterior view .showing the character of the fold and sinus. These are 
seen to be marked by a few strong ribs, the ·more lateral piications 
in this, and also in other individuals, manifesting a marked 'tendency 
toward obsolescence. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 294. 
0AMAROTCECRIA CONTRACT A? ••• ____ •• _____ ••• _____ •• _ • _. _ ••• _____ •• _. _ ••• _ _ _ 57 

2. A. small but characteristic specimen, and the best preserved which 
has· come under my observation. · Much larger shells of the san:ie 
species occur in the· collection, but their poor preservation renders 
them unfit for illustration. 

2a. Dorsal view. 
2b. Ventral view. 
2c. Anterior view. 
2d. Side view. 

Ouray limestone; Salida 27. 
3. A small but imperfect specimen in which but two ribs occur in the 

sinus. 
3a. Specimen seen from above. 

Ouray limestone; Engineer Mountain 7. 
4. · A nearly perfect dorsal valve h1 which the fold is sunnounted by four 

plications, the middle two being more prominent than those at the 
at the side. 

4a. Shell seen from above. 
4b. Same; side view. 

Ouray limestone; Engineer Mountain 7. 
l\1: YTILARCA? sp ____________ .. _______ .. ________________ . _ ... ____ . __ . _ .... _ . 59 

5. A left valve of a peculiar lamellibranch shell of uncertain affinities. 
The shape suggests a Mytilarca or a Myalina. 

5a. Specimen seen from above. The outline has been restored in places. 
50. Side view of same in outline. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 294. 
MomoaroRPHA? sp ___________ . __________ . _______ .. ___ . ·_ -.-- __ .... ____ . ____ . 58 

6. The left valve of a smalllamellibranch shell, which may be a represent-
ative of the genus Modiomorpha, but is possibly only a very young 
example of Allorisma sp. 

6a. Specimen vie\'\-·ed from above; enlarged. 
6b. Side view of same; enlarged. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 291. 
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Page. 

STRAP AROLLUS CLY::IIE~IOIDES ? - - ----- - ----- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ----- 61 
7. A small specimen referred to this species. .1\1uch largt:r specimens 

occur in the collections, but they are unfortunately too poor for illus
tration. 

7a. Superior view. 
Ouray limestone; Durango 294. 

8. Another small example similar to the last. 
8a. Inferior view. 
8b. Side view of the same. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 294. 
N A TICOPSIS? (lso~E~IA) HU::IIILIS- • - •• - • - • - - - ••• - ••• - •••.•••••• - • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60 

9. An imperfect specimen referred to this species in which the shell is 
retained, showing the shape of the peritren1e and the nature of the 
surface ornamentation. 

9a. Superior view. 
9b. Same; side view, showing the shape of the peritreme. This is seen 

to .be slightly differE)nt from the exfoliated examples figured beyond. 
Ouray limestone; Engineer Mountain 7. 

10. Another specimen of the same species. 
lOa,. Side view. 
lOb. Superior view. 

Ouray limestone; Engineer Mountain 7. 
11. A' specimen in which the shell is largely removed. 
lla. Superior view. 
llb. Same; side view. 
llc. Same; inferior view. 

Ouray limestone; Durango 294. 
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A PRELIMINARY PAPER ON THE. GEOLOGY OF THE CASCADE 
MOUNTAINS IN NORTHERN WASHINGTON .. 

By IsRAEL C. RussELL. 

INTRODUC'l'ION. 

The region referred to in the above title embraces a tract of country 
about 60 miles wide, extending from the Northern Pacific Railway, 
where it crosses the Cascade Mountains,- northward to the United 
States-Canadian boundary, a distance of approximately 100 miles. 
A large portion of this area is included in what is known as the 
Washington Forest Reserve, established in 1891. Only reconnais
sance geological work has been done in this region, and the present 
paper is intended as a preliminary report, to be followed by more 
detailed studies. 

The field_ work . which ·forms the basis of the present paper was 
done principally during the summer or field seasons of 1897 and 1898, 
but some of the country under consideration was visited during a 
reconnaissance in 1892, a report of wliich forms Bulletin No. 108 of 
the United States Geological Survey .• The work done during the 
last two years was under the direction of Mr. Bailey Willis, assist
ant to the Director, and to him I am indebted for every facility that 
could be afforded in aid of my work and also for many suggestions 
based on his own observations in the same general field, more 
especially while he was connected wi.th the Northern Transcontinental 
Survey. In 1897 my work began July 5 at Clealum,-a station on the 
Northern Pacific Railway, and terminated at the same place Septem
ber 22. During this interval a preliminary geological examination. was 
made of an area including about 750 square miles, in what is known 
in the reports of the Geological Survey as the Mount Stuart quad
rangle, a rectangular area embracing one-quarter of a square degree 
(latitude 47° to 4 7° 30' and longitude 120° 30' to 121 °), with Mount 
Stuart in the northwestern portion. The boundaries of this quad
rangle are show~ on the sketch map, Pl. IX. Detailed g,eological 
work has since been done in this area ~by Mr. George Otis Smith/ 

Messrs. Willis and Smith have kindly read the manuscript of this paper and given me the benefit 
of their searching criticisms, but are in no way responsible for the observations and conclusions pre
sented. I am also greatly indebted to 1\fr. Smith for the determination of numerous rock specimens, 
and to Mr. F. H. Knowlton for the study of the fossil plants collected. 
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and to him I am indebted for much assistance, in reference especially 
to the geology of the southern portion of the region treated in the 
present report. Early in July, 1898, I resumed work at Olea.Ium, 
reviewing, in company with JYlr. Smith and Mr. G. C. Curtis, the 
conclusions previously reached· in reference to the geology of the 
Mount Stuart quadrangle, and on July 22 began a rapid reconnai:::;saflce 
through the Cascade JVIountains to the north of ~1ount Stua:rt, which 

· extended nearly to the international boundary. This journey led me, 
in 11 general way, up the W enache River to the head of Lake Wen ache, 
thence westward, following the \Vest Fork of \Vhite Creek to Indian 
Pass, and down the Sauk River to its junction with the Skagit. 
Proceeding northward, I ascended the valley of the Skagit to the 
mouth of Ruby Creek, and then traveled eastward up the canyon of 
that stream to the main Cascade divide. Crossing Crater Pass, I fol
lowed the Methow River to its junction with the Columbia, and thence 
continued my explorations southward to Mission, a station on the 
Great Northern Railway, in the Wenache Valley, where my party was 
disbanded on September 20. The routes followed during these several 
journeys are indicated on the sketch map, Pl. IX. 

The region embraced in the Mount Stuart quadrangle has been 
mapped by l\1essrs. R. U. Goode, S: S. Gannett, and G. E. Hyde, of 
the topographic branch of the United States Geological Survey, on a 
scale of 1:125,000, or about 2 miles to 1 inch, with 100-foot contour 
intervals. Of the region to the north of Mount Stuart a map, known 
as the Washington Forest Reserve map, has been made from surveys 
by Messrs. R. U. Goode and D·. C. Harrison, on a scale of 6 miles to 1 
inch, with contour intervals Qf approximately 500 feet. Photographic 
copies of each of these maps were used by me in the field, and form 
the basis of the sketch map, Pl. IX. The portion of the State of 
Washington embraced in this map is indicated on the outline map 
of the State, Pl. VIII. . 

Concerning previous explorations in the region covered by this 
report httle need be said, since, for the most part, it has received but 
slight attention from geologists. The eastern border of the area was 
visited by Prof .. George Gibbs during the surveys for the Pacific Rail
road in 1853, and is briefly ~lescribed in Vol. I of what are commonly 
designated the "Reports of the Pacific Railroad Survey." Gibbs also 
published a paper on the "Physical geography of the northwestern 
boundary of the United States," 1 in which attention was directed to 
the geography, climate, forests, etc., of the northern portion of· the 
Cascade Mountains. 

The preliminary railroad surveys made under the direction of Gov
ernor Stevens, in connection with the explorations just referred to, 
traversed theY akima Valley at the southern margin of the area under 

1 Jour. Am. Geog. Soc., 1870-71, pp. 134-157. 
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consideration, and much information concerning the geography of this 
portion of the field may be found in various portions of the Pacific 
Railroad reports. · This region was also examined by several parties 
connected with the Northern Transcontinental Survey in 1880, but no 
reports on the general geology have appeared. The results of this 

. survey relating to economic geology were ·in part included in the 
·Reports of the Tenth Census. The foregoing list of reports, etc., 
relating to the geology of the northern part of the Cascades is proba
bly not complete, but, so far as I am aware, it includes about all the· 
sources of information concerning the geology of the region under 
consideration. Reference to a few minor papers will be made later. 
Practically the northern portion of the Cascade Mountains was geo
logically unknown previous to the explorations described in the 
present paper, and it is for this reason mainly that a report on a 
preliminary geological examination of it was tl:wught desirable .. 

CLI~fATE, VEGETATION, AND DRAINAGE. 

CLIMATE. 

To the geographer· the climate of a region is of primary interest, 
not in itself alone, but for the reason that the relief of the land and 
many of the changes recorded by the topography are brought about 
lat·gely ·by atmospheric influences. To the geologist, also, the general_ 
climatic conditions now prevailing are suggestive, inasmuch as the 
causes on which they depend are far-reaching and long-lived, and may 
have been essentially the same-or in one region may have held a 
similar relation to the climate of adjacent regions-during the later 
geological ages. It is not intended .to .imply by this statement that the 
climate of Pleistocene time in any part of the United States, for 
example, was closely similar to what we now find, but it seems to be 
true that in some instances the relation of the climate of ·one region to 
that of an adjacent region, or the ratio of the two, we may say, has 
been similar for long periods of time. Exceptions will, no doubt, ·be 
taken to even this cautious statement, but as applied to the State of 
Washington, at least, J judge it will be found true. 

There is a strongly marked contrast at the present time between the 
climate of the west and east sides of the Cascades. The west side, 
exposed to the prevailing westerly winds, which are warm and hum.id, 
is characterized by a mild winter climate, heavy rainfall, and long
continued cloudy ~r foggy weather. The snowfall is slight near sea 
level, but heavy in the mountains. The total annual precipitation 
about the shores of Puget Sound varies from 70 to over 100 inches. 
Observations to show the increase in. precipitation with increase in 
elevation are wanting, but it is safe to assume that at altitudes of from 
4,000 to 8,000 feet on the west side of the Cascades the mean annual 
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precipitation is much in excess of what it is at Port Townsend, Seattle, 
Tacoma, etc. _The western slope of the Cascades may be characterized 
as the rainy side, in distinction from the eastern slope, which with 
equal truthfulness may be termed the sunny si~e. The western slope is 
humid; the eastern slope, semiarid. -The former is clothed with forests; 
the latter, while in part f~:n·ested, is largely without trees, especially . 
in the region adjacent to the Columbia. To the west of the crest line of 
the Cascades grass is scarce, while to the,east of that line great areas 

· furnish rich natural pastures. 

FORESTS. 

The mild, equable temperature and the abundant moisture of the 
Puget Sound region favor the growth of vegetation, and the entire land 
area from tide water to an elevation of about 7,000 feet, except where 
the slopes are too precipitous, is clothed with a splendid forest of giant 
trees. This belt of forest adjacent to the Pacific begins at the south, 
in California, and extends to southern Ala('ka. It is the most mag
nificent forest in North America, and one that demands far more ·space 
from both a geological and a geographical point of view than can be 
-given to it at this time. "The great forest" extends. up to the western 
slope of the Cascades, through the lower passes, and far down the larger 
valleys on the eastern or sunny side. Its grandeur in an artistic sense 
is beyond description, and can be fully appre~iated only by one who 
abides for weeks or months in its perpetual twilight. Great fir trees, 
rising fron1 150 to 250, and even 300, feet above the ground, stand in 
closed ranks, their rugged trunks from 6 to 8 or 10 feet, and even 
more, in diameter, shaggy with mosses and lichens of many subdued 
tints of brown, green, and yellow. Mingled with the giant firs are 
equally massive cedars, althQugh of lower stature. The cedars are fre
quently 25 . or 30 feet in circumference near the .ground, but taper 
rapidly from a deeply fluted base to a sharp, spine-like top. These 

· great trees do not form groves or detached clumps, as in the forested 
regions- of less humid lands, but stand thickly together for mile after 
mile, and as one threads his way along the deeply shaded roads and 
trails he- soon gets the impression that the forest is of interminable 
extent. Beneath the deep shade of the boughs, which, to one looking 
upward from beneath them, seem to mingle with the clouds-and during 
much of the prevailing misty weather this is literally true-there is a 
rank undergrowth, especially in the valleys and along the smaller 
streams, of vine-like inaples, alders, frequently of the size of what may 
be termed forest trees, elders, the devil's club (Echinopanax lwrridttm), 
with its broad tropical-looking leaves, and young firs, cedars, hemlocks, 
yews, etc .. Of stillmore lowly habits are the ferns, equiseta, mosses, 
and lichens, which form the luxuriant and e"\rer-varied carpet of the 
forest. 
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The ground throughout the great forest is encumbei·ed with fallen 
trunks, sometimes piled one on another, which,·owing to the continued 
moisture, remain undecayed for centuries. Not infrequently.a mas
sive cedar or fir, in size and shape not unlike a prostrate column, 
supports three or more .tree:::;, each large enough to be cut for lumber, 
whose gnarled and twisted roots clasp the sides of their host and 
descend to the earth b_eneath. The beauty of these fallen giants of 
the forest when ove'rgr~wn with shaggy n1osses and decorated with 
hundreds of small hemlocks and a multitude of gracefully bending 
ferns, ·always fresh in color and ·usually beaded with moisture, is 
beyond the power of the most skillful artist to portray. The fascina
tion of the great forest is such that the explorer, weary with forcing 
a passage through dense unq.ergrowths and climbing over prostrate . 
trunks, is lured by its charms into more and more inaccessible retreats, 
probably never before invaded by man, or is tempted to rest content 
on the inviting couches of lichens and study the varied charms and 
endless details of th~ dream-like picture. While ever a source of 
interest and a delight, the forest clothes the ground and even the 
rocky precipices with so impenetrable a mask that the geologist has 
but little hope of being able 'to read the secrets of the strata that 
are buried beneath it. Where the great trees cast their shadows, 
grasses and all forage plants are absent, thereby rendering traveling 
with horses difficult, and thus again impeding the work of the explorer. 
Owing to the many and serious obstruct~ons in the way of geological 
work on the west side of the Cascades, it must be many years before 
the nature, structure, etc., of the rocks, even of the surface, can 
be determined. 

To the east of the Cascade Mountains in \V ashington lies a generally 
plain area of vast extent, with topographic and climatic conditions 
characteristic of the Great Basin region farther south, of which in 
reality it is an extension. Instead of being an area of interior drain· 
age, however, it is crossed by the Colmnbia, which sends a great and 
never-failing flood to the ocean. The n1ean annual precipitation in 
what is known as the Big· Bend country of east-central \V ashington, 
is in general from 16 to 20 inches. The minimum, so far as known, 
is near Pasco, where the total precipitation 'for a year is not over 8 
inches. In no other portion of North America is a region of excessive 
humidity like that on the western slope of the Cascades in so close 
proximity to a land of almost desert-like aridity, such as borders the 
Columbia in central Washington. 

To the east of the Cascade Mountains the rainfall is not only small, 
but the days of cloud and fog are rare. The. summers are long and 
hot and the winters cold, but without much snow, except in the 
mountains. While the tra,reler on the west side of the Cascades· is 
exposed to frequent rains, on their east side he has clear weather 
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coU:tinuously. ·On account of the heat and dry~ess of the air in the 
region of the Upper Columbia, there are broad, prairie-like areas 
where grass grows thriftily apd furnishes the richest of. pasture. 
The subhumid conditions characterizing the Great Plains of the 
Columbia extend westward to the foothills of the Cascade ·Mountains, 
and there, because of greater. elevation and close proximity to the 
humid lands farther west, a gradual change is manifest both in the char
acter of the vegetation and in the humidity and cloudiness of the .air. 
The east or sunny side of the Cascades is clothed with open, park-like 
forests of pine and fir, beneath which luxuriant grasses furnish a rich 
carpet of shining green in spring and russet brown in late summer and 
autumn. In earlier times, and even to this day throughout eertain broad 
regions, this favored land furnished a congenial home for herds of deer 
and elk. Mountain goats and the bighol'li. are still found in considerable 
numbm·s about the most elevated peaks. The streams are nearly all 
clear, cold, and of wonderful tl.·ansparency, and abound in trout. In 
this intermediate region, between the hot, dusty valleys near the 
Columbia and the damp forests of the Puget Sound country, per
sons who delight in camp life may find a paradise. The three main 
requisites 0£ con1fortable out-of-door life-water, wood, and grass-are 
everywhere abundant, as are also the spruce bQughs with which the 
experienced mountaineer makes his bed. The stream ~ides furnish 
most delightful camping places, while the neighhoring peaks and tow
er!ng cliffs tempt one to climb to their summits and scan the pages of 
the earth's history as they lie spread before him, illuminated by an 
ever-brilliant sky. · 

The striking contrast between the climate of the two sides of the Cas
cades is again manifest in the distribution of the scores of small.glaciers 
that cluster about the higher peaks. By far the larger portion of the 
existing glaciers are on the west side of the main divide, which parts 
the waters of the eastward from those of the westward-flowing rivers. 
The streams on the west side of the divide are mostly turbid with gla
cial silt, while of the larger streams that discharge their waters to the 
Columbia, from Yakima River northward to the Similkameen, only 
those having their sources near Glacier Peak reve~l the characteristic 
milky color of glacial waters. 

The suggestion offered on a previous page, to the effect that the 
main difl'erences in climatic conditions between the wet and dry sides 
of the Cascades are of great antiquity, is sustained, I think, by the 
records of past glaciation. The ancient glaciers which flowed down 
the western slope of the mountains were far more extensive and of 
greater t~ickness than those that descended the deeply cut valleys 
on the east side. As the growth of glaciers is favored by heavy pre-

. cipitation when in the form of snow, we -are justified in concluding 
that the west side of the Cascade Mountains during the Glacial epoch 
received a heavier snowfall than the east side, the mean temperature 
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of the entire region, in common with that of the rest of the continent, 
being lower than now. If we go still farthei· bat.;k, and study the 
great valleys that have been excavated in the Cascade Plateau-for a 
plateau it really is, in spite of its rugged aspect-we shall find that the 
valleys on the west side are deeper and show a more advanced stage of 
development than those on the east side. These valleys had about 
their present depths previous to the birth of the old g·laciers, and, as 
I hope to show later, owe their main differences to contrasts in the 
climatic conditions to which they were subjected previous to the Glacial 
epoch. 

The dense forest of giant trees, which gives to the country on the 
west side of the Caseades its most distinctive feature, extends through 
the passes in the central_. portion of the tnountainous region, losing 
some of its characteristics, however, on account of changes in climate 
and elevation, and reaches far down the narrow, trench-like valleys to 
the east. In the narrow defiles or passes which cr9ss the mah1 water
parting the firs characteristic of the forests on the lqwlands are 
replaced by other species belonging to the same genera, and mingled 
with them are hemlocks and tamaracks; but in the bottoms of the yal
leys leading eastward huge firs and cedars reappear, together with 
many of the lowly shrubs, ferns, and mosses that seem indigenous to 
their shade. On the eastern slope of the Cascade Mountains, particu
larly in the deep, canyon-like valleys drained by \Vhite Ct~eek, the 
Chiwahwah, Stehekin, etc., traveling is nearli as difficult, on account 
of the dense thickets of alder, young fir trees, yews, ·hemlocks, etc., 
and the prostrate trunks of trees killed in large part by forest fires, as 
it is in the heart of the great forest on the borders of Puget Sound. 
In fact, throughout the entire Cascade region of northern Washington 
traveling is arduous, not only on account of the steep declivities, the 
sharpness of the mountain crests, and- the marked degree to which 
the ancient plateau has been dissected, but also for the reason that the 
valleys with their cold streams are clothed with a dense tangle of 
vegetation through which, unfortunately, but few roads or trails have 
been opened. . 

DRAINAGE. 

Iti the northern half of the Cascade l\1ountains, as is shown on the 
sketch map, Pl. IX, the streams flowing eastward are. separated from 
those flowing westward by a didde or watershed, which follows a 
generally north-south direction. These opposite-flowing streams bead 
against each other, and have extended their head waters until the 
divide between them has become an irregular sharp-crested ridge. 
Every main stream has numerous branches, and all portions of the 
uplift are well drained, except where lakes exist, and these, as will be 
shown later, are due principally to the obstructions left by glaciers in 
previously stream-eroded valleys. · · 
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An examination of the accompanying map, Pl. IX, will show that the 
streams have reached a stage in their development that may be desig
nated maturity. The smaller creeks and the multitude of brooks 
and rills tributary to the larger streams are not shown, but even in their 
absence it is manifest that all portions of the region are well drained. 
When the topography of the land is considered, later, it will be shown 
that this conclu$ion in reference to the stage of development reached 
by the streams is sustained by many other facts. · 

In the.region under consideration the principal streams flowing east
ward fron1 the main Cascade divide are, in their order from south to 
north, the Yakima~ W enache, Stehekin, Chelan, Methow, and Simil
kanleen. Each of these rivers has its source close to the main divide 
and is tributary to the Columbia. 

The streams on the west side of the Cascades furnish even stronger 
evidenee of maturity than those on the east side. The wate1~s of , 
hundreds of brooks and creeks there unite to form rapid but not 
impetuous rivers which discharge into Puget Sound. ):'he principal 
westward-flowing river to be considered at this time is the Skagit. 
This especially typical river has its source to the north of the United 
States-Canadian boundary, and flows at first southward through an 
exceedingly rugged country for some 50 1niles, and throughout this 
distance is a narrow and for much of the way a swift stream ; then 
bending westward, it becomes a broad, navigable river for about 70 
miles, to the point where it discharges into Puget Sound. Its main 
tributary from the south is Sauk River, which has its source in the 
neighborhood of Glacier Peak. To the south of the region· drained 
by the Skagit there are other rivers which conduct the waters from. 
the mountains to Puget Sound by somewhat direct courses, but of 
these little need be said in the present paper. 

One of the most instructive features in connection with the rivers of 
the northern Cascades is that their· valley tracts 1 extend far into 
the mountaL.1s. Many of the larger river valleys have what may be 
termed railroad grades to within a few miles of their ultimate sources. 
Near the main divide the gradients of the streams are high, and in 
these short mountain tracts their waters are swift, and cataracts and 
foaming rapids are of frequent.occurrence. The features just referred 
to will be recognized at once by geographers as evidences of well-devel
oped drainage. The main streams have reached maturity, except 
near their sources, and have comparatively low gradients throughout 

1 Geographers recognize three divisions in a normal river, in the direction of its length; these are 
the mountain tract, the valley tract, and the plains tract. In the first, the stream is impetuous, for 

'the most part flows over bed rock, and is without flood plains; in the second, it is less rapid and 
is bordered by narrow flood plains, commonly of coarse material : in the third, it is still less rapid 
and perhaps sluggish, and usually meanders in sweeping curves through broad flood plains. The 
divisions between these three several tracts are indefinite, and the extent of each depends on the stage 
in development that any individual stream has reached. In the old age of streams the plains and 
valley tracts are greatly extended at the expense of the mountain tract. 
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their greatly extended valley tracts; nnly the westward-flowing rivers 
are bordered by plains, and these are near their mouths. The rivers 
flowing to Puget Sound have reached a more adva·nced ·stage in devel
opment than their rivals on the east side of the Cascades, and certain, 
well-characterized differences in the. topography of the two sides of 
the range have resulted from this cause. -

Reasons for the differences in the amount of work perfori11ed by 
these opposite-flowing streams ,are not difficult t~) find. The strean1s 
flowing westward discharge directly into an arm of the sea, while 
those flowing eastward join the Columbia, the master stream of all of 
the eastern portion of \V ashington, at a considerable elevation above 
sea level, or, to use more technical Ia·nguage, above base-level of 
erosiOl}.. The elevations in feet above the 'sea oi' the mouths of the 
eastward-flowing streams, as. determined by the topographic branch 
of the United States Geological Survey, are as follows: Yakima, 317 
(at Pasco); \V enache, 610; Chelan, 670; Methow, 690 ( ?) ; Okanogan, 
718 (?). In general, the distances that tlie westward-flowing rivers 
have to tra-verse in order to reach tide water is. somewhat less than 
the a-verage lengths of the streams which join the Columbia. · The 
amount of rock that the westward-flowing streams had to remove in 
order to deepen their channels to base-le-vel was theref01~e less· than 
in the case of the similar streams on the east side of the Cascades. 
The westward-flowing streams made the descent from the crest of 
the mountains to sea level in a shorter distance than their rivals on 
the east made it, and ·con:::;equently during at least the earlier stages 
in the deepening of their valleys must have flowed more rapidly. 
Othe1· conditions being the same, the westward-flowing streams would 
evidently ha,;e been able to deet>en their channels to ·base-level more 
quickly. But other conditions were not the same; the rainfall on the 
west, as we have seen, was greater than on the east side of the 
mountains, and this, again, favored the work of the westward-flow!ng 
streams. .At the present time the dense vegetation on the western 
slope of the mountains retards mechanical erosion, although favori~g 
rock decay and solution, while on the east side the slopes are in gen- · 
eral much more freely exposed to the infrequent rains ·and more 
readily eroded. It does not seem probable, howe-ver, that the differ
ences in the forests were so marked in late Tertiary times. \Vhile 
the rocks on each side of the Cascade divide are in general about the 
same so far as their resistance to·erosion is concerned, the conditions 
on the west side have been much more favorable for stream work than 
those on the east side, and consequently the western slope has been 
more deeply dissected and the valleys have been given great widths . 

.Another contrast between the westward- and eastward-flowing trunk 
streams is that the former are all,· or nearly all, turbid with glacial 
mud, while the latter are generally clear, the most notable exceptions 

~0 GEOL, PT 2--7 
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being White Creek, which receives some of the waters supplied by 
the melting of glaciers about Glacier Peak and discharges into Lake 
VVenache. · 

The characteristics of the present streams of northwestern Wash
ington, to which attention· has just been directed, have an intimate 
bear~ng on the study of the origin and history of the leading features 
in the topography of the Cascade Mountains, and will be more fully 

. discussed later .. 

GENERAL TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES. 

The impression among geologists and geographers in reference to 
the general character of the Cascade Mountains is, I think,. that they 
form a narrow, sharp-crested range, composed largely of basaltic 
rocks. Each of these ideas, so far at least as the mountains in north
ern \Vashington are concerned, is erroneous. On crossing the moun
tains one beholds what at first seems a puzzling complex of ridges and 
peaks, occupying a tract of country in general from 100 to 125 miles 
wide and exceedingly rugged throughout. A multitude of peaks and 
ridges in the central portion of the range and throughout a belt of 
country from 50 to 70 miles broad rise to a general elevation of about 
7 ,500. feet, while many peaks near the flanks of the range have approxi
mately the same height. Here and there among the mountains there 
are peaks or groups of peaks which have still greater heights, but 
these isolated elevations will be considered later. Ai1 observer stand
ing on the summit of any one of the several hundred peaks referred 
to, sees at once that he is surrounded by a deeply dissected table-land. 

· The more extensively one travels through the Cascade Mountains the 
more he is impressed with the plateau-like character of ·their general
ized form. Instead of being a sharp-crested uplift, they consist in 
reality of a broad, deeply stream-cut plateau. The sharp divide which 
parts the eastward- from the westward-flowing rivers-the Cascade 
divide, as I find it convenient to designate it-owes its present char
acteristics to the backward or head-water extension of the opposite
.flowing streams.. In the northern portion of Washington especially 
this divide is less elevated than many of the peaks and ridges situated 
several n1iles nearer the borders of the dissected plateau of which they 
form a part. 

The great block of the earth's crust~ 100 to perhaps 150 miles broad, 
and with a much greater but as yet vnknown length, with an elevation 
of from 7,500 to 8,000 feet, from which the Cascade Mountains, as we 

. now know them, have been sculptured, was a n~arly flat-topped, 
elongated dome. Further studies to the north and south of the region 
under discussion may modify this conclusion, but so far as the reader's 
understanding of the present reportis concerned~ he can not do better 
than to hold in mind as the generalized form that the Cascade Moun-
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tains would present had there been no erosion, the picture of a great, 
much elongated, nearly flat-topped dome, all the central part having 
the characteristic features of a. plateau. The dissection of such a 
dome, composed of rocks of various degrees of resistance and folded 
and faulted so as to have a complex structure, by sti·eams furnishes an 
explanation of by far the greatel' part of the va~t array of diversified 
topographic forms that attract one's attention while traveling through 
the Cascade ~1ountains. 

The picture of a high plateau or flat-topped dome, that I have asked 
the reader to frame in his mind as the generalized form of the Cascade 
region, needs, however, to be modified in cRrtain particulars. In por
tions of the uplifted region there are secondary elevations, which are · 
of the nature o{ secondary domes or protuberances on its surface and 
flanks. One of these secondary elevations, greatly modified by erosion, 
forms an offshoot or spur of the Cascades on the east, between the 
Yakima and W enache rivers, and is known as the W enaehe Mountains. 
The highest summit in this group of peaks is Mount Stuart, which 
rises 9,470 feet above the sea. The mountainous region to the west 
and northwest of the Wenache Mountains is geologiCally unexplored. 

The instance just cited of a se9ondary elevation on the eastern slope of 
the great Cascade uplift is the only one of its kind that is now defi
nitely known, but the elevated region of granitic rocks and schists 
about Lake Chelan seems, from such evidence as is In hand,, to be of 
the sa1ne general nature. Other irregularities in the main Cascade 
dome are thought to occur also on the western slope of the mountains, 
as about Monte Cristo and in the region drained by the Skagit, but suf
ficient evidence to clearly demonstrate the geological structure about 
these granitic areas is not in harid. · 

In addition to the leading topographic features in the Cascade region 
due to differential upheavals, there are prominent volcanic mountains. 
If we include the entire Cascade r~gion in the State of Washington, 
there are five of these ancient volcanoes now known; these are~ in 
their order fr01n south to north, Mount Adams, Mount St. Helens, 
Mount Rainier, Glacier Peak, and Mount Baker. Only one of these, 
however, Glacier Peak, is situated in the portion of the Cascade Moun
tains which forms the basis of this report. Some of the volcanic moun
tains just named are of, mm·e recent origin than the elevation of the 
Cascade Plateau, and either stand upon it or, as in the cases of Mount 
St. Helens and Mount Baker, are adjacent to its immediate borders. 
They came into exh;tence before it was deeply dissected by streams. 

Glacier Peak, a view of which from the south· is presented in Pl. X, 
A, is an andesitic cone now much defaced by weathering, which stands 
in the central portion of the Cascade Mountains and forms a part of 
the Cascade divide, between the westward-flowing tributaries 'of the 
Sauk and the eastward-flowing streams which join the 'Venache. Its 
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elevation is 10,436 feet, and it overtops the general level of the adjacent 
portions of the Cascade Plateau by about 3,000 feet. A mo1~e detailed 
account of this prominent glacier-crowned summ~t, so exceptional in 
nearly all of its features to the multitude of lesser peaks about it, will 
be given later. 

The outline sketch .of the main features in the topography of the 
region under consideration presented in the last few pages inqludes as 
its leading elements the nm,ch elongated, fiat-topped Cascade dome, or 
plateau, with gently sloping sides merging indefinitely with the lower 
region::; both on the east and on the west. The regularity of this great 
dom.e in general form is modified by secondary elevations, consisting 
principally of granite, and by at least one ancient ,;olcano. The 
topographic elevations produced by these three methods of mountain 
building have been sculptured so as to pr9duce an infinite variety of 
details, and give to the Cascade JYiountains some of the most i·ugged 
and beautiful scenery our continent affords. 

The task of the geologist in deciphering the history of the region 
under consideration em braces a study of the nature and origin of the 
rocks composing it and the manner in which they have been upraised, 
and in this connection ~nuch attention ~leeds to be given- to secondary 
movements which have produced numerous fol~s and faults. The 
presence of ·at least one·volcanic mountain, and of many dikes, brings 
forward yarious qu~stions relating to the connection between orogenic 
disturbances and extrusions and injections of n1olten magmas. The 
manner in which the elevations produced in various ways have been 
modified by erosion, and the evidences of climatic changes ·furnished 
by the fossils contained in the rocks and the records made by streams 
and· glaciers, also clain1 attention. Many of these questions can be 
studied to advantage fro~n both a geological and a geographic point of 
view. So much of this combined history as I have been able to inter
pret with such a degree of confidence as seems to warrant its publi
cation is presented in the following pages. 

GEOT .. OGICAL FORMATIONS. 

The rocks composing the Cascade lVlountaius furnish examples of 
all of the larger divisions of lithology, namely, those commonly classed 
as metamorphic, ig-neous, and sedimentary. The metamorphic ter
ranes include rocks which were originally sedim~ntary, and others which 
are of igneous origin but in most cases are now so changed and recrys
tallized as to destroy or greatly modify the characteristics pertaining 
to their previous condition. The main representatives of this im
portant and widely distributed· group are several varieties of schist, 
characterized by the predominance of n1ica and hornblende, and also 
possibly some of the granite-like rocks. 

The igneous rocks are rep!·esented by both plutonic and volcanic 
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varieties. Of the former there- a1~e t~o divisions: first, those that 
were forced upward from deep within the earth's crust, so as to form 
boss-like intrusion:-; of large size, which raised into domes the rocks 
beneath which they were injected; and second, the cooled and hardened 
magmas that were injected into fissures and ~ormed dikes. Of these 
dikes there are two.·main groups, namely, acid. and basic. The ,-ol
canic rocks ofTertiary or later date, so far as my observations indi
cate-with the exception of certain superficial deposits of basaltic 
lapilli of sinaU extent and sheets of basalt (Colunibia lava) which occupy 
.the southern border of our field-were ~:xtruded fi'om a single vent at 
Glacier Peak and forn1ed lava streams and various fragmental deposits. 
· The sedimentary beds include great thicknessesof sandstone, shale, 

and conglomerate, with minor quantities of. limestone. These rocks 
occupy large areas, are practically unaltered, and 'in places are abun
dantly charged with fossil leaves, or~ as in the case of soine of the lime
stones, contain marine shells. 

What is probably the most striking feature of ·the northe1~n Cascades 
. is the absence of basaltic lavas, except in the extreme southern portion 
of the region under consideration. The Columbia lava, as is well 
know.n, is widely spread over southeastern Washington, and, as is 
thought at present, occurs also throughout the Cascade Mountains from 
the Northern Pacific Railway southward through southern Washington 
and Oregon; but this vast series of lava flow barely enters the region 
shown on the accompanying map, where it forms the surface sheet of 
Lookout and Table mountains and cm~tain neighboring ridges. These 
lavas, however, do not extend westward or northward so as to form 
any part of the main Cascade uplift to the north of the Northern 
Pacific Railway. 

METAMORPHIC ROCKS. 

Metamorphic rocks, as stated above, are such portions of the 
materi:d of the earth as have undergone marked lithologic changes 
from what is usually termed their. original .condition. This is a .loose 
statement, however, as the rocks composing the earth are constantly 
undergoing changes, and in many instances have passed, perhaps 
repeatedly, from one great lithologic division to another. The same 
material, as is well known, may at one stage in its history be molten 
and_ extruded at the earth's surface as a volcanic rock, and later be 
worn into pebbles, sand, etc., and spread out by water currents and 
waves as sedimentary strata; and still later, when deeply buried 
beneath. subsequently deposited layers and depressed far below the 
sut·face, be subjected to heat, heated solutions, and movement-; pro
ducing crushing or shearing, so that its structure and mineral com
position ·become greatly altered, in which condition it is known as a 
metamorphic. rock. :Following such . a· series of changes might come 
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a second fusion, followed by another extrusion at 'the surface as lava. 
In discussing the history of the transformations of a given magma, 
each of the three stages just referred to might, for convenience, be 
termed a geologic cycle. A metamorphic rock in the present cycle 
might have been an igneous or a sedimentary rock during the cycle 
preceding. This is the idea tpat was intended to be conveyed by the 
statement made above, that metamorphic rocks originally belonged in 
either the igneous or the sedimentary series. 

The changes or conditions which produce metamorphism and those 
resulting in actual fusion anq recrystallization on cooling, merge one 
with th~ other, and to a great extent form parts of a single series. 
One important distinction between these two processes, however, is 
that mechanical change, more especially motion under great pressure, 
which in itself, unaided by a high degree of heat, may bring about. 
decided mineralogic changes and the production of a schistose structure, 
does not of necessity enter as an essential condition in the history of 
igneous rocks. The g1:'1dations between metamorphic and igneous 
rocks make it difficult to apply even the broader principles of lithologic 
classification in a St11ctly logical manner dui·ing field studies. For 
this reason, in this preliminary discussion of the geology of the Cascade 

· Mountains, it is deemed best to place all the granites in the broad 
division of the igneous rocks. With the granites also are included 
certain diorites and allied ·rocks which at present it is not practicable 
to describe and map separately. As may be inferred from these 
statements, the following classification is intended to be tentative, and 
subject to revision when further study is possible. 

SCHISTS. 

Rocks with a schistose structure, in which mica, chlorite, hornblende, 
etc., occur in til.in, nearly parallel but frequently greatly contorted 
laminre,. occupy large areas in the northern Cascades and are believed 
to be among the oldest, and in part at least the most ancient, rocks as 
yet 1:ecognized in that region. The· geological age of these schists is 
unknown, and they probably belong to several distinct periods of the 
earth's history. Lithologically these terranes are similar to Archean 
schists of the eastern portion of N ortli America. But metamorphic 
rocks on the Pacific coast with as great a similarity to those commonly 
occurring in the Archean are known to be of Mesozoic age. The 
schists of the northern Cascades are presumably Paleozoic or post
Paleozoic, but much more information is needed before this hypothesis 
can be positively affirmed or denied. Typical schists occur in a great 
escarpment on the south side of Yakima Valley, 2 miles southwest of 
Clealum, to the west of Clealum Point. This exposure is at first of 
small vertical extent, and is overlain by sandstone and basalt,' but 
_may be traced westward fo~ at least 10 or 12 miles with an increasing 
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thickness exposed. The full extent of this outcrop westward is as 
yet unknown, but from various indications is thought to extend far into 
the Cascade Mount~ins, along the general course of the Northern Pacific 
Railway. 

Schistose rocks similar to those just mentioned come to the surface 
about the base of the W enache Mountains, at various localities at the 
head of the Teanaway River and on Nigger Creek, and thence north
ward to beyond Leavenworth on the Great Northern Railway. In the 
outcrops about the Wenache Mountains the schists are· much disturbed, 
and associated with them are ·small lens-shaped masses of white or dove
colored limestone. 

The next exposure of schist met with in traveling northward occurs 
in a bold escarpment on the north side of W enache Valley, known as 
the Entiat Range, which touches the Columbia a few miles north of 
the town of W enache and extends for about 50 miles to the .northwest, , 
where it merges with the elevated region along the main divide of the 
Cascades. This lateral spur of the Cascades has an approximately level 
sky line, as seen from the southwest, and presents a bold and remark
ably even escarpment toward the lower sandstone region bordering 
Wenache River. The Entiat Range is similar in its general features 
to the great escarpment on the south side of Yakima Valley. 

During the reconnaissance of ·1898 the Entiat Range was exam
ined at a locality on Mad River about 10 miles northeast of Lake 
W enache, and later in the season 1 ascended the valley of the Entiat 
from its mouth to a locality 12 miles up its course, and then cross~d the 
range, there about 6 miles b1'oad, traveling southwest on a trail lead
ing to Leavenworth. During each of these examinations I found the 
range to be composed of mica- and hornblende-schist. On the Entiat
Leavenworth trail large dikes of basalt,. trending about northwest. 
and southeast, were observed breaking through the schist. On Mad 
River, at the locality mentioned· above, both basic (basalt} and acid 
dikes cut the schist, the ·former having an approximately' northwest
southeast trend, while the latter bear nearly north and south. In 
this region quartz veins in the schist carry gold. While the entire 
length of .the Entiat Range was not traversed, its topography, as 
seen fi·om a distance, shows that it is composed of essentially the same 
kind of rock throughout. What is probably a portion of this same 
area of schist occurs in the bold mountains between Chiwahwah Creek 
and White Creek, to the north of Lake W enache. Schists occur at 
Dirty Run Peak, near the west end of Lake W enache. and also ·on the 
excessively rugged mountain crest which extends from it some 10 
miles to the northwest. In this instance the rock is a hornblende
schist, and appears to have resulted from a shearing of diorite. This 
area of schist forms the northeast border of the valley of White Creek 
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to the junction of its two main forks, where it meets rugged moun
t~ins of nearly white granitic :rock. The south wall of the valley 
through which flows the )Vest Fork of .White Creek is also composed 
of schist, while the -north wall is of white granite. , The. s'chist con
tinues along the south side of the West Fork of White Creek to the 
main divide. in the vicinity of Glacier Peak. The valley of Indian 
Creek is. almost entir~ly surrounded :by similar rocks. On crossing 
Indian Pass and descending the deep canyon-like valle.y of the Sauk, 
one finds schist to. be the prevailing country rock all the way to the 
mouth of the 'Vhitechuck Creek .. 

The occurrence of schistose rocks, as just described, from the Co
lumbia, near the town of W enache, westward across the central axis of 
ttJ_e Cascades and down. the Sauk to the mouth of -'Vhitechuck Creek, 
·a distance· of about 70 mile::; in a direct line,. the topography of the 
country for several mHes to the north and south of the route tra
versed, an·d the character of th~ debris brought down by the trib
utai~ies of the m1}.in streams, all serve to show that metamorphic rocks, 
mainly mica- and hornblende-schists, have a great development in this 
portion of t~e Cascades. ·A marked feature of the schist throughout 
this region is. the presence in it of numerous small garnets, which give 
much of the rock a ·knotty appearance, and also the occu1:rence of a 
great number of sn1all fissure veins of quartz. 

Schistose rocks similar in all of their general features to those briefly 
described above oc~ur on Cascade Pass and on the southwest side of 
Cascade Creek from its source to near its mouth .. 

Another large area of schist was traversed in the valley of the 
Skagit, from the mouth, of Skaadle Ci·eek, which joins the main stream 
from the west, northward to beyond the mouth.of Beaver. Creek. On 
the east side of Skagit Valley this schistose area begins on the north 
side of Thunder Creek and extends notthward to beyond.the mouth of · 
Ruby Creek. The nature of the topography of· the steep-sided valley 
of the Skagit above the mouth of Ruby Creek indicates that these 
schistose rocks extend northward to beyond the' United States-Cana
dian boundary. This conclusion is sustained by the reports of the 
Canadian .Geological Survey ,I which state that the adjacent -region in. 
Canada. is composed of "'metamorphosed Paleozoic rocks (Cascade 
CI"ystallines)." These schists extend up the valley_ of Ruby Creek for 
about 5 miles, and are succeeded to the eastward by black slates. 

There is als<;> an extensive area of schistose rocks on the Methow, 
below the wouth of the Twisp, and extending to the Columbia; The 
.extent of this area to the east and west is unknown,. but much of the 
xugge<;l country between the portion of the Methow just mentioned 

. . 
1 George M. Dawson, Preliminary report on the physical and geological features of the southern 

portion of the interior of Britisll. Columbia: Geol. Nat. Hist. Surv. Canada, Report of. Progress for 
1877-78, pp. 63 B-64 B. The distribution of the crystallip.e rocks :referred to is shown on t4e geolog 
Jcal map accompanying this report. · · 
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and Lake Chelan, judging from the cha,racter of its relief and thedebris 
in'the stream channels leading from it, is composed o£ simiiar schistose 
rocks. Schists are. k;nown to occur. on the borders of Lake Chelan, 
and may be· expected to occupy an extensive area in that regio~, b!lt 
up. to the.pi·esent time this portion of our field has not been studied .. 

From this description of th~ distribution of schistose tocks and the 
similar data presented on the sketch m·ap, Pl. IX; it may be seen 
that schists-varying greatly in appearance, but having ,mica, chlorite, 
and hornblende as their characteristic constituents-form a large por
tion of the northern Cascades. 

\iVith the metamorphic rocks should be included also certain slates or 
argillites, but as these are closely associa\ed with similar rocks which 
show only moderate alteration and carr}; fossil leaves, it is thoughtbest 
to include them all, in this provisional classification, in the division 
devoted to the sedimentary beds. .LaTge areas of serpentine wer~e • 
also seen, and are described later, together with the peridotit~ from 
which they have been derived. 

IGNEOUS ROCKS. 

GRANITE. 

In this group there are included certain rocks which are probably 
of metamorphic origin, but our studies have not been carried far 
enough to admit of a more detailed classification. 

As already stated, the central part of the W enache Mountains is 
composed of granite, which forms all of the higher peaks of the group, 
including Mount Stuart, and hence may be conveniently designated 
the Mount Stuart granite. The extent of this area westward is as yet 
unknown. Its southern border is sharply defined, and in general fol
lows the course of Ingall Creek from near its source to within about 
4 miles of its junction with the Peshastin; the boundary then turns 
abruptly northward, and, crossing the mountains at an elevation of 
from 2,000 to 3,000 feet above the Peshastin, descends to the Wenache 
at Leavenworth; north of that town it continues northward for 7 or 8 
miles and then bends abruptly westward. The diameter of the area 
occupied by the Mount Stuart granite is 15 or 16 miles from north to 
south in the widest part, and its known east-west extent .is about 
13 miles. As previously stated, however, it may have a broad exten-

. sion ·to· the northwest. The rock in question is a light-colored and 
remarkably homogeneous biotite-granite, carrying hornblende, which 
in some cases is nearly or .quite equal in quantity to the 1nica. In 
places nearly black segregations, usually spheroidal, occur, which are 
much finer grained than the inclosing rock, but are composed of the 
same minerals, with :a far higher percentage of biotite and horn
blende. These nodular masses sometimes have the appearance of 
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included fragments, but, as just stated, are in reality of the nature 
of segregations. 

The group of rugged peaks composed of l\1ount Stuart granite 
are precipitous on all sides, but especially so on their southern border . 

. This southern slope rises from. In gall Creek like a mount&in wall to 
a height of from 5,000 to 6,000 feet, an'd in no place can the summit be 
reached without true mountaineering. 

Mount Stuart and almost the entire mountain mass which it sur
mounts is generally bare of vegetation and but slightly encumbered 
with debris. The light color of the naked granite gives the precipices 
and crags a seemingly white color when seen from a distance, and 
produces a striking contrast· with the dark and more varied shades of 
the encircling mountains of gneiss, serpentine, greenstone; e';c. The 
summit of the granite mass, except where it has been smoothed by 

• glaciers, is rugged and serrate, the many joints traversing the rock 
having influenced the manner in which it has yielded to the weather 
and produced numerous tapering pinnacles and spires. 

The junetion of the Moul!t ~tuart granite with the rocks surround
ing it presents three different aspects. It is intrusive into the older 
·schists, as is shown by the fact, observed by Messrs. Smith and 
Curtis about the head of Ingall Creek, that it sends out offshoots or 
dikes into the neighboring terrane. No local metamorphism or alter
ation of the rocks in contact with the granite has, however, been 
observed. The junction of the granite with the older rocks has else
where become a plane of fracture or fault~ng, along which differential 
movement o.f the rocks on. opposite sides of the breaks has taken place 
since the granite magma cooled and crystallized. This faulting was 
observed by the author about the head of lngall and Icicle creeks 
and near Leavenworth. Again, the granite underlies Tertiary sand
stones, to which it yielded clastic material of which a basal conglom
erate is formed. 

The granite would make a good building stone, and is free from iron 
pyrites or other minerals which might be expected to decompose 
readily and cause stains. It is not traversed by mineral veins and 
hoids out no inducements to the prospector. In a few places, as near 
Leavenworth, it is cut by narrow basic dikes, similar and probably 
belonging to a series of basaltic dikes which traverses a neighboring 
area of Tertiary sandstone. The granitic core of the Wenache Moun-. 

· tains now stands in bold relief on account of the removal to a great 
extent of the softer. rocks· with which it was formerly surrounded, 
and is ·one of the most striking and picturesque groups of sharp peaks 
to be founrl in the entire Cascade region. A notable fact in connec
tion with the erosion of the mountain mass is the manner in which it 
is trenched by the canyon of Icicle Creek, a tributary of W enache 
River. This creek has its source to the west of Mount Stuart and 
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flows eastward directly through the granite area, in a canyon that is 
from 2,000 to 3,500 feet deep. This behavior of Icicle Creek indi
cates that its course was established before the W enache Mountains 
had their present prominence. In this same connection I may note 
that the W enache River leaves a region of comparatively low relief 
composed 'of soft sandstone and makes an excursion into the granitic 
area 5 or 6 miles in length, flowing in this .portion of its course through 
a canyon fully 3,000 feet deep, and then returns to the sandstone once 
more. These interesting facts have a bearing on the origin of the 
present ~opography and will be discussed later. 

The next area of granite met with .by the writer along the route of 
exploration followed in 1898 has its southern border about 12 miles 
northwest. of Lake W enache, where the two forks of 'White Creek 
unite. The drainage basin of the North ~ork of White Creek, with 
the exception of an area of a few square miles surrounding two 
moraine-dammed lakes situated some 2 miles to the eastward of the 
junction of the forks of White Creek, is entirely in granite. This 
same nearly white rock in places approaches a diorite in appearance, 
and forms the rugged region between the two forks just mentioned, 

. and reaches westward to the Cascade divide. Its full extent westward 
is unknown, but it is thought to extend several miles northward of 
the head of the North Fork of White Creek and possibly to connect 
with a similar granite wl}ich is exposed near Cascade Pass. Similar 
granite <;>ccurs also on Indian Creek and on the main divide in the 
vicinity of GlaCier Peak. Between Indian Pass and Glacier Peak 
there are irregular.dikes of granite which branch off from the south 
·side of the main body and traverse the adjacent schist. 

Exposures of granite were noted along S.auk River where schist is 
· the prevailing country rock, but. the tilne available did not permit of 
an examination of its extent or its relations to the associated terranes. 
Light-colored granite, similar to that exposed on White Creek, was met 
with on Cascade Creek, and on each side of the Skagit from near 
Marblemount upstream to the mouth of Thunder Creek, a distance of 
about 20 miles. The breadth of this area east and west is unknown, 
but is at least several miles, as the debris brought down by the streams 
tributary to the Skagit in the portion of its course referred to is mainly 
granitic. Small bosses of granite rising into much distorted quartzite 
occur on the Cascade divide at the head of the Similkameen. Like all 
of the other. exposures of granite seen in the Cascades, these outcrops 
are light colored and appear to be intrusive. 

A small area of granite has been reported by Bailey Willis as occur
ring south of Monte Cristo, some 7 or 8 miles to the southwest of the 
route followed by me in descending the Sauk. A large granitic area 
is also known to exist about Lake Chelan, but at present it is imprac
ticable to state its extent. A portion of this area, however, was 
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traversed by me near the east end of .Lake Chelan, and is indicated on 
the m~p, .Pl.. IX. 

Ou1:. present knowledge of the. geology of the northern Cascades, 
although incomplete, is sufficient to show that granite enters largely 
into their composition. This rock, in all of the exposures that were 
examined, is light colm·ed, but presents several -varieties, each separate 
are~ seemjngly having n1inor characteristics of· its own. The Mom'it 
Stuart granite and that occurring about Glac:>.ier Peak are plainly intru
sive, and the most plausible hypothesis is that several other areas have 
a siniilar origin. However, the. rock on the. north side of Cascade 
Creek, which forms a bold peak 3 or 4 miles east of· Marblemount, 
although here classed as granite, contains what appear to be rounded. 
pebbles of quartzite and is probably of sedimentary origin. 

GREENSTONE. 

Large areas of da~·k, .basic eruptives, similar to the diabase of the 
Newark system of the Atlantic coast, occur in several ·places in th~ 
region under consideration and constitute a considerable portion of the 
surface outcrops. These rocks are massive, frequently brecciated, and 
may .be in part old lava streams, but provisionally it is convenient to. 
consider them as being intrusi-ve. The question as to their true nature, 
whether plutonic or volcanic, is left for more detailed study. · They 
are hard and extremely resistant to the attac~s of erosive agencies, and 
hence, ·for the most part, stand in bold relief and form prominent· 
n1ountains and ser:r·ate peaks and ridges. 

Rugged peaks of greenstone occur about the southern border of the 
Wenache Mountains, in intimate association with serpentine; some 
of these masses are 2 miles or more in diameter, while others are iso
lated peaks and crests but a few Tods,in circumference. · The ~tructure 
is here highly complex, and it is evident that the. greenstones have 
been greatly broken and displaced, and also invaded by dikes of peri
dotite, since changed to serpentine, and by other intrusio_ns. A 

. detailed study of this area has been made by George Otis Smith, and 
the conclusions reached will, I understand; be discussed in a separate 
publication. The greenstone areas just referred to are of small extent 
in comparison with other areas of similar rock farther north, and are 
indicated only in part on the accompanying map, for the reason that 
the scale adopted is too small. 

To the west of the Cascade divide, greenstone occurs on b'oth sides of 
the -valley of the Sank for about 20 miles above its mouth; and extends 
up the Skagit from the town of Sauk to beyond Marblemount. This 
region is rugged, having. been deeply dissected by streams, and is · 
heavily forested. The full extent of the area occupied by greenstone 
is unknown, but it .~vidently measures .100 square miles or m9re. 
Greenstone, nearly identical,. so far as can be judged from field ;obser-
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vations,. with the rocks of the a1·eas just 'referred to, occurs on the 
~1ethow in the vicinity of Ventura, and .fol~ a distance 6f at least 5 
miles on each side of the Twisp, one of the· tl·ibuta'ries of the Methow 
from the west; The exceedingly bold cliff bordering Methow Valley 
on the east for a distance of some 8 miles south ·of ventura, and knowri. 
in part as Goat \Vall, is composed of hard, Inasshre greenstone, and is 
the finest exposure of this rock iww known in the northern Cascades. 
This sam~ greenstone area extends several miles up Goat Creek, a 
tributary of the JYiethow from the 11ort!l, but in this region there are 
many basic dikes seemingly of later. date than the greenstone but 
resembling it in appearance,· which, in a rcccmnaissance, makes the 
determination of the actual nature of the country rock somewhat 
uncertain. The greenstone forming Goat \Vall is · hot known to be 
connected with the similar area of wide extent on the-Twisp, but evi
dently has a wide distribution northward. Similar rocks occur near 
\Vinthrop, and, judging from the topography, the reports of miners, 
etc., occupy a broad area in the mountains on the east side of Methow 
Valley. · The age of the greenstmie has not been accurately deter
mined, but it is known that those on the south side of the \V enache 
Mountains are pre-Tertiary. The lithologically similar rock <;m the 
~1ethow bears such relations to certain sandstones; charged with fos
sil le·aves, as to indicate that it is older than the Cretaceous. A more 
precise determination of age is at present riot practicable. 

SERPENTINE. 

Several areas .of serpentine occur in the portion of the Cascade 
Mountains under consideration. 'The largest of these now known is 
situated in the Wenache Mountains· and, in a general way, encircles 
the central core of Mount Stuart granite. \Vith ·the serpentine are 
schist, slate, greenstone, etc., as previously stated. Together, these 
metamorphic and igneous rocks form a belt of varying width, which 
in places is fully 4 miles broad, and has an exceedingly complex 
geological structure. As is so frequently the case, the serpentines and 
associated rocks, not only in the \V enache ~1ountains but in ·each of 
the similar areas noted below, contain mineral deposits, notably gold 
and copper, which promise to be of much economic importance. As 
will be briefly Q.escribed later, in connection with other notes on 
economic geology, several mines ~::md many hundreds of mineral claims 
are located in this serpenthie-bearing belt. 

The serpentine in the \V enache i\1ountains has its greatest surface 
expo.sure to the southwest of Mount Stuart, on the head waters of the 
South Fork of Icicle Creek ·and of Fortune Cteek, near the sources of 
·the Middle ·and North forks of Teanaway River~ along the south side 
of Ingall Creek, and throughout the area drained by Nigger Creek. 
Setpentine, with its aceompanying igneous rocks, occurs also along 
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the Peshastin in the neighborhood of Blewett, and extends about the 
eastern border of the Mount Stuart granite. To the noTth of the 
granite it has been traced, but not continuously; as far as· Leaven
worth. Whether the circle is completed on the west soas to inclose 
the granite has not been determined. 

Throughout the belt of rugged country partially and perhaps 
wholly encircling the Mount Stuart granite, the serpentine forms very 
irregular and frequently isolated areas which separate and many times 
completely surround masses of schist and old eruptive rocks. In 
many localities these associated rocks, and especially the old eruptives, 
stand as bold mountains, while at other times the serpentine forms 
the greater part of prominent elevations. The sei'pentine predomi
nates over the associated rocks in the rugged region to the southwest 
of Mount Stuart, where Ingall, Icicle, and Fortune creeks have their 
sources. The breadth of the outcrop is there about 3 miles, with but 
few isolated masses of other rock. Owing to the deep dissection of 
the formation by the streams mentioned, and the general absence of 
soil and vegetation, it is unusually well exposed and not only gives 
character to the landscape on account of its influence on the topo
graphic fo1~m but also imparts its characteristic color to the scenery. 

The serpentine in the Wenache Mountains presents two well-marked 
phases, the differences between them being due, in the main, to dynam
ical changes, which in many portio~s of the area have led to the 
crushing of the rock and extensive movements among the fragments 
produced. One variety of the serpentine is mostly dark green in color, 
but shows many variations, from nearly black through various shades 
of green, brown, and yellow to dark red. This variety is always greatly 
crushed and the sides . of the fragments al'e rounded, smoothed, and 
frequently highly polished; that is, they have been ground against 
one another under great pressure, owing to the extensive movements 
that have occurred, and their surfaces slickensided. The second vari
ety of sei'pentine is massive, not shattered, and usually dull green or 
yellowish green. The passage from one to the other of these varie
ties, although frequently abrupt, is in many instances gradual. The 
most conspicuous difference between the two varieties is that one 
has been crushed and otherwise altered by the movements that have 
occurred, while the other v~riety has not been affected!n this manner. 
The massive variety is in large part peridotite and reveals the char
acter of the rock from which the serpentine was formed. The fact 
that the crushed and slickensided serpentine differs in so marked a 
way from the massive "mother rock" sug.gests that the metamor
phism it has experienced is largely due to the shearing and crushing. 

The serpentine and associated schists and eruptive rocks in the outer· 
border of the Wenache Mountains are older than the Mount Stuart 
granite, which was forced upward through them, and caused, in part at 
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least, the strongly pron<?unced disturbances that characterize them. 
Fragments of serpentine and intimately associated rocks, as well as of 
the Mount Stuart granite, occur in the Swauk system, described later, 
thus showing that the W enache Mountains were upraised before the 
deposition of the encircling sedimentary formation. In some instances, 
however, where the Swauk system comes in contact with the serpen
tine, there is a fault, and 4etached masses of sandstone occur several 
rods from the boundary, and completely inclosed in crushed and slicl~-:
ensided serpentine. The crushed se~·pentine also surrounds masses of 
greenstone, etc., varying in size from a few yards in diameter to 
n1uch la1~ger dimensions. In some of these instances the crushed ser
pentine is known to pass under the masses of rock referred to so as 
completely to inelose them. Larger masses of greenstone, etc., some 
of them making mountain peaks, are separated one from another by 
areas and dike-like bodies -of crushed serpentine. At the contact the 
massive rocks are smoothed and striated. Again, in the Swauk sys
tem there are a vast number of basaltic di!\:es which -have a remarka
bly uniform trend of N. 15° E. These will be described later. This 
system of dikes traverses the serpentine and the inclosed masses of 
old eruptive rocks, but where. the dikes in the sandstone or in the 
older eruptive meet the serpentine they are usually broken off and 
the sheared surface of the basalt is smoothed and striated. The dikes 
in the crushed serpentine are frequently displaced from their normal 
position, and in some instances are turned so as to be approximately 
parallel with the border of the serpentine belt. The fragments of 
basaltic dikes in the serpentine lack the uniformity in trend that char
acterizes them where they cut the Swank formation and some of the 
included masses of greenstone, etc., and have evidently been much· 
disturbed. In the high ridge between the North Fork of the Teana
way and Stafford Creek the distui'bances that have affected the basaltic 
dikes are well displayed, as is also the abrupt broken junction of the 
sandstone with the serpentine. Examination was made of several · 
basaltic dikes which thus cut the sandstone and have their normal 
trend about N. 15° E. and can be followed into the serpentine area, 
where they turn fully 60° from their usual course and trend nearly 
east and west, parallel with the line of faulting which determines the 
junction of the Swauk formation with the serpentine a~d associated 
rocks at the locality referred to. 

These observations, and many others of similar significance, show 
that intense. movements have occurred since the deposition of the 
Swatik, and that dur~ng these disturbances the serpentine was to a 
great extent crushed and caused to flow. The evidence is such as to 
suggest that the W enache Mountains have experienced at least two 
peiods of upheaval, during each of which marked disturbances occurred 
in the serpentine belts. 
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·SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. 

One of the most interesting results of the explorations thus far made 
in the 'Cascade· Mountains ·'in "'\Vashington is the great extent and 
temarkable thickness o'f mirnetamorphosed or but slightly altered sed
imentary be<js. Large portions of these strata, as shown by th.e fossils 
they contain, are of Cretaceous and Tertiary age, while other portions 
are of older date, perhaps of Ju~·ati·ias, or possibly in part of Carbon
iferous, age. For the present we will consider these terranes as form
ing foul~ divisions, tinder the titles-slate, pre-Cretaceous, Cretaceous, 
and Tertiary. · 

SLATE. 

What are thought to be in part the oldest stratified rocks, which are 
but moderately metamorphosed~ met with up to the present time in 
the northern Cascades are certain fine-grained black slates. These 
slates occur in at least four distinct areas, but the absence of fossils in 
a.Il except one of them and lack of other evidence make it impossible 
at present to state whether or not they are all of the same geological 
age. Black slates similar to those described below were found by 
Messrs. \Villis an<j Smith near Snoqualmie Pass in ·1895: These con
tained fossil leaves indicating Tertiary age. ·This find furnishes· a 
suggestion as to the possible age of. the similar slates farther north, 
but .can not be accepted as definite evidence, except so far as the out
crops near Snoqualmie, Pass are concerned. 

Detached outcrops of black slate of limited extent occur in intimate 
association with serpentine, greenstone, gneiss, etc., on the south side 
.of the W enache Mountains, in the region drainel:. by Nigger Creek 
and the head waters of the North and Middle forks of the Teanaway. 
The general trend of the slaty cleavage in .these small areas is about 
east and west, or parallel with the southern border of the Mount Stuart 
granite. 

Similar black slates, but with numerous quartz veins, 'usually a small 
fraction of an inch in thickness and running parallel with the cleavage, 
occur on each side of Sank RhTer for a distance of about 10 miles below 
the n1outh of "'\Vhitechuck Creek. On the south side of the Sauk this 
terrane extends upstream for a distance of at least 2 miles above ·where · 
Whitechuck enters the Sauk Valley from the northeast. The br~adth 
of this area is un.known, but is certainly several mile.s. Rocks of the 
same description outcrop on the west bank of the ~auk for a distance of 
about 4 miles, beginning some 3 miles north of Darrington post-office. 
It is more than likely that these two areas are united. The valley bot
tom in the immediate vicinity of Darrington is occupied by alluvium, 
which conceals. the underlying terrane. In each of the areas just 
referred to the strike of the predominant cleavage is about east-west. 

Another area of black slate, probably of greater extent than either 
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of those just mentioned~ occurs on Ruby Creek and . several of its 
branches, includi'ng Slate Creek. This area begins on the west, in the 
valley of Ruby Creek, approximately 5 miles above its mouth, 
and extends eastward to beyond the mouth of Slate Creek; its full 
extent eastward~ as well as north and south from Ruby Creek, remains 
to be determined. Its known breadth from east to west is 14 miles. 
The major cleavage in this area is about north and south, or parallel 
with the strike of. the heavily bedded stratified sandstones, shales, and 
limestones bordering the slate area on the east. These same slates 
extend far up Slate Creek, and form the excessively rugged Slate 
Creek Range, which is probably the most picturesque mountain ridge 
in the northern Cascades. 

PRE-CRETACEOUS. 

VENTURA FORMATION, 

In the mountains bordering Methow· Valley, near the abandoned 
mining camp known as Ventura~ there are thick-bedded sandstone, 
shales, and coarse conglomerates which have a characteristic reddish
brown color and are both lithologically and structurally distinct from 
the Cretaceous terranes bordering them 'on the east and west. This 
formation ishere termed provisionally the Ventura formation. 

The charaQteristic red sandstones and conglomerates of this system 
occur on each side of the valley of the Methow, from Robinson Creek 
eastward. On the north side of the valley they reach to the great 
bluff of greenstone known as Goat Wall, about 1 mile east of V enttira, 
but in the bold mountains forming the south side of the valley they 
have a much greater development and extend to within about 5 miles 
of Winthrop. The outcrops on the south side of the Methow have an 
extent, measured along the valley side, of about 15 miles. Throughout 
this distance the strata are highly inclined, and in places vertical. The 
Tocks of this formation are well exposed at Ventura, but the. outcrops 
are there obscured by landslides, and although not highly inclined,· 
have diverse dips. On the north side of Lost Creek the dip is west at 
angles of from 25° to 30°, the strike being about north and south. · At 
the mouth of Early Winter Creek, a tributary of the l\1ethow from the 
west, and for several miles up that stream, the red Ventura rocks are 
conspicuously displayed. The strike is there north and sout~ and the 
dip 45° to 50° E. Other dips and strikes show a diverse structure, due 
principally to folding along generally north-south axes, but the strata 
have also been faulted, sometimes in a· conspicuous manner. 

The exposures of the Ventura formation are abun<;lant, and its history, 
as recorded both in the character of the rocks and in their structure, 
is easily read, but the multitude of details, the roughness of the country, 
and the very limited time available for study render it inexpedient to 

20 G EOL~ PT 2--8 . 
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attempt to give ari extended description of the formation at this time. 
The most that I can do at present is to point out the fact, that an 
extremely interesting formation here awaits detailed examination. 

No fossils have thus far been found in the Ventura formation, but 
its characteristic color, "Triassic red," and its association . with the 
Similkameen formation on the west and with the \:Vinthrop sandstone 
on the east, both of which are of Cretaceous age, suggest the hypoth
esis that it belongs to the. Triassic. The formation has a wide extent 
both to the north and to the south of the lYiethow, as may be seen from 
commanding summits on account of its strong color. While it seems 
probable that the disturbances that have affected the Ventura, and given 
the strata their prevailingly steep d!ps, are the same in general that 
caused the close folding of the Similkameep. formation, the structure 
is in marked variance with that of the adjacent \:Vinthrop sandstone, 
thus showing the presence of a time inter..;ral between the two. 

CRETACEOUS. 

SIMILK.AMEEN~ FORMATION. 

To the east of the black slate so extensively exposed on Ruby Creek 
there is an area, at least 15 miles broad from east to west and extend- · 
ing far to the north and south' of Crater Pass,- which is composed 
mainly of sandstones, ~hales, and limestones, with quartzite and minor 
quantities of conglomerates and breccias near the bottom. These rocks 

. have a thickness of at least 4,000 or 5,000 feet, and appear to constitute 
a well-defined formation, which I propose to term, provisionally, the 
Similkamecn formation, since it is exposed throughout a large portion 
of the elevated region drained by the head waters of the river of that -
name. 

The strata in this formation, so far as they have been seen, are fre
quently highly inclined and in many places stand nearly or quite ver
tical. The general interpretation of the structure is that it consists of 
a series of closely compressed folds having a north-south trend. In 
several instances, as on Gold Ridge, to the north of Crater Pass, the 
rocks dip eastward in such a manner as to indicate that the folds 
have been overturned to the west. In Gold Ridge, which is considered 
the eastern n1em ber of an overturned fold, the strata dip eastward at 
an angle of 8°, but when followed southward the dip increases and 
soon becon1es vertical. . The basaL portion of the Similkameen forma
tion consists of hard, nearly white quartzite, changing locally to con
glomerate and breccia, as at the Eure:Ka mine: The quartzite is some 

· 800 or 1, 000 feet thick and is succeeded by slates, sandstones, shales, 
and limestones. Beneath the quartzite, and in places extending upward 
into it in sp.ch a manner as to suggest that it has been intruded, are 
bosses of white granite. The granite and quartzite form a portion of 
the Cascade divide between the head waters of the Similkameen and 
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Ruby Creek. This divide is lower than the ridges to the east and west, 
and on every side there is evidence of deep dissection by stream ero
sion. The general absence of vegetation and the abundant outcrops, 
especially on Gold Ridge, make this an excellent locality for detailed 
studies of. the lithology and structure of the system. 

A thick bed of bluish sandstone at the base of Gold Ridge, penetrated 
by the tunnels of the St. Paul and Minneapolis Inines, contains fossil 
ferns and nearly upright tree trunks. One sample of fern collected has 
been determin~d by F. H. Knowlton as approaching closely Aspidium 
mrstedi, from the Cretaceous rock of Greenland. A siliceous lime
stone in the same ridge, but several hundred feet higher in the series 
and extending southward to the border of Crater Pass, is abundantly 
charged with bivalve shells, 1 which, as determined by T. W. Stanton, 2 

are of a species of ActrR,onella. The evidence furnished by the fossils 
just mentioned indicates a Cretaceous age. 

This same formation extends far to the· north, and, judging by dis
tant views of the country obtained from commanding stations on the 
main divide, reaches to the north of the United States-Canadian 
boundary. Similar terranes are reported by George M. Dawson 3 to 
occur in the adjacent portions of Canada, and are termed "P;:tleozoic and 
Triassic of interior plateau (Cache Creek group, Nicola series, etc.)." 
The Cache Creek group, referred to in the legend just quoted, is 
stated. in the report which the map accompanies (page 63 B) to be in 
part of Carboniferous age, while the Nicola series (page 81 B) is placed 
provisionally in the Triassic. 

A more definite determination of the age of the rocks in question 
will have to be deferred until additional information concerning it is 
in hand. 

The· Similkameen formation occurs on each side of Crater Pass, and 
on its south border the beds stand vertical, forming a bold crest, which 
trends nearly east and west, at right angles to the strike of the strata. 
The same system extends eastward along Rattlesnake Creek to its 
junction with the Methow and eastwa1~a along the Methow to the 
mouth· of Robinson Creek, where a nearly north-south fault occurs. 
On the west side of this break are black shales and gray sandstones 
of the Similkameen formation, and on the east are dark-red sandstones 
ancl conglomerates of the Ventura formation. 

In many places the Similkameen formation is cut by dikes which 

J Samples of these fossils were collected for me by Mr. Alae McClean, who also presented the fossil 
fern referred to above. 

2 In reference to these fossils Mr. Stanton says: " The most abundant species is a rather large form 
of Actreonella, which is probably undescribed-at least it differs from all the described American 
species. The genus is stated by Zittel to be thoroughly characteristic of Middle and Upper Cretaceous 
beds in Europe, and the oldest species known to me occur in the Lower Cretaceous, Comanche series 
of Texas. The Similkameen species may therefore be confidently refe~red to the Cretaceous system. 
The only other fossils observed on these fragments are some impressions of a Cerithiwn and an obscure 
bivalve shell which I am unable to identify;" · 

3Geological map accompanying the annual report of the Geological Survey of Canada for 1877-78. 
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have a general north-south trend. parallel with the longer axis of 
the folds into which the stratified beds have been crumpled. These 
dikes forn1 two series, one composed of dark basic rocks correspond
ing closely to the basaltic di!res which cut the Mount Stuart granite 
and the Tertiary sandstones and shales to the south of the \V enache 
Mountains, and the other, by far the most abundant in the region about 
the head waters of the Similkameen and Methow, consisting of light
colored granite-porphyry. The basic dikes are represented by a well
defined example at the west base of Gold Ridge, which is exposed at 
the entrance of the St. Paul and Minneapolis inines. This diabase 
dike is from 3 to 4 feet thick, nearly or quite vertical, trends north 
and south, and cuts sandstones which dip eastward at an angle of 
8°. The acid dikes are numerous, especially along Rattlesnake Creek, 
and many of them are of large size. One occurs in the bold crest 
to the south of Crater Pass, mentioned above~ and forms its top
most pinnacle:. It stands vertical, is parallel with the inclosing strata, 
and is, locally at least, an intruded sheet from 50 to ·60 feet thick. 
Another similar, light-colored porphyritic dike occurs about one mile 
to the ea~t of Crater Pass. This· example, visible at a distance of 
severallnile.s, is practically vertical, and, although somewhat irregular, 
has a width of from 45 to 60 feet and strikes N. 15° E. The inclosing 
strata dip eastward at an angle of about 30°. Other similar and nearly 
parallel dikes occur at intervals along Rattlesnake Creek, but are 
largest and most numerou'S near its mouth. Several of these dikes 
are from 40 to 60 feet wide. .At what is known as Deadhorse Point, a 
bold promontory on the north side of the mouth of Rattlesnake Creek, 
there are several dikes, all probably branches of a single great intru- · 
sion of granite-porphyry. These dikes cut sandstone and associated 
rocks, which have a general strike of N. 10° \V., but are much dis
turbed between the usually vertical dike sheets. Other dikes occur 
still farther east and may be seen cutting the sandstones and shales on 
each side. of the valley of the Methow. The facts just stated will 
serve to show how greatly the Similkameen system has been broken 
and injected with molten magmas. In fact, the acid dikes, and pei:
haps interbedded sheets of igneous rock, compose no inconsiderable 
portion of the area occupied by the formation in question, ·and occur 
abundantly along the route followed from the head waters of Ruby 
Creek to near Ventura on the Methow. Their most constant charac
teristics are their nearly north-south trends, approximately vertical 
position, light color, and porphyritic structure. 

At the head of the East Fork of Slate Creek and on the extreme 
head waters of the Similkn.m.een the rocks are broken by numerous 
nearly east-west fissures, at right angles to the longer axes of the 
folds, which have been filled with quartz containing free gold. These 
fissure veins are now being explored and numerous mining locations 
have be12n made on them. The Eureka, Mammoth, St. Paul, and 
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Minneapolis mines, and numerous other prospects, are on veins of this 
nature, and in several instances hold out promises of rich returns when 
developed. Although my reconnaissance did not furnish an opportu
nity to study the numerous veins referred to, there seems no doubt 
that the Slate Creek mining district has a promising future. 

Among the numerous interesting features of the Similkameen forma
tion, none impress themselves on the attention of the geologist more 
forcibly than the fact that the rocks were intensely folded previous 
to the period of erosion which planed off" the summits of the folds. It 
is in this region that the plateau character of the Cascade uplift, and 
the fact that it is an upraised peneplain, find the clearest proof. Since 
the old peneplain was upraised it has been deeply dissected by strean1s 
and also mod.ified in a marked ~way by glaciation. 

WINTHROP SANDSTONE~ 

On the northern border of the valley of the Methow, about 5 miles 
northwest of Winthrop, there is a fine exposure of nearly whi

1

te, mas-. 
sive arkose sandstone and light-gray, sandy shales which strike N. 
20° E., and dip eastward abol.1t 80°. The relation of these beds to the 
red rocks of the Ventura system is shown on the south side of the 
J\1ethow, opposite the locality just referred to, where the latter are 
well exposed with a strike N. 10° W. and a dip of about 80° eastward. 
The full extent of the Winthrop sandstone is unknown, but the por
tion seen has a thickness of some 2, 000 feet, and extends far both to 
the north and to the south of the Methow Valley. Several of the more 
shaly layers are abundantly charged with fossil leaves, a small collec
tion of which was submitted to Dr. F. H. Knowlton for examination. 
A preliminary report on these fossils is presented below, in which it is 
stated that the:y' indicate a Cretaceous age. 

PRELDIIXARY REPORT ON A COLLECTION OF FOSSIL PLANTS FRO:VI THE VICINITY OF WIN

THROP, METHOW VALLEY, NORTHERN CASCADE MOUNTAINS, WASHINGTON, MADE BY 

PRQF. I. C. RUSSELL, SEPTE:\IBER 4, 1898. 

The material consists of about thirty pieces of matrix of a light-gray sandstone, 
· upon Vi' hich the plants are preserved with great fidelity. The flora consists of a mix

ture of ferns, conifers, palms, and dicotyledons, the latter not always satisfactory, as 
few of them are entirely preserved: The portions present are "\Yell enough preserved, 
but, as stated, they are somewhat fragmentary. The material embraces about.thr.ee 
species of ferns, one conifer, one rather doubtful palm, and five or six species of 
dicotyledons. They may be distributed in part as follo"\vs: 

Gleichenia sp. cf. G. Zippei Heer., G. Rinkiana Heer. 
Gleichenia sp: cf. G. Giesekiana Heer. 
Cyathea sp. cf. C. angusta Heer. 
GlyptostTob~~s'! sp. 
Palm-genus uncertain. 
Rhus sp. cf. R. bella Heer. 
Ficus'! sp. 
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This flora is in all probability altogether new, as I have not been able to correlate 
any of the species with previously described forms. They are not to be compared 
with any North American flora with which I am familiar, but find their closest affin· 
ities with the upper Cretaceous of Greenland. All of the forms I have mentioned 
in the above list as hav.ing more or less close relationship with the plants under con· 
sideration are found in the upper Cretaceous of Greenland. 

When the additional material is at hand I hope to be able to make a more definite 
statement of the age of these plants, but at present I do not feel justified in making 
more than the following general statements: . 

(1) Not a single species in this collection has thus far been found in either the 
Ellensburg, the Swauk, or the Roslyn formations. 

(2) Not a single species is to be found among those reported by Dawson in his 
paper on the "Fossil plants from the Similkameen Valley and other places in the 
3outhern interior of British Columbia." (Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, Vol. VIII, pp. 
i5-91.) 

(3) The plants appear to find their closest affinities with the upper Cretaceous of 
3-reenland. 

At the locality mentioned above, the Winthrop sandstone is cut by 
a dike of white diorite-porphyry from 25 to 30 feet thick, which 
trends nearly north and south and stands about vertical. 

On the west and to the north of the .Methow, the Winthrop sand
stone comes in contact with greenstones, and south of the river joins 
the red sandstones of the Ventura formation, both formations, as just 
stated, standing nearly vertical but with strikes that diverge at an 
angle of 30°. On the east the boundary of the Winthrop sandstone 
is indefinite, so far as known, but seems to pass into a series of basic 
eruptives associated with shale and conglomerate, the age and r.elations 
of which are unknown. 

The Winthrop sandstone agrees ·lithologically with portions of the 
Swauk and Roslyn sandstones described below, but, as shown by its 
fossils, is not of the same age. 

TERTIARY. 

\Vithin the area represented on the sketch map, Pl. IX, and on the 
east side of the Cascades, there are three area~;, not including the black 
slate at Snoqualmie· Pass, which are occupied by Tertiary rocks. 
These are, in their order from north to south, the Swauk sandstone, 
the Roslyn sandstone/ and the Ellensburg sandstone. 

SWAUK SANDSTONE. 

T4e rocks included in this formation present two quite distinct 
phases, which led me during field work to divide them into two sys
tems,. one termed the Camas sandstone and the other the W enache 
sandstone; subsequently, however, these terranes were studied, in 
part with considerable detail, by Messrs. Willis 9.nA Smith and were 

IJn Bulleton No. 108, U. S. Geological Survey, page 20, .the author proposed the term "Kittitas 
::.ystem" for the formations here named the Roslyn and Swauk sandstones. It has been thought best 
to abandon the provisional name first used. 
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found by them to be the deposits of a single Tertiary lake or estuary; 
therefore the name Swauk sandstone was given to the entire forma
tion~ after the Swauk mining district, where it occuris. · 

About Camas Land, to the east of the W enaehe Mountains, and in 
the valley of the Wenache, in the vicinity of Mission, Leavenworth, 
etc., the Swauk formation consists largely of thiek-bedded, nearly white 
but still impure sa1;dstone, with niinor quantities of sandy shale. 
These rocks correspond closely with the characteristic white sandstone 
of the Roslyn formation. To the south of the ';y enache Mountains, in 
the region drained by the North and Middle forks of the ·Teanaway 
and by Swauk Creek, the Swauk formation consists largely of thin
bedded, yellowish, arkose sandstone and yellowish, sandy shale, with a 
thiek-bcdded, coarse. conglomerate of granite and serpentine at the 
base. 

The Swauk formation occupies about 250 square miles in W enache 
Valley, where it is bordered on the northeast by schists of the Entiat 
Range, and on the southwest by the granite ·and schists of the 
Wenache ~1ountains. . In this portion of the area the rocks have been 
folded, the longer axes of the folds running northwest and southeast, -
or parallel with the bordering mountain . ridges. In general, along 
the base of the Entiat Range the sandstone dips westward, or away 
:from the range, at high angles, and in its basal portion consists largely 
of conglomerate. The evidence shows that the Entiat Range lias, 
in great part at least, been upraised apparently in a monoclinal flex
ure, and has carried up the sandstone so as to give a steep dip to the 
layers in the now eroded fold. The junction of the sandstone with the 
schist, serpentine, and granite forming the mountains bordering it on 
the southwest is abrupt; the sandstone dips away from the crystalline 
rocks at high a,ngles. ·Between the two inward-dipping borders of the 
Swauk, more especially in the region to the northeast of Leavenworth, 
the beds are arched upward into what seems to be a single great anti
cline, the upper portion of which has been eroded away. 

Throughout nearly the entire area occupied by the Swauk sandstone, 
in the drainage area of Wenache River, the rocks are highly inclined, and 
have in part been greatlyfolded, but in an irregular manner. To the 
southeast of Camas Land, where the sandstone passes under the basalt 
capping Table Mountain, the folds have their longer axes in a general 
northwest-southeast direction and involve the basalt as well as the 
sandstone. The structure here indicated can not be represented on the 
accompanying map, owing to its small scale, but in part has been 
mapped by '\Villis and Smith, in connection with other details of the 
Mount Stuart quadrangle, which will be published as a folio of the 
Geologic Atlas. 

As stated above, the Swauk sandstone passes under the sheet of basalt 
forming the surface of Table Mountain, and is thought to have a wide 
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extension beneath that layer, but thus far evidence to sustain this hy
pothesis has not been obtained. The folds that have affected the two 
terranes, namely, the sandstone and the ove.rlying basalt, have per
mitted ~rosion to cut away the superior member so as to form valleys 
in the plateau, of which the one occupied by Naneum Creek is an 
example, and to expose the shales and sandstones beneath, but these 
exposures are not sufficiently extended to enable one to trace the sand
stone southward to where other similar beds are exposed. The western 
border of Table Mountain is a bold and in several places a vertical 
escarpment, \roin 400 to 500 feet high, surmounting a steep slope, 
which descends about 2, 000 feet, vertically, to the adjacent valleys. The 
slope below the escarpment is encumbered with landslides and talus in 
such a manner as to conceal, to a great extent, the outcrops of the 
rock which occur below the basalt. 

The Swank: formation extends southward of Camas Land and occu
pies nearly the whole of the drainage basin of Swauk Creek. This 
system also occupies a belt of country from 4 to 10 miles broad, from 
north to south, ai1d encircles the southern border of the "\"f\T enache 
Mountains. The rocks consist of a thick, coarse conglomerate at the 
base, succeeded b~y thin-bedded, gray ·sandstones and sandy shales. The 
general thickness of the formation is, by estimate, 6, 000 to 8, 000 feet. · 

The basal conglomerate referred to, in places fully 200 feet thick, is 
composed of imperfectly rounded and frequently angular pebbles of 
granite, schist, old eruptive rocks (mostly greenstone), and serpentine. 
The terranes .represented by these pebbles outcrop in the \V enache 
Mountains, and hence that uplift must have been in existence at the 
time the Swank sandstone was deposited. Although this conclusion 
seems well sustained by the evidence just mentioned, there are certain 
features in the structure of the system.which do not clearly harmonize 
with it. For· example, the Swauk sandstone Jips away from the 
\"f\T enache Mountains at certain localities, and has clearly been upraised, · 
together with the schists, greenstones; serpentine, and granite com
posing that elevation. The basal conglomerate of the Swank is nqt 
only tilted but h1 places highly inclined, and the pebbles of which it 
is composed, as is shown in a number of exposures, have been crushed 
and faulted. Some of the bowlder-like masses of serpentine in the con
glomerate are smoothed and slickensided; owing to movements in their 
matrix. These facts lead to the provisional conclusion that there ha,re 
been at least two periods during which the W enache Mountains have 

. experienced an upward movement. This discussion, however, belongs 
n1ore properly to the detailed report on the Mount Stuart quadrangle, 
and willtherefore be postponed. The rockBof t.hisformation rest uncon
formably on the schists, greenstones, serpentine, etc., forming the 
foothills .of the W enache Mountains, and are confm·mably overlain by 
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volcanic tuffs and lava flows, designated in this paper the earlier 
sheet of the Columbia lava. 

The most marked feature of the region occupied by the Swauk sand
stone to the south of the \V enache Mountains is the manner in which 
it i::; traversed by dikes. These are all or almost all of dark~ basic 
rocks, corresponding lithologically with the basalt known as Columbia 
lava, and oecupy, in part at least, the fissures through which that 
extensive series of lava sheets eame to the surface. The Columbia· 
lava -has been eroded from the area now oceupied by the outcrops of 
the Swauk where the dikes occur, so as to fuTnish much information in 
reference to the Inanner in which the material :forming the vast series 
of lava sheets was forced out. The dikes referred to oceur in hundreds 

. and probably in thousands. Practically they are countless. In one 
section near the head of Stafford Creek, about 5 miles· southe~st of 
Mount Stuart, fifty dikes, ranging in thickness from 15 to 60 feet, were 
ob:5erved in an area 3,500 feet broad, measured at right angles to their 
trend. Several other areas that were examined show fully as great a 
proportion of basaltic to sedimentary rocks.· Individual dikes can fre
quently be traced with ease for a mile or two. On aceount of their 
numbers and the roughness of the eountry, it is not practieable, with
out extreme eare, to :follow an individual dike aeross ridges and valleys 
for a greater distanee than that just stated, but there is every reason to 
believe that some of the larger ones are at least severa!' miles in length. 

The characteristies in reference to the dikes recorded above may 
be seen throughout the extent of the Swauk formation from the west 
base of Table Mountain westward across the Mount Stuart quadrangle . 

... They have not been studied to the west of the area mentioned, but 
are known to oeeur there. 

The dikes range in breadth from a few inches to 160 feet or n1ore, 
large numbers of them being from 15 to 60 feet aeross. ·They trend 
with remarkable uniformity N. 15° E., and seldon1 vary from this 
direction, except locally, more than a very few degrees. Their hade 
is nearly vertical, but in the maj"ority of instances has a westward 
inclination of 5° to 15° :from a vertieal plane. The dikes are fre
quently columnar, especially in their central portions, the colmnns 
being at right angles to their walls. In some instances the adjacent 
sandstones and shales are altered for a distance of 10 or 15 feet from 
the basaltic rocks, but more commonly no change in the country rock 
is noticeable. One marked feature in this connection is the slight 
degTee to which the rocks bordering the dikes have been disturbed. 
In several instances where four or five dikes occut in close proximity 
the strata between them have the same strikes and dips, and are cut 
squarely off where they come in contact with the nearly vertical sheets 
of intruded material. 
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ln connection with what has just been said in reference to the dikes 
of the Swauk sandstone, it is of interest to note that, with one excep
tion, there is an absence of intrusive sheets. The instance referred to 
occurs at Camas Land, in the ·northeast corner of the Mount Stuart 
quadrang~e, which owes its peculiar topography to an intruded sheet 
of. gabbro. This sheet of resistant rock has maintained its position 
while the adjacent regions on all sides, except the southwest, have 
been lowered by weathering and deeply dissected by stream erosion. 
Camas Land is an elevated basin or shallow saucer-shaped depression, 
about 1 mile in diameter~ :floored with fine swampy .soil, and in part 
by a remnant of the sandstone which was formerly widely spread 
above the sheet of gabbro. The intruded sheet referred to is from 
50 to 70 or 80 feet thick and is upturned about its margin. 

The system of basaltic dikes just described traverses the slates, 
schists, greenstones, serpentine, etc., which occur stratigraphically 
below the Swauk and come to the surface in the secondary peaks of 
the W enache Mountains. In the serpentine, especially, the dikes are 
much disturbed, and their normal strike, as already stated, is .changed 
in some instances to an approximately east-west direction. The dikes, 
in greatly diminished numbers and usually of small thickness, a.lso 
traverse the Mount Stuart granite. 

The Swauk sandstone to the south of the W enache Mountains has 
not been crumpled into folds, as in the case of the portion of the same 
formation to the northeast, but upraised in at least two regions so as 
to have more or less quaquaversal dips. One of these regions has its 

. center in the W enache Mountains, and the rocks dip southward from 
the region about Mount Stuart as far as they have been traced. In 
my opinion, field observations favor the view that the Wenache 
:Mountains experienced an upward movement after the· deposition of 
the SwaU:k sandstone. Erosion has since removed a large portion of 
the stratified beds, and rivers have carved deep valleys in the part 
that remains. . · 

The dip of the Swauk sandstone in the region adjacent to the south
ei~n border of the ·yv-enache Mountains is southward at angles varying, 
in general, from 30° to 40°, ·but the prevailing dip decreases somewhat 
when followed southward, and becomes on an average 15° to 20° where 
the sandstone passes under the eadier sheet of Columbia lava. Al
though the fact that there is a general southward dip, and that the 
strike of the outcrops curve about the \V enache JVIountains as a center, 
impresses one while on the ground, yet the multitude of dikes, some 
of them ·accompanied by local distui:bances of the adjacent strata, 
renders a determination u1 the ·more detailed features o:E the structure 
uncertain. 

A second uplift, but of much smaller size, which involves the S·wauk · 
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sandstone, occurs in the area drained by Swauk Creek, adjacent to the 
west base of Table Mountain, but affects also a large portion of the 
rocks of which that mountain is composed. This elevation, if uneroded, · 
would have an east-west diameter of some 6 or 8 miles, and a north
south diameter of 10 or 12 miles; its height above the present level 
.of Swauk Creek at Liberty, for example, can not be accurately stated, 
but would be in the neighborhood of 5,000.feet. All the upper portion 
of this elevation has been eroded away, leaving the harder beds in the 
truncated base· in relief, so that the central part of the uplift~d region 
is now topographically a basin. In this basin, which. is diversified by 
ridges and valleys, lies the Swauk Creek mining district. This district 
is traversed by many basaltic dikes, on the sides of which there are 
frequently fissure veins, filled with quartz and calcite and carrying 
gold. 

The disturbances that have affected the Swauk sandstone and other 
systems which overlie it will be described more fully later, in connec
tion with a discussion of the general structure of tho Cascade region. 
At many localities the Swauk formation was found to be abundantly 
charged with fossil leaves, which, as determined by F. H. Knowlton, 
are of Eocene age. . 

The Swauk sandstone is succeeded above, at ~east in part, ·by proba
bly conformable beds of lapilli and lava sheets, which will be described 
later, in connection with othei· sheets of Columbia lava. R~sting on 
this sheet of igneous rocks there occurs an important Tertiary formation 
termed the Roslyn sandstone. 

ROSLYN SANDSTONE. 

The coal mined at Roslyn, with its associated shales, occurs beneath 
thick-bedded, light-colored sandstone, and is underlain by rocks of the 
same general character. For this entire system of sedimentary beds, 
passing below into the tuff accompanying the lowest sheet of Columbia 
lava and overlain by a second sheet of lava, the name Roslyn sandstone 
is here proposed. 

The boundaries of the Roslyn sandstone within the Mount Stuart 
quadrangle are shown on the accompanying map, but, for several 
reasons, are less definite th'an could be desired. ln the first place, 
I have nowhere found its junction with the tuffs associated with the 
lowest sheet of Columbia lava to be abrupt and well marked. 1 One 
terrane. passes into the other by insensible gradations, and it is 
probable that no two observers would draw the boundary in precisely 
the same place; yet it is believed that the line on the map repre
senting the lower limit of the Roslyn sandstone is not far from the 

1 Mr. 'Villis. from observations made since this was written, states that the base of the Roslyn on the 
'Reanaway is precisely determined by a conglomerate containing pebbles of basalt. 
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average position that would be assigned it by several obs~rvers. Again, 
the upper limit of the Roslyn, especially in Yakima Valley, is indefi
nite, owing to the fact that the junction with the next higher forma
tion is obscured by gravel deposits and landslides.. It is known from 
coal mines and deep borings, however, that the sandstone passes under 
the valley gravels near Clealum and extends as far south as Yakima 
River. Near Teanaway Station, on the Northern Pacific Railway~ the 
sandstone forms a conspicuous outcrop on the north side of the flood 
plain of the river. 

At the west base of Lookout J\1ountain the Roslyn sandstone passes 
beneath white volcanic tuffs occurring just beneath the lava sheet (the 
next later sheet of the Columbia lava) which forms the summit of that 
sloping table-land. The junction of the Roslyn with the rocks next 
above is here again greatly obscured by landslides. To the north of 

· Lookout Mountain the Roslyn sandstone underlies th~ valley which 
extends eastward past McCallum and up the course of First Creek. 
Immediately east of McCallum the area occupied by these rocks rap
idly· contracts to less than a mile in width, but their position is quite 
definitely defined by the topography. On the north side of the valley 
of ~irst Creek there rise steep hills composed of volcanic tuff and 
lava belonging to the earlier sheet of the Columbia system, and on its 
south side are cliffs formed of the broken edge of the second sheet of 
Columbia lava or the one forming ·the surface of Lookout and Table 
mountains at their western margins. These so-called mountains, it is 
to be noted, are in reality plateaus sloping gently southward and east
ward. Between the two prominent elevations fonned by the first and 
second sheets of Columbia lava lies the deep wooded valley through 
which First Creek flows westward to join Swauk Creek. 

On ascending First Creek to what is known as Green Canyon one finds 
a wind gap in the ridge of lava joining Lookout Mountain with Table 
Mo'untain. This gap leads southward, and is plainly a stream-cut chan
nel from which the creek that excavated it has been diverted. A 
stream of considerable volume once flowed through this gap, coming 
from the central part of the Swarik Creek dome, but was diverted by 
First Creek, which extended its bead waters along the outcrop of Ros
lyn sandstone and captured its waters above the entrance to Green 
Canyon. This capture was somewhat recent, and at the locality where 
it occurred a large body of Roslyn sandstone is exposed in just the 
position where one studying the origin of the topographic features of 

· the region would be led to expect it. At this locality light-colored 
sandstone, having all the characteristics of the similar rocks near Ros
lyn, is exposed over an area of about 1 squu.rc mile. At the north 
end of Green Canyon there is an abandoned shaft in which coal is said 
to have bee~ reached. 

Eastward from Green Canyon the outcrops of Roslyn sandstone are 
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concealed beneath land:.;lides, but the topography indicates the course 
it must follow. Near Reeser Point, the west escarpment of Table 
Mountain tqrns abruptly northwa~·d, and the outcrop of the Roslyn 
systen1 must make· a similar bend, and should be looked tor beneath the 

. talus slopes that strean1 down from the palisade of basalt forming the 
western margin of the plateau. 

This prediction is abundantly confirmed by the occurrence·of a good 
outcrop of fine, black, thinly laminated shale, already referred to,. at 
the west base of the highest portion of the escarpment of Table Moun
tain. A thickness of 35 feet of shale with thin layers of .impure coal 
is there exposed. As nearly as one can judge, the entire thickness is 
not far from 100 or 150 feet. Beneath the shale there is a layer of 
columnar basalt 80 feet thick, which rests on evenly bedded tuff from 
100 to 150 feet thick. The basalt just mentioned belongs to the 
Columbia system, and is intermediate between what I have termed the 
earlier and later sheets. At present no other ~xposures of this sheet . 
are known, and it is believed to be local. It is important to note that 
here the Roslyn sandstone decreases in thickness to probably less than 
200 feet, and consists of thinly laminated, fine-grained, highly carbon
aceous shale. Evidently the mud forming these beds was deposited in 
the central part of the basin, far enough froni its shores to escape 
being mingled with sands washed in ·by tributary streams. The signi
ficance of the marked contrast that these rocks present, hoth in com
position and in thickness, with the western portion of the same system 
in the 'ricinity of Roslyn will be considered later. 

It is of interest to note here that along Naneum Creek, which 
heads near the western verge of the Table Mountain Plate_au and flows 
eastward in a deep canyon, thin, black shales, with coal, are reported 
to occur and to have been examined for coal. Naneum Creek has 
evidently cut through the later sheet of Columbia lava and into the 
rocks beneath it. These and other observations indicate that the 
Roslyn system extends northward along the base of the escarpment of 
Table Mountain, but it has not been traced continuously in the field. 
The topographic conditions in<;licate its presence, although the out
crops are deeply covered by talus slopes and landslides. 

The Roslyn system consists of massive, light-yellowish, and in places 
nearly white, arkose sandstone, composed of quartz and feldspar, and 
black shales with' coal seams. The sandstone predominates and makes 
up by far the larger portion of the formation. The shales belong in 
the central portion of the system and are underlain by massive sand
::;tone and covered by equally massive rocks of the same character. 
Conglomerates are notably absent, although thin bands of well-worn 
pebbles of light-colored igneous rock occur at times. These pebbles 
are different from any rocks yet discovered in place within the neigh
boring mountaii).S. 
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The character of the rocks in the central portion of the Roslyn 
system i:; shown by the following section~ obtained from the records 
of the' main shaft at the Roslyn coal mines~ ·in the town of Roslyn, 
and kindly supplied by the superintendent of the mines: 

Section exposed in main shaft at Roslyn coal mines 

[Strike N. 60° W.; dipS. 12°-14°.] 

Surface material; loose talus slopes ...................................... . 
Sandstone and shale .................................................... . 
Coal .................................... .' .............................. . 
Sandstone and shale .................................................... . 
Sandstone and shale ................................................. _ .. 
Shale ______ • ___ ....... _ ....... _ . : . ............... ~ .......... _____ ...... __ 
Coal and black shale ___ . _ ... __ ... _ .... _ .... _ . _ ............ _ ........ _ ... _ 
Shale and sandstone. ___ .. __ ... _____ ._ ......... c._._. __ •• _. __ • _____ • ____ _ 

Shale ______ ~ ~ _ . __ . _____ . __________ . ___ .. _ . ___ . _ . _____________ . __ .. _____ _ 
Sandstone . _ .... _______ .. _____ . _________ . _ .. ___ .. __ ... ___ .. ______ .... ____ _ 
Shale. ____ ._. ___ .. ~_._ ... ___________ . _______ . __ . ____ ._ .. _______ ._. ___ ... 
Sandstone ____ ... _____________ . _____ . ___ . _ . _____ .. __ ... __ ...... _ ... ___ . _ 
Shale and sandstone .. ________ ~ _ . ____ . ______ .... ___ .... ________ . _________ _ 
Sandstone _____ . ____ .... __ . _______ .. _____ . _ . _ . _____ . _____ . _____ .. _ . ___ . _ 
Black shale . _____ . ____ . _ . _____________________ .. __ . ____ .- .. _·. _ . ________ . _ 
Dark shale ____ . ____ .. ___________ -.- _______ . ___ . __ -----._. ____ . ___ . _____ .. 
Coal No. 1, " Big Dirty seam " ____ .. __________ . _________ . _ . _ . _ . ___ . __ .. __ 
Sandstone ___ . _____ . __________ .. _ .... _____ . ____ ~ ______ .. _______ .. ______ _ 
Coal No. 2, with some sandstone ____ . ______ · ______________ . _____ ..... __ ... 

Shale.·--------------------------------------------------------·········· 
Sandstone and shale. __ .. ____ ........... ____ -,--_ ... ___ .... __ ._. _____ .... . 

Coal No.3, mixed with shale--------------------------------------------
Shale __ .. ____ . _ .......... _ . _ . __ .. ~ ______ · ____ . _ . _ .. _· _ ... _ . __ . ___ .. _ . ____ • 
Shale, sandy_.,.. __ ._.·.- ... ___ ...... __ .. _. ____ ....... -.· ... _. ______ .. __ ... . 
Coal No. 4, with black shale, sandy __ .... _ .. __ . ____ · __ .. __ .. ______ ..... _ ... _ 
Shale with sandstone ______ .. ___________ ... __________ .. __________ . ______ . 

Shale __ ..... c •••• - •• - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • • • - - - - - - -

Shale _____________ . _ .... _ .. _ - _ . - . - - - - - - ..... - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - _ .... _____ . _ . _ 
Coal No. 5, Roslyn seam. ___________ . ____ . ___________ .. _ 2. ______________ _ 

Total ___ . ___ . ____________________ .. ___ . __________________________ _ 

Ft. in. 

50 6 
18 0 

2 8 
16 0 
31 0 
5 0 
3 8 

40 0 
24 0 
56 0 

4 0 
22 0 
74 0 
16 0 
3 0 

30 0 
19 0 
60 0 
3 2 
9 0 
9 0 
2 2 

34 0 
3 0 
4 2 

42 0 
.9 0 
5 0 
5 4 

600 8 

The shale mentioned in this section is mostly fine grained and dark 
colored, but at times becomes sandy, although still of· a dark eo lor on 
account. of the organic 1natter present. 

The outcrops of the Roslyn system~ so far as the area embraced in 
the Mount Stuart quadrangle is concerned, ·curve about the southern 
slope of the W enache Mountains. In the Yakima Valley the outcrops 
of the strata run northwestward and southeastward and dip to the 
southwest. More accurately the general strike~ as, for example, in the 
bold ridge north of Roslyn, Clealum, and Teanaway, is N. 60° vV.~ and 
the dip southwest fron1 12° to 18°. \iVhen the terrane is traced east
ward the strike bec01nes east and west, and the dip increases. At 
a good exposure on First Creek near Green Canyon the dip is S. 32:>. 
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Northward from this locality, and at the head of \Villiams Creek-that 
is, at the base of the west escarpment of Table ~1ountain-the strike is 
nearly north and south and the dip east at angles of 4° or 5.0. 

In a section running northeast and southwest through Roslyn v:e 
find a breadth of 12 miles of Roslyn sandstone and shale, in which the 
dip varies from 5° to 20°. Throughout this section~ as determined 
byWillis, there are numerous small faults and landslides which make 
measurements ·uncertain, but as nearly as can be ascertained the sy·s
tem is not less than 3,500 feet thick. 

Extensive collections of fossil plants made at the Roslyn c~al mine, 
and at other mines near Clealum, have been studied by F. H. Knowl
ton and show the rocks to be of Eocene age. 

ELLENSBURG SA.NDSTONE.1 

Along the immediate banks of. the Yakima between Dudley and 
Ellensburg there are good exposures, in some instances embracing 
about 200 feet. These contain much volcanic dust and two beds of 
sa.ndstone fron1 6 to 8 feet iJl thickness. In this section also there are 
loose, incoherent conglomerates, containing well-worn pebbles 5 to 8 
inches in diameter. ·With these beds, composed of the water-laid 
debris derived from older terranes, there are sheets of volcanic lapilli 
and white volcanic dust. 

This series of beds rests on a sheet of lava, and, as showp. by a well 
drilled 2 miles northeast of Ellensburg, on the farm of Charles A. 
Sanders (sec. 30, T. 18 N., R. 19 E.), is about 700 feet thick. The 
entire thickness of the sedime11tary material flooring Kittitas Valley, 
in which Ellensburg is situated, is at least 800 or possibly 1,000 feet. 
At the south end of the valley, and about 1 mile from where the Yakima 
River leaves it and enters a narrow gorge in basalt, there is a small 
quarry, where light-colored, friable sandstone, compos.ed largely of 
volcanic dust, has been taken out and used for building purposes in 
Ellensburg. Associated with the sandstone are thin layers of well
rounded pebbles, imperfectly cemented, and thick layers of fine, white 
clay. Some of 'the layers of sandstone and clay bear the impressions 
of leaves in a good state of preservation. . A small collection of these 
fossils, obtained by me in 1892, has been studied by F. H. Knowlton, 
who found them to consist of ten species, mostly of willows, poplar, 
elm, platanus, and magnolia. This shows that the lakes in which the 
rocks containing these fossils were deposited were surrounded by a 
luxuriant flora, of a character indicating a much milder climate than 
central Washington now enjoys. The age of the beds, as shown by 
the fossil plants, is upper ~1iocene. 2 

I The relation of the E.llensburg sandstone to the John Day beds (Oregon) and the Auriferous grav
els of California is discussed in Bulletin No . .108 of the United States Geological Survey. 

2F. H. Knowlton, Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 108, pp. 103-104. 
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As has been stated, the outlet of Kittitas Valley is through a narrow 
canyon, cut in basalt. This basalt sweeps about the southern border 
of the valley in a precipitous line of escarpments and bold bluffs, but 
whether these indicate a fault or the weathered border of a sheet o{ 
basalt which occurs geologically above the stratified beds about Ellens
burg bas not been determined. 

SUMMARY. 

I • 

The sedimentary rocks of the northern Cascades may be divided into 
two great classes, namely, those of pre-Tertiary and those of Tertiary 
age. The former again fall in two classes, in respect to the changes 
they have suffered, some of thmn being metamorphosed and others 
practically unchanged. The metamorphosed rocks are now schists, 
gneisses, granites, etc., and their age is unknown. The unmetamor
phosed pre-Tertiary sediments, represented by conglomerates, sand
stones, shales, limestones, etc., embraced principally in the Simil
kameen, Ventura, and \~Tinthrop formations, exposed over extensive 
areas near the Canadian boundary, are believed to be in part Carbon
iferous, but mainly of Mesozoic age. This conclusion, however, is 
based on a small number of fossils, and is tentative. 

The Tertiary," probably including some and perhaps all of the black 
slate of Snoqualmie Pass, Sauk River, Slate Creek, etc., and the Swauk, 
Roslyn, and Ellensburg sandstones, are of fresh-water origin; at least, 
no evidences of marine life have been found in them, and they are eon
sidered as the s.ediments of large Tertiary lakes. Fossil leaves are 
abundant at many localities in these deposits, and on this evidence a 
judgll).ent of their geological position bas been based. The relative age 
of the Swauk, Roslyn, and Ellensburg sandstones is known from their 
stratigraphic arrangement. The Swauk is the oldest of the three, and 
is separated from the Roslyn by the earlier sheet of Columbia lava and 
its associated tuffs; and the Roslyn is separated from the Ellensburg, 
which occurs stratigraphically above it, by the several later sheets of 
Columbia lava and their associated tuffs. 

As the Columbia lava, to be described later, in the region under 
consideration is interbedded with Tertiary sediments, its age is evi
dently middle Tertiary, The great disturbanc~s affected the region 
embraced in the northern Cascades after the Tertiary sediments and 
associated Columbia lavas were spread out, and hence the range, as 
we now know it, may be considered as having been elevated in late 
Tertiary or post-Tertiary tin1e. The best provisional determination 
of the date of the upheaval of the great block of the earth's crust from 
which the present peaks and ridges of the Cascades have been carved 
seems to be that it occurred during the Pliocene. 
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VOLCANIC ROCKS. 

The volcanic rocks in the portion of the Cascade Mountains under 
consideration, but not including the greenstones and other old erup
tives, of which but little definite information is at present available, 
belong in two well-defined groups, namely, the Columbia lava and the 
andesite composing Glacier Peak. The numerous basaltic dik_es that 
occur in various localities; and which, in many instances, probably 
lead to surf~ce flows now eroded away, have already been considered 
in ,connection with other features of the rocks they traver·sed. 

COLUMBIA LAVA. 

The vast region occupied by sheets of basalt termed the Columbia 
lava lies principally to the southeast of the portion of the State of 
Washington embraced in this report, and has been described in part 
by various writers, 1 but never systematically studied. Its area is esti
mated at between 200,000 and 250,000 square miles, .and its thickness, 

·as exposed in the canyon of Snake River, is in exc.ess of 4,000 feet. 
This great series of lava sheets barely enters the southeastern portion: ' 
of the field under consideration, but is _of special interest, as its border 
is there well exposed, as is also a large are·a of sandstone traversed by 
numerous dikes, from which the lava has been eroded. The Columbia 
lava, in common with the Swauk and Roslyn sandstones, has been 
upraised, and the removal of the upper portions of these elevations has 
left_ exposed th~ edges of four distinct sheets of lava. _The lowest 
of these sheets formerly extended to near the hase of Mount 
Stuart, and covered a region many miles square to the southwest of 
that peak, as is shown by the vast number of-truncated dikes exposed 
in the Swauk sandstone. The second, third, and fourth sheets of lava, 
portions of which now form the surface of tpe Table Mountain Pla
teau, also had a broad expansion over the region between the west 
face of Table Mountain and Mount Stuart, but the full extent of coun
try from which these sheets hav~ been eroded has not been Hatisfac
torily determined. The lowest sheet of Columbia lava in the region 
to the south of Mount Stuart, and embraced in the Mount Stuart quad
rangle, is separated from the second sheet by the Roslyn sandstone, 

1 The fo1lowmg is a partial list of the publications in which the Columbia lava is described: 
George Gibbs, Report on the geology of the central portion of Washington Territory; "Pacific· 

Rmlroad Reports,'' Vol. I, 1854, pp. 473-486. 
F. Baron RIChtbofen, The natural system of .volcanic rocks· .Memoirs California Academy of 

Sciences, Vol. I, Part II, 1868. 
Joseph LeConte: Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. VII, 3d series, 1874, p. 168. 
T. W. Symons, Report of an examinativn of the Upper Columbia River: Senate Executive Docu

ment No. 186, Forty-seventh Congress, first session, 1882. 
L C. Russell, A geological reconnaissance in central Washington: Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 108,. 

1893. A reconnaissance in southeastern Washington: Water-Supply and Irrigation Paper U.S. Geol •. 
Survey No.4, 189i. Volcanoes of North America, The Macmillan Co., New York, 1897. 

20 GEOL, PT 2--9 . 
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which, as previously stated·, has a thickness of from about 200 to 3,500 
feet or more. The higher sheets of lava in the Columbia series are, 
in places, separated one from another by layers of volcanic lapilli and 
volcanic dust, as well as by lacustral clays, but in the area under con
sideration these partings do not claim special attention. 

The lowest sheet of Columbia lava consists of lava. flows, of which 
there are several, and associated volcanic tuffs. In intimate associa
tion with these, in the region embraced between the North and Middle 
forks of Teanaway River, there are peaks composed of nearly white 
rhyolite. The relation of the rhyolite to the Columbia basalt is not 
well known, but it seems to be a dike exposed by erosion and mLtch 
shattered and altered in co~or by weathering. 

The Inassive layers of basalt in the lowest general sheet of Columbia 
lava consist of fine-grained rock with a glossy-black color, which breaks 
with a conchoidal fracture and is crossed in all directions by a network 
of thin seams, which are almost imperceptible to the unassisted eye, 
except on weathei·ed surfaces. \Vhere the rock has been long exposed 
it frequently exhibits a well-characterized perlitic structure in the 
spaces bounded by the small seams and joints. Although commonly 
compact and massiv~, it sometimes becomes scoriaceous,. and contains 
cavities of all sizes up to 4 or 5 inches or more in diameter, which are 
usually filled with compact, yellowish, chert-like material or lined with 
quartz and zeolite crystals. These characteristics seem, at leastlocally, 
to distinguish the first sheet of lava from others high~r in the series. 
The rocks just described are frequently jointed, but the columns thus 
formed are seldom conspicuous or noticeable for their regularity. At 
a few localities, especially along the J\1iddle Fork of the Teanaway, the 
sides of the joints which divide the basalt present glossy-black or 
brownish-black surfaces, divided by a series of rectilinear lines, so as 
to give them an appearance resembling the leather made from alligator 
skin. The lines which cover the surfaces of the major joint planes 
are due to secondary joints, which die out at a depth of.about one-fourth 
of an inch. One side of each secondary joint is usually raised slightly 
above the other, so as to produce a little step or offset on the surface 
of the plane produced by the master joint. At first glance the glossy 
surfaces of the columns appear to be due to slickensiding, but the 
little offsets referred to preclude this explanation. In reality their 
brilliancy is due to a thin film of glass-like material,· possibly the 
mineral hisingerite, which has been deposited on them. 

The volcanic tuffs, associated so abundantly with. the massive lava 
flows of the earlier sheet of Columbia lava, are usually fine grained, and 
o£ a dark-purple color when unweathered, but present a great variety of 
reds, yellows, browns, etc., on exposed surfaces. 

Both the lava :flows and· the sheets of tuff described above are of 
variable thickness, and no satisfactory measure o£ their vertical·extent 
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has been made. In places, as on the Middle Fork of the Teanaway, 
the tuffs are certainly 3,000 or 4,000 feet thick, and in the sanw region 
the Inassive, glossy-black basalt is fully as thick, but thins away 
rapidly when followed eastward, and is wanting on the North Fork of 
.the Teanaway, ·where tuffs alone represent the series. The sharply 
upturned border of the earlier sheet of Columbia lava is cut across by 
Swauk Creek between Liberty and McCallum. 

The outcrops of the division of the Columbia under consideration 
cross the area embraced in the Mount Stuart quadrangle, in its central 
portion, from west to east, but not in a linear belt. To the west of the 
center of the quadrangle the la-va sheet forms an irregular arc of a 
circle, while in the eastern portion of the quadrangle it sweeps about 
the western and southern border of the Swauk Basin. In the first.,. 
mentioned instance the dip . is at an angle, in general, of about 15°, 
and in the second instance -is much more highly inclined, especially in 
the southwestern and ~outhern portions of the curve, where the incli
nation is usually 30° to 40°. On the east of the Sw:auk district the 
lava flows under consideration thin out, and the tuffs become indefi
nitely defined,. but pass beneath the .. second sheet of Columbia lava, 
which forins the surface of Table Mountain. The westward extension 
of these rocks in the region embraced in the Snoqualmie quadrangle 
has not been traced. 

The earlier sheet of the Columbia lava 'rests comfoi'mably on the 
Swauk sandstone, and is overlain conforn1ably, so far as can be judged, 
by the.Roslyn sandstone. Each of these junctions is obscure, however, 
and where the tuffs come in contact with either of the inclosing ter
ranes the passage from one to the other is indefinite, the tuffs being 
in part interbedded with the sandstone and vice versa. · In part the 
lava flows and tuff sheets seem to have been for:tp.ed in the same Ter
tiary lake basins in which the Swauk and Roslyn sandstones were 
deposited. 

The second or Table Mountain sheet of Columbia lava is n1uch 
more uniform in thickness than the earlier sheet, and more widely 
spread. lt consists of dark-gray or black, ma~sive basalt, which 
breaks with a granular fracture, and is for the most part free from 
scoria and stean1 holes. This rock, as determined by George Otis 
Smith, has a crystalline texture, plainly visible without the aid of a 
microscope, and when examined in thin sections is easily recogniza
ble as being basalt and distinct in its microcrystalline structure from 
other associated sheets in the Colun1bia series. It is porphyritic, with 
a glassy base, and carries feldspar as its most important constituent,· 
while the augite present exceeds t.he· olivine. In distinction from the 
first sheet, described above, the rock is without the fine, glassy tex
ture and glossy-black color, previously nientioned, and also lacks the 
perlitic structure, geodes~ etc., found so commonly in the lower sheet. 
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There are large .quanti"des of volcanic tuffs associated with the sec
ond sheet, esp~cially beneath the principal lava flows, which are usu
ally light colored and of much rnore acid character than the lava. 
On the western slopes of both Table and Lookout mountains these tuff 
beds have a thickness of at least several hundred feet, but are nearly 
everywhere concealed by landslides and talus slopes. 

The geographic distribution of the outcropt:l of the several sheets 
of Columbia lava within. the area embraced.in the accompanying map 
is, in general, much the same as in the case of the lower sheet of the 
same series; that is, .the outcrops in a general way circle about the 
W enache Mountains and Swauk Basin, but being farther removed fi·onl 
the center of elevation the dip of the exposed edges of the layer is less 
than in the case of the fin~t sheet The lava forming the surfaces of 
Table and Lookout mountains is inclined away from the center of the 
Swauk dome at angles in general of 4° or- 5°, and presents a nearly 
vertical inward-facing escarpment. \Vest of Lookout Mountain and 
forming the south side of Yakima Valley there is a continuation of this 
general line of escarpments, the summit portion of which is formed by ; 
the same lava sheet, which there. dips southward at an angle of from · 
3° to 5° .. ·This escarpment runs nearly east and west and is in gen
eral about 2,000 feet high, the precipitous upper portion, approximately 
400 feet high, being form~d of the broken edge of the. second sheet 
of Columbia lava. ·This sheet, as just stated, is inclined gently south 
ward, the dip decreasing in that direction, and constitutes the surface 
of a table-land, termed, for convenience, the Clealum Ridge,.which 
corresponds with Table Mountain in its essential features, but is much 
narrower and more deeply dissected. 

The Clealnm Ridge is topographically one of the most pronounced of 
the secondary features in the relief of the area embraced in the Mount 
Stuart quadrangle, and has a great extension westward, its entire length 
being in the neighborhood of 40 miles. Frorri where the Yakima River 
breaks through this escarpment, just south of Lookout Mountain, west
ward to the vicinity of Clealum Point, it is a continuation of the similar 
escarpment forming the western border of Table and Lookout moun
tains, and is therefore a cliff of r~ecession, but its western extension 
exhibits other features, due, it is believed, to faulting. 

The second sheet o'f Columbia lava is of so wide extent that it 
has been affected not only by local uplifts, as just stated, but by the 
elevation of the far greater Cascade Range. This becomes appar
ent in views of the Clealum Ridge obtained from peaks to the north 
of it. In clear weather an observer standing 01~ Redtop or other 
prominent points along the 011t.erop of the first sheet of Columbia 
lava may see to the south of his station not only the bold northward
facing escarpment of Clealum Ridge, bGt the country to both the east 
and the west, and can trace the second sheet of Columbia lav~ from 
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the desert region adjacent to Columbia River, where the elevation is 
only a few hundred feet above the sea, to the crest of the Cascades, 
where the same sheet of lava has an elevation of about 6,000 feet. 
This ascent is made in a distance of 50 or 60 miles. The same sheet 
of lava can be seen to cross the highest portion of the Cascades in 
the region referred to, and to extend at least se-veral miles westward. 
Evidently the Cascade Plateau has been upraised since the second 
sheet of Columbia lava was spread out. Its present position, while 
influenced in a broad way by the great Cascade uplift, has been given 
sharper local dips by the smaller ele-vations referred to on the eastern 
flank of the main uplift. 

The border of the second sheet of Columbia la-va· expo·sed in the 
escarpment forming the western margin of Table Mountain has. been 
traced northward to where it crosses the Columbia a few miles down-

. stream from W enache, and from there along the eastern border of the 
valley of the Columbia to beyond the mouth of Okanogan River. 
This portion. of the sheet and its wide extension in the Great Plains 
of the Columbia have been briefly described in a previous report. 1 

On Table Mountain in the vicinity of Reeser Point and about a hall 
mile eastward from the westward-fa{\ing cliffs formed by the second 
sheet of Columbia lava, there is a line of precipices, in general about 
200 feet high, which is due to the outcrop of a third lava sheet. This 
sheet is approximately from 300 to 350 feet thick and composed of cel
lular basalt, gray in color, and readily distinguishable, at least locally, 
from the older flows in the same general series. The abundant steam 
ca-vities in the third lava sheet are not lined or :filled.with quartz or 
other minerals of secondary origin, and in this respect ·differ from 
the amygdaloids found so frequently in the _lowest sheet and its asso-
ciated tuffs. · · · 

The third lava sheet at its outcrop has a more gentle dip than the 
sheet below it. The two sheets are.essentially comformable, however, 
and the low~r inclination of the upper sheet is due to its greater dis
tance from the center of the uplift. Owing to the absence of thick 
beds ~f tuff or other soft rocks beneath this scoriaceous lav_a, its out
crop does not stand up so prominently as the escarpment formed. by 
la-va number two. The presence of volcanic tuff between these two 
sheets is suspected mainly from the topography of the region between 
their palisade edges, but has ·not been seen. 

To the eastward of the outcrop of the third sheet of la-va in the 
vicinity of Reeser Point there is another line of low cliffs, due. appar
ently to the outcrop of the edges of a fourth lava sheet, with a gen
tle eastward dip. The character and extent of this fourth sheet 
remain to be determined . 

. The third and fourth sheets of lava, just considered, do not occur 

lBull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 108, 1893. 
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on Lookout Mountain, and have not been detected to the south of 
Yakima Valley. As is known from l)revious studies in central and 
southeastern \Vashington, the several sheets of lava exposed in the 

. region just described are succeeded by other similar :flows, many of 
them of wide extent and probably as important as the great Table 
Mountain sheet just considered. The number of separate overflows in 
the entire Columbia system is not known, but is certainly a score or 
more. These may be recognized by their scoriaceous surfaces, and also 
by the fact that they are son1etimes separated by beds of sedimentary 
origin which in several instances contain fossil stumps and tree trunks. 
As previously stated, the best exposures of the Columbia lava occur 
in Snake River Canyon, where the original horizontal position of the 
sheets is maintained and a vertical thickness of 4,000 feet may be seen 
in a single great escarpment. 1 

ROCKS OF GLACIER PEAK. 

Glacier Peak, as previously stated, rises fr01n the summit portion of 
the Cascade Mountains, between the head waters .of W enache River, 

·which flows eastward, and Sauk River, which flows westward. The 
peaks have an elevation or 10,43&feet and rise about 2,500 or 3,000 feet 
above the general level of the Cascade Plateau. This prominent peak 
is the remnant, considerably. modified by erosion, of a volcanic moun
tain which was formed on the Cascade- Plateau previous to its being 
deeply dissected by the stream erosion. The volcano referred to was 
in action after the period of extensive base-leveling which produced 
the broad peneplain afterwards upraised;- but there is but little direct 
evidence whether the volcano came into existence previous to the 
upheaval of the old peneplain .or subsequent to that event. As the old 
volcano still retains the form of the original cinder cone, although rising 
well above the snow line, and therefore exposed to the full rigors of an 
alpine climate, it seems evident that it has not been in existence during 
all of the time that has witnessed the deep dissection of the plateau on 
which it· stands. Judging from the amount of erosion that the peak has 
suffered, as compared with similar work on the plateau, it seem~ as if 
the peak is relatively young, and must have been formed since the 
plateau on which it stand~ acquired about its present position. 

Glacier Peak is a cinder cone, composed in large part of lapilli, from 
which a stream of lava 3 or 4 miles in length flowed southward. The 
effusion of lava was rather small, however, unless streams not yet seen 
exist on the north side of the peak. The rock is andesite, usually of 
a dark-purple color, with prominent crystals of feldspar, and takes on 
various forms, from a compact, glassy, porphy:ritic structure, a::-> exhib-

lSome account of the Columbia lava in southeastern Washington :has been published by me in 
Water-Supply and Irrigation Paper U.S. Geol. Survey No.4, 1897. 
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ited in the lava flow,. to scoriaceous and even nearly white pumice in 
the cinder cone. 

About Glacier Peak, especially oiJ. the divide between the head 
waters of the Sauk and White Creek, there are many dikes, some of 
them 50 to 60 feet wide, which in a general way radiate from the 
volcano and are composed of similar rock. Widely scattered over the 
Cascade Mountains from Lake W enache westward there are fragments 
of light-yellow pumice, sometimes in sufficient abundance to forn1 a 
large portion of the soil. These accumulations occur especially on the 
summits of ridges, and seem to have a connection with the old volcano, 
the cold and ice-sheathe~ remnant of which forms Glacier Peak. 

The prominent mountain just described is the only recognizable rem
nant of a volcano known at the present time in that portion of the 
Cascade Mountains under consideration. It is believed to belong to 
the same category as Mount Baker, Mount Rainie~·, etc., which consti
tute a group of now extinct andesitic cones. 'Vhile some evidence 
of residual volcanic heat still lingers about the summit of Niount Rain
ier/ steam fissures or heated rocks were not obseryed on Glacier Peak, 
which is almost completely snow covered above an elevation of about 
6,000 feet, and gives origin to several glaciers. · 

On Indian Pass there is an accumulation of dark-brown and reddish 
lapilli, which has a thickness of upward of 80 feet, and which consists 
of basaltic material and contains numerous basaltic bombs. This is 
the only accumulation of this. nature met with during the explorations 
here described, and its source is· unknown. Although only about 5 
miles from Glacier Peak, it was evidently not thrown out by that "'ol
cano, as it differs widely in character from the rocks composing that 
mountain. The basaltic lapilli referred to occur on the Cascade divide, 
on the north side of Indian Pass, in just the topographic situation 
where it would be longest spared by erosion. On account of its posi
tion and, so far as known, the absence of other similar deposits, it 
may be assumed to be of very considerable age. 

SUMMARY. 

The igneous rocks of the northern Cascades include great 1nasses of 
intruded granite which is in all cases light colored, and frequently 
nearly white, each separate area of which usually shows minor varia
tions peculiar to itself. Associated with the granite and closely 
related to it are light-colored diorites and similar rocks which on 
weathering produce topographic forms similar to those characteristic 
of the true granitic areas. The granites and allied rocks are usually 
jointed in a conspicuous manner. The influences of these joints on 

tAn account of the present condition of l\iount Rainier, by myself, may be found in the Eight
eenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part II, 1898. 
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the rugged spires and cathedral-like forms resulting from weathering 
are among the 1nost characteristic details in the magnificent scenery 
of the Cascade Mountains. · The granites and related rocks are in 
general of the nature of massive boss-like intrusions on a grand scale,
which have raised into domes the stratified and other terranes beneath 
which they were injected. The dome, in distinction from anticlinal 
folds, I consider one of the important elements in.the structure of the 
region under discussion. Diverging :from the granitic cores of these 
domes there are in some instances true granite dikes. 

Plutonic rocks are also represented by a great" number·o:f dikes, 
which form two classes, namely, acid and basic. In each of these two 
classes, but especially in the first, there are several well-marked types. 
The acid dikes are all or neady all composed of light-colored por
phyritic rocks, and include andesites, rhyolites, diorites, etc. The 
basic dikes are mostly o:f basaltic rocks and occur in greatest numbers 
in the Swauk (Eocene Tertiary) sandstone, but also cut the Mount 
Stuart granite in a :few instances. At least ·one basaltic dike occurs 
in the Cretaceous r<;>cks of the Similkameen :formation. 

A common feature of all the dikes, whether acid or basic, is the 
:fact that in general they haye a nearly north-south trend. Perhaps, 
more accurately, their general direction is in the neighborhood of 
N. 15° E., but there are many departures from so strict a gener.: 
alization. This general trend, it will be observed, is in the direction 
of the longer axis of the Cascade Plateau, and corresponds also with 
the trend of the longer axis of the folds into which the rocks have 
beEm pressed, more especially in the great area of. sedimentary beds 
adjacent to the Canadian boundary, but nearly at right angles to the 
folds in the Swauk sandstone to the east of the W enache Mountains. 
The prevalence of a nearly north-south trend to the dikes is rendered 
conspicuous by the absence of wide departures to the rule. No east
west dikes have been observed except in the much-disturbed region 
at the south b:;tse of the W enache Mountains, where marked deforma
tions have occurred in late Tertiary time, which have displaced the 
dikes previously form~d; and in the immediate vicinity of Glacier 
Peak, where dikes of andesite radiate from the base of that old volcano. 

Many of the dikes about the south base .of the W enache Mountains,
which originally consisted of a peridotite, have been changed to ser-

. pen tine. This change seems to be due largely to the crushing, and 
movement among the crushed fragments, of the original rock. Similar 
conditions on a smaller scale occur near Darrington, and again on Ruby 
Creek about 5 miles :from its mouth. 

The overflows of . yolcanic rock, as in the case of the dikes, fall in 
two great groups, namely, acid and basic. The former are represented 
by the andesite about Glacier Peak, and the latter by the old erup
tives, mostly greenstone, which outcrop over large areas about the 
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south base of the W enache Mountains, on Sauk and Skagit rivers, 
and on the Methow, and by the Columbia lava. No craters have 
been discovered in connection withanyof these overflows, except those 
of andesite about Glacier Peak; the others, especially the Colum
bia Java, are believed to represent great fissure eruptioi1s. The Co
lumbia lava, however, is accompanied by vast quantities of lapilli, 
which show that volcanic explosioni:i on a grand scale occurred~ par- · 
ticular]y during the earlier stage of the extrusion of the basalt. A 
marked feature in this· connection is the -acid character of the lapilli, 
in con1parison with the basic composition of the associated lava. 

G:EOLOGICAT__J STRUCTURE. 

From the general statements made_ in the preceding section in refer
ence to the presence of extensive·areas of granite, schist, etc., and the 
strikes and dips of the stratified terranes of the- northern Cascades; it 
will be seen that the structure of the range is highly complex and is 
by no means a single great north-south anticline or a simple mono
clinal block sculptured by erosion. The region as a whole, however, 
has been 1!aised since the origin of its 1nore pronounced structural 
features. The rocks may be convenientl}r divided into two major 
groups (using the term group in its general sense): First, the granite 
and other eruptives, together with sedimentary beds now extensively 
metamorphosed, large areas. of both of these having been changed to 
schists and allied rocks; second, a younger-group, consisting of sedi
mentary beds and lava sheets, which, although frequently greatly
disturbed from their originally horizontal position, are not known to 
have suffered metamorphism. In a general way the dividing line 
between the areas occupied by these two groups in the central portion 
of the Cascades, so far as the region represented on the sketch map, 
Pl. IX, is concerned, passes northwest and southeast through a locality 
some 5: or 6 miles to the southward of Ventura. The younger group 
of formations, it will be observed, however, has an extensive develop
ment in the southeastern portion of the area under consideration. 

The structure throughout the region occupied by the older group of 
terranes referred to resembles that of the Sierra Nevada, ·and demands 
detailed study before its history can be even outlined with confidence. 
It seems safe to assume, however, on account of the intrusive nature 
of the_ granitic masses, that they must be held accountable for a large 
part of the disturbances that have occurred~ and that they once raised 
the rocks beneath which they were injected into dome-like forms. 
Erosion has greatly altered the topographic features due to elevation, 
and deeply trenched the portions of the terranes now standing above 
sea level. 

The sedimentary beds to the eastward of this area are believed (in 
part, for the reason that no marine fossils have been found in then1) 
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to have been laid down in lakes and to have been at fir:-:;t essentially 
horizontaL These bed:-:; have since been greatly disturbed, folded, and 
faulted, and are usually steeply inclined at1d in places nearly or quite 
vettical. Evidently complex movements have occurred since these 
Tertiary sediments were deposited. In addition to well-defined folds 
and the disturbances produced by faults and dikes, there is evidence 
that the layers of sediment, together with the interbedded sheets of 
basalt, have been deformed in a broadm: way, .so as to produce what 
I find it convenient to term domes. It will also be found, I think, that 
corresponding downward movements, especially in the region of the 
Cobmbia lava, have occurred; so as to form broad basins. 

In the extreme northern portion of the Cascade Mountains in Wash-." 
it;gtqn, where the younger group of terranes referred to above is 
extensively developed, the general structure is very like that of the 
Appalachian Mountains, and consists of compressed or closed folds, 
with nearly north-south major axes. Many of the folds have been 
truncated by erosion, and in the portions remaining the strata fre
quently stand vertical. In some instances the anticlines seem to have 
been overturned toward the west, so that the strata, entirely across 
the bases of their truncated remnants, dip eastward. 

In addition to the .north-south folds just referred to, which have 
their longer axes parallel with the general trend of the Cascade JYioun
tains, there are a number of folds and faults which diverge at a high 

·angle to the direction of the main structure lines. The nature of this 
diagonal structure is indicated by the folds and faults in the Swank 
sandstone and along its borders. In the vicinity of Leavenworth, Mis
sion, and Camas Land there are strongly pronounced anticlines which 
trend about southeast. This is also the trend of the Entiat Range. 
On the south side of Yakima Valley the great escarpment, termed in 
this paper the Clealum Ridge, the western extension of which, judging 
largely from the topography, is thought to be determined by a fault, . 

. branches off from the main Cascade uplift nearly at right angles. 
Again, to the east of the portion of the Yakima Valley just referred 
to, as described in a previous report, 1 there are several mountain ridges~ 
such as the two bordering Moxee Valley on the north and south
known, respectively, as Selah Ridge and Yakima Ridge-and Sat~s 
Ridge, which forms the northern border of the tilted plateau termed 
Horse Heaven. Each of these ridges is due mainly to the tilting of a 
block of the earth's crust, capped with basalt, along lines of fracture. 
This series of faults, and perhaps in part of monoclinal folds, trends 
nearly east and west, and some of them cross the Columbia, as, for 
instance, the break on the north border of Saddle Mountain. Thus, 

1 I. C. Russell, A geological reconnaissance in central Washington. Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 108, 
1893, map forming Pl. II and pp. 28-31. 
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throughout the central portion of the Cascade region in Washington, 
especially on its eastern side, ther.e are strongly pronounced structural 
lines indicated principally by faults which branch off at high angles 
from· the main north-south axis of the mountains. The general 
trend of these Lateral fractures is, in fact, nearly at right angles to the 
longer axis of the Cascades and of the principal folds of which that 
range is composed. It will, perhaps, be of interest in the futu1~e, 
when the structure of the Cascade Mountains is 1nore critically studied, 
to note that the fissure veins in the Slate Creek district, traversing the 
Similkameen formation, also trend. nearly east and west, or at right 
angles to the fold[' in the rocks where they occur. 

Whether there are lateral folds or faults in the west side of the 
Cascades, corresponding to those just cited, has, so far as· I an1 aware, 
not been determined, but their presence should be looked for during 
future explorations. · 

The age of the secondary disturbances just described is indicated by 
the fact that they involve Tertiary sediments and the associated 
Columbia lava, and hence occurred in late Tertiary or post-Terti~ry 
time, and contemporaneously, as nearly as can be judged, with the 
latest great upward movement in the Cascade Mountain mass. ln some 
instances the secondary folds and faults referred. to originated after 
the initiation of the. present system of drainage. The Columbia 
crosses Saddle Mountain by means of a sharply cut water gap, and the 
Yakima flows through narrow gaps of the same character at several 
localities. Evidently the right of way, so to speak, of the Columbia, 
and of its several larger branches ftom tl:e west, was determined 
before the rocks over which these streams flow were broken and the. 
blocks thus formed variously tilted. More than this, the tilting of 
the blocks or the growth of the faults bordering them must have 
gone on so slowly that the larger streams were able to maintain their 
previously established courses and were not turned aside. This is a 
significant fact in referenc~ to the date of the elevation of the old 
peneplain which gave the Cascade Plateau its generally uniform 
surface level. 

At one time during the field studies which fonh the basis of this 
paper the hypothesis was entertained that the granitic masses of the 
V'vT enache type were elevated at a later date than the base-leveling of 
the Cascade Plateau. One series of facts which seemed to sustain this 
conclusion was the generally radiate arrangement of the stream-cut 
valleys on the south side of the Wenache Mountains. Subsequently 
it was found, however, that Icicle Creek, formed by the union of numer
ous head-water streams to the west of the central granitic core of the 
mountains, flows eastward directly across the granite and has exca
vated a canyon some 3,000 feet deep. The Mount Stuart granite evi
dently did not form a topographic elevation at the time the general 
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course of Icicle Creek was established. Again, the \V enache River, 
as already explained, leaves a region of soft sandstone, now of com
paratively low relief, and makes a detour some · 6 miles in length 
through a steep-walled canyon in :Mount Stuart granite and then 
returns to the sandstone at Leavenworth. When the course of the 
river was established it seemed evident that the sandstone and granite 
must have had the same general surface le,i-el. Other similar relations 

. of stream courses to granitic intrusions are known in the region about 
Lake Chelan, and again on the west side of the Cascades. These facts· 
show that the main structural features of the Cascade Plateau came 
into existence previous to the period of erosion th~t truncated· the 
domes and before the secondary fold and fault-scarps of the region 
origiQated, and the hypothesis of a more recent origin of the granitic 
1nountains has to be abandoned. 

As described in an early portion of this paper, many peaks and 
ridges in the central portion of the Cascad~ Mountains rise to a gen
etally uniform height of about 7,500 feet. If the present valleys could 
be filled to the level of the crests of the intervening ridges, the now 
.excessively rugged mountain range would be transformed into a broad 
plateau. The structure of the rocks composing this plateau would 
find little, if ariy, expression in the surface topography. Many of the 
stratified beds would expose their edges and rev~al the fact that they 
are the truncated bases o:f folds, and in many instances would stand 
vertical. In other words, if we acceptthe "peneplain idea," as elab
orated by Davis and others, the surface of the plateau would be a 
plain such as is produced by base-level erosion. Briefly stated, the 
Cascade Mountains as we now know them seem to have been carved 
from an upraised peneplain. This plain we term the Cascade pene
plain, and the plateau· may be conveniently designated the Cascade 
Plateau. · · 

Rising above the general level of the Cascade Plateau there are two 
classes of peaks. · First, volcanic mountains,' of ·which Glacier Peak 
is the only known representative in the region considered in this paper; 
and, second, granitic mountains, such as the W enache Mountains and 
the lofty peaks about Lake Chelan. The volcanic mountains stand 
on the Cascade Plateau and were formed after the period of base-level
ing referred to above, and need not claim further attention at this 
time. Some of th~ granite peaks have an elevation of over 9,000 feet, 
and hence rise some 2~000 feet above the general level of the Cascade 
Plateau. These are the mountains which, in my opinion, could not 
have been in existence as topographic elevations at the time the main 
drainage lines were established . 
. Possibly the granitic mountains referred to are of the nature of 

monadnocks, or remnants left standing on the Casc:J,de peneplain. If 
this is true, t~e river courses which cross them may be explained as 
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an inheritance from an earlier time of erosion ·which preceded the 
general base-leveling. · 

It may also be suggested in this same connection that the Cascade 
peneplain was developed above the present general summit elevation of 
the large majority of peaks and ridges now ·remaining, and has been 
lowered by erosion, leaving the more resistant rocks in the boldest 
·relief. Under this supposition the C~scade Plateau would now have 
a· general surface level of about 10,000 feet, having been raised 
from near sea level. In favor of this hypothesis it is.to be noted that 
the peaks and ridges of the Cascade Mountains are nearly all sharp. 
No recognizable flat-topped remnants of the original plateau remain 
in the more elevated portion of the region under review. As soon as 
a region has been so deeply dissected by streams that the ridges are 
sharp crested, any further erosion will tend to a general lowering of 
their summits, and for a time they will continue to maintain this knife
edge characteristic. For this reason the Cascade Plateau, since being 
sculptured into a plexus of sharp-crested ridges, may have suffered 
a general diminution. in height, owing to the wasting away of the ridges 
in soft rock, while the hard rocks, presumably in this case the gran
ites, retained more nearly their original elevation. It may be said in 
this connection that field observations do indicate that the granitic rocks 
of the Cascades are in general more resistant than the associated 
schists, serpentines, slates, etc. Again, the general level of the Cas
cade Plateau as it exists at present corresponds, approximately, with 
the timber line as detern1ined hy existing climatic conditions. As 
weathering is more active above timber line than below it, we have, 
perhaps, additional reason to assume that fhe Cascade peneplain, 
raised, as we have assumed, to a position about 10,000 feet above the 
sea, has in general been lowered to the horizon of the timber line, 
leaving the more resistant granitic rocks in relief. There are thus 
several arguments which it may be claimed -tend to show that the 
surface of the Cascade Plateau was formerly higher than it is now and 
that it has been lowered by erosion, but to me the evidence seems far 
from conclusive. 

Another tentative explanation of the greater prominence of the 
granitic mountains over their neighbors of schist, etc., calls for local 
upheavals since the Cascade peneplain was raised into a plateau 
and subsequent to the initiation of the present master drainage lines. 
That is, if we assume that the granitic cores of the mountains have 
been pushed upward since the plateau was raised to its present 
general elevation of about 7, 500 feet, all of the observed facts bearing 
on the question under discussion fall in line and find 'a mutual explana
tion. The cores of granite of the 1lv enache type may reasonably be 
supposed to be somewhat conical masses, with broad, but probably 
indefinitely defined, bases. While lateral ,pressure would probably 
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tend to depress such n1asses, a pressure vertically upward would cause 
them to rise above the surrounding terranes. Although at present 
convincing evidence can not be advanced that the secondary elevation 
in the Cascade region continued after the Cascade peneplain had 
been formed, yet I am strongly inclined to favor this hypothesis 
to account for the general prominence of the granitic peaks above the 
otherwise approximately uniform level of the multitude of peaks and 
ridges in the dissected Cascade Plateau. In this connection I may note 
that earthquake shocks are commo~1 in northwestern \Vashington, 
especially in the \~T enache Valley, and probably indicate that orographic 
movements are still in progress in the faulted and folded region 
adjacent to .the \V enache Mountains on the northeast. Possibly /these 
~isturbances, observed in part during the present year (1.898), indicate 
that the upward movement of the \Venache Mountains is still in 
progress .. 

J?riefly stated, my conception of the origin of the larger topo
graphic features of the northern Cascades is that the region, having 
a complex structure, was reduced by erosion to a condition of low 

·relief, and at a lat~r date than the folding of the Tertiary sediment 
and the outspreading of the Columbia lava was broadly upraised 
about 7,500 feet in the axial region. The courses of the larger 
streams were then establiShed and the plateau was deeply dissected. 
During this later cycle there have been movements in the rocks 
whieh, as a part of their results, have raised certain of the granitic 
areas above the general level of the plateau. 

The im1nense development of igneous rocks, and especially basalt, 
in Oregon and southern Washington has been accepted as evidence 
that the Cascades should be considered as distinct from the Sierra 
Nevada, but when the northern portion of the Cascades is 1nore 
thoroughly studied it will probably be found that the differences 
between the two a1~e much less than is now generally supposed. Not 
only are the main structural features of these two great ranges 
strikingly similar, with the exception that the Cascades are not 
bounded by a faulted belt on the east, as is the case with the Sierra 
Nevada, but the formations of which they are composed are much 
the same. In each range there is a highly c<;>mplex older group of 
terranes, consisting of slates, gneisses, schists, lenses of limestone, 
eruptive rocks largely greenstone, serpentine, granite intrusives, 
etc., which is separated by a great unconformity from a younger group 
of formations consisting principally of Cretaceous and Tertiary sedi
ments. ·The main differences seem to be a greater development of 
intrusive granite at the south, in the older group. and far more 
widely spread plutonic intrusions and volcanic overflows in the 
younger group, at the north. 

The similarity between the geology of the northern Cascades and 
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the Gold Belt of California is such that the generalized section of the 
rocks of the Sierra Nevada, presented by Turner and Lindgren in 
folios 37 and 39 of the United States Geological Survey, might, with · 
changes in the formation names, be.made to represent the conditions 
that exist in the northern Cascades with a remarkable degree of accu
racy. \Vhile it would be premature to make a close comparison 
between the geology of.the Cascades and that· of the Sierra Nevada, 
such information as is in hand certainly suggests that the two ranges 
as they are now considered have much in common, and perhaps really 
form a single range, a large portion of which, extending from Lassen 
Peak, in northern California, to the.Northern Pacific Railway, in Wash
ington, consists of Tertiaty lavas. In southern ''' ashington, at 
least, these lavas were spread out in approximately horizontal sheets, 
and wei'e subsequently elevated, folded,· and faulted, in common with 
the associated Tertiary beds, during the uprising of the Cascade 
Mountains. 

CASCADE PENEPLAIN. 

A peneplain, as defined by modern geography, is a nearly plane.sur
face produced by stream· erosion. The rivers draining a region-no 
matter what its elevation above the sea, and without reference to 
the structure of the rocks, whether horizontal, inclined, or folded, 
etc.-first, cut down their channels nearly to sea level and then broaden 
them by lateral -\vear, or corrasion. As this lateral corrasion pro
gresses the uplands between the. master streams are more and more 
reduced in breadth as well as in height, and finally disappear. The 
plains produced by the · lateral corrasion of several streams thus 
bec0111e united, and broad areas are planed down nearly to sea level. 
The later stages in'this process are long delayed, and, in fact, so far 
as known, the plain produced never reaches the ultimate stage of a 
perfect plain at sea level. An approximation to such a condition 
seems frequently to have been reached, however, and the plain in this 
penultimate stage, with a moderately uniform surface and a gentle 
seaward slope, is termed a peneplain. 

Should the rocks beneath a peneplain consist of horizontal sheets it 
might be difficult to show that great thickness of strata had been 
carved away in order to produce the approximately level surface. 
Whe:q., however,. the rocks previous to the long period of erosion nec
essary to produce such results were folded and faulted or upheaved 
into great domes, we find the basement portions of such struct~ral 
forms in the rocks that remain, and from the inclined positions of the 
strata can reconstruct the orig-inal shapes of the truncated folds, etc., 
and thus show how much rock has been removed. 

In traversing the Cascade Mountains we find the rock~ in many 
places steeply inclined, and in numerom; instances ~tanding vertical. 
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When stratified beds, such as sandstone, shale, lhnestone, etc., occur, 
we can readily see from the portions remaining that the folds have 
been carved away, as with a horizontal saw, to a generally uniform 
level. The manner in whfch such results are brought about has been 
indicated above in describing the manner in which peneplains are pro
duced. As no other way is known in which similar ends could be 
brought about, we are justified in concluding that the Cascade region 
was at one time reduced by stream erosion to a plain, or an approxi
mately plain, condition nearly at sea level. 1 Of what the topography of 
the land was previous to the production of a peneplain we have but 
little definite knowledge. Judging from the remnants of the folds and 
domes we now find, it was a mountainous region, bordered on the east, 
throughout a pm:tionof its history, by broad lakes, in which much of 
the debris removed was deposited. Dur1ng the later portipp of the 
time of base-leveling the widely spread sheets of Columbia lava were 
poured out. The date of the period of planation is shown approxi
mately by the fact that folded beds of Eocene age were truncated .. The 
bro.ad peneplain must, therefore, have reached its greatest degree 
of perfection in late Tertiary time, probably extending lnto ·the 
Pleistocene. 

CASCADE PLATEAU. 

After the time of long-continued erosion referred to above, when 
the Cascade region in northern \V ashington was reduced to a peneplain, 
there came a time of elevation, when the peneplain, or a very large 
portion of it, was. bodily raised sqme 7,500 feet at least, and thus 
became a plateau. In a broad view of the region this Cascade Plateau 
may be considered as of the nature of a broad, flat-topped anticline, 
or, as Dana would probably have called it, a geanticline. The rocks 
·composing this uplifted region had previously been folded, but we are 
justified in assuming, on what may he said to be general principles, 
that renewed movements occurred along these old structural lines. 
The main change was a general rise of a region of some 10,000 or 
15,000 square miles. The total area affected was much greater than 
this, as the Cascade Plateau extends both north and south of the field 
under discussion. 

One of the most remarkable features in the relief of the Cascade 

1 It may, perhaps, be claimed that the waves and currents of the ocean might produce such a plain 
as is described above by eating into the land; but this question has been discussed by physiographers, 
and it has been shown that the power which the sea has of eating into the land is limited by condi
tions inherent in the process itself. While broad sea shelves or ocean terranes may be formed by the 
attack of the waters on the land, the power of the waves diminishes in probably more than a simple 
ratio as the shelf becomes broader and broader. With a gradual subsidence of the land a plain of 
:marine denudation might rpsult, but the submerged portions of such a plain would be covered by 
marine deposits, which would preserve a record of the process and influence the character of the 
subsequent changes brought about by stream erosion, :>hould the plain be elevated above the sea. 
Without pressing this discussion, I may say that in the Cascade region no evidences of a plain of 
marine denudation have been discovered. The facts in hand point clearly to the conclusion that 
the plateaulike surface of the Cascade Mountains is an old peneplain. 
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Plateau is the seemingly nearly level.character of its original surface. 
The uprising was effected without pronounced tilting. Perhaps when 
our knowledge is more extended it will be found that this conclusion 
is too hasty, but at present, from a study of the distribution of the 
rivers, as well as of the heights of the peaks left by erosion, it does 
not seeril that the plateau had a decided, if any, inclination toward 
.either the east or the west. This is the most marked difference between 
. the Cascade Plateau in northern Washington and the Sierra Nevada. 
The Sierra Nevada as we now find it is the result of the erosion of a 
tilted plateau, bordered on the east, from Owens Lake to Mono Lake 
at least, by a great belt of branching fractures and faults. No such 
belt of fractures and displacements parallel with either border of the 
Cascade Plateau is known. The evidence is that the rise from each 
side of the plateau to its nearly flat summit portion is gradual. This 
is shown especially in the region immediately south of the Northern 
Pacific Railway, where, as previously stated, the Columbia lava 
ascends fron1 the valley of the Columbia to the highest portion of the 
range with a generally uniform eastward dip of about 4°. 

DISSECTION OF THE CASCADE PLATEAU. 

Since the Cascade Plateau was upraised the streams flowing from 
it have deeply intrenched themselves and developed a multitude of 
branches, each of which has eroded a steep-sided, canyon-like valley in 
the upraised rocks. This process of dissecting the plateau has gone 
on until the once approximately even surface has become a complex 
of. sharp-edged ridges and tapering, spire-like peaks. The master 
streams flowing east or west from the c~ntral portion of the plateau 
have deepened their channels nearly to base-level. More accurately, 
the streams flowing westward, such as the Skagit, lowered their chan
nels near their mouths practically to sea level, and, owing to a subse
quent depression of the land, have upgraded· their channels; while the 
eastward-flowing rivers, such as the Yakima, W en:;tche, Methow, etc., 
have cut down their beds in their lower courses nearly to the level of 
the Columbia, the master steam with which they unite. This lowering 
of the. stream channels has been extended upstream from where the 
rivers discharge, maintaining, however, sufficient fall to insure a strong 
current far into the central portion of the plateau. As remarked on 
an early page of this report, one of the most striking .features in the 
present drainage of the Cascades is the .low grade of ,all the larger 
streams far toward their ultimate sourqes. ln.several instances a low 
grade-that is, a slope of perhaps 10 feet to a mile-is found from the · 

·mouths of the rivers to within 4 or 5 miles, and in some cases a consid
erably less distance, of the main divide. Throughout these low-grade 
tracts the streams are mostly free from cascades, and flow over gravel 
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deposits which deeply fill the true rock-cut valleys. Since the period 
of deepest cutting the valleys have been filled with gravel to' a depth 
in some instances of 600 feet or more, and then in part or wholly 
reexcavated. Records of the depth of this filling are to be seen in the 
gravel terranes on the sides of the valley, as will be more fully described 
later. The streams in the majority of instances have not completed 
the task of reexcavating the valleys, the depth of waterworn gravel 
beneath their channels in some localities, as shown by mining shafts 
on the border of Ruby Creek, for example, being 70 feet. In other 
cases, as in the valleys of the Methow, Chelan, W enache, Yakima, etc., 
the depth of the substream gravels is, by estimate, at least 200 or 300 
feet, and may be much greater. The few rapids that occur are due to 
the fact that the streams have failed in some instances to follow their 
previous courses in reexcavating their valleys, but have cut across 
salient angles in the borders of their rock-cut· vallevR~ or else have been 
partially dammed by glacial moraines. 
'These riv.ers flowing through deep, low-grade; but narrow valleys 

are examples of what- geographers term consequent streams. Their 
courses were determined, in the main at least, by the surface slopeB of 
the upraised Cascade peneplain. Their branches usually have steep 
gradients, and many of them are torrents from source to mouth. The 
larger branches, however, have deepened their channels at the same 
rate as the master streams, and extended their low-grade trunks far 
into the interstream uplands. The completeness of the drainage 
system of the Cascades, the depth to which the streams have sunk 
their channels, the absence of remnants of the original plateau sul'face 
in the higher portion of the range, are all features of mature stream 
development. . The Cascade Plateau bas, in fact, been about as deeply 
dissected as it is possible fm~ streams to carry on that work. It is for 
this reason that the region now sculptured into a rugged mountain 
range is so difficult to traverse. It is one of the best illustrations of a 
deeply dissected mountain mass that the United States affords, and 
possesses some of the most magnificent scenery to be found in North 
America exclusive of Alaska. 

Future changes will be in the direction of broadening the valleys, 
thus narrowing and lowering the interstream ridges, and finally leading 
to the reduction of the land approximately to sea lev~l; that is, at the 
close of the present geographic cycle the Cascade region will be again 
worn down to a peneplain. 

While the general features in' the drainage of the Cascades are such 
as just describe-d, there are certain exceptions to the impression that 

·these stu.tcmcnts n1~y convey. ThP- Rtreams about the so~thern side of 
the W enache . Mountains, and some of the features in the associated 
topography, indicate that this ~onntain mass, in part, at least, had a 
drainage system of its own, independent of the influence of the greater 
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Cascade uplift. This is shown especially at the head waters of the 
North Fork of Teanaway River and along the south side of Ingall. 
Creek Canyon. The first-mentioned streams flow southward in deep, 
narrow valleys whieh cross the outcrops of the stratified rocks encir-

.. cling the W enache Mountains nearly at right angles; but below where 
the three forks of the Teanaway unite, the trunk streams run east
ward in a monoclinal valley eroded along the strike of soft shales and 
sandstones. Ingall Creek flows east, in part along the contact of the 
Mount Stuart granite with the terranes to the south, in a canyon-like . 
valley some 3,000 feef deep. 

The several branches of the North Fork of the Teanaway, start 
on the ridge now forming the south side of Ingall Creek Canyon, 
but at the head of each considerable creek there is a notch or wind 
gap in the crest line of the ridge. The hypothesis which presents 
itself in explanation of this and associated typographic conditions is 
that the branches of the Teanaway had their positions established on 
the W enache uplift subsequent to its reelevation after the deposition 
of the Swauk sandston~; and before it was deeply dissected, and 
:flowed southward from the higher central mass of Mount Stewart 
granite. These were consequent streams and flowed across the strike 
of the stratified bed encircling the granite. As these streams deep
ened their channels they maintained their position, but developed 
many lateral branches, which, choosing the softer rocks, caused the 
harder beds to be left in relief. The main streams cross these out
crops of hard rock in narrow water gaps. In addition a branch of 
Peshastin River, which passes the east base of the W enache Mountains 
and is a northward-:flo~ing, consequent stream of the Swauk dome, pre
viously described, developed a branch which joined the main stream 
from the west, and as it grew by headway corrasion, robbed and 
diverted the head waters of several of the branches of the North Fork 
of the Teanaway. The Teversed or "obsequent" portions of these 
streams are now known, in their order from east to west, as Cascade, 
Hardscrabble, Fourth, and Turnpike creeks. These are all branches 
of Ingall Creek, and now join it from the south, and are indicated as 
fully as the scale will permit on the accompanying m·ap, Pl. IX, but 
still better on the topographic map of the Mount Stuart quadrangle. 
Ingall Creek Canyon is bordered on the north for about 10 miies from 
its source by a steeply sloping wall of granite from 4,000 to 5,000 feet 
high. Evidently, as the creek deepened its channel it migrated south
ward, and gave an exceedingly precipitous character to its southern 
wall, which, however, is scored transversely by the deep, high-grade 
channels of the several tributaries named above. Similar evidences 
of rivalry and of river piracy, as it has beeJ;I termed, may be had at 
the head of the several branches of the main trunk of the North Fork 
of the Teanaway, and at the head waters of Fortune Creek, which flows 
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westward and joins Clealum River, and again between the branches of 
the Middle Fork of the Teanaway and Clealum River. 

The smaller Swauk dome, like the W enache elevation, gave origin 
to consequent streams, which were variously modified as erosion 
progressed; the summit of the dome waH removed and the .rocks 
beneath were eaten away so as to form a basin. The surface waters 
now escape from the Swauk Basin by means of two streams-the Pes
hastin, which flows northward, and Swauk Creek, a tributary of the 
Yakima. Of these, the Swauk is the more instructive, as the southern 
side of the dome on which it started is more regular than the opposite 
side, drained by the Peshastin, where folds in the rocks approached and 
perhaps merged with the original structural dome. 

Swauk Creek beg::m as a southward-flowing consequent :::;tream, which 
held its position as it lowered its channel, and the summit of the uplift 
on which it originated was eroded away. The dome was composed in 
part of the earlier sheet of Columbia lava, and as it was truncated and 
its central portion of soft sandstone and shale slowly removed, the hard 
lava was left as a hold ridge, surrounding the central basin on the west, 
south, and southe.ast. Swauk Creek· flowed directly across this ridge 
and has cut a notch or water gap through it, which is now about),OOO 
feet deep. 

There are suggestions that Swauk Creek originally had its source on 
the great W enache uplift and flowed across the Swauk dome, but at 
a later stage was beheaded. Swauk Creek now drains a. basin com·· 
posed entirely of sandstone, shale, basaltic dikes and sheets, and vol.:. 
canic lapilli. There are no outcrops of· acid igneous rocks or of ser
pentine, gneiss, granite, etc., within the rim of the· present hydrographic 
basin; yet in·the coarse gravel and bowlder::; along the sides and form
ing the bed of the present stream there are waterworn stones, some 
of them between 1 and 2 feet in diameter, that have been derived from 
the crystalline areas abou,t Mount Stuart. At one locality an esti
mate based on an examination of the cleanly washed bowlders ;:tt a 
hydraulic placer mine gave from 10 to 12 per cent of large stones that 
are foreign to the Swauk Creek B!lsin, but agree lithologically with 
the crystalline terranes in the central portion of the W enache Moun· 
tains. These are considered as representing ancient stream transpor
tation, as no such bowlders occur in the sedimentary beds within the 
present reach of Swauk Creek, and there is no evidence of glacier's 
ever having entered that basin. 

There was at lea$t one other consequent stream which originated on 
the Swauk dome and flowed southward, the course of which is now 
marked in p::~.rt by abandoned water gaps. This stream flowed about 
southeast and crossed the edge not only of the earlier but of the later 
sheet of Columbia lava. I may say, also, that both $wauk Creek and 
the nameless stream just referred to probably began on the second or 
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perhaps some still higher sheet of Columbia lava, but we have no 
measure of the·original extension· of these basaltic layers to the west of 
the westward-facing escarpments of Table and Lookout mountains. 
Swauk CreeknO'w crosses the second sheet of lava in a canyon to the east 
of Lookout Mountain, there finding a break, radial to theSwauk dome, 
which assisted its work. ~ 

To return to the nameless stream referred to above, we find one of 
its abandoned gaps,. although faintly defined, in the semicircular ridge 

·formed by the first sheet of Columbia lava, and another in the upturned 
edge of the second sheet. This second gap is known as.Green Canyon. 
To understand this somewhat detailed description the reader should 
consult tlie topographic map of the Mount Stuart quadrangle, pub
lished by the Geological Sunrey. 
· The stream which flowed southeast down the Swauk dome and carved 
Green Canyon was beheaded to the north of the bold outcrop of the 
first sheet of Columbia lava by a branch of Swauk Creek, and was 
again robbed, as previously stated, by First Creek, a branch of the 
Swauk from the east, developed in the soft Roslyn sandstone which 
intervenes between the first and second sheets of Columbia lava. This 
last event is of recent date and is one of the most instructive examples 
of stream capture and stream diversio11 yet found in the Cascade region. 
For a long time after Swauk Creek had captured the head waters of the 
stream :flowing through Green Canyon,·its beheaded portion continued 
to flow and received from the east, in the sandstone valley between the 
first and second lava sheets, a tributary of larger volume than itself. 

At a later date First Creek extended its head wat.ers so as to tap the 
stream and draw off all of its waters above Green Canyon, leaving that 
gorge as a wind gap, from which the beheaded and .much weakened 
lower portion of the stream continues to flow southward. First Creek 
was ·enabled to make ·this capture by reason of its high grade, and 
also because it :flows over soft sandstone and shale, while the stream 
:flowing through Green Canyon had a sheet of hard basalt to corrade, 
some 400 feet thick. At the entrance to Green Canyon on the north 
there is at present a large exposure of nearly white sandstone, through 
which First Creek has cut a narrow, steep-sided trench whic~ bears 
the signs of youth. So little change has been made at this lor.ality 
that the upper portion of-First Creek has been turned from its course 
and conducted into Green Canyon in order that its w~ters may be 
utilized for irrigation near Ellensburg. This_ recent change is why a 
stream is represented on the topographic m_ap of the Mount Stuart 
quadrangle as flowing southward through this gorge. 

l\1any other details might be instanced' to illustrate the intimate con
ne<;:tion between the larger features in the structure of the region 
under consideration and Its present topography and drainage, but a 
report of a reconnaissance does not seem to be the proper place for 
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such discussions. I will venture to indicate: one other instance, how
ever, closely associated with those just 9ited. · Yakima River leaves 
that portion· of its valley in which the town of Clealum is situated 
through a narrow gateway or water gap cut through the upturned 
edges of the .second sheet of Columbia lava. This water gap admits 
of the escape of all the surplus· waters from the south side of the 
Wenache Mountains, and of other sti~eams which join the Yakima 
fa1;ther west and drain the Cascade Mountains proper. The conditions 
are thus somewhat complex, but the relation of the gap occupied by the · 
Yakima, just south of Lookout Mountain, to the W enache lVIountains 
is about the same as the relation of the gap cut by Swank Creek, 
between Liberty and McCallum, to the Swauk dome. Each one is a 
gap cut by a consequent stream in the outcropping edge of a hard 
layer in the truncated rim of a deeply eroded uplift. In closing this 
discussion it is only just to state that the interpretations of stream 
development and of the origin of certain topographic forms, presented 
in the last few pages, are'but an application of physiographic princi
ples first clearly enunciated by W. M. Davis. 

One of the most interesting features in the geography of the Cascade 
Mountains ii:i the independence of the stream courses of the smaller 
features in the structure of the upraised region which is being slowly 
removed. The larger streams flow across granite, schist,_ sandstone, 
shale., etc., with but 1ittle change in passing from one terrane to anqther. 
The courses of the streams are in a marked way independent of the 
geological structure. They have shaped the topography and have not 

' been controlled by. it.·. This fact is illustrated on many sharp-crested 
divides where hard and soft strata stand nearly vertical and cross the 
ridges at right angles to their longer axes. Nearly all of the larger 
streams and hundreds of smaller ones have their sources 1n glacial 
cirques or amphitheaters at the head of deep, narrow valleys. 'This 
serves to introduce to the reader another important agency which has 
assisted the streams in dissecting and sculpturing the Cascade Plateau 
and in transforming it into a wonderful complex of tapering n10untain 
peaks and sharp-crested ridges separated one from another by deep, 
narrow. valleys. By far the larger part of this herculean task has been 
performed by running water, but glaciers of large size have modified 
the contours of the valleys so formed, and have impressed upon them 
the characteristics of their work. 

EVIDENCES OF PREVIOUS INTENSE GL.ACI.ATION. 

In the more elevated portions of the Cascade Mountains, near the 
main divide, there are hundreds ~f amphitheaters nearly surrounded 
by precipitous walls, frequently several hundred feet high, which owe 
their characteristic shapes mainly to the influence of the neves of 
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glaciers. ·These bowl-shaped recesses, with on~ side of the rim absent
the break leading by steep and usually transversely terraced slopes to · 
the draining canyons-are clearly the heads of old stream-cut chttnliels 
which have be~n enlarged and given their present forms by glaciers . 

. Glacial ice, in distinction from streams of water, may be said to be 
artisans who fashion their work into broad, curved surfaces. These 
surfaces are either broadly concave or convex; the former are basins 
or troughlike valleys with rounded bottoms, as seen in cross section; 
while the latter are hills and bosses with flowing outlines. In these 
two series of forms the surfaces are remarkable fol~ the bold, even 
sweep of their curves ~nd the smooth finish of the work. The perfec
tion of the burnish, however, 1s marred by multitudes of fine incised 
lines, and less frequently by elevated ridges which taper to a point in 
the direction in which the ice flowed. The streams, on the other hand, 
while working toward strong effects, as is shown by the breadth of 
mature river-cut valleys and by the massive mountain forms left by 
the deep dissection of an elevated region, and still more markedly by 
th~ broad expanse of a base-level plain, reach these results through a 
multitude of ever-changing, sharply cut trenches of infinite variety of 
detail. The creek-, brook-, a·nd rill-cut channels bifurcate and expand 
one frmn another like the branches and twigs of a well-grown tree. 
On account of the strong-ly marked differences, both in the general 
forms and in the minute details, between these two methods of earth 
sculpture, the results produced by them i11 a landscape may be as 
readily distinguished as is ·the work of the potter who shapes a vase 
and o:f the artist who decorates it. 

I shall not attempt to present in full the evidence furnished by the 
ghl.cial records of the Cascades, but give simply an outline of the 
history so far as it has been deciphered. 1 

One fact of primary importance in studying the glacial records 
referred to is that the Cascade Plateau was almost as· deeply dissected 
by stream erosion before the birth of the glaciers as it is at present. 
In fact, the valleys were probably deeper then than. they are now, for 
the reason, as already stated, that the larger one'3 more particularly 
are at present filled to a very considerable depth with gravel. ~7hile 

the Cascade Mountains had during the presence· of the old glaCiers 
essentially the same broad topographic features that characterize them 
at present, the general elevation of the region was probably about 1,000 
feet higher than it is now. This is indicated by the gravel deposits in 
the valleys, but more especially by the depth of the basin of Lake Chelan. 
This long, narrow lake occupies a pre-Glacial stream valley, the bot
tom of wh!ch, not including the clays and gt~avels which presumably 

1 The various ways in which glaciers and streams modify the earth's surface have been discussed 
by me in the following books: Glaciers of North America, Ginn & Co., Boston, 1897; Rivers of North 
America, Putnam'~ Sons, New York, 1898. 
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partially fill the rock chanriel, is 300 feet below sea level. The lake, 
as shown by soundings made by Henry Gannett in 1897, is 1,400 
feet deep, while its surface is 'but 408 feet above the Columbia at 
the mouth of Chelan River, the lake surface being 1,078 feet, and the 
Columbia at the mouth of the Chelan River 670 feet, above the sea. 
This greater ·elevation was maintained during a long period previous 

'to the coming of the glaciers, but we h~we ·no positive evidence 
that it continued during the ·Glaoial epoch, although' I am inclined to 
the opinion that such was the case. 

There is abundant e1ridence that broad ~eve fields and true glaciers 
once occupied all of the central portioD: of the Casca<ies, and that great 

·trunk glaciers :flowed both eastward and westward from this central 
region. These outward-flowing ice streams descended previously 
excavated valleys, and although of latge size, were true alpine glaciers. 1 

This statement applies more accurately, perhaps, to the eastward- than 
to the westward-flowing glaciers, as the latter during their greatest 
expansion became to a considerable extent, and possibly thi·oughout 
the entire length of the northern Cascades, a confluent ice sheet, which 
descended into the Pug~t Sound region and became a typical.piedmont 
glacier. ' -

These glaciers, more especially those flowing eastward, were well
defined ice streams, which modified the ci:oss profiles of the valleys 
they occupied and deposited large lateral and terminal n10raines. On 
retreating they left abundant deposits, which in some instances dammed 
the valleys and· gave origin to lakes. The streams flowing from the 
ice and from adjacent snow fields were heavily charged with debris, 
and the valleys downstream from the extremities of the glaciers at 
the time of their maximum extension, as well as many neighboring 
valleys not occupied by glaciers, and; in part, the valley left as the 
ice withdrew; became deeply filled with gravel. There is thus an 
intimate and for the most part a genetic relationship between the old 
glaciers and the valley gravels found so generally throughout the 
State of Washington and adjacent areas, 

While the statement made above, to the effect that the glaciers of 
the Cascades were consequent to th,e slopes of the main uplift, is in 
general true, it is perhaps too .sweeping, as there were local centers of · 
ice dispersion in the same region. The W enache uplift, which, as we 
have seen, gave origin to consequent streams, was also an independent 
center from which glaciers :flowed in several directions. · It will, per-' 
haps, be found by future explorers that the neve . on the w e~ac.he 
Mountains was but an eastward extension of the· far larger snow fields 
of t.hp, main Cascade Range, but, essentially, it was an independent 
center of glacial dispersion. The region about Mount Baker and 

1 The characteristics of alpine, piedmont, and continental glaciers are described in the book on 
Glaciers of :North America, referred to in the preceding footnote. 
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Mount Shuksan, to . the west of the main Cascade. uplift and near the 
Canadian boundary, will, I predict, be found to be ariother practically 
independent neve region which gave origin to a radial system of alpine 
glaciers similar to that now existing on Mount Rainier. As explora-

. tion progresses other divil:lions in the broader fe·atures of the ancient 
glaciers of northwestern Washington will no doubt be discovered. 

As my acquaintance with the eastern slope of the Cascade :Moun
tains is much more· extended than with the western, I shall confine 
this discussion principally to the records of the eastward-flowing gla
ciers. Beginning at the south, in the region shown on the sketch map, 
Pl. lX, there is abundant evidence to show that a glacier formerly 
flowed eastward from the central portion of the Cascade Mountains 
down the Yakima Valley. · Other glaciers radiated from the W enache 
Mountains; a large trunk glacier followed the course of the Wenache, 
another occupied the valley of Lake Chelan, and similar conditions 
existed in the Methow, Similkameen, and Okanogan valleys: The 
distribution of these glaciers and some of their leading geographic 
features are shown on the sketch map, Pl. XVIII. · 

ANCIENT GLACIERS AT THE HEAD OF YAKIMA VALLEY. 

l\1y examination of the region on the east of Snoqualmie Pass, 
drained by the head waters of the yakima, was made hurriedly dur
ing stormy weather, and I have but little to report in conn,ection with 
the records of ancient glaciers which occur there except the bare fact 
that a large alpine glacier occupied that region and extended at least 
a few miles below the outlet of Kachess Lake, which is retained by 

. a series of moraine ridges. Another glacier occupied the basin now 
hold~ng Keechelus Lake, and apparently left a terminal moraine simi
lar to tha.t · just referred to. View's of the valley of Clealum River, 
a branch of the Yakima from the north and near its source, as well as 
the accounts of. prospectors, etc., indicate that a large glacier once 
existed in Clealum Valley, which extended below the site of Clealum 
Lake. This lake is evidently retained either by a morainal dam or 
by the deep filling of gravel which occupies the valley below it. It 
does not appear that the three glaciers just referre.d to-which may 
be designated, in their order from south to north, the Keechelus, 
Kachess, and Clealum glaciers, after the names of the lakes in the 
basins they left-were united. From a study of the maps of the 
region it seems that Clealum Glacier was the longest of the three, 
but did not reach Yakima Valley. Its length was between 20 and 25 
miles. Kachess Glacier was. about 15 miles, and the Keechelus not 

· over'10 or 12 niiles, in length. ·The comparatively small size of these 
ice streams is significant, in connection with the great length of the 
similar glaciers farth2r north. 
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ANCIENT GLACIERS ABOUT THE WE.NACHE MOUNTAINS. 

As will be recorded later, four small glaciers still exist on the W ena
che Mountains; these may be considered as remnants of great alpine. 
glacim~s which flowed:away from the same elevated region during the 
GlaCial epoch. .AU of the. SU!fimit portion of the W enache Mountains 
above an elevation of about 7,000 feet, with the exception of the numer
ous rugged pinnacles which ·rose into and possibly projected above 
the former blanket of ice and snow, furnishes abundant evidence of 
ice abrasion. This elevated gathering ground for snow was 9 or 10 
miles in diameter from east to west and from 3 to 5 miles broad. Its 
boundaries, however, are indefinite, and the former neve which cov
ered it was probably confluent with the snow fields on the surrounding 
mountains, which have elevations of 7,000 .feet or more. The valleys, 
basins, and amphitheaters in the summit portion of the range are 
mtensely glaciated and mostly free of debris. The bare white granite 
is fresh or but slightly weathered, and in many places preserves the 
glacial polish and striations given to it by flowing ice. There are sev
eral depressions in the granite, which formerly contained glaciet~s, and 
in the eastern portion of the range a magnificent amphitheater has 
been hollowed out,. which discharges its waters northward into Icicle 
Creek. In the more elevated· portions of this amphitheater there is 
still a small glacier, below which, and at the. bottom of a steep, bare 
slope of polished granite, there,are two rock-basin lakes, known as 
the Twin Lakes. To the north of these, and beyond a great cathedral
like mass of clustering granite spires rising within the amphitheater, 
or rather prolonged from the central and highest portion of its encir
'cling rim, so as to divide the vast depression into two cirques-for the · 
present amphitheater has been formed by the partial removal of the 
dividing wall between these two alcoves-there is a third and smaller 
rock-basin lake. The walls of granite about these lakes are bare of 
vegetation and almost entirely without debris, but about the lower 
margin of the basin holding the Twin Lakes a few trees are growing. 
This Twin Lakes amphitheater was the source of a large glacier at a· 
former period, which ·flowed northward down a high-grade canyon 
and joined a much larger glacier that came from the west, down the 
canyon of Icicle Creek. The twm Lakes Glacier, as it may be termed; 
was from 5 to 6 miles long and, in its well-defined stream-like por
tion, about 3,000 feet wide, but in the neve region it expanded to fully a 
mile. It was the most easterly tributary to the glacier which descended 
Icicle Canyon. 

· On LLe south side of the precipitous g-::anitic core of the WenH.che 

Mountains there were three or four well-defined ice streams, which 
occupied exceedingly steep gorges; but in general the granitic escarp
ment bordering Ingall Creek on the north is so precipitous and 
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so slightly trenched by gorges that the heavy snows of the Glacial 
period, like those of modern winters, must have fallen in large part 
as avalanches. · 

To the north of the lofty mountain mass intervening between the 
Twin Lakes and Mount Stuart the descent to Icicle Creek is less steep 
than the opposite slope leading down tG Ingall Creek, and is more 
diversified by gulches and intervening buttresses. In several of the 
gulches there are evidences of glaciation. Some of these small gla
ciers descended to the great river of ice in Icicle .Canyon, but others 
seem to have terminated on steep slopes, and probably broke away so 
as to form avalanches. On the west side of Mount Stuart the cliffs 
are high and precipitous, and during the Glacial epoch must have 
contributed their. snow directly to the neves in the valley below, 
from which flowed the great Icicle Glacier, first northward and then 
eastward about the Mount Stuart group of peaks,. and the equally 
characteristic Ingall Glacier, which flowed eastward and then north
ward about the same mountain mass of granite. 

INGALL GLACIER. 

From its source at the present head of . In gall Creek, and at the 
west base of Mount Stuart, the Ingall Glacier flowed almost due east for 
about 12 miles. Throughout this extent it was gently concave to the 
north; that is, for the greater part of this distance it skirted the base 
of the granite forming the central ·mass of the W enache Mountains. 
On entering the valley of the Peshastin, 3 miles north of the site of 
Blewett, it curved sharply northward and followed a northerly course 
for about 4 miles to where it terminated in the Peshastin Valley, but 
did not leave a conspicuous moraine to record its maximum extension. 
Near the head of the broad U-shaped canyon once occupied by Ingall 
Glacier there is a fine rock-basin lake, a photograph of which is 

·reproduced on Pl. XIV. 
lngall Glacier was supplied in large part by avalanches which 

descended the exceedingly precipitous southern slope of Mount 
Stuart, but 4 or 5 miles east of the highest pinnacle on that moun
tain. The border of the central core of granite is less precipitous, 
and the rop.nded and striated condition of the rocks, as well as the 
existence of broad-bottomed troughs descending from aloft, shows 
that well-defined glaciers formerly flowed from the summit portion 
of the range, adjacent to the neve fields of Twin Lakes Glacier. A 
view of some of these high -grade glaciated troughs is shown on 
Pl. XV. On the south side of Ingall Creek Valley there are four 
deep ampitheater-like depressions, now occupied by Turnpike, Fourth, 
Hardscrabble, and Cascade creeks, respectively. There was formerly 
a glacier in each of these depressions, which flowed northward and 
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became tributary to. Ingall Glacier. The heads of these secondary 
glaciers ·were at an elevation of between 5,500 and 6,000 feet. The 
largest of them, the one in Hardscrabble Canyon, was about 2 miles 
long, with a depth of ice of 1,000 to·1,100 feet near its junction with 
the main glacier. The others were somewhat smaller, butowing to 
the depth of ice in lngall .Creek Canyon, which acted as a dam, the 
thickness of the ice in the tributaries from the south was about the 
same in each instan'ce; 

In gall Glacier, where ·it passed the mouth ·of Hardscrabble Creek, 
was between 1,200 and 1,500 feet deep, and maintained about this 
thickness all the way to Peshastin Valley. · This fine ice stream was, 
in general, about a mile broad, but. became narrower through a dis
tance approximating 2 miles just before entering the valley of the 
Peshastin. In this constricted portion it was not over a hal£ mile 
across, but· on turning northward on the course now followed by the 
Peshastin soon widened to fully a mile. 

Throughout Ingall Creek Valley there is an absence of well-char
acterized moraines, except at the outlets of the depressions drained 
by Hardscrabble and neighboring creeks. In each of these instances 
a morainal train starts from the west side of the entrances of the 
lateral valleys and is prolonged, with decreasing elevation, nearly 
across them. Ne~r the head of In gall Creek there are well-m~rked, 
terrace-like steps in solid rock, which cross the valley in the manner 
well known to characterize high-grade valleys which were formerly 
occupied by glacial ice. 

After expanding on entering Peshastin Valley, the In gall Glacier 
deposited heavy lateral moraines on each side of its course, at an eleva
tion of about 1,100 feet above the river. The moraine on the east 
side of the valley is especially conspicuous, as it starts from a massive, 
outstanding butte of coarse conglomerate, and extends north.as a free 
ridge for over a mile, its height decreasing from the rocky pinnacle. 
at which it starts to its distal end. There are also m::a.ny large bowlders. 
in Peshastin Valley, about 2 miles below the mouth of Ingall Creek, 
which are remnants of a terminal moraine. In this same r~gion the 
conglomerate flooring the valley is smoothed and striated. The Ingall 
Glacier entered the valley of the Peshastin nearly at right angles, 
and, as stated above, made an abrupt bend and flowed down that val
ley, at the same time expanding to two or three times its former width. 
The Peshastin above the mouth of Ingall Creek is a steep canyon
like valley, with fragments of terraces on its sides, and for about a 
mile above where the old glacier entered there are occasional bowlders 
of 1viount Stuart granite. TLe:se were brought by the I:u.g~ll Gl~cic:r, 
which extended up the Peshastin Valley and formed a lobe of stag
nant ice. 
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ICICLE GLACIER. 

Only some 5 or 6 miles of the lower portion o:f the valley and canyon 
of Icicle Creek, to the west of Leavenworth, and 2 or 3 miles of the 
extreine · upper portion of the south fork, at the west base of Mount 
Stuart, have been explored by the writer, although the greater portion 
-of the intermediate tract has been seen from commanding summits. 

The ancient glacier which fl{)wed down this_ previously deeply eroded 
canyon, with precipitouswalls, mostly of white granite, was formed by 
the union of at least three st1~ong ice streams, two of which had their 
neves on the main Qascade divide, while the most southern one derive~ 
much of its snow from the steep western escarpment of the mountain 
mass formed of Mount Stuart granite. Tributary glaciers descended 
the northern slope of Mount Stuart and neigh boring peaks to the east,. 
the largest of these having its source in the Twin Lakes amphitheater. 

The length of Icicle Glacier, from its most westerly neve field ori the 
east side of the Cascade divide to where it terminated in the W enache 
Valley, about 1 mile downstream from Leavenworth, was approxi
mately 24 miles. The gathering ground of this glacier was some 50 or 
60 square miles in area, but extremely rugged, and contained a score 
or more secondary or tributary glaciers, which descended lateral gorges 
and joined the resultant trunk glacier or some one of its main branches. 
In Icicle C~nyon, to the northeast of Mount Stuart, the main or trunk 
portion of the old glacier was less than a mile broad; .but about 3 miles 
up the present ICicle Creek, above where it joins theW enache at Leav
enworth,. the glacier emerged from the canyon cut in hard granite, and 
entered a valley that had· been excavated .in softer schists and sand
stone, and there expanded to a width of between 2 and 3 miles, and 
on melting left well-characterized lateral moraines on each side of its 
course and at an elevation by aneroid of 900 'feet above the valley's 
bottom. Many angular blocks of granite occur in the highest moraine 
on each side of the. valley, some of them measuring 20 by 30 by 15 
feet. 

On leaving the narrow canyon in granite, referred to above, and 
entering the broader valley to the southwest or Leavenworth, the old 
glacier turned abruptly northward, and on reaching W enache Valley 
made another bend and took an easterly course down the last-named 
valley, but halted about a mile below the site of Leavenworth and built 
a conspicuous and typical terminal moraine completely across its ex
tremity, which occupied the entire width of the valley .. The glacier 
then receded without leaving any other distinct terminal moraines. 
The sides o{the trough, however, particularly on the east, are strewn 
with vast numbers of granitic blocks up to the mouth of the granite 
canyon. These bowlders are piled . in confused heaps, which extend 
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many hund1~eds of feet into the valley, forming spur-like ridges, of the 
nature of incomplete terminal moraines. 

The large moraine below Leavenworth is from 80 to 100 feet above 
the river, which has cut through it, and presents a steep descent on 
its downstream face and a much more _gentle slope on its upstream 
border. It is composed of concentric ridges, consisting largely of 
granitic blocks, frequently 10 feet or more in .diameter, and has a. 
breadth of 1,000 to 1,500 feet. As the ice withdrew this terminal 
moraine formed a dam which held the water in check for a time and 
caused a lake to form, which extended at least to the mouth of the 
granite canyon through which ~cicle Creek now flows. In this canyon 
the stream is swift and is broken by small cataracts and rapids, but in 
crossing the old lake bed it becomes a placid stream, which meanders 
in sharp curves and at time . .., divides so as to inclose islands. The plain 
left by the draining of the old lake is composed of granitic sand and 
gravel, overlain in part by rich alluvial soil, which forms fine farming 
lands. A low delta compos·ed of micaceous sand and granitic gravel, 
formed in the southern portion of the former lake, is now finely 
terraced. · 

Icicle Glacier .crossed the mouth of the narrow granite canyon, some 
3,000 feet deep, ending at Leavenworth, through which.W enache River 
now flows for a distance of about 6 _miles, where it emerges from a 
V -shaped gateway barely wide enough at the bottom for !he waters 
to escape. 1 This canyon must have been dammed by Icicle Glacier at 
its mouth, but no evidence of its having been occupied· by a lake can 
now be recognized on its precipitous walls. The W enache Glacier 
reaches the upper end of this canyon, but, judging from such facts as 
have been gathered, did. not extend into it, and was not united at any 
time with Icicle Glacier. · · 

In this connection I may add that there is no evidence of the former 
presence of glacial ice in "\Venache Valley below the terminal moraine 
left by Icicle Glacier, but this portion of the valley is deeply gravel 
filled. 

OTHER GLACIERS NEAR MOUNT STUART. 

To the south of lngall Creek Canyon, at the h~ad of Stafford Creek, 
there is a broad amphitheater, the bottom and. sides of which are gla
ciated. The upper limit of glaciation is about 6,500 feet, and the 
former glacier flowed southeastward, but was probably les~ than 2 
miles in length. . A similar glacier, but somewhat larger and at about 
the same elevation, occupied the extreme upper portion of the valley 
drained by the North Fork of the Teanaway. These small glaciers are 
interesting, for the reason that they occurred at a distance of 4or 5 miies 

1 Some account of this remarkable canyon has already been given in connection ,yith the discus
sion of the structure of the region, and it has also been referred to in describing Wenache River. 
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fron1 the central and most elevated portion of the Wenache Mountains 
and were supplied by local snow fields adjacent to secondary peaks 
having- a general elevation of about 7,000 feet, and also because they 
were of the type of glacier now common in tbe Cascade Mountains. 
In this same general region also there is evidence of the former presence 
of a large ice· stream which headed against In gall Glacier and flowed 
westward down the valley of Fortune Creek and became tributary to 
Clealum Glacier. Between the amphitheater at the head of Ingall 
Creek and the similar basin~shaped depression at the head of Fortune 
Creek there is a rugged mountain of peridotite and serpentine, which 
has been cut into also on the north by the ice which excavated a less 
charaeteristic amphitheater at the head of Icicle Creek. This moun
tain mass formed a center from which these glaciers flowed in their 
several directions, and illustrates one stage in the removal of a central 
core by the headward extension or the general enlargement of glacial 
amphitheaters. A more advanced stage in this process would have 
produced a steep three-sided mountain with concave faces, each of 
the angles being prolonged into a buttress-like ridge. 

WENACHE AND CHIWAHWAH GLACIERS. 

These two ancient' glaciers, named after the rivers now occupying 
the valleys down which they flowed, united in 'the vicinity of Fish 
Lake~ just east of Lake Wenache, but the ice body formed by their 
union extended only some 5 or 6 miles down Wenaehe Valley. The 
precise locality at which it terminated has not been determined. This 
same expanded ice body may have been joined also by another glacier 
which came from the west. down the valley of Nason Creek, as is indi
cated on P. X, but the glacial records in this region have not been· 
studied, except during a single day's reconnaissance, ~nd will have to 
be passed by for the present. 

But little can be said, also, in reference to the Chi~ah~ah Glacier. 
Its source was on the east side of the Cascade divide, 8 miles north
east-of Glacier Peak. It flowed southeast, through a generally straight. 
valley, to the site of Fish· Lake, a distance of approximately 30 miles, 
where, as just stated, it became tributary to the still larger Wenache 
Glacier. It received six or eight well-defined but short feeding 
glaciers from the rugged southwest side of its course, and had other 
branches, particularly near its source, on the northeast side. The main 
ice stream was approximately a mile and a half wide,. but expa~ded on 
joining the W enache Glacier. The combined ice body left moraines on 
the hillsides. 1,180 feet above the level of Lake Wenache, but this 
is probably not a record of its maximum thickness. The Chiwahwah 
Glacier throughout at least 10 miles of its lower course was p1•obably 
about 2,000 feet thick., but a thoroughly reliable measure in this con
nection has not been made. 
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W enache Glacier had two main branches which united at the west 
end qf the site of Lake \V en ache, one branch coming -from the west, 
down the Upper \V enache Valley, and the other from the northwest, 
down the valley of \Vhite Creek. Each of these bi·anches had its 
source in an amphitheater on the east side of the Cascade divide and 
was fed by numerous lateral tributaries. The- 1:r1ain 'White Creek 
b1:anch has two important feeding ice streams, one -in each of the deep. 
canyon -like valleys now occupied by the North and V\l est forks, respec
tively, of White Creek. After the union of these two main branches 
'V enache Glacier flowed eastward throug!1 that portion of its valley 
now occupied by Lake W enache, and left moraines on its side between 
1,700 and 1,800 feet above the present level of the lake. The glacier 
was here about 3 miles broad, but became still broader after uniting 
with Chiwahwah Glacier. As the ice melted it left heavy moraines 
in the region now occupied by Fish Lake. This lake is shallow and is 
1:etained mainly by a lateral moraine of the 'Venaehe Glacier and by 
irregular heaps of debris, which in part have the characteristics of 
kames. Lake W enache is retained by conspicuous t~rminal moraines · 
which extend westward· along its sides, particularly on its northern 
margin, and become well-developed lateral morainic ridges. The valley 
below the lake is deeply filled with gravel. 

The waters of each of the main .branches of White Creek are now 
intensely muddy;and those of the Chiwahwah opalescent, on account 
of the glacial silt the}r hold in suspension,' thus bearing testimony, con
firmed in part by direct observation, that small glaciers still exist near 
their sources. The Upper W enache and White Creek enter Lake 
W enache by separate mouths, and each is building a delta. . Rounded 
·glaciated rocks form a conspicuous feature at the entrance of the Upper 
W enache Valley:, from 1 to 2 miles west of Lake W enache, but similar 
·ice-burnished surfaces are elsewhere absent except far up the courses 
of the main _valleys and in the cirques from which flowed the numer-
ous lateral tributaries. · 

One feat~re characteristic of the glaciated valleys of the Cascades, 
previously .noted in other similar regions, and especially in the S1erra 
Nevada/ is the fact that many lateral valleys with low gradients open 
from the main valleys high above their bottoms. The streams from 
the side valleys frequently plunge in picturesque cascades in order to 
reach the bottom of the large valley which formerly held trunk glaciers. 
This is well shown by Indian Creek, which starts at the -east end of 
Indian Pass and flows northeast for about 6 miles through a fiat
bottomed valley which bears all the usual evidences of having once been 
occupied by a glacier. 'l'hc slope m· gradient of the t.rongh i~ so exceed
ingly g~ntle that the waters are ponded by fallen timber and vegetable 

1 I. C. Russell, Quaternary history of Mono Valley, California: Eighth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, 
1886-87, pp. 332-333. 
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growths and form lake lets and 1narshes. Where Indian Creek Valley 
opens into the much larger vaJley of the West Fork of White Creek 
there is a precipitous descent of from 800 to 1,000 feet. The waters· 
of Indian Creek plunge down this slope, forming cascades and foaming 
rapids, to join White Creek, which, although rapid, flows over gr~vel 
deposits. Such steep descents at the mouths of low-grade and nearly 
:flat-bottomed lateral valleys to the bottoms of the much larger valleys 
to which they discharge are a common feature in the Cascade Mountains. 
An example similar to the one just cited occurs on Cascade Creek, 
which flows westward from Cascade Pass, and after a sluggish course 
of 4 or 5 miles descends rapidly, in part by falls about 40 to 50 feet high, 

· to the larger valley, which conducts· its waters to the Skagit. Other 
examples of like character have been noted by Henry Gannett1 on the 
border of Stehekin Valley, to the west of Lake Chelan. Mr. Gannett 
renews the suggestion that. the differences in tlie elevation between the 
bottoms of the lateral and of the main valleys to which they are tribu
tary are due to the deeper con·asion performed by the larger ice streams 
as compared with the similar work done by their tributaries. At 

· present there seems to be no alternative explanation, but this interpre
tation of the records implies a far greater amount of ice corrasion 
than most students of glacial phenomena are inclined to accept. 

CHELAN GLACIER AND LAKE CHELAN. 

From the accounts 'already given of the ancient glaciers on the east 
side of the Cascade.' Mountains it may be noted that in general they 
increased in size and extent from south to north. This is, no doubt, 
due in part to difference in latitude, but to a far greater extent to an 
increase in the breadth of the elevated country and the greater num
bers of lofty peaks and ridges northward through the Cascade Moun
tains. This is illustrated by the glacier which formerly occupied the 
valley of Lake Chelan and reached the Colutnbia River. Fron1 the 
Cascade divide to the mouth of .the Chelan River, a distance of 65 
miles in a straight line, the country is exceedingly mountainous, many 
of the peaks rising from 3,000 to 5,000 feet above the surface of the 
lake. In this region of granite and schist, as in the ease of the 
·vr enache Mountains, there is an eastward-reaching spur, or, what will 
more likely prove to be the case, an independent or partially inde
pendent. uplift. The influence of this region of bold mountains on 
the old glaciers is indicated by the fact that Chelan Glacier was pro
longed SOllle 40 miles farther toward the southeast than either of its. 
nea.rest neighbors-the Wenache Glacier to the southwest or the, 
Methow Glacier to the northeast. The part played by the high 
mountains bordering the course of the Chelan Glacier in the history 

1 Nat. Geog. :\fag., Vol. IX, 1898, pp. 419-441. 
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of the valley after the glacier melted, and in the origin of the magnifi
cent lake which now occupies it, will be referred to latei'. 

Chelan Glacier, like its neighboring ice streams, had its source at 
the Cascade divide and flo'fed in a southeasterly direction. Its length 
was about 75 miles and its width from 1 to 2 1niles. It received 
several tributaries in the rugged regions west of the head of Lake 
Chelan, and an important branch through what is termed Railroad 
Canyon, a low-grade valley which opens into Chelan Valley from the 
west, about 11 miles south of the head of the lake. 

Along the borders of Lake Chelan the mountains are precipitous 
and. generally without glacial records, although polished and· striated 
surfaces may be seen at several localities. About 10 miles west of the 
lower end of the lake the valley expands and the old glacier became 
3 or 4 miles broad and left somewhat conspicuous moraines. The 
highest of these· is neai· the foot of the lake and within .some 4 or 5 · 
miles of where the glacier terminated, and is about 800 feet above the . 
surface of the lake. The surface gradient of the glacier, as is well 
known, must have increased from its foot toward its source; and as 
Lake Chelan is 1,400 feet deep at a distance of 35 or 40 miles from its 
outlet, it is safe to assume that the old glacier had a thickness of from 
2,500 to 3,000 feet for a distance of many'miles in the central part of 
its course. 

· Owing to the steepness of the walls of Chelan Valley throughout 
nearly its entire length, the glacier which once occupied it must have 
been abundantly charged with debris. But little of this material, how
ever, was stranded on the valley sides, except at the end of the retreat
ing glacier, where, for a distance of 4 or 5 miles back. from its ter
minus, its abandoned trough was deeply filled. This material in part 
formed characteristic terminal moraines, ~hich now dam the entrance 
to Chelan Valley and in 'arge part at least hold the waters of the lake 
in check. That the lake owes its existence only in part to the morainic 
dam at its foot is shown by the fact, mentio~ed qn a preceding page, 
that its bottom is below sea level, and, therefore, probably a rock basin. 
Subsequent to the deposition of these moraines Columbia Valley 
became deeply filled with gravel, which rose above the terminal moraine 
at the outlet o£ Lake Chelan. Chelan Valley, like many other similar 
valleys that have been excavated in the Cascade Plateau, owes its exist
ence mainly to stream corrasion. It does not differ essentially from 
neighboring valleys, such as the one through which the Methow flows, 
for example, except in the fact that it holds a large lake. The lake is 
about 50 miles long, and in general less than a mile wide. 1 Why 
should this fine lake be pre~ent in Chelar1 Valley when neighboring 
valleys of the same general character are deeply filled with gravel, 
deposited since the glaciers which once occupied them melted away~ 

lHenry Gannett, Lake Chelan: Nat. Geog. Mag., Vol. IX, 1898, p. 426. 
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To be sure, W enache Valley holds a comparatively small lake, which, 
as in several other similar instances, is. retained by a terminal moraine. 
There are certain ways, however, in which the conditions in Chelan 
Valley differ from those in neighboring valleys. 

The surface of Lake Chelan, as shown by accurate surveys made 
by the topographic branch of the United States Geological Survey, 

·is 408 feet above the adjacent portion of Columbia River.· Chelan 
River, starting from the lake, makes this descent in about 4 miles, 
and is a rushing torrent of clear water, which would Boon cut a chan
nel through any ordinary moraine. ·It happened, however, that 
when the extremity of Chelan Glacier receded, and the valley of the 
Columbia became deeply gravel filled, a lake was formed in Chelan 
Valley, which overflowed through a break in the solid rocks on the 
south side of the old valley, and only in part across the terminal 
moraine. If the stream had not met solid rock it would long since 
have cut down its channel, so as to lower the lake about 400 feet. 
The lake has been lowered, as shown by terraces, about 275 feet. 
One reason for the existence of Lake Chelan, as we now find it, is, 
therefore, the resistance met with by the draining stream in corrading 
its channel. · 

Methow Valley and many other similar valleys are occupied, to the 
depth of at least several hundred feet, by gravel deposits laid down 
since the retreat of the former .glaciers. Why was not Chelan Valley 
also gravel filled? The explanation seems to be that the ice body· 
which occupied it was thicker than in any other eastward-fl-owing glacier 
in the same region, and, besides, was shelte~d by precipitous moun
tain walls, which delayed its melting. The Chelan Glacier lingered 
longer than its neighbors, and although the process of filling its aban
doned basin with gravel, which produced such auspicioug results in 
adjacent valleys, made itself felt there also, the task was greater and 
the time available less than in other similar ·instances. The fact that 
the process of gravel filling is still in progress in the Chelan Basin is 

. shown by the deep gravel deposits at the west end of the valley, above 
the head of the lake. In the portion of the valley referred to gravel 
has been deposited so as to give it a generally fiat bottom, higher than 
the surface of the lake. This deposit is of the nature of a delta, which 
is being prolonged into the lake. This gravel-floored portion of Chelan 
Valley has the same characteristics (so far as its post-Glacial history is 
concerned) as are found throughout Methow Valley and many other 
similar stream-cut trenches on the east side of. the Cascades. Chelan · 
Valley is of special interest in this connection, as it iilustrates a process 
of gravel filling still under way. This process has been completed in a 
great majority of neighboring valleys, in some of which the reverse 
process, that of cutting channels thro~gh the gravels and removing 
t~em, is far advanced. 
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Space will not permit of such a description of the magnificent 
scenery about Lake Chelan as its importance demands, or an account 
of the clearness of its waters, the abundance of fish it cont~ins, the 
vegetation of its shores, the snow-capped mountain, with small glaciers 
about its western portion, and other characteristic features. For these 
and other related attractions of the most charming lake on the Pacific 

. coast of the United States, except, perhaps, Lake Tahoe, I must refer 
the reader to the publications named in the footnote. 1 

In addition to the features of geographic interest already 1nentioned 
in connection with Lake Chelan, there is a chapter in its history not 
yet fully interpi·eted, which may be mentioned in order to invite the 
attention of future visitors. 

The moraines blocking the east end of the valley and forming the 
dam which retains the lake, at least in part, do not have the ordinary 
topographic featuTes of glacial deposits~ but are rounded and in gen
eral covered by wateTworn gravels. On each side of the valley also 
there are gravel terraces~ the most conspicuous of which, and I believe 
the highest of .a similar character, .being 250 feet above the surface of 
the lake. 2 This broad terrace is, measured by aneroid, about ~n a level 
with a similar gravel terrace in the adjacent portion of the valley of the 
Columbia, which is known as the Great Terrace of the Columbia, and 
which rises in one unbroken slope to a broad shelf between 600 and 700 
feet above th-e river. This Great Terrace is present at various places, 
·as will be described later, on each side of Columbia River, and shows . 
that the valley where it occurs was formerly filled with gravel up to 
the level of its surface. 3 This gravel deposit filled the Columbia Val
ley to a level of' from 225 to 250 feet above the present surface of Lake 
Chelan, and must have raised the morainic dam which retains that ' 
lake by the amount named. Previous to the deposition of. the thick 
gravel deposit in the valley of the Columbia, Lake Chelan very likely 
discharged through a chaimel whjch crossed the old terminal moraine 
at a lower level than that at which Chelan River now :flows, but this 
former channel was filled with gravel brought' by the Columbia. When 
the Columbia began the reexcavation of the thick gravel deposit it had 
previously laid down, and left portions of it as the Great Terrace, the 

1 I. C. Russell, A reconnaissance in central Washington: Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 108, 1893, pp. 
77-83. Lakes of North America, Ginn & Co., Boston, 1895, pp. 65-69. 

Henry Gannett, Lakt Chelan: Nat. Geog. Mag., Vol. IX, 1898, pp. 417-428. 
2 This terrace and other features in the relief of the region referred to are shown on a contour topo

graphic sketch, by W. L. Dawson, in Am. Geologist, Vol. XXII, 1898, p. 216. 
. a Some of the facts concerning this Great Terrace and the interpretations of its history that have been 
proposed may be found in the following publications: · 

L C. Russell, A geological reconnaissance in central Washington: Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 
lOts, p. 80. 

W. L. Dawson, Glacial phenomena in Okanogan County, Washington: Am. Geologist, Vol. X.X.li, 
1898, pp. 20&--217. 

I. C. Russell, The Great Terrace of the Columbia and other topographic features in the neighbor
. hood of Lake Chelan, Washington: Am. Geologist, Vol. XXII, 1898, pp. 362-369. 
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present course of Chelaq River was chosen. The river was forced to 
the extreme southern border of its valley by tpe current and gt~tvel 
deposit:; of the Columbia, and bad its present'· course established in 
part over solid rock. · 

This interpretation of the complex records at tP.e outlet of Lake 
Chelan, as stated above, is tentative, and will ·no doubt have to be 
modified in details when opportunities for further study are available. 
Other considerations bearing on the history of the Chelan outlet will 
be presented later, in connection with a description of additional 
features of the Great Terrace of the Columbia, and especially its rela
tion to Saunders Lake, near the mouth of the Methow. 

It is but just that I should' here refer to another hypothesis to 
account for the 225-foot terrace on the north side of Chelan Valley 
at Chelan, advanced by W. L. Dawson in the paper already referred 
to. In this paper it is assumed that Okanogan Glacier, which crossed 
the Columbia some 25 miles upstream from the mouth of Chelan 
River, sent a branch .down the canyon of the Columbia, past the 
entrance to Chelan Valley, and was there sufficiently thick to form a 
dam and cause a i·ise of the waters in the valley to the west to the 
~eight of the 225-foot terrace. This measure of 225 feet for the ter
race above the present surface of Lake Chelan refers to its outer 
edge, but the true water level is higher. I know of no evidence that 
the branch of the Okanogan Glacier bad such an extent as claimed by 
Dawson, but am not prepared to deny it. In support of this hypotb:. 
esis Dawson mentions the presence of a bowlder of basalt ".weigh
ing hundreds of tons * * ·* half buried in the hillside about 50· 
feet above the water on the north shore of the lake and also 5 miles 
from the Columbia." 1 The parent ledge of this block of basalt is 
stated to have been on the eastern border of the Columbia or in the 
region east of the Okanogan Rivei·, where the Columbia lava now 
occurs. If this source for the bowlder in question can be proved, w:e 
must evidently accept the hypothesis that the branch of the Okanogan 
Glacier in the canyon of the Columbia expanded after the recession 
of the Chelan Glacier, and reached at least 5 miles into Chelan Valley, 
as Dawson claims. I doubt, however, if this explanation is called for, 
as there are other possible sources for the basaltic bowlder referred 
to, as well as for others of similar character in the valley of the 
Methow, 5 miles from its mouth, also referred to by Dawson. One 
possible source for these bowlders is iri dikes of basalt to the west of 
the Columbia, but more likely they came from remnants of the Colum
bia lava on the. west side of the same river. 'The Columbia lava · 
was spread out, as we have already seen, during late Tertiary time, and 
before the deep dissection of the region about Lake Chelan. The 
eroded border of the l~va now forms a bold escarpment some 500 or 

lAm. Geologist, Vol. XXII, 1898, p. 214. 
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600 feet high; crowning the bluffs on the east side of the Columbia 
opposite the mouths of Chelan and Methow rivers, and evidently had 
a wider extension westward when first extruded. Remnants of it are 
to be expected to occur in the foothills, at an elevation of 1,000 or 
1.500 feet above the present valley bottoms, on the west side of the 
Columbia Canyon. 

METHOW GLACIER. 

The next large glacier to the northward of Chelan Glacier flowed 
from the Cascade divide down the valley of the Methow. Its course, 
as may be seen on the accompanying map, Pl. XVIII, was first a little 
north of east for about 15 miles, to the mouth of Lost Creek, near tlie 
site of Ventura; it then bent southward and followed a southeast course 
for nearly 20 miles, to beyond the site of Winthrop. Several tributary 
ice streams came down the deep canyon on both the north and the south 
of its upper course above Ventura, and a large glacier desce.nded the 
canyon of Early Winter Creek, which joins Methow Valley, from the 
west, 3 miles below Ventura. 

Like the ancient glaciers already described, the one in the valley of 
the Methow was a comparatively narrow, well-defined ice stream in the 
bottom of a deep valley, with bold mountains on eithe.r side. Its width 
in general was about 1 mile, but on reaching the wider valley in which 
Winthrop is situated it expanded and became 2 or .3 miles broad. Its 
'depth in the main trunk portion of its cou~·se is nqt known, but about 
5 miles from its terminus it left lateral moraines 1,050 feet above the 
present level of the adjacent valley, which, however, is deeply filled 
with post-Glacial gravel. · 

"rhether the valley of Chewach Creek, which joins the Methow from 
the north at Winthrop, was occupied by a glacier or not has not 
been ascertained. Perched bowlders occur, however, on the hills at 

·the junction of these two valleys, 1,800 feet above their bottoms. The 
lateral moraines of Methow Glacier near Winthrop dammed the 

·mouths of tributary valleys and gave origin to several small lakes; 
and in the area occupied by its expanded terminus there .is an unusually 
fine series of gravel hills, with undrained basins between. This group 
of kames occupies an area of some 4 or 5 square miles, and contains a 
score or more of small lakelets, or swampy flats which were formerlJr 
lakelets. The hills arc without any regular arrangement, and rise in 
general 30 to 50 feet above the lakelets, while a few are 70 feet or 
more in height, and some of them are connected by gravel ridges. 
They may be divided into two series: First, those which rise above the 
ievei of a wideiy extended gravel terraee; ai1u seeOilc1, those which 
occur below that level. . The larger ones rise above the terrace and are 
surrounded by it; others are situated below the level of the terrace 
and have basins about them. Many of the smaller hills rise to the 
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level of the terrace and seem to be portions of it, the adjace·nt basil).s 
having been formed since the terrace gravels were deposited. The 
.hills :l.n the first series are typical kames, deposited by the old glacier 
through the agency of the waters formed by its melting, while the 
second series appears to owe its origin to the melting of ice which was 
covered by the terrace gravels. Whether this last suggestion is the 
trrie explanation or not I desire to leave undecided until a better . 
opportunity is afforded for .the study of the region in question. 

SIMILKAMEEN GLACIER. 

Only the source of this glacier near the Cascade divide, at the head 
of the river from which it takes its name,· has been examined by me. 
From these studies, and fron1 distant views of the upper portion 
of the Similkameen Valley, it is evident that a large glacier-larger, 
in fact, than any of those previously described in this paper-once 
flowed northward down this broad channel, and, after crossing the 
Canadian boundary, probably became a tributary of the Okanogan 
Glacier, briefly described below. 

The valley of the Similkameen is fully 2 miles wide at the bottom, 
and now heavily· forested, but has the characteristic U-shaped cross 
profile that glacial ice imparts to a previously water-cut trough. The 
old glacier for a distance of 10 miles from its source J1?.USt have been 
upward of 3 miles broad. . Several of its head branches start from 
deep amphitheaters near the Cascade divide." 

OKANOGAN GLACIER. 

The river after which this ancient ice stream is named has its ROurce 
to the north of the United States-Canadian boundary, and flows nearly 
due south, to its junction with the Columbia, in a broad valley bordered 
on both the east and the west by bold mountains. A detailed account 
of the glacial records in the northern portion of Okanogan Valley has 
been given by G. M. Dawson. 1 These show that a large ice stream 
formerly flowed down the valley and crossed the line of the present 
boundary into the territory of the United States. In this report the con-

·elusion is presented that the region in question be~rs ·evidence of a 
general glaciation, as if it was formerly covered by an extended ice sheet 
flowing southward, and that after the melting of this earlier ice body a 
smaller but yet extensive valley glacier flowed down Okanogan Valley. 

Evidence of the glaciation of Okanogan Valley south of the inter
national boundary is presented by Bailey Willis in Bulleti'n No. 40 of 
the United States Geological Survey. 

The southern end of Okanogan Valley was visited by me in 1892, 

1 Preliminary report on the physical and geological features of the southern portion of the interior 
of British Columbia, Geol. Nat. Hist. Survey Canada, Repori of progress from 1877-78, Montreal, 1879, 

. pp. 52 B, 137 B-1.53 B. 
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and evidence obtained of the remarkable changes made. by the great 
great glacier which formerly flowed down it and crossed the canyon 
of the Columbia. These observations are recorded in Bulletin No. 
108 of the United States Geological Survey, pages 86-87. In order to 
bring together, so far as practicable, the records of the glacial history 
of the general region described in the present paper, those just referred 
to in Bulletin 108 are, with slight changes, here transcribed. 

In traveling northeast from the plateau overlooking Lake Chelan 
(across the northwest portion of the Great· Plains of the Columbia) we 
gradually left behind us the farms that cluster about Vl aterville and 
crossed a still n1ore prairie-like region in which the carpet of bunch 
grass was unbroken. t.T ust when ou::· ride was becoming monotonous 
our attention was attracted by a new feature in the topography of the 
piain. In front of us rose an irregular undulating ridge, which 
started at the brink of the canyon on our left and ran for many miles 
to the southeast, until lost to view in the distance. On the ridge, and · 
rendering it conspicuous from a distance ofseveral miles, were hundreds 
of bowlders, some of them la1~ger than the cabins of the settlers, to be 
seen here and .there among them. Actual measurements show that 
many of the blocks are between 50 and 60 feet in their various diame
ters. Beyond the first line of bowlders others could be seen, and on 
gaining the top of the ridge we found that the country to the east as far 
as the eye could reach was strewn with them. Sometimes the bowl- · 
ders are piled in heaps, but usually they are separated by a few rods of 
grassy meadow. The greater part of the bowlders and all of the larger · 
ones are black basalt, which in many cases show a well-defined col
umnar structure. A strange· appearance is given to the scene by the 
various directions in which the joints dividing the volcanic blocks are 
inclined. With the angular masses of basalt there are also occasional 
bowlders of granite-gneiss, etc., of smaller size, but frequently meas-

··uring 8 or 10 feet in diameter. 
The reason for the change in the character of the surface of the 

plateau was easily detected. The evidence of ice action was not only 
recorded by the bowlders, but also in the surfaces of outcropping layers 
of basalt, which were planed down and scored by lines running south
east, conforming with the trend of the long lines of bowlders and 
showing the direction in which the ice invasion moved. 

The great glacier which carried bowlders in thousands over the 
northern border of Douglas County came from the north, down the 
bro~d valley now drained by Okanogan River, and crossed the canyon 
of the Columbia without being deflected from its general course. 
'rhe pj:I.SRfl.ge of the Columbia Canyon is remarkable, as the great glacier, 
on reaching its southern wall, formed by basalt resting on granite, met 
an escarpment running directly across its course and 2,500 feet high. 

The granite on the face of this bluff is much disintegrilted, but in 
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places from top to bottom the scoring of the ice can be recognized. 
Where the earth has been recently removed the surface of the rock is 
highly polished and covered by fine strire. 

On reaching the Columbia the glacier from Okanogan Valley 
divided~ one arm flowed down the river valley, but the greater part of 
the ice continued southeastward and reached to about the present site 
of Coulee City, where it ended in a lake. The eastern border of the 
glacier, after reaching the basaltic plateau of Douglas County, was 
determined by the Grand Coulee, which was cut before the ice invasion. 
The huge bowlders and piles of debris left by the glacier may be traced 
to the. we::;tern verge of the Grand Coulee all the way from Coulee City 
northward to where the great gorge in the plateau joins the canyon of 
the Columbia. Bowlders and all other evidences of an ice invasion 
are absent to the east of the Grand Coulee. 

From the above account, in connection with the descriptions of other 
glaciers given in the present paper, it will be seen that Okanogan 
Glacier was by far the largest on the east side of the Cascade Moun
tains in northern Washington. Although the records it left have not 
been systematically studied, they seem to suggest that the ice body in 
question was rather of the type· of piedmont than of alpine glaciers. 

The Okanogan Glacier crossed the Columbia, as just described, 
and dammed its waters. A lake was thus formed, which extended up 
the canyon and found an outlet across the Great Plains of the Colum
bia through what is known as the Grand Coulee. Some account of 
this old outlet is given in Bulletin No. 108 of the United. States Geo
logical Survey. At the time the Okanogan Glacier entered the 
canyon of the Columbia and during its maximum southward extension 
we have reason to conclude, from the general behavior of glaciers, that 
a branch of the ice stream flowed westward down the canyon. Direct 
evidence that this was the case has not been obtained, as the portion 
of the canyon referred to bas ·not been traversed, so far as I am aware, 
by anyone especially interested in the glacial history of the region. 
In the canyon of the Columbia, however, at the mouth of the Methow, 
and for 2 or a miles downstream from that locality' there are immense 
quantities of bowlders, ranging from a few feet to 30 or 40 feet in 
diameter. These are composed mostly of granitoid rocks, but contain 
also !J.uge angular masses of Columbia lava, like those scattered over the 
plateau surface to the northwest of Coulee City and described above. 
These thousands of bowlders belong to a moraine from which the finer 
material has been washed by the Columbia in cutting its modern 
channel through a gravel deposit which formerly completely covered 
the moraine and filled the valley to a level of about 460 feet above 
the present stream. The bowlders extend from the water's edge 235 
feet up the escarpment, forming the -broken border of a broad terrace 
(the Great Terrace of the Columbia) which formerly covered them. 
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I take it that these bowlders were b1·ought down the Columbia Canyon 
by an offshoot or distributary of the Okanogan Glacier, but how 1nuch 
farther the same ice tongue may have extended down the canyon is 
not known. 1 

ANCIENT GLACIERS ON THE WESTERN SLOPE OF THE CASCADES. 

It is known from various sources, and especially from a paper by 
Bailey Willis on The Drift Phenomena of Puget Sound, 2 that the 
great plain or depression between the Cascade Mountains on the east 
and the Olympic Mountains on the west was formerly occupied by a 
large piedmont glacier similar in many ways to the existing Malas
pina Glacier of Alaska; also that two stages of marked ice exten
sion, separated by an interglacial stage of mild climatic conditions, 
are there recorded.· The glacial records in this same general region, 
but to the north of. the United States-Canadian boundary, have been 
described and discussed by G. M. Dawson. 3 It is evident, from the 
accounts referred to, as well as from the observations of the writer, 
that great alpine glaciers flowed westward from the Cascade Mountains 
and joined a still larger ice movement which came from the north into 
the' Puget Sound region and discharged seaward through the Strait of 
Juan de Fuca, to the north of the Olympic Mountains and toward Grays 
Harbor to the south o.f that range. . 

The observations made during the explorations recorded in this 
paper cover so small a part of the great glaciated region just referred 
to that it does not seem desirable to devote much space ·to them, as 
their full significance and proper interpretation can not be conceived 
until a wider region shall have been examined. 

I may say in brief, however, that hundreds and probably thousands 
of cirques exist on the western slope of the Cascade divide and on the 
sides of hundreds of lateral ridges between deeply eroded valleys 
which were formerly filled to their brims with neve snow and ice. 
Each of these cirques was drained by an alpine glacier, many of them 
of large size and joined by many tributaries. The main westward
flowing glaciers in northern Washington descended the valleys of the 
Snoqualmie, Skykomish, Sauk, and Skagit rivers. The Sauk Glacier 
joined the Skagit, however, about 40 miles from the eastern shore of 
Puget Sound. Each of these large alpine glaciers was a tributary of 
the Pugct Sound icc sheet, and probably had two stages of maximum 
extension, separated by'an intermediate stage, when they retreated far 
toward the Cascade divide. No direct evidence of such an interglacial 
episode, however, has as yet been discovered in the valleys occupied by 

1 The first published account of the remarkable accumulation of bowlders near the mouth of the 
Methow was, I believe, by W. L. Dawson in the American Geologist, Vol. XXII, 1898, p. ~15. 

2Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. IX, 1898, pp. lll-16t. 
SQuart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, Vol. XXXIV, p. 89. Geol. Nat. Hist. Survey Canada, Report of 

Progress for 1877-78, Montreal, 1879, pp. 136B-139B. 
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these glaciers, but it is inferred from the condition that obtained in 
the Puget Sound Basin. 

The glacial records thus far referred to on the western slope of tb~ 
Cascades are essentially the same as on the east side, but the westward-

. flowing glaciers were larger than their neighbors east of the Cascade 
divide and the country was much more coJJ;lpletely ice covered. In 
faCt, during the height of the Glacial epoch, or more accurately, per
haps, during its two maxima, the west side of the Cascade Mountains, 
qown to a general altitude of something like 3,500 feet, seems to have 
been completely buried beneath the confluent neves of many glaciers. 
In the higher portions of the mountains near the head of Ruby Creek 
the crests of sharp divides are glaciated and covered in part with trans
ported bowlders, apparently of local origin. These facts seem to show 
that the westward-flowing glaciers in reality formed a confluent ice 
sheet, which moved westward over an exceedingly rugged country. 
How generally the local· divides on the w~st side of the Cascades are 
glaciated rep:mins to be .determined, but enough has been seen to sus
tain the conclusion just stated in regard to the region adjacent to the 
Canadian boundary. 

During the Glacial epoch a great glacier in the valley of the Skagit 
crossed the international boundary and flowed southward to the mouth 
of Thunder Creek, then followed a southwest course to the site of 
Marblemount, where it curved once more and took a more westerly 
direction to Puget Sound. Above Marblemount tributary glaciers, 
some of them of large size, came in from lateral canyons, on both the 
east and the west. · A large glacier flowed down the valley of Cascade 
Creek, and a much larger one, as already stated, descended the-valley 
of the Sauk. The thickness of the ice in the middle and lower por
tions of Skagit Valley has not been determined, but, judging from 
glaciated surfaces and stranded bowlders on Sauk Mountain, it was not 
less than 1,000 feet, altho:ugh this is probably not the maximun1. 

All of the larger valleys on the west side of the Cascades in northern 
Washington, except in their extreme upper courses, are deeply gravel 
:filled and have high gravel terraces along their borders. For this 
reason but slight evidence of the former presence of glacial ice can be 
bad in their immediate bottoms. Near their sources, however, where 
their valley tracts end, and throughout their _short mo~ntain tracts, the 
conditions for glea·ning information are more favorable. In the valley 
of the Skagit, above the mouth of Thunder Creek, the bottom is of hard 
granite, rising in huge, hare bosses which show intensely glaciated 
surfaces. In this portion of the valley bottom, also, there are numer
ous rock basins, some of them holding· swamps. These conditions 
prevail all the way from the mouth of Thunder Creek to above the 
mouth of Ruby Creek. Throughout this distance the modern river 
has worn a narrow, steep-sided canyon in the bottom of the much 
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broader U-shaped valley. Near the town of Ruby, where this inner 
canyon iserossed by a rude bridge, it is about 80 feet wide and 70 to 
80 feet deep. The broad-bottomed Skagit Valley extends for at least 
·8 or 10 miles north of Ruby Creek, and, juaging from distant views, 
has all the characteristics of a river valley that has been widened and 
given a U-shaped cross profile by a great glacier which formerly flowed 
down it. · 

Ruby Creek also had its trunk glacier, which, like all the similar ice 
streams heading at the Cascade divide, received many branches, each 
of which started from an amphitheater; at least, such were the condi
tions except during the stages of maximum ice occup3,tion, when, as 
already stated, the entire region, including the high ridges near the 
main divide, were buried beneath confluent ice sheets. Ruby Glacier 
was one of the larg.er tributaries of Skagit Glacier from the east! 

SUMMARY.. 

During the Glacial epoch the Cascade Mountains in northern Wash
ington were heavily snow covered and gave origin to large glaciers of 
the alpine type. These flowed both east and west from the main 
divide, down previously deeply eroded stream valleys. The snow 
fields from which large trunk glaciers descended on the higher por
tions of the eastern slope of the mountains were confluent. On the 
west side of the main divide the snow fields were br:oader and thicker 
than on the east side-so thick, in fact, that when glacial conditions 
were at their maximum a general ice sheet was formed which buried 
some of the most prominent ridges, especially in the northern portion 
of the region under consideration. It seems possible that along the 
northern portion of the Cascade divide in northern Washington the 
snow was piled so high on the west side of the main divide that the snow 
divide was some distance west of the present rock divide. 

The main eastward-flo'wing glaciers occupied the valleys of the 
Yakima, Icicle, Wenache, Stehekin-Chelan, Methow, and Similkameen 
rivers. Each of these main trunk glaciers had many branches and 
ended independently at various distances from the main divide. The 
longest of these ice streams, excepting, perhaps, the Similkameen
Okanogan, was the-Cheian Glacier, which flowed southeastward (like 
all of its neighboring ice streams, except-the Similkameen in its upper 
course) for about 75 miles and reached the canyon of the Columbia: 
These eastward-flowing glaciers did not unite so as to form a piedmont 
glacier, and no evidence of a general ice sheet in the low country to 
the east of the Cascade Mountains and south of the Canadian boundary 
h::ts been diseoveJ'~:>.d, unless the Okanogan Glacier, having within the 
United States the characteristics of a large alpine glacier, was in reality 
the southern end of a lowland ice sheet. 

The westward-flow1ng glaciers drained a vast series of confluent 
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snow .fields, which, during times of maximum glaciation, forined a con
tinuous ·ice sheet on all the highe_r portions of the western slope of the 
mountains. The trunk glaciers flowing from this ice sheet were, in 
general, broader and thicker than the similar glaciers on the east side 
of the range, and became true· alpine glaciers of the character of the 
Seward Glacier, Alaska, but expanded and. united at their lower 
extremities and assisted in forming a large piedmont glacier which 
occupied the Puget Sound Basin. This piedmont glacier had two 
stages of broad expansion, separated by an interglacial stage, during 
which thick gravel deposits, together with layers of peat, were spread 
out on top of a basement layer of till. 

The correlation of the former great glaciers of the Cascade Moun
tains with the Glacial epoch is made principally on general considera
tions well understood by geologists and need not be discussed at this 
time. The climate of Washington, in common with that of the whole 
of North America, was colder than it.is now, but conditions analogous 
to the present differences in respect to precipitation on the two sides 
of the Cascades are shown to have existed by the greater extent of the 
glaciers on the wester.n slope in comparison with those in the valleys 
draining to the Columbia. During the time of stream erosion which 
preceded the appearance of the glaciers the land Wi4.~. more elevated 
than it is now, as is indicated by the depth to 'which the valleys were 
corraded, but evidence is lacking to show that this greater altitude 
persisted until the glaciers were formed. 

POST-GLACIAL GRA YELS AND STREAM TERRACES. 

Among the most interesting phases of the surface geology of Wash
ington are the stream-deposited gr:;tvels which occur in p1~actically all 
the valleys and the terraces that the streams have made in these 
deposits as they reexcavated their channels. Not only are the bot
toms of the present valleys in a large number of instances floored to 
a considerable depth by waterworn gravel, over which the present 
streams flow, but on.their sides, often to a height of 400 or 500 feet 
or more, there are well-defined ,gravel terraces which show that the 
valleys were formerly filled from side to side with similar material up 
to the level of the highest of these benches. 

These gravel deposits occur l;>oth below the extremities of the old 
glaciers, more especially on the east side of the Cascades, and in the 
troughs that the ice formerly occupied. It is thus evident that they 
are largely post-Glacial, but~ in fact, as will be shown more definitely 
below, they were laid down in part while the glaciers occupied the upper 
portions of previously stream-cut valleys. The evidence is such as to 
show that the streams were overloaded for a considerable length of 
time and upgraded their channels, and after this stage were able to 
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excavate channels in the material they had previously deposited. It 
is well to keep in mind these two well-marked episodes in the lives of 
the streams, the first including the time of the advance and retreat of 
the glaciers, and tlie second succeeding their disappearance a;nd con
tinuing to the present day. During interglacial stages the gravel 
deposits made during the preceding ice_ advance were probably in 
part, or perhaps wholly, removed, but as to this we have no direct 
evidence. The valleys that did not contain glaciers have similar 
records of a time of abundant deposition followed by a time of 
erosion. . 

The detailed observations on which these conclusions are based are 
too numerous to record at this time, and only the more striking 
examples need to be described. It is not claiming too much to say 
that every valley in the Cascade Mountains in Washington contains 
evidence in this connection. This same statement is known to be true, 
also, of the valley in the mountainous portions of the northeastern 
and eastern borders of the State and adjacent portions of Idaho and 
C~nada. The measurements of the· height of terraces given in the 
following notes were made with aneroi_d barometers and can be con
sidered merely as approximations to their true altitudes. 

GRAVEL DEPOSITS ALONG THE YAKIMA AND ITS TRIBUTARIES. 

Thick gravel deposits occur in Yakima Valley from Clealum to 
Lakes Clealum and Kachess, as already stated in describing the 
Yakima Glacier. Near Clealum these deposits have had a channel 
about a half mile wide and i30 feet deep cut through them by 
the river. The surface of the gravel deposit spared by this channel 
cutting forms broad terraces, and on the sides of the cut there are 
smaller and lower terraces ~t certain favorable localities. Below 
Clealum the erosion of the gravels has been so great that only scanty 
remnants can be clearly disti~guished on the north side of the valley, 
but the highest terrace there present soon broadens_ and in the vicinity 
of Teanaway Station becomes about a half mile wide,· with a steep 
escarpment facing the Yakima River. On the so~th side of the Yakima, 
from Clealum to near the gateway in basalt through which the river 
:flows on the south side of Lookout Mountain, the . terraces are much 
obscured by landslides from the steep escarpment that rises above 
where they should occur. The hypothesis of the former presence of 
a lake in the portion of the valley of the Yakima just referred to has 
been entertained, but not enough facts have been discovered to justify 
it. It seems that the valley was formerly filled with stream-deposited 
gravel from side to side up to the level of the highest terrace on its 
borders, and then reexcavated. 

Along the Teanaway, a tributary of the Yakima from the north, 
· valley g1~avels again occur, and a conspicuous gravel terrace was 
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observed between 90 and 100 feet above the present streani. The 
gravel deposits just refei'red to extend far up each of the three main 
forks of the Teanaway, and in many localities have been cut into well
defined terraces. On the North Fork, just above Ryepatch, especially 
characteristic terraces occur at 75, 80, and 113 feet above the adjacent 
river. 

On Swauk Creek, also, typical gravel terraces occur, which have 
extensions up each of its tributaries. An interesting feature in this 
region is that the basin of ·the Swauk was never occupied by glacial 
ice. Another instructive fact is that in some of the smaller tributary 
valleys the level flooring of gravel, from 70 to 80 feet deep, as shown 
by mining shafts, has not been trenched ~y modern stream erosion. It 
is these valley gravels that yield placer gold near Liberty. The broad
est and highest terrace near Liberty is from 80 to 90 feet above the 
present drainage. A section of this terrace and of the rough bed 
rock of Swauk sandstone and shale on which the gravel rests is shown 
on Pl. XVI. . 

GRAVEL DEPOSITS AND TERRACES ALONG THE WEN ACHE. 

·The bottom of the valley through which the W enache flovys is deeply 
gravel filled from its mouth to a locality about 1 mile west of W enache 

·Lake, with the exception of· the portion of its channel sunk in granite 
just above Leavenworth. At the· mouth of the Peshastin the valley 
of the Wenache is some· 3 miles broad. On the south side of the river 
there is an abandoned flood plain about 3,000 feet wide and from 60 
to 70 feet above the river. On the steep border of this terrace, over-
looking the river, there are lower terraces. · 

In the neighborhood of Lake W enache, especially about its east 
end, there are lake terraces which merge with stream terraces along 
the border of the outfiowing river. The valley of the Chiwahwah 
is bordered in places by two conspicuous terraces, one 40 feet and 
another and broader one 70 to 80 feet above the creek. Similar con
ditions prevail also far up White Creek, but all of the valleys in the 
region about Lake W enache are densely forested, and· but little infor~ 
mation concerning their recent history was obtained during the limited 
time at my command. 

GRAVEL DEPOSITS AND TERRACES ALONG TH.E METHOW AND ITS 
TRIBUTARIES. 

rhe gravel deposits in Methow Valley are a conspicuous feature all 
the way from the mouth of Rattlesnake Creek, and even a mile or 
two above that locality, to the Columbia, a distance of from 65 to 75 
miles. About 10 miles up the Methow, above Winthrop, broad, well
defined gravel terraces occur here and there on the border of the val
ley at an elevatiOn of about 500 feet above the present stream. The 
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valley between these fragments of terraces is more than a mile broad, 
and is floored from side to side by coarse gravels, which evidently form 
a sheet of very considerable· thickness. At Winthrop these gravels 
have been penetrated to the depth of 70 feet without finding bed rock. 
From the breadth of the Methow Valley in the vicinity of Goat 
Wall, Ventura, etc.~ and the character of its precipitous borders, 
which go down in places almost vertically below the gravels floori~g 
the valley, one can not avoid the conclusion that these deposits are at 
least 200 or 300 feet thick. 

Along Early Winter Creek, a branch of the Methow from the west, 
near Ventura, there are broad terraces of coarse gravel, the broken 
escarpments of which rise 35Q feet above the stream. This creek is 
swift and has a comparatively high grade. The terraces have about the 
same slope as the present stream. 

Terraces are also conspicuous along the sides of M'ethow Valley 
below Winthrop to the mouth of the river, where they merge with 
similar but still· more characteristic examples along the Columl;>ia.' 
Abput 24 miles below Winthrop are two well-defined gravel ter
races on the sides of the valley, one 200 and the other 400 feet above 
the adjace~t portion of the river. On the Methow, 4 miles from its 
mouth, ·there is a well-defined terrace at 225, another at 440, and 
another at 600 feet above the river. The last terrace referred to 
merges with the great terrace of the Columbia, briefly described below. 

GRAVEL DEPOSITS ALONG THE COLUMBIA. 

Occurring at in_tervals on each side of the Columbia, from an indefi
nite locality 8 or 10 miles downstream from the mouth of Chelan 
River and extending upstream to above the mouth of the Okanogan 
(and no doubt very much farther, but this upper portion of the river's 
9ourse has not been explored), there are well-de~ned gravel terraces, · 
the highest in the series being sometimes a mile to a mile and a half 
croad. The height of the surface of this broad terrace, which may be 
termed the Great Terrace of the Columbia, as shown by aneroid 
measurements, is between 600 and 700 feet.l 'Vhere the terrace is 
broad, as in the vicinity of the mouth of the Methow, its slope forms 
the uplands to the escarpment overlooking the river, and i~; sometimes 
about 100 feet high. This slope of the surface causes variations in the. 
height of the fragments that have been left, according as they are 
b1:oad or narrow. 

The Columbia, for a score or more of miles in the region just ref~rrecl 

1 An aneroid measurement of the height of this terrace in 1892, at a locality on the east side of the 
river, about 3 miles below the mouth of Cllelan Kiver, gave 7UU Jeet as Its approximate elevatiOn 
above the river at its base (Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 108, p. 78}. The accuracy of this observation 
has been called in questiOn by W. L. Dawson, who states its height to be 300 feet (Am. Geologist, Vol. 
XXII, 1898, p. 213}. A reply to this criticism, with additional data in reference to the height of the 
Great Terrace, may be found in the American Geologist, Vol. XXII, 1898, pp. 362-365 .. 
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to, flows with a swift current, but is unbl.·oken by cascades, and evi
dently has not yet cut through the gravels deposited in its. old rock 
channel. T~e entire depth of the original gravel filling must have 
been in excess of 700 feet. . 
~t the time the gravel deposits, remnants of which occur in the 

Great Terrace, were laid down, the Columbia was a broad, swift stream, 
which, in the vicinity of the,mouth of the :Methow, meandered over a 
flood plain some 3 or 4 miles wide. Certain peculiar results were pro
duced by the deep filling of the old valley. 

Opposite the mouth of the Methow the Columbia makes a sharp 
bend, concave to the southeast, and a- bold, rocky shoulder or prom
ontory. runs out into the valley. The entl of this promontory is 
composed of a number of rocky crags, which rise some 50 feet or more 
above the level of the gravel filling now surrounding them. The gen-
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Fm. 3.-Sketch map showing junction of Methow River with the Columbia. 

eral surface of the end of this pro\1on1',0('Y js on a level with the ·Gn~at 4 

Terrace and is a part of it. A pCftiot<', or pm haps the whole, of the 
river once flowed between the crag~ referred to and" the eastern border 
of the valley, as is shown by a conlee or gorge, some 150 feet deep, 
which cuts across the promontory r,nd leaves its western portjon as a 
table-land or mesa. This trans,rers~j ch::. nnel is in solid rock, and is of 
older date thal_l the gravel deposit .:.. 3presented by_ the Great Terrace, 
although n1odified to some extent by the waters which subsequently 
flowed down it. The present condit .Onf!l at the lo~ality referred to are 
shown in the abu\'e topographic sketch {fig. '3) by "\V'. L. Dawson, bor
rowed from the article in the American Geologist, already referred to. · 

The history of this peculiar topog:._·aphic feature seems to be that, 
when the Columbia Valley was filled from side to side with gravel, up 
to the level of the surface of the Great Terrace, a branch of the river 
flowed over the site of this channel, leaving the crags on the present 

20 GEOL, PT 2--12 
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mesa as islands. When the river began to excavate its present inner 
canyon the mouth of the old transverse channel ·was reached first, as 
the river downstream from it deepened its bed, and all of the waters 
of the. river flowed through the side channel, forming a rapid or series 
of cascades. Subsequently the waters of the Methow and those from 
the broad plateau extending northward from the present small mesa 
excavated a channel, since widened by the Columbia, and drew off the 

, waters of the lll!lin river, so as to cause them to abandon the transverse· 
channel in solid rock and take an easier course through the gravels in 
the former valley. A different explanation of the origin of the condi
tions represented in the figure has been advanced by Dawson in the 
article referi·ed to, but I think it need not be again discussed. 1 

There are several other peculiar topographic features on the border 
of the Columbia Valley, which are an. inheritance from the time its 
valley. was deeply filled with gravel. · 

On the west side of the valley to the south of the JYlethow, there i:,· 
another coulee-as canyons not now occupied by streams or but 
imperfectly drained are termed in the Northwest-known as Ant
wines Coulee, which is far larger than the one referred to above. 
This is a deep, nar1:.ow defile in granite, and connects the valley of the 
JYlethow, at a locality about 4 miles from its mouth, with the valley of 

- the Columbia some 10 miles downstream. ;The entrance to this coulee 
is about 100 feet lower. than the surface o:€ the Great Terrace of the 
Columbia, but a mile or two southward, its bottom, owing to talus 
slopes and alluvial fans deposited in ·it, is higher than· the terrace. 
When the Columbia flowed over the surface of the gravel deposits in 
·its valley its waters entered An twines Coulee, but could not flml\7 

through it. A lake-like embayment was formed ·on the side of the 
river, cut off from it in part by rocky crags, which the currents of 
the river could not enter. The gravels deposited in the valley of the · 
Columbia and in the lower portion of Methow Valley extended to the 
mouth of the coulee, but did not fill it. When the Columbia reexca
vated its channel this basin was left as a lake, and has remained·in this 
condition ever since. The hike's surface was lowered by percolation, 
but..it did not cut an outlet channel, and its present representative, 
Saunders Lake, does not overflow. This lake is about lmile long 
from north to south, and a half mile wide. The surface of the lake is 
about 100 feet below the level of the Great Terrace, the slope of which 
forms the north wall of its basin, and is subject to a fluctuation of about 
5 feet. Its waters are fresh, but have deposited a thin coating of cal
careous tufa on its rocky shores. Southward from the lake the coulee· 
is obstructed by alluvial fans and talus slopes, as already stated, which 
divide it into a number of small basins. Three of these basin;s hold 

1 )1y reasons for rejecting this hypothesis have been presented in the American Geologist, Vol. 
XXII, 1898, pp. 362-369. 
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lakelets, while others are swampy. It is evident that waters have not 
flowed through this old channel for a long time, and there is no evi
dence that it was ever occupied by glacial ice. Its origin will be dis
cussed in GOnnection with other similar topographic features on a 
subsequent page. 

The surface of the Great Terrace in. the valley of the Columbia 
adjacent to the mouth of the J\!Iethow is markedly irregular. Kettle
like dep1'essions occur in it, which are frequently 20 to 40 and some
times fully 60 feet deep, and 200 or 300 feet or more broad. These 
are without notches in their rims, and p1ainly are not,due to erosion. 
Sometimes one· basin is separated from its neighbor by a narrow ridge 
of gravel with a curved summit line, lowest in the center. . The rea
son for these numerous irregular depressions b.elow the generally 
plane surface of the terrace is apparently to be found in the irregu
lar settling of the deposit; or, as they resemble the undrained basins so 
frequently associated with kames, they 111ay possibly be due to the 
melting of ice which was buried beneath or inclosed in the deposit. 

The Great Terrace of the Columbia forms what I l,lnderstand ig 
known as Howard Flat, or ''Poverty Flat," on the west side of the river, 
and about 4 miles above the mouth of Chelan River. In the central 
part of this flat a bold, rocky mass rises like an islai1d to a height, by 
estimate, of about 400'feet, and at the level of the terrace, above which 
it projects, it,is 1,000 or 1,500 feet in diameter. A view of this rock 
is presented in Pl. XVII. The most striking feature in connection 
with this island-like rock rising through the level plain of gravel is 
a great crescent-shaped pit on its northern side, between 80 and 100 
feet deep, with a· flat bottom, on whkh pine trees about 2 feet in 
diameter are growing. The surface of the terrace· is· free of trees 
and shrubs, except such as are under cultivation. The straight, or 
but moderately curved, border of the pit, as seen in a g1·ound plan, 
Js formed by the· northern slope of the rock mass which rises above 
the grayel; while the rim of its no1:th wall, which curves away from 
the island and presents· a slope of 35° toward it, is on a level with 
the gravel plain. The length of the pit from east to west-that is, 
from one horn of the crescent in a straight line to the extremity of the' 
other horn-is, by estimate, about 800 feet, and its width in the cen-

. tral portion, approximately, 300 or 400 feet. 
This unique feature in the gravel terrace is analogous to the curved 

depressions to be seen on the upstrean1 side of bowlders in the bed of 
a swift stream which is sweeping along sand and gravel. In such 
instances, as is well known, the eddies in the current, produced as the 
waters strike. a stone which obstructs their flow, keep open a crescent
shaped pit, as seen in ground plan, while a sheet of sand and gravel is 
deposited about the obstruction. From this analogy and other con
si~erations, it may be sugg~sted, as a tentative hypothesis, that the 
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Columbia, at the time it filled its valley with gravel to the level ·of 
thP- present Great Terrace, was :flowing with a· strong current and 
carrying along gravel and san~; on coming in contact with the great 
ctag rising in Howard Flat·an eddy was produced, which prevented 
the gravel and sand from being deposited on the upstream side of the 
obstruction. On all other sides of the island-like rock the surface of 
the gravel terrace comes in immediate contact with its sides. On the 
southern border of the former island there are sandy deposits, which 
suggest a low triangular platform pointing southward; but this fea
ture is not well shown and has been observed only fron1 one side. The 
:flood plain of the Columbia where Howard Flat was formed was -from 
4 to 5 miles broad. Some account has already been given of the great 
gravel terrace of the Columbia in the neighborhood of the outlet of 
Lake Chelan. · 

As the surface of the Great Terrace, as shown by aneroid measure
ment, is about250 feet above the present surface of Lake Chelan, it seems 
as if the valley in which the lake is situated had essentially the same 
relation to the Columbia as has been described in the case of Antwines 
Coulee. ·The strong culTeQ.t of the Columbia did not enter Chelan 
Valley, as it was occupied by a lak~ and had a discharge of its own, 
but the gravels, brought in part by the Columbia, were carried into 
the entrance of the lateral valley on its north' side and there depos
ited in a broad terrace, which still remains; with but slight modification, 
at an elevation on its outer border of 225 feet above the present lake. 
A terrace at the same level is faintl:y represented on the south side of 
the valley. , 

When the Columbia reexcavated its valley the wat01: of the lake in 
Chelan Valley fell rapidly, the outftowing waters being forced to the 
south side of the basin, where it opens out into the Columbia Valley, 
and finding a final avenue of discharge through a break much like Ant
wines Coulee. The deepening of this channel has caused the level of. 
Lake Chelan to he lowered about 40 feet, as is shown by a terrace at 
Chelan City. 

GRAVEL DEPOSITS AT PETERS CANYON. 

Near the southern end of An twines Coulee that deep, narrow kench 
joins a narrow valley, down which :flows a small stream, known, I 
believe, as Peters Creek. The. canyon of thi_s stream opens out into 
the valley of the Columbia about midway between Chelan and Methow 
rivers. Remarkably fine gravel terraces occur, especially on th~ 

south side of Peters Canyon and overlooking the Great Terrace· of 
the Columbia. These tm~races are composed mostly of. coarse, well
rounded gravel, but on their surfaces there are a few angular blocks 
of rock 8 to 10, and in at least one instance 15, feet in diameter. There 
are two conspicuous terraces at the locality referred to. The escarpment 
of the lowest one rises in one unbroken slope, as steep as the gravel 
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will lie, 400 feet high above Peters Creek, whieh flows along its base. 
The second terrace is 110 feet 'lbove the first. The border of the higher 
terrace is also a steep gravel slope, somewhat less precipitous than the 
one below. The opposite margin of the higher terrace, adjacent to the 
former border of the stream that formed it, is a steep gravel escarp
ment ascending to a sloping gravel plain, or great "wash," as such 
deeply gravel-filled valleys are sometimes termed, the surface of which 
ascends with a we!l-marked gradient for at least 4 ot 5 miles into the 
mountains to the west. On the surface of this gravel deposit there are 
angular. masses of crystalline rock some 12 or 15 feet in diameter. The 
base of the escarpment which descends from the lower of the two ter
races just described is above the level of the Great Terrace of the 
Columbia, and from each of the great steps on the side of the valley 
one has an unobstructed view into the valley of that river, but from 
the bead, as it were, of a reentrant alcove on its side. 

The topographic conditions I have just attempted to describe are 
most striking and difficult of explanation, but on the whole can not be 
considered as unique in the general region where they occur. 

The great gravel deposit, which has been terraced, and which is 
certainly over 600 feet thick, is a portion of the mate1;ial which filled 
Peters Canyon and another canyon to the south, which joined it just 
before the two opened out into the far larger valley of the Columbia. 
Peters Canyon has been very nearly cleared of its gravels down 
to the level of the stream flowing through it, and has extended 
its modern canyon diagonally across the gravel deposit in the, tribu
tary canyon and left that material strongly terraced. The s~11all 
stream which flows down the companion of Peters Canyon has done 
but little in the way of clearing out its old valley, perhaps because it 
has been shifte<l to hard rock. That this is truly the case, however, 
has not been observed. Both Peters Canyon and its companion have 
comparatively high g1~adients, and the gravel deposit now deeply filling 
the one that has not been reexcavated has a similar surface gradient. 
As the locality where the terraces occur is, by estimate, about 4 miles 
from the Columbia, it would seem as if the-gradient of the stream which 
deposited the gravels was sufficient to account for their elevation . 
above that river. Under this hypothesis the blocks of stone on the 
terraces and on the alluvial slope above them must be com;idered as 
having been brought to th.eir present resting places by the streani 
which deposited the gr~vel, and not by glacial ice. · 

In speaking of these remarkable terraces Mr. ,V. L. Dawson 1 says: 
Moreover, the lower or southeni extension of this (Antwines) coulee is bordered 

by walls of terrace material, which were evidently accumulated at a tnne when the 
oecupation of the Columbia Gorge by the sti.ll moving Okanogan Glacier prevented 
the free escape of drainage waters. 

JAm. Geologist, Vol. XXII, 1898, p. 212. 
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The difference in elevation between the highest of the terraces 
referred to and the surface of the Columbia in the neighboring por
tion of its course is about 1,250 feet. A glacier in the valley of the 
Columbia would necessarily have had greater thickness than this m 
order to pond the wat~rs in Peters Capyon at the level of the highest 
terrace, but thus far no evidence of such a thickness of ice in that val
ley has been obtained. Moreover, such a ponding of the waters in 
Peters Canyon and in its companion would not account for the surface 
slope of the gravel deposit above the highest of the terraces. 

It should be understood in this connection· that the high. ter~·ace 
de:::;cri bed above is not to be referred to· the Columbia itself, but per
tains to the streams which flow down Peters Canyon and its companion 
and later join the Columbia. Moreover, similar terraces in high
grade valleys are a common feature of the eastern slope of the ·Cas
cades, and the great majority of these can not be accounted for by 
assuming the pr~sence of ice dams in the larger valleys to which they 
are tributary. 

GRAVEL DEPOSITS ON THE WESTERN SLOPE OF THE CASCADES. 

Gravel deposits now forming terraces like th<?se of the Methow, 
Columbia, etc., occur also on the western slope of the Cascades. These 
i:lhow that the valleys of the westward-flowing streams were also deeply 
filled with gravel and sand after the retreat of the old glaciers, and 
hav·e subsequently been deeply reexcavated. Our knowledge of the 
terraces on the western slope of the Cascades is less extensive than of 
those on. the eastern slope, in part on account of the depse forests that 
clothe them, and also because of less extended explorations. 

On the western border of the valley of the Sauk, from 6 to 10 miles 
above its mouth, there is a well-defined terrace. of coarse gravel and 
sand at an elevation of 160 feet above the river.. Near the mouth of 

· :Mill Creek, on the southern border of ·the narrow, canyon-like valley 
of Ruby Creek, there is a gravel terrace some 400 or 500 feet above the 
adjacent portion of Ruby Creek, but this may belo'ng in part to Mill 
Creek, which has a high gradient. It is. evident, however, that Ruby 
Creek Valley or Canyon was formerly deeply gravel filled. As shown 
by a mining· shaft, the stream now flows over gravel throughout much 
of its course at a level of 70 feet above bed rock. 

GRAVEL DEPOSITS IN EASTERN WASHINGTON. 

As briefly described in a previous report, 1 there are gravel terraces 
in the canyon of Snake River near where it crosses the Idaho
\Vashington boundary. The highest of these now clearly recogniza
ble is 360 feet above . the present stream. This now flows over solid 

lJ. C. Russell, A reconnai:;sance in southeastern Washington~ Water-supply and Irrigation Paper 
U. S. GeoL Survey No.4, 1897, pp. 20-21. 
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rock and has resumed the task of deepening its rock-cut channel, 
having to a great extent removed the gravel deposits previously laid 
down in it. . 

A similar but much more interesting record occurs along the border · 
of Spokane River in the neighborhood of the city of the same name. 
As described in part in the report just referred to, Spokane River 
flows in a narrow canyon cut in gravel, and probably less than 100 
feet deep, for many miles before reaching the basalt over which it 
plunges at the city of Spokane. Below that city the stream is in the 
bottom of· a deep canyon, on the sides of which there are several gravel. 
terraces. The Spokane Valley. above the city is a gravel plain 2 to 3 
miles or more broad, sloping downstream with a moderately steep 
gradient. This sloping plain or "wash" is formed of gravel brought 
from the mountains to the east, and illustrates by a most remarkable 
example the characteristics· of a deeply gravel-filled valley. The 
gravel has not been dissected, for the reason that the river in flow
ing over the deposits in its valley. meandered from side to side, as 
may still be seen by the. shallow channels bordered by low terraces 
in the surface of the old flood plain. This plain. at one time, it is 
safe to assume, although its occurrence has not been traced for more 
than 2 or 3 miles west :of. the city of Spokane, extended to the Colum
bia, but when the river ceased upgrading and began to reexcavate its 
valley, it chanced in its meanderings to flow over the site of a buried 
ledge of basalt at Spokane Falls, and the rate of its down cutting 
above the sill of hard rock thu$ encountered was greatly retarded. 
Below the falls it reexcavated its valley, leaving gravel terraces on 
either side and bringing about conditions almost precisely similar to 
those we find in the valley of the Methow, Columbia, etc. Above the 
falls, however, the stream has cut only a shallow channel in its old 
deposit. · This still deeply filled portion of the valley, which attracts 
the attention of the observant traveler o~ the Northern Pacific Railway " 
for a distance of several miles· to the eastward of Spokane, is a well
preserved example of the condition of very many of the larger valleys 
of Washington after the Glacial epoch and before the rivers had made 
much headway in, the removal of the gravels previol;lsly laid asjde in 
this flood plain. "' · 

TERRACES IN THE ADJACENT PORTIONS OF CANADA. 

In describing the surface deposits and terraces of British Columbia 
adjacent to the northern boundary of \Vashington, G. M. Dawson 1 

recognizes two main classes of terraces; one series made about the 
shores of extensive la~res, or .during a depression of the land when 

1 Preliminary report on the physical and geological features of the southern portion of the interior 
of British Columbia: Geol. Nat. ·Hist. Survey Canada, Report of Progress for 1877-78, :Montreal, 1879, 
pp. 139B-153B. 
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the surface with essentially 'all its present features was submerged 
so as to allow the waters of the ocean to build terraces which' are now 
over 5,000 feet above the present sea level; the other series such as 
have been made by strealfls. In connection with the first series of 
terraces referred to, according to Dawson there occur certain fine, 
evenly stratified white. silts varying from a few feet to fully 100 feet 
in thickness. · 

In the report just cited numerous descriptions of terraces on the 
borders of valleys are given, together with measurements of their 
elevation above the sea, which show that in part the terraces il: the 
region adjacent to Washington on the north are of the same character 
as those along the Methow, Columbia, etc.; but as two distinct classes 
of terraces are described by Dawson, it is not practicable for one not 
familiar with the facts in the field to clearly separate them. 

It i.s safe to condude, from Dawson's observations, that the valleys 
of southern British Columbia have been deeply filled, as is the case of 
the valleys of Washington, and thus wholly or in part reexcavated. 

The most conspicuous 'terraces along the Frazer, judging from per
sonal observation while traveling over the Canadian Pacific Railway, 
are true stream terraces, the highest being about 600 feet above the 
riv&. . 

As will be stated n1ore definitely in the summary which follows, no 
evidence of a post-Glacial submerge~ce of the portion of Vvashington 
considered in the present report has been recognized. For this reason 
a close comparison· of the surface deposits and terraces of· southern 
British Columbia and of northern W ash1ngton is not now practicable. 

SUMMARY. 

The evidence presented in part on the last few pages shows that the 
valleys of the northern and eastern portion of Washington were filled 
with gravel and sand in Glacial and post-Glacial times to a depth in 
general of several hundred feet. Subsequently the streams excavated 
channels through these deposits, and in many instances removed them 
almost completely, down to the level of the present streams. Sori1e of 
the streams, as, for example, Snake River, have cut. entirely through . 
the gravels, and have renewed the corrasion of the bard-rock floors of 
their valleys and canyons. In the majority of instances, however, 

· the beds of the streams are forn1ed of gravel, generally of consider
able thickness. The gravel beneath Ruby Creek, as. we have seen, is 
70 feet deep, and in the Methow Valley it exceeds this depth. The 
remaining portions of the gravel deposits form terraces along the sides 
of the streams, some of which are a mile or more broad and have a 
downstream gradient. ·As the streams r~excavated their valleys other 
terraces, also fragments of flood plains, were left at lower levels. 
These steps on the sides of the valleys are thus plainly stream terraces. 
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A noticeable feature in connection with the terraces is that not only 
do they bQrder the larger and comparatively low-grade rivers, but they 
occur in mountain gorges and along torrential streams, and in such 
instances have a conspicuous downstream slope, which is less steep 
than the gradients of the present streams in the same valleys. 

That these terraces are not. due to a tilting of the land so as to slacken 
the flow of the stl~eams ~s shown by the fact that they occur along 
the borders of streams which flow in various directions. They occur in 
association with streams flowing westward from the Cascades, as well" 
as along those flowing eastward from the san1e divide, and also in the 
valleys of the rivers flowing westward from the mountains of Idaho, 
and border the streams flowing southward, as in the case of the Okan
ogan. J\1ore than this, the terraces are well developed not only along 
the niain trunk streai:ns but up their various branches, no matter 
what their g1~adients may be, unless, perhaps, their beds are exces:::;
ively steep and their waters fall in cascades. These conditions show 
that a tilting of the land has not played an important part in the 
history of the gravel deposits or in the manner in which the3r have 
been reexcavated and the sides of the modern channels terraced. 

Thus far in the study of the surface geology of Washington no evi
dence has been obtained of a modern depression of the land of such 
a nature as would admit of the flooding of the valleys by the waters 
of the ocean, unless possibly such an event is indicated by certain 
faint terraces in the basin of the Columbia in south-central Washing
ton, which have been referred to the wave action of a lake named 
Lake Lewis. 

Again, no evidence is known of the presence of silt deposits in 
Washington corresponding with the "white silt" found so abundantly 
in the valley of the basin-like region in the adjacent portion of Can
ada, to the east of the Cascades. 

Practically all of the terraces in the portions of Washington 
referred to in this paper are stream terraces. The exception::; are 
mainly, if not entirely, certain lake terraces of lo9al occurrence, such 
as those about Lakes Wen ache and Chelan and on the . borders of a few • 
valleys which formerly held small lakes. 

As the terraces have been produced through the agency or" streams, 
and can not be accounted for as a result of such movements of the 
land as would have reduced their gradients and allowed them to 
deposit material for a long period of time, and then, by a reverse move
ment, renewed their power to corrade, some other change must be 
looked for to account for the facts observed. 

The valleys throughout at least three-fourths of the State of Wash
ington, as already shown, have a similar history so far as their gravel 
deposits and terraces are concerned, and it is evident that the cause 
which produced t~e changes must have been wide reaching. If not 
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due to changes in the land, their origin may perhaps be correlated 
with changes in the atmosphere, or, more properly, with changes in 
climatic conditions. That a great climatic change did occur during 
Pleistocene time is well know~, and was so widely extended that it 
affected the whole of North America, and, in fact, the entire atmos
pheric envelope of the earth. 

The· origi~ and vast extension of glaciers which occurred at this 
period in the northern part of North America, including ¥Y ashington, 
together with, their several great fluctuations and final retreat or dis
appearance, are evidence that the climate of the region under consider
ation was formerly much colder than it is now. About the southern 
mar&'in of the former continental ice sheets and in the valleys between 
the snow- and ice-covered Pacific Mountains 1 we are justified in assum
ing that the mean annual precipitation, taking the form of both rain 
and snow, was greater than at present. Abundant facts to sustain this 
conclusion are furnished by the records of the Pleistocene lakes of the 
Great Basin .. The melting of the snow on the mountains, together 
with the rainfall, must have swollen not only the streams flowing-' from 
the glaciers, but others as well, so that all the streams had their vol
umes increased to a marked extent during the Glacial epoch. 

Now, as is well known, an increase in the volume of a stream means 
greater energy available for transportation, and, other conditions 
remaining unchanged, an increase in its power to corrade; On this 
ground alone we might justly assume that the streams of Washington 
and adjacent regions should have greatly deepened their channels during 
the Glacial epoch instead of deeply filling them. Stl:eams fed by gla
ciers, however, as is also well known from the study of many existing 
examples, are usually supplied ~ith more debris than they can trans
port, or are overloaded, and consequently aggrade their channels. For 
this reason we seem j tistified in assuming that the streams .flowing fro· 
the glaciers of the Cascades and neighboring mountains 'were over
loaded during the Glacial epoch, in spite of their increased volumes, 
and consequently made deposits in their previously eroded valleys and 
canyons. 

Assisting in the process just referred to, as I think we may assume, 
was the deeply decayed condition of the surface rocks, as a result of 
th~ long-continued mild and humid climate of the preceding Tertiary 
period, during which they were exposed to the chemical action of 
warm waters charged· with organic acids. When the climatic change 
which culminated in the Glacial epoch, having probably three or more 
maxima, made itself felt, the streams, although enlarged, had their 
loads increased also, and, as it would seem, in a greater ratio. Both 

1 The name Pacific ~fountains is here applied collectively to all of the great chains of mountains on 
the west side of the continental basin of North America. See Bull. Geog. Soc. Phila., Vol. II, 1899, pp. 
55-89. 
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the glaciers and the' streams· found an abundance of mate!·ial ready for 
transportation. In this same connection attention may be. directed to' 
what seems a fair deduction, namely, that the sheet of decayed rock 

. debris on the uplands was sheltered and preserved during the Tertiary 
by a luxuriant and largely arboreal vegetation, which, to a great extent, 
must have been destroyed by the climatic change that permitted of the 
development of glaciers _on a grand scale where palms had previously 
flourished. The decayed rock surface, denuded of vegetation and sub
jected to marked changes of temperature, the freezing of absorbed water, 
and the wash of an increased rainfall, insured the loading of both glaciers 
and streams flowing from them with an abundant ::;upply of debrl.s. 
Streams not fed by glaciers'must also have received an increased supply 
of the same class of material. The process of upgrading must have 
begun before any considerable extension of the glaciers occurred, and 
continued during their retreat. In fact, the process in some instances 
has been continued to the present day' as is illustrated by the still 
broadening flood plains of the streams flowing from the larger glaciers 
about Mount Rainier. · 

As the climatic conditions favorable for the growth of glaciers 
passed their maximum, and conditions similar to those which prevailed 
before the Glacial epoch were more and more nearly approached, in 
reference especially to mean annual temperature and predpitation; the 
streams were no longer overloaded, for the reason, in part, that ~he 
~mpply of rock frag"ments was not equal to the demand, aJ?d they began 
to reexcavate their deeply filled channels. The portions of these former 
flood plains not removed remained as terraces. 

The process of c·utting channels through the flood-plain gravels was 
subject to fluctuation, owing to changes. in local conditions, which led 
to the formation of terraces on the sides of the newer channels. Each 
of these terraces·, or each pair·when portions of the same flood.plains 
were left on the opposite sides of a stream, is a record of a halt in the 
process of channel making. The causes of all these halts are not 
known, but some of them were certainly due to the presence of lakes 
in the courses of the streams, which foi· a time delayed the deepening 
of the channels of tributary streams by forming a local base-level. 
The streams, when their work of vertical con·asion was checked by a 
lake 1 broadene~ their channels by lateral corrasion at the expense· of 
the gravel deposits through which they flowed, and when the lake was 
filled or its outlet channel lowered the stream again intrenched itself, 
leaving portions of its second flood plain as a terrace. Similar results 
would follow also if the streams in deepening their ehannels encountered 
ledges of resistant rocks which had to be trenched before the process 
of reexcavating the gravel deposits above the obstruction could be 
completed. The remnants of the first-formed and highest flood plains, 
especially in the larger valleys, are frequently broad terraces like the 
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Great Terrace of the Columbia, while the rem;in'irig portions of the 
lower flood plains are commonly narrow shelves ou the sides of the 
canyons sunk in the older flood plains. 

In the foregoing disc?-ssion of the mode in which the valleys referred 
· to have been deeply gravel filled and subsequently terraced, but little 

reference has been made to the influence of lakes on these processes. 
In some instances lakes retained by morainal dams were formed after 
the retreat of· the glaciers, and were filled by their tributary streams. 
Some of these bodies of water still. exist, as is illusti:ated by Lakes 
W enache and Chelan, in which the in flowing streams are now building 

. deltas. A lowering of the level of these lakes by the cutting do:wn of 
their outlets is recorded by terraces about their shores. The terraces 
in some of the valleys, not in association with existing lakes, are 
pro~ably also of lacustral origin, but owing to the low gradient of the 
larger valleys it is difficult to distinguish lake terraces from stream 
terraces. The occurrence of true lacustral terraces, perhaps, formed 
in part of light-colored silt, is to be expected both at higher and at 
lower levels than the Great Terrace so frequent.ly·mentioned on. the 
last few pages. 

Links, as it were, in the chain of events recorded by the gravel 
. deposits_ and terraces just considered may be selected, which will serve 
to illustrate the history outlined above. The streams flowing from the 
existing glaciers about Mount Rainier, as Carbon River, for example, 
owing to the. superabundance of bowlders, gravel,·and sand supplied 
to them by the glaciers, are still upgrading their previously deeply 
corraded valleys. Certain of the larger channels now particularly ~ree 
of ice, as vVenache and Chelan valleys, still retain 'lakes, and another 
variation in the process by which valleys became filled with gravel is 
now in progress. Other valleys in which the upgrading stage has been 
passed, but which, for some cause, as the encountering of a ledge of 
hard rock by Spokane River, have not been deeply trenched, illustrate 
the conditions of many valleys when the streams flowing through them 
have just begun the task of removing their previously deposited debris. 
Later stages in the reexcavation of the valleys are illustrated by a . 
great number of examples, ending with such streams as have completed 
their long-deferred ta~ks. 

Another phase in ·this interesting history is furnished by a large 
number of well-defined strealJ!·Cut valleys, especially .on the eastern 
slope of the Cascades and among the mountains of Idaho, which are 
no longer avenues of drainage. The rainfall is now too small to form 
even ephemeral streams in these deeply gravel-filled troughs, and their 
nearly flat bottoms, having, however, in numerous instances a well
defined gradient, are without stream channels. In many instances tran
sient streams flow down gulches in the precipitous borders of these 
practically dry valleys and have formed typical alluvial fans or cones, 
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. which expand on their bottoms and not infrequently cross them from 
side to side so as to form obstructions, between which the water col
lects. In this way small lakes without outlets are formed, while in 
other cases these basins are occupied by swamp or grassy meadows. 
The water which reaches these streamless valleys, where there are no 
basins with bottoms rendered impervious by fine silt, is absorbed and 
allowed to percolate away. ·The sides of these valleys also, where 
their borders rise in cliffs, are frequently en cum be red with talus slopes 
or screes, and in many instances large angular blocks of rock that have 
fallen fron1 the cliffs are scattered over their surfaces. A typical 
example of the class of valleys just described is furnished by Elbow 

·Canyon, which is traversed by a trail leading from \Vinthrop south
westward to the canyon of the Twisp, at a locality about 10 miles from 
its junction with Methow. Hundreds of other equally characteristic 
instances may be found, especially on the lower slopes of the eastern 
border of the Cascades, and even more abundantly amid the mountains 
of Idaho. Several of these· streamless valleys bear evidence that 
decided changes in the drainage have taken place in recent times, 
owing to the deflection of streams by glaciers, by the moraines they 
left a::; well as lJy the de~p gravel accumulations described above. 

EXISTJ:I\rG GLACIERS. 

\Vhilc the numerous small glaciers on the Cascade Mountains are not 
of special interest in themselves, they form a portion of a great series 
of ice bodies on the Paci:fi0 Mountains, which are among "the nwst 
remarkable in the world. This glacier belt, as has been described else
where, 1 begins at the south, with the score or more of small alpine 
glaciers about the higher peaks of the Sierra Nevada in south-central 
California. As one follows the great Cordilleran glacial belt north
ward from its :first appearance in the High Sierra, the lower limit 
of perennial snow, or the ''snow line," at first about 12,000 feet 
aho\~e the sea, descends lower and lower, until finally in the vicinity of 
Mount St. Eliaa it has an elevation of only 2,000 or 2,500 feet. Farther 
west, along the curve made by the mountains about the northern shore 
of the Pacific, the snow line again rises, and on the Aleutian Islands 
has an elevation of perhaps 8,000 or 10,000 feet. The glacial ice every
where extends below the limit of perennial snow, but is most thoroughly 
exposed in late summer or early autumn, when the true position of the 
snow line is sharply defined. Iri the High Sierra the extension of 
glacial ice below the neves is but slight, and during seasons of unusual 
snowfall, or when the summers are exceptionally cool, may not be 
recognizable. Proceeding northward, the ice· extension is more and 
more pronounced un~il the region of maximum glaciation is reached. 

I I. C. Russell, Glaciers ?f North America, Ginn & Co., Boston, 1897. 
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Thence westward the length of the tongues of ice below the snow fields 
decreases. 

In the High Sierra, as already stated, the glaciers do not descend 
·below about 12,000 feet; farther north they reach lower and lower 
limits, until in the vicinity of Stikine River, in about latitude 57°, 
they gain the sea level. Thence northward and westward to beyond 
1\1ount St. Elias, a distanee along the coast of between 700 and 800 
miles, there are hundreds and possibly thousands of glacierB that 
descend practically to sea level, and scores which enter the sea and, 
breaking off, forn1 bergs. Beyond the Mount St. Elias region their 
lower limit gradually rises. . 

At the. south end 9f the crescent-shaped belt of glaciers under con
sideration the ice bodies are small and detached and are separated 
from one another by intervening ridges and mountain peaks. Proceed
ing· northward, they increase in area and in frequency, and unite one 
with another in the neve region. The snow belt broadens and finally 
becomes a confluent sheet 80 or 100 miles broad in southern Alaska, 
but narrows again westward and is there broken into individual neves 
of limited extent, similar to those of the High Sierra. The most thor
oughly snow- and ice-covered portion iR in the region between Lynn 

. Canal and Cook Inlet, Alaska, where not lcss.than 15,000 square miles 
of mountainous country is almost completely buried beneath a .single 
·vast neve field from which ice streams of the alpine type flow both 
north and south through rugged defiles in the flanks of the mountains. 
The soutl;tward-flowing glaciers are larger, more' numerous, and much 
longer than those that find their way northward, and, in gaining the 
lowlands adjacent to the ocean, expand and unite one with another, 
so as to form broad plateaus of ice, known as piedmont glaciers. 

Could the observer obtain a bird's-eye view of the western portion 
of North America, he would find that the Cordilleran glaciers form an 
irregular curve~ broadest and reaching sea level in the Mount St. Elias 
region, .and narrowing and becol'ning nJ.o.re and more elevated at 
its southern and western extremities. The attenuated arms of this 

- shining crescent. are broken, for the reason that only the more ele
vated 1nountains near its extremities reach the horizon at which per
ennial siww exists. As in the crescent of light reflected from the 
surface .of the moon, the mountains occupied by this ice crescent where 
the belt is broadcast are white to their bases, while only the peaks of 
the most lofty elevations at the extremities of the broken circle are 
brilliant .. The length of this crescent of snow and ice is about 3,000 
miles.· Its form is less regular, however, than the comparison made 
above might lead one to suppose, as its. southern prolongation is 
broader and more broken than its central and western portions. 

The largest and finest glaciers in Washington ~re on Mount Rainier, 
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and have been described by me in the Eighteenth Annual Report of the 
United States Geological Survey, Part II. Other similar ice streams 
occur on Mount Adams and Mount Baker, but these have not yet been 
studied. In the· portion of Washington under consideration there are 
several hundred glacie1:s, all of the alpine type and of small size. 
Such notes as have been obtained concerning them are' here presented. 

GLACIERS ON THE WENACHE MOUNTAINS. 

In describing the records of the old glaciers it was found that the · 
W enache Mountains formed an independent center of ice dispersion, 
from which flowed several large glaciers. One is not surprised, there
fore, to find small glaciers still lingering on the higher· portions of 
this rugged and exceedingly picturesque group of granite peaks. 

On the summit portion of the W enache Mountains, about 4 miles 
due east of the culminating pinnacle of Mount Stuart, there is a 
glacier mea~mring, by estimate, one mile from north . to south and, 
including both neve and true glacial ice, of somewhat less width. This 
glacier lies like a blanket on the broad surface of the mountain top at 
art elevation of between 8,000 and 8,500 feet, but slopes eastward and 
is fully exposed to the sky, there being no sheltering p~aks. The 
waters formed by its melting descend a steep, glaciated slope of bare 
granite and supply the Twin Lakes. The stream flowing from these 
lakes is the most easterly branch of Icicle Creek, and joins it about 5 
miles south of Leavenworth. The glacier just. described is on the 
highest portion of the western rim of a magnificent amphitheater exca
vated in compact granite. A view into this desolate but wonderfully 
attractive basin from the narrow crest forming its east wall is the 
finest and most instructive picture of its kind to be found in the entire 
_Cascade regions. · _-

On the north side of Mount Stuart, and 1,000 feet below its summit, 
qr at an elevation of about 8, 500 feet above the sea, there are three 
small glaciers, situated in steep gorges or clefts in the granite and 
sheltered by outstanding elifis. The gathering grounds _for these 
glaciers are small, and the three combined would probably make an 
ice body less in mass than the one above Twin Lakes. The glaciers 
here referred to are narrow, and extend down the gorges where they 
occur for some 2,000 feet. When seen from a distance, a well-defined 
contrast between the neve portions and the true glacial ice below is 
apparent. • Below each glacier there is a small and fresh-looking 
morame. 

The glaciers just described derive their m~in interest from the fact 
that they are isolated, being some 25 or 30 miles to the east of the 
main divide of the Cascade Mountains. 
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GLACIERS ON THE CASCADE MOUNTAINS. 

The glaciers of the Cascade Mountains south of the United States
Canadian boundary probably number several hundred. About 100 or 
150 have been ~een · by me, but of these only a few in the immediate 
vieinity of Glacier Peak have actually been traversed. From the small 
amount of detailed observations available, it is now obviously impracti
cable to give an adequate account of the existing glaciers in the region 
here discussed. 

As previously stated, all of the glaciers in the Cascades are small; of 
those seen, probably the largest single individual is not over 2 miles 
long, and a large majority are considerably below this in length. 
They are nearly all in amphitheaters or cirques, which were formed 
principally during a previous time of more intense glaciation, and 
have broad ·neves in comparison with the areas ·of the ice tongues 
which protrude from beneath them. While exhibiting most o{ the 
features that characterize typical streamlike alpine glaciers, there 
seems to be but little that is novel concerning them. Their principal 
interest centers in their distribution, their relation to present climatic 
conditions, and the fact that all of those seen are accompanied by evi
dences of .recent recession. 

There is one small glacier, however, that is worthy of special study, 
particularly in reference to the manner in which an ice stream expands 
when not eonfined by walls of rock and i.wt heavily loaded with debris, 
and, in expanding, forms longitudinal or perhaps more properly radial 
crevasses in its fan-shaped terminus. ·The glacier referred to is at the 
head of 'Vhitechuck Creek, at the in1mediate south base of Glacier 
Peak, but on the south side of the deep canyon in which flows the 
branch of the creek nearest to its base. This glacier flows northward, 
and is in full view from Glacier Peak. The periphery of its broadly 
expanded extremity is by estimate not over 1,000 or 1,500" feet, and is 
broken by some four or five radial crevasses, which are widest on the 
outer margin of the fan-shaped expansion and contract to mere clefts 
which become narrow and disappear when traced toward the feedmg 
neve. This is a typical miniature example of glaciers like the Rhone 
Glacier, Switzerland, and the Davidson Glacier, Alaska. 

n1ost of the glaciers on the Cascades have a lower limit of about 
6,000 feet, and the majority of them are west of the Cascade divide. 
Those to the east of the dJViding hne between the east and the west
flowing streams are mostly in close proximity to it, as -at the head 
of \Vhite Creek, which .flows eastward and joins Wenache River, or 
on the high granitic peaks overlooking the western portion of Lake 
.Chelan. To the north of the group of peaks just ·referred to there 
are no glaciers on ,the east side of the Ca~cade divide, as far at least 
as the northern boundary of Washington. 

• 
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The glaciers to the west of the Cascade divide are mostly in the 
vicinity of Glacier Peak or on the sides of lateral ridges branching 
from it; a few, however, occur in somewhat detached peaks, some of 
them 10 to 20 miles west of the crest of the range. Of these outly
ing groups of glaciers, the most numerous, as has been observed by 
\Villis, are at the heads of high-grade valleys in the granitic peaks 
about Monte Cristo and on similar granitic peaks bordering the upper 
course of Skagit River. There is also an outlying group of glaciers 

--on Mount Baker and neighboring mountains. 
The broadest neve fields and most numerous glaciers occur on Gla

cier Peak and the rugged mountains surrounding it. The snow fields 
in this region cover a rugged area some 10 square-miles in extent, and 
are confluent, and from this gathering ground there flow several short 
ice streams, or, rather, ice tongues, as none of them have a character
istic streamlike form. These glaciers, on melting, supply the \Vest 
Fork of \Vhite Creek, which flows east, and both the south and no'rth 
forks of WLitechU:ck Creek, which flows west and becon1es tributary to 
Sauk River. 'Ihe character of the neve fields just mentioned is shown 
on the accompanying photographs, Pl. X. Their surfaces are -undu
lating and show the broader inequalities in the rocks, which they cover 
as with a blanket. The neve snows extend up the sides of the culmi
nating cone of Glacier Peak and occupy the remnant of a crater still 
recognjzable at its summit. From the top of Glacier Peak fully fifty 
glaciers are in view within a radius of about 30 m1les. But little, if 
any, difference in the distribution of these glaciers can be recognized 
on looking northward or southward, thus indicating that their exist
ence depends on general climatic conditions rather than on topographic 
environment. · 

LANDSLI:QES. 

It is well known that niasses of rock somethn,es break away on steep 
. slopes and descend into adjacept depressions as landslides and ava
lanches. There seems to be no commonly recognized distinction 
between laadslides and avalanches, but in this paper I shall consider 
that the term avalanche applies to the rapid descent of snow and ice· 
on slopeE 1nore or less. steep, accompanied at times by large quantities. 
o:!: rock debris; while the term landslide will be understood to mean the 
displacement either of large rock masses or of quantities of loose rock 
fragments. The distinctions just made are admitted to be lacking in 
accuracy, since there is no sharp boundary between snow and ice ava
lanches charged with debris and landslides of loose material, or rock 
avalanches, as they are aptly termed. _Again, there is no sharp dis
tinction that can be recognized between a landslide and the flow of 
saturated clay, or even the slow creep of debris down steep slopes. 
The best that we can do is to recognize typical. examples of each of 

20 GEOL, PT 2--13 
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these several ways in which material finds its way down declivities, as 
the basis for such genetic terms as landslide, avalanche, mud flow, the 
creep of talus slopes, etc.' and make more specific designations when 
combinations of two or more of these several processes occur. Again, 
there is a gradation fr01n what are commonly recognized as land
slides, through rock masses a quarter of a cubic mile or n1ore in 
volume, which break off from mountain sides and subside a few feet 
in such a manner as to leave open fissures, to great blocks of the 
earth's crust bounded on one or more sides by faults. Examples of 
each of these 1nethods of surface displacement of rock material are 
furnished in the Cascade region. 

Landslide~ as the term is here used, refers to the rapid descent of 
a rock mass either as a si~1gle block or as a quantity oft loose debris 
moving more or less as a single mass. It would be convenient to have 
a term by which to designate the fallen mass after coming to rest, but 
no1;e such has been proposed. · . 

The topography of a region where landslides occur is changed in 
two ways-by the removal and by the accumulation of material. 

The contours of a mountain, plateau, or other land form that stands 
in relief are altered by the removal of material; for example, when 
a portion of the border of a plateau falls away, a reentering angle or 
curve is produced; or, when a rock avalanche occurs on a mountain 
side, a gorge or depression with a high gradient may result. The 
material composing a landslide comes to rest in ridges and piles which 
have certain characteristic shapes. The most noticeable feature in such 
instances is the backward slope of the surface of the displaced material 
after it comes to rest. The surface of the landslide, whether composed 
mainly of a single b~ock or of a heterogeneous mass of loose material, 
slopes to~ard the cliff from which it came. This backward slope tends 
to the formation of basins, in which water accumulates, and lakes and 
swamps result. The backward slope referred to appears to be due to fric
tion between the moving mass and the.rocks beneath, which retards the 
progress of the material at the bottom and in front, so as to allow the 
material which comes later and at a higher level to slide over it. In 
heterogeneous masses of fallen rocks there frequently appear to be 
several planes of shear along which diffei·entialmotion has taken place. 

The geological conditions most favorable to the occurrence of land
slides are furnished when massive rocks overlie soft and more incoher
ent material, such as clay, soft sandstone, 1apilli, etc., and when such 
a series forms a bold escarpment. The occurrence of landslides is also . 
favored by a vertical jointing of the superior, massive bed, by the 
undercutting of an escarpment by stream corrasion, and by the satu
ration of the rocks with water. 

The conditions favorable for landslides are fulfilled in nearly all 
particulars in places where the Co~umbia lava, in sheets 400 or 500 
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feet or more thick, rests on clays and sand, or on deposits of volcanic 
lapilli, and the,series has been eroded so as to forn1 steep escarpments. 
In such instances the rocks may be horizontal or variously inclined. 
:Many examples of these conditions are furnished along the great north
ward-facing escarpment of Clealum Ridge, and on the westward 
margins of the sloping table-lands ~nown as Lookout and Table moun- ' 
tains. Numerous other localities, along the western border of the 
Columbia lava, from Table Mountain northward to beyond the mouth 
of Okanogan River, mainly on the east side of the Columbia, furnish 
as favorable conP.itions for landslides as those just referred to. 
Throughout this irregular line of great escarpments, more than 100 
n?iles in length, the landslides that have occurred are to be nunl
bered, not by scores or hundreds, but by thousands. The great escarp
ments themselves are cliffs of recession, theh· slow retreat having been 
accomplished in large part by the breaking away of large 1passes of 
the lava sheets which form the summits of the cliffs and the descent 
of these masses into the adjacent valleys. As will be shown below, the 
displaced blocks and the more or less comminuted debris produced by 
their fall are slowly removed by rock decay and stream erosion. 

The fact t~at the escarpments referred· to are forn1ed of the edges of 
nearly horizontal or but slightly inclined layers of hard. basalt, which 
are traversed by joints at right angles to the planes of bedding, and 
also the occurrence of layers of soft rocks beneath the hard, cliff
forming layers, furnish conditions unusually favorable for landslides. 
In fact, landslide topography, as it may be termed, is nearly as char
acteristic of the Columbia lava region as are its magnificent cliffs. 
The topographic features, due directly to the fallen masses themselves, 
are probably seldom tecognized, while the long lines of frowning 
esearpments obtrude themselves on the attention of even the least 
observant. The fact is, however, that the cliffs in many instances 
have resulted from the breaking away of large rock masses, and will 
in time be destroyed· by the same process .. 

The alternation of lava sheets and lacustral sediments, lapilli, etc., 
is not a marked feature of the entire country occupied by the Colum
bia lava, and for this reason great variations occur in the extent to 
which the esca1~pment of that region has been affected by landslides. 
In southeastern vV ashington, in the region of the Blue Hills, for 
instance, sedimentary or other soft layers between the la-va sheets are 
relatively unimportant, and throughout scores and even hundreds of 
miles of canyon, walls appear to be absent. In this portion of the 
field the evidences of former landslides on a large scale have not been 
noted. 

A striking. contrast with the region just referred to is furnished 
by the region of tilted sandstone and lava sheets to the northeast ~f 
the W enache Mountains. In these instances the truncated edges 
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· of the hard layers form prominent escarpments which sweep about 
the centers of elevation in vast, irregular curves. As erosion pro
gressed it caused a slow recession of inward-facing cliffs, d1Ie princi
pally to their having fallen from time to time in landslides and the 
gradual decay and removal of the fallen blocks by streams and perco
lating waters. This process is still in progress, and a series of topo
graphic changes from fr8sh landslides to rolling, prairie-like lands, 
with deep, rich soils and features characte1 istic of oldland su:daces, 
can be easily traced. The reader must not infer, however, that the 
entire area from which the successive sheets of Columbia lava have 
been removed has a low relief. The streams have cut deeply into the 
rocks f::·om which the lowest lava sheet has been renlo·ved, and pro:
duced a markedly different. series of land forms, in which sharp ridges 
and deep, nan~ow valleys are conspicuous elements. A belt of country 
marked by landsiide topography which was gradually smoothed out, 
owing to the decay and erosion of the faJlen blocks o£ basalt, receded 
with the slow retreat of the encircling cliffs, and was replaced by 
exceedingly rugged topography. 

The nature of the changes produced by landslides and the subse
quent decay of ~he fallen masses and their melting down, as it were, 
into an undulating plain with undrained basins is graphically dis
played at many places adjacent to the still receding escarpments. 
Favorable localities for this study g,re furnished by Table and Lookout 
mountains. Standing on Lookout Mountain, for instance, one beholds 
toward tpe southeast a gently sloping table-land which rises toward 
his station. The surface of this inclined table is formed of a sheet of 
Columbia lava which dips southeast at an angle of 4° or 5°. On its 
northwestern margin this table-land breaks off so as to form a preci
pice 400 or 500 feet high. In ma!ly places this escarpment is vertical, 
but its lower slopes a're masked by talus. Below the main palisade
like escarpment are many others of a simiJar character, but of less 
height and seldom over a half mile in length. The lower escarpments 
are formed of the edges of blocks of lava which have broken away 
from the higher .cliffs from time to time and plowed their way down 
into the valley. The fa:llen blocks are inclined at angle!3 of 108 to 15° 
toward the cliffs from which they fell. At the base of the main 
escarpment there is a series of irregular depressions or basins, which 
connect with one another more or less perfectly and are bounded on 
their northwestern margins by the backward-sloping blocks. At the 
present time there are small lakes without visible outlets in three of 
these basins. Each lake is several· acres in· area, and, except where 
the basin _has become .partially filled with talus from the overshadow
ing cliffs to the eastward, is deepest on that side. The western 
edges of the fallen blocks rise. some 200 or 300 feet above the surface 
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of the lakes situated on their depressed borders. A view of one of 
these interesting lakes is given on Pl. XIX~ A. 

To the northward of the basins holding lakes, just referred to, there 
is a series of ridges and hills inclosing undrained basins, whiph extends 
about 2 miles from the base of the main escarpment; the ridges in 
this series gradually decrease in height at the same time that the 
minor features in their relief become more and more subdued. This 
belt of ridges and basins -finally merges by insensible gradations into 
a tract of undulating, prairie-like land, 2 to 3 miles broad. The edges 
of the more recent of the fallen blocks stand out as sharp~crested 
ridges, with gentle slopes toward the great cliffs from which they 
fell, but present precipitous slopes of bare rock toward the valley. 
Descending the series of ridges and hills, one finds the cliffs becoming 
less and less sharply defined, and soon giving place to rounded swells. 
At the same tirrie the old lake basins change t? swampy areas, and at 
a still greater distance they become grassy dells. 

As already stated, to the northward of Lookout Mountain there is 
a gradual transition from a still hilly region, where the remains 
of former landsides are yet recognizable, to an undulating plain, 
where the relief has been smoothed out and only gentle, flowing out.: 
lines attract the eye. At the margin of the plain, adjacent to the 
lower hills, are obscure ridges, on which there are many rounded 
and much-weathered bowlders of basa~t, but a mile farther west the 

. soil is exceedingly fine and homogeneous and scarcely a stone can be 
found .• Such pebbles as do occur are mainly of basalt, rounded by · 
decay. A characteristic feature of the plain, now cleared of the 
scattered groves of pine that formerly covered it, and sown with 
wheat, is the presence of shallow basins~ with low, gently swelling 
bills between them. This tract of country lies between Teanaway 
Ri-ver and Swank Creek, but is entirely without stream channels. The 
scanty rain is absorbed by the deep, porous soil. 

The undulating prairie-like land just described has resulted from the 
slow disintegration and decay of basalt, which fell as landslides during 
the slow recession of the thick lava sheet, and the soft volcanic tuff 
beneath, which once covered the region. The undulating surface of the 
wheat lands, with undrained basins, illustrates the old age of landslide 
topography. A view of this undulating plain is reproduced on . Pl. 
XIX, B. The bills se.en in the distance owe their origin to another 
sheet of Columbia lava, the lowest of the series, which slopes toward 
the observer and breaks off in steep slopes to the northward. 

An ideal section tprough the margin of Lookout Mountain is shown 
on the next page. The section crosses one of the lake basins at the 
base of the mountain and is continued northwestward through the 
belt of hills and basins to the plain into which they merge. In this 
diagram an attempt bas been made to indicate the breaking down and 
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the rounding of the fallen blocks and their gradual change to an 
undulating plain. · 

In some instances a landside plows its way into a valley for a 1nile 
or more from the base of the cliffs from which it came, and forms about 
its margi~ a series of ridges and n1ounds composed of valley debris. 
These ridges have a striking resemblance to terminal moraines left by 
the recession of glaciers, but the scars on the adjacent escarpn1ent or 
mountain sides and the associated hills and basins plainly show their 
ongm. Examples of landslides of this nature occur near Topenish, in 
Yakima Valley, and are described and illustrated in Bulletin No. 108 
of the United States Geological Survey. 

The sequence of topographic changes described above, so well illus
trated at Lookout Mountain, is typically and characteristically dis
played at hundreds of other localities in the same general region, and 
is not confined to the basin of the Columbia. With minor modifica
tions due to local conditions, it Inay be rec0gni7;ed in many lands. 
where bold escarpments occur. Where a humid climate prevails and 

LOOI<OUT MT 

NW. 

WHEAT LAND$ 

FIG. 4.--Ideal profile. of landslides on north side of Lookout :Mountain. 

streams occupy the valleys, however, the old age of landslide topog
raphy is seldom reached: 

The Columbia lava, it will be remembered, was spread out during a 
series of inundations of molten rock, and has an area of approximately 
250,000 square miles. Previous to the opening of the fissures through 
which the lava reached the surface the country had a rugged topog
raphy, due to erosion. The lava covered the plains and entered the 
valleys in the mountains, so as to give them level :floors. Hills, ridges, 
and mountains were in some instances partially or wholly surrounded 
by the fiery :flood and became capes and islands. Isolated eminences 
of the oldland in some instances rise through the sheets of lava which 
coo1ed and hardened about them, in much the same manner that nuna-

. taks break the monotony of the borders of the Greenland ice fields. 
\Vhen these islands in the sea of lava are of resistant rocks, like 
quartzite, which withstand the attacks of the destructive agencies of 
the air better than the encircling basalt, they still remain in bold 
relief, as is illustrated by Steptoe and Kamiack buttes, in eastern 
Washington, described elsewhere. 1 

· 

1 A reconnaissance in southeastern Washington, by Israel C. Russell: 'Yater Supply and Irrigation 
Paper U.S. Geol. Survey No.4, 1897, pp. 37-40. 
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\Vhen, however, the projecting portions of the nearly submerged 
peaks and ridges were of granite, volcanic tuff, limestone, etc., which 
weather more rapidly than the surrounding hva, they have frequently 
been wasted away soas to give origin to basins, valleys, and can}rons, 
with encircling walls of basalt. In some instances the sheets of basalt 
in these escarpments rest on less resistant .rocks, and a recession of 
the cliffs, due to the breaking away and falling of large masses of their 
capping layers, takes place. The fallen blocks disintegrate and waste 
away in the m~nner described abo-ve, and the canyons and valleys 
increase in size. The ground plans of the depressions originating and 
enlarging in this manner vary. according to the shapes of the island
like rock masses which have been removed. Some of the depressions 
are nearly circular, others are greatly elongated, and now fol:m flat
bottomed canyons ·with vertical walls. 

The rem:J,rkahle circular valley surrounded by an almost continuous 
palisade in eastern Oregon, known as Grande Ronde Valley, ·from 
which a river of the same name flows northward to join the Snake, is 
an illustration of the class of topographic forms produced in the man
ner described above. I can not testify from personal observation as 
to the nature of the soft rocks beneath the lava in the walls of Grande 
Ronde Valley, but other similar and neighboring valleys, less regular in 
outline, have resulted from the removal of island-like masses of ::~oft 

yolcanic tuff. 
Another u'nique feature in the topography of the region drained by 

the Columbia is the Grand Coulee, in what· is known as the Great 
Plains of the Columbia, or, more familiarly, the "Big Bend Country," 
in central \Vashington. The Grand Coulee is a flat-bottomed canyon 
some 30 n1iles long and varying in width from 2 to 4 miles. In its ver
tical walls, usually about 350 feet high, the edges of several sheets of 
Columbia lava are exposed. This great trench through the but little 
disturbed plain of lava was in existence previous to the Glacial epoch 
and furnished an avenue of escape for Columbia River when dammed 
by Okanogan Glacier. At the southern end of the Grand Coulee, as 
can be seen from Coulee City, th~ lava sheets on its east side dip 
gently eastward, while the beds comprising its west wall are appar
ently horizontal. This fact led me to infer that the Grand Coulee; 
like several other similar but smaller canyons in the lava, is due to 
stream erosion _along a line of fracture, 1 but I now wish to suggest 
another possible explanation.. At the north end of the canyon 

·granitic rocks form a portion of its walls, and stand as isolated tower
like masses within. it. Some of these towers are capped with horizon
tallava sheets. vVhen the laV'"a was poured out, it surrounded a granite 
ridge having the position of the Grand Coulee, but probably not 

lA geological reconnaissance in central Washington, by Israel C. Russell: Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey 
No. 108,.1893, pp. 90-92. 
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extending as far south as the depression since formed. The weather
ing and removal of the granite gave origin to a trench-like depression 
with vertical walls, composed of basalt above and granite below. The 
more rapid crumbling of the granite led to the breaking away of 
the jointed basalt resting on it and the widening of the depression in 
the manner already noticed. 

From the brief and inadequate description just given of certain of 
the more striking features of Washington and Oregon, -it will be seen 
that landslides have modified in several ways the topography of the 
region occupied by the Columbia lava. There are yet other changes 
in the ·geography of that most interesting and instructive land due to 
the same causes. Chief among them are the orJstructions to the 
streams formed by landslides and the production of lakes and rapids. 
At several localities in the Upper Columbia, masses of rock whieh 
have fallen from the cliffs bordering the stream obstruet its course. 
There are now along the course of the river no lakes due to this 
cause, but terraces above rocky rapids show where such water bodies 
previously existed. 

Perhaps the most interesting fact brought out by the study of 
landslide topography is that certain broad, nearly level areas, now 
covered with deep, rich soil, and in the autumn golden with the sheen 

· of ripened grain, owe the minor features in their relief to ancient 
landslides. In such regions the hills, with broadly rounded summits, 
and the shallow undrained basins between, are an inheritance from a 
time when long, precipitous escarpments, by their slow recession, 
left the land covered with a rugged, confused mass of fallen blocks. 
A review of the faets conc.erning the minor features in the :relief of 
the broad wheat lands of southeastern Washington, 1 in the light of the 
conclusions here presented, leads to the suggestion that some of the 
ridges and basins of that region may be due to the reeession of cliffs 
produced by stream erosion. Many portions of the deeply decayed 
surface of the basaltic plateau in the region referred to closely resem
ble the old landslide topography in the valley to the northwest of 
Lookout Mountain. 

DISPLACED BLOCKS AND OPEN FISSURES. 

In some instances the blocks of rock displaced at the summit of an 
escarpment suffer but comparatively little movement, and are tilted 
toward the adjacent valley, so as to leave an open fissure on tl:le 
border adjacent to the main portion of the plateau or mountain mass. 
These blocks, in many instances no doubt, have taken the initial step 
which will result in a landslide, but when they are large a sufficient 
adjustment to .slowly changing conditions is attained to insure their 

IA reconnaissance in southeastern Washlngton, by Israel C. Russell: Water Supply and Irrigation 
Paper U.S. Geol. Survey No.4, 1887, pp. 58-69. 
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remainjng for centuries, perhaps, in an inclined position. From such 
instances, in which the changes that have occurred are apparent, there 
is a gradation up to rock masses containing a cubic mile or more of 
material that have been tilted away from the mountain of which they 
form a part, so as to leave an open fissure, which is wide at the top 
and narrows downward. These fissures sometimes become water
ways, and are variously modified by erosion, so that the recognition · 
of the process by which they were initiated becomes difficult. This is 
especially the case in a region like central Washington,. which has 
experienced climatic changes of such a nature that many stream-cut 
valleys ar.e now abandoned as lines of drainage. It is with hesitation 
that I cite the following examples of what seem, from the facts now 
in hand, to be fissures due to the displacement of large portions of 
mountain sides. 

On the western border of the canyon-like valley of the Columbia, 
between the mouths of Entiat and Methow rivers, there is a series 
of narrow, steep-sided defiles, termed coulees, which are practically 
without drainage and which cut across the ends of mountain spurs so 
as -to be parallel, in a general way, with the Columbia. The mountain 
spurs referred to are between deep valleys and canyons which join 
the valley of the Columbia nearly at right angles. These coulees have 
already been mentioned in connection with the account given of 
the gravel deposits of the Columbia. Antwines Coulee and another 
to the south of it, without definite name, are thought to be the best 
illustrations of the· features to which attention is here directed. 
Knapps Coulee may belong to a system or abandoned stream-cut 
valleys. . 

Antwines and the other similar trench south of it have precipitous 
and rugged walls .from 500 to perhaps 1,000 feet high, from which 
alluvial cones and talus slopes have descended and more or less com
pletely blocked the trenches into which they extend. The width of 
these trenches at the level of ~he debris now occupying them is seldom 
over 500 feet. As previously stated, they give no evidence of ever 
having been occupied by glacial ice, but are partially filled with allu-

. vial fans, talus slopes, and talus blocks, so as to form irregular surfaces 
and inclosed basins. Antwines Coulee is al?out 10 miles long, and its 
near neighbor is not over 3 miles in length. Each one, it will be remem
bered, crosses the end of a mountain spur between deep, canyon-like 
valleys, and is, in a general way, parallel to the west wall of Colunl-
bia Valley or Canyon. . 

The hypothesis here proposed is that these gulfs have been produced 
by the displacement of the .mountain masses bordering them on the 

. east and intervening between the coulees and the valley of the Colum
bia. It is difficult to present the facts on which this explanation rests, 
and in part it is entertained for the reason that no phase of stream 
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eTosion can be made to account for the facts observed. The valley of 
the Columbia, it will be remembered, is deepei· thari the present bed 
of the river. .Judging by the depth of the Chelan Basin, a tributary of 
the Columbia, the bed rock in the latter is at least 400 or 500 feet below 
the present river. Previous to the deposition of the valley gravels, the 
'valls of the canyon of the Columbia were therefore 400 or 500 feet 
higher than they a1:e now. At the time referred to, the mountain ~purs 
now cut across by the coulees were exceedingly precipitous on the side 

·overlooking the Columbia Valley, and it is presumed great masses of 
rock became displaced at their extremities and were tilted toward the 
Yalley, leaving open fissures on the western border. On the south side 
of Chelan Basin, where it opens into the valley of the Columbia, there 
is, again, a bold mountain spur, across wbic;h there are three breaks, 
runnii1g approximately northwes~ and southeast, each about one nule 
in length. ·The blocks between these breaks have been variously dis
placed, and through one of the fissures thus formed Chelan River 
now flows, as previously described. These breaks are of the same 
character as the much iarger fracture that gave origin to Antwines 
Coulee. 

The displacement of mountain masses, with the formation of fissures, 
now broadened by the falling ·Of material from their walls to 2,000 
.feet or more at the top and narrowing rapidly downward, would have 
produced great shocks similar to the earthquakel::l that accompany 
movements along fault lines. In fact, every considm:able landslide 
must cause an earthquake. On the other hand, landslides themselves 
may be precipitated by an earthquake shock originating from other 
causes. 

In this connection it is of interest to note the f3Jl of a large mass of 
rock a few years since at what is known as Kockshit Point, on the 
west side of the Columbia, about 3 miles above the mouth of Entiat 
River, which caused·a marked change in the appearance of the cliff 
and produced a shock that was felt for many 1niles around. 

AVALANCHES. 

Judging f1;om the accounts given by miners and others who remain 
in the Cascade Mountains during the winter months, avalanches are 
then of common occurrence. This testimony is abundantly sustained 
by the records that the avalanches themselves have left. 

On the precipitous sides of the valleys, in the more rugged portions 
of the Cascade Mountains especially, there are numerous localities 
where the trees have been swept off by the so. ow avalanches, and, together 
with large quantities of rocks and soil, piled in confused heaps in the 
bottoms of the va1leys. Where the valleys are narrow it not infre-
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quently happens that an avalanche in rushing down one side gains such 
momentum as to carry it 200 or 300 feet up the opposite slope. 
Where these slides have occurred during the last few years their 
paths are denuded of timber, many of the trees having. been cut 
squarely off. Similar slides in past years are recotded by chang-es tn 
the character of the vegetation that has grown up on them. These 
avalanehes tend to dam the valleys into which they desce1,1d and pro
duce lakelets and swamps where the gradients of the streams are low. 
Good illustrations of the process referred to occur in Indian Creek 
Vall9y ·on. the east side of Indian Pass, which, as previously stated, 
has a remarkably low grade and is bordered by precipitous walls; 
·moreover, the elevation is 5,000 feet or more, which insures a heayy 
winter snowfalL 

Besides the avalanche's consisting principally of snow, there are 
others composed largely of mud and stones. These are even more 
destructive than the snow avalanches, and leave more enduring records. 
These mud avalanches, as:they .. have not inaptlybeen termed, usually 
occur when a .sudden thaw follows a heavy snowfall, or when a fohn 
or chinook wind occurs in midwinter and the snow on the mouhtains 
is rapidly melted. 

The most notable of the mud avalanches the records of which were 
seen during my journeys through the Cascades occurred on the right 
or northern border of Sauk Canyon about 8 miles west of Indian Pass. 
In this instance a stream of mud mixed with stones and resembling 
glacial till flowed down a steep mountain side for fully a mile and 
dammed the Sauk so as to form a temporary lake, which has since 

. been emptied by the cutting of a channel across· the obstruction. 
\Vhere this avalanche reached the botto.m of the canyon it was about 
1,000 feet broad, and surrounded the larger trees to a depth of from 
15 to 30 feet. For a height of 10 to 12 feet above the present irregu
lar surface of the hardened clay the trees left standing are battered 
and d~nuded of their bark, thus indicating that the flow at the time of 
its occurrence was composed largely of snow, which-·has since melted 
and allowed the clay to settle. This interpretation agrees, too, ·with 
the accounts of trappers and others who have witnessed these peculiar 
avalanches. They describe them as being composed _of water, snow, 
and mud. The one just referr.ed to carried vast numbers of stones, 
some of which were left on the surface of the hardened mud or were 
partially embedded in it. The exposed portion of one of these blocks, 
composed of granite~ which }Jad been moved at least a mile, measured 
27 by 12 by 15 feet, the basal portion being buried. This avalanche 
started above timbei· line and passed down through a dense forest, 
cutting away all but the largest trees. The trunks and branches of 
the trees and bushes swept away were left, in part mingled with the 
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stony clay and in part heaped in a confused mass. in the bottom of the 
valley. 

Another variety of landslide occurs at several localities farther down 
.the Sauk, where the river is bordered by high terraces composed of 
blue clay at the base with cross-bedded sand and gravel above. · One 
of these slides, on the right bank of the rive:t between Orient (now 
abandoned) and the mouth of Clear Creek, covers an area of between 
30 and 40 acres. The cli~-1ike banks from which the material came 
expose from 40 to 50 feet of cross-bedded sand and clay. The material 
which descended seems to have flowed almost as a liquid, but l~ft an 
excessively rugged surface, and on parting with its water became 
hard. In the low places, however, the clay when I traversed it was 
so soft that one. was in danger of miring, and much cai·e had to be 
exercised to get a horse across it. Several other similar mudflows 
were seen along the Sauk, but the dates at which they occurred ~ere 
unknown. The two just described, however, judging from the manner 
in which the trail was cut away and the development ~f the buds on 
the dead shrubs, mwst have occurred early in the spring of 1898. 
These mudflows came from terrace::; and were caused by the breaking 
away of large masses of material, owing in part to the m1dercutting 
of the banks of streams, thus leaving bold escarpments frequently 
from 70 to 100 feet high, but in addition, as the evidence shows, the 
clays were s·aturated with water to such an extent that they behaved 
like a viscous fluid. Evidently the flows occur during or after heavy 
rainfalls or when a thick sheet of snow was melting. 

These comparatively great flows, involving many thousands of cubic 
feet of material, are distinct and different from the smaller slides 
cause~ simply by a stream undercutting its banks. 

There are thus n1any ways in which material on steep slopes becomes 
displaced, ranging from the slow creep of the debris in talus slopes, 
due largely ~o changes in temperature and the flow of saturated ·clay 
and partially melted snow which rushes down steep declivities, to true 
snow avalanches and to well-defined landslides, which involve or con
sist of huge masses of solid rock. A part of this general process is 
the formation of fiss·ures adjacent to the border of table-lands and steep 
escarpments. These "" ava1anche fissures" are in some instances, as 
along the Colu~bia, of such size that they become conspicuous in the 
general topography, and on weathering increase in breadth, and may 
have a decided influence on the courses of streams. 

ECONOMIC GEOT.-~OGY. 

While it is understood that a report on a reconnaissance is not the 
place to- discuss the mineral resources of a region, yet a few facts in 
reference to the mines of the portion of Washington under considera
tion may be of interest to the general reader. 
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COAL. 

The most valuable of the mineral deposits here claiming attention
are the coal seams iri t4e Roslyn sandstone. At the town uf Roslyn a 
shaft 628 feet in depth has been sunk and from its bottom an exten
sive series of galleries excavated in the main coal .seam, which, as stated 
in the section given on a previous page, is 5 feet 4 inches thick. The coal 
is bituminous and highly yaluable for steam generating purposes. At 
the Clealum mine, in the eastern outskirts of the Yillage of Clealum, a 
shaft 250 feet deep, begun in 1894, reached a sean1 of coal 4. 5 to 5. 5 
feet thick. In July, 1897, a drift had been carried eastward .from the 
bottom of this shaft for 60 feet; another westward about 600 feet, and 
another northward about 300 feet. The dip of the strata exposed in 
these workings is south at an angle of 14°. The output of the mine 
at the date just stated was 125 tm1s per day. This coal seam is not the 
same as that worked at Roslyn, but occurs at a higher level in the geo
logical series. At a locality in the hills about 2 miles north of Clealum 
the Ellensburg Coal Mining Company has worked another coal seam· 
in a small way by means of a drift starting at the outcrop of the coal 
and running eastward about 600 feet. The coal is there 4 feet thick, 
and the' bed dips S. 10° E. at an angle of 16°. 

The total output of these mines, but derived mainly from the work
ings at Roslyn, was 281,534 tons, with a value ·of $485,520, in 1895, 

. and 4'81.710 tons, with a value of $1,02~,209, in 1896. 
Tests made by means of the diamond drill, conducted by the company 

operating the Roslyn mines, as I have been informed by the superin
tendent, Mr. B. F. Bush, show that coal of workable thickness and 
good quality underlies an area, measuring a square mile or more, in the 
valley of the Yakima, to the southeast of Clealum. This area extends.to 
tpe Yakima River, but whether it occurs to the south of the river, as 
might reasonably be expected, has not been ascertained. Coal outcrops 
in the valley of the main trunk of Teanaway River to the north of 
Roslyn and Clealum, but no mines have been opened in that region. 
Examinations for coal have been made on First Creek, near the north 
end of Green Canyon, at the head of W illiaws Creek, on the west side 
of Table Mountain, and on Naneum Creek, a southward-flowing stream 
which has excavated a canyon-like valley in the n1ore elevated portions 
of the Table Mountain Plateau. Coal seems to have been founQ. at each 
of these localities, but not in commercial quantities. Whether these 
examinations haYe been sufficient to demonstate the absence of valuable 
coal seams is not known to the public. Several openings have been 
made in searc]f of coal near Camas Land, along. the ·Peshastin below 
the n1outh of Camas Creek, and in the valley of the 'V enache, but 
thus far without success. It does not seem, however, that any of 
these tests were sufficiently extended to demonstrate the absence of 
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workable seams. All of the coal mines and coal prospects thus ·far 
mentioned are in. Tertiary rocks. Up to the present time the Creta
ceous rocks to the north of Lake Chelan have failed to yield favorable 
indications of coal, although an outcrop of carbon:weous shale on the 
Twisp has been reported to be coal. This locality, however, does not 
merit further attention. But little is known in detail of the Cretaceous 
rocks referred to, or of the associated formation termed in this paper 
the Ventura formation, and no opinion can be ventured at this time as 
to the possibility of workable coal seams occurring there. 

The Roslyn sandstone, w'hich contains all of the coal now worked in 
\V ashington to the east of the Cascade divide, extends eastward and 
southward from where it comes to the surface and passes beneath the 
second sheet of Columbia lava. This formation ma3r have a wide dis
tribution in the directions indicated,· and should be looked for wher
ever the overlying formation has been deeply eroded or where disturb
a~ces have brought the base of the lava sheet to the surface. The 
relation of the "'anthracite" reported to occur near Natchees Pass to 
the Hoslyn .or other formations is unknown. 

GOLD. 

At a large number of localities throughout the northern Cascades in 
·vv ashirigton gold has been found, both in veins and in stream gravels, 
and at a few places quite extensive mining operations have been carried 
on. The formations known to carry gold range from the crystalline 
rocks, such as granite, schist, serpentine, greenstone, etc.·, which are 
of unknown age, to Cretaceous and Tertiary terranes. Several mining 
districts have been established. The best known of these are the 
Swauk and Peshastin districts, to the west of Table Mountain~ those 
at Monte Cristo and Darrington, on the west side of the Cascades, and 
on Ruby Creek and Slate Creek, near the Canadian boundary. There 
are still other regions where promising prospects have been opened, 
as on the Methow and near Lake Chelan. Actual mining operations 
have been carrieq on in the Swauk, Peshastin, and 1\fonte Cristo dis
tricts, but the others have not yet passed the prospecting stage. 

The mines in the Swauk district, near Liberty, include both placers 
and veins. The country rocks are sandstones and shal.es of Tertiary 
age and the basalt of the numerous dikes. The veins occur on each 
side of the vertical dikes of basalt, and ai'e peculiar, if not unique, in 

. character. They consist of quartz and calcite, usually crowded with 
angular fragments of shale and sandstones, which are entirely sepa
rated one from another.. A· portion of one of these veins is· shown 
on Pl. XX. The walls of basalt forming one border of each of the 
veins are usually slickensided, showing that much movement has taken . 
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place since they were formed. The fracturing of the adjacent strati
fied rocks is due to these movements, but the separation of the frag
ments produced seems to be due in part, at least, to the crystallizing 
of the quartz and calcite. I venture the suggestion that these min
erals, in crystallizing, have exerted a force analagous to the expansion 
of water on freezing, which has crowded the rock fragments asunder. 
These ''brecciated veins" are usually 2 or 3 feet, and in some instances 
5 or 6 feet, thick. The wall adjacent to the basalt in each pair is well 
defined, but the opposite wall is usually indefinite. Free gold occurs 
both in the quartz and in the included fragments of country rock, at 
least above the surface streams; below water level it is to be expected 
that sulphurets will appear, and that the rock will cease to be free
·milling. Previous to 1898 the ore from the quartz yeins was worked 
by arastres, in several instances with highl:r favorable results. At the 
date mentioned a small stamp mill was erected at the Kuga1; mine, 
about 2 miles north of Liberty. 

The placer gold along Swank Creek and its tributaries occurs in the 
stream gravels and in talus slopes. The gold is mostly coarse, and in 
the talus slopes adjacent to the veins from which it was derived is 
frequently angular and branching; crystalline specin1ens, termed "leaf 
gold," are not infrequent. It should be remembered that the gra-vel 
deposits carrying gold occupy the bottoms of the present valleys and 
gulches, and are a part of the great series of Pleistocene gravels 
described on a former page. In many instances the streams have 
reexcavated their channels in part, leaving portions of the previously 
deposited gravel as terraces along their borders. Not infrequently 
the present streams flow at a lower level than the beds of hard rock 
on which the gravel rests. In no instance are the Pleistocene gravels 
known to be covered with lava flows or other hard rock, and they do 
not extend under the rocks forming the sides of valleys, as many pros
pectors suppose. At many widely separated localities in the Cascade 
region there are gravel deposits similar t"o those at Liberty, which are 
known to contain gold. In the narr~'v valley of Peshastin River near 
Blewett, and along Ruby Creek, these deposits have been worked for 
gold with favorable results. In all similar instances· gold may be 
expected to occur on bed rock, although on the sides of valleys and 
near the heads of drainage lines the strea1n-deposited. gravel, con
sisting of waterworn material, frequently merges with talus slopes in 
which gold may occur at any horizon from top to bottom. The rock 
fragments forming the talus slopes are angular, unless derived from 
the disintegration of conglomerate, and are unassorted, and the gold 
when present dm~s not have the characteristic worn and rounded appear
ance usually found in placers. 

At Liberty and Blewett placer mining is being carried on both by 
sluices, into which the grayel is shoYeled, and by hydraulic m~thods. 
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The bed rock at Liberty is Tertiary sandstones and shales, which are 
highly inclined and, where they have been planed off by stream 
action, present an uneven. surface, admirably suited to act as natural 
"riffles" in retaining the gold or other heavy minerals.· A photo
graph of the stream gravels, resting on an uneven surface of Tertiary 
sandstone and shale, exposed by hydraulic mining near Liberty, is 
presented on Pl. XVI. The large number of valleys that are par
tially filled with Pleistocene stream-deposited gravel in the Cascade 
region favors the hope that much more extensive placer mines than 
have yet been worked will, in time, be discovered. The great thick
ness of these deposits in many instances, particularly along the larger 
rivers, and the depth of bed rock below the present ·streams are highly 
unfavorable for ordinary hydraulic mining, but if sufficiently rich 
gravel can be found it can be brought to the surface by actual mining 
operations and subsequently washed. There are many high-grade 
gorges, however, in the vicinity of· gold-bearing veins, whei·e bed 
rock is well above the main streams, and the conditions are favorable 
for hydraulic mining on a large scale. 

The country rock in the Peshastin district is mainly schist, serpen
tine, greenstone, etc., which has been much disturbed since the 
mineral-bearing veins were formed. On account of the disturbances 
that have affected the rocks and the small extent of the veins, most of 
which arc rather "gash veins" than true fissure veins, extensive and 
continuous bodies of gold-bearing quartz are scarcely to be expected. 
Rich quartz .has been discovered, however, and at least one of the 
mines has paid well. The belt of rocks in which the mines at Blewett 
occur extends for some 18 or 20 miles to the westward, about the 
southern base of the central granitic core ·of the \Venache :Mountains, 
and northward to beyond Leavenworth, and has been found to carry 
gold at ·numerous localities. This same complex belt of rocks has 
been found also to contain copper, nickel, cobalt, and mercury (cin
nabar) in many places. It is safe to say that several thousand mineral 
locations have been n1ade in this region, more especially along Nigger 
and Ingall creeks, on the head waters of Icicle and Fortune creeks, 
and in the mountains from which flow the several branches of the 
north and middle forks of Teanaway River. Only a few of these 
"prospects" have been opened so as to show what the conditions really 
are, and. with the exception of a few locations on Nigger Creek, no 
actual mining operations have been undertaken. The fact that so few 
"prospects" have been developed,- and the total absence of paying 
mines (in 1898), lead to the inference that this region is not prom
ising from the miner's point of view. Although rich ores seem to 
have been discovered in many instances, no large bodies of such ores 
have as yet been revealed. To the geologist the main difficulty seems 
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to be the many disturbances that have affected the region since the 
deposition of the ores. The numerous faults and the large areas where 
the rocks have been crushed and displaced make it evident that only 
the most careful explorations, guided by a critical knowledge of the 
geological conditions, can hope to 'lead to success. 

Formations similar to those just referred to, and including serpen
tine, occur in the Entiat Range, and have there been found to carry 
gold~ This same metal has been found, also, at many localities in the 
Lake Chelan region, and thence north ward to the Canadian boundary. 
A great number of "prospects" have been discoveted in this region, 
and a few promising localities ~re being developed. . 

The well-known Monte Cristo district was not visited by the writt=~r, 
but many favorable reports were heard concerning it. The region 
about Darrington has produced some good ore, but how extensive the 
veins may be is unknown to the public. The occurrence of large bodies 
of serpentiue in thi'3 field suggests, as do other facts, that it is mm·h 
like the Peshastin district. Along Ruby Creek there are rather exten
::;ive gravel deposits, which have yielded gold, and evidently demand 
careful .attention, as the natural conditions for t!J.e concentration of 
heavy minerals are there unmmally favorable. Plans for hydraulic min
ing at the mouth of Ruby Creek were about to be put in operation in 
1898, but the results attained are unknown to me. · 

A hasty visit was paid to the Slate Creek district, whe're many tis
sure veins, some of them of large size and carrying free gold, have 
been discovered. Prospecting is being actively carried on in this 
region by men well qualified to determine the nature of the deposits, 
and the conditions certainly favor the hope that valuable results ·will 
be reached. I can not presume to speak with authority in this con
nection, but feel It my duty to suggest that capitalists would do well 
to gjve this field careful attention, and to assist in its development. 

The impression gained from my hurried visits to the various mineral
bearing districts 'referred to above is that the entire Cascade region, 
not only where crystalline rocks occur, but-as is shown by the pecul
iar quartz veins-in the sandstone of the Swank district-the areas occu
pied by Cretaceous and Tertiary sedimentary deposits as \Veil, needs 
to be carefully investigated. What is required is not confidence in 
the widely current saying, '"If one goes deep. enough gold will be 
found,,, for there is no real foundation for such a faith, but a careful 
and painstaking study of the conditipns as they exist, and the working 
out of plans for the most economical methods of developing the ore 
bodies actually present. The State of vV ashington holds out many 
promises to the miner, but much more scientific methods than are now 
e1nployed must be applied befor~ the State can take even a modest 
position in the ranks of those-now noted for their g·old~ silver, eopper, 
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and other similar mineral industries. In addition to a careful search 
for coal and gold, attention should be given to the development of 
the less attractive industries based on the excellent building stones 
and clays, and attempts should be made to utilize the deposits of dia
tomaceous earth, volcanic dust, and serpentine, and. to make use of the 
alkaline lakes which are known to exist. 
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STATUS OF. MESOZOIC FLORAS OF UNITED STATES. 

FIRST P APEl~ : THE OLDER 1\'lESOZOIC. 

INTRODUCTORY RE}IARKS. 

It i~ proposed in thi~ paper to give a ~uccinct account of the prog
re:::;~ thu:::; far made in the direetion of developing the Mesoz~ie floras 
of the' United States. The treatment will be primarily in the ascend
ing gC'ological order~ ~-:~eeondaril~· in :-:;ueh geographical order as seems 
most natural, and finally in the chronological order of discovery. 
The aim will be to enumerate fot the several format.ions, geographical 
area~-:~. and special localities the fossil plants that haye been found, 
eolleeted. and reported upm-i, and to give a somewhat complete bibli
ography of the work accomplished in strietl~· paleobotanical lines~ with 
special referenee to correlation, but without any attempt to treat the 
suhj('et from the ~tratigraphieal <>r general geological standpoint~ since 
thi~ latter task would be mueh 'too large, and has~ moreo,·er, to con
siderabh_.. extent, been done alreadr' by numerous vHiters. The strati
graphical results thus arrin"d at will be simply accepted, and .the 
horizons will be arranged with refer011ce to them. There will be no 
attempt to republish ·what has. already appeared, and the new matter 
"·ill consi:::;t altogether of additional results here published for the first 
tilllP. 

A speeial feature ·will be the enurneration of discoveries made and 
of material:-; collected and in hand, either now in process of ehtbo
ration or to be taken up as early as possible for future publication. 

It i~:i belieYed that such a paper will be useful not only as showing 
the "·ork that ha~ been done, the results of which are now scattered 
throug·h a great number of Yolumes of the most diYerse charaeter, and 
are difficult to find, but a.bo as indicating the direction and prospects 
of future work along the same lines. 

The _paper naturally falls under three general heads, based on the 
general geological nomenclatu-re of the Mesozoic-Tria~sic, (Jurassic, 
and Cretaeeous-which~ notwithstanding the cli:fficulty in making the 

21/ 
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American beds conform in all respects with the older classification, 
still proves a convenient and more or less satisfactory basis of sub
division. These generaJ heads may be made to designate the three 
parts, I, II, and III, of the paper, and each of the parts may then be 
conveniently further subdiv:ided into· lesser heads dealing with the 
smaller geological groups or formations, designated for the most part 
by special names derived from localities where each is best exposed. 

In view of the considerable magnitude which such a memoir is found 
. to assume, and especially of the impossibility of having all the illustra
tions prepared in time to be embodied in the Twentieth Annual 
Report of the Survey, it has been neeessary to make a more general 
subdivision of it into two papers, one on the Older Mesozoic (Parts I 
and II), and the other on the Younger Mesozoic, ·or Cretaceous, and 
to confine the present paper to the former of these subdivisions, the 
matter for which is ready, leaving the other subdivision to form the 
subject o_f a second paper to be published in a subsequent report. 

PART I. 

THE TRIASSIC :E'LORA. 

There are certain beds which are generally admitted to belong to 
the great s'eries called Triassic in all parts of the world, and the fossil 
plants ·only help to confirm the conclusions on this point which have 
been drawn from stratigraphical considerations and from other forms 
of life. It so happens, however, that the paleobotanical record is 
here very incomplete, and there is no adequate evidence that an}r 
plant remains have thus far been found in any but the uppermost 
portion of the Triassic series. It is true that Mr. Benjamin Smith 
Lyman, of the Pennsylvania Geological Su~·vey, argues for a great. 
thickness of the Triassic beds in Bucks and J\Iontgomery counties, 
Pennsylvania, 1 claiming that they extend into the Permian and 
<'Ontain the remains of Calamites and Lepidodendron, but no one 
else finds the same conditions, and Mr. Henry B. Kiimmel, after an 
exhaustive study of these beds in the adjacent State of New Jersey, 
with Mr. Smith's results before him, finds reasons for doubting his 
conclusions, and reduces the thickness from 27,000 to 12,000 or 15,000 
feet by the discovery of faults. 2 

' 

With regard to the fossil plants, Mr. Lyman admits that the sup
posed Calamites was never submitted to a competent specialist, and it 
is altogether probable that it represents the stem of a large Equisetum, 
as, for example, E. Rogersii ( Bun9.) Schimp. It must be remem-

1 Proc. Am. Philos. Soc., Vol. XXXIII, pp. 5-10; 192-215; Pennsylvania State Geological Survey Sum
mary, Final Report, Vql III, Pt. II, pp. 2589-2638. 

2 Annual Report of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1897, p. 138. 
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bered that Bun bury 1 in 1851, when he named that species, and all 
before that date, back to Brongniart in 1828, who :first :figured it, 2 

regarded it as a Calamites. For the existence of Lepidodendron thm;e 
would seen1 to be good authority; not,· however, for its occurrence in 
the thick deposits of Pennsylvania, but in the New Jersey beds, in 
quarries of Newark and Belleville, a photograph of a specimen from 
which was sent to Professor Lesquereux by Professor Cook, State 
geologist of New Jersey. In his Teport Professor Lesquereux says: 

The photographs are sufficient, if not for specific determination at _least for posi
tive reference of the specimens to Lepidodendron. Even I should say that the 
specimens represent L. Veltheimianurn Presl, as distinctly as a specific representati01i 
can be made upon a decorticated trunk of Lepidodendron. L. Veltheirnianurn is a 
leading species of the Old Red Sandstone found here, as in Europe, from the Sub
carboniferous Meas.ures down· to the Devonian, while until now we do not have any 
remains of Lepidodendron of any kind from the Upper Coal Measures (Permo-Car
boniferous), or from· higher up than the Pittsburg coal. 

L. Vellheimianum 1s recorded only once from the true Coal Measures; this by Eich
wald, from the Carboniferous sandstone of Russia. But European authors, among 
others Goeppert, doubt the identity of the Russian species with L. Veltheim·ianum, 
which is, moreover, extremely variable, and has been described already under about 
thirty different names. 8 

'Vhile the authority in this case· is not to be questioned, there is cer
tainly room for doubt as to whether so important a conclusion drawn 
from a photograph of a decorticated specimen can be regarded as finaJ. 

After reading Mr. Lyman's articles I wrote to Professor Fontaine 
under date of May 4, 1894, as follows: 

Have you seen M.r. Lyman's articles in the Proceedings of the American Philo
sophical Society (Vol. XXXIII, January, 1894, No. 144, pp. 5-10)? I wish you 
could see the specimen of so-called Lepidodendron from the Newark brownstone, to see 
whether you agree with Lesquereux. It is just possible that there may be points 
at which the change from the brown sandstone to the underlying Carboniferous is 
not easily distinguished, and they may have got down into the Carboniferous. The 
whole matter ou~ht surely to be looked into. 

To this Professor Fontaine replied under ·date of :May 12, 1894, as 
follows: 

I had seen a notice of Lyman's reniarks on the Newark beds, but not the articles. 
Since you called my attention to them I have carefully read them. I think that he 
makes out a case strong enough to call for a careful revision of all that is known of 
the flora of these strata. It is possible, but I do not think probable, that the Devo
nian may be reached in some of the Newark strata. I think that the supposed Lepi
dodendron is the plant that I have figured in Monograph VI, pl. xlviii, fig. 5, which 
I supposed to be the stem. of a cycad (seep. m of monograph) like Williamson's stem 
of Zamia gi.qas. This may be really a .coniferous stem and belong to the conifer that 
bore the cones depicted on pls. xlvii and xlviii. These are possibly kin to 
Abies and the ancestral forms of the Abietites of the Potomac. This is strikingly 

1 Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, Vol. VII, 1851, p. 190. 
2Histoire des Vegetaux Fossiles, Vol. I. p. l2.'i, Pl. XVI, fig. 1. 
RGeological Su~vey of Xew Jersey, Annual Report of the State Geologif"t for the year 1879, Trenton, 

1879, pp. 26-27. 
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like Lepidodendron, but even if it be such the absence of all other Paleozoic plants 
and the fact that the accompanying flora is wholly Mesozoic would simply indicate 
that Lepidodendron ~urYives into the Mesozoic. It is noteworthy, with reference to 
what Lesquereux says, that this Richmond coal-field plant is more like L. Veltheirni
an'wn than any other of that genus. ·I do not know what Mr. Lyman's authority is 
for the statement that the Newark beds are 9,000 feet below the Milford strata, or for 
the great thickness he gives for the Pennsylvania Trias, 27,000 feet. I have not seen 
any publication indicating that thickness. Do you know of such? Mr. Lyman 
questions my rejection of Lepidodendron from the Mesozoic flora. I do not see that 
that, if correct, helps his contention, which is that the fossils may be Lepidodendron, 
and therefore the beds may be Paleozo.ic. If vi'e grant that these plants are Lepi
dodendron, all that can be deduced is that this genus lived in the Mesozoic, for the 
supposed Lepidodendron of North Carolina and Virginia is accompanied by an 
abundance of well-marked Mesozoic plants; otherwise we must conclude that the 
Korth Carolina and Virginia beds are Paleozoic. Surely he would not maintain that. 1 

In all this the question has not been whether we have in these few 
doubtful remain~ representatives of the flora of the lowest Triassic 
beds corresponding to the Variegated Sandstone or V osgian and the 
:Muschelkalk, but whether they are Mesozoic or Paleozoic. Professor 
Fontaine seems to have sufficiently answered th!s question, and all 
agree to the absence thus. far of the characteristic Lower Tdassic 
forms, such as·J.Ethophyllum, Voltzia, Albertia, and Yuccites. 

\Yith regard to the alleged Trias of Prince Edward Island, 2 it pre
sents a question singularly similar to the one just considered, since 
none of the fossil plants at least are claimed to represent the Lower 
Trias, while two of them are decidedly Paleozoic in their affinities. 
I therefore fully indorse all that Dr. Knowlton Ifas said 3 with regard 
to them. I had myself raised the question whether the Cycadeo£dea 
auequ idenBiR may not represent a cone of some coniferous tree. It is 
very small for a cycadean trunk,. though this alone would not negative 
sueh a reference. Sir William Dawson's fig .. 29, which is about 
natural size, does not bring out cycadean characters, and the supposed 
sears of leayes and buds represented enlarged in figs. 29a and 29b do not 
help support his view. He does not explain why he places the small 
end do·wn and describes it as "obovate" instead of reversing it and 
treating it as originally conical, but if the side of the scars toward the 
small end arc, as repre::;ented, more pronounced than that toward the 
large end, this would seem to justify that position. A photograph, 
slightly ~nlarged, which Sir \Villiam was so good as to send me, and 
\Yhieh hears enlargement with a lens much better than the engraving, 
still fails to answer the question of orientation, but it must be admitted 

1 At the time this letter was written the negotiations described below (pp. 274-276) relative to the 
then recently discoycrerl Emmons'~-; collection were going on, and it will be observed that Professor 
Fontaine, after examining the specimens themselves, refers the supposed Lepidodendron to Zarnios
fl'oblll' ~·irgiuiensis, Yir.tually confirming his previous conclusion derived from an examination of the 
figures alone. 

2Report on the Geological Structure and Mineral Resources of Prince Edward Island, by J, W. 
Dawson, assisterl by B . .J. Harrington; ·Montreal, 18il; 51 pp., 3 plates. See pp. 13-22, 45, 46, pl. iii. 

•In the Xewnrk s~·,tem. by I. 9· Russell: Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey Xo. 85, 1892, p. 29. 
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that some of the supposed buds when thus enlarged simulate yery 
closely the reproductive organs of certain Cretaceous cyeadean trunks. 
This treatment further shows that the scars or scales point toward the 
large end, which would be singular for a cone, whatever the eondi
tiors of compression to which it might have been F-iubjected. It would 
seem, therefore, that tbe whole question must be left for the present in 
abeyance, but there i:-::~ at least no evidence of these beds representing 
the early Ti·ias. 1 

It will therefore be necessary to treat the American Trias as a geo
logical unit, and to confine the da~sification to the several geographical 
areas in which its flora has been developed. 

There is no fact more commonly remarked by paleontologists than 
that of the defedi veness of the geological record in .. Mesozoic time, 
especially as regards fossil plants. Of t~e three divisions or systems 
of the 1\1esozoic, the defectiveness of this record is most a.pparent in 
the earliest or lowest, viz, the Trias. In Europe the lower member 

. of the Trias, vi%~ the Buntersandstein, contains fossil plants at some 
points, notably in Alsatia, on the slopes of the Vosges, and in the 
vicinity of Strasburg. The second or middle member, viz, the 
~1uschelkalk, is also represented by a fe''' plant remains at Hecoaro, 
in Italy, and perhaps at a few vther points. The last membeL viz, 
the Keuper, is very vvell rep1;esented at many different localities on 
the Continent. The Triassic fo:-::~sil plants are most numerous of all in 
the extreme upper member or tran::-~ition beds, Yiz, the Rhetic, e:-;pe
eially in the Kingdom of Bavaria. province of Franconia, near Baireuth, 
and in South Sweden (Scania). 

The attempt to con·elate the Trias of America with any other of 
these three. series of the European Tria:-:~ has thus far been more or 

· less unsuccessful, but it is remarkable that all the fossil plants that 
have ever been discovered in American strata within the proper limits 
of the Trias not only appear to belong to nearly the same horizon, but 
also have their nearest affinities with tho::;e. found in the very upper
most of the four different members which have been- enumerated. 
It is quite immaterial whether we denominate thi~ member the upper 
Keuper or call it the Rhetic. 

The principal plant-bearing deposits whieh have been assigned to 
the Trias in America occur in the Connecti<"ut Valley~ in the vic.lnity 
of Richmond, Virginia, and in North Carolina. ln the \i'\T est there are 
large tracts of country which have been assigned to the Trias and which 
probably belong to that ::;ystem, and many eminent geologists, indud
ing Dr. ~J. S. Newberry, have been·disposed· to identify this Western 
formation with that of the eastern part of the country. These deposits 
are most extensive in New :Mexico and Arizona, but are pethaps to he 
found in Indian Territory and adjacent parts of Texas. They also 

I See Dana, :\:!annal of Geology, 4th eel.,, 11-i\J.), p. 7-H. 
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extend into Utah, Nevada, and Colorado. The beds near Taylors
ville, California, wHl receive separate treatment .. 

Of these several deposits the one that has attracted the largest share· 
of attention is the so-called Richmond coal field in Virginia, which has 
been the subject of a valuable contribution by Prof. )iVilliam M. Fon
taine, published in 1883 as :Monograph VI of the United States Geo-

'logical Survey. 
Next in importance is the region h~ the State of North Carolina 

which was early investigated by Dr. Ebenezer Emmons, who published 
the results primarily in his report on the Geology of North Caro
lina as State geologist, and finally embodied them in his American 
Geology, Part VI. · 

A few fossil plants were long ago described and figured by Dr. 
· Edward Hitchcock in his report on the geology of Massachusetts, and 

in several papers in the American Journal of Science. Later, Dr. J. S. 
Newbel'ry elaborated certain material in his hands at the School of 
Mines, Columbia College, New York, and publi.shed the same in con
nection with the fossil fishes of the Connecticut Valley in a monograph 
of the Geological Survey. 1 This work is of special value to us in the 
consideration of the question of correlation of the various Triassic 
beds, since Dr. Newberry took much interest in this question and 
made careful comparisons with all the other plant remains as well as 
the animal remains of the Trias. His conclusions, therefore, upon this 
question are of the highest importance and are quite freely expressed. 

The material from theW estern beds has consisted chiefly of fossil 
wood, of which vast quantities exist, strewn over the plains of Arizona 
and New Mexico, and which has been repeatedly reported upon and 
graphically described by many writers. But until recently very little 
else has been known from that region. The work upon which we must 
rely for most of our inf,ormation with regard to that region, aside from 
the fossil wood, is that known as the report of the Macomb Exploring 
Expedition, in which Dr. J. S. Newberry, as naturalist of that expe
dition, describes and figures a considerable number of Triassic fossil 
plants; but most of the plants dealt with in this report come from 
Mexico and not from any part of the United Stl\tes. 

Better to understand the history of the work done on 'the fossil 
plants of the American Trias, we will now undertake a brief review 
ofthe subject. · 

THE CONNECTICUT VALLEY AREA. 

Beginning with the most. northern of the Eastern deposits, viz, 
that of the Connecticut Valley, we find that the earliest' mention made 
of fossil plants was that by Dr. Edward Hitchcock, in the American 

1 Fossil fishes and fossil plants of the Triassic rocks of New JerseY. and the Connecticut Va1ley, by 
JohnS. Newberry: Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. XIV, Washington, 1888. 
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Journal of Science for 1823, in an extended article read before the 
American Geological Society on September 11, 1822. 1 Neither of the 
two objects found is specifically determinable, the first being some sort 
of cane or grass, the other a coniferous· branch, possibly Palissya or 
Voltzia. The first was found one-half mile south of Newgate Prison, 

.. and the second at Sundedand, in Massachusetts. 
The first mention made of the petrified tree found in the Southbury 

area of the Connecticut Trias, about which so much. has been said, was 
a paragraph devoted to it by Dr. Hitchcock in his Miscellaneous Notices 
of Mineral Localities, with Geological Remarks, in 1828/ describing . 
a fragn1ent from it obtained by Dr. Smith of Southbury, broken 
off by a man who had mistaken it for a recent stump and ruined his 
ax upon it. 

In his first Geological Report of Massachusetts, published in 1833,3 

• and accompanied by an atlas of 18 plates, Dr~ Hitchcoc~ made passing 
inention on pages 232~234 of vegetable remains in the Trias and fig-

. ured a few obscure objects on pl. xiii of the atlas. He supposed that 
he had found a species of Calamites agreeing closely with 0. arena.ceus 
of Brongniart, and refers to the mention by De la Beebe, in his Man
ual of Geology, of the discovery of Lycopod,£tes SilliTrul!nni at ''Hadley, 
Connecticut," which he believes to have meant South Hadley, Massa
chusetts. Speaking of the coniferous plant figured in the American 
Journal, already referred to, he concludes that it is probably 'a Voltzia 
related to V. ln·evifol?:a. The fucoid there .found he was disposed to 
regard as Fttcoides Brongnim·tii/ but, as we shall see later, he after
wards gave this plant another name. It was found in Deerfield and 
Greenfield, and was referred to Dr. Morton for determination. Dr. 
Hitchcock also here again calls attention to the fossil trunk of a tree 
discovered at Southbury, Connecticut. 

The Report on the Geological Survey of Connecticut, by Charles 
Upham Shepard/ 1837, refers to the occurrence of vegetable remains 
in the red sandstone at Middletown and in the cupriferous sandstone'" 
slate at Enfield Falls, in Suffield, and at Southington and Durham. 

In his second Geological. Report of Massachusetts 5 Hitchcock 
devotes nine pages (pp. 450-458) to the subject of fossil plants in the 
Trias or New Red Sandstone, as he calls it. Some of these are of 
doubtful vegetable nature; others that he figures are probably fucoids, 
which can scarcely be determined from his description. The one men- . 

1 A sketch of the geology, mineralogy, and scenery of the regions contiguous to the River Connec
ticut, with a geological map and drawings of organic re~ains. and. occasional botanical notice~. 
Part I, by Edward Hitchcock: Am. Jour. Sci., 1st series, Vol. VI, 1823, pp. 1-86. For reference to fossil 
plants seep. 80, pl. ix, figs. 4, 5. 

2Am. Jour. Sci., 1st series, Vol. XIV, 1828, p. 228._ 
a Report on the Geology, Mineralogy, Botany, and Zoology of ~1assachusetts, by Edward Hitcheock, 

Amherst, 1833. 
4 New HaYen, 183i, pp. 1-188, 8°. See pp. 62, 166. 
5 Final Report on the Geology of Massachusetts, Vol. li, Northampton, 1841. 
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tioned in the previom; report he now calls J-i:ucoides Sllepardl, and he 
distinguishes another as 11~ connecticuten.sis. These plant impressions 
are for the most part figured in the text; but in addition ·he gives one 
plate (which in the text he refers to as pl. 29, but which bears the Jmm-

. ber 28) on which occur four figures of various small objects, none of 
which are generically determinable, and only one can be with certainty 
referred to the vegetable kingdom. viz, fig. 2. which probably repre
sents a Palissya. 

The same author read a paper before the Association of rteologists 
and Natu1~alists in 1842, in which he described a number of additional 
plant forms from this same region. 1 

In this paper Dr. Hitchcock gives an account of the fossil tree already 
mentioned, which was found at South bury, the specimens of which he 
had sent to Professor Bailey at West Point, whose language he quotes 
in this paper and whose figures he also gives on the plate. . Professor 
Bailey had made three sections·, one of which was longitudinal and 
sufficiently radial to show conelusively that the wood of this tree was 
coniferous, and he so pronounced it. Dr. Hitchcock also here figures 
a specimen found in the dark-gray sandstone of )1ount Holyoke, 
Massachusetts, which he says belongs to the genus Treniopteris, and 
which he compares with T. ?.Jittata_, Brongn., as figured in Bronn'~; 
Lethrea Geognostica. The figure (fig. 2) of this specimen is so very 
poor that no one woul.d suspect it of being a fern, but inasmu0h as he 
states that the specimen closely resembles Tceniopteri8 vittata we ean 
interpret the figure with some satisfaction, and there would scarcely 
seem to be any doubt that this speciinen actually represented a Ti:eni-

. opteris or Macrotreniopteris. This is interesting in view of the fact 
that Dr. Newberry, in his work already quoted, 2 speaking of Twni
opter-/8 magn~folict of Rogers, says that "'this has not yet been found 
anywhere in the North, nor has any other similar fern been met 
with there,'' showing that Dr. Newberry had probably overlooked th1s 
paper by Dr. Hitchcock. The other three figures represent a conifer 
allied to Voltzia or perhaps belonging to Palissya, but too poorly pre
served and too badly figured to be determinable. 

ln 1847 Dr. Benjamin Silliman gave an account.3 of two fossil trees, 
one of them with branches, found in place in the red sandstone in the 
town of Bristol, Connecticut. A clear picture of the quarry with the 
trees exposed is ·given on page 117, and his description is rather 
full and satisfactory. As in the ease of the Southbury specimens, a 
report was secured from Prof. ,J. W; Bailey on the internal structure, 
with the same result. that it indicated the coniferous character of 
these remains. 

1 Description of several species of fossil plants from the New Red Sandstone Formation of Con
necticut and Massachusetts, by Edward Hitchcock: Report of the first, second, and third meetings 
of the Phil. Assoc. of Am. Geologists and Naturalists, 1840-1842, Boston, 1843, pp. 294~296, pl. xiii. · 

2Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. XIV, 1888, p. 12. 
3Am. Jour. Sci., 2d series, Vol. IV, 1847, pp. 116-118 (fig. on p. 117). 
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·At the close of the paper Dr. Silliman·mentions the fact that "large 
stems of reedlike plants are found in the beds which furnish the fish, 
at Middlefield, in the same State." 

In the same volume1 Dr. Hitehcock noted the occurrence 'in bowl
ders of porphyritic trap at Amherst of "a vegetable stem from 1 to 3 
inches in diameter, scarcely flattened." 

·Several years later (1855), in an article contributed fo the American 
Journal of Science, 2 Dt. E .. Hitchcock, jr., describes another fern, which 
he calls 0 lathropteris rectiusc~thtS, found 1n the sandstone of Mount 
Tom, in Easthampton, Massachusetts. From the figures on page 24 
Professor Fontaine, in his Oldet Mesozoic Flora, 3 identifies this with 

. (;lathropteriB platyphylla (Gopp.) Brongn. There is· some further 
mention of this plant by the elder Hitchcock in 1861.! In his paper 
Dr. Hitchcock, jr., speaks of other specimens of what he supposed to 

- be Clathropteris in the cabinet of Amherst College, taken from the 
quarry of Roswell Field, in Gill~ Massachusetts. These specimens are 
not figured, but from the descriptbn Dr. Hitchcock ·gives of them 
Professor Fontaine concludes that they can hardly represent a Clathrop
teris, and are probably Dictyophyllum or Camptopteris. 

In a paper by Dr. James Deane on the· Sandstone Fossils of Con
necticut River . (Turners Falls, Massachusetts), published in the 
Journal of the American Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadel
phia for November, 1856,5 he figured one specimen (pl. xix, fig. a) 
which was thought by Professor Gray to be the "leaf scars of some 
plant like a tree fern," and which Professor Dana could refer ''to 
nothing but a plant, the prominences being the traces of leaves, prob
ably coniferous;" but he admitted it was "not like any known conif
erous plant, ancient or modern" (see p. 177). Dr. ·Deane, however, 
did not share these opinions, and says of this specimen: 

I think in the present state of science it is impossible to explain the origin of this 
elegant fossil. If the accumulated bodies that constitute the various lines of impres
sions be not due to the deciduous fronds of plants, they must be taken for the der
inoid protuberances of some animal. There is not the slightest evidence of a 
compressed stem of a coniferous or other plant, which should certainly be the case· 
in so perfect a specimen; and, moreover, upon the superior or superincumbent 
stratum the imprint is reversed; it is a cast, and this, it appears to me, is conclusive 
evidence against a vegetable origin. 

In his Ichnology of New England 6 Dr. Edward Hitchcock speaks,. 
on page 6, of the fern ( Olathropteris rectiusculus) described by Dr. 

•Loc., cit., p. 202. 
2 Description of a new species of Clathropteris, discovered in the Connecticut Valley sandstone, by 

Dr. E. Hitchcock, jr.: Am. Jour. Sci., 2d series, Vol. XX, 1855, pp. 22-25. 
3J\fon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, 1883, p. 57. 
4Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Vol. XIV, pp. 158-159. 
5'2d series, Vol. III, pp. 173-178, pl. xviii-xx. 
6Ichnology of New England: A Report on the Sandstone of the Connecticut Valley, made to the 

Government of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, by Edward Hitchcock; Boston, 1858, 4°. See 
pp. 6, 8, pl. v, fig. 1; pl. vii, figs. 1 and 2. 
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Edward H;itchcock, jt-;, mentioned above, and gives a figure of the 
whole frond (pl. v, fig. 1), showing the radiating structure, and another 
(pl. vii, fig. 1) of a small segment more enlarged than that previously 
published. 

ln the same work (p. 8) he mentions a cone found in the quarries of 
.~lr. Roswell Field at Turners Falls, which he thought similar to some 
described in Europe from the Wealden. A sketch of this cone and of 
some coniferous twigs from the same locality, made by Mr. F. A. 
Lydston, is ·introduced on pl. vii (fig. 2). Professor Fontaine, in a 
letter dated February 7, 1891, expresses the opinion that the twigs 
here figured belong to OAeirolepis Muensteri, and that the cone may 
have been that of a species of Palissya of the type of P. aptera Schenk. 

From the date of the Ichnology of New England there seem to 
have been nearly thirty years during which no additional paleobo
tanical discoveries were made in the Connecticut Valley. In 1885 Mr. 
H. H. Hendrick, a member of the Meriden Scientific Association, found 
in the Durham shales the fruit of a cycadean plant, a brief notice of 
which was published by the Rev. J. H. Chapin, of Meriden, president 
of the association, in the proceedings for that year. 1 The specimen 
was sent to Dr. J. S. Newberry, who described and figured it in his 
Fossil Fishes and Fossil Plants (p .. 92, pl. xxiv, fig. 4) under the name 
of Cycadinocarpus CAapini. Mr. Chapin recorded this fact in a later 
volume 2 of the same series in which the original announcement was 
made. · 

On March 28, 1887, Dr. Newberry presented to the New York 
Academy of Sciences. a very brief account of the results at which he 
had arrived in his study of the paleontology of the Triassic beds. An 
abstract of this paper appeared the same _year. 3 It contains a list of 
the plants that had been obtained from both the New Jersey and the 
New England beds, all of which were fully treated in the work on 
which he was then engaged. · 

The above enumeration brings the record of paleobotanical discovery 
in the Trias of the Connecticut Valley and New England areas down 
to the date of Dr. Newberry's Monograph of the .Fossil Fishes and 
Fossil Plants, to which reference has already been made (supra, p. 222). 
In this he gives a sketch of the Triassic, and includes 17 species of fossil 
plants. They were collected at Sunderland, Massachusetts, at Dur
ham and Middletown, Connecticut, and at Newark and Milford, New 
Jersey, and are treated in a thorough and systematic way, being illus
trated in six plates with very excellent figures. Through this wor'k 
we are therefore at length placed in possession of a considerable body 

1 Proceedings and Transactions. of the Scientific Association, Meriden, Connecticut, 1885-86, Vol. 
II, Meriden, 1887, p. 29. 

2Vol. IV, Meriden, 1891, p. 62. 
3The fauna and flora of the Trias of New Jersey and the Connecticut Valley: Trans. N.Y. Acad. 

Sci., Vol. vr, 1886-Si, pp. 124-128. 
I 
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of facts relating to the fossil flora of the northern extension of the 
American Trias. 

My own· investigations in this area began in the year 1890. 
During the month of August of that year Professor Fontaine and 
myself visited the beds in the vicinity of New Haven and most of the 
localities above mentioned in Connecticut and Massachusetts, especially 
those in the Connecticut Valley as far as Turners Falls and G~ll, Massa
chusetts. Our object was, fi:rst, to see the collections at Yale U ni
versity, at the vV esleyan University in Middletown~ Connecticut, and 
at Amherst and Turners Falls, Massachusetts, and to examine the older 
material that had been collected as above stated and all the fossil plants 
from the Trias deposited in these collections; secondly, to examine, 
so far as possible, the beds themselves froin which fossil plants have 
been taken, and to note their mode of occurrence in the rocks. 

Of recent collectors in this section by far the most successful . has 
been Mr. S. Ward Loper, of Middletown. Mr. Loper was in the field 
at the time of our visit, and we met him at Tariffville, Connecticut, at 
which place he had discovered a plant-bearing locality. There being 
no true coal mines in the Connecticut Valley Trias, the mode of occur
rence of the fossil plants is, of course, somewhat different from that in 
Virginia. It is equally true here, as in Virginia, that fossil plants are 
not found in the red sandstone, but are confined to the dark shales, 
and those in the Connecticut Valley occur for the most part in close 
connection with the trap ridges of that region. They are usually 
found at the margin of the shales near their contact with the trap. 
The locality at Tariffville was in close contact with one of the secondary 
ti·ap ridges located on the eastern side of the main ridge, which, 
in the general trend of these ridges, places it, higher in the Trias, 
geologically speaking, or, as Professor Davis expresses it, "posterior." 
From what Mr. Loper told us, and from numerous observations upon· 
localities from which fossil plants have been previously reported, it 
would seem that they usually occur ~n this position. A fairly good 
specimen of Otenophyllum Braunianum angustun~ was found during 
our visit to this locality, and Mr. Loper had already sent considerable 
material of this character to Professor Davis, which subsequently 
found its way into the general collection at Washington. 

Besides examining the Portland quarries and those of Turners Falls 
and Gill, Massachusetts, where no vegetable.remains other than those 
presently to be named occur, we visited several places in Connecticut 
where Mr. Loper bad obtained fossil plants, especially at Westfield 
and Highlands. In the Portland quarries there occur large logs clearly 
representing Triassic trees embedded in the red sandstone ana now 
thoroughly . silicified; but besides these and the fine specimens of 
Dendrophycus which occur there, nothing of a vegetable nature 
seems to have been found. At Turners Falls careful investigation was 
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made in the red shales bearing the ttacks so celebrated in that locality, 
and under the guidance of Mr. T. M. Stoughton we visited all the impor
tant places ·from which specimens of interest had been taken. We saw 
in these beds nothing that could be called vegetable, and it seems very 
doubtful whether any plants eith~r grew or were eve1; transported by 
any agency into the riparian ciays in which the Brontotheria and other 
saurians left their footprints in such profusion~ 

Special attention was paid· on this excursion to the form called Den
droJJll.ycltS triassimts ·New b. The o:dginal of one of the specimens fig- . 
ured by Dr. Newberry1 was seen at the museum of Yale University, 
the other2 was examined at the museum of the Wesleyan University. 
Two other good specimens were afterwards secured at the Portland 
quarries by Mr. John H. Sage, of Portland, and generously donated 
by him t<? the National Museum. The finest specimens, however, are 
those at the \Vesleyan University, also from the PortJand quarry. 
Through the courtesy of Prof. W. N. Rice, of that institution, per
mission was obtained to have these specihlens photographed, and Mr., 
De Lancey W. Gill, then chief of the division of illustrations of the 

· United States Geological Survey, kindly undertook to, visit Middle
town in November and attend to the photographing of these speci
mens. Pl. XXXV, Fig. 1, represents one of these views. Although 
this differs considerably from the specimens figured by Dr. Newberry, 
con1ing as they do from the same quarry, it is to be supposed that they 
represent one species, and it may be a:ssumed that the specimens fig
ured· by Dr. Newberry show the lower portion of the frond and did 
not contain those higher and finer lines so beautifully shown in the 
specimen· at the Wesleyan University. These; therefore, will also be 
treated as belonging to D. triassicus. 

I may add th~t at Amherst several specimens of Dendrophycus ftom 
the Portland quarry, and, perhaps, from other poitits, were seen by 
us. They were labeled, apparently in the handwriting of Dr. Edwai'd 
Hitchcock, '"Aroid plants." This is of special interest as showing 
that Dr; Hitchcock supposed them to be of vegetable origin. 

At the Washington meeting of the Geological Society of America 
in December, 1890, Prof. W. M. Davis and Mr. S. Ward Lopei' read a 
joint paper giving. the 1~esults of their work in the Connecticut Valley. 3 

The first part of this paper, by Professor Davis, is devoted to the 
discussion of his theory of the formation of the ''trap" and the general 
stratigraphy of the Triassic formation in the Connecticut Valley. The 
second part, by Mr. Loper, treats of the fossils. It gives an enumera-_ 
tion of the fossil fishes and fossil plants found by him and their strati
graphical position, showing those that are confined to the anterior an~ 

I Op. cit., pl. xxi, fig. 2. 
2Loc. cit., fig. 1. 
3Two belts of fossiliferous black shale in the Triassic formation of Connecticut, by W. l\L Davis 

and S. Ward Loper: Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. II, Rochester, 1891, pp. 415-430. 
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to the posteriqr shales,· an~ those that are common to both. This 
enumeration. inclU(les. 1;3 .pla,nt forms, 11 of which are specifically 
named. Six. of tpgse. forms _are con.fined to the anterior and 2 to 
the posterior s~ales, while the remaining 5 are common to both 
situations. 

THE HUDSON -POTOMAC AREA. 

By this name may be designated the conti~uous belt of Triassic 
deposits that begins with the palisades of the Hudson and ends with the 
:?eneca· quarries on the Maryland side o~ the Potomac. Its position is 
too well known to require description. The several States may be 
treated in their order. No fossil plants have been reported from any 
locality in the Trias of New York. · 

TRIASSIC PLANTS FROM NEW JERSEY. 

Prof. Henry D. Rogers, in his description of the Geology of the 
State of New Jersey, ·published in 1840, devotes a chapter (Chapter 
III, p. 114) to ~'the Middle Secondary Rocks," which is the designa
tion preferred by him for this series, and of these rocks he says (pp. 
115-116): 

The organic remains hitherto discovered are extremely few, and the evidence 
they afford is not sufficient to establish within near limits the era to which these 
strata should be referred. They consist merely of a few rather imperfect relics of one 
or two species of fishes, some indistinct impressions of Fucoides, or other aquatic vege
tation, and occasional thin bands of ligniform coal, in which the fibrous structure, 
apparently that of the wood, is traceable. 

On May 6, 1868, Mr. T. A. Conrad presented a paper to· the Con
cbological Section of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences 1 

in which he described two species of fossil mollusks from South River, 
New ·J erPey, found in ash-colored clay near Washington, Middlesex 
County, which he sa3rs H contains abundant stems and leaves of Oyclo_p
teris. '' He further remarks that, although Rogers had referred this 
clay to the Cretaceous, he (Conrad) had "ascertained it to be Triassic." 

No one, to my knowledge, has since seen these'' Cyclopteris" leaves. 
Whitfield 2 refers to this and remarks : 

It will be seen by reference to Professor Lesquereux's list published in the "Report 
on Clays" (Geol. Rept. New Jersey, 1878, p. 28, 29) that Professor L. does not include 
this genus among those examined and reported upon. \Ve may, therefore, consider 
that Mr. Conrad may have been mistaken. 

As the list in the Report on Clays contains only species found in the 
Plastic Clays, which are Cretaceous, this seems curious reasoning. 
Thei·e are clay pits near Vf ashington from which I have myself col
lected beautiful impressions of fossil plants belonging to the flora of 

lAm. Jour. of Concnology, Vol. IV, 1869, pp. 278-279. 
2 Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, 1885, p. 2'2. 
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the Amboy Clays, but they were chiefly dicotyledonous leaves, and this 
clay does not seem to be the source of the specimens mentioned by 
Conrad. The Triassic runs under the Cretaceous a :::;hort distance 
west of Washington and Middletown, and it is quite possible that the 
clays in question may be Triassic. 

Mr. I. C. Russe11, in 1878, found "a considerable abundance of 
obscure vegetable remains" at an abandoned copper mine on· the 
western slope of the First Newark Mountain, near Plainfield. 1 

The di:::;covery of fossil plants in the Newark and Belleville quarries, 
as recorded in the Report of the State Geologist for 1879, has already 
been referred to (supra, p. 219). Besides the specimen of a supposed 
Lepidodendron, of which a photograph was sent to Professor Lesque
reux, it is added that-

Another fragment has since been obtained from the same quarries by Dr. Skinner, 
of Belleville, and is now in our possession. It is 7 inches long, 5! inches wide, and 
I! inches thick, and is as plainly marked as the first. Other and smaller specimens 
somewhat like the above have also been found in the quarries in Newark. If these 
fossils are sufficient to determine the geological age of these beds, they put it in the 
Upper Carboniferous, at least, which is lower than has been heretofore claimed for it. 
A larger and more complete collection of such fossils must be made if possible. 

Vegetable impressions are found in large numbers at the quarries of Mr. Smith 
Clark, of Milford, but most of them are fragmentary and indistinct. Those which 
can be seen plainly enough for identification resemble the Equisetum and some 
coniferous plants. They are evidently mueh newer than the fossils at Newark and 
Belleville. 2 

Reference may be made to a paper by Mr. HeiH"y Carvill Lewis, 
published in the Proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences 
for November 24, 1879, On a New Fucoidal Plant from the Trias. 
This plant was found at Milford and is figured in this paper. The 
generic determination was made by Professor Lesquereux, who con
sidered it a new species of Palreopbycus, and Mr. Lewis called it 
P.limaciformis. 

In the Report of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1885, page 95, 
it is stated that Prof. T. C. Porter had obtained specimens of a comfer 
and an Equisetum in some Triassic sandstone quarries in Hunterdon 
County, and also that the Olathropteris 'rectiusculus Hitchcock had 
been found at a quarry near Pluckemin, in Somerset County. 

Plant remains were also seen by Mr. F. Braun in a layer from 3 to 
4 inches in thickness near the base of a bed of slate under the trap 
rock along· the western bank of the Hudson River at Weehawken, 
Guttenburg, and neighboring localities in New Jersey, as noted by· 
Mr. Gratacap in 1886. 3 

1 On the occurrence of a solid hydrocarbon in the eruptive rocks of New Jersey, by I. C. Russell: 
Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XVI, August, 1878, pp. 112-114. 

2Geo1ogical Survey of New Jersey, Annual Report of the State Geologist for the year 1879, 
Trenton, 1879, p. 27. 

3Fish remains and tracks in the Triassic rocks at Weehawken, New Jersey, by L. P. Gratacap; Am. 
Naturalist,. Vol. XX, March, 1886, pp. 243-246 
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The Annual Repoi·t of the State Geologist of New Jersey for the 
year 1888 is largely devoted to the Triassic or red sandstone rocks, 
and mentions the occurrence of vegetable remains at a number of 
points, especially at Belleville, Little Falls, Pleasant Dale, Martins
ville, Pluckemin, Wilburtha, and Milford. 

The above embraces the greater part of the record of paleobotan
ical discovery in the Trias of New Jersey beyond what is noted in 
Dr. Newberry's monograph. 

TRIASSIC PLANTS FROM PENNSYLVANIA. 

In Pennsylvania there are several localitie~ at which vegetable 
remains have been noted. 

In 1856 Mr. Isaac Lea gave an account 1 of some observations of 
his made the previous year in thi~; vicinity, where be found in dark 
shales, and associated with Posiqonia, saurian teeth and footprints, 
"impressions of plants, some of which belong to the Conifera [~:lie]:" 
He continu~s: 

One of the cones was nearly 6 inches long and a full inch wide. These were 
accompanied by other plants of very obscure character, covering large portions of 
the surface of some of the layers. 

Mr. Lea also mentioned that he had observed the same red, black, and gray shales 
at Gwynedd, on the North Pennsylvania Railroad, where he found the same Posidonia 
and some of the same obscure plants, impressions of which covered the surfaces of 
many of the rocks. A single specimen was obtained of a plant with long leaves 
somewhat resembling Noeggerathia cuneifoUa Brongniart, which is from the Permia:q. 2 

More or less succes~;ful attempts must have been made to determine 
these plants collected by Lea, as Mr. Wheatley, in a paper read before 
the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences on February 20, 1861,3 

identified a number of them with forms described by Rogers and 
· .Emmons .from Virginia and North Carolina. 

In his Older Mesozoic Flora, p. 116, Professor Fontaine says that, 
according to Professor Lesquereux, Ctenop!~yllwn ~robust·U?n (Emm.) 
Font. (Pte1·ophyllum robustmn Emm.) occurs at Phcenixville, Pennsyl
vania, but he does not state where Professor Lesquereux bas made 
this statement, and I have been unable to find any reference to it from 
that locality. 

Mr. Persifor Frazer, in his Geology of Chester County, 4 says th!lt 
"plants are numerous at one or two horizons in the Mesozoic for
mation; referable to Equisetes (horsetails); Zamites therefore Triassic; 
with lignitic fragments of conifers;" but be does not state the exact 
locality and only leaves it to be inferred that this refers to Pennsylva
nia, as he bas been describing fossils of other kinds from Phcenixville. 

t Proc. A cad. Sci. Phil., Vol. VIII, April 15, 1856, pp. 77-78. 
2See also Am. Jour. Sci., 2d series, Vol. XXII, 1856, pp, 123,422: 
a Remarks on .the ~fezozoic re.d sandstone of the Atlantic slope, and notice of the disccYery of a 

bone bed therein, at Phcenixville, Pennsylvania, by Charles :\I. Wheatley, ~J. A.: Ani. Jour. Sci., 2d 
series, Vol. XXXII, .July, 1861, pp. 41-4K (Seep. 43.) 

4Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, 1883, C4, p. 213. 
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In the Report of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1885, page.96, 
the following paragraph occurs: 

The recent discovery of a stratum full of impressions of the plai~t 8chizoneura 
( Calam'ites) planicostala (Fontaine), in the red shales near Doylestmvn, Pennsylvania, 
by Mr. E. C. Pond, and of bivalve mollusks in those near Phcenixville, Pennsylvania, 
where also a deposit containing cycads is reported; taken \Yith the finds above noted, 
suggests that the flora and fauna of the Triassic may be richer than hitherto supposed, 
and encourages further search. 

In the Annual Report of the Geological Surveyof Pennsylvania for 
1887 Mr. A. \Vanner 1 · describes supposed vegetable remains from 
th:e red sandstones of York County, in the vicinity of Goldsboro, 
and figures three specimens on pl. xiii. He regards them as repre
senting algm of a very ancient type, and proposes for this form the 
nan1e Ramulus rugosu..~. As we shall presently see, Mr. Wanner fol
lowed up his investigations with great success .. 

Mr. Benjamin Smith Lyman, in the several papers already cited 
(supra, p. 218), does not seem to have made any fresh contributions 
to the Triassic flora of Pennsylvania, and is content to enumerate the 
plants that had already been reported, and to use some of them as 
proofs of the Paleozoic age of <'ertain beds previously regarded as 
Triassic. · 

Mr. Frederick Ehrenfeld; of Philadelphia, a student at the University 
of Pennsylvania, presented to the faculty, in 1898, a thesis 2 which was 
the result of a somewhat careful study of the Triassic beds in the 
vicinity of York, and virtually the same as those in which Mr. Wanner 
had been working, as it seems independently and without knowledge 
of the work of Mr. Ehrenfeld. 

In this paper (pp. 10-15) .Mr. Ehrenfeld enumerates half a dozen 
fossil plants that he had found in the Trias of that seetion, and had 
himself identified. They are: Macrotmniopteris mag1u:folia (Rogers) 
Sehimp., Clwirolepis .Mitensteri (Sehenk) Sehimp., Baiera J£uenster-· 
ia.Tla (Presl) Heer, Loperiasi'lnplex Newb., Mertensides bullatus (Bunb.) 
Font., and Eqttisetum, Rogersii (Bun b.) Sehimp. 

As above remarked, Mr. Wanner eontinued his researches, .and 
reached the results whieh are here published for the first time. Before 
completing his work he made two visits, in April and May, 1899, to 
VI ashington, bringing with him a part of his material, a1;1d earefully 
comparing it with the type specimens at the National Museum. He 
finally concluded· to turn over his manuseript and drawings to the 
Direetor of the United States Geologieal Survey for publication, anu 
they were referred to me to edit and see through the press. After 
eorrespondenee with Mr. \Vanner it was decided to send them, as also 

1 The discovery of fossil tracks, algre, etc, in the Triassic of York County, Pennsylvania, by Atreus 
Wanner: Ann. Rept. Geol. Survey of Pennsylvania for 188i, Harrisburg, 1889, pp. 21-35. 
~A Study of the IgneOtlS Rocks at York Haven nnd Stony. Brook, Pennsylvania, and their Accom

panying Formations, by Frederick Ehrenfeld; Philadelphia, 1898; pp. 1-:24, 1 plate. 
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his entire collection of fossil plants, to Professor Fontaine for thorough 
revision, and for a report upon them, including such notes and sugges
tions as he should deem of interest. This was done, and the work was 
completed ~bout the middle of June.· The collection proved of special 
interest, coming as it does from this wholly new region of the Trias, 
and, as might have been·· expected, it contained a number of new species 
and hitherto unknown plants, besides several not heretofore· found in 
Amei·ican deposits. 

In editing the manuscripts of the two authors I have aimed to give 
the fullest possible expression to the views of both. Professor Fon-

. taine's long experience and extensiveresearches in this group render 
him the recognized authority, and Mr. Wanner fully acknowledges this. 
His determinations are therefore accepted as final by_ all concerned, 
and will· be em bodied in the following systematic treatment of the 
plants. Mr. Wanner2s notes, however; as the collector and original 
investigator of . the material, are of the utmost value and are also 
em bodied as nearly in his own language as accords with Professor 
Fontaine's determinations. His figures are used as finished up by 
himself, b~t to them Professor Fontaine has added a number, and in 
a few cases has redrawn the same specimens to emphasize his own 
interpretation of their characters. The joint result may be put into 
the following form : 

TRIASSIC FLORA OF YORK COUNTY, PJ<JNNSYL VANIA. 

By ATREUS WANNER and WILLIAM l\f. FONTAINE. 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS BY MH. \\" ANNEH. 

For a number of years the writer, as opportunity permitted, has 
been exploring the Trias of York County. Encouraged by discov
eries made elsewhere, and impelled py an inherent love of geological· 
study and investigation, he has collected enough material to warrant 
its presentation. It is a report of progress. 

So far as the writer knows, no one else 1 has discovered or reported 

1 Since the preparation of this report, but prior to its publication, and at the time of its presentation 
to Ron. Charles D. Walcott, I received a thesis on A Study of the Igneous Rocks of York Haven and 
Stony Brook, Pennsylvania, and their accompanying formations, by Frederick Ehrenfeld. 

On pages 10 and 11 the author names the following fossils ·which he found near York Haven: 
Macrotamiopteris magnifolia. 
Cheirolepis Muensteri. 
Baiera Muensteriana. 
Loperia simplex=Bl;l.mbusium Font. 
?.fertensides bullatus '? 
Equisetum-? 

:Mr. Ehrenfeld had no knowledge of the fact that I had previously found fossils at the York Haven 
locality and had in preparation the report now submitted, for which reason to him also must be 
given the credit of having discovered fossil plants at that locality, and the further credit of hav
ing first published his report. 

)fr. Ehrenfeld's thesis was received by me on April 10, 1899, and my report was presented to Ron. 
Charles D. Walcott on April 15, 1899. 

As I understand the facts, the work of eaeh has been unknown to and independent of that of the 
othe~ · 
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any fossils from the Trias in this region; with a single exception . 
. That exception relates to Lecrone's copper mine. About twenty 
years ago fossil teeth and bones were found at the bottom of a shaft 
sunk for the purpose of developing a supposed vein of copper. These 
were-sent to the late Prof. E. D. Cope, of Philadelphia. 

The drawings were all carefully made by . the writer and are 
intended to be exact illustrations of the specimens. No details have 
been supplied, though the possession of a number of other specimens 
in different instances clearly furnished the material from which to fill 
out missing parts. 

In the description of fossil plants the publications of William M. 
Fontaine have been referred to almost exclusively. Such has been the 
case not simply because the York County fossil plants are almost 
wholly included in Fontaine's Mesozoic Flora, but because of the com
pleteness and clearness of his descriptions and illustrations. 

The writer is indebted t9 Mr. J. Heckert for valuable assistance. 
In this connection it is but just to acknowledge the potent influence 
exerted by the indefatigable energy and comprehensive and exhaust
ive methods of research of the Dir-ector of the United States Geological 
Survey, Ron. Charles D. Walcott, whom it was the author's privilege 
to accompany in a hurried inspection of the Cambrian rocks of this 
section. That association served as an inspiration and stimulated the 
writer to still more zealously continue his researches. 

The author is further indebted to the Director of the United States 
Geological Survey and to Prof. Lester F. vVard and his associates in the 

- National Museum for the opportunity of examining the collection of 
Mesozoic and related floras at Washington. 
Flora.~A brief description of the geological and lithological fea

. tures of the Trias in this section will be found in the reports of the 
Geological Survey of Pennsylvania. 

In York County the bedded Triassic series is largely made up of 
the characteristic red shales, quartz- conglon1erate, and sandstones, 
matrices not favorable to the preservation of recognizable fossil forms~ 
Moreover, intrusive trap, in dikes and great sheets, has contributed 
greatly to modify and disturb the original deposits. Because of theE<e 
conditions the search after impressions that can be identified is gen-:
erally disappointing and unproductive. A few localities yield illegi
ble impressions of plants. Occasionally there is but a dark, earthy. 
carbonaceous band, in a sand bank, or a thin, short seam of coal, a mere 
trace of irregular width, unn1istakably to locate a vegetable deposit. 

More frequently rough casts of limbs or trunks of trees, in blocks 
of quartz conglomerate or sandstone of varying composition, mark 
the final resting place of vegetation now decomposed. 

A shale at the York Haven locality, yielding most of the plants 
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described, and the Little Conewago Creek shales, encouraged the hope 
that like deposits might be found elsewhere and still further enrich 
the contributions to the flora of York County. 

It was mainly due to that expectation, a vain one. thus tar, that the 
writer did not publish the results of his geological explorations years 
ago, when he first discovered the York Haven locality. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SPECIES. 

Subkingdont PTERIDOPHYTA (Ferns and Fern Allies). 

Class FILICALES. 

Family FILIO~~S (Ferns). 

Genus THINNFELDIA Ettingshausen. 

THINNFELDIA ? RETICULATA Fontaine n. sp. 

Pl. XXII, Figs. 1, 2. 

Professor Fontaine says of this plant: 

This is a fragment of what seems to be a new species of fern. It is a portion of the 
· terminal part of an ultimate pinna. The plant does not show enough for one to 
make out its true character. The nerves anastomose in an irregular manner. It has 
the general aspect of a Thinnfeldia, and but for the anastomosis of the nerves might 
without hesitation be placed in that genus. 

As the portion is from the upper part of the frond, the pinnules probably differ 
from the normal ones lower down on the plant, and hence the true character may not 
be disclosed. There is a midnerve at the base of the pinnules, but it splits up into 
branches. Lateral nerves go off on each side of it from the main rachis very obliquely. 
All the nerves are strong and distinct. They anastomose irregularly at long intervals 
and form elongate meshes. 

It is without doubt a new species and may be a new genus. Provisionally it may 
be called Thinnjeldia reticulata. 

~1r. Wanner makes this statement: 

The lobes are decurrent and the rachis winged. Fig. 2, Pl. XXII, shows the 
anastomosing nervation. More specimens are needed better to define it. 

Locality.-N. C. R. R. cut, south of York Haven. 

Genus CLADOPHLEBIS Brongniart. 

CLADOPHLEBIS RETICULATA Fontaine n. sp. 

Pl. XXI. 

Professor Fontaine's description o£ this species is as follows: 

This is a fine specimen of a new and interesting fern. Mr. 'Vanner's Fig. 1 gives 
a good idea of the appearance of the largest specimen as seen with all accidental 
imperfections. I have attempted in Fig. 3 to indicate its character as seen under the 
lens and omitting accidental imperfections. Figs. 4, 5 give ·the basal and terminal 
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portions of a pinnule magnified three diameters, in order to show the nervation, 
which is uncommon. I have very earefully studied it and failed to see some of the 
points given in Mr. Wanner's Fig. 2. The nerves ·are more slender than is indicated 
in that figure and more closely placed. There is some indication of a toothing on 
the margins of the-pinnules, but, as I see it, it is not so constant and regular as that 
indicated by Mr. 'Vanner. It appears to be a laceration of the margin at _the termi
nation of some of the lateral nerves, that is due to acc~dent in the splitting of the 
slate on which the impressions are found. The description is as follows: 

The midrib is strong and rigid. The pinnules are opposite or subopposite, and 
extremely long and slender. They are a little over 5 em. long and only 4 mm. wide 
near their base. They are falcate, with the ba:sal portion of the lamina on the upper 
side of the midnerve a good deal wider than that on the lower side, tending to form 
an ear. This upper basal portion overlaps the lower basal portion of the pinnules 
following next above, and all the pinnules are so closely placed as to overlap or touch 
at their margins. The pinnu1es narrow gradually to a subacute tip. In the lower 
portion of the pinnules there is a distinct midnerve, which is inserted on the rachis 
below the middle of the base of the pinnules. The midnen;e disappears in the upper 
part of the-pinnule, being split up into very long branches that fork at long intervals. 
These branches and the lateral branches sent off above the base are remarkable for 
their length and closeness of position, and for the_ fact that they diverge so slightly 
that they are almost parallel. The nerves at base on the upper side of the midnerve 
diverge more strongly to fill the ear. Some of the lateral basal nerves, especially on 
the upper side of the midnerve, go off from the rachis. Lateral nerves go off from 
the midnerve on each side so obliquely that they almost follow the course of that 
nerve. They fork at long intervals, and, as stated before, diverge so slightly that 
they and their branches are approximately parallel. The branches occasionally 
anastomose in a straggling, irregular manner, so as to form no regular and definite 
m~hffi • 

This plant may form the type of a new genus. It reminds one in its habit of 
Otozamites, especially of som.e of the forms of 0. Bucklandii, as given by Schenk in 
Foss. Flor. der Grenzschichten, Ihore especially of figs. 2, 3, pl. xxxiii, but the 
nervation and other points are different. The nervation, apart from the reticulation, 
resen1bles the peculiar nervation of some of the forms of Zamiopsis of the Potomac 
formation. It may be compared with that of Z. insignis, Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, 
Vol. XV, pl. lxv, fig. 4. It is, however, a plant quite different from any species 
hitherto described. But for the anastomosis it agrees well with the genus Clado
phlebis, and may be provisionally placed in that genus, with the name C. reticulata. 

The following is Mr. Wanner's account of it: 

No other specimen found here so completely presents the original in its entirety. 
The exceptionally well-preserved group of leaves, Fig. 1, Pl. XXI, showing the shape 
of the frond, angle of departure of the pinnl'£ and their shape, stands alone. Even 
the rootstalk, shovl'ing the points where the leaves were attached, as well as numer
ous slender rootlets, has left its plain impress upon the shale. 

A slightly mutilated basal end of a leaflet, Fig. 2, Pl. XXI, shows the auricle as 
well as the forking and anastomosmg nerves. 

Locality.-N. C. R. R. cut, south of York Haven. 
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Genus ASTEROCARPUS Goppert . 

.AsTEROCARPUS FALCATUS (En~mons) Fontaine. 

Pl. XXII, Fig. 3 .. 
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1856. Pecopteris jalcaius Emm.: Geological Report of the Midland Counties of North 
Carolina, p. 327, pl. iv, fig. 9. 

1856. Pecopteris carolinen..~is Emm.: Op. cit., p. 327, pl. iv, figs 1, 2. 
1857. Pecopteris jalcatus Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 100, pl. iv, fig. 9. 
1857. Pecopteris jalcatus variabilis Emm.: Op. dt._, pl. iv, fig. 5. 
1857. Pecopteris carolinensis Emm.: Op. cit., p. 100, text fig. 68, pl. iv, figs. 1, 2. 
1883. Asterocarpus virginiensis Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. S. 

Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 41, pl. xix, figs. 2, 2a, 3-5; pl. xx; pl. xxi, 
figs. 1, la, 1b, 2; pl. xxii; pl. xxiii; pl. xxiv, figs. 1, 2, 2a. 

1883. Laccopteris Emmonsi Font.: Op. cit., p. 102, pl. xlviii, figs. 6, 7. 
1883. Laccopteris carolinensis (Emm.) Font.: Op. cit., p. 102, pl. xlix, figs. 11, 12, 12a . 

. Only one important pinna of this plant seems to have been found. 
Mr. Wanner figured jt and says that the figure shows part of a frond 
not referred to any genus because of insufficient data. The nervation · 
can not be discerned, nor were any other specimens of its kind found. 

Professor Fontaine seems to have found the specimen, and remarks: 

This seems to be a fragment, with small pinnules, of Asterocarpus 1.rirginiensis. At 
least such a fragment of that fossil occurs among Mr. ·wanner's plants; 

Locality.-N. C. R. R. cut, south of York Haven. 

Genus T-LENIOPTERIS Brongni~rt. 

TlENIOPTERiS? YORKENSIS Fontaine n. sp. 

Pl. XXII, Figs. 4-6. 

Professor Fontaine's treatment of this species is as follows: 

In Fig. 4 of Pl. XXII Mr. Wanner depicts a long, narrow leaf as a form of Macro
treniopteris magnifolia. A careful inspection of this specimen convinces me that it is 
not M. magnifolia. It is, I think, a Treniopteris, but as the leaf is imperfect and there 
is only one specimen of it, I do not positively identify it as such. If it be one, it iEJ 
the first of the genus found in the Older Mesozoic of the Atlantic States. The fol
lowing points indicate that it is a Treniopteris: The length is great for a leaf of its 
small width, and the width changes little throughout. The midrib is strongly defined 
and prominent, unlike the vaguely defined, flat midrib of JJ!. magnijolia. No form 
of !Jf. magnifolia as narrow as this ever attained such a length. It reminds one 
strongly of some of the Treniopterids of the Oroville Jurassic flora. It may also be 
compared with T. tenuinervis Brauns. The nerves, however, seem to be finer and 
closer than those of the latte~ plant. 

Fig. 5 of Pl. XXII represents a plant that certainly is not M. magnifolia. It prob
ably· is the same with the plant represented by Fig. 4. 

Fig. 6 of Pl. XXII may represent a smaller form of the same plant, or it inay be 
Pseudodanreopsis reticulata Font. [P. plana (Emm.) Font.] Provisionally the plant 
given in Fig. 4 may be called Txniopteris? yorkensis. It comes from York Haven, 
N. C. R. R. cut, as do the forms depicted in Figs. 5 and 6. 
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As Professor Fontaine has said, Mr. Wanner regarded these speci
mens as small forms of Macrotmniopteris magnifolia, ~nd in discussing 
the larger leaves he almost entirely neglected to comment on then1 
after having drawn them. The followi!lg is his only allusion to them: 

Parts of leaves from the Conewago locality are shown in Figs. 4-6, Pl. XXII. The 
only tip found and illustrated, Fig. 6, Pl. XXII, is somewhat obscure, whilst no basal 
ends hav~ been obtained from here. 

Genus MACROTJENIOPTERIS Schimper. 

MACROTJF.::.NIOPTERIS MAGNIFOLIA (Rogers) Schimper. 

Pl. XXII, Figs. 7-9; Pl. XXIII; Pl. XXIV. 

1843. Treniopteris rnagnifolia Rogers: Philadelphia Association of American Geologists 
and Naturalists, 1843, p. 306, pl. xiv, unnumbered fig. on the right,~ nat. 
size. 

On this species Professor .. Fontaine remarks: 

Mr. Wanner has in his collection .several good specimens of this plant. On Pl. 
XXIV he gives a good representation of a portion of a leaf of the largest size. Fig. 
7 of Pl. XXII gives a form that is probably M. rnagnifolia. It may, however, well 
be some larger Treniopteris, like T. superba. 

Mr. Wanner took a special interest. in this species and gives the fol
lowing descriptive account: 

No impressions of whole leaves were found. Pl. XXIV shows part of a large leaf 
with a. truncate termination. Figs. 2 and 3, Pl. XXIII, are ends of other leaves, in all 
cases truncate. ·whilst impressions of different parts of leaves are very common at 
the York Haven locality, strange to say, no tips similar to those which one would 
expect to find were observed. All ends, as shown, were truncate. 

Figs. 8 and 9, Pl. XXII, are illustrations of typical bases. The side of one is entire, 
that of the other nearly so. 

Fig. 1, Pl. XXIII, shows the venation. The nerves are fine, parallel, and about one
third of a millimeter apart. In nearly all of the specimens the forking of the nerves 
is not evident; on the contrary, they seem to be single and parallel to the point of 
insertion; but in a few specimens, by closer inspection, nerves are seen that fork very 
close to the point of attachment, and apparently within the rachis. 

Fontaine calli? attention to the difference in shape of the, specimens which he 
examined, a peculiarity which is strikingly presented in the specimens from these 
two localities. · 

Localities.-N. C. R. R. cut, south of York Haven; Little Conewago 
Creek, exploitation pit. 

Genus PSEUDODANJEOPSIS Fontaine. 

PsEUDODANJF.::OPSIS PLANA (Emmons) Fontaine. 

Pl. XXV, Figs. 1, 2. 

1857. Strangerites planus Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 122, fig. 90. 
1883. Pseudodanreopsis reticulata Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. S. 

Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, pp. 59, 116, pl. xxx, figs. 1, 2, 2a, 3, 4, 4a; pl. liv, 
fig. 3. 
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Professor Fontaine says of this specimen: 
This plant, left in doubt by Mr. 'Vanner, is almost certainly Pseudodanmopsis 

reticulata. It has the copious anastomosis, with the thick and smooth leaf substance 
of that plant. 

Mr. W anner·'s statement with regard to it is as follows: 
The specimen Fig.1, Pl. XXV, contains neither base nor tip, and reveals the nerva

tion shown in Fig. 2 on but a small part of the surface. The nerves are not easily 
distinguished, ~vidently because of the thickness of the leaf substance, as indicated 
by the impression. The midrib is prominent and stout. This is the only specimen 
of its kind found, though several other impressions somewhat similar, in which 
no venation can be traced, may belong to the sa~1e speCies. 

Locality;-N. C. R. R. cut, south of York Haven. 

Genus LONCHOPTERIS Brongniart. 

LoNCHOPTERIS OBLONGA (Emmons) Fontaine. 

Pl. XXV, Figs. 3-5. 

1856. Acrostichites oblongus Emm.: Geological Report· of tha Midland Counties of 
North Carolina, p. 326, pl. iv, figs. 6, 8. 

1857. Acrostichites oblongus Emm.: American Geology, Part VI, p. 101, pl. iv, figs. 
6, 8. 

1883. Lonchopteris oblongus (Emm.) Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. 
U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 103, pl. xlix, figs. 1, la. 

1\-Ir. Wanner correctly classed this in the genus Lonchopteris. Pro
fessor Fontaine says: 

This is much like Lonchopteris oblongus of the North Carolma Mesozoic, and most 
probably is that plant. The pinnules are not sma11er than many of those of the 
North Carolina fossil; the nervation is also similar. The only difference is that the 
York fossil has a distinct granulation, strikingly like the fructification of Acrosti
chites. As, however, the fructification of L. oblongus is not known, this feature does 
not preclude the identification of the York fossil with that of North Carolina. 

The following are Mr. Wanner's notes: 

Assuming that the specimens, Figs. 3-5, Pl. XXV, are pinnre of a compound fern, the 
shape of the pinnules, together with the elliptical meshes formed by the anastomos
ing nerves, Fig. 5, refer this impression to Lonchopteris. . The pinnules, however, 
are very much smaller in proportion to tp.e length of the pinnre than in L. virginiensis, 
nor are they so closely crowded together, moreover they show a very pronounced 
variation in size and shape near the base of the pinnre. 

Locality.;_N. C. R. R. cut, south of York Haven. 

Genus SAGENOPTERIS Presl. 

SAGENOPTEIUS sp. Fontaine. 

Pl. XXV, Fig. 6. 

The very defective character of this specimen makes it doubtful 
whether it is best to admit it at all, but in view of the special interest 
attaching to the York florula it may stand as a stimulus to further 
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discovery. As Professor Fontaine says, "It is too poorly·preserved 
to give any distinct character, but the nervation indieates that it is a 
fragment of some Sagenopteris. ,, · 

Mr. Wanner speaks of it as an undetermined frond, and says that 
the figure shows an impression sufficiently legible to be i·eferred to a 
fern, but so fragmentary as to prevent any further conjecture as to 
genus or species. It suggests Thyrsopteris. 

Locality.-N. C. R. R. cut, south of York Haven. 

Genus ACROSTICHITES Goppert. 

AcROSTICHITES LINN1EJEFOLIUS (Bunbury) Fontaine. 

Pl. XXV, Figs. 7, 8. 

1847. Neuropteris linnrerefolius Bun b. : Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., Vol. III, Pt. I, pp. 
281, 288, pl. X. 

1857. Cyclopteris linnrerejolia (Bunb.) Heer: Am. Jour. Sci., 2d Ser., Vol. XXIV, 
p. 428. 

1883. A crostichites z.innxxjolius (Bun b.) Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, 
Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 25, pl. vi, figs. 3, 3a; pl. vii, figs. · 
1-4; pl. viii, figs. 1, 1a; pl. ix. 

Mr. Wanner had doubtfully identified this plant with Kertensides 
bullatus Font. Professor Fontaine says: 

This identification is probably not correct. I noted several sterile pinnules of 
Acrostichites linnrecefolius and none of lrfertensides lrullatus. The specimen is probably 
the former plant. 

Mr. Wanner had made the following very brief statement with 
regard to it: 

A fragmentary part of the original, Pl. XXV, Figs. 7, 8, seems to belong here .. How
ever, other and better specimens are needed satisfactorily to locate it. Fig. 8 shows 
the venation. 

Locality.-N. ·C. R. R. cut, ~outh of :York Haven.· 

AcROSTICHITES MICROPHYLLUS Fontaine~ 

Pl. XXV, Figs. 9, 10. 

1883. Acrostichites microphyllus .Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. S. 
Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 33; pl. vii, fig .. 5; pl. x, fig, 2; pl. xi, fig. 4; pl. 
xii, figs. 3, 3a. 

Mr. Wanner doubtfully identified this plant with Mertensides distans 
Font. Professor Fontainethinksitean not be that species, and remarks: 

This small fragment, marked doubt~ully as ilferlensides distans, did not show, so far 
as I could see, the nervation given by Mr. Wanner. The pinnules have a granulation 
that suggests that the plant may be an Acrostichites. If so, it is probably A. micro
phyllus. Another specimen, not figured by Mr. Wanner, shows some rather obscure 
pinnules of A. microphyllus. At the same time the pinnules of Mr. Wanner's Merten
sides distans look much like his Lonchopteris? 
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The following is Mr. Wanner's note: 

Whilst the exact shape of the pinnules of the frond, Pl. XXV, Fig. 9, can not be deter
mined easily, the opposite is true of the nervation. The lower pair of lateral nerves 
forks twice (Fig. 10), all the rest but once. The pinnre are broken off at each end.· 
Only one other specimen was found. 

Locality,--N. C. R. R. cut, south of York Haven. 

Class EQUISETALES. 

Family EQUISETAOE_l_E. 

Genus EQUISETUM Linnreus. 

EQUISETUM: RbGERSII (Bunbury) Schimper. 

Pl. XXV, Figs. 11, 12. 

1851. Calamites Rogersii Bunb. :1 Quart. Jo11r. Geol. Soc. London, 1851, Proceedings, 
p. 190. 

1869. Equisetum Rogersii (Bunb.) Schimp.: Traite de Paleontologie Vegetale, Vol. I, 
p. 276. 

Professor Fontaine says of this: 

Mr. Wanner indicates by question his doubt regarding the species. He has, with
smt doubt, in his collection a large fragment of a crushed stem of E. Rogersii, show
ing several nodes and the imprint of a portion of the outer surface of the plant. 
There are also several small imprints of Equisetum, which suggest the presence of 
E. Muensteri, but they are too vague :to justify this identification. 

The following is Mr. Wanner's description: 

The compressed and distorted speciip.en, Fig. 11, unmistakably reveals the fact in 
its nodes and. appearance that it belongs to the· Equisetere. No other specimens were 
found to shed additional light on its individuality, though a still more fragmentary 
impression made by another member of the same family is i,Uustrated in Fig. 12. 

Locality.~The pumping station, N._ C. R. R. cut, 600 feet above 
the plant-bearing shales. · 

I Specimens of this species had been several times described and figured by other authors, who 
confounded it with the Carboniferous species Caiamites.Suckowii Brongn. Brongniart distinguis!J.ed 
it as var. o (Hist. V~g. Foss., p. 125, pl. xvi, fig. 1). 

20 GEOL, PT 2--16 
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Su~kingdom SPER:MA TOPHYTA (P.hanerogams). 

Subdivisio1J. ·GYl\r1NOSl=>ERMAE. 

Class CYCADALES. 

Fan'lily CYCADLL\.OEJE. 

Genus PTEROPHYLLUM Brongniart. 

PTEROPHYLLUl\1 IN1EQUALE Fontaine. 

Pl. XXVI; Figs. 2, 3. 

1883. Pterophyllum inxquale Font.: Older Mesozoic 'Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. S. 
Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 64, pl. xxxvi. 

Mr. Wanner identified this doubtfully with Ote~.wpAyllum1 Envnonsi 
Font. Professor Fontaine simply says: 

This is almost certainly a fragment of Pterophyllum inxquale Font. of the Virginia 
Older Mesozoic. 

Mr. Wanner's descriptionis as follows: 

The leaf, evidently a Ctenophyllum, has its upper portion pushed out of pJace, but 
in such a manner as to be restored easily to its true position. The leaflets are of 
uniform width, with a slight expansion along the rachis. They are striated by 
closely placed parallel nerves, about one-third of a millimeter apart, some of which 
fork shortly after leaving the rachis. Fig. 3 shows the .nervation.· Several of the · 
leaflets terminate in broadly rounded or truncate tips, which, taken in connection 
with the. absence of any great length, suggests Ctenophyllum Emmonsi. More speci
mens are needed better to define its·properties .. 

Locality.-Little Conewago Creek, west of Manchester, exploitation 
pit. 

.Genus ANOMOZAMITES Schimper. . . 

ANo:M:ozAMITES PRINCEJ>~ (Oldham and Mori·h;) Schimper~ 

Pl. XXVI, Fig. 1. 

1862. Pterophyllum pr·inceps Oldh. and Morr.: Mem. Geol.. Surv. India, Palreontologia 
Indica, Ser. II, Foss. Fl. Gondw. Syst., Vol. I, Foss. Fl. Rajmahal, p. 23, 
pl. X; pl. xi, fig. 1; pl. xii, fig. 1; pl. xiii, figs. 1, 2. . 

1870. Anomozamites princeps (Oldh. and Morr.) Schimp.: Traite de Paleontologie 
Vegetale, Vol. II, p. 142. 

Professor Fontaine's description, which follows, explains the cir
cumstances under which this species was brought to light. For some 
reason he prefers to retain the original name of Oldham and Morris 
and call it Pteropl~yllum princeps, although not only did Schimper 
place it in his genus Anomozamites, but Feistmantel accepted this 
change and it has been so known since 1870. The figure is Professor 
Fontaine's. · 

Among the specimens collected by Mr. Wanner is a fragment of a large leaf that 
has not been figured and described by him. The name given on the label is Macro-
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tieniopteris magnifolia. This form, in the segmentation of the -leaf, ·is strikingly sug
gestive of a large Pterophyllum, and it most resemhles P. princeps Oldh. and Morr., of 
the Rajmabal flora of India, showing the san"l.e variation in the ''vidth of the segments 
and the same dimensions. As, ho'';ever, there is only one specimen, it is possible 
that it.is a leaf of Afacrot:rniopteris magnijolia that has by accident been segmented in 
this manner. I have collected many hundred specimens of M. magnifolia from the 
Older Mesozoic of Virginia and have never seen a case of a leaf lacerated by acci
dent that was so suggestive as this. It should be stated also that Emmons mentions 
seeing in the flora of the Older Mesozoic of North Carolina supposed leaves of M. _mag
nifolia that were so regularly segmented that they attracted· his attention as being 
possibly not that plant. They may well have been some forms similar to this from 
York. 

Genus CTENOPHY:LLUM Schimper. 

· CTENOPHYLLUM GRANDIFOLIUM Fontaine .. 

Pl. XXVII. 

1883. Ctenophyllum grandijolium Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. S. 
Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 73, pl. xxxix, figs. 1, 1a, 2, 3, 3a; pl. xl; pl. xli; 
pl. xlii, fig. 1. · 

This specimen was accurately determined and figured by 1Vlr. 
Wanner. After looking over the collection Professor Fontaine says: 

Mr. w· anner has several very good specimens of this plant, and gives some good 
:figures of it. 

Mr. Wanner's notes are as follows: 

The leaf, three separated parts of which are shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3, Pl. XXVII, is very 
fragmentary. One anq.. two closely associated with three in the matrix, the impres
sions being in the same piece of shale, probably belong to the same leaf and are so 
considered. Only parts of the leaflets remain extending to varying distances from 

·the rachis, in all cases without tips. After a slight .expansion they are attached 
throughout their entire width to the rachis. Immediately beyond the midrib some 
of the leaflets are narrowest, from whence they gradually expand. Two of the long
est segments at iength attain a uniform width, for which reason the saJI,le peculiarity 
is assumed to be a characteristic of the leaf. 

In this specimen it is difficult to determine whether only some or all of the neryes 
fork shortly after leaving the rachis, as shown in Fig. 5, a magnified portion of a 

.leaflet. The ne:r:ves are cloae, about one-third of a millimeter apart, and parallel; in 
this specimen they can_:not be resolved into two nerve strands, a property to which 
Fontaine calls attention. 

Locality.-:-N. C. R. _R. cut, south of York Haven. 

CTENOPHYLLUM ''T ANNERIANUM Fontaine n. sp. 

Pl. XXVlii, Fig. 1. 

This was supposed by Mr. Wanner to 1~epresent OtenfJpl~yllum 

.f!raunianurn var. a of Gopp~rt~ but Professor Fo~taine says: · 

This is a new species of Ctenophyllum, allied to C. Braunianum. The specimen 
:figured by Mr. "\V anner is a :fine one. There is in his collection a smaller fragment 
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of the same species, showing leaflets narrower and more delicate than those of the 
form he depicts. It, however, evidently belongs to the same species. The form given 
by Mr. w· anner may be taken as the type. It has narrower leaflets that are uniformly 
narrow, not more than 1 mm. wide. None of them are entire. The greatest length 
seen is 4 em. They go off from. the midrib at an angle of 45°. and are inserted on its 
side after the position of C. Bm.unianurn. 

J\1r. \Vanner has made the following- note: 

The lower part of the leaf, its apex, and the tips of the leaflets are wanting. 
Enough, however, remains to present very clearly the characteristics of Ctenophyllurn 
Braunianurn. The long, narrow leaflets, slightly expanded at the base, are attached 
throughout their entire width to the rachie. The closely placed nerves, about six in 
number, are parallel. 

The few other specimens found strikingly duplicate the one illustrated in its essen
tial features. In one the leaflets are not more than one-half as wide. 

Locality.-N. ·C. R. R. ·cut, south of York Haven. 

Genus DIOONITES Miquel. 

DrooNITES CARNALLIANUS (Goppert) Bornemann. 

Pl. XXVIII, Fig. 2. 

1843. Pterophyllurn Carnallianurn Gopp. : Uebersicht schles. Ges., 1843, p. 130, pl. i, 
fig. ~ . 

1856. Dioonites Carnallianus (Gopp.) Born.: UebeForganische Reste der Lettenkohlen
gruppe Thiiringens, p. 56. 

This plant was regarded by Mr. Wanner as Otenophyllurn Braunia
nu?TI- and classed with the one represented by Fig. 1 o£ Pl. XXIX. 
Professor Fontaine regards them as different. Of this one. he says: 

Schenk, in Foss. Flor. der Grenzchichten, pl. xxxix, fig. 4, gives a representation 
of a plant which he calls Pterophyllurn Carnallianurn, but which Schimper regarded 
as a Dioonites. This fossil seems to be identical with one of the specimens consid
ered by Mr. Wanner as Ctenophyllurn Braunianum. The Pennsylvania fossil has 
broader leaflets and stronger nerves than any form of C. Braunianuni. The speci
men is the terminal portion of a leaf, not, however, retainingthe tip. The length of 
the fragment is 14 em. The midrib of the leaf is stout and rigid, showing a maxi
muni width of 3 mm. It has narrower leaflets, none of which are entire. The 
largest fragment has a length of 6 em. The leaflets toward the summit are narrower 
and seemingly shorter. They are set on the midrib at a very large angle (75°-80°). 
The texture of the leaflets seems to have been thin, and they have the same-width 

· from base to end. Their width is about 3 mm. The nerves could not be made 
out satisfactorily. This specimen is a finer one than that figured by Schenk. 

Mr. Wanner says of it: 

Fig. 2 is marked by a somewhat abrupt shortening of the leaflets near the apex, 
after which their length remains about the same. The leaflets are terminated by 
rounded tips and striated by closely-placed parallel nerves, about one-third of a milli
meter apart. It is difficult to trace the nerves to the point of insertion in the rachis, 
but they seem to be parallel throughout their extent. 

Fragmentary specimens from the Little Conewago Creek, evidently belonging to 
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the Ctenophylla, may or may not be of the species Braunianum, for which reason 
attention is called to that locality in this connection. 

Localities.-N. C. R. R. cut, south of York Haven~ Little Conewago, 
exploitation pit, west of Manchester(?). 

Genus ZAMITES Brongniart. 

ZAMITES PENNSYLVANICUS Fontaine n. sp. 

Pl. XXVIII, Figs. 3, 4. 

Mr. Wanner referred this plant very doubtfully to Ote?WJJAylhtm 
truncatum Font. Professor Fontaine regards it as a new species of 
Zamites and has refigured it (Fig. 4). The following is his description 
of it: 

Schenk,. in Foss. Flor. der Grenzschichten, pl. xxxv, fig. 8, gi~es a· figure of a plant 
that he calls Zamites angustifolius. Schimper named it Podozamites angust1jolius. The 
plant Mr. Wanner calls Ctenophyllum truncaturn is very much like this. It is a true 
Zamites, as is shown by the insertion of one entire leaflet seen on it. This shows that 
the leaflets are 3 em. long, 2 mm. wide, and that they are widest near their base, where 
they are abuptly rounded off. They are attached by a callosity to· the upper surface 
of the midrib. At their tips they are narrowed to a sharp lancet-shaped termination. 
The nerves are several in number and fine, but were not clearly visible.· 

The following is Mr. Wanner's account: 

"Fig. 3, Pl. XXVIII, shows part, a very fragmentary part, of a leaf containing the 
bases of several leaflets. Two other specimens from the same locality, one of which 
contains leaflets only one-half as wide, exhibit certain characteristics easily recog
nized in this one. No entire leaflets and no tips of leaflets were found. The oppo
site and rather remote leaflets contract near the line of attachment to the rachis, and 
are neither procurrent nor decurrent. Shortly after emerging from the midrib 
many of the nerves fork, after which they continue clo.se together and parallel. 
Were it not for the evident absence of decurrent leaflets the author would refer the 
specimen to Dioonites Buchianus with greater confidence than he feels now in asso
ciating it with the partially defined Ctenophyllur;t truncatum. More specimens are 
needed better to define its characteristics. 

Locality.-Little Conewago Creek~ west of Manchester, exploita
tion pit. 

ZAMITES YORKENSIS Fontaine n. sp. 

Pl. XXIX, Figs. 1-4;. 

Mr. Wanner regarded this as probably representing Otenopn,yllum 
Braunianum Gopp., and says: 

In Fig. 1 the leaflets are very close together, overlapping and pushed. over the 
rachis in such a manner as largely to conceal the midrib and make it difficult to 
determine the exact manner in 'which the veins depart from the line of contact. 
Fig. 2 represents a magnified portion of a leaflet and shows the venation. 
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Professor Fontaine sees in it another new species of Zamites, and 
has refigured the same specimen (Figs. 3, 4) to give his interpretation 
of _it. He describes it as follows: 

On the fragment of slate that. shows the imprint of· T~nidpteris.'R yorkens.is, 'there is 
an imprint of what seems certainly to be a true Zamites of the type of Z. Feneonis, 
which type characterizes the Jurassic. This plant may be the form depicted by Mr. 
'\Vanner in Fig. 1, Pl. XXIX. If so, the figure does not correctly represent the insertion 
of the leaves. It should also be.stated tl:j.at then the identification of the plant given 
in that figure with Ctenophyllum Braunianum var. a is erroneous. The description of 
the plant now in question is as follows: 

The specimen is a portion of a leaf showing a number of leaflets, some of them 
entire. The leaves are closely placed, about.25 rom. long, 4 mm. wide,and widest 
at base. They taper to a subacut.e tip .. At base they are slightly ~uriculate and are 
inserted on the upper surface of the midrib. The nerves are fine and closely placed. 
They are not distinct enough to show the details. Fig. 3. represents the specimen 
of natural size, and 4 gives a leaflet enlarged 2 diameters, and partly restored. This 
and the preceding constitute the first species of ~amites found in the older. Mesozoic 
flora of the ~astern States. 

Genus PODOZAMITES Friedrich Braun. 

PoDOZAMITES DISTANS (Presl) Friedrich Braun~ 

Pl. XXIX, Figs. 5-7: 

1833. Zamites distans Presl in Sternberg: Flora der Vorwelt, Vol. II, p. 196, pl. xli, 
fig. 1. . 

1843. Podozamite8 distans (Presl) Friedrich Braun in Munster: Beitriige zur Petrefac-
tenkunde, Vol. II, Pt. VI, p. 28. · 

Mr. Wanner identified this doubtfully with Zamites tenuinervis 
Font. Pro'fessor Fontaih~ says: 

These are not Zamites ten·uinervi8, but fragments of some other Zamites or Podoza
mites~ 'The fragments are too obscure to determine fully. The smaller fragment is 
like Schenk's Zamite8.distans (Podozam.i~e8 distans), as given in Foss. Flor. der Grenz
schichten, pl. xxxvi, figs 1-9, 9a, 9b. The larger resembles the variety given in fig. 
10 of the same plate. · 

Mr. Wanne,r has th~ following ~ote: 

Figs. 5 and 7 of Pl. XXIX show parts of detached leaflets containing the remains of 
basal ends exhibiting properties which agree with those described by Fontaine. No 
'yhole leaves and no tips were found. 

Fig. 6 shows the venation. The veins are parallel, very fine and close, being about 
one-tenth of a millimeter apart. The surface of some leaflets presents a regularly 
banded appearance, owing to the prominence of stronger nerves, about one in five. 

Locality.-Little Conewago Creek, lowest horizon. 
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Genu~ SPHE~ QZAMITES. Brong·mart. 

SPHENOZAMIT.ES RoOERSIANUS Fontain~. 

Pl. XXIX, Figs. 8; 9. 

1883. Sphenozarnites Rogersianus Font. :1 ·Older Mesozoic. Flora, of Virginia, Mon. U. 
S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. SO, pl. xliii, figs. 1, 1a; pl. xliv, figs. 1, 2, 2a, 
2b; pl. xlv, figs. 1, 2. 

Professor Fontaine simply remarks that this is correctly determined. 
Mr. Wanne~·'s notes are yery meager: · . 

Figs 8 and 9, Pl. XXIX, present part of a turned-over leaf. The specimen is poor but 
shows the dichotomous forking of the nerves and th.e transverse bars, characteristics 
of Fontaine's. type specimen. · 

But two specimens were found; the other, being equally fragmentary, while it 
~grees with the one illustrated, r~veals nothiog additional. 

Local#y.-N. C. R. R. cut, south of York Haven. 

Genus CYCADEOSPERMUM Saporta. 

CYCADEOSPERMUM W ANNERI Fontaine n. sp. 

Pl. XXIX, Fig. 10. 

Mr. Wanner called this a "seed of Leptostrobus." Professor Fon
taine says: 

This is not a seed of Leptostrobus but is probably one of some cycad: It is almost 
circular in form and looks so mew hat as if it were winged, as represented by Mr. ·wan
ner. This appearance is probably due to the accentuation, from pressure, of the 
thicker central portion of the nut. It has the dimensions 8 by 11 mm. It may be 
called Oycadeospermum Wanneri. · · 

Mr. Wanner says of it: 
This seed, by reason of association, ~ith Leptostrobus, has been referred to it. 

Seeds ofthis kind were not found at York Haven. They are plentiful at the other 
locality, on the Little Conewago, suggestively associated with Brachyphyllum but not 
with Leptostrobus, the latter being unknov.;n in this locality and represented by only 
one specimen.at Y:ork Haven. 

Locality.-Little Conewago Creek, lt miles west of Mancheste1~, 
exploitation pit, green shale. 

1 In view ofthe fact that Professor Fontaine did not find at Williams College the specimen figurca 
by Emmons in his American Geology, Part VI, pl. .vi, fig. 5, and described on p. 35 under the name 
Calamites punctat~ts, considered to belong to this species (see Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 98, 
and infra, p. 288) it is not thought best to enter that form in the synonymy, especially as its earlier 
date woUld involve a change of nomenclature. 
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Class BENNETTITALES. 

Family BE;NNETTITAOE.fE. 

Genus CYCADEOMYELON Saporta. 

CYCADEOMYELON YORKENSE Fontaine n. sp. 

Pl. XXX. 

1888. Palissya? sp. Newb.: Fossil Fishes and Fossil Plants of the Triassic Rocks of 
New Jersey and the Connecticut Valley, Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XIV, p. 94, pl xxvi, figs. 1; 2. 

Mr. Wanner designated this as the "trunk of a conifer? " resting 
the case on the figures of Dr. Newberry. Professor Fontaine, how
ever, 1~egards it as a Cycadeomyelon not hitherto described, and 
remarks: 

This is an imprint of the ·same kind as those Saporta has described, with the 
ge'neric name Cycadeomyelon; in Paleont. fran9aise, Plantes J urassiques, Tome II, 
pp. 331-332. He considers them as casts of partly decayed cycad trunks. The cigar
shaped prominences on this fossil are decidedly larger than those of Saporta's C. het
tangensis. If it is worth while giving a name to it, it might be called Oycadeomyelon 
yorkense. 

Mr. Wanner gives the following ~ccount of it: 

Dr. J. S. Newberry, in Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. XIV, p. 94, pl. xxvi, figs. 
1, 2, illustrates and describes what he supposed to be the decorticated trunk of some 
conifer from Newark, New Jersey. A similar impression from here, Fig. l,.Pl. XXX, 
comes from a locality w hicl:J. yielded nothing else. For that reason as well as because of 
the decorticated and compressed condition of the specimen, no additional light is 
shed upon the character of the trunk which produced it. Thin seams of carbonized 
vegetable matter are irregularly included in the overlapping folds that mark the 
specimen.- The section, Fig. ·2, is drawn at the point of greatest width. 

Locality.-Fox Run, one-eighth of a mile from its junction with the 
Little Conewago Creek . 

There seems· scarcely any doubt that whatever the stems from 
·Newark may be, this one from York represents the same plant. Dr. 
Newberry's fig. 2 is almost exactly the same as Mr. \Vannm·'s Fig. 1. 
Dr. Newberry refers to the specimen called Voltzia coburgensis Schaur., 
figured by Schenck in Palreontographica, Vol. XI, pl. xlvi, fig. 2, and 
there certainly is .a close resemblance between this figure and those of 
the American specimens. 

It may not be out of place to draw attention to the somewhat similar 
class of objects which I have described under the name Feistmantelia. 1 

The specimen from the Lettenkohl, near Wiirzburg, forms a sort of 
transition between some of the forms to which I there call attention 
and those now under consideration. 

t Nineteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. II, 1899, pp. 693-696, pl. clxix, fig. 19. 
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Class GINKGOALES. 

Family <3-INKGOAOEJE. 

Genus BAIERA Friedrich ·Braun. 

BAIERA MuENSTERIANA (Presl) Heer? 

Pl. XXXI, Figs. 1, 2. 
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1838. Sphmrococcites Jfuensterianus Presl in Stern berg: Flora der Vorwelt, Vol. II, 
p. 105, pl. xxviii, :fig. 3. 

1841. Baiera dichotoma Fr. Braun: Flora, Neue Reihe, Jahrg. XXIV, p. 33. 
1843. Baiera dichotoma Fr. Braun in Munster: Beitrage zur Petrefactenkunde, Vol. II, 

Pt. VI, p. 20, pl. xii, :figs. 1-8. 
1857. Baiera? sp. Emm.: Am. Geol., Pt. VI, p. 133, :fig. 102. 
1863. Jeanpaulia Schlagintweitiana Popp: N eues J ahrb f. Mineralogie, 1863, p. 412. 
1866. Jeanpaulia Muensterianct (Presl) Schenk: Foss. Flor. der Grenzschichten des 

Keuper und Lias Frankens, p. 39, pl. ix. 
1878. Baiera Jfuensteriana (Presl) Heer in Saporta: Plantes Jurassiques. Paieontol

ogie Fran<;aise, 2e Ser., Vol. III, p. 272, pl. clv [xxvii], :figs. 10-12; pl. 
clvi [xxviii], :figs~ 1-6; pl. ~lvii [xxix ], :figs. 1-3. • 

Mr. Wanner thought this might be a Baieropsis. Professor Fon
. taine admits its doubtful character~ and says: 

This is an obscure and very fragmentary specimen. It is too imperfect to show 
anything <:lefinite, but may be a sm.all form of Baiera Mii,nsteriana. It is a ,small 
form, resembling that plant. 

Mr. Wanner's note is equally brief: 

The few specimens found are so fragmentary as to present but little mo;e than out
lines; yet in general appearance they sufficiently resemble Baieropsis to justify their 

. being referred to some species of that genus. 

Localities.-N. C. R. R. cut, south of York Haven; Little Cone
wago, lowest horizon. 

Class CONIFER.£. 

Family PIN AOEJE .. 

Genus P ALISSY A Endlicher. 

PALISSYA SPHENOLEPIS (Friedrich Br~un) Brongniart. 

Pl. XXXII. 

1843. Ounninghamites sphenolepis Ft. Braun: Beitr. z. Urgeschichte d. Pflanzen, Pro
gramm z. Jahresber. d. Kon. Kreis-Landw. u. Ge,verbsschule z. Bay
reuth, pp. 17, 18, pl. ii, figs. 16-20; also in Munster: Beitrage zur Petrefac
tenkunde, Vol. II, Pt. VI, p. 24, pl. xiii, figs. 16-20. 

1847. Palissya Braunii Endl.: Synopsis Coniferarum,. p. 306. 
1849. Palissya sphenolepis (Fr. Braun) Brongn.: Tableau, p. 68. 
1856. T-Valchia longifolius Emm.: Geological Report of the Midland Counties· of North 

Carolina, p. 333. 
1857. :walchia longijolius Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 105, pl. iva. 
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l\1r. Wanner determined this plant correctly, following Professor 
Fontaine in the use of the .synon}rmy ·p. BraWJ~ii of Endlicher. As 
Endlicher ·founded ,the genus .Palissya .on the p)ants that Braun called 
Cunn1:ngAwnites splwnolepis and carefully described and figured in two 
prominent places, he had, of course, no right whatever to change 
Braun's specific name. 
·.Professor Fontaine says: 

There are numerous fine specimens of P. Bratmii in Mr. "Tanner's collection. 
·Some of them are better and larger tha1i ariy previously known to me. One of these 
large specimens shows a feature not seen by me on any previously known fossils. 
The young, undeveloped 'branches are seen in the axils of the leaves. Fig. 2, Pl. 
XXXII, represents one of these forms, and Fig. 1, of the same plate, gives a good 
representation of one of the large fragments.· · 

The following is Mr. Wanner's account: 

Part of a large limb, Fig. 1, Pl. XXXII, containing broken branches a1id leaves in a 
fairly good state of preservation, exhibits the characteristics of the plal'1t as presented 
in this and other specimens. Fig. 4 represents a leaf magnified to show the venation. 
The midrib is prominent. The leaves are decidedly decurrent arid, when not pushed 
out of place or macerated, as is frequently the case, are ui1lform"ly' and strongly fal
cate. Another specimen, Fig. 2, only part of the impressionin. the shale, presents a 
different phase and well illustrates the. changed .appearance,ca~s.ed by th.G pre~en.ce of 
young shoots. Fig. 5 Hlustrates part of another limb containing fewer young branches 
of greater length than those shown in Fig. 2 .. Another specimen,· Fig. 3, ·natural 
size, shows the leaf scars. 

The descriptions of Palissya Braunii, to which the author has·had access, are very 
nieager and unsatisfactory, hence, notwitJ.?standing_ the f~ct. that h,i~ SJ?~cimens are 
well defined, he is unable to assert, with any degree of certainty, that the plant 
belongs here.. It strongly suggests Sequoia Reichenbachi. 

Localities.-Ym~k Hav~n, ·N. C. R.· R. cut; LittleConewago Creek, 
exploitation pit and lowe~t horizo~. 

PALISSYA DIFFUSA (Emmons) Fontaine: 

Pl. XXXI, Figs. 3-5. 

1856. 1-'Valchia diffttsus Emm.: Geological Report of the Midland Cotinties of North 
Carolina, p. 333, pl.,iij,_fig. 2. . 

1857. Walchia (Lycopodites). diffusu's Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 105, pl. iii, 
fig. 2. 

1857. Walchia gracile Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 108, fig. 75. 
1883. Palissya diffusa (Emm.) Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. S. 

Geol. Survey, Vol. VI., p. 107, pl. li, fig. 4. 
18.83. Cheirolepis },fu_ensteri (Schenk) Schimp. in Fontaine: Op. cit.;·P· 108, pl.liii, fig. 3. 

· Of this Professor Fontaine· says: 

Mr. "\Vanner has correctly dtltermined this plant, of which he has a number of very 
fine specimens. Some of them are much finer than any obtained by even Emmons 
fron;1 the North Carolina beds. There is some difference between the Pennsylvania and 
the North Carolina fqssils. The Pennsylv.aniaspecimens do not show suGh a marked 
recurving of the leaves as those from North Carolina, and the midnen·e of the 
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leaves is not so distinct. These. features may be due to. the accidents of preservation, 
~nd do not call for the separation of the Pennsylvania plant as a variety. The 
leaves of this f~rm are strikingly like those ·of Cheirolepis gracilis Feistm. of the 
Rajmahat· flora. · · 

The following is ~r. ,Wanner's record:. 

Fig. 3, Pl. XXXI, represents a very symmetrieal branch in an excellent state of pres
ervation. Both twigs and }~ayes are· crowd_ec1 closely together. Fig. 4 presents 
another specimen, containing near the e~treinity of one of its lateral branches the 
impression made by some kind _of a fruit,. Beyond the generaL qutline and the unmis
takable imprint made by the stem, by which it is attached to the twig, the fruit con
tains no definite markings to give it character. In another specimen not illustrated 
the leaves are somewhat larger. Fig. 5 shows the venation in a magnified leaf. 

Palissya d'iffusa is commOii at the York Haven locality and may be represented at 
the Little Conewago Creek, but the few fragmentary speci1l.1.ens from the latter place 
cannot be positively identified. · 

Locality.-N. C. R. R. cut, south of York Haven. 
I ' ' ' • ; 

Genus BRACHYPHYLLUM Brongniart. 

BRACHYPHYLLUM YORKENSE Fontaine n. sp. 

Pl. XXXI, Figs. 6-9. 

Mr. \Vanneridentifiedthis with BracAyphyllurn C'Passicaule Font., of 
the Potomac flora. Professor Fontaine does not' accept this, and says: 

This is not Brachyphyllum crassicaule, but ·a new and smaller species, which may 
appropriately bear the name B. yorkense. 

There are in Mr. Wanner's collection several imprints of a small Brachyphyllum 
' which :r:esembles Saporta's B. Papareli; a plant of the Rhetic and Infralias of France. 

It is, however, I think, a new species. Mr. w· anner' s figure sho'ws ·the most com
plete specimen. The ultimate twigs on this are very slender. Th'e full length of 
none of them is shown.- They are only 2 mm. wide. The leaves seell!- to be thinner 
in texture than those of the Jurassic Brachyphylla. They are rotundate-rhombic in 
form, with the longer dian;1eter transverse to the axis of-the twig. Fig. 8 shows the 
shape of the best-preserved forms, the enlargement being 3 diameters. They are 
subspirally arranged, somewhat after the fashion of those of Palreocyparis (Echinostro
bus) of the Oolite. 

Mr. Wanner says of it: 

Fig. 6, Pl. XXXI, presents a branch containing closely placed lateral twigs. Other 
specimens from the same locality vary considerably in the number of qranches, 
usually having fewer than are contained in the illustration. No terrninal branches 
were identified to a certainty, though several blunt ends may represent extremities, 
and if such is the case the ·width of the br~nc~ remains the same throughout its 
extent. The leaves are thick and_ closely appressed, with beaks and a scarcely 
perceptible keel, as illustrated in Fig. 7, a magnified leaf. 

Locality.-Little Conewago Creek, exploitation pit. 
With ·regard to the small specimen, Fig. 9, Professor Fontaine 

remarks: 
I did not see this smaU fragment. It is probably a·portion of a 'twig of Brachy

phyllurn yorkense, above described. 
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Mr. Wanner's note upon it was as follows: 

This specimen, Fig. 9, Pl. XXXI, is suggestive of Frenelopsis, and that is about all 
that can be said of it. It is a fragment of"a stem of some sort, the only one of that 
kind found. No traces of leaves and no marks of any sort are visible. 

Locality.-N. C. R. R. cut, south o£ York Haven. 

Genus CHEIROLEPIS Schimper. 

CHEIROLEPIS MuENSTER! (Schenk) Schimper. 

Pl. XXXIII, Figs. 1, 2. 

1867. Brachyphyllurn Jfuensteri Schenk: Fl. der Grenzschichten des Keupers und Lias 
Frankens, p. 187, pl. xliii, figs. 1-3, 3a, 3b, 4-12, 12a. 

1870. Cheirolepis Muensteri (Schenk) Schimp : Traite de Paleontologie Vegetale, Vol. 
II, p. 248. . 

This fine plant was correctly determined and well figured by Mr. 
Wanner. Professor Fontaine remarks: 

Mr. Wanner's collection has a number of specimens of this plant which he has 
correctly determined and figured well. Some of them are splendid fragments, much 
finer even than those figured by Schenk. It should be stated that the specimens of 
this plant hitherto found in the United States are small and imperfect. The find
ing of such fine impri.nts of this and a number of other older Mesozoic plants makes 
these Pennsylvania localities very important .. 

The following is Mr. Wanner's note: 

A limb, Fig. 1, Pl. XXXIII, bearing branches and twigs, with short decurrent leaves, 
falcate in arrangement, admirably illustrates the characterictics of the species. The 
other illustration, Fig. 2, presents a remarkably well preserved and symmetrical 
branch, a property, however, not peculiar to a few specimens, but belonging to most 
of those found. · 

Localities:-N. C. R. R. cut, .south o£ York Haven ; Little Cone
wago Creek, exploitation pit and lowest horizon. 

Genus SCHIZOLEPIS Friedrich Braun. 

ScHIZOLEPIS LIASO-KEUPERIN A· Friedrich Braun. 

Pl. XXXIII, Figs. 3-5. 

1847. Lepidodendron liaso-keupe1·inum Fr. Braun: Flora, Neue Reihe, Jahrg. V 
[XXX], p. 84. 

1847. Lepidodendron laricifoliurn Fr. Braun: Loc. cit. 
1847. Isoetites purnilus Fr. Braun: Loc. cit. 
1847. Schizolepis liaso-keuperinus Fr. ~raun: Ibid., p. 86. 
1852. IIalochloris bart~thina Ett.: Abh. d. k. k. Geol. Reichsanst., Vol. I, Pt. III, 

No. 3, p. 6, pl. ii, fig. 4. 
1867. 8chizolepis Braunii Schenk: Foss. Fl. der Grenzschichten qesKeupers und Lias, 

· p. 179, pl. xliv, figs. 1-4, 4a, 5. 

J\1r. Wanner believed that the specimen, Fig. 5, represented a dif
ferent plant £rom that o£ ~igs. 3 and 4. The latter he regarded as 
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Seq·uoia ReiclwrwacAi long/folia of the Potomac ·formation, while the 
other he identified with Leptostrobus foliosus, also of the Potomac. 

Professor Fontaine finds them the same, and refers this for1n to the 
Scl~izolepis Braunii of Schenk. Schenk worked over all of Braun's 
material, from the Rhetic of V eitlahm, near Culm bach, in the vicinity 
of Baireuth, in Bavaria, and _found that he had given several nan1es to 
this form. As it is a Scbizolepis, Braun's name, S.liaso-keuperinamust 
be retained, and can not be changed to S. B1·aunii, as Schenk proposed 
to do. 

The following is Professor Fontaine's com1nent on this plant: 

This is what appears to be a specimen of Schizolepis Braunii, differing from the type 
only in the somewhat narrower leaves. This is given in Pl. XXXIII, Fig. 3. Fig. 5 
of this same plate gives a plant which Mr ... Wanner calls Leptostrobus joliosus. It is the 
same Schizolepis. This latter specimen is a fragment of a large twig, with several 
ultimate branches carrying leaves. · 

1\1r. \Vanner's notes follow. Relative to the first of these specimens 
he says: 

Two specimens were found, only the better of which, Fig. 3, Pl. XXXIII, is illus
trated. They probably belong to a new species. The author is unable to locate the 
specimen, and names it as he does simply because the leaves in width and falcate 

arrangement, particularly in the specimen not drawn, suggest Sequoia Reichenbachi 
longifolia Font. Fig 4 shows a leaf magnified two diam.eters. 

On the other specimen he remarks: , 

In the only specimen collected, Fig. 5, Pl. XXXIII, the parallel nerves are faintly 
visible in several leaves, but the number is not definitely revealed. Three nerves 
are recognized beyond question, but doubt exists as to whether or not there is another. 
As yet no entire leaf has been found. Closely crowded pit marks on the macerated 
stems indicate a dense foliage, without betraying the order in which the leaves were 
attached. 

Locality.-N. C. R. R. cut, south of York Haven. 

Genus ARAUCARITES Presl. 

ARAUCARITES ~ PENNSYLVANICUS Fontaine n. sp. 

Pl. XXXIV, Figs. 1, 2. 

l\1r. Wanner made scarcely any attempt to identify this specimen, 
and contents himself with saying: 

The author is unable to locate Fig. 1, Pl. XXXIV. The venation is shown in Fig. 
2. Another specimen, not drawn, has leaves of about the same length, but of greater 
width. In it the nerves still more plainly converge at the tip. 

Professor Fontaine is ln doubt with regard to the generic affinities, 
and describes it as a new species, probably of Araucarites. He says: 

The specimen figured by Mr. 'Vanner is a portion of a twig with a number of small 
leaves. These in size resem.ble somewhat Saporta's ·Araucaria mic1·ophylla. On the 
label accompanying this plant Mr. ':V anner has given the name Nageiopsis heterophylla? 
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!.have carefully ·examined, this .specimen .. · The nerves 'are too obscure to be- made· 
out with positiveness, and I am,not sun~ that they are not single in each leaf. If so 
the plant is a Palissya. Mr. "\Vanner speaks of a second specimen which I have.not 
seen. If ~he nerves be really numerous, as he gives them, the plant is probably an 
Araucarites; and possibly the same ·with the cone in his collection. 

Locality.-N. c. R. It cut, south of York Haven. 

ARAUCARITES YORKENSIS Fontaine n. sp. 

Pl. XXXIV, Fig. 3. 

Mr. W amim~ merely says of this that it shows the impression made 
by part of a large cone. The specimen is too f,ragmentary to be 
identified or described. Professor Fontaine makes it a new species of 
Araucarites, which he describes as follows: . 

This is an imprint of a portion of what must have been a fine, large cone. It is 
not complete enough to show certainly the original shape, but a globular form is 
indicated; with a diamefer of about 6 em. The impressions of the terininations of a 
number of scales are quite distinct, and they have the character of Araucarites. It 
might be called Amucarites yorkensis . . This may be the cone of Araucarites? penn
sylvanicus, determined. from a leafy branch. 

Locality.-N. c.· R. R; cut, south of York Haven. 

Subdivision ANGIOSPERMAE. 

Class .MONOCOTYLEDON££. 

Family GRAMINEJE. 

Genus YORKIA ·wanner nov .. gen. 

YoRKIA GRAMINJ<JO~DES Ward n. sp. 

Pl. XXXIV, Figs. 4-6. 

Mr. Wanner has here drawn some very clear figures of this form. 
Professor Fontaine says of it: . ' 
Mr. "\Vanner regards this plant as a new species of grass. The specimen he uses 

as a type shows no distinct features. Th~ supposed leaves appear to me to be long 
succulent stems of some kind. I am not prepared to say that the plant is not some 
form .of grass. 

Mr. Wanner's description is as follows: 

GRAMINEJE. · Yorkia nov. gen.: leaves long, narrow, smooth; thick,·and deeply chan
neled, with no perceptible ''ariationin width; In the specimen illustrated, Fig. 4, 
Pl. XIV, there are no ·whole leaves, hor were anyfound, but the impressions· indi
cate that non~ were less th~n.15 clp.·:in length, ranging from Ito 2 ~nm .. in width. 
An indistinct impression at tl:)-e base can be tra.ced clearly, but can not be :resolved into 
more than a faint vegetable i'n)print. Markings riiade.'by slender rootS e~'tend a short 
distance below the .base. No tips of leaves were observed, but Fig. 6 represents 
the nearest approach to an entire· end. Fig. 5-shows, the base of another cluster of 
·leaves, about which- is a delicate obscure mantle pi·od'\}ced by some organic substance. 
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Locality.-N. C. R. R. eut, south of York Haven. 
The Marquis Sa porta desctibed and figured, 1 under the name of 

Poacites, a considerable number·of grass-like forms from the Mesozoic 
of Portugal; some of them from the Infralias, otliers from the ·upper
most Jura, and still others froni the Lower Cretaceous. They were 
all supposed to represent portions of leaves and not culms. The plant 
discovered by ~1r. \Vanner closel)' resembles soine of these, but the 
leaves are much longer than any obtained by ~1. Choffat fron1 the 
Portuguese beds. If these leaves grew directly from a crespitose base, 
as Mr. Wanner's figures would imply; it is difficult to refer them to 
the grass family, but if Fig. 5 represents a short collection of culms 
giving off leaves from their upper nodes, this would not wholly nega
tive the -idea of their belonging to the Graminere, as Mr. Wanner sup
poses. At any rate, the form is quite definite and extremely interesting. 
I therefore retain the generic name suggested by Mr. Wanner, which 
carries with it no systematic implications, and express the likeness of 
the plant to a grass by the specific name chosen. The systematic posi
tion given to the plant is, of cou·rse, merely conjectural: 
' The following general remark by Professor Fontaine on Mr. YVan
ner's collection and .w.ork may fittingly conclude this part of our 
subject:. · 

Mr; 'Vanner ha$ succeeded in making a surprisingly good and varied collection of 
fossils. A number of them had not yetbeenfoundin theTrias of America. Some of 
them are apparently new. A number of splendid impressions of fossils previously 
described are found in his material. These are better specimens than those by vvhich 
these fossils have been hitherto known. Mr. 'Vanner deserves great credit for his 
intelligent use of the opportunity afforded him for collecting from a region hereto
fore not known as yielding goo¢!. plants. 

The plants in this collection seem to indicate a somewhat higher Mesozoic horizon 
than that of the Virginia, and even .of theN orth Carolina beds, being more decidedly 
Rhetic ii1 character. . ... ' · 

TRIASSIC PLANTS FROlVI MARYLAND. 

In 1883 2 Mr. P. Frazer; in treating tlie New Red Sandston~ Region, 
makes passing ni.ention "of a plant bed in Frederick Co~nty, Md." 
At the Ineeting of the Geological Society ot Ainerica on Decembe~· 
30, 1890, in the course of the discussi~n of Dr. Williams's paper on 
the Petrography and Structui·e of the Piedmont Platea~ in Maryl~nd, 
Mr. Charles S. Prosser called attention to the remark q~oted above and 
asked Dr. Williams for further information. 3 

. 

In reply, Dr. Williams said: 
' ' ' . 

Fossils have recently been iound in two localities in the Triassic of Frederick 
Count?', Maryland: first, by Profe~sor Philip R. Uhler, about 2.mi,les west of Fred-

1 Flore Fossilc du Portugal, Direction des Travaux GeologiqueS'du Portugal; Lisbonn·e, 1894. 
~Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, C4, 1883, p. 29. 
:JBull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. II, :March, 1891, p. 318. 
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erick; and, secondly, by Mr. S. L. Powell, not far from Utica Mills. Those collected 
by Mr. Powell are from the red shales, and are very abundant. Some of the forms 
resemble nuts; others may be interlacing roots. 1 

I am not aware that anything has been published relative to the dis
coveries of either Professor Uhler or Mr. Powell here recorded. 

In the spring ·of 1890 there were discovered in the red sandstone 
quarries at Seneca, on the Potomac, at the mouth of Seneca Creek, 
Maryland, some very fine specimens of Dendrophyeus. The first of 
these, and the finest that has been found, was brought to the National 
Museum on May '7 by Mr. D. L. Shoemaker, proprietor of the quarry. 
I recognized it at once and took so deep an interest in it that I visited 
the place a few days later, in company with Mr. Charles S. Prosser, 
and we collected a number of additional specimens. They. are well 
mar~md and typical of this form; but, like all others thus far known, 
are destitute of organic matter or coaly pellicle. They closely resem
ble]]. Desorii Lx., of the Devonian of Iowa, a fine specimen of which 
is in the collection of the National Museum, but they have the red 
color of the building stone in which they occur. They differ perhaps 
more from the form found in the Trias at Portland, Connecticut, and 
named by Dr. Newberry D. triassim(;s, of which mention has already 
been made. It is, J10wever, interesting to know that this genus 
occurs at two widely separated localities of this formation. 

Important differences exist between these and the Maryland speci
mens, differences sufficient to constitute the latter a distinct species. 
I shall therefore call this species PendropAym68 8lwm1~akeri, thereby 
acknowledging Mr. Shoemaker's kindness in bringing the above
mentioned specirnen to the Museum, without which act the existence 
of this form in the Maryland deposit might never have been discovered. 

The fine specimen brought by Mr. Shoemaker was carefully photo
graphed, under the immediate supervision of Mr. De.Lancey W. Gill, 
and the accompanying half-tone illustration shows with great minute
ness all the details of structure; and I also had photographs taken of 
the best specimen collected by Mr. Prosser and myself. This last is 
represented on Pl. XXXV, Fig. 2, and by the side of it, Fig. 1, is the 
view of. D. triassicus Newb., of Portland, Connecticut, already men
tioned (supra, p. 228). Pl. XXXVI is the view of the original specimen 
brought by Mr. Shoemaker, the most complete thus far found. 

The -description of the species is as follows: 

DENDROPHYOUS SHOEMAKER! Ward n. sp. 

Pl. XXXV, Fig. 2; Pl. XXXVI. 

Upper portions of the so-called rhizomes alone present, forming the 
rachis of the frond. Fronds very numerous, covering large areas, 8 to 

lLoc. cit. 
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10 em. long, 5 em. broad at the summit, consisting of 3 to 5 secondary 
divisions proceeding alternately from each side of the rachis at a 
uniform angle of about 30°, these again throwing off tertiary branches 
chiefly from the other ·side, some of which still further fork or ramify, 
forming a spreading fan-shaped mat of overlapping fibers covering 
the rock. The surface of the rock is very uneven, the fronds form
ing reliefs, and each branch, strand, or subdivision constituting a smooth 
raised ridge or line. The counterparts of the fronds of course present 
the opposite features, the reliefs becoming intaglios. 

This is not the place to enter into a discussion of the question 
whether Dendrophycus really represents a plant. I will only say that 
Professor Fontaine, who has not only seen all the Seneca and Port- · 
land specimens but has visited the locality and examined their mode of 
occurrence, does not, any more than did Dr. N ewberi·y, hesitate to 
pronounce them as of vegetable nature. I reserve my own opinion, if 
I can be said to have one, until more and strong'er evidence shall be 
produced. 

THE VIRGINIA AREA. 

Fossil plants were early discovered in the rich beds of the .Richmond 
coal field, and mention of them was from time to time made b~y geolo
gists and other \ riters near the beginning of the century. 

Among the earliest of these mentions was that of Mr. William 
Maclure, in 1817. 1 After having discussed the primitive formations 
of the n1ore northern sections, he proceeds to speak of--

"A range of secondary, extending with some intervals, from the Connecticut to 
the Rappahannock rivers, in width generally from 15 to 25 miles; bounded on 
the northeast, at New Haven, by the sea, where it ends to recommence on the 
south side of Hudson River. * * * This secondary formation is interrupted after it 
passes Frederickstown, but begins again between Monocacy and Seneca creeks, the 
northeastern boundaries crossing the Potomac by the west of Cartersville, touches 
the primitive near the Rappahannock, ~here it finishes. * * * About 10 or 12 
miles west of Richmond, Virginia, there is an independent coal f01;mation, 20 to 25 
miles long, and about 10 miles wide; it would not be far distant from the range of 
the red sandstone forJ;nation had it continued so far south; it is situated in an oblong 
basin, having the whitish freestone, slaty clay, etc., with vegetable impressions, as 
well as most of the other attendants of that formation." 

This last hint is of special interest in view of the· fact that all the 
more northern deposits are of the red or brown sandstone, while that 
of the Virginia basin, in the vicinity of Richmond, is a true coal 
formation, and Mr. Maclure must therefore have derived this infor
mation largely from paleontological data. 

In 1821 we find Mr. Thomas Nuttall2 discoursing learnedly with 

1 Observations on the Geology of the United States of America, by William Maclure, Philadelphia, 
1817. (See pp. 39-49.) · 

2Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., Vol. II, Pt. T, pp. 35-38. 

20 GEOL, PT 2--17 
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regard to this same formation. Speaking of what he calls "the second 
calcareous formation," he says: · ' 

In its geographical limits it occupies a position universally to the east of the prim
itive and transition formations. * * * It appears, however, to be destitute of the 
concomitant minerals, excepting, indeed, it were possible to conceive it in con
nection with the coal basins of Richmond, which I have found on examination to 
be actually underlaid ''vith a calcareous rock of peculiar appearance. Mr. Heath's 
coal mines, and in fact nearly all of them, except those which were in a state of com
bustion, are overlaid by a massive micaceous conglomerate, or grit rock, containing 
crystals of feldspar like porphyry, in which, besides gigantic culmarii, occur veins of 
the argentine calcareous spar of Kirwan. * * * In the bituminous slate clay, 
which, as usual, accompanies this coal, besides impressions of ferns and the sup
posed Equiseta, there are vestiges of some enormous flaccid-leaved gramineous plant, 
leaves of one of the Scitaminere similar to those of the ginger, and fine casts of a 
palm resembling the pennate fronds of some species of Zamia or cycad. * * * 
Although there can remain but little doubt of the continuity of the Jnoetz limestone · 
we are endeavoring to trace toward the south, still, in consequence of the more 
recent alluvial deposits, it is not again discernible until we arrive in North Carolina. 

Relative· to his "gigantic Culmarii," he appends a footnote explain
ing that it "is an assumed generic name for an assemblage of extinct 
Zoophytes, one species of which is the Pl~ytolitkus striaticulmis of 
Martin's Petrificata Derbiensia." This Pl~ytolithus striaticulmis is a 
Calamites, and the Culmarii described by Nuttall are undoubtedly the 
Equisetum Rogersii (Bunb.) Schimp. 

:.Mr. Richard C. Taylor, in 1834/ was somewhat unfortunate in com
bating the views of Nuttall and Maclure relative to the secondary 
age of the Richmond coal field, and in claiming for it a Carboniferous 
age. But he was supported by the opinion of Adolphe Brongniart 
upon a specimen which had been sent to him, which he had identified 
as Calamites Suckowii Brongn., but of which species he made it a new 
variety, and in describing it he remarked: 

La var. o, dont la surface externe est assez mal conservee, se rapporte cependant 
a cette espece par sa forme generale et par la tenuite del' ecorce. Les c6tes sont seule
ment plus convexes, ce qui peut tenir a une moindre compression; car ces tiges, qui 
etaient probablement verticales, paraissent a voir ete comprimees dans le sens de leur 
longueur, et pre~entent des replis nombreux qui semblent indiquer combien leurs 
parois etaient minces et flexibles. Cet echantillon est meme fort remarquable sous 
ce rapport, ·et prouve que ces tiges etaient. :fistuleuses comme celles des Equisetum 
vivans. 2 

In an article by Mr. A. W. Wooldridge, 3 president of the Midlothian 
Mining Company, mention is made of the occurrence of "vegetable 
remains, such as ferns, bark, and knobs of wood found in the slate 
overlying the coal" in the basin which is now more generally under
stood by the name of . the Richmond coal field. 

1 Memoir of a section passing through the bituminous coal field near Richmond, in Virginia, by 
·Richard c. Taylor: Trans. Geol. Soc. Pennsylvania, Vol. I, p. 2i5. 

2Histoire des Vegetaux Fossiles, Vol. I, 1828, p.126. 
s Geological and statistical notice of the coal mines in the vicinity of Richmond: Am. Jour. Sci., 

Vol. XLIII, 1842, pp. 1-14 (see pp. 9 and 11). 
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At the Third Annual Meeting of the American Association of Geolo
gists and Naturalists, held at Boston in 1842, Prof. '""· B. Rogers read 
a very important paper On· the Age of the Coal Rocks of Eastern 
Virginia. The second and much larger part of this paper is devoted 
to the description of the vegetable remains known to him at that date, 

. and of which he enumerates some dozen species. This paper was 
published in the Transactions of the Association for that year (pp. 
298-316), and is accompanied by a plate (pl. xiv), on which three of 
these species are figured. It is reproduced in the Geology of the 
Virginias, New York, 1884, pp. 645-658, with the pla.te. 

When Sir Charles Lyell was making his journey through the United 
States, so fruitful in geological results, he visited this coal field in the 
vicinity of Richmond and made a careful study of the strata and. of the 
remains of animal and vegetable life. He took back with him to Eng
land a quantity of the material which he had collected and handed the 
vegetable remains over to Sir Charles .J. F. Bunbury for determina
tion. Bunbury's report upon this collection was contributed to the 
Geological Society of London, and published in 1847. 1 Bunbury de
scribes in this paper about fifteen different forms, a few of which were 
not the same as those described . by Rogers, with whose paper he was 
acquainted. He shared with Lyell and Rogers the belief that Cala-

. mites ovcurred in this formation, and several of the coniferous forms 
were provisionally referred by him to Sigillaria, Lepidodendron, and 
Knorria. 

On June 18, 1849, Mr. Jules Marcou nmde a communication to the 
Geological Society of France on the coal of Chesterfield County, Vir
ginia, near Richmond. 2 Mr. Marcou had recently visited the Chester
field bed and had observed the abundant plant remains. He collected 
many of them and discusses their affinities, relying apparently upon 
Bunbury's determinations. Nevertheless, he refers these beds to the 
Keuper, which was at least a shrewd guess. 

The paper which Professor Rogers read before the Boston Society 
of Natural History on January 4, 1854,3 make~ n1ention of the fossil 
plants of the Richmond coal field, but adds nothing to what he had 
previously said on this subject. His statement, however, that "in the 
belt in Virginia, toward the Potomac River * * * he had met, 
in the more sandy rocks, vegetable impressions which, although 
obscure, are strongly suggestive of the leaves of Zamites," furnishes 
a datum point for future investigations. It is to be regretted that he 
did not definitely locate these discoveries. One additional line describ~ 
ing the exact spot at which these remains were observed might have 
saved weeks of patient search to the student of the present generation. 

1 Description of fossil plants from the coal field near Richmond, Virginia, by C. J. F. Bun bury: 
Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, Vol. III, Pt. I, pp. 281-288, pls. x, xi. 

2Note sur la houme du comtE: de Chesterfield, pres de Richmond (:Etat de Virginie), par J.Marcou: 
Bull. Soc. geol. de France, 2d series, Vol. VI, 1848-1849, pp. 572-575. 

a Proceedings, Vol. V, July, 1854, pp.14-18. 
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Mr. Jules Marcou, as we have seen, had visited this region and made 
a small collection of fossil plants. Some of these he took with ·him 
on a visit to Europe and showed them to the eminent paleobotanist, 
Prof. Oswald Heer, of Zurich. In his Geology of North America1 he 
introduces a translation of Professor Hem·'s report upon this collec
tion. It contains nothing adqitional to the forms described by Rogers 
and Bunbury. 

At the Philadelphia meeting of the American Institute of Mining 
Engineers, in February, 1878, Mr. Oswald J. Heinrich read an elabo
rate paper on the ~sozoic Formation in Virginia, whiGh was published 
in the Transactions. 2 He gives numerous sections~in the principal 
mines of the Richmond coal field, mentioning the occurrence of 
plants, and on page 264 he attempts an enumeration of the species, 
basing it on determinations made fot him by Prof. C. E. Hall, of 
the University of Pennsylv~nia, to whom the material Gollected was 
referred. The list is short, ~nd the names the old eri·oneous ones of 
Brongniart, Bunbury, and Rogers. 

Prof. William M. Fontaine commenced his important researches in 
this field eai'ly in the seventies and contributed a preliminary paper 3 

in 1879. This paper is chiefly geological and covers a wide field, dis
cussing the relations of the older to the younger Mesozoic, but it is 
based largely on the evidence furnished by the flora, and that of the 
Richmond coal field receives special treatment (pp. 37 -39). 

This paper was the natural forerunne.r of his Older Mesozoic Flora 
of Virginia, ,s, with which we have already had much to do~ and which is 
unquestionably the most important contribution that has yet been 
made to the flora of the American Trias. It forms one of the 
smaller monographs of the United States Geological Survey, contain
ing 144 pages of text and 54 plates. As stated by the author, "it is 
based upon the study of a number of plants obtained after several 
years of diligent search in the older Mesozoic strata of Virginia." 
The number of species, or rather of distinct plants, that are here 
described and figured amounts to 45, which will be seen to be a large 
increase over those hitherto known. Eight .of these species were 
already known from other localities under established names; 4 more 
of this class are referred to different genera or species, making 12 not 
confined to Virginia. Of the remaining 33, which are so confined, 9 
have close affinities with species already described. It thus appears 
that considerably over half of the entire nmnber are peculiar to the 
locality and have no weight in determining its horizon. 

1 Geology of North America, with Two Reports on the Prairies of Arkansas and Texas, the Rocky 
Mountains of New Mexico, and the SierraN evada of California, originally made for the United States 
Government: by Jules Marcou; Zurich, 1858; p. 16. 

2Vol. VI, pp. 227-274. 
a Notes on the Mesozoic of Virginia: Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XVII, January, 1879, pp. 25-55. · 
4 Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, Washington, 1883, 4°. 
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· One of the most important purposes subserved by this· work is that 
of correcting the determination of the forms that had previously been 
described. Professor.Fontaine undertook, in the preparation of this 
work, to make careful comparisons of all the forms in his collection 
with the figures that had already been published, and he went to great 
pains to indicate those species occurring in beds of similar age in 
Europe and other parts of the world which were capable of being com-. 
pared with those of Virginia. This was possible in a considerable 
number of cases, and. we are, therefore, placed in a position to consider 
the age of t~is formation from the point of view of vegetable paleon
tology in its relation to older_ and better-established deposits. In view 
of its importance, Professor Fontaine's work must, therefore, serve as 
the basis, or general starting point, from which not only thi.s discus
sion but the general discussion of the Triassic plants of North America 
will proceed. · 

Professor Fontaine did not restrict his investigations and compari
sons to the Oolite of Yorkshire, as Rogers and Bun bury had done, but 
availed himself of all the extant literature upon the subject relating to 
the fossil plants of all the formations of Europe and other parts of 
the world whose geological position is not far removed from that to 
which the American beds had already been referred. The important 
researches of ~August Schenk upon the fossil flora of the Mesozoic of 
Bavaria, especially of Franconia, in the vicinity of Baireuth, pre
viously known to him only imperfectly through Count von Munster's 
Beitrage and two papers by D. Brauns, had opened up a new and 
important field and furnished avery much broader basis for the study 
of the analogous floras the world over. Nathorst had also contributed 
in an important way to the study- of the Rhetic flora of southern 
Sweden. Heer had investigated the· Oolitic floras of the Arctic regions 
and Siberia, and Feistmantel had published his exhaustive works on 
the Gondwana system~ of India. All these, and other important works, 
were consulted by Professor Fontail).e, so that he was in position to 
revise and correct the works of Rogers, Bunbury, Emmons, and 
Hitchcock upon the fossil flora of the American Mesozoic. 

It was thus found that the Virginia Mesozoic flora did not corre
spond with anything like the same completeness as had been supposed 
to the Oolite of Yorkshire. Many of the most important species 
which had been depended upon to establish its Oolitic age were dis
covered to have been wrongly named and to belong to different genera 
from those to which they had been assigned. 

This revision operated in two directions, viz: primarily, m showing 
that those who had regarded the Richmond coal field as Carboniferous 
or Permian, or had supported their views upon the supposed discov
eries in these fields of such Carbonjferous plants as Calamites, Sigil
laria. and Lepidodendro_n, were mistaken in these determinations, and 
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that no such ancient forms exist in the Mesozoic form:ation; and, sec
ondly, in showing that many of the species referred to the Yorkshire 
flora are not identical with those forms and are either new species 
belonging to the same orders or genera or are "species nearly or quite 
identical with those of the Rhetic beds of Europe. So that while upon 
the whole the revised :flora indicates that these deposits are more 
ancient than the Oolite of England, at the same time it does not indi
cate an age having anything like the antiquity of the true coal :floras of 
this country and of Europe. 

Forms supposed to belong to Calamites were shown to belong to 
Equisetum, having the broad trunks and great size of those Equise
tums which occur in the Trias. The supposed Sigillarias and Lepi
dodendra were shown to belong to the Cycadacere or Coniferre, prob
ably to the genus Palissya, which is strictly Mesozoic. On the other 
hand, the important Pecopteris whitbiensis and Neuropteris linnmm
folia, supposed to be common to the Oolitic :flora and that of Virginia, 
are both shown to belong to the genus Acrostichites, which is Rhetic, 
and the equally important Pecopteris bullatus, from which so much had 
been argued, is referred by Professor Fontaine _to an entirely new 
genus of his own, viz, Mert~nsides, by which it loses altogether its 
diagnostic value. These are merely examples of the searching char
acter of Professor Fontaine's investigations and of the important alter
ations in the data for forming a conclusion with regard to the age of 
these deposits. 

After describing the species of the Virginia flora, Professor Fon
taine sets forth in a table of distribution the general elements of this 
flora as compared ·with those of other countries. Forty-two species 
had been enumerated, of which 21, or just half, prove to be new to 
science, or at .least peculiar to Virginia. In the table appended to 
this paper it will be shown that several of these have affinities with 
other plants whose geological age is known, therefore are not without 
diagnostic value from a geological standpoint. Professor Fontame 
could find no forms identical with any that had hitherto been described 
from any part of the Trias, but 4 of his species were allied to species 
of the TriaH~ Only 2 of them were shown to be identical with any 
plants of the Jurassic, and neither of these belong to the Oolite of 
Yorkshire, but there are 5 species r'elated to Jurassic forms. · With· 
the Rhetic flora the affinities seem closer, 4 species having been 
identified with Rhetic plants of Europe, and 8 others are shown to be 
closely related to such. Professor Fontaine's table is carefully dis-

. cussed by him, each species being taken up and its geological bearings 
considered. Without following him through this discussion, we will 
content ourselves by quoting a few of his concluding remarks: 

It is clear then from these facts that we must consider this flora as not older than 
the Rhootic. The only question is whether or not its strong Jurassic features ought to 
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cause us to regard it as at least Lower Liassic in age. I think that it is fully as much 
entitled to be regarded as of Liassic age as is the flora of the Rajamahal group of 
India. Feistmantel and· Zigno think that the age of this group is that of the Lias. 
Taking everything into consideration, the flora of the older Mesozoic of Virginia is, 
of the European floras, nearest to tpat of Theta, near Baireuth, in Franconia (p. 96). 

Some authors hold that the Rhretic beds form the uppermost of the Triassic strata. 
Others think that they are transition beds, having more affinity with the Lower Lias. 
The latter view will, I think, be justified by a study of the flora, and I have, in this 
memoir, assumed its correctness (p. 128). 

This important work of Professor Fontaine's especially attracted 
the attention of the late distinguished directc r of the Austrian Geo
logical Survey, D. Stur, who had foun_d at a place called Lunz, in 
Austrja, a deposit yielding fossil plants having a very remarkable 
resemblance to those of the Virginia flora. Unable to satisfy himself 
with sufficient certainty by the study of the figures ahd descriptions 
of Professor Fontaine, Director Stu,r made application to Professor 
Fontaine and received, through the intervention of the United States 
Geological Survey, a good series of specimens of the Virginia fossils. 
In the Proceedings of the Geological Survey of Austria, published in 
1888, Director Stur gave a brief account 1 of the results of his com
parisons of the Virginia plants with those of Lunz. The general con
clusion is that they are identical in age, many of the species being the 
same. But Stur regards the Lunz flora as Keuper and not Rhetic, 
and as nearly equivalent to that of Raibl and Stuttgart. He had 
arrived at this conclusion by a preliminary study already given to the 
flora of Lunz. 2 

This paper,.as he admits, was only a Prodromus, and contains sim
ply a list of the genera and species in systematic order, but no descrip

, tions or figures. It bears date 1885, or two years later than Professor 
. Fontaine's monograph. Therefore it is obvious that all Stur could do 

under the recognized laws of nomenclature would be to accept Pro
fessor Fontaine's species and genera in so far as they were new and 
identical with those of Lunz; although, of course, he would be author
ized to point out any error in .determination tending to show that Pro
fessor Fontaine had erroneously identified any of his plants with those 
of other deposits in Europe or elsewhere, or to show that any of his 
new species were not such, but were identical with species already 
described. We are therefore surprised to find that in a number of 
cases, as for example Speirocarpus, Heeria, etc., Stur created new 
genera of his own, and undertook at a later date to substitute them 
for the genera of Professor Fontaine. This, it is clear, cah not be 
allowed by the laws of nomenclature. Pseudodameopsis and Merten
sides must stand and the Lunz plants be placed in them. 

I Die Lunzer- (Lettenkohlen-) Flora in den "Older Mesozoic Beds of the Coal Field of Eastern 
Virginia," von D. Stur: Verhandl. k.- k. geol. Reichsanstalt, Wien, Jahrg. 1888, pp. 203-217. 

2 Die obertriadische Flora der Lunzer-Schichten und des bitumini:isen Schiefers von Raibl, von D. 
Stur: Sitzungsber. K. Akad. Wiss. Wien; math.-nat. Cl., Vol. CXI, 1885, pp. 93-103. 
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As confirming, so far as it goes, the views of Stur regarding the 
somewhat lower position of the Richmond coal field and that of North 
Carolfna, may be fitly noted the discovery in -the Lower Trias of the 
Vosges (" Gres bigarre de Saint-Germain pres Luxeuil "), by M. Des
pierres, of a specimen identified by Zeiller 1 with Professor Fontaine's 
Acrostickites rlwmbifolius rarinervis. From this and other indica
tions Zeiller is inclined to regard the American deposits as Triassic 

. rather than Rhetic. This opinion, after noting the views of Professor 
Heer contained in the ·letter to Mr. Marcou, already mentioned, he 
expresses in the following words: 

J e serais, en resume, tres dispose a accepter 1' assimilation de Heer de preference 
a celle de M. Fontaine, c' est a dire que je placerais les couches en question dans le 
trias superieur plutOt que dans le rhetien. 

This whole subject was discussed quite at length by Mr. Jules 
Marcou in 1890,2 and he takes occasion to go over the history of his 
own investigations along with those of others. Very little is added 
to our knowledge of the subject, but a letter from Zeiller, which he 
inserts on page 172, contains his determinations of Mr. Marcou's col
lection, sent in 1849 to the Jardin des Plantes, and which had lain there 
during this long pedod without attention. It contained eight or ten 
species, none of which were new. 
· Some specimens of fossil wood were collected' by Mr. W J McGee, 
near Taylorsville on the South Anna River in Hanover County, who 
supposed them to belong to the Potomac formation, and they w~re 
included in Dr. Knowlton's paper on the Fossil Wood and Lignite of 
the Potomac Formation. 3 

As all the other specimens from that formation had proved to be of 
Sequoian type and been referred to the genus Capressinoxylon, there 
was a suspicion that these might represent an older formation. I 
therefore decided to visit the locality at the first opportunity' which 
presented itself on the occasion of the return of our expedition, pres
ently to be recounted, over the Trias~ic beds of Virginia in 1890. On 
June 18 of that year, accompanied by Professor Fontaine and Mr. 
Charles S. Prosser, I examined the bed on the South Anna River and 
made further collections of the wood. The Trias appeared at several 
points in that vicinity, sometimes in the form of red shales, and the 
wood in question occurred in a superficial deposit, probably Lafayette, 
immediately overlying the Trias. It could not have come from the 
Potomac farther to th~ east, and had undoubtedly weathered out of 
the Trias. · 

During the month of June, 1890, an excursion was made by Pro-

I Sur Ia presence dans Ie gres bigarre des Vosges de !' Acrostichides rlwmbifolius Fontaine, par 
R. Zeiller: Bull. Soc. geol. de France, 3d series, Vol. XVI, 188!i, pp. 693-699. 

2The Triassic flora of Richmond, Virginia: Am. Geologist, Vol. V, :M:arch, 1890, pp. 160-174. 
a Bull. U. S. Gcol. Survey No. 56, 1889, p. 50, pl. vii, figs. 2-5. 
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fessor Fontaine, Mr. Charles S. Prosser, and myself over the Triassic 
formation in Virginia. After visiting the Seneca sandstones, ·and · 
tracing the approach o£ the Trias along the Monocacy River to the 
PotoD,1ac, we crossed the river at Point of Rocks and· proceeded to 
Leesbti.rg, skirting the western margin of the belt which consists 
enti1·ely of conglomer•ates early called "Potomac rparble," but known 
locally only as "calico rock." At Leesburg the trap appears not in 
the form of ridges as in New England and on the Hudson, but rather 
as a bowlder formation covering the surface; nevertheless, along 
Goose Creek it is heavily bedded and extensively quarried,. there 
called "granite." Near points of contact of the trap with the red 
shales these latter become lighter colored and in a few places some
what dark and carbonaceous. :The nature of our I expedition did not 
allow us time to search in these darker shales for fossil plants, but it 
"is possible that such may occur and that future researches may reveal 
them. Several such localities were noted for this purpose. At Brents
ville heavy beds of sandstone of excellent quality for building pur
poses occur and promising quarries have. been opened. . Several of 

. these were visited by us in company with Mr. J. L. Sprogle, the 
general manager, who offered us special facilities for examining them. 
In some respects this stone seems to excel that of the quardes in 
Maryland, but in all the Potomac beds the color is a more lively red 
than in the Connecticut Valley. A short distance east of Brentsville 
we found in lighter shale a fossil plant, Oheirolepis JJ£uensteri (Schenk) 
Schimp. We also found near Weaversville specimens ·of an Estheria 
and scales of fishes. Near the Rappahannock and Rapidan rivers and 
southward as far as Orange, notably at Culpeper, a marked difference 
occurs in the conglomerate f.rom what we find at Point of Rocks and 
Leesburg, the material cementedin the sandstone consisting of bowl
ders of considerable size. We named this the Culpeper conglomer_:ate. 
It is very similar to what may be seen in the Connecticut Valley and 
also in the vtcinity of New Haven, being. the same noted by Professor 
Dana on the east side of Pond Ridge.· Professor Fontaine itnd myself 
found this conglomerate at a number of points in the Connecticut 
Valley. 

On this excursion we. traced the Trias to Barboursville, where Pro
fessor Rogers supposed it to end, and where, in fact, it does disappear; 
but proceeding thence to Charlottesville we were surprised to find it 
in the valley of the Rivanna, only a short distance from that place, 
and a few miles north of Monticello. From Charlottesville we pro
ceeded to the coal field, striking it at Manakin or Dover Mines. We 
visited Carbon Hill and. all the mines on the left bank of the James; 
crossed at Boscabell's ferry and proceeded to Midlothian and Clo7er 
Hill, examining with 1ninuteness the material thrown out at all the 
shafts in this region. The most promising p1aces for fossil plants in 
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that .part of the field were the Gowrie shaft and the new Stonehenge 
shaft, near Midlothian, and the Bright Hope and Raccoon shafts at 
Clover Hill. Nevertheless, many other interesting places were noted, 
and in the following September these were all visited by Professor 
Fontaine and collections made. 

In the course of the more recent extended investigations that have 
been made in the Richmond coal field by Prof. N. S. Shaler and his 
field parties/ Mr. J. B. Woodworth, in 1896, made a small collection 
of fossil wood in Chesterfield County, at three localities given as near 
Skin quarter Station, near Otterdale, and south of Moseley Junction, 
at some~hat different horizons. This material was submitted to Dr. 
F. H. Knowlton for determination, and his results were published as 
an appendix to Pro'fessor Shaler's paper. 2 Dr. Knowlton distinguished 
two species of Araucarioxylon, A. virginianum and a new species 
which he names A. Woodwm•thi, both of which are fully described and 
illustrated. It will be noted that the first of these species is the· same 
as that from Taylorsville in Hanover County (see supra, p. 264). The 
other species is closely allied to A. arizonicurn of the West (see infra, 
pp. 273, 319). '\ 

THE NORTH CAROLINA AREA. 

Our knowledge of the existence of a coal basin in North Carolina 
dates back to a very remote period, and the occurrence of vegetable 
remains in this region was known almost as early as in any of the 
others considered. 

Dr. Ebenezer Emmons, in his first report upon the geology of North 
Carolina, 3 in speaking of the coal fields of that State, mentioned 
(page 142) the occurrence of vegetable remains. He says: 

The vegetables are few in number, and differ from those of the coal rocks of Penn
sylvania or the flora of the Car:boniferous system. An Equisetites differing from E. 
communis is the only one of this genus I have seen. A Lycopodites, and other allied 
forms, are all I have yet found, except a naked and rather spinous vegetable, which 
is unknown in the Carboniferous rocks. It is a cellular cryptogamous plant. This 
is very common and abundant at Madison, an_d one or two layers of slate are covered 
with it at Evans Mills. ·The roots of vegetables, in the fire clay, are thin, narrow, 
ribbon-like tissues, and have 1ost their vegetable structure. Their thinness and com
pressibility show, however, that the roots were spongy, of a loose texture, and were 
''quatic.'' 

Later on in the same report, speaking of the Dan River coal meas-
ures (p. 14 7), he says: . 

Immediately above this bed of brecciated conglomerate there is one of the finest 
exhibitions of an ancient forest in this country. It consists partly of roots of trees 

1 Geology of the Richmond Basin, Virginia, by N. S. Shaler and J. B. Woodworth: Nineteenth Ann. 
Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. II, 1899, pp. 385--519. 

2 R'eport on some fossil wood from the- Richmond Basin, Virginia, by F. H. Knowlton: Op. cit., 
pp. 516-519, pl.lii. 

a Executive Document No: 13, Report of Professor Emmons on his Geological Survey of North 
Carolina, Raleigh, 1852. 
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changed into lignite, and partly of perfectly silicified trunks of trees, exceeding two 
feet in diameter. The soil in which the majority of these trees grew is still con
cealed. Segments of their trunks stand out of the soft rock, inclining at an angle to 
the horizon, but lean in a direction contrary to the dip of the rock. A road cuts 
through the strata in which the forest grew. All that remains of it are the trunks; 
it was impossible to find a leaf or stem of herbage or fruit. The softer ·and more 
perishable parts and organs are destroyed by unknown agencies. Perhaps some for
tunate blow of the hammer may bring to light the, leaves and fruit. The structure 
of these trunks prove them to belong to the natural family of Coniferre, or the family 
to which the pines, spruces, and hemlocks belong. 

The trees extend for half a mile or more, and no one, on seeing the number, can 
doubt that here grew a forest when the rocks were forming. Similar trunks have 
been found at Madison, and pieces of trunks occur upon Deep River, near Evans's 
bridge, and another forest of the same character upon Drowning Creek, in Richmond 
County. They occupy the saine position in the series. 

We next find a casual mention by Professor Rogers in the Proceed
ings· of ·the Boston Society of Natural History for January 4, 1854/ 
that he had found in the summer of 1850 in the coal rocks of Deep 
River, North Carolina, se,feral of the same plants which he was describ
ing from Virginia. Among the plants mentioned as having been seen 
there by him were Equisetum col1.tmnare, a Zamites, and a plumose 
plant referred to Lycopodites, strongly resembling L. William..sonis of 
the Yorkshire coast. 

At the Albany m~eting of the American Association for· the Advance
ment of Science in 1856, Dr. Ebenezer Emmons read a paper entitled: 
Permian and Triassic Systems of North Carolina. This paper was 
published only by title in the Proceedings of the Association, but a 
brief abstract of it occurs in the Edinburgh New Philosophical Jour
nal for 1857,2 in which, in addition to animal remains, he mentions the 
occurrence· in the North Carolina deposits, regarded by him as Keuper, 
of a variety of plants, among which he enumerates some belonging to 
the Cycadacere, a V oltzia, and also a supposed W alchia. 

The same year (1856) appeared Dr. Emmons's Geological Report of 
the Midland Counties of North Carolina, which contains the first impor
tant mention of the fossil plants of the North Carolina basin. In this 
report Dr. Emmons, besides giving the most exhaustive geological 
account of the North Carolina deposits that had thus far been made, 
paid special attention to both the vegetable and animal reinains. The 
former he supposed to occur in two somewhat distinct formations, viz, 
the so-called Permian and the Trias. His Permian deposits holding 
vegetable remains occur along the Deep River at Haywood in Chatham 
County, near vVadesboro in Anson, and also some 15 miles south
west of Troy in Montgomery. He mentions the remaip.s of petrified. 
and silicified wood, and seems to regard·these as the "most important 
vegetable· remains,, that are found at all the above-mentioned localities; 

· also at Jones Falls, and in the Miocene of Wayne County, where .they 

1 Vol. V, p. 15. 2Vol. V, p. 370. 
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appear to have be~n washed out of the so-called Permian and stranded 
on the surface. This silicified wood may be the same as that which had 
several times previously been referred to, 1 but these previously men
tioned fragments occurred along the Neuse River, and the lignites 1 
described in the second paper mentioned agree quite well with those 
found· in the Potomac formation of Virginia. The vegetable impres
sions occur chiefly in the deep coal shaft at Egypt, on Deep River; also 
at Evans Bridge, and on the Dan River at JY-Iadison, Stokes County. 
Among them he enumerates several fucoids, referred to Chondrites, 
besides vascular cryptogams, such as Equisetum, ferns, and some forms 
referred to the Lycopodiacere. The treatment of these plants occurs 
in Chapter XXXIX, pp. 283-293, pl. i-iii. 

A much larger number of plant forms are described by Dr. Emmons 
from the overlying Trias, which he identifies with the Keuper 9f 
Europe, and regards as equivalent to the coal shale of the Thiiringer
wald. These also occur, for the most part, on Deep River, principally 
at Jones Falls; which is also called Lockvil1e; also in the blue slate at 
·Ellingtons, and in the soft reddish marls neai· Haywood. These 
plants include a number of ferns, Cycadacere, Lycopodiacere, Coniferre, 
and Equisetacere. · 

It is proper to re:~;nark that recent determinations of these various 
forms have changed the views expressed by Dr. Emmons in regard to 
their nature and systematic position, and also that Professor Fontaine 
does not see any reason for considering the so-called Permian forms 
as indicating a distinct age from those of the Trias. 

To these vegetable remains are devoted four double plates of very 
well-drawn and well-printed figures. 

A notice of Professor Emmons's North Carolina Report,. relating to 
the Trias, which appeared in the American Journal of Science for 
November, 1857,2 signed by the initials C. D., which are understood 
to have been those of Professor C. Dewey, is chiefly important in con
taining what purports to be a translation of a letter froin Prof. Oswald 
Heer, who had made a somewhat' careful study of Dr. Emmons's fig
ures, and, as it would seem, of specimens which had been shown him 
by Mr. Jules Marcou, and the latter gentleman states 3 that the letter 
itself was originally addressed to him and was subsequently submitted 
to Dr. Emmons, who placed it in the hands of Professor Dewey. It 
is the same letter to which reference has already been made, a transla
tion of which appeared in Mr. Marcou's Geology of North America, 
at page 16; but the two translations differ in some rather important 
respects. 

In Part VI of his American Geology, Chapters VII and XV, Dr. 
Emmons has reproduced, almost without change, this discussion of 

1 See mention by Olmsted in Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. V, 1822, p. 261, and Vol. XIV, 1828, p. 250. 
22d series, Vol. XXIV, pp. 427-429. 
SAm. Geolog.ist, Vol. V, March, 1890, p. 165. 
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the fossil flora of the Carolina Trias, making, however, a few additions 
and corrections. The illustrations are somewhat superior to those of 
the former work, and a considerable number were added. This volume 
bears qate 1857. 

Nothing further was done with this North Carolin~ flora .until Pro-. 
fessor Fontaine undertook, in his Older Mesozoic Flora, 1883, a careful 
revision of Dr. Emmons's work as published in his American Geology. 
This forms Part III of that important monograph, and is, as may well 
be judged, a very welcome contribution to this general subject, bring
ing the determinations down carefully to date and eliminating the 
greater part of Dr. Emmons's rnistakes. It prove~ conclusively that 
the North Carolina basin is very closely related to that of Virginia, 
since of the 40 species enumerated in the North Carolina flora, 9 only 
are peculiar to that State, while 16 occur in Virginia. Six of his 
plates are devoted to reproductions of Dr. Emmons's figures, without, 
it· must be confessed, any artistic improvement in them; ·but this. 
seemed necessary in order to place the discussion in a compact form · 
and in a clear light. 

As indicative of the probable age of the coal plants, he says, at the 
~:mtset: 

Most of Emmons's plants come from above the horizon of the Mesozoic coal beds 
of North Carolina; hence, if this coal be on the same horizon as the Virginia Meso
zoic coal, as it probably is, most of the North Carolina plants must come somewhat 
hjgher up jn the series of older Mesozoic strata than those from Virginia. Nearly all 
of the latter come. from the beds immediately associated with the Mesozoic coal of 
Virginia (p. 97) . · 

Referring to the bituminous shale groups, which Dr. Emmons 
regarded as Permian, he says : · 

This bituminous shale group comes some distance above the base of the North 
Carolina Mesozoic series of strata, and, as stated, most probably stands on the horizon 
of the strata yield~ng most of the Virginia plants (p. 98) . 

On page 121 he further remarks : 

It is not necessary to dwell upon the character of the strata of the two North 
Carolina areas. It is evident that they have a close resemblance to each other and 
to the Mesozoic beds of Virginia. The physical and stratigraphical resemblances 
are sufficient, without the evidence of the plants, to indicate that the North Carolina 
and the Virginia Mesozoic strata are of the same age, and that they were formed 
under similar conditions. · 

On pages 122 and 123 ·he gives a table of distribution similar to that 
given for the Virginia :tlor~. This table certainly shows a remarkable 
similarity between the two floras. For example, only 9 species of 
the North Carolina plants are peculiar to that State, while 15 occur 
also in the Virginia flora, and one other, Lonclwpteris oblonga, is 
closely allied to L .. virginiensis. None of these forms occur in the 
Trias of any other country,. nor are any allied to any Triassic plants. 
Two species occur in the Jurassic of other parts of the world, and 6 
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are allied to Jurassic species, but when we come to the Rhetic we find 
7 identical with, and 8 others closely related to, typical Rhetic forms. 
The evidence of Rhetic age is therefore very strong. The results of 
this table are then analyzed and· thoroughly discussed, and from the 
da.ta here presented and from other sources he arrives at the following 
general.conclusion: 

European authors, and especially Schimper, often call attention to the strong 
resemblance between the Rhretic and Lower Jurassic floras, the likeness to the flora 
of the Lower Oolite of England being especially striking. In accordance with this 
fact, the presence of a marked Jurassic element in the flora of these Mesozoic beds, 
both in North Carolina and Virginia, is of itself an evidence that they can not be 
older than Rhretic. ·we are, then, I think, entitled to consider that the older Mesozoic 
flora of North Carolina and Virginia is most probably Rhretic in age, ·and certainly 
not older (p. 128) . 

The letter of M. R. Zeiller to Mr. Jules Marcou, published in the 
paper to which reference was made (supra, p. 264), contains a remark 
which it is appropriate to quote here in connection with Dr. Emmons's 
determinations and Professor Fontaine's conclusions drawn from the 
original :figures. M. Zeiller says: 

In studying the excellent figures of Emmons, very roughly reproduced by Fontaine, 
I have been led to contest several of the attributions and determinations of the latter, 
more especially about the Albertia, which Fontaine wants to make an Otozamites. 
The Albertia latifolia of Emmons is certainly an Albertia related to both Alb. latijolia 
and Alb. Brauni; and until now all theAlbertire have been found in Europe in the 
Buntersandstein or Lower Trias. 1 

It is interesting to know that the original specimen was found in the 
collection at Williamstown, redescribed and refigured by Professor 
Fontaine, who adheres to his formerly expressed opinion that the plant 
"is certainly not an Albertia," comparing it with Otozamites Beanii 
(L. and H.) Brongn. (see infra, pp. 298, 299, Pl. XLII, Figs. 5, 6). 

Professor Fontaine stated in the beginning of this revision 2 that 
on inquiry he had learned "'that Dr. Emmons's collections of plants 
were destroyed during the late war," and it was supposed that none of 
his specimens· were in existence, but hi the spring of 1890 a collection, 
long ago Teceived by the Smithsonian Institution from Mr. Isaac Lea, 
of Philadelphia, consisting chiefly of shells, was examined by Prof. 
William H. :ball and found to contain a few fossil plants, which were 
turned over by him to the department of fossil plants of the National 
Museum, and thus came into my ·hands. Among these plants, most of 
which were from the. Newcastle coal fields of England, were several 
specimens that Dr. Emmons had sent to Mr·. Lea from North Carolina, 
and with them was a le.tter from the former to the latter, dated July 12, 
1856; mentioning these plant~, and setting forth some of the conclu
sions to which a study of the coal fields of the State had led hiin. The 
plants bore provisional names, but it was thought best that they be 

1 Am. Geologist, Vol. V, 1890, p. 172. 
2 llion. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI; 1883, p. 97. 
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sent to Professor Fontaine for his inspection. This was done, and I 
introduce here his report upon them, as some of the results are impor
tant, and no better opportunity may present itself for their publication: 

NoEL, VIRGINIA, July 8, 1890. 
Prof. LESTER F. WARD. 

SIR: I have examined the fossil plants of the Older Mesozoic (Trias) of North Caro
lina, which were formerly sent by Dr. Emmons to Dr. Isaac Lea, and which are now 
in possession of the United States National Museum. 

I find among them the following forms: · 
Nos. 1 and 2. Asterocarpus virginiensis obtusiloba (in fruit). 
No. 3. Fucoid, not capable of identification. 
Nos. 4 and 5. Ctenophyllum Braunianum var. j3 Gopp. 
No. 6. Apparently a root. 
No. 7. Specimen not capable of identification. 
No. 8. Equisetum, too vague to identify. 
Nos. 9, 10, and 11. Specimens not capable of specific identification. 
No. 12. Cheirolepis diffusa. 
Nos. 1 and 2 are fruiting forms of Asterocarpus virginiensis obtusilobu!!. This species, 

before the discovery of this specimen, had been known only from the locality Clover 
Hill in the Richinond coal field. Emmons does not appear to have either figured or 
described it among the forms given in his American Geology. Possibly he may have 
identified it with his Pecopterisjalcatus=Laccopte?~is Ent1nonsi. 

No. 3. This is a cast of a fucoid which is too imperfect to be determined. There 
are in the collection several other specimens showing vague imprints of fucoids. They 
are too imperfect to call for further notice. 

Nos. 4 and 5. These specimens are Ctenophyllum Braunianum var. f3 Gopp., or the 
form virith shorter leaflets. This plant is figured and described in Emmons's Ameri
can Geology as Pterozamites obtusifolius. . From an inspection of the figures, I came 
some tin1e ago to the conclusion that no good reason existed for separating this plant 
from Goppert's variety f3 of Ctenophyllum Braunianum. An examination of the plant 
itself confirms the conclusion. Emmons seems at first to have identified this species 
with Rogers's Zamites obtusifolius, and the labels accompanying these specimens bear 
this name. Later he regarded it as Pterozamites: 

No. 6. This is marked by Emmons as coming from the coal shale, in which the 
fossil plants do not seem to be so abundant and in such variety as in the shales much 
higher up. The label with this specimen gives the name Gymnocaulus altematus, but 
the impression does not show any significant character. It looks more like a root 
than anything else. 

No. 7. As indicated by the label accompanying this specimen, Emmons regarded 
it as a Lepacyclotes, but it is too imperfect to show anything definite. 

No. 8. This is an Equisetum, an imprint of the outer portion, but it is too indefi
nite to permit identification. It is most probably E. Rogersii. 

Nos. 9, 10, and 11. These specimens are all too imperfect to permit their identifi
cation with certainty. 

No. 12. This is a fine specimen, called by Emmons Walchia diffusus. ·with this name 
he gives a figure of the plant in his American Geology, pl. iii, fig. 2. From an exami
nation·of this figure, no specimens of the plant being accessible to me, I came with 
doubt to the conclusion (see Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, p. 106) that the plant 
is a Palissya. An examination, however, of a specimen of this form shows that it is 
not a Palissya, and also that it is not a Walchia. It requires a study of more than 
one specimen of the plant satisfactorily to make out its character, for although a fine 
specimen, it does not show distinctly some features. All that can now be said of it 
is that it is probably a new genus; in foliage at east, intermediate between Cheirolepis 
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and Pachyphyllum, standing nearer the former. As this single specimen does not 
suffice to establish a new ge1;us, it is perhaps best provisim1ally to regard the plant 
as a Cheirolepis. . In that case it might be called Chei?·olepis diffusa. 

In this connection it is proper to state that although Emmons says that he made a 
rich collection of the North Carolina Older Mesozoic fossil plants, I know of the exist
enee of no collection of these plants available, for study. 

Accompanying these plants of Dr. Lea there are several fine speciihens of ganoid 
fishes obtained by Emmons from the shales associated with the coal of North Caro
lina. They are worthy of careful study. 

R~spectfully, 'VM. M. FoNTAINE. 

Dr. F. H. I{nowlton received from Prof. I. C. Russell some pieces of 
fossil wood from the Trias of North Carolina, from which he made six 
slides. These have not thus far been figured, but after an examina
tion of the slides Dr. Knowlton was able to make to Professor Russell 
the following statement, which the latter published in his Correlation 
Paper on the Newark System. 1 At my request Dr. Knowlton has 
kindly drawn the figures and furnished the following descriptive 
notes:-

DESCRIPTION OF A SMALL COLLECTION OF FOSSIL WOOD FROM THE 

TRIASSIC AREA OF NORTH CAROLINA. 

By F. H. KNOWLTON. 

In 1885 Prof. I. C. Russell, then ,of the United States Geological 
Survey, submitted to me a small collection of fossil wood made by 
himself in the Triassic area of North Carolina. He requested abrief 
report on this material, which I made, and which he published in his 
Newark System 1 in 1892. Recently Professor Ward, who is engaged 
on a systematic review of the fossil plants of the Triassic of this coun
try, has asked for a more detailed description of this wood for use in 
his report. The following notes are the result of this study. 

This collection consists of about a dozen specimens, representing 
the following localities: Triassic strata between Walnut Cove and 
Germantown; 1 mile west of Polkton; and Lockville, all in North 
Carolina. None of the material is well preserved, the structure having 
suffered greatly in the pr0cess of fossilization. Six of the be~t-pre
served pieces were selected and thin sections cut from them. Of these, 
three proved to have been so poorly preserved as to be worthless for 
purposes of study, and the results obtained are therefore based on the 
three remaining pieces. 

I stated in my brief report to Professor Russell 1 that, with the possi
ble exception of one piece, I was able to identify them with Araucarioxy
lo-n ar/zonieu1n Knowlton, 2 a- species described from the Shinarump 
group of Arizona and New Mexic'o~ .and since detected, or at most 

1 Correlation papers-The Newark -system: Bull. U. S. GeoL Survey No. 85, 1892, p. 29. 
2 Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. ~I. 1888, p. 3, pl. i, figs. 1-5. 
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only a slightly divergent variety of it~ from the copper mines near 
Abiquiu, New Mexico. 1 Since preparing this report for Professor 
Russell I again looked over the slides in connection :with the study of 
a number of pieces of wood from the Richmond Basin~ Virginia~ a 
report of which is given in the Nineteenth Annual. 2 Among the Rich
mond Basin specimens I found o~e having the same structure a~ .those 
from North Carolina, which had previously been referred to Arattea
rioxylon virginianU?n. Although very close to the species from New 
Mexico and Arizona~ there seem to be slight, but thus far constant, 
differences, and I gave the name Arauca'rioxylon Woodwortl~i to the 
specimen from the Richmond Basin. A more complete study of the 
n1aterial from North Carolina confirms this view~ and it is so referred 
here. 

In 1889 I described, under the name of Araucarioxylon virgi1;ian1tAn~ 3 

a piece of fossil wood that was supposed to have come from the Potomac 
formation at Taylorsville, Virginia. Subsequent investigation has 
shown that this spechnen came from Triassic strata·, the locality where 
it was found being almost the only known place where the Potomac 
formation rests on the Triassic. · The specimen from North Carolina 
mentioned in my report to. Professor Russell as doubtful appears to 
belong to this species, although not agreeing in every particular. The 
following is a brief dis.cussion of the two species based on the North 
Carolina material: 

ARAUCARIOXYLON W ooDWORTHI Knowlton. 

Pl. XXXVII, Figs. 7-9. 

1899. Araucarioxylon Woodworthi Knowlton: Nineteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Sur
vey, Pt. II, p. 517, pl. Iii, figs. 1-6. 

As may be seen in comparing the figures here given with those 
accompanying the original description of A. a1·izonicum, <to the agree
ment between the woods from North Carolimi and those from New 
Mexico and Arizona is very close indeed. The annual ring is very 
faint and is detected with difficulty. It consists of only two or three 
rows of smaller, thicker-walled cells. The wood cells are. seen to be 
equally thick-walled from both localities. The wood cells in the 
Richmond Basin specimen are also identical. 

The medullary rays in A. arizonicum are composed of 1 to 22 super
imposed cells, whereas in this species, both from the Richmond Basin 
and from North Carolina, the number ranges from 1 to 12, the usual 
number being perhaps 4 to 6. · The rays·are short-celled in ~11. 

The bordered pits as seen on the radial walls of the 'WOOd cells are 

I Proc. U. S. Nat. 1\fus., Vol. XIII, 1890, p. 285. 
2Nineteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. II, 1899, pp. 516-519, pl. Iii. 
3Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 56, p. 50, pl. vii, figs. 2-5. 

· 4 Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XI, 1888, p. 3, pl. i, figs. 1-5. 

20 GEOL, PT 2--18 
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in a single series, or rarely in two series. In the Richmond Basin speci
men there is one, rarely two, and very rarely three series. When in 
a single row they are approximately circular; when in two or three 
rows they are very slightly compressed and hexagonal. 

In tangential section the ends of the medullary rays are of course 
shown. They are seen to be composed of from 1 to about 12 super
imposed cells. The wood cells as seen in this section are without the 
bordered pits that form so important a character in A. arizonicttm. 

As I took occasion to say in my report on the Richmond Basin 
· material, this species is very closely allied to, if not indeed identical 

with, Araucarioxylon: ar£zoniettm," differing in having a less number of 
cell~ in each medullary ray, and particularly in the absence of bordered 
pits in the tangential walls of the wood cells. These are, however, not 
important differences, and a larger series of specimens might show the 
breaking down of this character, but for the present, at least, it may 
be regarded as distinct. 

Locality.-Road betwuen Walnut Cove and Germantown, North. 
Carolina; collected by I. C. Russell, August 21, 1885. Near Lock
ville, North Carolina, collected by L C. Russell, July 25, 1885. 

ARAUCARIOXYLON viRGINIANUM Knowlton. 

PL XXXVII, Figs. 1-6. 

1889. Araucarioxylon virginian-am Kn.: Bull U. S. Geol. Survey, ·No. 56, p. 50, pl. vii, 
figs. 2-5. 

1899. Araucarioxylon virginian·am Kn.: Nineteenth Ann. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, Pt. 
II, p. 516, pl. Iii, figs. 7-10. 

As stated above, this species was described from what was thought 
at the time to be Potomac strata, but which later investigation has 
shown to be undoubted Triassic. It was also det~cted in the Richmond 
Basin, as mentioned in my report on that material. Its presence is 
now demonstrated in the Triassic area of North Carolina. 

On comparing the drawings here given with the original figures, it 
will be seen that the agreement is very close indeed. The medul
lary rays have about the same number of cells and the same charac
ters. The pits ·on the radial walls of the wood .cells are identical. 
When the pits are in a single row they are less evidently hexagonal, 
but when in two rows they are distinctly so. I therefore do not hesi
tate to refer the specimen to this species. 

Locality.-Lockville, North Carolina; collected by I. C. Russell, July 
25, 1885. . 

THE EMMONS COLLECTION. 

On the evening of March 28, 1894, at the close or a meeting of the 
Geological S~ciety of \V ashington, before which I had read a paper on 
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The Potomac Formation, Dr. T. Nelson Dale, of Williams College, Wil
liamstown, Massachusetts, approached me and asked if I was also inter
ested in the flora of the Trias. When I informed him that I had been 
studying it for the last five years and had prepared an extended paper 
on it which I hoped sometime to publish, he volunteered the startling 
information that all of Dr. Ebenezer Emmons's types from the North 
Carolina coal fields were deposited at Williams College and were under 
his charge. 

As it had been so frequently and confidently stated that these types 
were lost or destroyed during the war, this piece of news came as a 
revelation. I asked him if it would be possible to obtain access to 
them in order to have them reexamined by Professor Fontaine and a 
final report published upon them, and he said that so far as his author
ity went he would be glad .to cooperate in securing this result. 
He said he had compared a number of them with the published :qg
ures and was certain that a portion at least of the type specimens 
were in the collection, and he presumed all. Indeed, he thought there 
was considerable material that had not been published. . 

I immediately wrote to Professor Fontaine and asked him if he 
would like to undertake to overhaul the collection and prepare a 
report. His interest was .of course great and he consented to do so. 
He corresponded directly with Dr. Dale, and after some delay the 
desired result was brought about. In a letter to Professor Fontaine, 
dated May 10, 1894, Dr. Dale says: 

. DEAR Sm: I have at last found time to look over Emmons's fossil plants. The 
specimens from which the figures reproduced by you in your monograph on the Older 
Mesozoic were drawn are mostly here. I have identified the following: 

Your pl. 48, figs. 6 and 8 (the latter slightly damaged, the former, 2 specimens). 
Pl. 49, fig. 6. . 
Pl. 51, fig l· (marked Voltzia ncut~folia) and figs. 2, 3. 
Pl. 52, fig. 6. 
Pl. 53, figs. 4, 5 (of the l~tter a better specimen). 
Pl. 54, figs. 4, 7. 
There is one marked "impression of trunk of cycad" somewhat like your pl. 

52, fig. 5. 
Also the following: Cycadites longifolius, Calamites, Lepacyclotes with Walchia 

dtffusus, Walchia variabilis: A Sphenopteris egyptiaca better than pl. 48, fig; 8. 
Besides these there is a drawer 30 by 16 by 2t inches, full of smaller specimens, 

many of them with his labels still attached. 
Should you chance to be in New England sometime I would be pleased to give 

you every facility for studying the specimens, but I ought to be advised beforehand 
lest I should chance to be out of town. · · , 

Yours, respectfully, T. NELSON DALE. 

The pressure of other work, however, delayed attention to this impor
tant matter for a period o£ over three years. I had become specially 
interested in the subject of cycads, and as several supposed cycadf3 had 
been reported from the Nort~ Carolina coal fields by Dr. Emmons, I 
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decided to visit \iVilliams College and endeavor to find the types of his 
figures of these. I accordingly arranged with Dr. Dale to ~eet him 
there on July 17, 1897; and lookat the collection and try to hunt up 
certain specimens. Every facility for this was placed at my disposal. 
I found two of the supposed cycadean trunks and took detailed notes 
upon them. One of those figured could not be found. Another 
proved to be merely an impression, but evidently that of a cycadean 
trunk. It is tolerably clear and is described and figured below with 
the specific name given to it by Professor Fontaine. Dr. Emmons 
practically recognized it as a Cycadeoidea (see infra, p. 302, Pl. XLIII, 
Fig. 3). Another specimen was found which was .never figured. It is 
a disk of a small trunk, faintly showing scars around the edge. As 
Professor Fontaine has not in the report to follow dealt with this 
specimen, the following note written with' the specimen before me 
may as well be recorded: 

This is a thin segment. of a small trunk. It consists of a gray 
coarse sandstone and is mainly a mere cast, but around the edge is a 
thin layer of a finer material on which there are faint indications of 
scars. The cross section is elliptical, 9 by 11 em. The thickness 
(length of the tl:unk) is from 2 to 3 em. Qn one side. is a label with 
. the words ~'Zamites, Stem of Cycad," probably in Dr. Emmons's 
handwriting. 

Some time afterwards, at my request, Dr. Dale brought this speci
men to ·v.,r ashington, and, through the kindness of Professor Diller, 
the m~st promising portions were ground slightly in the hope that 
something of the internal stru~ture might be revealed, but it proved 
to be· only a sandstone cast, all within being wholly structureless. 
Professor Fontaine, while engaged in working up this collection, as 
presently to. be mentioned, examined this specimen, and in a letter to 
me dated August 5, 1898, he says: 

The disk of sandstone which you examined to see if it might be a cycad trunk, 
seems to be a cross section of a cylindrical cast of an Equisetum. 

I am quite prepared to accept this conclusion. 
A year later arrangements were made for working up the collection, 

and on August 3, 1898, Professor Fontaine· went to Williams College 
and made an exhaustive study of the material, occupying over two 
weeks. He described all the species, but did not then figure them, 
making an arrangement with Dr. Dale to have the types that he 
selected to be figured sent to the University of Virginia and to the 
United States Geological Survey, Division of Illustrations, where the 
drawings could· be made with all necessary care. Professor Fontaine 
elaborated his notes and completed his repm;t in January, 1899, and the 
types not figured by him were drawn in the Division of Illustrations 
during the winter and spring. They were returned to Williams Col
lege in June. 

This careful recension by Professor rontaine of the classic collection 
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of Dr. Emmons, so happily preserved to sci~nce, proves to be of course 
a most important consummation and sheds a flood of new ·light on the 
whole subject of the Older Mesozoic flora of America. Among other 
results, it has the effect of rescuing from an oblivious syno:Q-ymy and 
uncertainty a number of Dr. Emmons's names, some of them dating 
back to his North Carolina r~port of 1856. In the synonymy of the 
speeies in Professor Fontaine's descri.ptive paper that· follows, and for 
which I am alone responsible, I have endeavored to do full justice to 
Dr. Emmons's names by preserving them as having priority over all 
others. In a few cases these old species of Dr. Emmons also occur 
in the York deposits as nnde known by Mr. \Vanner and embodied in 
an ea.rlier part of this paper. In such cases, to avoid unnecessary 
repetition, the synonymy is given ·there ·and only a reference to it made 
here. 

Prof. J. A. Holmes, State geologist of North Carolina, has recently. 
found a few more of Dr. Emmons's Triassic plants, which he sent to 
Professor Fontaine. The latter informs me that there iR nothing new 
among them, and has offered to send them to Washington. 

The following is Professor Fontaine's report on the Emmons 
collection: 

NOTES OX FOSSIL PLANTS COLLECTED BY DR. EBENEZER EMMONS FROM THE OLDER 

MESOZOIC ROCKS OF NORTH CAROLINA. 

By V\'lii. M. l<,ONTAINE. 

Dr. Ebenezer Emmons, when State geologist of North Carolina, 
collected a number of fossil plants in the Older Mesozoic beds of that 
State. ln Pt. VI of his American Geology, published in 1857, he 
gave descriptions and figures of them. At a subsequent time the 
writer made collections of fossil plants from beds of apparently the 
same age in Virginia. Descriptions and figures of these were pub
lished as a Monograph of the United States Geological Survey, Vol. VI. 

As it was apparent from a comparison of the Virginia fossils with 
the figures and descriptions given by Emmons of his plants that there 
was much· resemblance in a number of cases, it was necessary for a 
satisfactory determination to examine Emmons's specimens. Emmons 
irlentified some of his· forms with Virginia plants. It was quite pos
sible that the number of plants known to him from the Virginia beds 
was much smaller than that collected by the writer. Had he been able 
to compare this larger collection with his own he would possibly have 

. made additional identifieations. Besides, the niore complete series of 
specimens collected from the Virginia beds might throw light on plants 
that he, from more imperfect specimens, had erroneously determined. 
A careful inspection of his material would be required to settle these 
points. Accordingly efforts were made to locate the type specimens 

~ . 
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.of the forms described in Pt. Vlof the American Geology, b"ut with
out success. Neither the types nor any of the fossil-plant material 
collected by Emmons could be found. That beirig the case, .the figures 
given by Emmons were the sole dependence for compai·ison, and under 
the circ~mstances they could not be very satisfactory. It was thought 
best, then, to reproduce these figures in Monograph United States 
Geological Survey, Vol. VI, giving Emmons's descriptions, and to 
accompany them with such criticisms as would be suggested by the 
Virginia specimens. Even from the figures it could be seen that there 
was a larger number of plants common to the two States than Emmons 
had noticed. This review was embodied in the Monograph. 

Recently, Prof. T. Nelson Dale, in examining the unsorted and un
classified fossils in the collections of Williams College, Massachusetts, 
found fossil plants which he recognized as having been collected by 
Emmons. This led him to think that probably the long-lost collection 
might be found to have been placed in Williams College, and he so 
stated to Prof"essor Ward. Professor Ward, knowing its in1portance, 
visited Williams College, and after an examination of the specimens 
was convinced that they formed all tl;lat remained of Emmons's collection. 

Dr .. Dale only recently took charge of the collections of fossils in 
V\7 illiams College. He found a large mass of heterogeneous and 
unsorted materia;!, and going over this for the purpose of labeling the 
specimens and placing them in cases for preservation, he found the 
fossils above alluded to. They were scattered among animal fossils 
and other specimens. No attempt had been made to keep them together 
and credit them to Dr. Emmons. A considerable number of the speci
mens were evidently as Emmons had packed them in collecting, and 
they were accompanied by his field labels, bearing the names of the 
plants and the localities yielding them. There is no record as to how 
these fossils came into the possession of Williams College, and no one 
prior to Dr. Dale's discovery knew of their existence. It is probable 
that they were presented to the college by Dr. Emmons after the pub
lication of the descriptions, or by Mrs. Emmons after his death. 

The collecti~n made by Dr. Emmons will in all probability stand as 
the most complete one of the plant fossils of the Older Mesozoico~ 
North Carolina. He made it under exceptionally favorable circum
stances, which will most probably never be met with again. The 
rocks closely associated with the coal of North Carolina are the only 
ones that in future will probably be opened up and afford opportunity 
for the collection of plant fossils. If we may judge from Emmons's 
experience, they, unlike those similarly placed in Virginia, are very 
poor in plant fossils. Emmons found nearly sJl his specimens, and all 
his best-preserved and most interesting plants, in measures that have 
been proved to be without workable coal, and which occur, acc<?rding to 
him. many hundred feet above the workable coal. It is not probable 
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that in future these strata will ·be extensively explored. The case, 
however, was quite different when Emmons was State geologist. 
There was at one time great activity in the search for coal. The upper 
portion of the Older Mesozoic had not then been shown to be without 
workable coal. In a number of places these beds contain thin seams 
of coal, enough to have caused trial pits to be sunk. A great many of 
these pits were opened, and in a number of cases they afforded well-

. preserved plants. Emmons's position as State geologist gave him 
unusual opportunities both for hearing of the plants and for collecting 
them. Fortunately he appreciated the importance of taking advan
tage of them. 

With the passing away of the inducement to search for coal in the 
upper measures all opportunity for collecting in them ceased. The 
shallow pits soon filled up. and all trace of them disappeared, so that 
in time no one even remembered them. I had occasion to note these 
pits. When it proved impossible to find in North Carolina any trace 
of Emmons's collection it was thought advisable to visit the localities 
mentioned by him as giving him his most abundant and best fossils. 
This was done, and the outcome was complete failure to find Emmons's 
localities or any others. No one remembered ~hem .. The exposures 
of rocks are few and poor and showed no .recognizable plants. It was 
evident that Emmons owed his success in collecting plants to the 
exceptional conditions mentioned above, under which he operated. 

The Emmons plants found in the Williams College collections being 
the best representatives of the Older Mesozoic flora of North Caro
lina, Professor Ward requested me to study them. I visited Williams 
College in the summer of 1898 and made a careful examination of the 
North Carolina material. ·It is the ohject of th.is paper· to give the 
results obtained. 

In this material most of the plants figured and described by Dr. 
Emmons were found. There are, besides the type specimens, many 
duplicates of some of the forms ·and some that were not given in the 
published figures and descriptions. 
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DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SPECIES. 

Subkingd01n PTERIDOPHYTA (Ferns and }-...ern Allies). 

Class FILICALES. 

Fa1nily FILIOES (FernR). 

Genus SPHENOPTERIS Brongniart. 

SPHENOPTERIS EGYPTIACA Emmons; 

Pl. XXXVIII, Fig. 1. 

1857. Sphenopteris egyptiaca Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 36, figs. 8 and 9 
on p. 37. 

1885. Acrostichites egyptiacus (Emm.) Font.: Older Mes. Fl. Virginia, Mon. U. S. 
Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 99, pl. xlviii, figs. 8, Sa.' 

Emmons, in American Geology, Pt. VI, pp. 36-37, figs. 8 and 9, gives 
a description of a fine fern, which he names Splwnopteris egyptiaca. 
He says it is found only in th-e coal-bearing portions of the North 
Carolina Mesozoic. It is the finest of the few plants that this portion 
of the measures has yielded. Emmons's fig. 8, so far as it goes,.gives 
the character of the plant very well, but it gives only a portion of the 
impriut visible on the specimen in the collection, which is evidently 
the original of the figure. Fig. 8 of Emmons gives only parts of two 
ultimate pinnre attached to a primary rachis on the right-hand side. 
The specimen shows much more of the plant. The facies of the ulti
mate pinnre and of the pinnules is given very well in this figure, and 
fig. 9, which represents an enlarged pinnule, shows quite faithfully, the · 
details, so far as they can be made out. The impression of the plant 
on the stone is not very distinct. 

The original specimen shows a considerable portion of two primary 
pinnre, both of which contain more of the plant than Emmons depicts. 
The primary pinna, a portion of which he figures~ had its rachis orig
inally much larger than represented. There is shown on the right
hand side another ultimate pinna similar to those figured, going off as 
if it had been attached to the rachis prolonged above. Below the pin
nules figured, and on the same side, there are portions of three other 
ultimate pinnre, which evidently were originally attached to the rachis 
prolonged below. Emmons's figure shows, on the left-·hand side, only 
the basal portions of two ultimate pinnre that are without pinnules. 

· But the specimen shows here two ultimate pinnre with pinnules nearly 
as numerous and well preserved. as those on the right-hand side. In 
addition there. is found on the slab of stone, to the right of the pri
mary pinna above described, a second pinna of the same character, but 
with a considerably smaller rachis. This has its lower termination, 
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about 14 em., distinct from the lower termination of the first-men
tioned primary pinna, and it is so placed that if the two were pro
longed downward they would meet under an angle of 45°. This 
smaller pinna looks as if it were sent off lower down fron1 the larger 
rachis, or probably frorr~ near the summit of a common trunk. 

This smaller rachis on the right is, like the first named, only a frag
nJ.ent. It has attached to it, on both sides, a number of ultimate pinnre, 
carrying pinnules eimilar to. those figured by Emmons, put somewhat 
smaller. There are also several ultimate pinnoo so placed as to indicate 
that they were attached to it lower down. It will be seen from this 
description that the fern must have had. a wide spread and that it was 
much larger than is indicated by Emmons's figure. Emmons's figure of 
the principal rachis makes it too straight and rigid. It is really rather 
flexuous and shows ridges. The epidermis of the plant seems to be 
very durable, for it is now retained on the stone as a black, shining. 
film. The pinnules are 1nore obtuse than Emmons's figure indicates. 
1 have represented one of these enlarged in ,Pl. XXXVIII, Fig. 1. 
This .plant is much like Ac1•osticAites princeJJS (Presl) Schenk, 1 but as it 
shows no fructification it can not be stated that it is an Acrostichites. 
The habit of the pinnules is much like that of the pinnules of A.JJrin
ceps, which. fact is not well shown in Emmons's figure. This makes 
the plant too rigid in aspect. The pinnules, however, are on an average 
larger than those of Schenk's plant, and if it i~:; an Acrostichites it is 
almost a modified form or representative of A. princeps. But most 
probably it is a new species. The attitude of the two principal pinnre 
indicates that they radiate from a common trunk, as Scheu~ represents 
in A. princeps. 

Genus LACCOPTERIS Presl. 

LACCOPTERIS LANCEOLATA (Gopp.) Presl n. comb. ?2 

Pl. XXXVIII, Figs. 2-4. 

1836. Asterocmpu.s lanceofatus Gopp. : Syst. Fil. Foss., p. 382. 
1838. Laccopteris elegan.s Presl in Sternberg: Flora der Vorwelt, Vol. II, p. 115, pl. 

xxxii, figs. Sa (1, 2, 3), Sb, Sc. . . 
1857. Pecopteris sp.? Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 104, pl. vi, fig. 2. 
1883. Undetermined fern (cf. Laccopteri.s elegans Presl) Font.: Older Mesozoi(; Flora 

of Virginia, Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, p. 105, pl.li, fig. 6. 

Emmons 3 notes a small fern which he leaves undescribed, but he says 
of it that it is probably a Pecopteris. Judging from the aspect of the 

1 Foss. Fl. der Grenzschichten des Keupers und Lias Frankens, pp. 46-49, pl. vii, figs. 3, 3H, 4, 4a, 5; 
pl. viii, figs. 1, 1a. 

2 Go ppert' s pam e Asterocarpns wnceolatus has priority over Presl' s by two years. He bases his d escri P· 
tion on the same plate and figures, which Sternberg seems to have sent him, so that there is no ques· 
tion of identity. The specific name given by Goppert must therefore sta;nd. Although he credits it 
to Sternberg, there is no proof that Sternberg ~mggested it. It was probably a mere compliment, and 
it must be credited to Goppert, who first pnblished it. L. F. \\'. 

a American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 104, pl. vi, fig.:.:!. 
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plant as shown in this figure, and especially from the apparent digitate 
arr::J.ngement of the foliage, I was led to think it a Laccopteris, prob
ably identical with .L. eleganJJ of Presl, and so stated in Mon. U. S. 
Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 105. The original of the figure is in the 
Williams College collection of Emmons. This is the only specimen 
of the plant that I saw. 

Emmons's figure does not give an exact representation of the plant. 
This figure indicates only two pinnules going off, diverging from a 
common point,- whereas, in the specimen, thei·e are three if not moi.·e. 
Two of them are as Emmons h~s indicated, and the third, standing on 
the left of .the other two, is ·denoted by a very short portion of its 
base, where it was attached to the others. Hence it may be easily over
looked. The character of the plant is given in Fig. 2, Pl. XXXVIII. 
The basal pinnules differ from those high~r up on the rachis. They 
are wider than long, with a rotundate-subquadrate shape. The nerva
tion of these is like that of Odontopteris, while that of. the higher 

· ones is like that of Pecopteris. The form of the higher pinnules is 
not so Pecopteris-like as Emmons's figure makes them. Their bases 
are much the widest portions and they are decurrent. They are 
obliquely placed" on the rachis. Fig. 3 gives an enlargement of the 
lower pinnules, and. Fig. 4 of the upper ones. 

The features seen make it still more probable that the plant is a 
Laccopteris like .L. elegans, but as no fructification is shown, and the 
amount of material insufficient, it will be best to leave the determina
tion doubtful. 

Genus ASTEROCARPUS Goppert. 

AsTEROCARPUS FALCATUS (.Emmons) Fontaine. 1 

Pl. XXXVIII, Figs. 5, 6. 

Many specimens of a large fern are in Emmons's collection which 
prove to be· identical with Asterocarpus virginiensis, a common form in 
the Virginia Older Mesozoic. It is the most abundant plant collected 
by Emmons, Lo'nclwpteris oblonga, standing next to it. The large 
number of specimens collected most probably indicates that the plant. 
is in fact common in the Older Mesozoic of North Carolina. This 
agrees well with its occurrence in the Virginia beds, where it is one 
of the most widely distributed ferns, affording many good specimens. 

In the North Ca-rolina strata, as .indicated by Emmons's specimens, 
both sterile and fertile forms occur, the former being much the more 
common. Most of the sterile forms contain long, narrow pinnules, 
the proportion of slender pinnules being greater than is shown in the 
Virginia specimens. On one specimen of shale from Ellingtons, three 

J For synonymy, see supra, p. 2:3J. 
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ultimate pinnre are shown, one· of the'm 10 cn1 long. They are numer
ous, long, slender pinnre, and are so.placed as to indicate that they were 
all attached to a principal rachis. This denotes a plant of large size, 
comparable with the large Virginia forms. While the long, slender. 
pinnules are most common on Emmons's specimens, some of them show 
the short,. very obtuse pinnules that are more common in the Virginia 
forms. Fig. 5 represents the more common form of Emmons's fossils. 
Fig. 4: gives a fragm~nt of a penultimate rachis and a portion of an 
ultimate pinna that was. probably attached to it. The ultimate pinna 
carties some pinnules of the shorter and proportionally broader form, 
which are less common. 

Ermnons, in Pt. VI of his American Geology, p. 100, pl. iv,. fig. 9, 
describes a fern that he calls Pecopteris falcatttts, and in fig. 5 of the 
same plate he gives an 9.llied fern, which he says may be called P. 
falcat1t8 varriabilis. On pages 100-101, fig. 68, pl. iv, figs. 1, 2, he 
deseribes.sterile and fruiting forms of what he regards as a different 
fern, and names it P. carolinensis. All of these are forms of the poly
morphous Asterocarp1ts virginiensis. The differen.t appearance of the 
sori in the forms regarded by Emmons as different species .is due to 
the fact that the sori of the supposed P. vfalcatu8 are seen with the 
upper surface of the f1:ond presented uppermost, while in the forms 
given as 1~. carolinensis they are presented with the lower surface of 
the frond uppermost and show their true character, which is that of 
Asteroca1p1t8 virginiensis. Emmons's figures of these plants are not 
good. . 

In reviewing these plants in Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 
102, I had to depend on Emmons's figures. I supposed that they rep
resented plants that were constant in the different forms depicted, 
with no specimens forming a passage from one form to the other. 
Hence I accepted the conclusion of Emmons that two species are in
volved, and, from the fructification, I supposed them to be Laccopteris. 
I suggested that Pecopteris vfalcat1ts be called Laccopteris EmmmiJ3i and 
Pecopteris ca1·olinensis be named L. carolinentii8. 

Genus l\1ACROT..<"EN~OPTER1S Schimper. 

MACROTJENIOPTERIS MAGNIFOLIA Schimper. 1 

Emmons makes mention of this fern, which is so common in the 
Virginia Oldet Mesozoic, in American Geoiogy, Pt. VI,· p. 102, but 
does not say where it occurs. He gives a figure (fig. 70, on p. 103) of 
a fern of this general character, with the larpina in segments, saying 
that this form occurs often, if not always, in this shape. Possibly this 
may really be an Anomozamites or Nilsonia. 

I saw a fragment of a leaf 13 em. long that is certainly .JJ£. 1nagni-

t For synonymy, sec supra, p. 238. 
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folia. . The lamina on one side of the 1nidrib is all _missing and on the 
other side there is at most only a width of half an inch. This leaf 
does not seem to have been larg~, as the midrib is only 2 mm. wide. 

Genus DAN.iEOPSIS Heer. 

DANJEOPSIS? sp. Fontaine. 

Pl. XXXVIII, Fig. 7. 

Emmons's collection contains a small fragment of shale, with the 
locality not given, similar to that from Ellington's, that yields the best
preserved fossil plants, and on this there is shown a fragment of what 
must have been a very large pinnule, clearly of the Danmopsis type. 
In his published. descriptions he makes no allusion to it. A label, 
however, evidently attached by him, is marked "Strangerites, in 
fruit." 

1 The fragment is quite imperfect. It shows a portion of a stout 
rachis, which retains on both sides a small portion of the lamina, more 
on the lef.,t side than on the right. On each side there are parallel 
rows of small sori, which appear to have stood, originally, one on each 
side of the lateral nerves, as in .DanmOjJSis marantacea (Presl) Heer. 
Of cours.e, only the basal portions of the rows· next to the rachis are 
preserved. The rows are arranged as they would be to follow the 
course of the nerves. They make at the rachis an acute angle with it, 
but farther off curve away, so as to make a right angle with it. Fig. 
7 shows what is now to be. seen on the specimen. The fragment is. 
too imperfect to disclose fully the nature of the plant. It may be a 
fructified form of P.'ieudodanmopsis nervosa, or of P. retic·ulata Font. 
[P. plana (Emm.) Font.], both of which, in sterile form, appear to 
occur in the North Carolina Older M~sozoic. 'If ~e take the course of 
the ·sori as indicating the nature of. the lateral nerves, they not being 
preserved,· the plant is nearer to .Danmo]Jsis marantacea than either of 
these. The lateral nerves are in that case closer than in either of the 
species of Pseudodanmopsis and much resemble those of D. marantacea. 

Genus PSEUDODANJEOPSIS Fontaine. 

PsEUDODANJEOPSIS PLANA (Emmons) Fontaine. 1 

Emmons gives, on p. 122, fig. 90, of the same work, a description of 
a plant nearly allied to the above, and this he calls Strangerites planus, 
thinking that both forms are cycads. This plant I identified, in Mon. 
U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 116, from Emmons~s figure, with Pseu
dodanmo]Jsis reticulata of the Virginia Older Mesozoic. In Emmons's 
collection I saw a well-preserved fragment of a pinnule of this plant 
-----,----------·----- ·- --

lFor synonymy, see supra, p. 238. 
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that shows about 6' em. of its length, with margins well pr~served, but 
not possessing the basal and terminal portions. This is probably 
Emmons's type specimen. It is without doubt Pseudodanmopsis retimt
lata. It shows all the characteristic features of the Virginia plant, 1 

both in nervation and in the general character of the pinnules. These 
features are strongly marked and not common. 

PsEUDODAN...EOPsrs OBLIQUA (Emmons) Fontaine. 

1856. Strangerites obliquus Emm.: Geological Report of the Midland Counties of North 
Carolina, p. 325. · · 

1857. Strangerites obliquus Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 121, fig. 89 on p. 122. 
1883. Pseudodant£opsis neTvosa Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. S. 

Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, pp. 61, 116, pl. xxxi, figs. 1, 2; ·pl. liv, fig. 3. 

Emmons, in American Geology, Pt. VI, pp. 121, 122, fig 89, gives a 
description of the pinnule of a large fern which, from its resemblance 
to Psendodanmopsis nervosa, I was led to regard as identical with it, and 
so stated in Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 116. The original of 
Emmons's figure wa8 not seen in his collection, but a fragment of a 
large pinnule of a similar plant was found. This shows a portion of its 
margin with the characteristic marginal anastomosis of the nerves seen 
in the Virginia form. This, with the character of the pinnule and its 
strong, rarely branching, remote nerves, shomi that without doubt the 
plant does occur in the North Carolina beds, and that probably the 
form described by Emmons is identical with it. It seems to have 
been rare, as only the fragment mentioned was seen. The nerves in 
Emmons's figured· specimen owe their straggling character to distor
tion from maceration and pressure. 

Genus LONCHOPTERIS Brongniart. 

LONCHOPTERIS OBLONGA (Emmons) Fontaine. 2 

Pl.. XXXVIII, Figs. 8-10. 

Emmons gives 3 a representation of a fern with reticulate nervation, 
which he names Acrostichites oblongttS. Fig. 8 is a good representation 
of one of the specimens in the collection, which, however, is now at 
least more frag:.;nentary than the figure represents it to be. It is one 
of the smalle1; forms of this plant. In preparing Mon. U. S. Geol. 
Survey, Vol. VI, I was led, from an inspection of this .figure, to think 
that this species is not an Acrostichites, but a Lonchopteris, as it 
resembles L. virgitniensis of· the Older Mesozoic of Virginia. I was 
confirmed in this view after examining the considerable number of 
specimens of this plant that occur in the collection of Williams College. 

11\'[on. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, pp. 59, 60, pi. xxx, figs. 1-4. 
2 For synonymy, see supra, p. 239. 
3 American Geology, Pt. VI, pl. iv, figs. 6, 8. 
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To judge fron1 the number of specimens that Emmons obtained, which 
is quite large, this fern must have been one of the most common plants 
in the North Carolina beds. None of the pinnules seen equal in size 
those of the largest size in L. ·virginiensis. The plant, howev_e1~, 
must have attained considerable size, for one of the penultimate 
rachises seen is 1 em. wide. This specimen, which is represented in 
Fig. 8, Pl. XXXVIII, shows p1:etty well the general character of the 
larger forms of the fossil. The ultimate rachises are always strong in 
the forms with largest pinnules, as is shown in Fig. 9, which represents 
an ultimate rachis that carries pinmiles of the large~t. size seen. 
The pinnules are never large, as is shown by the figure. Like the Vir
ginia Lonchopteris, the leaf substance is thick and leathery, so that 
it masks the details of the nervation. This is the type of the genus, 
and it appears to be rather more closely reticulate than Emmons has 
represented it to be. The pinnules are .generally oblong in shape 
and very obtuse at their tips. The smaller pipnules, however, such 
as are represented in Fig.10, tend to be more acute. They are closely 
crowded together, but not imbricated as Emmons has r·epresented 
them in his fig. 8. In the lower portion of the f_rond they are sepa
rate, but higher up become more and more united. · 

Genus SAG ENOPTERIS Presl. 

SAGENOPTERIS EMMONS! Fontaine n. sp. 1 

Pl. XXXIX, Figs. 1-3. 

Emmons, in his American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 104, pl. iv, fig. 10, 
describes a plant which he names (Jyclopteris obsc·u/nlS. In Mon. U.S. 
Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 104, I identified this with Sagenopter£s rlwi
folia. An inspection of specimens of the plant makes it most probable 
that it is a different species. I did not see in the collection any speci
men that appears to be the original of Eminons's figure, but there are 
several that plainly belong to the same plant. All the specimen~:; are 
very imperfectly preserved. The most complete ohe is that represented 
in Pl. XXXIX, Fig. 1. The others are fragments of single leaves. 
One of the largest and the most perfect of them is represented in Fig. 3. 
The leaves are too poorly preserved to indicate with certainty what 
their size and exact shape were. They seem to have been of very thin 
texture and to have been grouped, after the fashion of Sagenopteris, 
at the summit of a common stem. Basal portions of two are shown 
in Fig. 7, which seem to be thus arranged. 1n shape they seem to have 
been oblong; widening toward their summits and narrowing to their 

tIn view of the doubts that Professor Fontaine expresses as to whether this is really the same as 
Emmons's Cyclopteris obscm·us, and especially of the fact that the type specimen was not found at 
Williams College, I shall not treat· it as the same plant by retaining Emmons's name for it, but as a 
new species, leavin~ the question of identity as it stood before. L. F. W. 
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bases. They appear to have been quite small-much smaller than the 
normal leaves-of S. rlwifolia. The texture appears to have been much 
more delicate than that of the latter plant, but the most important dif
ference is in the nervation. There is no trace of midrib or even of a 
parent nerve at the base of the leaves. Schimper makes the existence 
of a midnerve a feature in the character of Sagenopteris. If it is an 
essential one, then this plant is not a Sagenopteris. In the ultimate 
nervation the anastomosis occurs at long intervals, the nerves forking, 
and occasionally a branch uniting with an adjoining nerve. The method 
of anastomosing resembles that of Nathorst's genus Arthrophyopsis. 
Nathorst 1 describes, from the Rhetic flora of Bjuf, a plant with the niune 
Sagenopteris dentata that is much like the one now in question. It has . 
the same thin texture, absence of midrib, and· sparse anastomosis, but 
the North Carolina plant, perhaps owing to its imperfect preservation, 
does not show any dentation. 

Genus· ACROSTICHITES Goppert. 

AcROSTICHITES LINN1E1El!'OLrus (Bunbury)·Fontaine. 2 

Acrostichites linn(J3(J3folius, a fern that is very characteristic of the 
Older Mesozoic of Virginia, is not given by Enimons as occurring in 
North Carolina. His mention of it on page 104 of Pt. VI indicates 
that he had not seen it in the North Carolina beds. 3 In his collection 
at Williams College I saw an imprint of a fragment of an ultimate 
pinna, containing a number of pinnules, which show the form of the -
sterile pinnules of this plant, and also the characteristic sori. The 
specimen had no label giving the locality, hen<;e it is possible, but not 
probable, that it comes .from the Virginia beds. 

AcROSTICHITES TENUIFOLIUS (Emmons) Fontaine. 

Pt XXXI~, Fig. 4. 
1856. Undetermined plant. Emm.: Geological Report of the Midland Counties of 

North Carolina, p. 349, pl. iii, fig. 5. 
1857. Odontopter·is tenuifoli.'lis 4 Emn:;t.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 105, pl. iii, fig~ 5. 
1883. Acrostichides rhombijolius Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. 

S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI., pp. 29, 105, pl. viii, figs. 2, 2a, 3, 3a, 3b; pl. 
xi, figs. 1, 1a, 2, 3; pl. xii, figs. l, 1a, 2; pl. xiii, figs. 1, 1a, 2; pl. xiv; pl. 
xlix, fig. 7. 

One of the type specimens ~f the plant described by Emmons 5 as 
Odontopteris tenifolius, ·was seen by me in hit:l collection. It is. the 

1 Floran vid Bjuf, Vol. I, p. 27, pl. ii, figs. 5-7. 
2 For synonymy, see supra, p. 240. 
3 His figure (North Carolina Report, pl. ii, fig. 6; American Geology, Pt. VI, pl. vi, fig. 6) is a copy of· 

the upper part of Bunbury's, in Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, Vol. III, 1847, pl. x. L. F. W. 
41\fisprinted •· Odontopteris tenifolius." 
5American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 105. 
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original of Emmons's fig.· 5 on pl. iii. In my review of Emmons's 
plants, published in Mon. U. S. Geol. Survev. Vol. VI, pp. 105-106, 
I was led, judging from Emmons's fig. 5, to regard this plant as identical 
with Acrostichites rlLO?nbifolius, a fern that is characteristic of the 
Older Mesozoic of Virginia. An inspection of the specimen confirms 
me in that belief. Emmons's fig. 5, pl. iii, gives pretty well the gen-

. eral aspect of this, the only specimen seen. It does not, however, 
represent the pinnules of the lower pinnre quite as wide and as much 
separated as they are in the original. T4e nerves of this latter are 
not very distinct, but they show the character of those of A. rhon~bi
folius. I give in Pl. XXXIX, Fig. 4, a representation of a few of the 
lower pinnules on a pinna, to indicate their character on the specimen. 
I did not see the original of pl. vi, fig. 1. Possibly that is a different 
species. 

Class EQUISETALES. 

Family EQUISETACE.JE. 

Genus EQUISETUM Linnreus. 

EQursETUM RoG I<JRSII (Bun bury) Schimper. 1 

In the collection there are several fossils which are much flattened 
casts. of the stems of an Equisetum and several imprints, which were 
made by the exterior ::;urface of apparently the same species of plant. 
Both are exactly like the markings ·left by similar parts of Eqtt;isetum 
Rogersii, as found in the Older Mesozoic of Virginia. Hence there can 
be little doubt that this plant is found in North Carolina. Emmons, in 
American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 35, descdbes a form which he calls Cala
?nites ptmctatus and refers to pl. ii, fig. 5, fo~· a figure of it. Plate ii is 
absent, but pl. vi, fig. 5, gives a plant that agrees with his description. 2 

In my review published in Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. ·gs, I 
concluded that this is not an Equisetum, but a fragment of a leaf of 
Splwnozam·ites Rogersianus. I saw nothing like it in the collection and 
have no reason to change my opinion. The original, also, of Emmons's 
Equiseturn columnaroides, described in American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 
35, and figured in pl. vi, fig. 3 (given by Emmons as pl. ii, fig. 3), was 
not seen. The casts above mentioned are quite different fron1 each of 

·these fossils as described by Emmons, and they show the finely striate 
surface so characteristic of the casts of the Virginia plant, which has 
been called Calamites a;renaceus. 

Emmons gives in pl. vi, fig. 9 (p. 109), the figure of a form whieh 

• For synonymy, see supra, p. 241. 
2 It is pl. ii, fig. 5, of the earlier Geological Report of the Midland Counties of North Carolina, which 

Professor Fontaine did not use. The plates are the same in the two volumes, but pl. H of the earlier 
is plate vi of the later one. On p. 349 (description of the plates) of the former, Dr. Emmons says of 
this figure: "Leaflet of an undescribed plant." He does not mention it in the text. L. F. W. 
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he named Equjsetum col!umnare. This in its markings is more like the 
imprints made by the exterior of the stems of E. Rogersii above men
tioned, but these last do not show the teeth on the sheath as Emmons's 
figure does in its· uppe1~ part. The original of Emmons's figure was 
not seen. His Cala1nites disjunctus is an imprint of the same nature 
as Calamites arenaceus. 

Genus SCHIZONEURA Schimper. 

ScHIZONEURA PLANICOSTATA (Rogers) Fountaine·? 

1843. Calarnites planicostatus Rogers: Trans. Assoc. Am. Geol. and Nat., Philadelphia, 
1843, p. 305; 

1883. Schizoneura planicostata (Rogers) Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, 
Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 14, pl. i, fig. 1. 

One imprint of the interior of a stem was seen that has features 
presented by fossils found in the Older JVIesozoic of Virginia, which 
I regarded as probably a new species of Schizoneura, and named itS. 
planicostata. The Williams College specimen has the same kind 
of raised lines or ribs on the imprint: They are decidedly wider and 
stronger than the lines formed by the interior of the stems of Equise
tum Rogersii and appear to belong to a quite different plant. I do 
not positively identify it with S. planicostata, on account of the small 
amount of material. Emmons makes no mention of such a plant. 

Subkingdom SPERMATOPHYTA. 

Subdivision GYMNOSPERMAE. 

Class CYCADALES.' 

· . Family CYCADACE:..:"E. 

The cycads of Emmons's collection are the most important type of 
plants both in number of species and in abundance of individuals. 
It is important to note that they are, as Emmons states, found only in 
his upper series., 1,500 to 2,000 feet above the b~ds that contain coal. 

20 GEOL, PT 2--19 
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Genus PTEROPHYLLUM Brongniart. 

PTEROPHYLLUM DALEANUM Ward nom. nov. 1 
• 

1857. Pterozamites pectinatus Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 117, fig. 84. 
1883. Pterophyllum pectinatum, Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. S. 

Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 112, pl. liii, fig. 4. 

In American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 117, fig. 84, Emmons gives a 
description of a cycad which he calls Pterozamites JJectvnatus. The 
type specimen is in his collection, and fig. 84 gives a very accurate 
delineation of it. In Mon. U. S. GeoL Survey, Vol. VI, p. 112, I 
expressed the opinion that it is a new Pterophyllum, near to P. 
Lyellianum of Dunker. ·An examinatioQ. of the fossil .shows that it 
is a true Pterophyllu'm, and a new species. It is a beautiful specimen, 
and remarkably well preserved for so delicate a plant. ·As Emmons 
says, the leaflets are narrow, many nerved, and stand at right angles 
to the strong midrib. It may be added that they are obtuse at their 
tips, and are thin in texture. They are a little over 1 mm. wide and 
2 em. ~ong, and stand close together. 

Genus ANOMOZAMITES Schimper. 

ANOMOZAMITES ~ EGYPTIACUS Fontaine n. sp. 

Pl. XXXIX, Fig. 5. 

One of the few plants that Emmons obtained from the coal-bearing 
portion of the Older Mesozoic of North Carolina is the fine specimen 
of what he calls Splwnopteris eqyptiaca. On the slab which bears this 
~pecimen is a rather obscure imprint of a fragment of what seems to 
have been a large leaf. · It shows only a portion of the lamina or leaf
lets on one side of the midrib. None of the latter are certainly 
preserved, for the leaflets, in part, seem to have been torn off close to 
it. In one or two of the supposed leafle.ts there is an indication that 
a thin strip of the n1idrib is still preserved. The segments. look in 
some respects 1nuch like Ptm·ophyllurn affine Nath., which occurs in 
the Virginia beds. 2 It resembles this plant in its fine, parallel, single 
nerves, which go off at right angles with the midrib, but is unlike it 
in the great inequality of its leaflets. These stand at right angles 
with the midrib, and have their margins parallel. They do not show 

~Both the earlier names are anticipated. Brongniart (Tableau, 1849, p. 62) says that his Zamites 
pectinatus (Zamia pectinata, Prodrome, 1828, p. 94) is a Pterozamites, and a number of authors have 
referred this same plant from the Oolite of Stonesfield, in England, to the genus Pterophyllum. 
The earliest such reference that I have been able to find is in the Precis elementaire de Geologie, par 
J. J. d'Omalius d'Halloy, Paris, 1843, p. 481. It is true that these are all synonymys of Sternberg's Poly
podiolites pectinijormis (Flora der Vorwelt, Vol. I, .fasc. iii; 1823 p. 39, pl. xxxiii, fig. 1), but for that 
reason as well as for others the specific name must be dropped. 

In naming this elegant species for Dr. T. Nelson Dale, I wish to express a small part of the grati
tude that all who are interested in the subject feel toward him for bringing to light, in the manner 
described, this long-lost scientific treasure-the Emmons collection. L. F. W. 

2Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 66, pl. xxxii, figs. 2-4. 
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their tips, as they are torn off. The width o:f the leaflets varies :from 
11 mm. to 25 mm. or more, :for the widest one, as shown in Fig. 5, is not 
wholly preserved. Possibly the plant is a Nilsonia, as the mode o:f 
·attachment o:f the leaflets is not certainly shown. Theyseem, how
ever, to have been attached to the side o:f the midrib. The general 
:facies and nervation are unlike those o:f Hacrotmniopteris 1nagn~folda, 
even if we admit the segmentation to be identical. This plant resem
bles slightly the :form 1nentioned above as figured by Emmons :for 
Tmniopteris m .. agnifolia of Rogers. Emmons says, as quoted before, 
that it 1s often, if not always, divided into segments down to the 
midrib. 

It is, o:f course, not possible to determine from this amount of :frag
mentary material the true position of this plant. It should be noted 
that the expression quoted from Emmons implies that the plant is 
Tather common, but he says nothing explicit regarding its occurreJ)ce, 
and does not mention the locality yielding it. It is significant that the 
constancy o:f its segmentation attracted Emmons's attention, and sug
gested the idea that it might not be accidental. In the hundreds o:f. 
specimens from the Virginia Older Mesozoic that I saw many were 
variously lacerated, but it was always evident that the segmentation 
was accidental. 

Genus CTENOPHYLLPM Schimper. 

CTENOPHYLLUM BRAUNIANUM ANGUSTUM (Friedrich Braun) Schimper. 

Pl. XXXIX, Figs. 6, 7. 

1843. Pterozamiles angustus Fr. Braun in Munster: Beitdige zur Petrefactenkunde, 
VoL II, Pt. VI, p. 30. 

1856. Pte"rozamites decussatus Emm.: Geological .B,eport of the Midland Counties . of 
North Carolina, p. 330, pl. iii, fig. 1. 

1856. Zam:tes graminioides Emm.: Op. "cit., p. 330 (Dionites graminoides, p. 349), 
pl. iv, fig. 11. 

1856. Pterozamites sp. Emm.: Op. cit., p. 349, pl. iii, fig. 8. 
1857. Pterozamites spatulatus Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 120, fig. 88. 
1857. Dionites linearis (Zamites graminoides) Emm.: Op. cit., p. 121, pl. iv, fig. 11. 
1867. Pterophyllum Braunianum var. a Schenk: Foss. Fl. der Grenzschichten des 

· Keupers und Lias Frankens, p. 164, pl. xxxviii, fig. 6. 1 

1870. Gtenophyllum Braunianum var. a (Schenk) Schimp.: Traite de Paleontologie 
Vegetale, Vol. II, p. 144. 

1883 .. Pterophyllum decussatum (Emm.) Font. : Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, 
Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 111, pl. li, fig. 2. 

1883. Pterophyllum spatulatum (Emm.) Font.: Op. cit., p. 114, pl. liii, :fig. 6. 

There are in Emmons's collection several fine impressions o:f Oteno
phyllrum Braunianum var. a. They differ in no respect froin the typ-

1 SChenk leaves no doubt that his var. a here is the Pterozamites angustus of Braun in Munster's 
Beitrage. It is therefore much better to restore. Braun's name with varietal rank than to perpetuate 
the awkward designation bf a Greek letter. L. F. w. 
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ical :form of this plant that is so common in the Older Mesozoic of Vir
gmia. None of them, however, are as large specimens as son1e obtained 
from the Virginia beds. The number of specimens in the collection 
is proportionally large, and this fact seems to indicate ~hat in the strata 
o:f Nor.th Carolina, as in those of Virginia, the fossil is a common one. 
Fig. 6 of Pl. XXXIX gives a portion of the midrib and parts of 
several leaflets taken from a specimen 9 em. long, with numerous 
leaflets on each side of the midrib. 

Emmons gives, in American Geology, Pt. VI, p~ 121, pl. iv, fig. 11, a 
description of a form that he calls JJionites lilnearis. The original of 
this was :found in his collection. The specimen shows leaflets slightly 
wider than those drawn by Emmons. He represents the bases of some 
of the leaflets as inserted on the upper face of the midrib. This appear
ance is caused by distortion due to pressure. The bases have slipped 
over slightly, owing to the creeping of the shale. The plant is, no 
doubt, a form o:f Otenophyllum Br(J!Unianum: var. a that is somewhat 
narrower in its leaflets than the average. Perhaps this narrowing is 
also due to pressure. The type specimen of Pterophyllum deC'Ussatum 
was also seen. 

Emmons's fig. 1 on pl. iii gives an exact representation of this fossil. 
It is clearly Otenophyllum Braunianum var. a. The specimen belongs 
to a lower portion of the lea~, but the leaflets probably did not origi-

. nally stand so exactly at right angles with the midrib. They proba
bly were brought into this position by pressure. The shale on which 
t.hese :fossils are preserved seems sometimes to have crept, under the 
action of pressure, producing more or less displace~ent of the parts 
of the fossils. , 

Emmons gives, on p. 120 of his work, a description o:f a :form whioh 
he calls Pterozamites spatulatus, representing it.by fig. 88. The origi
nal o:f this was found in his collection, and it is given in Fig. 7 of this 
paper. Emmons's figure is erroneous and would completely mislead 
one. He represents all the leaflets on the right side of the midrib as 
showing their original terminations. None of them do this, and they 
were originally longer than the parts they now show. The narrowing 
o:f the leaflets toward their bases, as represented by Emmons, is much 
more decided than that shown in the specimen. What is present 
appears to be due mainly to pressure, which has in the basal parts 
pushed the margins down in the shale to a slight extent. The basal 
portions are not so far apart as Emmons represents them to be. The 
apecimen now in question is the only one seen that has any tendency 
to a spatulate shape. There ·can hardly 'be a doubt that this is a dis
torted specimen of Otenophyllum Braunianum var. a. 
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CTENOPHYLLUM BRAUNIANUM ABBREVIATUM (Friedrich Braun) 
Schimper. 

Pl. XXXIX, Figs. 8, 9. 

1843. Plerozarnites abbreviatus Fr. Braun in Munster: Beitrage zur Petrefactenkunde, 
Vol. II, Pt. VI, p. 30. 

1843. Zamites obtusifolius Rogers: Trans. Assoc. Am. Geol. and Nat., Philadelphia, p. 
312, pl. xiy, lower. left-hand figure. · 

1857. Pterozamites obtusijol'ius (Rogers) Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 118, 
fig. 85. 

i857. Pterozamites gracilis Emm.: Op. cit., p. ll8, fig. 86 on p. 119. 
1867. Pterophyllum Bra-unian'um var. (J Schenk: Foss. Fl. der Grenzschichten des 

Keupers und Lias Frankens, p. 164, pl. xxxviii, fig. 2. 1 

1870. Ctenophyllum Braunianurn var. (J (Schenk) Schimp.: Traite de Paleontologie 
Vegetale, Vol. II, p.144. 

Emmons, in American Geology, Pt. VI, gives on pp. 118-119 a 
description, with .figs. 85, 86, of two cycadaceous forms, which are the 
var. f3, with shorter leaflets, of Goppert's CtenoJJ!~yllum Braunirtnum. 
Numerous specimens were seen in his collection of cycad leaves that 
range in character from the small~r leaf, which he calls I>terozan~ite::; 
gracilis, to the larger form, which he names P. obtusifolius. Leaves 
with still larger leaflets, belonging, however, to this species, occur in 
the ·collection. Figs. 8 and 9 of Pl. XXXIX show common forms of 
the leaves seen. To judge from the number of specimens collected 
by Emmons, this plant must have been one of the most common ones 
in the Older Mesozoic of North Carolina. It was not seen in the 
Virginia strata. The leaflets are not quite so obtuse as Emmons ·has 
represented them in both his P. obtrusifolittS and P. gracilis. 

CTENOPHYI .. LUM LINEARE (Emmons) Fontaine. 

1857. Pterozamites linearis Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 120, fig. 87. 
1883. Ctenophyllum lineare (Emm.) Font. : Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, 

Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 114, pl. liv, fig. 2. . 

Emmons gives a description of a small cycad which he calls Ptero
zamites linearis. His fig. 87 is a very good representation of the 
plant, as is shown by the type specimen, which occurs in his collec
tion. It is the only specimen seen of this cycad. It seems to be a 
Ctenophyllum of the same type as 0. Braun1;antt1n var. f3, and possi
bly may be a narrow abnormal form of it. It is, however,- prob
ably a distinct species, as the leaflets are 1nuch narrower and more 
crowded than those of 0. Braunianurn var. j3. 

I Schenk h8re leaves no doubt that his var. f3 is the Pterozamites abbreviatus of Braun in Mi.i.nster's 
Beitrage. It is therefore much better to restore Braun's name with varietal rank than to perpetuate 
the awkward designation by a Greek letter .. 

L.F. ·w. 
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CTENOPHYLLUM ROBUSTU:M (Emmons) Fontaine. 

Pl. XXXIX, Fig. 10. 

1857. Pterophyllum .rob'USturn Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 122, fig. 91 on P. 
123. 

1857. Pterophyllurn robusturn var.? Emm.: Op. cit., p. 123, fig. 92. 
1857. Pterozamites obtusus Emm.: Op. cit., p. 119, fig. 86a. 
1883. Ctenophyllum robusturn (Emm.) Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. 

U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI,' p. 116, pl. liv, figs. 6, 7. 
1883. Ctenophyllurn Ernmonsi Font.: Op. cit., p. 113, pl. liv, fig. 1. 

Emmons gives, in American Geology, Pt. VI, pp. 122,123, figs. 91, 92, 
a description of a cycad which he calls Pterop!Lyll1-trn robustum. I did 
not find in his collection any form corresponding to his fig. 92, which 
represents the terminal portion of a l~af. Only one imprint with its 
reverse was seen. This is evidently the original of Emmons's fig. 91. 
This figure represents the ends of the leaflets as entire, whereas the 
specimen shows, on careful inspection, that the original tips are want
ing. The plant may be a Pterophyllum, but the oblique position of 
the leaflet~ seems to be the natural one. It is more likely to be a 
Ctenophyllum. 

I did not see the original of Emmons's fig. 86a, given to represent 
what he·calls l)terozmnites obtusus. The plant represented by it does 
not seem to be different from Ote·nophylliwn robustu1n. Pl. XXXIX, . 
Fig. 10, gives a representation of some. of the leaflets of 0. robustum, to 
show how the ends of the fragments of leaflets were left in such shape 
that casual inspection might determine them to be true tips. Emmons's 
fig. ·91 gives correctly the dimensions of the leaflets, their closely 

·crowded, oblique position, and the number (8 or 9) of the strong nerves. 
But the leaflets narrow slightly toward their tips and are somewhat 
decurrent. 

Genus PODOZAMITES Friedrich Braun. 

PoDOZAMITES LONGIFOLIUS Emmons. 

Pl. XL; Pl. XLI. 

1856. Cycadites longifolius Emm:: Geological Report of the Midland Counties of North 
Carolina, p. 330 .. 

1856. Podozarnites longijolius Emm.: Op. cit., p. 331. 
1857. Cycadites longifolius Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 115, fig.· 82. 
1857. Podozamites longifoliu.s Emm. :· Op. cit., p. 116, fig. 83. 
1883. Dioonites iongifolius (Emm.) Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. 

U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, pp. 111, 122, pl. liii, fig. 5. 
1883. Podozarnites Emnwnsi Font. non Newb.: Op. cit., p. 77, pl. xxxiii, fig. 2. 

Emmons gives, in American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 116, fig. 83, a repre
sentation of a fine c}rcad which he calls Podozarn·ites longifolius. The 
figure unfortunately represents a distorted specimen, and hence the true 
facies of the plant is not given. I found among Emmons's specimens 
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a number of well-preserved impressions of a fine plant that had not 
been described in his account of the North Carolina fossils. A care
ful examination of them, and of the cycads described by him, con
vinced me that these apparently new plants are the undistorted forms 
of the plant given in his fig. 83. Notwithstanding the fact that 
-Emmons's description and figure give an incorrect impression, I shall 
retain his name for the plaqt, as there is no convincing evidence that 
it is not a Podozamites, while the specific name lonqifolius is justified 
by the length of the fragments of leaves. These indicate that the 
entire leaves must have had great length. ln the same work (p. 115, 
fig. 82) Emmons gives a description of a form which he calls Cycad1:tes 
lonq~folius. His figure does not .indicate the presence of a midrib, a 
fact mentioned by Emmons. He states that the midrib is indicated 
only by a longitudinal channel, because " the frond adheres to the 
rock by the back." From this he does not seem to have distinctly 
seen a midrib. I have seen in the collection no cycad with a midrib 
like this figure, but some of the forms of . Podozamites lonqifolius 
strongly resemble it. Moreover, in P. lonqifolius, which has thick 
leaflets, there is often a deceptive appearance, which at first sight 
gives the impression of a midrib. Careful inspection, however, 
shows that it is due either to a wrinkle in the middle of the leaflets 
or to a film of carbonaceous matter that remains there. In both these 
species of Emmons the leaflets are represented as not narrowing much 
at their insertion on the midrib. That is due to the fact that both of 
the specimens figured present theii· lower surface uppermost, and the 
actual insertions are covered by the broad midrib. Specimens of 
Podozan~ites lonqifoli~ts that present their lower face uppermost have 
the insertions of their leaflets disguised in this way. 

The foilowing may be given as the description of Podozamites lonqi-
.folius~· . 

The texture was thick and apparently leather-like. The leaves 
probably attained the length of half a meter or more. The general 
facies of the leaf is much like that of Dioonites B~whianus, having 
the leaflets of the lower part of ,the midrib so set on the midrib as to 
make an angle with it of 45° or more. Toward the summit of the 
leaf the leaflets are inserted under more and more acute angles, while 
at the summit there is a terminal leaflet that is found in the direction 
of the prolongation of the midrib. Pl. XL gives a form that belongs 
to perhaps the middle of the leaf. It shows the true attitude of the 
leaflets only in the lower ones on the right-hand side, the others going 
off under, too large an angl~, owing to distortion from pressure. The 
midrib is strong and ridged. Portions were seen 6 to 7 mm. wide, but 
these wm;e not the largest parts, as the petioles and basal portions are 
represented in_ none of the fossils. The texture of the leaflets was 
thick and leathery, so as to hide the nerves. These could not be seen 
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distinctly, but they appear to have the character of those of Podoza
mites. The leaflets are widest not far above their bases, and grow 
narrower very slowly toward thei1· tips. They end in a lancet-shaped 
tip. At their bases they are abruptly narrowed and rounded into a 
very short petiole, by which they are inserted on the midrib. ·They 
are then in general shape linear. Pl. XL gives the specimen with 
the largest ones seen, and these have probably the maximum size 
attained. In this specimen the tips of bone of the leaflets are pre
served, but enough is shown to indicate that they were a little more 
than 7 em. long. Their maximum width is 6 mm. The insertion of 
the leaflets on the midrib is mostly on the side. In some the insertion 
seems tc be on the upper face of the midrib and slightly within its 
margins. Possibly this appearance may be due to pressure, which 
has caused the bases to slip· over on the upper face of the midrib. 
The insertion is made by what does not seem to be a true -petiole, but 
rather a much narrowed and thickened portion of the base. Pl. XLI 
shows a form that is the terminal portion of a leaf, and it is appar
ently the terminal part of the leaf the lower portion of which is rep: 

· resented on Pl. XL. Here the leaflets grow smaller and shorter and 
are set on more and more obliquely. This part of the leaf seems to 
end with a leaflet lying in the direction of the prolongation of the 
midHb. 

As shown by the specimens collecijed by Emmons, there are in the 
Older Mesozoic strata of North Carolina at least two species of this 
type of plant. Emmons detected this fact. He described the form 
with lai·ger leaflets in American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 116, pl. iii, fig. 7, 
calling it Podozarnites l(JJnceolatus. As it is not the P. lanceolatus 
of the Jurassic, Dr. Newberry suggested that it be named P. Ern
nwnsii. Emmons's figure of it is not very good. It is clearly a dif
ferent species from P. longifolius. I found a plant in the Older 
Mesoz·oic of. Virginia of the same type with Emmons's species, and 
with some hesitation identified it with the latter, 1 from oversight, not 
crediting Dr. Newberry with suggesting the specific name Emrnonsii. 
Since I have had the opportunity to examine Emmons's specimens I am 
satisfied that the Virginia fossil is not the same a$ the larger form, 
which must retain the.name .EJnrnonsii, but is P. longifolius. There is 
a marked resemblance between this type of plant and the genus Nagei
opsis of the Younger Mesozoic of the Poton1ac formation. I am 
inclined to the opinion that such plants as Podozarnites Ermnonsii, P. 
longifolitts, andP. tenuistriatus are not cycads, but conifers allied to the 
Nageia section of Podocarpus, and perhaps ancestral forms of Nagei
opsis. Of course, until they show branching forms, or some other 
feature not belonging to the cycads, they must be left in the old 
group of Podozamites. · 

1 Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, pp. 77, 78, pl. xxxiii, fig. 2. 
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PonozAMITEs El\rl\wNsn Newberry. 

Pl. XLII, Figs. 1, 2. 

1856. Podozamiteslanceolatus. Emm. non (L. and H.) Fr. Braun: Geological Report 6f 
the Midland Counties of North Carolina, p. 331, pl. iii, fig. 7. 

· 1857. Podozamites lanceolatus Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 116, pl. iii, fig. 7. 
1866. Podozamites Emmonsii Newb. in Pumpelly: Geological Researches in China, 

Mongolia, and Japan; Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, No. 202, 
p. 121, pl. ix, fig. 2. 

The figure given by Emmons of this plant, .as before. stated, is, I 
think, misleading. I did not find the specimen that he illustrated, 
but saw others that appear to belong to this species. They are not 
P. longifolius, and agree pretty well with Emmons's figure. If we 
may judge from these, the figure mentioned makes the leaflets too 
rigid in aspect, with a petiole too long and strong. The basal portions, 
also, are made to appear too thick. Emmons makes all the insertions 
of the leaflets well within the margins and on the upper face of the 
midrib. They appear to be arranged in a long spiral, like those of 
P. longifolius. Some of the insertions are on the upper face and some 
on the side. The leaflets contrast strongly with those of P. longifolius. 
They are thin in texture and show the nerves very distinctly. The 
latter are as given .by Emmons. The leaves are wider, in proportion 
to their length, than those of P. longifolius, but the width, in propor
tion to length, is not quite so great as is given by Emmons. Fig. 1 
of Pl. XLII gives the most complete specimen seen by me. It is much 
more fragmentary than the specimen figured by Emmons. The leaf
lets appear to be more deciduous than those of P. longifolius. Emmons 
mentioned that some of the detached leaflets are half an inch wide. 
I saw none so large. Fig. 2 shows the largest seen. Possibly this is 
a different species from both of th<?se described. 

PonozAMITES TENUISTRIATUS (Rogers) Fontaine. 

Pl. XLII, Fig. 3. 

1843. Zamites tenuistriatus Rogers: Trans. Assoc. Am. Nat. and Geol., Philadelphia, 
p. 314. 

1883. Podozamites tenuistriatu8 (Rogers) Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, 
Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 78, pl. xlii, figs. 2, 3, 3a, 3b, ·4, 5; 
pl. xliv, fig. 3. 

Emmons does not seem to have ~een in the No.rth Carolina beds 
Podoza1nites tenuistriatus, which, P.erhaps, is the most common cycad 
of the Older Mesozoic of Virginia. His collection at "\Villiams College, 
however, shows several well-chatacterized specimens of this species. 
They agree best with the larger forms as sho~n in the Virginia beds, 
but some of the leaflets are rather larger than any seen in the Vir
ginia strata. Pl. XLII, Fig. 3, represents one of the specimens with 
::;mall leaflets. 
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PoDOZAMITES ? CAROLINENSIS Fontaine n. sp. 

Pl. XLII, Fig. 4. 

·One of the specimens in Emmons's collection seems to be a Podo
zamites of a species different from any hitherto described. It is near
est to P. tenuistriatus, but has leaflets that are decidedly larger than any 
shown by that plant, besides differing in other respects. I hesitate to 
regard it as a new species, on account of the small amount of material, 
only one specimen being seen. This specimen is the terminal portion 
of a leaf. It is well preserved. The lowest leaflets seen go off at an 
angle of about 40°. Higher up they are more obliquely placed. The 
terminal ones lie in the prolongation of the midrib.· · The leaflets are 
long in proportio~ to their width. None of them are entire. ·The 
longest fragment seen is 5 em. long, indicating an original length of 
about 7 em. At their bases they narrow gradually, so that the basal 
part is elliptical in shape. They are attached to the side of the mid
rib by a very short, thickened, much narrowed portion of the leaflet. 
In the leaflets lower down on the midrib this thickened portion may 
appear as a petiole, and the leaflets may be in part attached to the 
upper face of the midrib and be alternate. In this. terminal portion of 
the leaf they are opposite. They are linear in form, varying little in 
width from the average, whieh is 3 em. The nerves are distinct, as the 
texture of the leaflets was thin. They resemble those of P. tenttistri
atus, being fine and closely placed. Possibly this is a large variety 
of P. tenttistriatus, but th~ dimensions of the leaflets at the end of the 
leaf, as seen here, indicate a much larger plant. The general aspect 
of the specimen, and especially of the terminal leaflets, reminds one 
strongly of Dioonites Buchianus of the Lower Cretaceous, but the 
basal portions and mode of attachment of the leaflets arc different. 

Genus OTOZAMlTES Friedrich Braun. 

0TOZAMITES CAROLINENSIS Fontaine . 

. Pl. XLII, Figs. 5, 6. 
I 

1857. Albertia latifolia Emm. non Schimp. :1 American.Geology, Pt. VI, p. 126, fig. 95. 
1883. Otozamites caTolinenesis Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. S. 

Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, pp. 117, 118, pl. Iii, fig. 6. . 

Emmons has given, in Pt. VI, pp. 126, 127, fig. 95, a description of 
a fossil which he names Albertia latjfolia. The original of this is in 
his collection at Williams College, and besides that, some detached 
leaflets and a second imprint showing several attached leaflets. The 
original of Emmons's :fig. 95 is preserved on an argillaceous sandstone, 
which is not fitted to retain the finer details, and, in addition, the 

1 See letter of M. Rene Zeiller to Jules Marcou, cited above (p. 270). 
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specimen is much distorted by pressure, so that it does not appear so 
distinct as Emmons has represented. The stem to which the leaflets 
were attached is not so continuous or well defined a~ it is given in the 
figure. . It is broken up, and, in places, pressed down into the sandy 
material. None of the leaflets. are so distinctly outlined and entire as 
he makes some of them to be. The striation that he gives on them is 
not shown in the original, for the rock is too coarse in texture to show 
any such feature. The leaflets are, in fad, so distorted from the dou
bling down of their margins into the rock that the true character of 
the plant could hardly be made out from this specimen. Fortunately 
the impi·int given in Pl. XLII, Fig. 5, has one leaflet, the lower right
hand one, that possesses still enough of its original character to give 
a good idea of it. All the others on this specimen are imperfect. 
Even this best-preserved leaflet has the lower portion of its base 
doubled under and hidden in the roek, and the outer or lower margin 
is also slightly bent down into the rock. Still, from this and other 
leaflets seen, a good deal of the true nature of the fossil can be made 
out. The character seems to be as follows: 

The stem is rather stout. The leaflets had a rather thick, leathery 
texture, as they leave a black, shining film. On this specimen they are 
nearly opposite in position. The exact mode of attachn1ent, owing to 
distortion, can not certainly be made out, but they appear to be inserted 
on the upper face of the stem, slightly within its margin. The attach
ment is made by the lower portion of the base of the leaflet, which is 
prolonged down the stem, making the leaflet decurrent. The upper 
portion of the base is larger and in the forn1 of a rounded ear, which 
is free and curves more or less freely to the stem. The leaflets are 
subrhombic and slightly falcate in form, with obtuse tips. They were 
about 2 em. long from the attachment to their tips, and 1 em., or a little 
more, wide. The nerves are rather strong. They radiate from the 
point of attachmtmt and fork repeatedly. The branches curve strongly 
away from the central line of the leaflets, so that they meet its margins 
under a large angle. There is no true midrib, but the central nerve 
is stronger than the others and splits up into branches, which, in turn, 
fork several times. 

This plant may be a fern. It is certainly not Albertia. It is much 
. like Otozarrnite8 Beanii ( Cyclopteris Beanii of Lindley and Hutton), 
being near the srp.aller form given in Foss. Flor. of Great Britain, 
Vol. I, pl. xl1v. 

Pl. XLII, Fig. 5, gives the form with attached leaflets, one of which 
is better preserved than any in Emmons's figure, and Fig. 6 is a par
tial restoration of this, enlarged two diameters to show the nervation 
and probable original character of the leaflets. 
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Genus CYCADITES Sternberg. 

CYcADITEs AcuTus Emmons. 

1856. Oycadues acutus Emm.: G~ological Report of .the Midland Counties of North 
Carolina, p. 330. 

· 1857; Cycadiies acutus Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 114, fig. 81. 

In American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 114, fig. 81, Emmons describes 
a plant which he calls Oycadites acutus. There is in the collection a 
specimen which is clearly the original of fig. 81. The-figure gives the 
general aspect of the plant fairly well, but it is erroneous in some · 
points. The leaflets are not quite so stiff looking and thick as the 
figure shows them. None of them have their tips preserved, whereas 
the figure represents several retaining their entire original length. 
The leaflets were probably wider originally than they appear to be 
now, as their margins are slightly doubled under in the shale by pres
sure. The specimen shows that the general form, mode of insertion, 
·and falcate curvature of the leaflets are- well represented in Emmons's 
figure. The point in which the figure is most misleading is the mid
nerve of the leaflets. It is wider than is given in the figure. The 
midrib might, as now seen, be exaggerated by pressure. It seems to 
separate the leaflets from base to tip into two narrow parts, which 
look like two very narrow leaflets, so that they appear to be placed 
in cloaely approximate pairs. 

CYCADITES TENUINERVIS Fontaine. 

Pl. XLIII, Fig. 1. 
• 

1883. Cycadites tenuinervis Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. S. Geol. 
Survey~ Vol. VI, p. 84, pl. xliv, figs. 4-6. 

Three specimens of a cycad were found in Emmons's collections that 
are exactly like Oycadites tenuimervis, a plant found in the Older Mes
ozoic of Virginia, and not hitherto noted in the North Carolina beds. 
They show the falcate curvature of the leaflets and the slender, rather 
vaguely defined midrib that are characteristic features of the Virginia 
fossil. 

The specimens are portions of leaves, showing a number of closely 
placed leaflets, that, in the different imprints, show considerable vari
ation in size. The smallest are about 1 em long; the 'longest are 2 em. 
in length. They are widest near their bases and taper gradually to 
their ends, which are lancet-shaped and rather obtuse. Emmons does 
not give their locality. The general aspect of the leaflets is much like 
that of Otenopl~yllu1n Braunian1.nn var. f3, and, but for the midrib, 
they might be taken as belonging to this plant. They have~ thick tex
ture and are about 2 mm. wide in their widest part. 
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Genus ZAMIOSTROBUS Endlicher. 

ZAMIOSTROBUS VIRGINIENSIS Fontaine. 

Pl. XLIII, Fig. 2. 

1857. Lepidodendron sp. Emh1.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 124, figs. 93, 94 on p. 
125. 

1883. Zarniostrobus viTginiensis Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, 1\fon. U. S. 
Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 85, pl. xlvii, figs. 4, 4a, 5, 5a. 

1883. Zamiostrobus sp. Font.: Op. cit., p. 117, pl. liv, fig. 10. 

In the collection of Emmons there is an imprint of a cycadaceous 
form that seems to be identical with fossils found in the Older Mesozoic 
of Virginia and named by me Za'l'niostrobttS virginiensis. The speci
men has Emmons's field label, marked Lepidodendron. From this he 
probably regarded this plant as of the same general nature as those 
fossils which he mentions on pages 124 and 125 of his work, as having 
the external n1arks similar to those of Lepidodendron. He gives fig
ures of two of these (figs. 93, 94) and speaks of them as branching. If 
they branch they are probably some conifer. The fragment seen by 
me is a portion of an imprint of a stem or cone. Not enough is shown 
to enable one certainly to make out the size and shape of the original. 
It seen1s to have been of small size. Its original shape seems to have 
been oblong with at least one end truncately rounded off. To the 
unaided eye the scars, which are of small size, appear as crescent-shaped 
depressions, transverse to the axis of the cone. - Examined closely 
with the help of a lens, they are seen to be leaf scars of the same char
acter as those shown by Cycadeoidea Emmonsi, but decidedly smaller. 
They have their present form from having been distorted by pressure, 
which has caused a creeping of the rock matter in the direction of the 
axis of the fossil, so as nearly to close up the scars in that direction. 
It is quite possible that this is an imprint of a cycad trunk of the same 
kind as Oycadeoidea .E1nmonsi. If so, this specimen must have been a 
still smaller trunk. It is noteworthy that both this fossil and the 
Cycadeoidea are simply impressions, apparently made by the surfac~ 
of the organism. Most cycad trunks are petrifactions. 
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Class BENNETTITALES. 

FAMILY BENNETTITAOE.JE. 

Genus CYCADEOIDEA Buckland. 

CYCADEOIDEA EMMONSI (Fontaine) Ward. 

Pl. XLIII, Fig. 3. 

1857. Impression or cast of a part of a trunk of a cycad Emmons: American Geology, 
Pt. VI, p. 123, :qg. 92a on p. 124. 

1883. Zarniostrob~ts Emrnonsi Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. S. 
Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 117, pl. Iii, fig. 5. , 

1894. Cycadeoidea Emrnonsi (Font.) ·ward: Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, Vol. IX, 
p. 86. 1 

Emmons, in Pt. VI, pp. 123, 124, fig. 92a, gives a description of an 
imprint of a trunk of a small C}~cad which he does not name and for 
which he gives no locality. The original of this js probably the form 
given in Fig. 3 of Pl. XLIII. If so, Emmons's figure does not give 
a good representation of it, either for the shape of the trunk or for 
the character of the leaf scars. Nearly the whole of the trunk is 

1 On the occasion of my visit to Williams College, mentioned above· (p. 276), I found the original 
of Emmons's fig. 92a, and after a somewhat careful examination of it, I took the following notes: 

"This is nothing but a thin slab of light-colored shale bearing on its reverse side an impression of 
a very broad cycadean leaf. The slab is only 15 mm. thick. It is fissile and other plant impres-· 
sions occur at other planes of cleavage within it, as seen by their projecting ends. On the side of the 
cycad a label is glued, on which are written, probably in Dr. Emmons's band, these words: 'Impres-
sion of a trunk of a cycad.' -

The right half of the impression· is dark or nearly black, due to a thin deposit of carbon. This is 
partly worn off by handling, but remains at the bottom of the depressions.- On the left it gradually 
fades out and probably never existed near the left margin. It is probable that the rounded conical 
form at the top and on the right side correctly represents that of the trunk, but ot{ the left below the 
slab is so broken as to carry away a part of the impression. The general concavity is slight, and if it 
indicated the curvature of the surface the trunk would have been rather large, but from the small 
size of the scars and their spiral arrangement it seems to have been small, or·not more than twice 
the diameter of the impression. 

With the exception of the abrupt break on the left the cleavage all round is in the nature of a 
diagonal cross fracture from one natural plane to the next below it, and although not shining seems 
to be a slickenside. This-condition gives the impression a sort of relief. It is evident that the top of 
the impression does not reach the top of the trunk, and the whole represents a small area of the side 
of a trunk near the top. It is difficult to determine the exact position of the axis, but the impression 
is probably nearly vertical. The impression is 7 em. high and 6 em. wide, maximum measurements. 

The leaf scars are arranged in two spiral rows, those arising from .left to right being nearly hori
zontal, but curving so as to have an angle near the summit of about 45°. The .other set of rows are 
vertical at the lower end, but curve slightly to the left, reaching the summit at an angle· of 10° or 15°. 
The scars are very small and almost exactly rhombic, with a large difference between the long and 
short sides. The long diagonal, which is usually nearly vertical, is about 7 mm. and the short, nearly 
horizontal one 4 mm. The long side is nearly 5 mm. and the short side scarcely more than 3 mm. 

The ramentum walls are over 1 mm. thick, with a distinct central raised ridge, which probably 
represents a commissure. As the scars are depressions surrounded by these walls, it is evident that 
the bases of the petioles were present and rose above the ramen tum walls, also that their outer ends 
were convex, so as to produce these concave depressions. 

There is nothing on the impression from which the existence of fruiting axes or buds can be 
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preserved so as to show. its original dimensions and form. It was 
evidently unusually small, the height being only 6 em. and the maxi
mum width probably 8 em. A portion of the right-hand side is miss
ing, so that the entire original width is not shown. The shape was 
approximately broadly elliptical or bulbous. At the top is what seems 
to have been the growing bud. This appears to have been pressed 
down upon the sandy shale, which has preserved the imprint. It is 
metely an imprint, and not, as is commonly the case, the petrifaction 
of the trunk itself. The leaf scars are remarkably distinct, and they 
are rather small, as might be expected from the . size of the. trunk. 
They are approximately rhombic in form, about 6 mm. long and 4mm. 
in height, the longer dimension being transverse to the axis of the 
trunk. They have a raised margin surrounding a depressed rhombic 
space. The upper and lower angles of the scar are more or less 
rounded and the lateral ones drawn out. The form clearly belongs to 
a new species of the group Cycadeoidea. 

inferred. The irregularity in the lower right-hand corner seems to be the result of defective pre
servation." 

The specimen was sent to the University of Virginia, along with the other types requiring to be 
drawn, and came back to Washington with the rest. It was very carefully drawn by :M:r. F. von Dachen
hausen of the Division of Illustrations of the United States Geological Survey, under my immediate 
supervision and with the aid of all the descriptions and figures that had been made of it, including 
Professor Fontaine's fresh p.otes and my own, as quoted above. We fully discussed the question of 
orientation, especially in view of the fact that Professor Fontaine, in copying Dr. Emmons's figures, 
had reversed it, believing that Dr. Emmons had misinterpreted its nature. I have recently bad occa
sion to examine and minutely describe several hundred specimens of cycadean trunks from the 
Mesozoic deposits of the United States, especially from the Potomac formation of Maryland, the Lower 
Cretaceous of the Black Hills, and the Jurassic of Wyoming (see infra., pp. 382--417). I also visited in 1894 
the principal museums of Europe where collections of such trunks exist, notably the British Museum 
at South Kensington and the Geological :Museum at Bologna, and I have thus made myself some
what familiar.with the nature of these objects. I was satisfied at a glance at Emmons's figure that 
he was right in regarding the ·impression as that of a trunk, and so stated early in 1894 (Proc. Bioi. 
Soc. Washington, April9, 1894, Vol. IX, p. 86). 

It is true, as Professor Fontaine remarks, that such trunks are usually petrifications, having some
what their original form and three dimensions, whereas this is only a fiat impression similar to 
that which most other kinds of fossil vegetable remains present. Still, there is nothing in this fact 
that precludes the possibility of this representing a tr•1nk. It is possible that the Triassic cycads 
may have been more succulent and less decidedly woody than those of the later ages. Again; 
the well-known petrified trunks have all been preserved under entirely different conditions. None 
of them occur in coal beds, but all in a more or less sandy matrix. Such is the case in the Black 
Hills, and the fine collection of fossil plants made by Professor Jenney in the Hay Creek coal field, 
at the same horizon as that of the cycads, yielded no fossilized trunks (see Nineteenth Annual 
Report, Part II, pp. 521-946). Any such trunks that may be found in coal beds will, in all probability, 
have the general character of the one now under consideration. ·· 

Special attention was paid to the true direction of the axis. The scars represent the leaf bases, and 
in all cases these have something like a keel on the lower side. One of the angles of the scar is there
fore certain to be on the lower side, and this is one of the safest guides in finding the axis of the 
trunk. The position in which Dr. Emmons placed the specimen is an almost impossible one. It 
makes one series of rows of scars vertical and the other horizontal, or nearly so, and none of the 
angles are downward. By turning the bottom of his figure about 30° to the left the conditions of nor
mal growth are. fairly well satisfied. This is done in the new figure (Pl. XLIII, Fig. 3). The true 
apex was also found, and the spiral rows of scars encircle the trunk in a normal way and cross one 
another as in most other well-preserved forms. 

L.F.W. 
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-Class GINKGOALES. 

Family Ci-INKGOAOE.lE. 

Genus BAIERA Friedrich Braun. 

BAIERA MULTIFID A Fontaine ?1 

Pl. XLIII, Fig. 4. 

(?) 1857: Noeggerathia stria.ta·Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 127, fig. 96. 
1883. Baiera rnultifida Font.: Older Mesoz9ic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U.S. Geol. Sur

vey,pp._87, 118, pl. xlv, fig. 3; pl. xlvi; pl. xlvii, figs.1, 2; pl. liii, fig. 1. 

Emmons gives a description in American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 127, 
fig.96, of a fragment, which he callsNoeggerathiastriata. In Mon. U.S. 
Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 118, I expressed the opinion that this is a 
portion of Baiera mult~fida, a plant found in the Older Mesozoic of 
Virginia. I q_id not find in the collection the o;riginal of Emmons's 
figure, but did see a fragment with Emmons's field label marked Baiera. 
This specimen, given in Fig. 4, is too poorly preserved to permit a posi· 
tive determination of it. It is a carbonaceous film that shows no· 
nerves, but only striation. It may be a Baiera, but it is most likely a 
stem of some kind. 

Class CONIFER.£. 

Familv TA .. XACE.JE.. 

Genus CEPHALOTAXOPSIS Fontaine. 

CEPHALOTAXOPSIS CAROLINENSIS Fontaine n. sp. 

Pl. XLIII, Fig. 5. 

There is in Emmons's collection a fragment of slate carrying an 
impression of a conifer. It is without label, and there is nothing to 
show the locality yielding it. It is, however, apparently from Lock-
ville, to judge from the character of the rock. This plant impression 
does not seem to have been described by Emmons, as it is distinctly 
different fron1 any of those given in American Geology, Pt. VI. It is 
nearest to Emmons's Pachypteris, but is not this plant. The fossil in 
question is apparently a new species of Cephalotaxopsis, much like C. 
magnifolia of the lower Potomac formation, and it may be the ances
tral form of that plant. The following descriptiOn of it may be given, 
based ori the fragment of an ultimate twig 1 em. long, which is the 
only portion of it that was found: 

Stem rather slender, but rigid. Leaves apparently all in one plane, 

lAs the type of Emmons's Noeggerathia striata was not found at Williams College, it can only be 
admitted with doubt into the synonymy, and the names left as they were. 

L.F.W. 
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linear in form, with apparently subacute tips. The texture was thick 
and leathery. The maximum length of the leaves is 4 em. and the 
maximum width, which occurs near their bases, 4 mm. ·They narrow 
gradually toward their tips and more suddenly at their bases, which 
are elliptical in form. They are apparently attached by a very short, 
twisted petiole. The midnerve is rather slender but distinct, ~nd it is 
continued to the top of the leaf. 

Family PINAOE.Ac. 

Genus PALISSYA Endlicher. 

PALISSYA SPHENOLEPIS (Friedrich Braun) Brongniart. 1 

Pl. XLIV; Pl. XLV, Fig. 1. 

Emmons gives; in American Geology, Pt. VI, pp. 105,106, pl. iva., 
figs. 72, 73, a description of a plant which he calls Walclda longifol1:1.ts, 
saying that it is con1mon at Lockville. There are in his collection a 
number of specimens, including apparently the original of pl. iva, but 
not those of figs. 72 and 73. If, however, that is the original of pl. iva, 
it does not show so much of the plant as is given in this plate. Pos
sibly it may have been broken since it was drawn. In Mon. U. S. 
Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 107, I stated. that I thought that this plant 
is Palissya Braunii. A study of the specimen confirms me in that 
opmwn. The plant was evidently, as Emmons states, common. ~he 

largest impression of it is that given in Fig. 1 of Pl. XLIV, whiCh is 
the supposed original of Emmons's pl. iva. It shows a principal stem 
to which a penultimate twig is attached on the nght-hand side. There 
are sevm;al large penultimate twigs, so placed on this side that they 
would unite with the principal stem if it were prolonged lower down. 
On the left-hand side there is a stout twig of penultimate order that 
apparently once joined the main stem lower down. The smaller Btems 
are more or less thickly clothed with leaves. Most of the leaves, how
ever, which were present when the fragment was entombed have dis
appeared. The appearance of the fossil indicates that the main stem 
and its branches were all thickly clothed with leaves of the same char
acter. The larger stems are represented n1ainly bytheir imprints, but 
i11 some places a portion of the woody matter remains, which some
times carries leaves 'on its sides. The leaves are distichous in the 
plane of cleavage of the rock. They vary slightly in dimensions and 
shape. The longest are 15 mm. long and 1 mm. wide in their widest 
portion, which is at the base. Some, however, are 5 mm. shorter, and 
some are rather wider and tend to an elliptical form. "' Perhaps some 
of these variations are due to distortion. The notinal leaves are thin 

1 For synonymy, see supra, p. 249. 

20 GEOL, PT 2--20 
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in texture, slightly falcate, linear-lanceolate, narrowing- to a subacute 
tip, and widening to their bases. They arc slightly decurrent, with 
their bases overlapping one another.. ·There ·is a slender but distinct 
midnerve. These leaves are strikingly like those of P. Br(];Unii, given 
by· Sa porta in his Flore J urassique, Pal. Fran<;atse, Vol. III, pl. 
lxviii, figs. 2, 3. There is little doubt that the plant is that species. 
Pl. XLIV, Fig. 2, represents an ultimate leafy twig, with leaves of 
the largest size, and Pl. XLV, Fig. 1, shows a portion of a sten1 of 
largest size, which still retains remains of leaves. These are pressed 
close to the stem and their shape is disguised. On his field labels, on 
some specimens, Emmons has written Voltzia acutifolia Brongn. No 
plant of this name is mentioned in American Geology, Pt. VI, and he 
pro.bably changed it. The specimens so mark~d are Palissya Braunii 
(P. sjJlwnolf:Pis), with leaves somewhat shorter and smaller than the 
normal ones. 

PALIS~YA DIFFUSA (Emmons) Fontaine. 1 

Pl. XLV, Figs. 2, 3. 

To judge fron1 the large number of specimens in Emmons's collec
tion, the most abundant conifer in the North Carolina beds is one with 
minute leaves that he in American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 105, pl. iii, fig. 
2, describes as TfTalcl~ia diJfusus. It is the same as the plant that he 
describes .as Walchia gradle in the same work,· p. 108, :fig. 75. In 
Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, pp. 106,107, discussing Walchia 
dijfusns, and aided only by Emmons's figure, I regarded this plant as 
probably a Palissya, suggesting that it be called P. dif!Uisa. In the 
sa:me monograph, p. 108, I gave the opinion that Emmons's Walchia 

·gracile is a small form of Oheirolf:Pis }Jfuensteri, as I then thought that 
1-)aiissya brevifolia was that plant. A careful inspection of the fossils 
leads me to think that the Walcl~ia gracile is a small form of the rather 
variable. Palissya dijfusa. This latter plant is of the same general 
type as P. Braunii and P. brevij'olia, although .it differs decidedly 
from them in some points. It is probable that the abundance of this 
plant in the fossils collected is, in part, due to the nature of the tissue. 
The leaves are thick and leather-like, so that they remain in the form 
of a dense shining film that may be peeled off like paper :from the 
stone. They seem to have been very durable. Only fragments of 
penultimate twigs, carrying numerous ultimate twigs, were seen. I did 
not see the original of Emmons's pl. ih, fig. 2, but one of the speci
mens seen, that given on Pl. XLV, Fig. 2, of tpis paper, is as large as 
that. Emmons's fig. 2 giVes the facies of the plant very well, and shows 
accurately the appearance of the leaves on the ultimate twigs, with 
their characteristic curvature away from the stems, but he does not 

.1 For synonymy, see supra., p. 250. 
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give the midrib of the leaves, which is distinct, although ·slender. He 
gives on· the main stem leaves that are longer and straighter. than 
those on the ultimate twigs. I did not see such leaves. They are not 
well preserved on the main stems of the specimens seen, but appear to 
be of the same nature as those on the smaller twigs, although some
what larger. For a plant having such small leaves and slender ulti· 
mate branches the penultimate ones had remarkably large stems. One 
was seen 7 n1m. wide. The plant may be described as follows: 

Stems of the penultin1ate branches very stout and rigid. Ultimate 
branches numerous, closely placed in one plane, alternating with one 
another on opposite sides of the penultimate stem. They are slender 
and rather short, about 55 mm. long, with tips not preserved, and very 
uniform in length. They are thickly clothed with leaves on very slendet 
stems. These ultimate branches have sometimes short lateral branches, 
with rather smaller leaves. These leaves, and those toward the tips 
of the ultimate branches, are smaller than the normal ones on the 
latter, and are often shorter, more distinct, and broadly elliptical, some
times almost circular in form. The normal leaves on the ultimate 
branches are about 1 mm. wide and 3 mm. long. They are oblong
elliptical in form, with very obtuse tips. They curve strongly away 
from the stem, so as to stand almost at right angles with it. The mid
rib is distinct. As in the Palissya, above described, the leaves are 
decurrent at base, so as to overlap one another and cover the stem. 
All the leaves are remarkably firm and leathery in texture. Pl. XLV, 
Fig. 3, gives a penultimate twig smaller than that shown in Fig. 2. 

p ALISSYA BREVH'OLIA (Emmons) Fontaine. 

Pl. XLV, Fig. 4. 

1857. 1-Valchia brevifolia Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 107, fig. 74. 
1883. Cheirolepis .Muensteri Font. non (Schenk) Schimp.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Vir

ginia, Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 108, pl. liii, fig. 3. 

The original of Emmons's lJTalcl~ia brevifolia, as described in Ameri
can Geology, Pt. VI, p. 107, fig. 74, was not seen in his collection at 
Williams College, but there are in it specimens of a plant that agrees so 
closely with it that there is little doubt that it is the same species. This 
fossil has no label showing its locality. but it occurs on rock exactly like 
that from Lockville which containE! Palis$ya Bratt?u;i (P. spl~enolepis). 
Only one specimen of it was seen. The specimen is a fragmen~ of a 
penultimate twig, with a portion of several ultimate branches. All the 
branches contain leaves. The ultimate twigs are fully clothed with well
pi·eserved ones. This plant clearly belongs to the same genus with 
the fossil above described as Palissya sphenolepis, and the leaves have 
the sam·e arrangement and mode of attachment as those of that form. 

· In other respects they are different. They are much smaller. The 
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largest are 5·mm. long an_d a little over 1 mm; in width. In form they 
are l~near-oblong, with obtuse tips. They are in two rows, with slightly 
decurrent bases that overlap one another. The leaves are slightly 
falcate and their texture is thick and leathery. They have a distinct 
but slender midnerve running to their tips. 

To judge from the portions of ultimate twigs that are preserved, they 
must have been long and slender. It is possible that this may be a small 
form of Palissya Bra;unii,. but the differences in the leaves are too many 
and great for one to regard it as a species. It seems best to regard it 
as a species of' Palissya, retaining Emmons's specific name oremj'olia, 
which is applicable. In Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, pp. 107, 
108, I stated that I regarded it as Oheirolepis _j_lfuen,steri Schimp. This 
opinion was based on Emmons's figure of the plant, which makes the 
leaves too acute at their tips and misses their shape. 

There are two previously described plants which are sufficiently 
like this fossil to suggest an affinity, but not specific identity. One is 
OyparissidiUJn septentrionale (Agardh) .Nath. 1 The form shown in 
Nathorst's fig. 10 is most like our plant. The other is Palissya con
ferta Feistm. 2 Feistmantel's fig. 6, pl. xlv, gives the form of P. con
ferta that is nearest to the North Caroli~a fossil. 

Genus PAGIOPHYLLUM Heer. 

PAGIOPHYLLUM PEREGRINUM (Lindley and Hutton) Schenk. 

Pl. XLVI. 

1833. Araucaria per.:grina L. and H.: Foss. Fl. of Great Britain, Vol. II, p. 19, pl. 
lxxxviii. 

1849. Brachyphyllum peregrinum (L. and H.) Brongn.: Tableau, p. 69. 
1857. Walchia variabilis Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 108, fig. 76. 
1870. Pachyphyllum peregrinum (L. and H.) Schimp.: TraitedePaleontologie Vegetale, 

Vol. II, p. 250. 
1884. Pagiophyllum peregrinum (L. and H.) Schenk in Zittel:· Handbuch der Palre

ontologie, Abth. II, p. 276, fig. 192a. 

Emmons gives, on page 108, fig. 76, of his work, a description of a 
plant which he calls Walcl~ia variaoilis. The specimen figured by him, 
and another containing a number of ultimate twigs of this conifer, are 
in the Williams College collection. The imprint figured is 4 cm.longer. 
than his figure represents it to be. In Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. 
VI, p. 108, I stated my conclusion, judging from this figure, that the 
plant is Pagiophyllum peregr1.>num, the Araucaria peregrin~ of Lind
ley and Hutton. An inspection of the original and of the other speci
men confirms me in that conclusion. Emmons's figure does not give 
very well the facies of the specimen drawn. The facial leaves show 

1 Floran vid Hoganas, p. 29, pl. iv, figs. 4-15. 
2 Foss. Fl.· Gondw. Syst., Vol. I, Pt. II, Pal. Indica, 2d series, pp. 85-86, pl. xxxii, figs. 9, 10; pl. xlv, 

figs. 4-8, Sa; pl. xlviii, fig. 4. 
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on- the upper surface of the twig, but they are not so close together 
or so conspicuous as is indicated in fig. 76 .. They are broadly ellip
tical in form, and are pressed close to the stem. No doubt the elliptical 
form is due to the pressure. They are really of the same character 
as the lateral ones or those that lie in the cleavage plane of the rock. 
These latter are very thick and leathery in texture, with more or less 
of a triangular form. They are very wide toward the base and decur
rent, while toward their ends they narrow 'rapidly and are incurved 

. at their tips. They are markedly uniform. in shape. They have a 
strong midnerve, which becomes very much stronger at the base. The 
second specimen now in the Williams College collection is· a large 
fragment of a very fissile, argillaceous sandstone, of fine grain, that 
contains a number of fragments of ultimate twigs, with numerous 
leaves, mostly lateral or in the plane of cleavage. These twigs show 
very well the character given for the lateral leaves. They seem to 
have been quite long,. and when covered with their thick, leather-like 
leaves, must have been rope-like. Some of the twigs on this fragment 
are represented on Pl. XLVI of this paper. 

Genus ABIETITES Risinger. 

ABIETITES CAROLINENSIS Fontaine. 

Pl. XL VII, Fig. 1. 

1857. Pachypteris sp.? Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 112, fig. 80. 
1883. Palissya carolinensis Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. S. Geol. 

Survey, Vol. VI, p. 109, pl. li, fig. 5. 

In American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 112, fig. 80, Emmons described a 
fragment of a conifer which he regarded doubtfully as a Pachypteris. 
In Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 10£, I suggested that this 
plant is a Palissya, and that it might be called P. earolinensis. The 
original of Emmons's figure is in the Williams College collection, and 
is the only specimen of the plant there. It is very imp'erf(3ct, showing 
only a fragment of a stout ultimate twig, from which most of the 
leaves have been removed, those remaining being fragmentary. 
Emmons's figure does not give very accurately the character of the 
plant. Pl. XLVII, Fig. 1, is given to represent it. As Emmons states, 
the stem is strong. It is even stronger than is represented in his · 
figure. The leaves are short, very thick, and coriaceous in texture. 
They are of the same width from base to tip, and at each end are 
abruptly and obtusely rounded off. They are attached by a short 
petiole and· the midnerve is very- strong and continuous to the _end of 
the leaf. The ·leaves seem to be arranged in two rows, which lie in 
the s~me plane. Only the lowest right~hand leaf is entire enough to 
give an idea of its character. This, however, has its base defective, 
as it has been crushed dow~1 on the stem, and it is broken across 
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about midway of its length. The leaves, however, were probably 
originally not much longer than this, and had pretty much the 
same shape. The plant is apparently an Abietites not hitherto 
described, and it may be called Abietites carolinensis. 

PLANTS OF DOUBTFUL AFFINI~Y. 

Genu8 ACTINOPTERIS Schenk. 

AcTINOPTERIS QUADRIFOLIA (Emmons) Fontaine. 

Pl. XLVII, Fig. 2. 

1856. Sphenoglossum quadrifolium Emm. : Geological Report of the Midland Counties 
of North Carolina, p. 335, pl. i, fig. 2. 

1857. Sphenoglossum quadrijolium Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 134,. pl. 
v, :fig. 2. 

1883. Actinopteris quadrifoliata Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. S. 
Geol. Survey, Vol VI, pp. 120, 121, pl. lii, :fig. 3. 

Emmons gives, in American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 134, a description 
of a plant which he calls Sphenoqlossum quadrifolium. He gives a 
figure of the plant in pl. v, fig. 2. Of this plant he says: "The layer 
upon which the plant is preserved is soft, and hence has suffered from 
abrasions; but many specimens were found in the upper .marly sand
stone (Keuper), some single, some in two, and others with three leaves, 
and the base of the fourth. One is therefore restored in the figure." 

In Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, pp. 120, 121, I expressed the 
opinion that the plant is probably an Actinopteris and suggested that 
it be called Actirwpteris quadrifoliata. 

In the Emmons collection at Williams College there ~s a specimen 
of this plant, the only one seen. It shows one nearly complete leaf 
and· fragments of two others. They are wedge-shaped and grouped 
around a central point, which seems to be the top of a stem. There 
is a vacant space which seems to have been occupied by a fourth 'leaf, 
for it is placed like the leaves that are present, and the size of it sug
gests a missing leaf. If there had been originally a fourth leaf 
present they- would have stood opposite one another and the four 
would have nearly filled a circular space, with their edges almost 
touching. The specimen contains now no trace of carbonaceous mat
ter of the leaves; only an impression of them is shown. This may be 
the .original of Emmons's figure. I could, however, see no trace of the 
Jourth leaf mentioned by Emmons as showing its base. I am not sure 
. that the original termination is now shown on the most complete leaf. 
If so, then it would be rounded in the form depicted in Emmons's 
figure. The leaves show distinctly only striations. There are obscure 
indications of nerves. If these really are nerves, then they radiate in 
fan shape from the base of the leaf, repeatedly forking like those of 
the living Gingko. Pl. XLVII, Fig. 2, represents the specimen seen. · 
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Genus COMEPHYLLUM Emmons. 

CoMEPHYLLUM CRISTATUM Enm1ons. 

Pl. XL VIl, Fig. 3. 

1857. Cornephyllurn crista.tttm Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 128, fig. 97. 

A single specimen of an imprint of Emmons's plant Omnepltyll/um 
cristatum was seen in his collection. It bears his field label with that 
name. It may be the original of his fig. 97. of the plant described in 
American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 128. If so, it does not agtee in some 
points with the figure given. This may be due to the splitting off of 
some portions of the shale after the drawing was made. The specimen 
as it now exists does not show any stem, and the narrow basal portion 
of the supposed leaf and the imprints Emmons supposed to be 
nerves, that curve to the leaf, are wanting. The imprint is too vague 
to show, with the small amount of material, the character of the plant. 
Hence I leave it with Emmons's name. The fossil seems to be a 
bundle of narrow pine-like leaves, each with a single nerve, that 
diverge from a common point and curve around to the right. The 
group gives the appearance of a cock's tail. · There. is no trace of a 
membrane or lamina between the leaves. The linear imprints are not 
nerves, but appear ·to be acicular leaves. It is most like Schizole_pis 
Braunii and may be that plant. Pl. XLVII, Fig. 3, represents the 
specimen. 

Genus LEP ACYCLOTES Emmons. · 

LEPACYCLOTES CIRCULARIS Emmons. 1 

Pl.. XL VII, Fig. 4. 

1856. Lepacyclotes circularis Emm.: Geological Report of the Midland Counti~ of 
North Carolina, p. 332, pl. iii, fig. 4. 

1857. Lepacyclotes circularis Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 130, pl. iii, fig. 4. 
1883. A1·aucarites caroline'fo~sis Font.: Older Mesozoic :Flo;a of Virginia, Mol). U. S. 

Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 119, pl. xlix, fig. 8. . 

LEPACYCLOTES ELLIPTICUS Emmons. 

Pl. XL VII, Fig. 5; Pl. XL VIII .. 

1856. Lepacyclotes ellipticus Em~.: Geological Report of the Midland Counties of 
North Carolina, p. 332, pl. iii, fig. 6. 

1857. Lepacyclotes ellipticus Emm.: American Geology, Pt. VI, p. 129, fig. 98; pl. iii, 
. fig. 6. 

1883. Araucarites carolinensis Font.: Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, Mon. U. S. 
Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, pp. ll8, 119, pl. 1ii, figs. 4, 4a. 

Emmons describes certain singular plant fossils in American Geology, 
Pt. VI, p. 1.29, as a new genus, which he calls'Lepacyclotes. He gives 

1 Described in connection with L. ellipticus, below. 
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two species, L. elliptic~lS and L. circularis. These he describes on 
p. 130. In fig. 98, on p. 129, he gives a representation of ~ complete 
form of L. ellipticus, and in pl. iii, fig. 6, he depicts two scales of it. 
In pl. iii, fig. 4, he represents a complete specimen o~ L. ci1·cularis. 
The genus he describes as-

A disk or discoidal plane, formed of distinct and separate wedge-form grooved 
scales, arranged in a circle or ellipse, and the scales terminating outwardly in tri
angular laminre, and forming around the main disk a collar of pointed scallops. 

His description of L. ellipticus is as follows: 

Disk elliptical, scales attached to an· elliptical nucleus. Disk supported by or 
attached to a stem, which passes through the middle in the direction of its long axis. 
The number of scales of the disk is from twenty to twenty-four. The stem is not 
always visible .. 

His description of L. circulmris is: 

Disk or circle, formed of scales, as in the preceding, but they appear to radiate 
from its center. In this specimen a dark-colored, flattish, or circular body is con
nected to the central termination of the scales, which may have been the fruit or 
seed. 

In addition he says: 

There are certain facts connected with this plant, which are not rationally explained, 
on the natural supposition that they are analogous to the cones of pines or fruit
bearing bodies; for the same species of disks with their scales occur, which are :ess 
than half an inch in diameter, and in another instance the disk is formed of three 
concentric tiers of scales, . the center one similar to the figure given, but the outer 
one bordering it, formed of shorter scales. It is 7 inches in diameter, and another, 
formed of a single row of scales, is 5 inches ii1 the longest diameter. 

Still farther on he says the detached scales are very numerous. 
In Mon. U. S. Geol. 8\lrvey, Vol. VI, pp. 118, 119, I stated my 

opinion that these fossils are cones of sol:ne conifer near to Araucaria, 
the cones being mashed flat in the direction of their longer axis. I 
also stated my belief that the .two supposed species q,re the same. 
This opinion of the fossil was based upon the assumption that Emmons 
found" the imprints, commonly, in the complete state figured, with the 
features given in the desci·iptions. 

There are in Emmons's collection numerous specimens of these fos
sils, some of them still bearing his field label, with the name Lepacy
clotes. I examined them carefully and could find no specimen any
thillg like his fig. 98. One specimen, that given in Pl. XLVII, Fig. 4, 
of this paper, is evidently the original of pl. iii, fig. 4, whicp. repre
sents Emmons's L. circular1:s. The other specimens are either the 
so-called scales detached, or attached to a circuhtr or elliptical ring. 
Only a few of the latter kind were seen, and in no case was the ring 
complete. It is evident that the exact shape, whether it be circular 
or elliptical, is not significant. They both were originally circular, 
and the elliptic form comes from distortion. The detached parts, the 
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so-called scales, are by far the most common forms of the plant, an(\ 
Emmons has collected a large number of them. In order to give some 
idea of the fossil, it w~ll be best to begin with the detached, single 
object, which, for convenience of description and foT lack of a 
name, we may caB a scale. There is no evidence;, however, that it is 
a scale like that of the cone of a conifer. The epidermal tissue of the 
scales, which is in many cases preserved, is exactly like that of Equi
settun Rogersii, which is seen when the exterior surface of the sheaths 
of this plant is shown. One of the scales is represented in Pl. XL VII, 
Fig. 5, which gives a complete form, as made out froni. a number of 
imperfect ones. The scale is long and narrow, gradually diminishing 
from one end to the other, so as to have a wedge shape. The broader 
end has a curving cord-like termination, which may or may not have 
attached to it a patch of epidermal tissue, which is approximately tri
angular in form. From the broad end it narrows gradually, as stated, 
to greater or less lengths, and in the case of detached single scales 
terminates with no particular shape. The detached scales have very 
varying. lengths, which seem to depend upon the accidental mode of 
preservation, rather than upon any definite original length. When· 
the scales .are grouped and attached they, with the single exception of 
the disk depicted in Pl. XLVII, Fig. 4, have their narrower ends 
radiating from a poorly defined depressed ring, which is apparently 
the imprint of a hollow cylinder, which stood at right angles to the 
·plane of cleavage of the shale.· This ring may be approximately Cir
cular or elliptical. It is of various sizes, and there is no indication. 
that the space within it ever contained any carbonaceous matter. 
Figs. 1 and 2 of Pl. XLVIII give portions of such rings, with scales 
radiating from them. These are the most complete specimens seen, 
and the nearest ,approach to Emmons's L. ellipticus that were seen. 
In each scale there is a keel that starts in the cord-like rim .of its 
broad end. Where it springs from the rim it is very broad, but nar
rows suddenly, and then continues narrowing very gradually until it 
disappears toward the narrow end of the scale. These keels look 
much like casts in relief of the depressed lines of the sheath of Eq_ui
setum Rogersii that run down between each tooth. From an exam,. 
ination of all the specimens I got the impression that Emmons's 
L. el~ipticus, when most complete, is composed of more or less closely 
placed scales, radiating from the central rim, and having their cord
like terminations at the free ends connected more or less fully to form 
an outer ring. It is, of course, difficult to judge of the correctness of 
Emmons's description and figure of L. ellipticus unless one knows 
what he actually saw. It also makes a great difference in judging the 
character of a plant if one collects the specimens himself. Much may 
be seen in the rock that is ruined in collecting, and much that is sig
nifican_t n1ay be neglected. Hence I feel a hesitation in coming to a 
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conclusion in this case. If, however, I must judge from the speci
mens, I think his fig. 98 is ideal in large part and is a restoration that 
is erroneous. 

The specimen of L. c£rcularis, given in Fig. 4 of Pl. XL VII, and 
which, as stated, is probably the basis of Emmons's description quoted 
above, differs from the forms he calls L. ellipticus. The imprint is 
on a piece of rather soft shale, which, in the vicini_ty of the fossil, has 
a tendency to split off. It apparently has split away to some extent, 
carrying off a portion of the disk-li~e fossil, so that' at present only 
a portion of the imprint· is shown. Evidently it was originally a com
plete circle, 4 em. in diameter. This circle has at its circumference a 
depressed cord-like groove, which corresponds to the cord-like ele-. 
vated line· seen at the tips of the scales of L. ellipticus. On the 
exterior of this depression there is a faint indication of a ragged 
fringe of epidermal tissue, but there is nothing definite like the circle 
of triangular teeth given by Emmons. Within the marginal circle 
there are narrow wedge-shaped imprints of the same general character 
as those of the scales of L. -ellipticus, ·but much smaller and .less dis
tinct. These imprints converge to the center of the circle, touching 
one another, so ·that they com-pletely fill the circular space which 
forms the disk composing the fossil. The imprints of the scales seem 
to have keels like those of L. ellipt£cus, but they are_much less distinct 
and more slender. · These i_mprints of scales disappear under an irreg
ularly shaped patch of coal, in the form·of a structureless layer, which 
is loeated around the center of the disk. This layer once evidently 
extended over the whole disk, but it has suffered much from handling, 
so that only a patch of it remains toward the central part of the disk. 

· It is thickest on its outer edges, and thins away to nothing in the 
center of the disk, where the scale shows through it. There is on 
these imprints of scales no epidermal tissue like that on the scales of 
L. ellipticus. The dark-colored, :fiattish, or circular body, mentioned 
by Emmons as connected with the central termination of the scales, is 
apparently this patch of coal. It presents no appearance of being 
a fruit or seed, but is without structure, and bas no significant shape. 

The great variation in the diameter of the disks mentioned by 
·Emmons, varying from half an inch to 7 ~nches, and the fact that 
. three eoncentric tiers of scales were found on one disk, indicate that 
the plant is not a cone or infloreseence. Heer gives, in Flor. Foss. 
Helvetire, Die Pflanzen der Trias, some. figures of Equisetum that may 
throw some light on these North Carolina plants. In pl. xxvi, fig. 2, 
he gives a diaphragm of Equisetum with its disk striated by lines nar
rowing from the circumference, converging toward the center. The 
outer margin of the disk has three concentric rows of triangular teeth. 
Pl. xxvii, fig. 2, gives a diaphragm in the form of a disk composed of 
rib::;, which radiate from a central area, bare of carbonaceous matter, 
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and which has attached to its circumference a row of tria.ngular 
teeth. 

Taking everything into consideration, I think that the detached 
scales, and those that radiatefrom a central ring, called L. ellipticus, 
are dissected stems of Eqw£setun1 Roge1·sii. They seem, while stand
ing erect, with their lower portions buried in niud and partly filled with 
the same, to have· had the part above the mud crushed down by pres
sure in the direction of the axis of the stem. This split up the free 
end into strips. The forms such as are depicted in Fig. 4 of Pl. XL VII 
are detached diaphragms of the same Equisetum. 

THE SOUTHWESTERN AREA. 

We will next consider the extensive beds chiefly in New Mexico and 
Arizona, but probably reaching into Texas on the east, and certainly 
found in the State of Sonora~ in Mexico. 1 They are doubtless also the 
equivalents of beds much f~rther south, near the City of Mexico and 
in Honduras, from which fossil plants have been reported. 2 

I The following correspondence shows that the localities in Sonora are· by no means exhausted, and 
it is much to be hoped that the plant-bearing beds may yet be traced across t,he Rio Grande ·into 
Texas: · 

Prof. LESTER F. WARD. 
NOEL, VIRGINIA, July 24, 1899. 

DEAR SIR: Some time ago Prof. I. C. White sent me a small box ·of fossil plants, obtained by 
Mr. Dumble, from Mexico. There were some six or eight species, mostly new. To judge from a 
slight study of them, I was struck with the. perfection of their preservation and the adaptation of 
the slate to give good specimens. I sent a letter, through Professor White, saying that I thought the 
nearest plants to them were Newberry's New Mexican copper mine fossils. As the material was so 
promising and seemed to yield so many good plants, I asked Mr. Dumble if he could get more speci
mens. I send you his reply. Please return it after reading~ The slate splits almost like roofing 
slate, and seems full of plants. A good collection of it would, I think, help immensely to our knmvl-

; edge of the Triassic flora of America, giving splendid material. 
Yours truly, Wllf. M. FONTAINE. 

Prof. WM. M. FONTAINE, 
HOUSTON, TEXAS, July 18, 1899. 

Noel, Virginia. . 
DEAR SIR: Dr. I. C. White has inclosed me your letter of July 3. The plants l'l.re from the Triassic 

coal beds of Sonora, Mexico, the most of them being from La Barranca, where I am riow working, 
and only a few miles from the locality at which the plants described by Dr. Newberry were col
lected. I have been unable to secure a copy of ·his paper, but a list of his determinations is given by 
Aguilera in his Geological Sketch of Mexico, and I have copied it in my Notes on the Geology of 
Sonora, New York meeting of the A. I. M. E., of which I will send you a copy as ·soon as my sep
arates arrive. The field is a very interesting one, as it contains large bodies of anthracite coal and 
of natural coke. I have found no less than 31 distinct beds of coal, the most of which are more 
than 4 feet thick. The igneous rock has been forced in along the bedding planes and produces 
quantities of excellent coke, one bed of which I have opened to a depth of 130 feet and find it has 
an average thickness of over 8feet. The slates are filled with well-preserved plant impressions and 
there are many large silicified tree trunks in the sands . 
. I will probably spend the next winter in the field, and if you would like to study the plants we 

can probably arrange to get you as large a collection as you can possibly wish. 
Yours very truly, E. T. DUllfBLE. 

2See a letter from Professor Fontaine in the Eighth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, for 1886-87, 
Washington, 1889, p. 825, relative to a collection made in the vicinity of the City of Mexico and 
brought to Washington by Senor Mariano Barcena in 1884. In 1890 Senor Castillo brought another 
collection, which I examined, and Castillo and Aguilera, in their Bosquejo Geologico de 1\fexico 
(Boletin del Iustituto Geologico de Mexico, Nos. 4, 5, and 6, ?.fexico, 1897), p. 203, give a list of the 
species which they were able to identify from these beds. See also Dr. Newberry's article in the Am. 
Jour, Sci., November, 1888, 3d series. Vol. XXXVI, pp. 342-351, pl. viii. 
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·Mr. Jules Marcou in 1853 1 describes these beds as Lias· or Jurassic, 
and says: 

According to the collection of fossil plants made by the officers of the United States 
Army, the beds of coal whi.ch are found at Raton Mountain, on the route from Mis
souri to Santa Fe, and.at Muddy River, on the route to Oregon, have been recognized 
as also belonging to the Jurassic epoch (p. 43) . 

On his map he colors a small area, on the one hundred and fourth 
meridian and on and below the thirty-eighth parallel of latitude, which 
falls chiefly in the State of Colorado, but probably extends into New 
Mexico. 

His extended paper in the Bulletin of the Geological Society of 
France 2 is not a translation of the work already mentioned. It was 
communicated· to the society on May 21, 1855, and contains the gen
eral results of three expeditions made by him to theW est between the 
years 1848 and 1854. In treating of what he calls the ''terrain du 
nouveau Gres Rouge," he mentions the occurrence on one of the little 
affiuents of the False Washita River, near Antelope Hills, of a silici
fied tree which had ·preserved the branches adhering to the trunk, and 
which, when polished, presents sections having the greatest resemblance 
to those of Pinites Fleurotii (p. 869). As near as can be judged from 
his description, this locality is in the western part of Indian Territory, 
or possibly in the Panhandle of Texas, and simply shows the extension 
of these deposits to the eastward. 

On page 871 of the same volume he says: 
One often meets in the sandstones of this stage abundant debris of silicified wood, 

frequently whole trees; thus on the western slope of the Sierra Madre, between Zufii 
and the Little Colorado River, I encountered a veritable silicified forest, with trees 30 
to 40 feet long, divided into sections 6 to 10 feet in length, and having a diameter of 
3 to 4 feet. The cellular tissue has almost entirely disappeared and the wood has 
been replaced by a very compact silex, extremely brilliant in color, presenting mag
nificent specimens for jewelry work. The Indians of this region make use of them 
for stone ornaments and also chip arrow heads from them. These trees, some of 
which are seen erect embedded in the sandstone, almost all belong to the family of 
conifers, some to that of ferns with arborescent trunks, and to Calamodendron. 

In his Geology of North America, 3 published the same year, he 
speaks, on page 57, of finding at his camp No. 28, at Alamo, near the 
Rio Puerco, "numerous fragments of fossil silicified trees," in a: gray 
marl which he refers to the Upper Cretaceous, but says that the camp 
No. 28 ~'is again on the New Red Sandstone rocks." · 

Mollhausen, in his journal of a voyage"' across the continent it? 1853, 

1 A Geological Map of the United States and the British Provinces of North America, with an 
Explanatory Text, etc., Boston, 1853, pp. 42-44." 

>Resume explicatii d'une carte geologique des Etats-Unis et des provinces ang)aises de 1' Amerique 
du Nord, avec un profil geologique allant de la vallee du Mississippi aux c6tes du Pacifique et une 
planche de fossiles; par M. Jules Marcou: Bull. Soc. geol. de Franc&, 2d series, Vol. XII, 1854-55, 
pp. 813-936. 

3Qeology of North America, by Jules Marcon, Zurich, 1858. 
4 Tagebuch einer Reise vom Mississippi nach den Kiisten der Siidsee, von Balduin Mollhamen, 

Leipzig, 1858, p. 300. -
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gives a somewhat glowing account of what he saw in the va1ley of the 
Rio Secco (which is probably the Rio Puerco), accompanied by a colored 
plate, representing a prostrate trunk broken into sections and a st~mp 
or short projecting upright portion. Such sights are now known to be 
common throughout· that. region. Specimens of this petrified wood 
·procured by him were conveyed to Europe and placed in the hands of 
Dr. Goppert, who subjected them to microscopic examination, and 
furnished a short report as to their internal structure and probable 
nature, which was published as a note at the end of this volume, on 
page 492. 1 Only one species was distinguished from this material, 
which was identified as belonging to the genus Araucarites, and which 
in a footnote he named, after the explorer, A1·auca1·ites JJfmlllwusianus . . 
He did not, however, furnish the character, and it remains a nmnen 
nudum. 

In the geological report made by Dr. ~J. S. Newberry in what is 
known as the Macomb Report, 2 impressions of leaves or plants other 
than fossil wood are first mentioned (p. 69). Of the 14 species of 
fossil plants described in this report, 3 only 2 were found within the 
territory ot' the United· States, the rest having all come from Sonora, 
in Mexico, collected at a point called Y aki. The American species 
were found in and about the copper mines in the vicinity of Abiquin, 
New Mexico, and there is little doubt that the Sonora specimens rep
resent a western extension of the same great formation (see supra, p. · 
315, for later development of these beds). 

Dr. Newberry's geological report of the Macomh expedition forms 
a volume by itself. It was prepared soon after the close of the expedi
tion, but owing to the breaking out of the civil war it was not pub
lished until1876. It consists chiefly of an itinerary. On page 69 he 
ref.ers to the fossil plants from the copper mines near Abiquiu, and 
makes the following remarks:. 

The most interesting incident of our visit to this copper mine was the discovery in 
the shale roof stone of thousands of impressions of plants, of which abundant speci
mens were procured. They are mostly cycadaeeous-Otozamites and Pterozamites
with a few conifers (Brachyphyllum and Voltzia ?) . The species are probably new, 
and will not afford the means of determining with precision the age of the stratum 
containing them, but the discovery is of great geological interest, as showing the 
wide distribution of the cycadaceous flora of the Triassic and Jurassic epochs, and 
giyes additional confirmation of the generalization of Brongniatt, who characterized 
this epoch in the botanical history of the world as the reign of Gymnosperms. 

In a 'footnote to this remark he says: 
Descriptions of these plants will be found in another chapter, where it is shown 

that the most conspicuous species ( Otozamites J1facornbii) is the same with one fouRd 

t Ueber die von Mollhausen mitgebrachten Fragmente des Holzes aus dem versteinerten Walde, 
von H. R. Goppert. 

2Report of the Exploring Expedition from Santa Fe, New Mexico, to the Junction of the Grand 
and Green Rivers of the Great Colorado of the West, in 1859, under the Command of Capt. J. N. 
Macomb; Geological Report by Prof. J. S. Newberry, Geologist of the Expedition, Washington, 1876. 

a Pp.141-148, pis. iv-viii. 
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in ·the Triassic strata of Los ·Bronces, f?onora, where it occurs in company with 
Pecopteris Stuttgardiensis, Tr£niopteris magnifolia, and other well-known Triassic plants 
of Virginia, North Carolina, and Europe. We have, therefore, in these plants evi
dence of the Triassic age of all the variegated gypsiferous rocks of Northern New 
Mexico; for the Lower Cretaceous sandstones immediately overlie. the plant bed of 
the Cobre. · 

In this report Dr. Newberry mentions (p. 69) and figures (pl. v, figs. 
4, 5; pl. vi, fig. 9) some twigs and cones of a plant that. he doubtfully 
refers to the genus Pachyphyllum, without assigning any specific name. 
For more convenient reference I will supply a specific name here, and 
as the genus Pachyphyllum is preoccupied and all the species are being 
referred to Hecr's substitute, Pagiophyllum, I will eall the plant 
Pagiophyllum Newberryi, assuming that the specimen~ all belonged to 
one species, although they may have represented more than one. 

Major Powell, in the Geology of the Uinta Mountains, 1876,1 was 
the first to give a local name to these extensive deposits. He calls 
them the Shinarump formation, and thus describes them: 

The summit of the Shinarump group is a series of gypsiferous sandstones exceed
ingly friable. They have often been. called marls, and the separation between them 
and the massive vermilion sandstone is never very distinct. The difficulty is much 
greater where the gypsum ~isappears from the lower beds, as it does in places, where 
they are also found to be more indurated and more or less massive sandstones. The 
conglomerate which is found in the middle of the group is persistent over a very large 

. area, and the whole group is characterized throughout ·the entire province by the 
occurrence of silicified wood in large quantities. Sometimes trunks of trees from 50 
to 100 feet in length are found. The Shinarump conglomerate is usually very hard, 
and weathers in such a manner as to form hog backs or cliffs, and the softer gypsifer
qus beds above, when carried away by rains, leave behind fragments of this silicified 
wood, so that the Shinarump conglomerate is often covered with great quantities of 
this m.aterial. Shinarump means literally "Shin-au-av's rocks." Shin-au-avis one 
of the gods of the Indians of this country, and they believe these tree trU:nks to have 
been his arrows (pp. 68-69). 

As already remarked; the silicified wood, which is found in AI'izo.na 
and New Mexico, has long been th.e subject of popular admiration, and 
ha~ been mentioned in many periodicals ever since emigration com
menced to cross the plains. Some of this petrified wood is very beau
tiful, admits of a high polish; and is capable of being worked into a 
variety of useful objects. Two large trunks of this. material were 
shipped in 1879 by the War Department to the Sfnithsonian Institu
tion, an account of which will be found in V 61. V (1882) of the Pro
ceedings of the United States National Museum, by Lieuts .. J. T. C. 
Hegewald and P. T. Swain. 2 , · , 

& "\Vith regard to these silicified and agatized trunks, the economic 
point of view has been particularly. dwelt up~n by Mr. George F. 

1 Report on the Geology of the Eastern Portion of the Uinta Mountains and a Region of ·Country 
Adjacent thereto, by J. W. Powell. U. S. Geog. and Geol. Surv. Rocky Mountain Region.. Washington, 
1876, 4. 0 

2 Information concerning some fossil trees in the United States National Museum, by Lieut. Col. 
P. T. Swain, U.S. A., and Lieut. J. T. C. Hegewa.ld, U.S. A.: Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1882, pp. 1-2. 
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Kunz in a series of notes and papers1 on jasperized and agatized woods 
of Arizona, and in his work on Gems and. Precious Stones of North 
America, New York, 1890, pp. 135ff; more especially in the second 

· edition, 1889, pp. 135, 137, and Appendix, pp. 352-355. 
Portions of these trunks, which were long on exhibition at the 

. National Museum, were examined by Dr. F. H. Knowlton and found to 
exhibit internal structure with sufficient clearness to be capable of 
microscopic study. Slides were prepared and the results of his inves
tigation were published in the Proceedings of the Museum. 2 Both 
trunks appear to have the same structure and belong to the same spe 
cies, and the generic determination was practically the same as that of 
Mollhausen, viz, Araucarioxylon, formerly called Araucarites. But 
as Goppert faileJ to describe or figure Moll4ausen's specimens, it was 
impossible for Dr. Knowlton to tell whether he had the identical spe
cies or not; he was therefore obliged to ghre it a spe~ific name, and 
called it Araucarioxylon arizonicum. 

A collection of fossil plants was made by Major Powell in the fall 
of 1886 in the vicinity of Abiquiu, New Mexico, among the copper 
mines. It consists largely of vegetable impressions belonging to the 
Cycadacere, etc. A second collection was made in 1889 by Dr. F. H. 
Knowlton, both in the same region last mentioned and also among 
the petrified forests of Arizona and New Mexico. This latter collec
tion is quite large and very in1portant, especially that of the silicified 
wood, as he visited nearly all of the best localities, and with his prac
ticed eye selected. only such material as was capable of successful 
scientific investigation. The plant impressions of both these collec
tions have been examined by Professor Fontaine, and Dr. Knowlton 
has found the wood of the copper mines to be the same as that thus 
far identified from the plains. 3 

· 

There is no part of the American Trias that possesses greater inter
est for tlie geologist and paleontologist than this great southwestern 
area, and yet we have, as the above record shows, exceedingly meager 
scientific data respecting it. The petrified forests of Arizona are now 
celebrated, and a movement has been set on foot to hav~ the most 
important tract in that Territory set apart as a national park. Before 
I had heard of this movement I had planned to make at least a recon
naissance into the region on my return from the Pacific coast in the fall 
of 1899, but before I left Washington.in AugQst the matter had been 
brought forcibly to my attention by a letter from the honorable 
Commissioner of the {!eneral Land Office to the S~cretary of the 

1 Trans. New York Acad. Sci., Vol. V, 1885, pp. 9-11: Pop. Sci. Monthly, January, 1886, Vol. XXVIII, 
pp. 362--367 (copied in Scientific American Supplement, Vol. XXI, February 6, 1886, p . . 8418); Ex-
changers' Monthly, Vol. I, Nos. 6-8, 1886. . 

2New species of fossil wood (Araucarioxylon arizonicum)3rom Arizona and New Mexico, by F: 
H. Knowlton: Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XI, 1888, pp. 1-4, pl. i. 

3Notes on Triassic plants from New Mexico, by Vi7m. 1\f. Fontaine and F. H. Knowlton: Proc. U.S. 
Nat. Mus., No. 821, Vol. XIII, 1890, pp. 281-285, pls. xxii-xxvi. 
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Smithsonian Institution, which the latter had referred to me. On 
stating my intention to visit the region, I was requested, and subse
quently instructed, to collect data and make a report covering both 
the scientific and the .pr.actical aspects. This I did, and my report 
was submitted to the Director of the United States Geological Survey 
on December 12, 1899. 1 

An account of the results of my operations in this field will have 
a considerably broader scope than that of the report just mentioned, 
as they covered a large amount of teri·itory more ~r less remote from 
the region popularly known as the petrified forests, extending as far 
west as Supai, and north to the Grand and Marble canyons, including 
an expedition down the Litttle Colorado on its right bank to the cross
ing of the Lee's Ferry road, 70 miles below Winslow. 

Owing to the almost entirely volcanic character of the great region 
occupied by the Bill Williams Mountain, San . Francisco Mountain, 
Kendricks Peak, and the Elden Mesa, it was impossible for me in so 
short a time to work out the stratigraphy of that region, but that there 
are Triassic remnants in it seems certain. Petrified wood was found 
at the most westerly point examined, viz, a mile northwest of Supai. 
I was informed from a reliable source that large silicified logs occur 
3 miles west of Williams. 

The Colorado Plateau to the north, as is well known, is occupied by 
Carboniferous limestone, and this extends eastward to near the Little 
Colorado .. Dr. Newberry observed that this limestone-

de~cending from the San Francisco Mountain, * * * showed a dip to the 
northeast of at least ;100 feet to the mile; and before reaching the [Little Col
orado] river it passed under beds of red shale and sandstone, which ar.e conformable 

· with it. This sandstone is deep blood red in color, is soft, and eroded into fantlistic 
blocks and masses, of which the surfaces are most curiously etched and carved by 
weathering. Above these heavier ·beds are soft, red, argillaceous shales, with layers 
of red and green,. foliated, ripple-marked, fine-grained, micaceous sandstones, all 
without fossils. Such is the geology of the south bank of the river. On the north 
bank the red shales appear at intervals, but are usually concealed by alluvial soil, 
sand, and gravel. About 7 miles from the river the valley is bounded by a mesa 
wall nearly 1,000 feet in height, of which the base is formed by the red shales and 
sandstones before described. 2 • 

The party were then on the northeast side of San Francisco Moun
tain, and the Permian beds are reached some distance southwest of the 
Little Colorado. On the south side of the volcanic area', the principal 
vents of which formed the San Francisco and.Kendricks peaks, Mount 
Sitgreaves, the Elden Mesa, and Bill Williams Mountain, no one seems 
to have reported any sedimentai·y strata higher than the Upper Carbon-

t Report on the Eetrified Forests of Arizona, by Lester F. Ward, Paleontologist, U. S. Geological 
Survey; Department of the Interi'or, Washington, 1900; 23 pages, 8°. 

2Report upon the Colorado River of the West, explored in 1857 and 1858 by Lieut. Joseph C. Ives, 
Washington, 1861, 4°. Part III, Geological Report, by J. S. Newberry, p. 75. 
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iferous limestones which overspread the Colorado an~l Kaibab plateaus 
and stretch away for many miles to the south and southeast, but the 
presence of Permian and Mesozoic remnants in many parts of this 
great Paleozoic te1,:rane is one of the best-attested facts in the geology 
of this region/ and its importance as constituting the principal evi
dence of the former integrity of the sedimentation over this entire 
country has not been overlooked. . 

East of the volcanic area on its south side the descent to the Little 
Colorado is on an average about 40 feet to the mile, but the dip of the 
strata is still greater, and the Carboniferous passes under the red 
shales of the next overlying formation before the bed of that stream 
is reached. This holds true for the lower portions of the river at 
least as far northwest as the crossing of the Lee's Ferry road, 30 miles 
above its mouth. 

I examined these red sandstones and shales on the left bank of the 
river from Winslow to a point 40 miles below, which practically cor
responds to the space between Camp 89 and Camp 85 of the I ves 
Expedition, and I found scattered blocks and small pieces of fossil 
wood at many points. They were usually weathered out and lay on· 
the surface, and may have all been below the horizon in which they 
were actually embedded, but the evidence that they belonged to the 
formation in which they were found is strong. The fac.t that this wood 
is not found on the Carboniferous terrane to the west, but is met with 
only in the sandstones, confirms this view and makes the assumption 
that it belongs to a higher formation which formerly overlay them 
improbable, to say the least. No such assumption could arise but for 
the fact that almost all the geologists who have treated the region 
have referred these saliferous red sandstones to the Permian. If they 
are such the wood also is probably Permian. 

Below this point for many miles the east side of the valley is co.vered 
with a sheet of lava and black basaltic rock, and the surface on both 
sides is strewn with black bowlders of all sizes, which at Black Falls 
form the bed of the river. On the right bank, however, there arise 
terraces several hundred feet high, presenting bold escarpments of 
brownish-red sandstones, with occasional white limestone and gypsmn 
beds and variegated marls. One of the gypsum beds is 10 feet in thick
ness. Petrified wood occurs at nearly all points; and I observed many 
logs in place. · Still farther down on the same side, and for more than 
10 miles above and below the crossing of the Lee's Ferry road, there 
is an exceedingly interesting series of buttes, consisting of remnants 
of the 1nesa on the northeast, which Tises in successive terraces some 
thousand feet above the river bed, the nearest bluff being 150 feet 
high. Scattered over the plain at its base, with a width ?f more than 

1 Tertiary history of the Grand Canon district, by Clarence E. Dutton: ~Ion. U. S. Geol. Sur\"ey,, 
Vol. II, Washington, 1882. 4°, pp. 46, 68, 117ff. 

20 G EOL, PT 2--21 
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a mile, stand these symmetrical cones, buttes, and knolls of variegated 
marls, often almost wholly of blue .clay. This blue-clay stratum~ 20 
feet in thickness, can be seen along the base of. the general escarpment 
overlain by red marls, and these in turn by brown or reddish sand
stones, the topmost stratum being a massive sandstone. The taller 
buttes have the blue clay at the base and the red marls above. 

Immense quantities of fossil wood occur on and around these eroded 
buttes, and in many cases large, much disintegrated logs occupy their 
immediate summits, and have been the occasion of their preservation. 

At the foot of one of these buttes I found a specimen that I con
sider to be a petrifi.ed cone, but only the upper port~on is represented 
for a length of 3 em. It is somewhat compressed laterally, and the 
longer diameter is 3 em., while the shorter is only a trifle over 2 em. 
The transverse fracture is uneven, consisting of two unequal planes, 
rising at different angles toward the apex and forming an obtuse 
reentrant angle on one side of the center, which passes across the cone 
in the direction of the minor axis. On the larger face of the fracture 
the radiate structure is c'early shown. The surface is occupied by 
the thick, irregularly rhombic scales, arranged in quincunx order, 
varying somewhat in size, but averaging 1~ mm. wide by 8 mm. high, 
and often showing the polygonal sca1~s of the deciduous tips. 

So far as the cone itself is concerned, it might, except for its small 
size, be referred to the living genus Araucaria, and the form and gen
eral appearance of the scales approach very close to those of A. cre
tacea Brongn., as figured by Sapo1:ta in· Schimper's 'Traite de Paleon
tologic V egetale, Atlas, pl. lxxvi, fig. 2· (see text, Vol. II, p. 255), 
which comes from the Greensand (Neocomian) of Nogent-le-Rotrou 
(Eure-et-Loir), in France. Considering the age of these beds, how
ever, it is more probable that it represents the ancestral form of the 
present genus, and it is safer to refer it to the extinct genus Arau
carites. I will give it the name Araucarites Chiquita, which refers to 
the Colorado Chiquito, or Little Colorado, on whose banks it was 
found, and also emphasizes its relatively small size. 

That this cone was actually borne on some one of the many trees 
among the petrified remains of which it lay when I' picked it up can 
not, of course, be dqubted, but it is equally obvious that no means 
are at hand for connecting it with specimens of wood collected at the 
same time and place. 

I also found in these denuded hillocks petrified bones. They come 
from the red marls over the blue clay, and were seen in place. No 
attempt was made to excavate the beds, but an expert collector of 
vertebrate remains could in all probability do this with success. The 
specimens collected were weathered out of the sides of the bu~tes and 
lay at their base. They were n1ere fragments, but included one com
plete vertebra. 
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I submitted the material to Mr. F. A. Lucas, curator of the Depart
ment of Comparative Anatomy in the United States National Museun1, 
who kindly examined them and reported as follows: 

The majority of the fragments are from a species of Belodon, apparently related to, 
possibly identical with, a peculiar genus and species (Heterodontosuchus ganei Lucas) 
described by me from the Trias of Utah. The Belodonta are Triassic. 

There is also the vertebra of a small Dinosaur and two dermal spines of some 
Dinosaur, undescribed, but suggestive of a genus having some affinities with the 
Stegosaurs. 

None of the specimens indicate genera older than the Trias. 

The geological position of these beds is one of special importance, 
because, according to all the determinations hitherto made and all the 
maps that have appeared, this locality would fall on the extreme 
western border of the Permian, next to the Carboniferous and many 
miles from the nearest Mesozoic deposits. As already remarked, the 
red sandstones cross the river at this point and extend some distance 
still farther to the southwest, but I did not attempt to follow them to 
their contact with the Carboniferous, because at the time I was 
there I was not aware that the area had beenmapped as Permian, and 
assumed that the occurrence of. Mesozoic strata there was what was to 
be expected. 

It was easy to follow the quite persistent bands of white, blue, red, 
and brown along the- bluffs to the southeast. They dip very slightly 
in the opposite direction, but the dip is less than the fall in the river, 
and as a consequence the lower strata successively disappear in ascend
ing the stream. 1 Twenty miles above the crossing the blue clay was 
no longer seen and the red marls became the basal member of the 
cliffs. This would. give about 1 foot to the mile as the rate at which 
one rises in a southeasterly direction; which would· make the lowest 
bed·s at Winslow some 70 feet higher than those at the crossing of' the 
Lee's Ferry road. · 

The course of the Little Colorado above Winslow is more westerly, 
so that Holbrook, 35 miles above, is only 8 n1ile~ farther $Outh , and 
the formation spreads out some distance ori the left or south side of 
the river. Still its 1i10st important exposures are on the right bank, 
and they occupy a broad area to the northeast, finally passing under 
the higher Jurassic and Cretaceous beds of the Rabbit Ear 1\IIesa 
region. The~ red saliferous sandsto~es are overlain by alternating 
marls and sandstones·, but there is strict conforn1ity, and if the forni.er 
are Permian we must have in this series the entire Triassic system, 
because there is, according to all accounts, complete conformity, also, 
of the overly~ng beds. 2 

1 This fact was observed by [Jr. Newberry, who says: "The fall of the riYer · * * * is somewhat 
more rapid than the dip of the strata, so that, following it toward its sources, we were constantly 
ascendin-g in the geological series." Ives Report, p. 74. 

2 See Newberry's sections in the Ives Report, pp. 77-85, and compare Dutton, op. cit., Chap. XII. 
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PETRIFIED FORESTS OF ARIZONA. 

As already remarked, fossil wood is almost universal. I examined 
a fine forest less than a mile from Holbrook on the first terrace above 
the valley below that place. The valley is here half a mile wide on 
the north side. Most of this is occupied by an alkaline fiat covered 
with greasewoods and saltweeds. The bluff is 50 feet high and pre
cipitous. Many chips and blocks of petrified wood lie about its base 
weathered out, also detained in their fall at all elevations on the sides 
of the escarpment. The .beds are brownish-red sandstones with thin 
seams of white or blue clay shales. On top lie immense petrified' 
logs in great profusion, usually DlUCh split and broken, some£imes 
reduced to heaps of splinters. I collected a number of specimens 
that seemed to show structure perfectly. In a few cases the wood is 
red and jasperized. The hill back of the first .terrace . rises by a 
gradual slope for another 50 feet, and is chiefly covered by blown 
sand, but as far as I. went I found fossil wood wherever the surface· 
was exposed. None of this material seems to be in place, and it.s true 
source is probably still higher. 

The . junction of the Rio Puerco with the Little Colorado is 2 miles 
above and nearly due east of Holbrook. There is running water in . 
the latter at this point all the year round, but it all comes from a spring 
a few miles above, and from there on the Little Colorado is a dry run 
except in the rainy season. The Rio Puerco is dry at its mouth and 
for most of its length, but in most sueh streams water can be reached 
by digging a few feet in the gravelly bed, and it is said that horses 
have the instinct to paw out the gravel until they make a trough in 
which water will stand in sufficient quantities for them to drink. 

The Whipple expedition of 1853, in coming from Zuni· on the south, 
crossed the Rio Puerco at Navajo Springs. and followed it down on 
its right or north bank. It was some 20 or 30 miles above its mouth 
that the party passed through the remarkable petrified forests de
scribed in the reports of Lieutenant Whipple and JVIr. Marcou, 1 and 
also by Mollhausen, who accompanied the expedition. H-ere was 
the Lithodendron Creek, named by Lieutenant \Vhipple (op. cit., Pt. 
I, p. 73.), and so frequently mentioned in connection with the petri
fied forests of Arizona, but which in reality is not located in the heart 
of what is now called the petrified forest, but is on the other side of 
the Rio Puerco and some distance farther west. 2 

It is now well known that petrified wood is exceedingly aburidant 

1 Report<; of Explorations and Surveys to ascertain the l\'lost Practicable and Economical Route for 
a Railroad from the l\fississippi River to the Pacific Ocean, Vol. III, 1856, Pt. I, pp. 73-75; Pt. II, p. 28; 
Pt. IV, pp. 43, 150, 151, 167. 

2It is difficult to identify on modern maps, but a careful study of the map aecompanying the Whip
ple report and of Lieutenant "Whipple's description given in the itii'terary (p. 73) seems to require 
the assumption that his '' Carriso Creek" is what is now called Dead Creek on the Land Office map, 
and that Lithodendron Creek was what is now called Carrizo Creek or Carrizo Wash. 
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throughout the entire region and will be met with whatever route one 
may take, but there are differen~es in the degrees of abandancc and 
of perfection or intensity of coloration of th~ wood at different points 
or centers of accumulation. The climax in all these respects, so far 
as has yet been discovered, is reached in an area lying between the 
Rio Puerco and the Little Colorado, but nearer to the former. It is 
bounded on the east by the meridian of 109° 45' west fron1 Green
wich, is nearly square, and its center falls in about latitude 34° 52', 
longitude 109°. 49'. Its western border is about 15 miles east of the 
junction of the two rivers and 17 miles east of Holbrook. Its north
ern boundary is 6 miles due south of the Rio Puerco at Adamana 
Station on the Santa Fe Pacific Railroad. The area is about 8 miles 
square and falls chiefly within township 17 N., range 24 E., but 
extendt; a short distance on the south into township 16 N., and on the 
west into range 23 E. 

This region consists of the ruins of a former plain having an 
altitude above sea level of 5, 700 to 5,750 feet. This plain has under
gone extensive e1~osion, being worn down to a maximum depth of 
nearly 700 feet, and is cut into innumerable ridges, buttes, and small 
mesas, with valleys, gorges, and gulches between. The strata consist 
of alternating beds of variegated marls, sandstone shales, and massive 
sandstones. The marls are purple, white, and blue, the reddish tints 
predominating, the white and blue forming bands of different thick
hess between the others, which give to the cliffs a lively and pleasing 
effect. The sandstones are chiefly of a reddish-brown color and closely 
resemble the brownstone of the Portland and Newark quarries, or the 
red sandstone of the Seneca quarries on the Potomac River and at 
Brentsville in Virginia, but some are light brown, gray, or .whitish in 
color. The mesas are formed by the resistance to erosiv~ agencies of 
the massive sandstone layers, of which there are several at different 
horizons, and which vary in size from mere capstones of small buttes to 
tables several miles in extent, stretching to the east and to the northwest. 

The drainage of the area is to the south, and in the middle of it, 
having a nearly due southern course, but winding much among buttes, 
is the arroyo which has been mistaken for the famous Lithodendron 
Creek named by Lieutenant \Vhipple in 1853, as already explained. 
This arroyo or creek is dry ~nost of the year, but has a gravelly bed 
often 20 feet in width, and, as with many other streams in this region, 
if holes are dug in this gravel to a depth of 4 or 5 feet water will 
accumulate and stand in them. 

The valley of this creek is narrow in the northern and central parts 
of the area and there are several short branches or affiuents, but at 
the southern end it broadens out and its rugged, spurred, and canyoned 
slopes are highly picturesque. Here is located the principal petrified 
forest, and this is t~e region that has been characterized by some as 
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Chalcedony Park. The petrified logs are countless at all horizons and 
lie in the greatest profusion. on the knolls, butte~, and sp~i·s and in 
the. ravines· and gulches, while the ground seems to be everywhere 
studded with gems consisting of broken fragments of all shapes and 
sizes and exhibiting all the colors of the rainbow. \iVhen we remem
ber that .this special area is several square miles in extent some idea 
can be formed of the enormous quantity of this material that it · 
contains. 

Although much fossil wood occurs throughout the whole region as 
above delimited, still for 'Several miles to the north of this Chalcedony 
Park it is less abundant, and it is not until the northern end of the 
area is reached that another center of accumulation occurs. This lies 
between two mesas, in a valley that opens out upon the general plain 
which stretches north to the Rio Puerco. It is much smaller in extent 
than the southern park, but substantially the same general features are 
presented. 

There is still a third center of accumulation, called the "middle 
forest,'' which lies smne 2 miles southeast of this last and extends to 
tho eastern margin of the general region. It occupies the western 
slope of the table-land on the east, and is very extensive, stretching a 
mile or more in a north-south direction and having a .. width of half a 
mile in places. It presents many interesting novelties. 

All the petrified forests thus far described are, geologically speaking, 
entirely out of place, and the trunks bear every evidence of having 
dropped down to their present position from. a higher horizon in which 
they were originally entombed and from which they have been subse
quently washed out. Nor is their original position to be discovered by 
ascending the several mesas included in the area, although sbme of 
these rise 400 feet above the lowest ground. It is not until the still 
higher plateau js reached which bounds the whole region and lies more 
than 700 feet above the valley that the stratum is at last found which 
actually holds. the fossil wood. A geologist might therefore traverse 
the entire area from north to south, visit all three of the principal 
forests, and go out with the impression that everything was out of 
place, and with no correct idea of the true source of the fossil wood. 
Even on the east it would be difficult to settle this question, on account 
of the paucity of the trunks in that direction, but it .could doubtless 
be done by prolonged and careful search. On the west side, however, 
and directly west of the southernmost area~ the plateau is only about 2 

·miles wide and has a western escarpment, with another val!ey extending 
both south and· west of it. This plateau or elongated mesa is highest 
on its western side, rising to the 5, 750-foot contour line immediately 
above the escarpment; and here is exposed a fine series of petrified 
trunks fringing the n1esa, with many weathered out on the slope or 
rolled down into the valley below. A few feet below the actual sum-
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mit is a bed, some 20 feet thick, of coarse, gray, conglomeratic, cross
bedded sandstone, at many places in which were found, firmly embed-

~ ded, logs and branches of the petrified wood, often projecting from it 
in the cliffs, and clearly in place. This, then, is the true source of the \ 
fossil wood, and after several days' study on all sides of the. area I 
became· convinced that no other layer holds any of it, at least in this 
r~gion. 

This bed was found at nearly all points where the requisite elevation 
can be attained, but the petrified logs do not occur in the same abund
ance throughout. They are massed or collected together in groups or 
heaps at certain points and may be altogether absent at others. From 
their great abundance in the three areas above "described, which· may 
be called the upper, lower,. and middle forest, respectively, but in all 
of which they are out of place and lie several hundred feet below 
their proper position, it must be inferred that the stratum which held 
them was especially rich and that the trunks must have lain in heaps 
upon one another. This bed may have been considerably thicker in 
these areas than it is farther out on the margins where it is now found 
in place. 

At only two points within the general petrified forest area did I find 
remnants of this bed which had not been broken down and disinte
grated. One of these is at the extreme northern mid, half a mile 
northeast of the upper forest. Here there is a small mesa, which lies 

. at an elevation of nearly 5, 700 feet, or about 400 feet above the valley 
that contains the upper forest. It is isolated, and its· nearly flat top, 
which is approximately circular, is about half a mile in diameter. 
The coarse conglomeratic sandstone stratum, 20 to 30 feet in thickness, 
occupies the summit of this 1nesa and is often hardened into rock, but 
iii all essential respects it is identical with that of the elongated mesa 
on the southwest side of the area above described. The petrified wood 
is less abundant here, but sufficiently comrtwn, and is embedded in and 
often projects frmn the sandstone l13dges. 

Besides the fact that this ted lies wholly. within the petrified forest 
atea, there is another important circumstance which serves to give it 

·special prominence. One of the most celebrated objects in this entire 
region is the well-known "Natural Bridge," mentioned by so many 
travelers, consisting of a great petrified trunk lying across a canyon 
and forming a natural footbridge, on which men may easily cross. 
This occurs on the northeast side of the above-mentioned mesa, near 
its rim, and the bed in which it lie~ is the coarse sandstone which holds 
all the petrified wood. The Natural Bridge therefore possesses the 
added interest of being in place, which can be said of very few of the· 
other petrified logs of this regio.n. 

It. was observed in the southwester.n exposure and at other points 
that all the petrified logs and blocks lying in the sandstone or only 
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recently washed out of it are surrounded by a coating of the sandstone 
firmly cemented to the exterior. The absence of this coating from • 
most of those in the principal forests is due to their long exposure to 
climatic influences, which ultimately disintegrate and detach the .sand
rock adhering to them and strip them clean to the body of the trunks 
themselves. That this process requires ages of time is proved by the 
fact- that the Natural Bridge is still coated over a large part of its 
surface by the remains of the cemented sand rock in which it was once 
completely embedded. This is true chiefly of the lower portion, and 
farther up the trunk it has nearly all disappeared. The trunk is in an 
excellent state of preservation and is complete to the base, where it is 
abruptly enlarged and shows the n1anner in which the roots were 
attached. This portion still lies partially buried in the sandstone, 
which is the same in character as that which still adheres to the lower 
20 feet. The canyon or gulch has a due north direction and is very 
precipitous, beginning only 200 yards above the bridge and rapidly 
broadening in its descent. At the point where the bridge crosses it is 
about 30 feet wide, but the trunk lies diagonally across and measures 
44 feet between the' points at which it rests on the sides of the canyon. 
The angle is nearly 45°, and the tree lies with its roots to the south
east and its top to the northwest. The canyon is here about 20 feet 
deep, and fron1 its botton1 and slopes several small trees are growing, 
some. of which rise considerably above the bridge. The trees are 
mostly cedars, but there is one cottonwood (Populus angtttstf:folia'). 
The root is quite near the brink of the canyon, but rests on a solid 
ledge for a distance of 4 feet, so that there is no probability that in 
this dry region it will be endangered by further erosion. The total 
length exposed is 111 feet, so that more than 60 feet of the upper part 
lie out on the left bank of the canyon. At about the middle of the 
canyon, and above where the coating of sandstone still adheres, it 
measures 10 feet in circumference, giving a diameter of over 3 feet. 
At the base it is now 4 feet in diameter, but the thickness of the incrus
tation is not exactly known. At the extreme summit the diameter is 
reduced to 18 inches. As in the case of practically all the petrified 
logs of the region, there.are no indications of limbs or branches at the 
top. The significance of this fact will be noted later. 

A conspicuous characteristic of all the petrified trunks, not only of 
this area and of the general Triassic terrane of Arizona and New 
JYiexico, but of all petrified forests, .is their tendency to break across 
into sections or blocks of greater or less length. All travelers have 
remarked this, and the sketches given by Mollhausen and in the Pacific 
Railroad reports show them thus divided. Some observers have noted 
the fact that the Natural Bridge has several of these transverse cracks, 
and all the good photographic views of it show them. I counted four, 
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but most of them seem to be as yet only partial and probably do not 
extend entirely through the trunk .. There is one, however, near the 
left bank ·of the canyon which has the appearance of doing so, and the 
trunk is probably only kept from parting at this point by" the mechan
ical adjustment which causes the adjacent faces to perform thp office 
of a keystone to an arch. Any considerable shrinkage due to climatic 
or other causes would overcome this i.nfluence and the entire bridge 
would crash to the' bottom of the canyon and roll down the escarp
ment in a number of huge segments. 

An examination of the relations of .the Natural Bridge to the gulch 
which it spans shows clearly that the trunk was primarily entombed 
in the sandstone bed covering this entire region, and that, with the 
progress of erosion, which ultimately carried away· the entire plain to 
the north as well as in other directions, leaving this small mesa, it 
was at last exposed and lay for a great period near the rim of the 
escarpment. At :first it was only partially buried and later came to 
lie on t~e surface of the ground. As the land rises somewhat to the 
south of it rills were formed above, and in times of floods or heavy rain 
it obstructed the flow of the water, forming a sort of dam. The water 
lying against the trunk long after it had ceased to overflow it, tended to 
disintegrate the rock upon which the trunk lay, until eventually it found 
its way through beneath the trunk at some one point. The smallest 
opening of this nature would soon become a free passage for the water, 
and a simple continuation of this process of local erosion would ulti
mately result in the formation of the entire gorge as it exists to-day. 

The other case which I observed of the presence of the conglom
eratic sandstone within the general petrified forest area occurs near its 
center, about midway between the upper and lower forests, along the 
narrow portion of the valley of the creek above described, on both 
sides of the canyon and near the level of its bed, at an altitude of about 
5,300 feet. The exposure is typical in all respects, and logs were se~n 
projecting from the canyon walls·, from one of which specimens were 
collected. As this exposure is 400 feet below that in which the Natural 
Bridge occurs and 450 feet below that on the southwestern mesa, its 
presence there can be accounted for only on one of two hypotheses
either that of the existence of another exactly similar stratum at this 
horizon, or that of a fau1t, or what would amount to the same thing, a 
slide or slipping down of a large block of the uppermost beds in such 
a manner as not to disturb ·their stratigraphical arrangement. 

The first of these hypotheses is rendered improbable by the fact that 
a careful study of the beds at the same horizon in other places revealed 
n'o such stratum, and it could scarcely be so local as not to be found
elsewhere. The second hypothesis seems in every way probahle, as in 
such a much-disturbed region it would be easy. for the erosive agencies 
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to undermine a small outlier or mesa and cause it to sink down intact 
to a lower level. The question, however, requires more detailed inves- , 
tigation than I was able to give it.· 

Leaving this phenomenon out of the account, therefore, and consid
ering the two exposures in which there is no question as to their 
natural position, we may use them as a means of determining whether 
the strata have any dip and to some extent in ascertaining the amount 
and direction of the dip. The ·topographic map has a 250-foot contour 
interval, which is too large to be employed with any very great accu
racy, and an aneroid can hardly be depended upon for measurenients 
made six hours apart, as had to be done in this case, but, as nearly as 
I could judge from all sources of information, the Natural Bridge mesa 
seems to be between 50 and 100 feet lower than the southwestern mesa. 
As the distance is about 5 miles, the dip to the northeast is somewhere 
between 5 and 10 feet to the mile. As, however, the strike was not 
accurately determined, there is no certainty that this is the true dip of 
the strata, and more precise observations· on a much larger scale will 
be necessary to settle this question. · 

Although there is no longer al)y question as to the true stratigraph
ical position of these profuse vegetable remains, there are many facts 

. which stand in the way of the supposition that the trees actually grew 
where we now find them. Several accounts 1 profess that stumps occur 
erect, with their roots in the ground, showing that they grew and were 
buried and petrified on the spot, but I was unable to confirm any siwh 
observations, and on careful inquiry of residents of the country who 
had minutely examined every part of the area I was unabl~ to learn· 

• of a single indisputable instance of such a,n occurrence. The only 
trunk that I saw standing on end was one that was inverted and had 
its roots high in air. In fact, from the nature of the case, as I have 
just shown, there would be _no use looking for any such phenomenon in 
any of the principal fossil forests, since they all lie from 100 to 400 feet 
below where they were originally deposited. It is only in the beds of 
coarse sandstone that hold them, therefore, that the evidence need be 
sought. This I did with the utmost care, but even here I found no 
example of an upright trunk. 

In this, as I was glad to learn after my . return on looking the mat
ter up, I was only confirming the observations and conolusions of Dr. 
J. S. Newberry, made in 1858 and published.in 1861.2 

Dr. Newberry's statement is as follows: 

· I examined these specimens with some care to determine, if possible, whether they 
had grovm on: the spot, as those of Lithodendron Creek are supposed to have done 
by the members of Captain '\Vhipple's party, or whether they had been transported 

1 Mollhausen, Joe. cit. Marcou, BulL Soc. geol. France, 2d series, Vol. XII, 1855, p. 871. Repeated in 
Geology of North Americ·a, etc., Zurich, 1858, p.13. 

2 Newberry, in the Ives Report, p. 80. · 
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to their positions. In all that came' under my observation I failed to find any evi
dence that they had grown in the vicinity. All the trunks are stripped of th~ir 
branches and exhibit precisely the appearance of those transported to some distance 
by the agency of water. In confirmation of this view I should also say I found in 
the marls, with the. entire trunks, rounded ru1g water-worn fragments of wood, in 
some instances silicified and in others converted into lignite. 

I gathered the same impression from all the collections of silicified wood which I 
observed in this formation in western New Mexico, viz, that all had been trans-
ported, but not far removed from their place of growth. 1 

, 
Although· it is easy to 'find pet;:ified limbs and small twigs ai:nong 

the other objects, still these occur sporadically and accidentally at any· 
and all points. They are no more likely to be found.beyond the termi
nation of the tall trunks than anywhere else, as would be the case if the 
trees lay near where they grew. In fact, it happened that I never 
found small twigs in this position, although I searched in hundreds o£ 
cases. I found no petrified cones, but I heard vague reports of their 
having been found. It would be strange if none were preserved in 
such a vast mass of trunks of cone-bearing trees. 

Finally, the great abundance of the material would seem to negative 
the idea that it could have all grown on the same area. Even if every 
tree had been preserved, there are places where it would have been 
impossible for them to stand as thickly as they lie on the surface, not 
to speak of the space that trees in a forest require in order to thrive, 
as these trees evidently did thrive. And while there is now no place 
where they lie so thickly in the original bed of sandstone, still, even· 
here they are not only all prostrate, but lie in little collections and 
huddles, quite differently from what should be expected if they were 
precisely where they grew; · 

The preservation of a forest in situ with the· trunks erect could 
scarcely take place e.xcept by some sudden, commonly eruptive agency . 
. Such agencies have undoubtedly operated in the preservation of the 
petrified forests of the Yellowstone Park, and of others that I have 
visited in Wyoming and elsewh3re, in which the stumps and some
times tall trunks do stand in po·sition with their roots in the ground, 
but in the region under consideration there are only faint indications 
of eruptive agencies, certainly not sufficient to account for the 
phenomena. 

The indications, therefore, all point to some degree of transporta
tion of this material by water antecedent to petrifaction, and the great 
amount of it at this particular phwe argue::; for the existence there of 
such a condition as would arrest the process. and cause the floating 
logs to accumulate in masses," as often happens in great eddies or the 
deltas of rivers. The chara~ter of the bed in which they occur further 
supports this view. The coarse sand and gravel, highly favorable to 
the process of. silicification~ denotes the proximity of the land, aJ?,d the 
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cross bedding bears witness to the existence of rapid and ehanging 
currents. As this stratum oceupies the highest elevations in this 
region, the nature of the overlying beds is not revealed, and the ques
tion whether the period was .followed by one of general subsidence 
can be settled only by a study of the higher plains lying some distance 
to the east and north, but it is probable that the bed sank and that 
finer deposits ultimately. buried it at the bottom of the Mesozoic. sea, 
there .to remain until the Tertiary epeirog~nie movement raised the 
entire eountry from 5,000 to 6,000 feet above sea level. 

THE TA YLORSVILLE,1 CALIFORNIA, AREA. 

· The Mesozoic. beds, believed to · be of Triassic age, in the vieinity 
of Tayl9rsville, Plumas County, California, and now generally known 
by the name of that town, are the only ones of that age as yet known 
to me in California from whieh fossil plants have been eolleeted. 
Lying near the fortieth parallel, the region was naturally entered by 
the g;eologists of the Fortieth Parallel Survey at an early date, and 
those of the California State surveys also passed over it and made 
important diseoveries, including, approximately, .that of the age of 
the roeks and some eolleetions of animal fossils. 

Dr. George F. Becker, in 1885,2 mentions Ti'iassic fossils from 
the Genesee Valley, Plumas County; and Prof. J. S. Diller, who made 
his first excursion through this region in 1885, gave some account of 
it the following year. 3 Shortly after· this the region was visited by . 
Prof. I. C. Russell, Prof. Alpheus Hyatt, Mr. H. W. Turner, and Dr. 
Cooper Curtice, and large collections of animal remains were made. 

Dr. Curtice, in 1890, and again in 1891, was successful in securing 
a few fossil plants, but all proved to be in an imperfect state of preser
vation. The localities from which Dr. Curtice obtained his plants, as 
recorded on his labels, are as follows: "Hillside north of a hut near 
Mr. Forman's house, near TayJorville," 1890. "On trail opposite 
Bostwicks Bar, near Reynolds Ferry, Stanislaus River," 1891. "Six 
miles from_ Copperopolis, on route to Sonora, and on grade to Angels 
Creek," 1891. "Stanislaus River, near canyon opposite mouth of 
Bear Creek," 1891. 

In 1891 Messrs. E. G. Paul and James Storrs made still another 
collection of fossil plants from the same general region, their labels 
giving the locality as "Formans, North Arm of Indian Valley, near 
Taylorville." 

All these coliections came ultimately i~to my hands, and every effort 
was made to determine them and ascertain their bearing on the age of 

1 In all collections from this place and in Professor Diller's published papers the name is written 
Taylorville, but it is called Taylorsville in the U.S. Postal Guide. 

2Notes on the stratigraphy of California: Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No.19, 1885, p. 21.. 
3 Notes on the geology of northern California: Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 33,1886, pp. 9-21. 
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the beds. The first installment received was sent to Professor Fon
taine for determination, and he reported upon it, under date of Decem
ber 8, 1891, as follows: 

I have carefully examined the small collection of fossil plants made by Mr. J. S. 
Diller in northern California, which you sent to me for determination. 

The plants are very fragmentary, and most of them are poorly preserved. The 
most distinct ara a smaU Equisetum and several ferns with small pinnules. The ferns 
are the most numerous, but unfortunately they present mostly such portions as the 
tips of pinme and detacheq fragments of pinnre. The amount of material is not 
sufficient to enable one to determine with positiveness their relations to previously 
described forms, for ferns are so notoriously variablE) in foliage that a considerable 
amount of material is needed to make reliable determinations. Still, taking the col
lection as a whole, and looking to the nearest relationships with previously known 
fossil plants, we may arrive at some results with a considerable degree of certainty. 

The plants are certainly younger than Paleozoic, and as the elements of the flora are 
ferns, equiseta, cycads, and conifers, with no trace of dicotyledons, they are Meso
zoic, mo~t probably older than Cretaceous, with the possible exception of its very 
base. 

Owing to the imperfection of the material and the absence of the type forms, I 
can not come to a positive conclusion as to the exact po:::ition in the Mesozoic of these 
plants, but I think the weight of evidence is strongly in favor of the flora being 
Rhetic or uppermost Trias. 

The following enumeration of determinable forms will give the reasons for this 
conclusion: 

1. Equisetum Jf'uensleri (Stern b.) 'Brongn.? This Equisetum is one of the most com
mon and best-preserved fo~sils in the Forman slates. It has a small stem, the largest 
imprints indicating a diameter not greater than one inch. The character of the teeth 
and the small size cause it to differ decidedly from the large equiseta of the Older 
Trias. There are no good characters separating it from E. -'~fuensteri, as figured by 
Schenk in his Grenzschichten, while some of the imprints remind one of E. Lyellii. 

2. Podozamites or Pterophyllum. This is a strap-shaped fragment showing no 
base and· no tips. Hence its true place can not be determined. The nerves are 
parallel, and appear to fork at one end of the leaf, which is probably the basal end. 
The imprint is most probably that of a Podozamites, but it may be a Pterophyllum. 
It seems to be very rare. 1 

3. A small fern. This has very small pinnules shown on small detached fragments 
of pinnre, which have the general aspect of those of a Pecopteris. They show no 
nerves, and are granulated with what seem to be sori covering the surface of the 
pinnules. This is probably the fructification of Acrostichites, to which genus we may 
perhaps regard the fern as belonging. It is, however, smaller in pinnules than any 
previously described Acrostichites. It is rare. 2 

4. A small fern. This, in the form of its pinnules, resembles a Sphenopteris, but 
the fructified forms show the pinnules apparently covered ·with sori, producing a 
granulation, which makes this, too, probably an Acrostichites. The sterile pinnules 
of this fern remind one of Schenk's Coniopieris Braunii." 3 

5. A small fern. This has small pinnules, or segments of pinnre, which are in shape 
similar to Acrostichites micmphyllus of the Virginia Rhetic formation, as described in 
in Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, but the species is a new one, with ultimate pinnre 
shorter than those of any previously described Acrostichites .. ·It seems to be clearly 
an Acrostichites, for the fructified pinnules show the characteristic granulation. In 

J \Ve will call this Podozamites f taylorsvillensis Ward, n. sp. 
2This may be called Acrostichiles? jructijet Ward, n. sp. 
a Let this bear the name Acrostichites? coniopteroides Ward, n. sp. 
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the form of its sterile. pinnules it is a good deal like Schenk's Sphenopteris Rrtssertiana, 
.described in his Foss. Fl. d. Grenzschichten. This is quite rare. 1 

6. Acrost'ichites princeps (Presl) Schenk? This fern is one of the most common and 
best preserved. In both the shape of the pinnules and the granulation that covers 
the fructified pinnules it agrees pretty closely with Schenk's Acrostichites princeps, from 
the Rhetic of Europe. The pinnules, like those of the latter, are small, with margins 

·more or less undulating, and when fructified, as they mostly are, they are covered 
with sori. The amount of material does not suffice, I think,. to make the identifi.::!a
tion positive. 

7. Sagenopteris or Cheiropteris. This is a fragrant of :what seems to have been a 
rather large leaf with very thin texture. It shows a border which may be a portion 
of the extremity of the leaf or of a lateral margin. The nerves are approximately 
parallel, thin, and not distinct. They anastomose at considerable intervals, so as to 
give long meshes. The nervation seems nearer that of Sagenopteris than any other 
fern. If it is a Sagenopteris the leaflets are larger than those of any described species 
of that g~nus. Only one specimen was seen. 2 

According to this list, the plants now in question would seem to find their nearest 
affinities in the Rhetic flora· of Franconia, as described by Dr. Schenk. 

Professor Diller, in a paper published the following year,3 gives (p. 
374)a condensed statement of ·Professor Fontaine's report, but it has 
never before been published entire. Another collection was made in 
1893, but the material was even poorer than the rest, and it has been 
impossible to determine it. The record will, therefore, have ~o close 
with Professor Fontaine's i·eport above, but it is greatly to be hoped 
that some better locality may yet be found and further. light shed on 
the flora of these beds, · 

PART II. 

'l'HB JURASSIC FJ..JORA. 

PLANT-BEARING DEPOSITS SUPPOSED' TO BE JURASSIC. 

It is not, of course, proposed here to go over the ground . so long J 

under discussion relative to the Triassic deposits considered in the last 
chapter, although the Richmond coal field was first regarded by Rogers 
as. Oolite,. and Mr. Marcou first referred those of the Southwest to the 
Jurassic. This question we will consider as settled, and whether, with 
Professor Fontaine, we place the highest of them in the Rhetic . or 
regard them all as more probably representing the Keuper, we may 
at least include them all in the American Trias. 

The deposits now to be considered are recognized by all as lying 
above these last, and the ones that have been under discussion are so 
much higher that the question has alwaj7 s been ''7 hether to regard .them 
'as Jurassic or as Cretaceous: Neither dol now propose to open up the 
questions relative to the alleged Jurassic age of the Potomac formation 

1 This can bear the name Acrostichites brevipennis Ward, 11. sp. 
2From the large leaflets this may be called Sagenopteris f rnagnijoliola Ward, 11. sp .. 
a Geology of the Taylorville region of California: Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. III, 1892, pp. 369-394. 
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and of the cycad-bearing beds "of the Black Hills (Lakota £.ormation of 
Darton). The former of these questions has been much discussed and 
it will suffice to refer to its recent literature. 1 

JVIr. J"ules Marcou~ in a somewhat acrimonious article on the Tria.ssic 
flora of Richmond, Virginia, published in 1890,2 alludes (p. 161) to 
a '~Jurassic :florula" found by Dr. Newberry in 1858 at the Moqui 
Pueblo in New :Mexico: Although I presumed he referred to Dr. New
berry's report in the Report of the Colorado River of the West by 
Lieutenant I ves, 1861, still there was some uncertainty, and I therefore. 
called Dr. Newberry's attention to the matter and asked him whether 
he recognized any true Jurassic floras in America. There was some 
further correspondence~ and some extracts from his letters are well 
worth publishing- in the present connection. He says: 

The fossil plants to which you refer are described in the geological part of the hes 
Colorado report, page 129, pl. iii. The deposit from which this handful of plants 
was takei1 is quite near to the Moqui villages, a few miles south of the table-land on 
which arc situated the tmvns known as "·Mooshauove" and ''Shungopave," and at 
a point where the Moquis obtained clay for their pottery. The Dakota sandstone, 
·with its dicotyledonous leaves, rests on these clays and they contain much lignite; 
below them are the highly colored marls which form the top of the Trias. 

The Jurassic ( "Atlantosaurus ") beds~sandstones and shales with Saurian bones~ 
occur just beneath the Dakota and upon the Triassic marls 150 miles north from 
this locality, but they are fresh-water deposits and local. No Jurassic rocks have 
been detected in that part of Arizona where these plants occur, and the Jurassic 
rocks seem to thin out toward the south and not to cross the north line of Arizona 
or New Mexico. At Abiquiu, 60 miles north and west of Santa Fe, the Dakota sand
stone rests upon strata which contain unmistakable Triassic plants, but all are differ
ent fl:om those at the Moqui villages. As that group of plants and the clay and 
lignite in which they occur have not been recognized anywhere else we are abso
lutely wjthout proof of their age. Because these plants are different from those 
known to be Upper Triassic in New Mexico I have been inclined to regard them as 
Jurassic, but have never asserted that they were such, nor indeed that they were 
Triassic ·or anything else. 

I have always been doubtful about the geological position of the lignites and the 
clay beds at the Moqui villages. This doubt is due to the facts that the lignite and 
clay beds have not been identified elsewhere, and that the small number of plants 
obtained from them are different specifically from any found elsewhere in the world. 
It will be impossible, therefore, for any man:, however learned and wise, to assign an 

. age to the Moqui fiorula without more facts to base a conclusion on. 
I never really regarded ·the Moqui plants as Cretaceous, because the beds which con

tain them are overlain by the Dakota sandstone, which, when iny report was written, 

1 See papers by Prof. 0. C. Marsh in the Sixteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Gcol. Survey for 1894-95, Pt. I, 
1896, pp. 133-414; ~m. Jour. Sci., 4th S~r., Vol. II, October, 1896, pp. 295-298; November, 1896, pp. 375-
377; December, 1896, pp. 433-447; Vol. VI, August, 1898, pp.105-115, 197; Science, N. S., V0l. VIII, August 
5, 1898, pp. 145-154-by G. K. Gilbert in Science, N. S., Vol. IV, December 11, 1896., pp. 875-877-by 
Jules .Marcou in Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vel. IV, September, 1897, pp. 197-212-by Robert '1'. Hill in 
Science, N. S., Vol. IV, December 18, 1896, pp. ·918-920; Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. IV, December, 
1897, pp. 449-469-by Lester F. Ward in Science, N. S., Vol. V, .March 12, 1897, pp. 411-423; Nineteenth 
Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey for 1897-98, Pt. II, 1899, pp. 521-946-by William B. Clark in The Phys
ical Features of Maryland, Maryland Geological Survey, April, 1897, 4°-byClark and Bibbins iii Journal 
of G~ology, Vol. V, July-August, 1897, pp. 479-506-by Arthur Hollick in Proc. Am. Assn. Adv. Sci., 
Vol. XLVII, 1898, pp. 292-293. 

2Am. Geologist, Vol. V, March, 1890, pp. 160-174. 
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was supposed , to be the oldest mem her of the Cretaceous system on this continent. 
The question in my mind has been: Are they Jurassic or Triassic? No JurassiC plants, 
unless these are such, have been found in America, and the Triassic flora of Abiquiu 
and Sonora is Keuper, so there is a possibility, not to say probability, that we here 
get our first glimpse of the flora which covered the land while the Jurassic lime
stones of the Black Hills and the "'Wasatch were accumulating in the sea, and'the 
AtJantosaurus beds were filling up fresh-water lakes around which was land that sup
ported a luxuriant vegetation. This was so because the Jurassic fresh-water beds 
contain the remains of the largest herbivores known. Atlantosaurus was 100 feet or 
more in length, stood 30 feet in height, and must have consun1.ed several tons of vege-

. table tissue per day. This sho·ws how much we have to learn in regard to the vege
tation of our continent in geological times. Knowing the herbivorous character of 

·the great Jurassic Dinosaurs, I have been on the lookout to find traces of their food, 
but the Atlantosaurus beds, where I have examined them, contain no plants. 
Somewhere they '"ill be found, however, and I envy the man who first gets a view 
of them. 1 

The localities where I have seen the fresh-water Jurassic strata are near Canyon 
City in Canyon Pintado, north of the Sierra Abajo and in South Canyon, near Glen
wood Springs. In none of the localities did I find any remains. of plants, but I had 
very little time to look, and I beg you will make a note of these places, as well as that 
of the Moqui plants, as deserving of further search. 

The so-called Jurassic florula lies in No. 15 of the section on pages 84 and 85; all 
above that is unquestionably Cretaceous. No.14 is Dakota, as is proven by its numer
ous dicotyledonous leaves and by itt:l rclation to the overlying shales, which repre
sent the Colorado group and contain its characteristic fossils. No. 12 of the section 
on page 85 contains numerous plant remains, some of which are represented on pl. iii, 
but they have nothing to do with the flora found in the clays and lignites (No. 15) 
which lie below all the strata of the Moqui table-lands. Only the plants of which the 
figures are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 4a on pl. iii are from this horizon. None of the plants 
taken from this stratum have been found elsewhere, so I can not say to-day any more 
than when my Colorado report was ·written ,vhether this florula is Jurassic or Triassic. 
I have never asserted that it was one or the other, and no one else is warranted in 
taking any other ground than I took in that report, viz, that further collections must 
be made from this deposit before the question can be decided. I hope you will keep 
the locality in mind and some time be able to send one of the employees of the Geolog
ical Survey there and gather more material. I shall be delighted if the flora of this 
deposit shall prove to be Jurassic, for as yet we have not obtained a glimpse of the 
great flora that must have prevailed on this continent during the .Jurassic age and 
which afforded subsistence to the great herbivores, Atlantosaurus, Stegosaurus, etc. 

Soon after thi~ I had some correspondence with Professor Fontaine 
relative to the probable affinities of the plants :figured in the Ives re- · 
port. He made a careful examination of the figures and the text, and 
wrote me as follmvs: 

I have examined carefully the figures of the fossil plants described by Dr. New
berry in the Ives report on the Colorado River of the w·est, which are given on 
pl. iii, figs. 1-4, and have read all that Newberry says about them. I should say 
decidedly that they are neither true Triassic nor Rhetic in age, but beyond this I can 
not speak with conviction. There is not enough material figured to fix the character 
of the flora, and the plants figured are not identical with any described species known 

1 This prediction Jut>: now been fulfilled by the discovery of the cycads and fossil wood described 
in thiR paper. L. F. W. ' 
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to me. Besides this, the notice by Dr. Newberry of the fossils found by him with 
these, but not figured, adds to the doubt in my mind. · 

The plant figured in figs. 1 and 2 is certainly not a Cyclopteris. It is probably a 
fern and, if so, has quite a modern look, resembling more than others some of the 
·living Adiantums. For shape it may be compared with the living A. asar~folium 
Willd., and for the possession of a basal midrib, with the living A.· Tfilsoni Hook. 
It may, however, be some old Proteaceous type, for it ha.S something of the habit 
of a dicotyledonous leaf. 

Figs. 3 and 4 probably represent a Gleichenia, and they look something like some 
of Heer's forms from Kame, with, however, decided differences. If I were com
pelled to determine the age from the figured plants alone, I should say it is lowest 
Cretaceous or Neocomian. 

Newberry says that the dicotyledonous leaf give·n in fig. 6 comes from the lignite 
beds that furnished the other plants of the flora now in question (see p. 131, under 
Phyllites venosissirnus.) 

The n~rvation and shape of this reminds me of some of the forms of Sapindopsis 
of the Potomac. If this leaf was really found in the lignite bed, and not higher up 
in the Dakota group, its evidence would point to a Cretaceous age. 

In connection with t~is I may refer to what N,ewberry says at the top of page 131, 
in closing his remarks on his Pecopteris cycloloba, the possible Gleichenia. He says 
of this plant that it is associated 'vith Clathropteris of Jurassic affinities, and the first
appearing species of the dicotyledonous plants of the Cretaceous epoch, etc. He 
does not put the lignite bed and underlying strata in the same group with the beds 
of the uppermost mesa, which yielded him dieotyledons, so that I infer that he m.eans 
to say that he found dicotyledons with P. cycloloba, but I can not understand why • 
he does not lay stress on that fact. Aga:in, on page 132, he mentions finding Cla
thropteris in the lignite bed,· yielding the above-mentioned plants, but he says that 
the fragments 'vere too imperfect for description. If this is in fact a Clathropteris,. 

· then it would indicate strongly that the age of the bed is Jurassic. I would suggest, 
however, that under some conditions a Clathropteris might, if imperfectly preserved, 
be similar' to some imperfectly preserved dicotyledons, and these fragments may 
be really no more Clathropteris than the dicotyledonous leaf given in' pl. iii, fig. 
5 is a N europteris. 

Dr. Newberry, in his letter to you,· in which he says that the plants were obtained 
in No. 15 of the section on pages 84, 85, seems to have forgotten the seCtion obtained 
at camp 92, before reaching the Moqui villages, given_ on page 81, where he found the 
sam.e plants as inN o. 15, and he overlooked the statement made at the bottom of page 
131, which attributes Phyllites venosissirnustothesame lignite bed. _He says in his let
ter that only thephmts figured inNos.l to 4 coinefrom thishorizon. Areweto take 
his present recollections or his statement made then? Of course the presence of this 
dicotyledon may be accounted for by supposing that it came really from the Cretace-
ous strata 'above, but got mixed up with the lignite plants. ·· 

Have you noted the fact that Newberry, on page 131, says that his Phyllites venosis
simus, pl. iii, fig. 6, comes from the beds with 'the-supposed Jurassic plants? This Phyl
lites is apparently a dicoty ledonlike the Potomac Sapindopsis. Is what he says of the 
Clathropteris, page 132, all that is known of it? I wish I could feel sure that it is really 
a Clathropteris. It may be no more that plant than Neuropteris angulata, pl. iii, fig. 
5, is a Neuropteris, for this is a small dicotyledonous leaf. 

No,v, if the supposed Clathropteris is really one, it would be worth more than his. 
Cyclopteris and Pecopteris in deciding age. All the supposed Jurassic plant.s seem to· 
come from No. 2 of the section at camp No. 92 (seep. 81). 

I am afraid that Cyclopteris moqu,ensis (which is of course no Cyclopteris) and Pecop
teris cycloloba. will be of no help in making out age. Has it occurred to you that the: 
plants may be Potomac? 

20 GEOL, PT 2----22 
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I have been struck \vith the general resemblance that Nev,rberry's Cheiropteris UT.il
liamsii bears to his Cyclopteris moquensis from the Moqui villages. I refer especially 
to the specimen given in fig. 11, pl. xiv, of his recent paper on the Flora of the Great 
Falls coal field, published in the Am. Jour. Sci. (3d series, Vol. XLI, March, 1891). 
The anastomosis of the veins of Cheiropteris W'illiamsii occurs at such long intervals 
that it might easily have been overlooked in Cyclopteris moquensis. . 

From all this I think it may be safely concluded that the .claims of 
an3r of these plant-bearing beds to a Jurassic age are very slender, 
and it ~s probable that they are not Jurassic, whatever their real age 
may be. 

·The following correspondence will give the history of the only other 
case within my knowledge of fossil plants occurring at a horizon which 
is near the boundary line between the (T urassic and the Cretaceous, and 
the true position of which is not yet settled: 

Prof. LEsTER F. Vv ARD, 
Washington, D. C. 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA, January 21, 1896. 

DEAR Sm: I have forwarded to your address to-day four specimens of fossil plants 
collected by Mr. H. W. Fairbanks in rocks underlying the Knoxville in California. 
Wear~ very anxious to know what they are and what their probable age is. 'The 
fauna associated with .them is, peculiarly enough, rather of Cretaceous than Jurassic 
aspect. · 

vVould you kindly look at them and send me your opinion as soon as possible? 
Full credit will be given to you in a note to be published. 

Very sincerely yours, JOHN C. MERRIAM. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., February 10, 1896. 

Prof. J OTIN C. MERRIAM, 
Uni'Versity of California, Berkeley, California. 

MY DEAR Sm: I am much interested in the specimens you send. I can hardly 
trust myself to determine them for you, and will take the liberty of sending them to 
Professor Fontaine, \vho is \Vorking up all my collections from California. I obtained 

. ;several specimens in the Shasta group that somewhat resemble them, but I also 
iound. a very few imperfect impressions in the Mariposa slates that look like them. 
l presume it will turn out with the plants as Dr. Stant01i says it ha8 with the shells, 
that they are not wholly diagnostic of the age of the beds. It seems to be a conifer, 
-perhaps the descendant of the old Voltzia and the somewhat later Palissya, fore
:shadowing the J..,ower Cretaceous Geinitzia and the more modern Sequoias, . But 
·what Professor Fontaine will call it I do not know. It is a highly transiti·onal form, 
:and all your specimens are the same, I think. As' soon as I hear from Professor 
Fontaine on the subject I will let you know. 

Very sincerely yours, LESTER F. WARD. 

VI ASHINGTox, D. C., .February 11, 1896. 

Prof. WM. M. FoNTAINE, 
University of Virginia, Virginia. 

MY DEAR PRoFESSOR FoNTAIXE: I send you a little package containing four speci-
, mens of fos~il plants from beds underlying the Knoxville of California. They were 

sent to me by Prof. John C. Merriam, of the University of California, with a letter, 
of \Vhich the inclosed is ·a copy, which you need not return. I am as anxious as he 
to know what the plants signify. I got some things a little like them in my collec-
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tion from the Knoxville beds, which are all boxed up and ready to go to you. I also 
got a very few minute fragments of the tips of branches that resemble these from 
the true Mariposa beds (Jurassic). I hardly know what genus to refer them to. 
Will you please look at them and see whether you recognize them. readily, and say 
what they beem to be most like? 

Very sincerely yours, LESTER F. \iVARD. 

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA, February 12, 1896. 

DEAR MR. WARD: I return the specimens of Mr. Merriam by thi~ day's mail. 
The only Jurassic genus known to me that may contain these fossils is Elatides of 

Heer, provided we grant that he correctly places in it the leafy twigs, which he 
describes in Vol. IV, Pt. II, Flor. Foss. Arct., page 79, and figures on pl. xiv, figs. 6, 6b, 
6d. Heer founded the genus on cones, but there is nothing except his experience 
to call for the association of these branches with the cones. 

The leaves are most strikingly like those of Sequoia Reichenbachi, especially those 
of the Potomac form, which I made the variety longifolia (see pl. cxvii, fig. 8, of 
Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. XV). I see· no difference. The leaves of Merriam's 
fossils are probably not shown in their full width, owing to imperfect preservation. 
They appear fully as long as the longest of the. Potomac form. They are too long 
an"lnarrow for the typical S. Reichenbachi. Clearly the plant is a Sequoia of the 
Reichenbachi type, and if it were a true S. Reichenbachi I do not think that would 
forbid the conclusion that the strata are uppermost Jurassic, as this Sequoia persists 
so long. Still, under the circumstances, I would not identify it with S. Heichenbachi, 
even as a variety, but would consider it provisionally a new species of the well
marked Reichenbachi type. It may be an ance~tral form of that species. I do not 
think that these fossils can throw any light of value on the question of the age of the 
beds. So far as they show any indication, they rather incline to lowest Cretaceous. 

Yours truly, · 
\iVM. J\1. FoNTAINE. 

WAsHINGToN, D. C., February 15, l896 .. 
Prof. JOHN C. MERRIAM, Ber.lceley, California. 

MY DEAR PROFESSOR MERRIAM: I return herewith, by mail, the fossils from beds 
below the Knoxville, and inclose Professor Fontaine's report thereon. You will see 
how nearly it agrees with what I said, and while it may not be very comforting, you 
can rest assured that it is the best that can be done in the present state of science. 
· I have talked with Dr. Stanton, who has seen the shells from the same beds, and 
he makes almost exactly the same statement with regard to them. He says they 
rather point to lowest Cretaceous, and I think, perhaps, it may be safe to say that 

· these beds form a transition from the Jurassic to the Cretaceous. However, I do not 
feel confident, from the small amount SJf evidence which has thus far been produced. 

Very sincerely yours, 
LESTER F .. '~T ARD. 

As in the former case, so in this, while there is some doubt, the 
weight of evidence thus far appears to be against the Jurassic age of 
this plant-bearing deposit. 

PLANT-BEARING DEPOSITS OF UNDOU~TED JURASSIC AGE. 

One of Mr. H. W. Turner's assistants, A. I. Oliver, collected in 1894 
in the Mariposa beds of California in Yaqui Gulch, Mariposa County, 
5 miles south of Princeton (Bullion Mountain), a small fragment of a 
fern, which came in due time into my hands. In his letter, dated Jan-
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uary 31, 1895, to the Director of the Survey, transmitting it, Mr. 
Turner says: ''The age of the slates from which the specimen came 
is Jurassic (l\1ariposa formation)." 

In the early part of October, 1895, I joined Mr. Turner's party- for 
a time while operating in this same general region, having with me 
Mr. James Storrs, who was with Mr. Turner at the time the fern was 
collected, although neither of them were with Mr. Oliver when he 
found it. Still, the exact gulch in which it was found was known to 
Mr. Storrs and we made a prolonged sear_ch for additional material. 
The shales are so transformed that scarcely any impresf:lions are 
retained ahd we were mainly 'unsuccessful, but did find a 'few faint 
impressions of a vegetable nature, one of which was a fern nearly as 
well preserved as the original specimen. All this material, including 
the original specimen, was sent to Professor Fontaine, who reports 
upon it as follows: 

I have examined the specimens of fossil plants collected from the Mariposa s'Qs, 
near Princeton, California. They are very few in number and very fragmentary and 
poorly preserved. The plant fragments before entombment had eviqently drifted 
some distance. It is therefore not possiNe to make positive determinatioi1s. 

The specimen collected by Mr. Oliver, of Mr. Turner's party, in 1894, from Yaqui 
Gulch, Mariposa County, shows the end of an ultimate pinna of. a fern. Several 
pinnules on each. side of the rachis and the terminal one are preserved. No fructifi
cation is shown. The pinnules indicate that the plant is a Dicksonia. It agrees very 
well, so far as the character is shown, with D. 8aportana Heer, 1 from the Jurassic of 
the upper Amur of eastern Siberia, and may be provisionally identified with that 
species. 

One of the specimens collected by Messrs. Ward and Storrs in 1895, at nearly the 
same place as the last, shows the terminal portion, .in a small fragment, of an ulti
mate twig of some conifer. It has several leaves of thick texture placed in two 
ranks on each side of the stem. They are widest at base, and decurrent, while they 
narrow to an acute tip. The terminal portion of the leaves is strongly incurved after 
the fashion of Pagiophyllum, to which genus it seems to belong. It resembles the 
specimen of P. peregrinum, given by Saporta in Paleontologic Fran<;aise, Vegetaux, 
Plantes J urassiques, Tome III, Atlas, pl. clxxvi, fig. 3, and may be doubtfully iden-
tified with that species. · 

There is one other very problematic plant in that collection. It is a small bit of 
a twig, carrying on one side three small round bodies, which may be the cones of 
some conifer. They may be those of I .. eptostrobus. The mode of attachment and 
form indicate this, and the plant, for the sake of a name, may be called Leptostrobus r 
mariposen.sis Font. n. sp. · 

The above form all the identifiable plant impressiohs in the material sent. 

THE OROVILLE FLORA. 

On the 9th of October·, 1894, Dr. T. W. Stanton, assisted by l\tiessrs. 
Storrs and Oliver, made two small collections of fossil plants from the 
blue gold-bearing shales on the Feather River; in Butte County, Cali
fornia, 4 miles above the town ?f Oroville, the true age of which was 

I Heer, Flora Fossilis Arctica, Vol. IV, Pt. II, pp. 89, 90, pl. xvii, flgs. 1, 2; pl. xviii, figs. 1-3. 
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wholly unsettled. One of these collections was made at the stamp mill 
of the Banner mine, and the other half a mile south . of the Banner 
mine, on the right or north bank of Feather River. These collections 
came to Washington, and were transmitted to me through the Geologi
cal- Survey, by Mr. Turner, at the end of January, 1895, along with 
the Mariposa ·fern above mentioned. They were sent to Professor 
Fontaine for determination on April 9, and his report upon them bears 
date April 22, 1895. 

In an article on the Age and Succession of the Igneous Rocks of the 
Sierra Nevada, 1 :Mr. Turner, to whom I sent a copy of the report, pub
lished it in full (pp. 395, 396). Professor Fontaine's conclusion, as 
expressed in the last paragraph of this report, is as follows: 

Taking all the evidence, I think it can be positively said that this flora is not older 
than the uppermost Trias, and not younger than the Oolite. I feel pretty sure that 
it is true Rhetic, somewhat younger than the Los Bronces flora of Newberry, and the 
Virginia Mesozoic coal strata. It is much like the Rhetic flora of France, made 
known by Saporta. At any rate, this is a new grouping of plants that certainly 
deserves to. be carefully collected. I do not think the fossils now in hand suffice to 
fix narrowly the age, which may be lower Jurassic. 

While operating in the Sacratnento Valley in the autumn of that same 
year, having Mr.· James Storrs as my assistant, I thought best, in view 
of the meagerness of the previous collections and of the importance of 
this, the only paleontological evidence that these beds furnish, to visit 
the localities and endeavor to obtain more a.nd better material. We 
reached Oroville on September 25, and proceeded on the 26th to the 
Banner 1nine. We spent three days in the work, first collecting from 
the dumps around the deep shafts, then on the bank of the river~ with 
some measure of success. At last ·we entered a deep ravine that leads 
from the mine to the river, and here we found the.rocks far better 
exposed and made a very fine collection, containing large slabs with 
impressions of great spreading pinnm of Ctenis, Ctenophyllum, Tmni
opteris~ l\1acrotm.niopteris, etc. Six large boxes were thus quickly 
filled and were shipped to V\T ashington, arriving in good condition in 
November. 

I worked this material over with inuch care during the winter, and 
not wishing to reship it on account of its fragile nature, I arranged with 
Professor Fontaine to come toW ashington during his summer vacation 
of 1896 and elaborate it in the United States National Museum. This 
he did in July. As it would necessarily be some time before the draw
ings could be made and the first report published, Professor Fontaine 
consented to prepare a preliminary paper embodying the principal 
results, which appeared in October of that year. 2 

. It unfortunately 
seemed necessary to publish the list of species, including the new ones, 

1 Jour. Geol., Vol. III, Mar-June, 1895, pp. 385-414. 
2 Notes on some Mesozoic plants from near Oroville, California, by Wm. l\f. Fontaine: Am. Jour. Sci., 

October, 1896, 4th series, Vol. II, pp. 273-275. 
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in this article without descriptions, and as such they are mere nomina 
nuda, but the types are at theN atwnal Museum duly labeled and acces .. 
sible to all, so that there could be no question as to identification. The 
closing paragraph of this article shows that in the course of his exam
ination of this thoroughly representative collection, with the original 
small collection in his hands t;tt the same time, Professor Fontaine was 
induced to regard the deposit as somewhat higher than he formerly 
supposed: 

From this it will be s~en that the evidence that the age is Jurassic is stronger than 
for any other, and as the Oolitic plants predominate, we may assume with consider
able probability that it is rather late Jurassic, being about that ,of the lower Oolite 
(p. 275). 

All this, taken in connection with the close lithological resem
blances, seems to point to the practical identity of these auriferous 
slates with the typical J\1ariposa slates farther south. 

There are many causes that have delayed progress in bringing out 
' the final report on the Oroville collections. Professor Fontaine's 

manuscript containing the full descriptions and directions for illustra
tion was submitted August 11, 1896, but the Division of Illustrations 
was unable to take them up until the fall of 1897, and owing to pro
longed interruptions they were not completed until the spring of 1898. 
The drawings were submitted to Professor Fontaine for revision and 
all steps taken to render them as perfect as possible. Having worked 
out. the synonymy with special care I introduce the report into this 
paper in the following form: · 

NOTES ON :MESOZOIC PJ,A~TS FROM OROVILLE, CAJ,JFORNIA. 

By WM. :M:. FONTAINE. 

The plants described in this paper were collected in September, 
1895, by Mr. Lester F. Ward, assisted by Mr. James Storrs. They 
were obtained near Oroville, California, from a formation which for 
convenience of reference I will call the Oroville- beds. They were col
lecte<;l from four localities, which are all near together. The following 
are the localities: 

1. The old dump at the Banner mine, near Feather River, ~ miles 
east of Oroville, California. 

2. The new dump, 300 yards farther north than the old dump. 
3. Bank of Feather River, one-half mile south of the Banner mine. 
4. In the bed of a ravine that leads from the Banner mine to the 

Feather River, from one-fourth to one-half mile south of that mine. 
All the fossils occur on the same horizon. Mr. Ward says in a note 

that these Oroville beds closely resemble the Jurassic :Mariposa slates, 
but the identity is not made out. According to oral statements made 
by him, the formation where the plants were collected is in the form 
of a narrow belt, perhaps 500 yards wide, with a dip of from 70° to 80°. 
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The beds contain no fossils besides the plants. They are not connected 
stratigraphically with any known formation, and their age, so far as 
yet known, must be determined from the plant fossils. 

:Mr. H. W. Turner, in a paper on The Age and Succession of the 
Igneous Rocks of the Sierra Nevada, published in the Journal of 
Geology, Vol. III, No.4, May-June, 1895, p. 394, speaking of the 
eruptive rocks of the Smartsville area, says: 

These rocks, largely augite-porphyrites and their tuffs, are presumed to have cov
ered, as with a mantle, the underlying Paleozoic formation. There are some streaks 
of slates among the eruptive masses, but these have not in the Smartsville area afforded 
any fossils. However, during the past season, in the north extension of the same 
area, in a belt of clay-slate interbedded with augite-brecCia and tuff, fossil plants 
were collected by T. Vv. Stanton. The exact locality is by the stage road south of 
the Oroville Table Mountain, near the Banner gold quartz mine. 

The locality referred to by Mr. Turner is that from which Mr. \Vard 
collected.· The plants collected by Dr. Stanton were submitted by ~'lr. 
Ward to me for determination. They will be noticed further on. 

The rock material carrying the plants described in this paper shows 
some chemical disturbance, so that th.e fossils, especially in the coarser 
matrix, are sometimes poorly preserved in their more delicate parts. 
They are a good deal rubbed, crushed, and distorted. The rocks show .. 
considerable induration, the finer argillaceous material beipg in the 
condition of a fine slate. The tuffs have the aspect of a hard sandstone. 
The slate varies in color from lead-gray to black, the latter having 
much carbon in a diffused state. It looks much like the roof slates of 
a coal bed. 

To judge from the specimens collected by Messrs. Ward and Storrs, 
n1ost of the rock of· the Oroville beds that carries plants consists of 
alternations of sandy-looking beds with layers of slate. The forn1er 
are probably the tuffs noticed by Mr. Turner. I will refer to this 
material as tuffs in describing the plants. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SPECIES. 
Subkingdont PTERIDOPHYTA (Ferns and Ferrt Allies). 

Class FILICALES. 

Family FIT.JICES (Ferns). 

Genus THYRSOPTERIS Kuntze. 

THYRSOPTERIS MAAKIANA Heer? 

Pl. XLIX, Fig. 1. 

1876. Thyrsopteris Maal.:iana Heer: Jura-Flora Ostsibiriens, Fl. Foss. Arct., VoL IV, 
Pt. II, pp. 23, 31, 118, pi: i, figs. la, 1 b; pl_. ii, figs. 5, 5b, 6. 

This plant was found in one specimen at the lo<:ality "In the bed 
of a ravine th~t leads from the Banner mine," etc., and in three speci-
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mens from the locality •• Bank of Feather River," etc. It is too 
fragmentary and too poorly preserved to permit its character to be 
n1ade out fully. It most resembles the TAynopte'ris JJfqakiana of 
Heer, from the Jurassic of Siberia, 1 but the pinnules are more entire, 
probably because they are higher up on the frond. 

The most complete specimen is the one figured. This occurs on 
a fragment of indurated tuff that has the physical character of sand
stone, hence the imprint is not distinct and is somewhat distorted. 
This imprint shows a portion of a penultimate pinna, with several 
ultimate pinnm on each side of the rachis. These are lanceolat.e in 
fo1~m and alternate in position, with lobes and teeth cut obliquely into 
an oblong or ovate shape. The basal upper pinnules are decidedly 
larger than any of the rest. Toward the ends of the ultimate pinnm 
the pinnules become entire, or nearly so. The incision of the lamina 
is made to varying depths, according to position, so that the lobes 
pass to teeth higher up. 

Genus ADIANTITES Goppert. 

ADIANTITES OROVILLENSIS Fontaine. 

Pl. XLIX, Figs. 2, 3. 

1896. Adiant'ites orovillensis Font.: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, p. 274-. 

Frond tripinnate, primary and secondary rachises strong ancl rigid. 
The principal rachis was seen with a thickness up to 5 mm. The 
primary pinnm are long and lanceolate in form. Their mode of inser
.tion was not seen. The ultimate pinnre are subopposite and oblong in 
form, with 4 to 5 pinnules on a side that do· not diminish much 

· in size from the base to the summit of the pinnre. They are termi
nated by a spatulate pinnule that is nearly as large as the rest, an 
unusual feature in ferns. The pinnules are round to reniform in shape 
and subopposite. · Tt1ey are rather remote and decurrent to form a 
narrow wing. They are small, about 6 mm. wide and 4 mm. in height. 
Their nervation was not clearly made out, but seems to be composed 
of a bundle that spreads in the lamina of the pinnule, in a flabellate 
manner, forking once in each branch. 

This elegant little fern was found in only one specimen at the local
ity'.'' Bank of Feather River, one-half mile south of the Banner 
mine." Pl. XLIX, Fig. 2, gives this specimen, and Fig. 3 repre
sents one of the pinnules magnified to show details. 

This plant seems to be new and not very near any described form. 

1 Flora Foss. Arct., Vol. ·rv, Beitriige zur Jura-Flora Ostsib. nnd des Amurlandes, p. 31, pl. i, fig. la; 
pl. ii, fig. 6. 
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Genus CLADOPHLEBIS Brongniart. 

CLADOPHLEBIS SPECTABILIS- (Heer) Fontaine. 

Pl. XLIX, Figs. 4, 5. 
1876. Asplenium (Diplaziurn) spectabile Heer: Jura-Flora Ostsibiriens, Fl. Foss. 

Arct., Vol. IV, Pt. ll, pp. 96, 120, pl. xxi, figs. 1, 2a., 2c, 2d. 
1896. Cladophlebisspectabilis (Heer) Font.: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, p. 274. 

This beautiful and well-characterized fern was found in two pretty 
well-preserved specimens at the locality "Bank of Feather River, 
one-half mile south of the Banner mine." The specimens show only 
detached portions of ultimate pinnm. The specimen given in Pl. 
XLIX, Fig. 4, shows portions of three ultimate pinnro in a position 
that they would have if they had been attached to a principal l'achis. 
This specimen shows that· the fern was at least bipinnate. The plant 

·was clearly a large one, and it was probably subarborescent. The 
rachises are strong and rigid. The pinnules are large and closely 
placed, but separate to their bases. Their· ends are very obtuse and 
their texture seems to have been thin. The midnerve of the pinnules 
is sharply defined, but not very. thick. The latm~al nerves are very 
distinct, but not strong; they fork twice, the forking taking place 
near the midnerve. The branches diverge suddenly, and then go 
nearly parallel until they reach the margins of the pinnules. 

The general aspect of this plant is not common among ferns, and 
hence it ·can be easily recognized, and there js not much danger of 
confounding it with other species. This fact gives to even small frag
ments a value not possessed by less well-defined forms. 

Fig. 4 gives the most complete specimen, and Fig. 5 a pinnule of 
the sanie, magnified to show details. 

This plant is no doubt identical with that described by Heer as 
Aspleniu1n spectabile from the Jurassic formation on the upper Amur, 
in Siberia. 1 Heer regards the species as an Asplenium on the strength 
of supposed sori that he saw on his speci:tnens. Nothing resembling 
sori was seel). on the Oroville plants. The species clearly belongs to 
the Cladophlebis type of fern. I prefer to call all ferns of this type 
Cladophlebis and not to identify them with living species in the absence 
of satisfactory proof. · 

CLADOPHLEBIS ARGUTULA (Heer) Fontaine. 

Pl. L, Figs. 1-6. 

1876. AspleniumargutulumHeer: .Jura-Flora Ostsibiriens, Fl. Foss. Arct., Vol. IV, Pt. 
II, pp. 24, 41, 96, 118, 120, pl. iii, figs. 7, 7b, 7c, 7d; pl. xix, :figs. 1, lb, 2, 
3, 3b, 3c, 4. 

1896. Cladophlebis argutulus (Heer) Fontaine: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, p. 274.· 

1 Flora Foss. A ret., Vol. IV, Pt. II, Beitriige zur Jura-Flora Ostsib. und des Amurlandes, pp. 96, 97, 
pl. xxi, figs. 1, 2a. 
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A considerable number o~ specimens of a small fern were obtained 
that agree so well with Heer·'s Aspleniu1n argutulun~ that it may with
out much hesitation be identified with it. Hem·'s plant was obtained 
from the Jurassic formation on the upper Amur River, the same that 
yielded 0. spectabilis. 1 Most of the Oroville specimens are frag
mentary and distorted by pressure. This is the case with the form 
represented in Fig. 1, and in consequence of this the pinnules appear 
more united and wic;I.er than in Heer's normal forms. 

This is the most common small-leaved fern at the Oroville localities. 
It occurs at most of them, but is most abundant at the locality "In 
the bed of a ravine that leads from the Banner mine to the Feather 
River," etc. 

Fig. 1 gives the upper part of a compound pinna. Fig. 3 represents 
several detached ultimate pinnm from the lower part of the frond, and 
Fig. 4 gives a pinnule of the same enlarged to show details. 2 

. CLADOPHLEBIS WHITBIENSIS TENUIS var. a Heer ~ 3 

Pl. L, Fig. 7. · 

1876. Asplenium (Diplazium) whitbiense tenue var. a Heer: Jura-Flora Ostsibiriens, 
Fl. Foss. Arct., Vol. IV, Pt. II, pp. 24, 39, 95, 118, 120, pl. iii, figs. 3, 3b; 
pl. xx, figs. 2, 3a; pl. xxi, figs. 3a, 3b, 4, 4b. 

1896. Cladophlebis whitbiensis tenuis var. a (Beer) Font.: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. 
II, p. 274. 

Two small fragmen~s of a fern that is without doubt of thewldtbiensis 
type were found at "The old dump at the Banner mine." Both are 
the terminations of ultimate pinnm, parts of ferns that have little value 
in fixing chara~ter, and hence, as the amount of :lnaterial is so small, 
the identity of this fern must remain in doubt. It is, however, clearly 
different from the other ferns found at Oroville, and is so much like 
the fornYdescribed by I-Ieer-t from the Jurassic of Siberia that it.may 
be provisionally identified with it. The Oroville plant may be com
pared with fig. 2 of Heer's pl. xx. The plant has a sharply defined 
character marked by the possession of pinnules that are very broad at 

1 Flora Foss. Arct., Vol. IV, Pt: II, Beitrage zur Jura-Flora Ostsib. und des Amurlandes, p. 96, pl. 
xix, figs 1-4. 

2After Professor Fqntaine bad studied the specimens it was observed that there was a counterpart 
of the upper part of the specimen, Fig. 1, which shows the details som~what better, and this is shown 
in Fig 2. A small piece on the left of the portion of the large slab, designated Fig. 3 by Professor 
Fontaine, split off, revealing the pinna included in that figure, which lies in the opposite directio"n 
and is not in the same plane as the others on the rock. The reverse of this on the small piece thus 
split off shows more than the side adhering to the large slab, and is represented in Fig. 5. The per
fect pinnule near the top of this on the left is given in Fig. 6,_ enlarged two diameters. 

L.F. W. 
Sit is not worth while to attempt to work out the synonymy of this form, as it is clearl.y different 

from the original Pecopteris tenuis Schouw, Mss., based on a specimen in Prince Christian's Museum 
and figured by Brongniart in his Hist. Veg. Foss., Vol. I,,pl. ex, fig. 4, and the whole group needs 
revision. L. F. W. 

4Flora Foss. Arct., Vol. IV, Pt. II, Beitrage zur Jura-Flora Ostib. und des Amurlandes, p. 95, pl. xx, 
figs. 2, 3a. 

; . 
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base with acute tips. At the same time the3r are inclined forward in a 
peculiar manner. They can not be united with_ Gladopltlebis SjJectabilis, 
the plant nearest to it that occurs at Oroville. 

This fern belongs evidently to that well-marked Jurassic type 
brought under the comprehensive name Oladopltlebis wliitbiensis, and 
resembles Brongniart's form more than that of Lindley and Hutton. 

CLADOPHLEBIS DENSIFOLIA. Fontaine. 

Pl. Ll. 

, 1896. Cladophleb?".s dens1job:a. Font.: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, p. 274; 

Frond tripinnate at least.· The largest primary rachis seen; given 
in Pl. LI, Fig. 1, has a width of 6 mm. The primary pinnre 'are 
alternate ·and very long. The largest portions. found were 14 em. in 
length, with the basal and . terminal portions not preserved. This 
portion does not change in width much throughout its length, and 
hence must belong to a pinna that was much larger than the part seen. 
The primary pinnre were probably· linea~·-lanceolate in form, and 
tapered very gradually from base to tip. They are closely placed, so 
that they overlap. The rach!ses are strong and rigid, going off from 
the principal rachis at an angle of 45° and curving away from it. 
The secondary pinnre are alternate to subopposite and very closely 
placed so as to overlap. They gradually diminish in length and size 
from their insertions on the primary pinnre to their ends. The long
est basal ones are about 2 em. in length and the width of· these is 
about 2 mm. In shape they are oblong with subacute ends. They are 
inserted at about an angle of 45°, and are falcately curved toward 
the ends . of the primary pinnre. The lowest, basal, ultimate pinnre 
are cut in their lower portions down to the i:nidrib into ovate subfal
cate and subacute pinnules that are closely placed, but the portions 
higher up have the lamina of the leaf 1nore and more entire, the 
incisions passing, at the tips of the ultimate pinnre, into teeth. 
Higher up on the frond and more toward the ends of the primary 
pinnre the ultimate ones becotne more and more entire and pa8s into 
lobed and dentate pinnules. The tip of the primary pinna has pin-

. nules and lobes like those ol the ultimate pinnre lower down. The 
nervation could not be made out. 

Fig. 1 represents a portion of a primar:y pinna. Fig. 2 gives several 
secondary pinnre, placed as if they had been attached to a principal 
rachis. Fig. 3 gives the terminal portion of a frond, or of one of the 
lower primary pinnre. Fig. 4 gives a portion of a lower ultimate 
pinna magnified to show details. 

This is one of the most abundant small-leaved ferns in the forma
tion, and it shows larger portions better preserved than any of the 
small ferns. 
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The plant previously known that is perhaps nearest to this is the 
sterile form of Pecopt~ris Zobata Oldh., of the Rajmabal flora. 1 The 
enlarged pinnules on pl. xxx, of Oldham and Morris, allowing for 
their evident distortion, are much like those of the-Oroville fossils. 
At the same time the density of the lobes and pinnules in the ultimate 
.pinnre, the shape of the ultimate pinnre, their close position, and mode 
of insertion, are much like features shown in the plant from Oroville. 
The Indian plant is. mostly fructified, but this feature is wanting in 
the fossil now being described. While "these points show that t~e 
two are probably near together, it seems the better usage, in the case 
of plants growing in regions as far apart, and in the absence of 
stronger proof of identity, to regard them as distinct species. Olaio
pAlebis densi;foUa is found at the locality "Bank of Feather River, 
one-half mile south of the Banner mine." . 

CLADOPHLEBIS INDICA (Oldham and Morris) Fontaine? 

Pl. LII, Fig. 1. 

1862. Pecopteris (Alethopteris) indica Oldh. and Morr.: Pah=eontologia Indica, Ser. II. 
Foss. Fl. Gondw. Syst., Vol. I, Pt. I, Foss. Fl. Rajmahal Series, p. 47, 
pl. xxvii. 

1869. Alethopteris indica (Oldh. and Morr.) Schimp.: Traite de Pal. Veg., Vol. I, p. 568. 
1896. Cladophlebis indica (Oldh. and Morr.) Font.?: Ani. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, 

p. 274. 

A single specimen was obt~ined froni the locality:," In the bed of a 
ravine that leads from the Banner mine," etc., of a fern that seems 
identical with the typical Pecopteris indica 2 of Oldham and Morris, 
from the Rajmahal series of India. It is especially like fig. 1 of pl. 
xxvii of the Fossil Flora of the Rajmahal Series. The specimen is an 
imprint of the middle portion of an ultimate pinna that shows several 
pinnules. These are united at the base. They are pretty large, and 
show little diminution in width from their bases to their tips. They 
are strongly falcate, but show no nerves, except a pretty strong mid
rib. · There is not enough material to permit a positive identification 
of this species to be made. 

Genus T.LENIOPTERIS Brongniart. 

T.LENIOPTERIS OROVILLENSIS Fontaine. 

Pl. LII, Figs. _2-4. 

1896.. T::eniopteris orov'illensis Font.: Am~ Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, p. 274. · 

The fronds vary in length from 1 to 4 em. The maximum length 
seen is 13 em. on fragments of fronds. The largest were probably at 

1 Fossil Flora of the Rajmahal Series, p. 52, pl. xxviii, fig. 1; pl. xxix; pl. xxx. 
2 Op. cit., p. 47, pl. xxvii. 
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least 26 em. long. The fronds taper gradually from near the middle 
toward their base and tip, so that they are narrowly elliptical in 
shape. The midrib is strong, prominent, and rounded. The lateral 
nerves go off nearly at right angles, curve slightly away from the 
midrib, and then, near the mai~gin, curve slightly toward the ends of 
the fronds. They are parallel throughout their course, very fine but · 
distinct, and very clqsely placed, being about three in the space of 
1 mm. The leaf substance is thick and durable, giving the phmule a 
rigid aspect: No e~tire specimen was seen. 

This plant is by far the most common fossil at Oroville. It occurs 
abundantly at the localities "Bank of Feather River," etc., and "In 
the bed of a ravine that leads from the Banner mine," etc. It is very 
near the plant figured and described by Saporta 1 as Tmniopteris tenui
neT?Jis Brauns, from the Infralias of France. From an inspection of 
the material afforded by Stanton's colleetion it was regarded as identi
cal with Sa porta's plant. . This species varies a good deal in dimen
sions, and fron1 the imperfect material in the above-mentioned collec
tion the writer supposed that anoth~r species figured by Saporta fron1 
the same formation, viz, T. stmwnetirci Schenk, was also present. 
The very abundant and well-preserved material eolleeted by Messrs. 
Ward and Storrs establishes a complete gradation between al~ the 
forms of Treniopteris found at Oroville, and shows that only one 
speeies exists there.· In addition, it makes it pretty clear that this is 
a new species. The larger specimens much SlJ.~·pass in size any of 
Saporta's, and, what is of more importance, the nerves are finer, more 
closely placed, and they do not fork at any point. 

Fig. 2 gives a portio~ o:f! one of the small fronds, not the smallest, 
and Fig. 3 represents the average of the largest forms. It shows well 
the mode of tapering toward the base of the frond, while it gives as 
much of the stipe as is seen on any of the specimens. Fig. 4 gives an 
enlarged fragment, to show the nervation. · 

Genus MACROT1ENIOPTERIS Schimper. 

MACROT.lENIOPTERIS CALIFORNICA Fontaine. · 

Pl. LIII, Fig. 1; Pl. LIV, Figs. 1, 2. 

1896. Macr-otxniopteris calijornica Font.: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, p. 274. 

Fronds variable in width, mostly large. The largest seen had a 
mi~rib 1 em. in width and a leaf at least 15 em. wide. Only fragments 
were seen. The smallest form had a width toward Its base of only 4 
em. The widest leaves were not entire, so that their maximum width 

1 Paleontologie Fran9aise, 2e Serie, Vegetaux, Vol. I, p. 441, pl. lxiii, figs. 1-5. 
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probably surpassed the greatest dimensions seen. The nerves are 
about three-fourths of a millimeter apart. They are slender but sharply 
defined. They go off nearly at right angles with the midrib and then 
arch slightly forward toward the end of the frond. They are. parallel 
iu their course· and are nearly all unbranched. Very few branch and 
nearly all t,hat fork do so before reaching the middle of the lamina of 
the frond. · 

Several specimens of this plant were found· at the locality "In the 
bed of a ravine that leads from the Banner mine," etc., but all were 
quite fragmentary and poorly preserved. The varying size of the 
fronds is no doubt due to the varying age of the same. 

This fossil, although probably a new species, seems to be quite near 
to Tmnio_pteris lata Oldh. and Morr., 1 of India, but the midrib is wider 
and not so rigid as that· of the plant from the Rajmahal fiora. 

Pl. LIV, Fig. 1, gives the basal portion of a small form, and Pl. 
LIII, Fig.l, a fragment of one of the largest leaves. 

JY1ACROT1ENIOPTERI~ NERVOSA Fontaine. 

;pL LIV, Fig. 3; Pl. LV, Fig. 1. 

1896. ·JfcwrotfEniopteris nervosct Font.: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, p. 274. 

Leaf yery large, dimensions not made out. Midrib very .large. 
The largest imprint of it seen had a width of 15 mm. Not enough of 
the frond was seen to show the entire course of the lateral t~erves. 
As seen, they go off from the midrib at a large angle, then arch 
slightly away from it and are parallel for al~ their course seen. They 
sometimes have a common point of insertion for two adjacent lateral 
nerves, which are then single. Sometimes each nerve has an inde
pendent point of insertion, and then these may fork near the midi·ib. 
The lateral nerves are very thick and cord-like and very remote. 

No known Macrotamiopteris has nerves anything like those of this 
plant. The fragments found were evidently but small portions of the 
original fronds. They indicate for it a gigantic size. 

Two fragments were found, one at the locality "Bank of Feather 
River," etc., and one at the locality '"In the bed of a ravine ~hat 
leads from the Bannei' mine," etc., that must have belonged to gigan
tic fronds. Pl. LIV, Fig. 3, and Pl. LV, Fig. 1, give the two most 
perfect specimens, which have a midrib 8 mm. wide. 

I Fossil Flora of the Rajmahal Series, pl. ii, fig. 1. 
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Genus ANGIOPTERIDIUM Schimper. 

ANGIOPTERIDIUM CALIFORNICUl\'1 Fontaine. 

Pl.. LV, Figs. 2-5. 

1896. Angiopteridium californicum Font.: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, p. 274. 

Two fragments of a fern that seems to be an Angiopteridium were 
found at the locality "In the bed of a ravine that leads from the 
Banner mine," etc. One of these is the fragment of the middl~ por
tion of a sterile pinnule. This is 25 mm.·wide. It has very distinqt, 
but slender, lax, and rather remote lateral nerves that go off at a large 
angle from the midrib, curve away from it, and then, near the margin 
of the lamina, bend slightly toward the tip of the pinnule. . In general 
aspect the fragment looks much like Twniopteris orovillen.sis, but the 
nerves are quite different. The lateral nerves leave from a common 
point on the midrib, and then are either single or fork at varying 
distances from the midrib, but only once, and mostly halfway between 
the midrib and margin. The branches are, approximately, parallel. 
This sterile form resembles somewhat Anqiopteridiu-m nervosum Font., 
of the Potomac formation of Virginia. 

The other fragment seems to be the fertile form of the same species 
as the sterile portion just described. It has the same nervation as the 
sterile fragment, and is the imprint of a portion of a frond, about 
2 em. wide in its widest portion. The imprint shows a length of 
85 mm.·, with the basal fmd terminal portions not preserved. It bears, 
at the margins of the pinnule, elliptical sori of large size. They are 
carried on the ends of the lateral nerves. 

This fertile form resembles Angiopteridium Mc Olellandi (Oldh. and 
Morr.) Schimp. It should be stated that the sterile form is a good 
deal like that depicted by Feistmantel on pl. xlvi, fig. 5, of the 
Jurassic Flora of the Rajmahal Group, which he supposes is a 
form of A. Me Olellandi. 

Pl. LV, Fig. 2, gives the sterile form, and Fig. 3 an enlarged 
fragment to show the nerves. Fig. 4 represents the fertile form, and 
Fig. 5 an enlarged portion to show the sori. 
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Genus SAGENOPTERIS· Presl. 

SAGENOPT~RIS NrLSONIANA (Brongniart) V\' .... ard n .. comb. 1 

Pl. LVI, Fig. 1; Pl. LXVII, Fig. 2. 

1820. Bladajtryck (folium ovatum, etc.) Nilsson: K. Vet.-Acad. Himdlingar, Stock
holm, Vol. I, p. 115, pl. v, figs. 2, 3. 

1825. Filiciles Nilsoniarw Brongn.: Ann. Sci. Nat. de Paris, Vol. IV, p. 218, pl. xii, 
fig. I. 

1828. Glossopteris Nilsonia.na Brongn.: Prodrome, pp. 54, 194; Hi st. V eg. Foss., Vol. I, 
p. 225, pl. lxiii, figs. 3, 3A. 

1834. Glossopteris latifolia Munst.: N. Jahrb. f. Miri., 1834, p. 43.-
1836. Glossopteris elongata Miinst.: Op. cit., 1836, p. 510. 
1836. Acrostichitesin::equilaterus Sternb. in Goppert: Syst. Fil. Foss., p:287. 
1836. Aspidites Nilsonianus Gopp.: Op. cit., p. 354. 
1838. Sa.genopteris 1·hoijolia Presl in Sternberg: Flora der Vorwelt., Vol. II, pp. 165, 210, 

pl. xxxv, fig. 1. 
1838. Sagenopter·is diphylla Presl: Op. cit., p.165, pl. xxxv, fig. 4. 
1838. Sage1wpteris sem·icordata Presl: Op. cit., p. 165, pl. xxxv, fig. 2. 
1838. Sagenopteris acurninata Presl: Op. cit., p. 165, pl. xxxv, fig. 3. 
1843. Sagenopteris elongata 1\iiinst.: Beitr. z. Petrefactenkunde, Vol. II. Pt. VI, p. 28. 
1845. Acrostichites .~ (Sagenopleris) diphylla (Pres!) Ung.: Synops. Pl. Foss., p. 77. 
1845. Acroslichites? (8agenopteri8) serrdcordata (Presl) Ung.: L9c. cit. 
1845 . .Acrostichiles? (Sa.genopteris) acuminata (Presl) Ung.: Loc.eit. 
1849. Phyllopte1·is Nilsonia.na Brongn.: Tableau, pp. 22, 103. 

Several poorly preserved specimens of a Sagenopteris are fouud at 
the locality "'In the bed of a ravine that leads £rom the Banner mine," 
etc. They occur in the form of detached pinnules ·on indurated tuff, 
and the nervation is poorly shown, but is very dense. Pl. LV I, Fig. 
1, gives one of the most perfect pinnules, and Pl. LXVII, Fig. 2, a large 
pinnule in which the anastomosis is not visible. This plant seems to 
be quite near Sagenopteris rlwifolia elongata J\1Unst. 2 The midrib in 
the Oroville plant is less strong, the nervation denser~ and the pinnules 
are on an average smaller. It may be a new species, but there is not 
enough material to fix positively the character of the plant. 

1 Schimper (Traite de Pal. Veg., Vol. I, p. 642) says: 
"Le Glossopteris (Phyllopteris) Nilssomana Brongn. appartient sans aucun doute a cette espece. 

J'en ai pu examiner dans la collection de M:. Nilsson ii. Lund de tres-bons echantillons, qui m'ont 
convaincu que la plantc de la Suede ne differe en ricn ~e celle del' Allemagne." 

As the Filicites Nilsoniana of Brongniart (1825) was the earliest name given to the plant, and as all 
are now agreed that it belongs to Presl's genus Sagenopteris (1838), there is no way of escaping this 
combination for the plant that has so long gone by the name Sagenopteris 1·hoijolia, which Professor 
Fontaine continues to apply to it. The synonymy here given rests entirely on the authority of Pres! 
and Schenk. Presl himself admitted that his plant was the same as Sternberg's Aerosticldtes in:rqui
laterus (1836), which he had shown to Goppert and allowed him to describe. This alone condemns 
Presl's specific name. Schimper confirms all that Schenk says as to the other names, and the former 
worked over the original material. In the synonymy here given I have not taken account of the 
three varieti.es that Schenk distinguishes. It is sufficiently doubtful whether the American forms 
really belong to this widespread polymorphous species or not. L. F. W. 

2 See Bchenk, Fossil Flora der Grenzsehiehte n, pl. xii, fig.l. 
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Genus DIDYMOSORUS Debey and Ettingshausen. 

DIDYMOSORUS ? BINDRABUNENSIS ACUTIFOLIUS Fontaine. 

Pl. LVI, Figs. 2, 3. 

1860. Pecopteris ( Gleichenites) linearis Oldh.: Mei:n. Geol. Survey of India, Vol. II, 
Pt. II, p. 324. 

1863. Pecopteris ( Gleichenites) gleichenoides Oldh. and Morr.: Op. cit., Pal. Ind., Ser. 
II, ·Foss. Fl. Gondvr-: Syst., Vol. I, Pt. I, Foss. Fl. Rajmahal Series, p. 
45, pl. xx-v; pl. xxvi, :figs. 1, 3. 

1869. Gleichenia bindrabunensis Schimp.: Traite de Pal. Veg., Vol. I, p. 670. 
1875. Gleichenites bindrabunensis (Schimp.) Feistm.: V erh. d. k.-k. Geol. Reichsanst., 

Wien, Jahrg. 1875, p. 190. 
1877. Gleichenites ( Gleichenia) bindrabunensis (Schimp.) Feistm.: Mem. Geol. Survey 

of India, Pal. Ind., Ser. II, Foss. Fl. Gondw. Syst., Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 93 
(Jur. Fl, Rajm. Group, p. 41). 

· 1888. Didyrnosorus ? gleichenoides (Oldh. and Morr.) Etheridge, var.: Proc. Linn. 
Soc. N. S. W., 2d Ser., Vol. III, Pt. III, p. 1308, pl. xxxviii, fig. 3. 

1892. Didyrnosorus ? gleichenioides ( Oldh. and Morr.) Jack and Etheridge, var.: 
Geology and Palreontology of Queensland and New Guinea, p. 557. 1 

Only a small fragment of this plant was found at the locality "In 
the bed of a ravine that leads from the Banner mine," etc. The speci~ 
men is an imprint of a small fragment of the terminal ·portion of a 
penultimate pinna that contains several ultimate pinqre. The latter are 
very small and narrowly linear. The largest are about 2 em. long and 
not more than 4 mm. wide. They are not very distinctly preserved, as 
they occur on indurated tuff. They are also somewhat distorted by 
pressure. The nervation _was not made out. The plant r~sembles 
Pecopteris glm~chenoides Oldh. and Morr. 2 It is probably an acute 
form of the Indian fern. This latter has pinnules with obtuse tips. 
It is most like the plant from the Rajmahal series figured on pl. xxvi, 
fig. 3, but is smaller than that. The narrow pinnre are cut into narrow 
ovate-acute lobes or pinnules. Should it prove to be a form of the 
Indian fern it might be called variety acutifolius. 

I Jack and Etheridge here change the spelling of the specific name so that the combination becomes 
identical with Didynwsoms gleichenioides Dsbey and Ettinghausen in their memoir, Die Urweltlichen 
Acrobryen des Kreidebirges von Aachen und Maestricht, p. 10 (Denkschr. Wien. Akad., Vol. XVII, p. 
190, pl. i, figs.l-5), with which no one has compared it, and Which is a different plant. Neither Oldham 
and Morris nor Etheridge seemed to have observed that De bey and Ettinghausen g0ove this name to one 
of the original forms on which they based the genus, although these authors refer to this memoir and 
call attention to other species. As the specific name linearis is also preoccupied, the only remaining 
name is that of Schimper, and this therefore must be retained. L. F. W. 

• Fossil Flora of the Rajmahal Series, p. 45, pl. xxv; pl. xxvi, figs. 1, 3. 

20 GEOL, PT 2--23 
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Subkingdom SPERMATOPHYTA. 

Subdivisio1'"1 GYMNOSPERMAE. 

Class CYCADALES. 

Family OYOADAOE.JE::. 

Genus PTEROPHYLLUM Brongniart. 

PTEROPHYLLUM RAJMAHALENSE Morris~ 

Pl. LVI, Figs~ 4, 5. 

1863. Plerophyllurn raJmahalense 1\1orr.: 1\1em. Geol. Survey of India, Pal. Ind., Ser. 
II, Foss. Fl. Gondw. Syst., Vol. I, Pt. I, Foss. Fi. Rajm. Series, p. 25, pl. 
xiii, figs. 3-5; pl. xiv. 

Several specimens of a Pterophyllum, which can hardly be separated 
from I>. rafrnaAalense Morr. 1 of the Rajmahal flora, were found at the 
locality "Bank of Feather River," etc. They are imprints of small 
portions of leaves, showing several leaflets on each side of a rather 
slender midrib. They agree especially :well with the small form given 
on pl. xiii, fig. 4, of the work of Oldham and Morris~ The Oroville 
plant has its leaflets opposite to one another and going off at right 
angles with the stem. They are about 15 mm. long and 5 mm. wide.
The nerves are about 12 in number. They make right angles with the 
midrib and are slender but distinct. They are parallel throughout 
their entire course and single. The points of difference between the 
Oroville and Indian plants are the smaller size of the midrib in the 
former and the somewhat fewer nerves. The amount of material, 
however, is not sufficient to permit the full character of the plant to 
be made out and its identification must remain in doubt for the present. 

Genus CTENIS Lindley and Hutton: 

CTENIS , GRANDIFOLIA Fontaine. 

Pl. LIII, Fig. 2; Pl. LVI, Figs. 6, 7; Pl. LVII. 

1896. Ctenis grandifolia Font.: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, p. 274. 

Only fragments of leaves were seen, hence the character of the 
entire leaf can not be determined. The segments, or leaflets, are 
large and ribbon shaped. Their terminations were not seen. They 
are attached by their entire base to the sides of a moderately strong 
midrib. The strongest midrib seen had a width of 4 mm. They go 
off nearly at right angles and then ·curve slightly toward the summit 
of the compound leaf, so as to have a falcate form. They are slightly 

1 Fossil Flora of the Eajmahal Series, p. 25, pl. xiii, figs. 3, 4, 5. 
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expanded at base, closely placed, and in some cases touch one another. 
The leaflets vary in width. The largest obtained has a width o£ 4 em. 
and a length o£ 20 em.~ being only a fragment with the terminal part 
not preserved. This is represented in Pl. LVI, Fig. 6. The nerves 
are very strong and single. They go off at a large angle and are 
approximat~ly parallel in their . course. They anastomose at long 
intervals, so as to form very much elongated meshes. The mode o£ 
anastomosis was not fully made out. It is apparently'as follows: A 
nerve forks dichotomously, one branch continues the course of the 
original nerve, the other coalesces with an adjacent one. This union 
takes place rarely near the bases o£ the leaves, and more freely at a 
distance o£ 3 or 4 em. above the base o£ the leaflet. This more frequent 
anastomo::5is appears to occur also at the same interval, toward the 
middle and terminal portions o£ the leaflets. This, however, could 
not be clearly made out, owing to the fragmentary condition and 
imperfect preservation o£ the leaflets. 

A nun1ber o£ fragments or this fine cycadaceous plant were found at 
the locality ''In the bed o£ a ravine that leads £rom the Banner mine," 
etc., that indicate that it obtained a gigantic size. Pl. LVII shows a 

· lea£ with several leaflets in fragments, only the basal portions being 
represented. The leaflets here are o£ the smallest size. Pl. LVI, Fig. 
6, gives a portion o£ a leaflet o£ the largest size. Fig. 7 represents 
the restoration o£ a portion o£ a leaflet, to show the nervation and 
mode of insertion. Pl. LIII, Fig. 2, shows the general habit o£ the 
plant. 

This plant and the two to be next described belong to a type that 
is. not common, and which seems to be complex in character. The 
general aspect reminds one of the large Pterophylla o£ the Rajmahal 
series, especially o£ Pterophyllum~ p/rinceps Oldh. and Morr., 1 but 
this does not have similar nerves. Perhaps they should be placed in a 
new genus, but they are near enough to the Otenis falcatao£ Lindley and 
Hutton2 to be placed in the same genus with it. The chief difference 
is the much greater size o£ the Oroville plant. Nathorst's Otenis 
.fallax and Otenis i1nbricata Font. o£ the Potomac o£ Virginia belong 
to the same type, but are specifically different. A noteworthy feature 
o£ this plant is the unequal width o£ the leaflets, and in this respect it 
resmnbles N rlsonia. . · 

1 Fossil Flora of the Rajmahal Series, pl. x, fig. 3. 
2Fossil Flora of Great Britain, Vol. III, pl. ciii. 
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CTENIS AURICULATA Fontaine. 

Pl. LVIII, Figs. 1-3. 

1896. Ctenis auriculata Font.: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, p. 274. 

Only portions of leaflets were seen. The most complete specimen, 
given in Pl. LVIII, Fig. 2, shows a portion o:£ the compound leaf, 
with the basal parts and attachment of two leaflets. ·The plant must 
have reached a large size, but the true dimensions can not be made out. 
Only the basal portions of the leaflets were seen, and in these portions 
they show some variation. The form represented in Fig. 1 has the 
least narrowing at base and the least auriculate form, having somewhat 
the shape of the ·bases of the leaflets . of. 0. grandifolia. The. bases 
of the leaflets in the form represented in Fig. 2 are considerably rounded 
off and narrowed at their insertion, so that they have a pronounced 
auriculate form. The nerves are quite different from those of 0. 
granddfolia, but the general plan of anastomosis is similar, although 
more abundant. The nerves, near their attachment, are rather remote 
and straggling. They go off at a large angle and are, near their bases, 
mostly single, but above branch more or less copiously. Those in the 
middle and upper sides of the lamina of the leaflet are less copiously 
branched, but those "in the lower portion branch repeatedly in a flabel
late 1nanner, curving outward and downward in the more auriculate 
leaves to fill the expanded base.· This description applies only to the 
basal portions of the leaflets,· for only these were seen. The nerves 
are very strong and cord-like, being considerably stronger than those 
of 0. grandifolia . . They anastomose by one of the branches of~ork
ing nerve coalescing with an adjaeent nerve to form elongate meshes, 
after the general fashion seen in 0. grandifolia, but there is no regu
larity in the intervals at which this takes place, and the union of nerves 
is more common. 

A considerable number of specimens o£ this plant are found at the 
locality "In the bed o£ a ravine that leads from the Banner mine," 
etc. The specimens ate not complete enough to show the full charac
ter of the plant, ·but they are enough so to indicate that it is quite 
different from 0. grandifolia, and, indeed, from any hitherto-known 
species. The auriculate form of the bases of the lea-flets reminds one 
of 0. inibricata Font. of the Potomac formation, but there is hardly 
any other feature of. resemblance except the existence of a r'eticulation 
of the Ctenis type. 

Fig. 3 gives a portion of a leaflet above the base and shows well the 
copious reticulation of that portion. · 
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CTENIS OROVILLENSIS Fontaine. 

Pl. LVIII, Fig. 4. 

1896. Ctenis orovillensis Font.: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, p. 274. 

The most coniplete specimen, given in Fig. 4, ~bows the basal por
tions of several leaflets·, placed on each side of the midrib of the com-
pound leaf. They are subopposite, closely placed, at right angles 
with the n1idi'ib, and have expanded bases, so that they are separated 
by a V -shaped sinus, while at their bases they are apparently united 
to form a narrow wing. · The leaflets vary somewhat in width, but not 
so much as those of q. grandifolia. The nerves are strong and dis
tinct, but not so much so as those of the two previously described 
species. Those in the middle portion of the lamina go off at right· 
angles, while those near the upper and lower margins of the same go. 
off at obtuse angles and arch away from the n1iurib to enter the leaf
let-. The nerves anastomose rather ra1~ely at and near the midrib and 
more freely at the distance of about 25 mm. above the midrib. They 
anastomose a.gain more freely at about 5 em. above the midrib. Hence 
the free anastomosis occurs at intervals of about 25 mm., forming elon-
gate meshes, with a similar length. · 

Several specimens of this plant are found at the locality "In the 
bed of a ravine that leads from the Bannei· n1ine," etc. Like 0. grandi
folia, this plant reminds one of the large Pterophylla of the Rajmahal 
series. It may be a form of 0. grandifolia, but has not the facies of 
that plant. The leaflets also are smaller, with a thinner texture, and 
they are of more uniform width. The leaflets in shape, size, and tex
ture resemble those of Otenopl"yllurn Wardii, which will be next 
described, but this latter has no reticulation in the nerves.-

Genus CTENOPHYLLUM Schimper. 

CTENOPHYLLUM W ARDII Fontaine. 

Pl. LIX; Pl. LX; Pl. LXVII, Fig. 5. 

1896. Ctenophyllum Wardii Font.: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser.,. Vol. II, p. 274. 

Entire leaves not seen. Probably they were nearly a meter long.· 
The largest fragment seen showed only the middle portion of a leaf, 
with no sensible diminution in the leaflets from one·end to the other. 
It is 26 em. long, with a slender midrib, not moi·e than 2 mm. wide. 
A number of leaflets go off on each side of this, none of which are 
eutire. The leaflets are quite far apart, having a distance of about 
15 mm. They are subopposite and ribbon-shaped. They are separate 
to their bases, which are decurrent on their lower. sides and slightly 
rounded off on the upper ones. They do not alter h~ width through-
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out their length. The maximum length seen was 13 em. The leaflets 
go off at an angle of about 60°, and·then turn slightly away from the 
midrib. Their width is somewhat variable. The average width is 2 
em. and the n1aximum 3 em. The nerves are fine, but distinct and 
very numerous. They go off at an angle of 45°, and immediately 
after leaving the midrib turn strongly away from it, and then are 
parallel throughout· their course. They fork once near their bases. 
No additional forking was certainly made out. If it takes place it 
must occur at long intervals and irregularly. · 

Several specimens of this splendid plant were found at the locality 
"In the bed of a ravine that leads from the Banner mine," etc. Pl. 
LIX gives the n1ost complete form and Pl. LX that with the widest 
leaflets. A few f1:agments of leaflets of this species are also seen on 
Pl. LXVII, Fig. 5. . . 

This fine plant is one of several species found at the Oroville locality 
which are evidently allied and probably belong to the same genus. 
The genus Ctenophyllum, as defined by Schimper, seems to be the one 
in which they must be placed; that is, provided we may tr~nslate his 
description, "foliolis lateri rachis superiori, oblique adfixis," by! leaf
lets attached obliquely to the upper side (not race) of the rachis. The 
leaflets are attached obliquely to the sides of the rachis in the plane of 
the upper face of the same. It must be admitted that these plants are 
of a very different type frmn Otenopl~yllum Braunian~nn, so far as 
their general aspect is concerned. 

The plant now in question is nearer 0. latifoli~tm Font. 1 of the Po to-· 
mac of Virginia than any other hitherto known, but the leaflets do not 
vary so much in width and the nerves are more slender and closely 
placed. 

The plant is named for Mr. Lester F. Ward, by whose efforts the 
fine collection from Oroville was .obtained. 

CTENOPHYLLUM DENSIFOLIUM Fontaine. 

Pl. LXI. 

1896. Ctenophyllum densifolium Font.: A1n. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol.. II, p. 274. 

The size of the leaf is unknown, as all the specimens were fragments. 
The most complete portion found is a fragment of a compound leaf, 
·29 em. long, from the middle part. This indicates that the plant n1ust 
have been very large. It is apparently the largest Ctenophyllum 
occurring at Oroville. It shows a number of leaflets on a side, the 
largest of which, with the upper portion of it not preserved, is-13 em.· 
long. Notwithstanding the considerable size of this specimen, it shows 
no. diminution from base to summjt in the size of the midrib and of 

1 Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. XV p. 175, ri. lxviii, figs. 2, 3. 
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the leaflets. The leaflets go off nearly at right angles with the midrib, 
have the same width throughout their l~ngth, and' are closely placed, 
being only 1 111m. apart. They are 1 em. wide, and are very uniforn1 in 
width. The nerves go off nearly at right angles. They are slender, 
but strongly defined, unbranched, and parallel throughout their course, 
being about 10 in number. This fine plant is rather abundant at the 

·locality "In the bed of a r~vine that leads from the Banner mine.," 
etc. It occurs in large specimens, the finest of which is given on Pl. 
LXI. It is nearly allied to 0. grct/ndifolium, but is clearly a different 
species. 

CTENOPHYLLUM GRANDIFOLIUM STORRSII Fontaine. 

Pl. LIII, Fig. 3; Pl. LXII; Pl. LXIII, Fig. l; Pl. L4VI, Fig. 3. 

1896. Ctenophyllurn grandifoliurn Storrsii Font.: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, 
p. 274. 

; 

This plant can not be distinguished specifically from 0. grandifolitt?n 
Font., of, the Older Mesozoic of Virginia, 1 but although it evidently 
attained a very large size, it was inferior to the Virginia plant, and 
had uniformly narrower leaflets, with fewer nerves. The midrib was 
wide and flat, with apparently no great amount of wood tissue. The 
leaflets go off nearly at right angles with the midrib. They are placed. 
far apart and are separate, being mostly 5 mm. from one to another. 
Throughout most of their length they are strap-shaped and ·narrow, 
near their bases they grow narrower, and at their base, where they 
unite with the midrib, they are slightly widened. The narrowed por
tion appears to have been thick and fleshy. The leaflets must have 
been very long, equaling the Virginia plant in that respect. The 

· width of the leaflets, even on the same midrib, was riot constant, but 
varied irregularly, although slightly, resembling in this point the Vir
ginia fossil. The nerves are vei·y strong, 5 or 6 in number, and either 
single or forking once, at various distance.s from the midrib. Near 
the midrib they are almost always single, and go off nearly at right 
angles with the midrib, being then parallel. This nervation differs 
from that of the Virginia_ plant, in which the nerves fork once at their 
bases and are then single. 

This fine plant was foundwith several specimens at the locality ."In 
the bed of a ravine that leads from the Banner mine,"·etc. Pl. LXII 
represents the n1ost complete fragment found, and Pl. LXIII, Fig. 1, 
a portion of a leaflet enlarged to show the nervation. Other less per
fect fragments are represented by Pl. LIII, Fig. 3, and Pl. LXVI, 
Fig 3. 

The variety is named for Mr. James Storrs, the intelligent assistant 
of Mr. Ward in collecting the Oroville fossils. · 

lMon. U. s .. Geol. Survey, Vol. V], pp. 73-76, pl. xxxix, figs. 1-3; pl. xl; pl. xli; pl. xlii, fig. 1. 
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CTENOPHYLLUM ANGUSTIFOLIUM Fontaine. 

Pl. _LXIII, Figs. 2, 3. 

1896. Cten'ophyllurn angustifoliurn Font.: .Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, p. 274. 

This plant was found in two small imprints, occurring on the same 
fragment of rock at the locality "Bank of. Feather River," etc. 
Although the amount of material is so small, it is enough to show 
certainly that the plant is quite different from any other cyead occur
ring in the Oroville region. The most complete specimen, shown in 
Pl. LXIII, Fig. 2, has a midrib 4 em. long and l mm. wide, with 
several leaflets going off on each side., Only the basal portions of 
these are preserved, the largest being only 35 mm. long. The leaflets 
make right angles with the midrib, are only 1 mm. wide, and are 
slightly expanded at base. The nerves are only three or four in 
number and strong, but th~y are not very distinctly shown. 

This plant iEl plainly one of the narrow~leaved Ctenophylla of 
the type of Otenophyllu1n Braunia111nm. It .is especially like the form 
depicted in Mon. U. · S.' Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, pl. xxxiv, fig. 4, but 
the leaflets are closer in the Oroville plant. 

Genus PODOZAMITES Friedrich Braun. 

PonozAMITES LANCEOLATUS (Lindley an~ Hutton) Friedrich Brauh. 

Pl. LXIII, Fig. 4; Pl. LXIV, Fig. 1; Pl. LXVI, Fig. 4; Pl. LXVII, 
Figs. 3, 4. 

1836. Zamia lanceolata L. and H.: Foss. Fl. Gt. Brit., Vol. III, p. 121, pl. cxciv. 
1840. Zamites lanceolatus (L. and H.) Fr. Braun: Verzeichniss Kreis-Nat~-Samml. . 

Bayr~uth Petrefact., p. 100. 
1843. Podozamites lanceolatus (L. and H.) Fr. Braun in Munster: Beitr. z. Petrefac

tenkunde, Vol. II, Pt. VI, p. 33. 

A large number ot imprints of this plant are found at the locality 
"In the bed of a ravine' that leads from the Banner mine," ·etc., and 
at least one was obtained from the locality "Bank of Feather RiYer," 
etc. The most common are detached leaflets, but some imprints are 
found 1vith the leaflets attached. The leaves are rather variable in· · 
size, but the average, or normal forms, can not be distinguished from 
those that Heer describes from Cape Boheman. 1 The larger leaflets 
are exactly like the larger ones from Cape Boheman and surpass in 
size any of the species of P. ffinmonsii or of the type form of Lindley· 
and Hutt9n. 

This plant is of special importance in fixing the age of the strata 
containing it, as, next to Tmniopteris orovillensis, it is the most abun-

1 Flora Foss. Arct., Vol. IV, Pt. I, Beitriige zur Foss. Flor. Spit~bergens, p. 35, pl. vii, figs. 1-7. 
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dant fossil. Heer regards the Cape Boheman Jurassic as Middle Brown 
Jura (Bathonian) in age. 

Pl. LXIII, Fig. 4, gives one of the most complete forms, and Pl. 
LXIV, Fig. 1, represents a form with somewhat narrower leaflets. 
An imperfect. specimen is seen at Fig. 4 of Pl. LXVI, and it seems 
probable that the parts of leav8s represented by Figs. 3 and 4 of Pl. 
LXVII belong to this plant. 

PODOZAMITES LANCEOLATUS LATIFOLIUS (Brongniart) Heer. 

Pl. LXIV, Fig. 2. 

· 1828. T::eniopteris latifolia Br:ongn.: Prodrome, pp. 62, 199; Hi st. V eg. Foss., Vol. I, p. 
266, pl. lxxxii, fig. 6. 

1833. Odontopteris latifolia (Brongn.) Stern b.: Flora der Vorwelt, Vol. II, p. 79. 
1838. Zamites latifolius (Brongn.) Presl: Op. cit., Vol. II, p. 199. 
1867. Podozamites distans latifolia (Brongn.) Schenk: Foss. Fl. der Grenzschichten des 

Keupers und Lias, p. 162, pl. xxxvi, fig. 10. 
1876. Podozamites lanceolatus latifolius (Brongn.) Heer: Jura-Flora Ostsibiriens, Fl. 

Foss. Arct., Vol. IV, Pt. II, pp. 109, 120, pl. xxvi, figs. 5, 6, 8b, 8c. 

Two or three detached leaflets o~ a Podozamites of the type of P. 
la;nceolatus were found at the locality "In the bed of a ravine that 
leads from the Banner mine," etc., which seem to differ at least vari
etally from the narrow . .f. lanceolatus, being broader and shorter. 
They agree well with the leaflets described by Heer 1 from the Jura 
formation on the Upper Amur as a variety latifoliu~ of P. lanceolatus. 

Class GINKGOALES. 

Family GINK.GOAOE.lE. 

Genus BAIERA Friedrich Braun. 

BAIERA MULTIFID A Fontaine~ 

Pl. LXV, Figs. 1, 2. 

1883. Baiera 1nultijida Font.: Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, p. 87, pl. xlv, fig. 3; 
pl. xlvi; pl. xlvii, figs.1, 2. · 

Portions of a plant that appears to be a Baiera, near B. multijida 
Font., of the Older Mesozoic of Virginia, were found in two speci
mens; one, showing the basal part, given in Pl. LXV, Fig. 1, ·was 
obtained at the locality "In the bed of a ravine that leads from the 
Banner mine," etc., and the other, showing lacinire, represented in 
Fig. 2, at the locality "Bank of Feather River," etc. · The amount of 
material is too small to permit a positive determination of the plant. 
It is, however, a coarse, large form, that reminds one strongly of 
Baiera 1nultijida Font. 

I Flora Foss. Arct., Vol. IV, Pt. II, Beitrli.ge zur Jura-Flora Ostsib. und des Amurlan4es, p. 109, pl. 
xxvi, figs. 5, 6, Sb, Sc. 
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Class CONIFER...tE. 

Family PINACE.LE. 

Genus PAGIOPHYLLUM Heer. 

pAGIOPHYLLUM W ILLIAMSONIS (Brongniart) Fontaine. 

Pl. LXVI, Figs. 1, 2. 
1828. Lycopodites Williamsonis Brongn.: Prodrome, pp. 83, 199. 
1829. Lycopodites uncijolius Phillips: Geology of Yorkshire, pp. 147, 167, pl. viii, 

fig& ~ 3L , 
1833. Lycopodites Williamsonis Brongn. in Lindley and Hutton: Foss. ·Fl. Gt. Brit., 

Vol. II, p. 33, pl. xciii. 
1849. Palissya? Williamsonis Brongn.: Tableau, pp. 68, 106. 
1870. Pachyphyllum Williamsoni Schimp.: Traite de Paleontologie V egetale, Vol. II, 

p. 251. . 
1896. Pagiophyllum Williamsoni (Schimp.) Font.: Am. Jour. ScL, 4thSer., Vol. II, 

p. 274. . 

Several impressions of a conifer strongly re~emblin'g Pag'l:o]Jl~yllum 
Williarnsonis were found at the locality " In the bed of a ravine 
that leads from the Banner mine," etc. The largest imprint: is that 
of a stem 8 em. long. This has portions of several branches and one 
entire branch. The latter is 15 mm. long and bears at its summit an 
elliptical, scaly cone, of the same shape and dimensions as that 
depicted by Lindley and Hutton on a branch of their Lycopodites Wil
liwmsonis on pl. xciii of the second volume of the Fossil Flora of Great 
Britain.· This, as Schimper showed, is not a Lycopodites, but a coni
fer, of the type he named Pachyphyllu:rn, and for which, owing to the 
preoccupation of t}:le name Pachyphyllum, the appellation Pagiophyl
lum of Heer is now chosen. 

The stems carry one-ribbed, curved, and stiff leaves, in the Oro
ville specimens. There is no doubt that they belong to the genus _ 
Pagiophyllum, and are very near to the English plant. 

Genus PINUS Linn reus. 

PINUS N ORDENSKIOLDI Heer ? 

Pl. LXV, Fig. 3. 

1876. Pinus Nordenskioldi Heer: Beitr. zur Foss. Fl. Spitzbergens, Fl. Foss. Arct., 
Vol. IV, Pt. I, pp. 45, 135, pl. ix, figs. 1, 1b, 2, 2b, 3, 3b, 4, 5, 5b, 6. 

, Several detached fragments of a broad-leaved Pinus were found at. 
the localities "In the bed of a ravine that leads from the Banner 
niine," etc., and" The old dump at the Banner mine," etc. They show 
neither their bases nor their tips. They belong to broad, stiff, one
nerved Pinus leaves that agree well with Heer's plant. 1 Of course no 
positive determination can be made from such ·imperfect material. 

1 Flor. Foss. Arct., Vol. IV, Pt. I, Beitrage zur Foss. Flor. Spitzbergens, p. 45, pl. ix, figs. 1-6. 
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Genus LEPTOSTROBUS Heer. 

LEPTOSTROBUS ? sp. Fon.taine. 

Pl. LXVII, Fig. 1. 

1896. Undetermined cone Font.: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, p. 274. 

A rather vague imprint occurs at the locality·'' In the bed of a ravine 
that leads from the Banner mine," etc., which, although it shows no 
structure, in shape and· the arrangement of its parts, looks something 
like a cone of Leptostrobus. It may be compared with the ·cone of 
Lq;tostrobus crassipes Heer~ as given in Flor. Foss. Arct~, Vol. IV, 
Pt. II, Beitrage zur Jura-Flora Ostsibiriens, pl. xiii, fig. 14. 

PLANTS OF UNCERTAIN AFFINITY. 

Genus CARPOLITHUS Stokes and Webb. 1 

CARPOLITHUS STORRSII Fontaine. 

Pl. LXV~ Figs. 4-6. 

1896. Carpolithus Storrsii Font.: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th Ser., Vol. II, p. 274. 

A considerable number of imprints of an aggregation of nut-like 
fruits was found at the locality "In the bed of a ravine that leads 
from the Banner mine," etc. The nut-like seeds appear to have been 
borne in pairs at the summit of short pedicels, arranged at considera
ble- intervals and spirally, around a flexuous axis. The thickest axis 
seen has a diameter of 3 mm. The pedicels are stout and about 5 mm. 

lin the Nineteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. II, p. 691, this genus was credited to Artis, 
whoseuseofthisorthographyin hisAntediluvianPhytology, 1825, pp. XVand22, was then thought to be 
the earliest. I have since observed that it was so spelled by Stokes and Webb in their Description of 
some Fossil Vegetables of the Tilgate Forest in Sussex (Trans. Geol. Soc. London, 2d series, Vol. I, 
1824, p. 423) one year earlier. Schimper (Traite de Pal. Veg., Vol. II, p. 225) credits it to Sternberg, 
but he wrote the name Ca?-polites (Flora der Vorwelt, Vol. I, Tentamen, p. XL, 1825). Schlotheim, in 
1820, wrote Carpolithes (Petrefactenkunde, p. 418), and this seems to be the earliest date at which fos
sil fruits were systematically treated. Parkinson, in his Organic Remains, Vol. I, 1804, figured a con
siderable number on pl. vi, but an examination of the letterpress fails to indicate that be attempted 
to give them even a generic name. In Bronn's Index Palaeontologicus (Nomenclator, pp. 238-241) 
most of these are named under Carpolithes and credited to Parkinson, with reference to pl. vi of the 
Organic Remains, but without reference to the text, and it seems probable that Gi:ippert named them 
from the figures and is to be credited with the names. 

The form Carpolitlms seems preferable to Carpolithes or Carpolites, but if it is to be treated as a genus 
it should conform to the law of priority in use. It is retained here only ori the assumption that it 
may ultimately be found to have priority when the investigation is complete. In fact, there is some 
justification for this, since Walch, in 1771 (Die Naturgeschichte der Versteinerungen zur Erlauterung 
der Knorrischen Sammlung von Merkwurdigkeiten der Natur,- herausgegeben von Johann Ernst 
Immanuel Walch, Dritter Theil, Nurnberg, 1771, p. 51), uses this term in the plural, "Carpolithi," for 
fossil fruits in general, taking pains on page 91 to give the Greek derivation· from Kap7ro<; and >..tllo<;, 

but be does not seem to have used the singular, which would of course be Carpolithus. As, however, 
his treatment was not systematic (binomial) it may be questioned whether this constitutes the earliest 
use of the genus. L. F. W. 
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long. The fruits are elliptical or fusiform,. about 8 mm. long and 4 
mm. thick in their thickest portions.· They are mostly much distorted 
by pressure, but some show their former and true shape. 

T.P.ere are several known fossils with which this may be compared, 
but from which it is almost certainly, a:t least specifically, different. 
It resembles an aggregation of nut-like fruits that Heer1 ascribes to 
Ozekanowskia rigida, for no reason except that it is found on the same 
rock specimen with leaves of that plant. Hem·'s plant, however, has 
smallei· nut-like seeds and the pairs are placed much farther apart than 
they are in the plant from the California locality. Heet·'s fossil has 
also the axis on which the pedicels are placed n1uch straighter than 
that of the plant DOW: in question. This latter may also be compared 
with Stacl~yopitys Preslii Schenk, as figured by Schenk in Fossil Flora 
der. Grenzschichten, pl. xliv, fig. 12, but the two plants are clearly 
different species, for that of Schenk has smaller rjhbed seeds of ovate 
shape. 

Fig. 4 gives a form showing the double nuts, and Fig. 6 represents 
a n1ore complete fonn of larger size. 

GENERAIJ REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS. 

The collection referred to in the preceding pages, that was made by 
Mr. Stanton and referred by Mr. \\-7ard to me for determination, was 
a small and imperfect one. A study of it left me in doubt as to its 
precise age. The conclusion to which I caine was expressed in the 
following words, quoted from a report made to Mr. Ward: 

This flora is not older than the uppermost Trias and not younger than the Oolite. · 
I feel pretty sure that it is true Rhetic, somewhat younger than the Los Bronces 
flora of Newberry and the Virginia Mesozoic coal flora. It is much like the Rhetic 
flora of France made known by Sa porta. It is a new grouping of plants., I do not 
think the fossils now in hand suffice to fix narrowly the age, which may be lower 
Jurassic. 

The much more complete collection and better-preserved fossils 
obtained by Mr. Ward from the same beds give more satisfactory 
data, although the evidence is not sufficient to fix conclusively within 
narrow limits the age of the formation. The collection made by Mr. 
Ward, although much larger than that made by 1\tlr. Stanton, andcon
taining better-preserved plants, is still not large enough to be exhaust
ive. Correcting the results obtained from the examination of Mr. 
Stanton's collection by the facts made known by the study of that of 
Mr. \Vard, we find 28 distinct forms in the Oroville beds (see tabie 
below, p. 367). 

1 Flora Foss. Arct., Vol. IV, Pt. II, Beitrage. zur Jura-Flora Ostsibir. und des Amurlandes, p. 116, 
pl. xxr, fig. Sa. 
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Of these 28 different plants-for they are different, whatever may 
be their true place and affinities-14 are.new and of no value for.fixing 
age by identit}r. Counting out the unde~ermined cone, we have only 
12 forms that may be compared with· previously known ones. Seven 
of these, viz, OladopAlebis spectabilis, 0. argtdtda, 0. whitbienA3is 
tenuis var. a?, TAyrsopte'l"l:s Haakiana, Podozan~ites lanceolatus, Podo
zamites lanceolatus latifolius, Pinus Nordens'kwldi.ct, were found by 
Heer in the Jurassic formation, which he regarded as middle Brown 
Jura, w:hich is about the equivalent of the lower Oolite of Scarborough. 
Of these, Oladopl~lebis spectabilis and Podozamites lanceolatus are espe
cially valuable for fixing age by deterniination of identity. Olado
pl~lebis spectabilis, as stated in the notice of the species, is a type not 
common among terns, and it has a character that enables its identity 
to· be fixed by a small an:iount of material. The Podozamites also is 
a form readily distinguished, while it is, at Oroville, very abundant 
and well preserved. Three of the plants whose identity with pre
viously known ones is more or less fully made out are: JJidymosorus? 
bindrabunensisi, Cladophlebis indica.ct, and Pterophyllum Tajmal~alense? 
They were all originally made k~own from the Rajmahal beds of India. 
These Feistmantel regards as of Liassic age. None of the forms from 
Oroville are well enough preserved to enable us to make a very close 

. compai·ison with the India fossils. Although the establishment of 
identity is not certain, yet the existence of a close resemblance in type 
has considerable value in determining age. This fact will be again 
noticed farther on. The Pagiophyllum type of conifer is highly char-
. acteristic of the Jurassic, and it is significant that the Oolitic form P. 
Williamsonis is the only conifer of importance in the Oroville flora. 
It will be noticed that the proportion of conifers in this flora is remark
ably small, the ferns and cycads making up most of the plants. This 
is a feature that is 1nore characteristic of the Older Mesozoic than .of any 
other flora. The only remaining plant possibly identical with a known 
one is the doubtful Sagmwpteris Nilsoniana. This Sagenopteris is 
ll10St characteristic of the Rhetic. The Oroville specimen, standing 
alone and being doubtful, can not have much weight. 

Turning now to the plants which must be regarde.d as new, we find 
that, although we can not derive any evidence from their identity with 
known forms, they are not without indications that may be taken as 
evidence of age. As was stated before, the prevalence of a particular 
type is of value as indicating age. we find that certain types abound 
in the floras of particular ages, and are absent or 1:are in others. For 
example, the Alethopteris, N europteris, and Pecopteris types of ferns· 
are most characteristic of the Carboniferous. The Thyrsopteris and 
Cladophlebis type is conspicuous in the Mesozoic and most character
istic of the Jurassic. 
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Macrotreniopteris is a type of fern that; in typical forms, can not 
be mistaken for any other. Its range in time seems to have been from 
uppermost Trias to Oolite, reaching its maximum development, if 
Feistmantel is right as to the age. of the Rajmahal series, in the Lias. 
Now, although the amount of material obtained showing it in the 
Oroville flora was not large, it was evidently a conspicuous plant in 
that flora. The most common species, M. californica, is nearer 
Macrotmniopteris ( Tmn~'opteris) lata o£ the Rajmahal flora than any 
other plant. H. nervosa is unique. Even if neither of these species 
bore any resemblance to known forms, the very fact that Macro
treniopteris ·is an important type in a flora is evidence favorable for 
the age being Jurassic. 

The common Treniopteris in the Oroville flora is so near T. tenui
nervis, the characteristic one of· the Infralias (Rhetic) o£ France,. 
that it may be considered its representative, modified by differences 
in its surroundings: As this is a common type as late as the 
Oolite, its presence need not indicate an age greater than the Lias. 
Oladoplt1ebis densifolia, i£ it has any relationship to known species, 
is best compared with Pecopteris lobata Oldh., of the Rajmahal 
series. 

Adiantites orovillensis seems 'to be unique and not very near any 
known species. The Angiopteridium has .A. llfc Olellandi . of the 
Rajmaha1 series as its nearest plant. 

The three new species of Ctenis belong to a type that begins in the 
Rhetic with the peculiar 0. fallax of Nathorst and exists in the basal 
Cretaceous in at least one species, 0. imbricata Font., of the Potomac 
of Virginia. Except in its inferior size, the Oolitic plant of Lindley 
and I-Iutton, · Ctenis falcata, seems to be the form nearest to the Oro
ville type. 
· It should be noted, however, that in their general facies these plants 

are close to the large Pterophylla of the Rajmahal series, the anasto
mosis of the nerves, which may be a special deveiopment, being the 
principal difference. 

The large Ctenophylla were evidently common and very important 
plants in the flora. OtenojJlcyllum densifol-ium and 0. grandifoli'nm 
Stornii were r~lated to the C. grand"ij'olitt?n of the Virginia older 
l\1esozoic~ the variety Storrsii being near enough to be regarded as a 
variety of the latter. 

The small OtenopAylla~tn. angust~foliu'7n has probably a near relation
ship to another Older Mesozoic plant, viz, 0. Braunianum. 
. CarJJOlithus Sto'rrsii appears to be unique. So far as any relation
ship can be made out for it it is with a Jurassic plant. 

Putting the Oroville plants in the form of a table that shows the age 
of the plants nearest to them or identical with them; we may denote 
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identity by the letter i and related forms by r, getting the following 
results: 

Age of plants nem·est to m· ide1iticalwith Oroville plants. 

Species. 

~ 
0 
0 

1---------c----------------1-- -- -- -- --

1. Thyrsopteris Maakiana Heer ________________________ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i? _ .. _ 

2. Adiantites orovillensis Font ___________ , _____________ ~. _____ ... __ . _ _ X 
3. Cladophlebis spectabilis (Heer). Font . _____________ , __ . ___ . __ . __ 
4. Cladophlebis argutula (Heer) Font ___________________ . __ . _____ _ 

5. Cladophlebis whitbiensis tenuis var. a Heer . __________ . __ .. _ .. _ _ i? 
6. Cl.adophlebis densifolia Font ___________________________ . _. _ r _______ _ 

7. Cladophlebis indica (Oldh.andMorr.) Font_ ____________ --~- ____ i? ___ _ 
8. Treniopteris orovillensis Font. ___________ . __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ · r _ .. _ .... _ .... __ _ 
9. MacrotreniopteriscalifornicaFont. __________________________ r _______ _ 

10. Macrotreniopteris nervosa Font _______ . _________ . ___ .. _. _. ___ .. _ ... _ X 
11. Angiopteridium californicum Font ___________________ .. _ _ _ _ _ r _ .. ____ _ 

12. Sagenopteris Nilsoniana (Brongn.) 'Vard _. _. _. _ _ _ _ _ i? __ . ___ . _ . _. ___ .. 

13. Di~ymosorus? bindrabunensis acutifolius Font.._._. __ .. __ .. _ i? . _. ___ .. 
14. Pterophyllum rajmahalense Morr _______ . _______ ... __ .. ___ . _ i? . _. __ ... 

15. Ctenis grandifolia Font _____ . ___ . _. - _. _--------.- -- ... - -.-. -- _- -.-- X 
16. Ctenis auriculata Font .... _____ . ___ ..... _.- _- - ---- - --.- . -.- -- _- -.-- X 
17. CtenisorovillensisFont. __________________________ ~ ---------------- X 
18. Ctenophyllum Wardii Font . _ _ __ _ __. _____ . ___ .... ___ . _ r _. _ .. _____ . __ 

19. Ctenophyllum densifolium ~ .. _______ . ______ .. ____ .. r __ ... __ . _____ . __ 

20. Ctenophyllum grandifolium Storrsii Font; ___ . ___ .___ r _ .. __ ... __ . __ .. _ 

21. Ctenophy llum angustifoliurri Font . ____ .. _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r _ .... _. _ .. _. ___ .. 

22. Podozamites lanceolatus (L. and H.) Fr. Braun~ .. __ .. ____ .. _ ... . 

23. Podozamites lanceolatus latifolius (Brongn.) Heer . _ .. ___ ..... _ . _ 
24. Baiera multi:fida Font. __________ . __ ._ .... ___ . __ ._ .. _ _ _ _ i? ____ . _. ____ . 

25. Pagiophyllum '~Tilliamsonis (Brongn.) Font. __ . __ ._. _ ...... _ . _ _ _ i 
26. Pinus Nordenskioldi Heer _____ ... __ ... ". ______ .. _. _ .. _ . _ ..... _ i? . _. _ 

27. Leptostrobus? sp. Font. Undetermined cone._ ..... _ ... _______ . __ . _ _ X 
28. Carpolithus Storrsii Font ............. _ ..... - ....... -.. -.- ..... --.- X 

The comparison of the Oroville plants with known floras shows 
that n1ost of the: forms for which any relationship with known plants 
can he made out find their ljke in the Lias and Oolite, or, without dis
tinguishing these, in the Jurassic. As the Oolitic forms are predomi
nant, we may conclude that the age of the flora is not only Jurassic 
but rather late ~T urassie, probably about the age of lower Oolite. If 
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this be correct, we !nay regard the fossils showing Rhetic affinities as 
survivors:1 

THE JURASSIC FLORA o:E' OREGON. 

As far back as 1872 and in subsequent years, Mr. Aurelius Todd, a 
mining engineer, then living in Oregon, now a resident of Florida, 
while prospecting among the mountains of Douglas County, Orego~, 
made collections of fossils frqm numerous points, and among these 
were 1nany fossil plants. Some of the latter were collected on Buck 
Mountain, which forms part of the watershed between Cow Creek and 
Lookingglass Creek, two principal tributaries of the South Fork of 
the Umpqua River. , Buck Mountain is about 8 miles nearly due west 
of the town of Riddles. It has an altitude of about 3,500 feet above 
the level of the sea, and rises 2, 000 feet above the beds of the streams 
that flow along its base. On the west side, flowing north, is Olalla 
Creek, a tributary of Lookingglass Creek. A branch of this,"locally 
called Thomson Creek, but named Hunter Creek on the Land Office 

1 The careful reader of this paper who may be acquainted with Professor Fontaine's brief report on 
the first collection from Oroville made by Dr. Stanton's party as above set forth (see Journal of Geology, 
Vol. III, pp. 395-396) may observe that Professor Fontaine does not explain speci~cally the changes 
made in his determinations, but only states that the new and more abundant collections required 
the conclusions drawn from the early small collection to be modified and extended. It is, therefore, 
perhaps ·worth while to attempt to clear the matter up at this time lest some one might ascribe to the 
Oroville fiorula species mentioned in the first report that have not as yet really been found there. 
The only such species as to which Professor Fontaine spoke with any degree of confidence are the 
following: 

Tamiopteris tenuinervis Brauns. 
Tamiopteris stcnoneura Schenk. 
Danreopsis ma1:antacea Pres1. 
Ctenophyllum grandifolium Font. 
Podozamites Emmonsii Newb. 
Podozamites tenuistriatus Font. 

It happened that at the time Professor Fontaine was in Washington working .~p the large collection 
made by Mr. Storrs and myself, the small collection was still at the University of Virginia, a fact 
which I had overlooked until he arrived. I therefore requested him on his return to reexamine the 
original collection at once, while the results of his study of the new one were fresh in his mind and 
with his own sketches before.him. This he did and reported that he found nothing additional in the 
first collection.· To make this all the more certain, he then and there attached labels to all the 
specimens of Dr. Stanton's collection and subsequently returned the whole and I embodied it in the 
general collection. 

I have been to the pains to go through, while preparing this paper, and note all .the species, as thus 
labeled by him, that he found to occur in the original collection. They are the following: 

Thyrsopteris Maakiana Heer. ? • ' 
Cladophlebis argutula (Hecr) Font. 
Cladophlebis densifolia Font. 
Cladophlebis indica (Oldh. and Morr.) Font. 
Treniopteris orovillensis Font. 
Angiopteridium californicum Font. 
Ctenis grandifolia Font. 
Ctenis auriculata Font. 
Ctenophyllum densifolium Font. 
Podozamites lanceolatus (L. and H.) Fr. Braun. 
Bal.era multifida Font.? 
Carpolithus Storrsii Font. 

A comparison of the two lists given will doubtless be sufficient to enable anyone at all acquainted 
with these forms to decide to which ones of those on the second list those on the first list most prob-
ably correspond. L. F. W. 
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map, flow.s westward. along its base on the north side. On the south 
side two streams called Buck Creek and Doe Creek rise near its base, 
flow south, and join Cow Creek below Nichols station on the Southern 
Pacific Railroad. The mountain lies in latitude 43° 57' N., longitude 
123° 30' W., from Greenwich, and in township 30 S., range 7 W., of 
W illamette meridian. 

The locality at which Mr. Todd collected his specimens of fossil 
plants on Buck Mountain is about 300 feet below the summit on the 
east side, in a gulch which it has been agreed to call Todd Gulch. · 
It lies north of Seven Spring Ridge, over which a trail runs from the 
east, making the ascent of the mountain easy. Mr. Todd revisited the 
locality in 1886 and made additional collections. 

A single specimen from among Mr. Todd's collections from this 
locality came into my hands in 1885 through Prof. W. H. Dall, who 
turned it over with some shells to Dr. T. W. Stanton, and the latter 
passed it on to me. It was a pretty little fern, and Professor Fontaine 
subsequently identified it with Dryopteris monocarpa (Aspid£um mono
carpum. Font., Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XV, 1892, p. 490~ pl. lxxxiii, 
figs. 4-6, 6a), from the Kootanie of Great FaUs, Montana. The 
specimen is recorded as No. 972 in the locality or lot catalogue of 
the Division of Paleobotany of the United States Geological Survey. 

There are two other speci~·nens now in my hands which I believe to 
have been collected at the same locality. They were received from 
.Prof. J. S. Diller through Dr. T. W. Stanton, and were turned over 
to me by the former in'1893. They bear the locality number 568, and 
were recorded from data accompanying them as "from about sec. 16, 
T. 30 S., R. 7 W., Oregon Nickel mines, Riddles, Douglas County, 

. Oregon, elevation about 2, 000 feet." This accords sufficiently closely 
with the Todd l9cality to admit of no serious doubt. The specimens 
are covered by the same fern and the rock is of precisely the same 
character, but unfortunately the original label did not ·state when or 
by whom they. were collected. It is certain that they did not come 
from. the ( )regon Nickel mines, which lie in range 6, 5 miles east of 
Buck Mountain, and no fossil plants have ever been found in that 
vicinity. Professor Fontaine, .while studying this material~ observed 
the similarity in thes~ specimens, and in a letter to me dated January 
26, 1898, he says: 

In studying the Oregon plants for description, I had regarded the fern visible on 
the two specimens credited to the Nickel mine, and numbered 568, as the same with 
that on the specimen numbered 972, and credited to Todd's locality, i. e., Bucks 
Peak, 300 feet below its summit. On comparing these specimens again, after 'yash
ing them, to see if they were really the same ferns, I found on the Nickel mine 
specimens inconspicuous imprints of a conifer, Sphenolepidium Kurrianum, that I had 
not observed before. This led me to examine the supposed Todd specimen care
fully, to see if any conifers were shown on that. I had begun to suspect that the 
specimens aU came from the same place, as the ferns are identical and the shale 
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carrying them is exactly similar. I found on Todd's specimen the same conifer, 
obviously the counterpart of the impression on the Nickel mine specimens, but not 
exactly corresponding. to them in dimension. On trying to fit the specimens together 
I found they nearly fitted. The conifer impressions occur on all the specimens on 
the side opposite to that which carries the much more distinct fern impressions. 
On this side there is a thin layer of soft, flaky shale, in which the conifer impressions 
occur. Rubbing in transportation had almost hidden the imprints previously 
obscure. Hence they were overlooked in the former examination. Either in the 
original splitting of the rock to obtain the specimens, or ii1 subsequent transport, 
flakes of the soft shale layer carrying the coniferous imprints had been removed 
from the rock specimens, hence they do not exactly fit together, and the conifer 
imprints do not exactly correspond. 

I have fully confirmed this description by a careful comparison of 
the specimens since they were returned, and I no longer doubt that 
they are all parts of the same piece of shale. They were, of course, 
probably. all collected by Todd at the same time, but it might have 
happened that a subsequent collector picked up the two additional 
pieces left by Mr. Todd. 

A large number of other small collections had been made from time 
to time in Douglas County, but they were either from the marine 
shell-bearing Knoxville and Horsetown beds or from the Eocene rocks 
of that region and therefore do not concern· us here, but those from 
the Cretaceous will be treated .in the. second paper (Part II) of this · 
series. There was considerable confusion in the labels of all these 
plants and for a long time all the Mesozoic forms were believed to 
represent the Shasta group (Knoxville and Horsetown beds), but the 
Buck .Mountain region presented some serious stratigraphical difficul
ties. These Professor Diller was very anxious to clear up before 
mapping the region. In 1896 he visited the Buck Mountain district 
and made a somewhat hurried reconnaissance. A fossil-plant bed was 
discovered by Mr. James Storrs, o£ his party, and a small collection 
made and shipped to Washington. In transmitting this collection to 
me through the Director of the Survey he says, in his Letter to the 
Director dated November 18, 1896, that the specimens ,. were.obtained 
from rocks which appear to underlie the Lower Cretaceous," and adds: 

These fossils come from a locality which promises to yield a rich harvest to the 
collector. They were found too late in the day to make a more extensive collection, 
but it is hoped that enough were obtained to indicate the geological age. No other 
fossils whatever were found in the same or immediately associated strata. 

This locality is at the base of Buck Mountain on the northwest side, 
in section 3 of the same township and range, on the tributary of 
Olalla 1 Creek above referred to as Thompson or Hunter Creek. These 
plants came into my bands in the autumn of that year and I mad~ a 

1 The beds at this point will for convenience be referred to as the Olalla Creek beds. Olalla is the 
Indian word for berries, the black raspberry·and other berries being abundant in this region, and it is 
said that ti:ie term originally applied to the country all about the head of Olalla Creek and that all 
the streams went by that name. 
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somewhat careful preliminary study of them before sending them to 
Professor Fontaine for final determination. In my letter to him dated 
January 8, 1897, transmitting them, I said: 

There is a Treniopteris that seems to be T. orovillensi.s or'something very near that, 
and it is the commonest plant in the collection. The other things are different in 
the main from the Oroville plants, but I believe they are as old. 

I wish you could look over this collection pretty soon and let me kPow whether 
you think it is Jurassic and whether you think it important, because Mr. Storrs made 
it all in one day in a great hurry, and I understand there is plenty more. 

Professor Fontaine made the following prompt preliminary report 
on this collection: 

I have examined the Douglas County fossils and have no doubt that this is essen
tially the same flora as that of Oroville. The material is coarse and does not preserve 
the plants very well, but so far as I can judge from the impressions, there is a remark
ably large number of identical forms here and at Oroville. Of course I would not 
like to give a final decision on forms from such imperfect material, but it seems to 
me that Tamiopteris orovillensis occurs here and perhaps a larger form. Ctenophyllum 
angust~foliurn seems to be common. Several of the small ferns seem identical with 
Oroville forms. The Oroville Sagenopteris almost certainly occurs here, also an 
Angiopteridium like that of Oroville. · Some fragments look much like the Cteno
phylla of Oroville with coarse nerves. Pterophylbun rajmahalense is probably found 
here. 

The Oroville plants ought to be figured for comparison before these are worked up. 
I certainly think that a larger collection ought to be made before a final determina
tion can be formed~ I should think that the strata would yield some shale bands 
which would preserve the fossils better. However, for a "haphazard" collection 
in one day, this is a remarkable yield. 

Professor Diller was. informed of these results and the importance 
of mcrea~ing the amount of material and of making a more careful 
study of, the stratigraphical position of these beds' and their relation 
to the bed near the summit of Buck Mountain yielding the specimens 
collected by Mr. Todd. On June 30, 1897, Mr. Storrs returned to the 
locality and made a much larger collection, which was at once trans
mitted to me, through the Director of the Survey. In his letter to 
the Director, dated July 4, 1897, Professor Diller says: 

By this mail I have the honor to transmit seven packages of specimens of fossil 
plants from the locality on Olalla Creek, at which anum ber of similar specimens were 
collected last year by Mr. Storrs. I respectfully request that they be referred to 
Professor w· ard for study and report. For his information I desire to say that the 
plant beds appear.to belong to the series of strata containing Aucella. Specimens of 
the Aucella were collected in shales which appear to underlie the leaf beds and will 
be sent also by this mail for examination. The Aucellre are from Buck Peak, at the 
base of which the leaves occur, and do not appear to have the characteristics of the 
Jurassic Aucellre, but rather those of the Knoxville beds. 

As a consequence of all this a lively correspondence took place dur
ing the summer of 1897,-participated in by Professors Diller and Fon

. taine, Mr. Storrs, and myself, as to the probable age of the plant
bearing beds, and in the course of which Professer Diller succeeded in 
locating Mr. Aurelius Todd at Dunedin, Florida, and obtaining from 
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him, through a letter dated Sept~mber 12, a full statenient of his early 
operations in this field. In this letter Mr. Todd says: 

Yours of August 18 at hand. Inclosed I send you a drawing as I remember the place 
and which I think you will find very nearly correct. I revisited the place in 1896, 
and got all I could find in half an hour, but as they are in a solid bluff I think you 
will have little trouble if persevering in getting all you want. However, if you fail 
I have a lot in Eugene, Oregon, which you are quite welcome to if you can find them, 
but they will have to be sent me here for identification, I fear, as they are not all 
labeled. If you have occasion to visit Eugene go to Professor Condon and make your 
wants known. Then go to Horn & Pain's gun store (Sporting Emporium) and look 
through the specimens I left there. Then go to the house on the corner of Fourteenth 
and Hilyard streets. I left some boxes there containing my duplicates packed up in 
their barn in boxes. Go through them and take what there is you want. All the 
Aucella. in conglomerate came from Big Buck Mountain; those in lime from near 
Riddles or Big Pine; the ferns in shale from Big Buck Mountain. I gave Dr. Snapp, 
of Cottage Grove, Oregon, an order for these things, but I think he has never moved 
them nor does he care for the specimens. I know you can get 'them if they have not 
been destroyed. I have forgotten the man's name who owns the house now. I am 
very sorry I did not get to accompany you in your work in that section. I have 
found it one of much interest. 

Let me hear of your success in visiting the old Buck Mountain fossils. I spent 
many an interesting day and night roaming those hills, prospecting, hunting, and 
mining, during the early seventies, and my older brother was killed in Lookingglass 
the day I discovered this same fossil bed and about the time of day-thrown from a 
horse and dragged-in August, 1872. 

It will be s~en that this last statement in Mr. Todd's letter fixes the 
date of his collections. The drawing that accompanied the letter is 
remarkably accurate, considering that it was made twenty-four years 
after the collections were made, and eleven years since he had seen 
the place. It also contained directions how to go to find the place 
without danger of mista~e. Professor Diller received this letter 
while in the field at Myrtle Point. 

Armed with this document, Mr. Storrs, very soon after its arrival, 
revisited the Buck Mountain region. He had no difficulty in finding 
and identifying Mr. Todd's locality, and he collected quite a number 
of plants, chiefly ferns, from it. He also revisited his other localities 
on Olalla Creek and made further collections there, extending the range 
considerably. These specimens were subjected to a critical preliminary 
examination by both Professor Fontaine and myself. The occurrence 
of a number of ferns associated with the cycadean forms in the Olalla 
Creek beds and having much the same facies as those from Todd 
Gulch on the mountain began to shake the hitherto somewhat settled 
opinion that the two beds must be of different age, the latter never 
having been suspected of being Jurassic. After further study of the 
collections from both localities, Professor Fontaine, in a letter dated 
January 7, 1898, says: 

I have been inc!uding Todd's specimen and the other Oregon plants in the descrip· 
tion of the Shasta flora, because they were sent as occurring in that group. There is, 
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however, nothing in the nature of these plants to compel one to regard them as Lower 
Cretaceous. They may very well be of the age of the Oroville plants. They are 
pretty old looking. Why may not Todd's plant bed be the same as that on Olalla 
Creek (Diller's No. 2 bed), with the plants like those of Oroville, and both Ju;assic? 

At a little later date (January 26) he reported more fully as follows: 

I have examined all the collections from the horizon (Olalla Creek), apparently 
above the Aucella beds of Buck Peak, and find that they indicate a flora of essen
tially the same age, and that it is apparently Jurassic, of the same age with that of 
Oroville. Mr. Storrs has made a pretty good collection from Todd's old locality. 
Unfortunately, nearly all of the fossils from this place are fei·ns, and ferns are not the 
best kind of fossils to determine geological age. The plants from this locality seem to 
belong to a flora of essentially the same age as that from the Olalla Creek, and to be 
Jurassic and not Cretaceous. l\fany of them, it is true:' are different from those of 
Olalla Creek, but a number are the same, and my impression, from this preliminary 
examination, decidedly is that the floras of the Todd locality and Olalla Creek are 
not essentially different in age from that of Oroville. Mr. Storrs has got some fine 
plants from Olalla Creek. Among them are fine Ginkgos, probably of- more than 
one species, with broad lobes, of the type of the Jurassic Ginkgos, G: digitata and G. 
I-Intloni.'' 

During the season of 1898 additional collections from the Olalla 
Creek beds were made by JYir. Will Q. Brown, of Riddles, Oregon, 
and ~1r. Claude Rice, which they offered to send to "\Vashington for 
determination, but, in view of the amount of material already in hand 
and the still existing confusion as to the stratigraphy, no effort was 
made to secure them. Mr. Brown, however, collected and turned 
over to Professor Diller a few plant remains from a railroad cut half 
a mile north of Nichols station, just south of the whi~ling post for 
that station. The railroad here follows the left bank of Cow Creek, 
and the locality is close to that stream. Nichols station is 7 miles 
exactly due south of the plant beds on Olalla Creek, and also due 
south of the locality on Bucks Peak. The _plants frmn this locality 
closely resemble those obtained at th'e more northern points, and hence 
had an especial interest. They were sent to Professor Fontaine, and, 
in a letter by him to Professor Diller, dated April 12, 1899, he says: 

The locality, "Railroad cut near whistling post, one-half mile north of Nichols, 
Douglas County, Oregon," is a very promising one and seems to contain a great 
variety of plants. The specimens sent are quite fragmentary, but they indicate over 
20 different species, which, I think, show that the strata are of Horsetown age. This 
locality should have additional collections made from it.·· · 

Commenting on this report, Professor Diller wrote me, on April14, 
as follows : · 

These fossils Mr. Brown expected to be Jurassic. It seems much more probable 
that they are Cretaceous. If the ones from the Olalla region are the same as those 
at Oroville, this locality assumes very great importance in furnishing an opportunity 
to study the flora which will connect the Upper Jurassic and the Cretaceous. \Vere 
it not for the fossil plants r·should not hesitate to put all of the rocks in the Creta
ceous. If they are not Cretaceous, however, it is important that the line should he 
drawn between them and their relation determined, for it IS between the upper 
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Jurassic and the Cretaceous that some of the most important movements of the 
Pacific coast have occurred. I have just dictated a letter to the Director requesting 
that, if possible, arrangements be made to have that :field studied this summer by 
son1e paleo botanist. 

On April19 Professor Fontaine again writes: 

I wish you would go out and collect from Mr. Brown's localities. I ·was especially 
struck with his locality, "Railroad cu't near whistling post, one-half mile north 
of Nichols," etc. He got about 24 specimens from that place and neaTly all of 
them were different species. Some of them seem to be .new species ai1d genera. 
The material seems to preserve the plants well. I am sure :fine and interesting 
plants can be gotten there. 

Such was the condition of things at the beginning of the :field season 
of 1899, and acting upon the suggestions of Professor Diller and Pro
fessor Fontaine I presented the matter to the Directoi· on May 1, in 
the following form: 

There is a small region in the vicinity of Riddles, including Buck Mountain, Olalla 
Creek, Cow Creek, etc., in which the ~trata are much disturbed, but which seems to 
be the key to the geology of that whole country. The geologists have not been able 
to work it out. There are fe-.,v animal fossils; but an abundance of vegetable fossils; 
these latter are clear and fairly diagnostic, and seem to indicate two or three horizons 
extending down to the Jurassic. A large number of small collections have been 
made from this region at various times by different collectors, some of them ama-

, teurs, others geologists making hasty reconnaissances, and in only a few cases by 
collectors who have any skill in selecting material. \iVhat is needed is, as I stated 
in my previous letter, for someone to go there who can recognize the species and 
carefully work out the stratigraphical relations of the different classes of material. 
If this could be d<lne, even though no collections at all were made, the object which 
Professor Diller wishes to secure v,rould be accomplished. Still, it would be better to 
make additional collections at critical points, especially as Professor Fontaine, in 
working up the material, has carefully indicated the localities from which further 
collections need to be made. 

I received instructions to visit this region, and arranged with Mr. 
' \¥ill Q. Brown, mining engineer, at Riddles, Oregon, to provide an 

outfit and accompany me as guide and scientific assistant. I also wrote 
to Professor Diller at his camp at Myrtle Point, on the coast due west 
of there, urging him, if possible, to join us, in the hope that all of 
us working together 1night succeed in tracing out the complicated 
stratigraphy. Owing to work in hand that must be finished before I 
could go; and to the necessity of stopping for a week in \V yoming to 
examine the Jurassic cycad locality in the Freezeout Hills, I was unable 
to reach Riddles until September 10. Mr. Brown had the outfit' in 
readiness and Professor Diller and ~1r. Storrs were on the ground. 
The party left Riddles on the 11th and proceeded at once with pack 
and riding animals to the Buck Mountain region, distant only 9 miles 
by a mountain trail, and camped at the foot of the mountain on the 
north side, on the branch of Olalla Creek called Thompson or Hunter 
Creek, in the bed of which, some distance below, Mr. Storrs bud first 
obtained the plants denoting a Jurassic age. Five days were spent 
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here, and all the localities were visited, several new ones found, and 
the whole district searchingly explored. Buck Mountain was several 
times climbed, the original locality of Mr. Todd carefully worked, and 
other plant-bearing beds discovered in the Todd Gulch below, and at 
other points. both north and south of this. The collections from this 
region were no longer confined to ferns, but included several of the 
other distinctively Jurassic types of vegetation found below. 

The most extensive collections were made in beds of slate overlying 
heavy conglomerates on the above-mentioned stream nearly due north 
of Buck Peak. The Day Hydraulic Gold Mining Company has dammed 
the strea1n at this point and built a conduit to the mines some distance 
below. The plant-bearing slates commence· immediately below the 
dam~ and it was in this first or stratigraphically lowest bed that Mr. 
Storrs made his principal pTevious collections. The beds have a dip 
toward the coast of from 35° to 40° and the strike is from 15° to 20° 
east of north, but in tracip.g them up the mountain side the strike was 
found to vary considerably. This plant-bearing stratum is only a few 
feet thick, and is overlain by a bed of conglomerate 50 feet or more in 
thickness. Following the bed of the stream down, this is ·crossed and 
another bed of slate is encountered, similar in general appearance to 
the first. This is also plant-bearing, and yielded by far the larger part 
of the specimens collected. It also preserved them better, and the most 
complete impressions were found here. Although the peincipaJ plant
yielding strata of the two beds of slate are separated by about 75 feet 
of vertical thickness, no very marked difference in the flora w~s appar
ent. Certain ferns in the lower bed were less commun in the upper, . 

· and the latter yielded a larger proportion of broad-leaved cycadean 
genera, such as Ctenis, Ctenophyllum, and perhaps· Pterophyllum. 
The species of Ginkgo, mentioned by Professor Fontaine (supra, p. 373) 
as occurring in Mr. Storrs's collection, is one of the most abundant 
fossils of this upper horizon, and very fine specimens were obtained. 
It is possible, as he suggests, that 1nore than one speeies are repre
sented, as some specimens have shorter, blunt lobes and others long 
and pointed ones.· 

This form, although not found in the Oroville flora, really consti-
• tutes one of the strongest proofs that we· have of the Jurassic age of 
the beds. The digitate-leaved Ginkgos are an ancient type and mark 
a special stage in the progress from the Baiera of the Rhetic to the 
only slightly lobed Ginkgo of the late Cretaceous, the Tertiary, and the 
present. It is characteristic of the Brown ~Tura (Lias or early Oolite) 
of Siberia. .Associated with this form were found fruits which may 
have been borne by them. 

It may be added that t~ese Ginkgo foi·ms were also found on Buck 
Mountain. Professor Diller and Mr. Brown brought ih a specimen 
on the 13th, which they collected in a gulch some distance north of 
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Todd Gulch, 'and on the 15th Mr. Storrs and I found them not only 
in the original Todd locality, but lower in the same gulch at two hori
kons, one 20 feet and the other 30 feet lower in the beds. 

Professor Diller and Mr. Brown devoted the greater part of the 
time to carefully working out the stratigraphy. They followed the 
plant-bearing slates all the way from Olalla Creek to the Todd Gulch 
and proved their complete continuity. On .Olalla Creek these slates 

· . are immediately overlain by the Eocene, only a short ~istance below 
the uppermc)St plant bed. On Buck Mountain, on the contra,.ry, they 
are overlain by a bed of conglon1erate, doubtless of the same age, which 
underlies the Aucella-bearing Knoxville beds·on which the Eocene here 
rests. .Everywhere to the east is a very thick bed of conglomerate,. 
through which is intruded a great thickness of eruptive rock, princi
pally serpentine. Still farther east, on the Nickel Mountain, are other 
Aucella beds, as if occupying the eastern slope of a great Mesozoic 
anticline, and when the. bed of Cow Creek is reached at Riddles the 
higher Horsetown beds appear in force. 

Such seems to be a general view of the much-discussed stratigraphy 
of the Buck ]\fountain region, and thus far the fossil plants furnish 
the only evidence of the existence of a great ~T urassic deposit running 
through the State of Oregon; but this evidence is not only conclusive 
from a paleontological point of view, but when correlated with all the 
remaining facts and worked out, ai:i was done by our party, it proves 
to be perfectly harmonious and consistent. 

There remained the problem presented by Mr. Brown's collection 
from near Nichols station, on Cow Creek, 14 miles above and nearly 
southwest from Riddles. A glance at the map shows that Nichols 
station is exactljr due south of Buck Peak, a1l.d all the plant localities 
in the Buck Mountain region are arranged along a nearly north-south 
line. The strike of the slates, as was shown, varies co~siderably even 
in short distances, but probably averages nearly north and south. 
The distance in a straight line from the Olalla bed to the Nichols bed 
is nearly 7 miles due south. vV e were unable to follow the strike with 
our pack train, but were obliged to go down one of the tributaries of 

· Doe Creek from the eastern slope of Buck Mountain and then to fol
low Doe Creek to its junction with Cow Creek, 3 miles below Nichols . 
station. thus avoiding the great Table JVlountaili. on the west. 

V cry little additional to M1~. Brown's collection was found in the rail
road cutting, but it was seen that we had here the same slates as those 
of the Buck Mountain district and that they came in in a regular way 
frmn the north. At this point Cow Creek has a course slightly west 
of north and the slates cross its channel very obliquely and even fol
low the bed of the stream for· some distance. . At the point where they 
emerge on the right bank to the north they expose their upturned 
edges for a long distance over that portion of the stream bed which is 
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not overflowed in the dry season. Here was a fine opportunity to 
examine them, and although it is usually difficult to obtain large slabs 
lying in such a position, yet, from the easy cleavage and generally 
workable character of these slates, we were_ able to work out fine 
pieces and secure good specimens. The slat~s here are nearly ver
tical; in fact, there seems to be an easterly dip, as if they were 
tilted 1nore than 90°. They have a thickness of about 200 feet, with 
no conglomerate bands. They are full of plants of typical Jurassic 
types. Most of the Olalla Creek forms occur, including the Ginkgo 
and the leading cycadaceous genera, Ctenis, Ctenophyllum, Pteroza
mites, Pterophyllum, etc. Some of the same ferns, notably a narrow 
Angiopteridium, were found present at nearly all the Buck Mountain 
localities. Besides these, a number of forms not seen farther north. 
were collected, including many long, narrow coniferous leaves resem
bling those of Cephalotaxus or Taxodium, but showing fine transverse 
strire on both side_s of the midrib. A large collection was made. 

Professor Diller and Mr: Brown worked out the stratigraphy in the 
same manner as in the Buck Mountain district. It is more .compli
cated, and the Knoxville beds occur on Iron Mountain Creek not n1ore 
than a mile east of the Jurassic outcrop. Eocene plant-bearing beds 
lie on the hills on both sides of Cow Creek, and it is evident that much 
still remains to be done before all will be made clear, but the general 
fact seems established that a Jurassic deposit of unknown extent and 
of considerable thickness trends through these mountains from north 
to south, which can no longer be overlooked in treating the geology 
of Oregon. 

CYCADEAN TRUNKS FROM THE JURASSIC. 

A considerable number of cycadean trunks have been found in beds 
that are referred with more or less certainty to the Jurassic. There 
are .as yet, however, only two sources of such material, and one of 
these is of doubtful age and is only represented by a single specimen. 
This locality is in Colorado. The other locality ·is in Wyoming, and 
there is no doubt as to its Jurassic age. I will treat thf'. Colorado 
trunk first. 

THE BOULDER CYCAD. 

Early in the summer of 1896 Dr. F. H. Knowlton and Dr. T_. 1-l{. 
Stanton, in passing through the 1iluseum of ·the State School of Mines 
at Golden, Colorado, observed a- cycadean trunk. on ·exhibition there, 
and made inquiries relative to its source. In a letter which I received 
from Dr. Knowlton soon after. this, dated June 18, 1896, h~ says: 

Dr. Stanton and I visited Golden yesterday, and as a preliminary went through 
the collections belonging to the State Mining School. One of the :first things that 
I saw was a beautiful silicified cycad trunk. It was about 2 feet in height, regularly 
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oval in cross section, the long diameter being about 12 inches and the short diameter 
about 8 inches. It came from the vicinity of Boulder, Colorado, and it is said to 
have been two or three times as long as now when first discovered. It was found in 
excavating for a railroad, and was smashed and buried-all but this piece-before its 
value was recognized. It is the same size throughout, and is hardly at all worn. It 
looks very much like one of the Black Hills speci!nens. 

Knowing that Professor Jenney, who had shown so much interest in 
the cycads of the Black Hill~, was at the time in Denver, and presuming 
that he was familiar with matters at the Colorado State School of 
Mines, I immediately wrote to him and asked him to assist me in 
securing, if possible, the loan of this specimen to the Geological Survey 
or National Museum long enough to describe it and report upon it. 
He communicated with President Regis Chauvenet, of the State School 
of Mines, and prepared the way f01~ a correspondence on the subject. 
I wrote to President Chauvenet in September, and received a reply 
from Prof. Horace B. Patton, dated September 30, 1896, in which he 
says: 

Your letter of recent date, asking for the loan of the cycad in the possession of the 
Colorado State School of Mines, has been received, also the photographs of cycads, 
for ·which please accept our thanks. 'Ve take pleasure in sending the cycad as you 
suggest. It was accordingly shipped several days ago by freight to the National 
Museum. I am sorry that I can not tell much as to the locality \vhere it \Nas found. 
It was secured by a c~rtain J. Alden Smith in a railroad excavation near Boulder, 
Colorado. Mr. Smith was able to secure only one piece, although he was told by 
workmen that others belonging to the same piece had been found, but they were 
covered up somewhere in the dump. This was probably not less than ten or twelve 
years ago. · Mr. Smith has been dead for some years. The above information I 

. secured from President Chauvenet of this school, who bought the. cycad with the 
rest of a large eollection from Mr. Smith. 

The specimen arrived in due time afl:d is still in my hands, awaiting 
an appropriate occasion to publish a description of it. The descrip
tion here given was written in 1897, and the photographs used in 
illustrating it were taken by Mr. T. W. Smillie, in the ,gallery o~ the 
U. S. National Museum, soon after the specimen was received. 

Genus CYCADEOIDEA Buckland. 1 

CYOADEOIDEA NIGRA Ward n. sp. 

Pl. LX VIII; Pl. LXIX. 

T1•unk large and rather tall, simple, much compressed laterally, 
thoroughly silicified, of a uniform black color externally and inter
nally, very hard and heavy, 1 meter or more in height, 40 to· 50 
em. in greater diameter, 25 to 30 em. in lesser, with a girth of 
about 1 meter; organs of the armor descending below the middle; leaf 
scars arranged· in two regular and distinct spiral rows· around the 

1 For the systematic position of Cycadeoidea see supra, p. 302. 
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trunk, those passing from left to right forming an angle of about 30° 
and those from right to left of about 45° with the vertical axis; scars 
of the usual size, nearly triangular in shape, rarely somewhat arched 
above, but sometimes concave, so as to appear inversely heart-shaped, 
the upper side of the triangle nearly horizontal, the other two sides 
in line with the rows of scars, thus making different angles with the 
axis, the three angles all sharp, averaging 20 mm. wide by 15 mm. 
high, while the right and left sides of the triangle are respectively 
16 mm. and 18 mm.; leaf oases always present 1 to 3 em. be~ow the 
surface, their summits level or slightly concave indieating a natural 
plane of disarticulation, presenting a roughened or spongy surface 
without pits or visible bundle scars, usually traversed by thin longi
tudinal dikes crossing one another at varying angles; ramentaceous 
walls very thick, 5 to 8 mm., with thickenings in the angles of the 
scars often as large as the scars themselves, rough and wrinkled on the 
outer edges, homogeneous but having a very thin (0. 5 mm.) layer 
lining the inside of the scars, which may be the periderm of the peti·· 
oles; reproductive organs very abundant and well developed, one in 
the axil of each leaf standing over the upper side of the scar and 
sometimes depressing i~ so as to cause the· inversely heart-shaped 
appearanee of the scars, making the walls on that side very thin or 
removing them altogether and exposing the bud on the upper side 
of the scar, elliptical in eross-section, 25 mm. in horizontal and 15 mm. 
in vertical thickness, their summits flush with the upper edges of the 
walls or rising slightly above them, rarely projecting, always filled 
with the remains of the organs composing them and showing a con
centric structure with a heterogeneous center,. the crescent-shaped 
involucra! bract scars mostly at the ends of the ellipses and extending 
far out along the walls, sometimes aggregated at other points denot
ing abortive buds; armor very thick, 5 to 6 em., separated from 
the axis by a definite but irregular or jagged line; woody zone 2 to 
7 em. thick, eonsisting of a homogeneous, black, cherty or partially 
chalcedonized substance showing concoidal fracture without division 
into rings or traces of bundles or medullary rays; medulla faintly 
distinguishable from the wood, compressed into a slab 3 em. thick and 
20 to 25 em. wide in the only specimen known. 

A large specimen of a trunk that was much compressed laterally, 
containing more than half the basal portion. . It is broken by a some
what even vertical fracture in the plane of the minor diameter·a little 
to one side of the center, and also broken across obliquely above, so 
that the vertical fracture constitutes the shorter side. The amount 
that is wanting above is unknown, but Dr. Knowlton's statement that 
Hit is said to have been two or three times as long,'' was probably an 
exaggeration on the part of his· informant. Still, it might well have 
been considerably longer. It is scarcely at all worn, and is in n.n 
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excellent state o£ preservation. It is of a nearly uniform black color, 
thoroughly silicified, with a cherty aspect in places, and high specific 
gravity. The total weight is 34 .. 93 kilograms. 

Its maximum height is .40 em., but the base is 5 em. lower in the 
. middle than elsewhere, and the upper fracture is oblique both ways, 
so that the length of the minor face is only 28 em., and that of the 
side opposite 32 em. The partia~ major axis, which is nearly the same 
at all points, is about 26 em., and the minor axis varies from 20 to 24 
em., being greatest near the base. The pai'tial girth (exclusive of the 
broken inner face) is from 58 to 60 em. 

The organs of the annor are slightly declined throughout the entire 
length, the angle din1inishing upward. They were probably hori
zontal on the lost uppe1: portion of. the trunk. The leaf scars are 
arranged in two regular .and distinct spiral rows around the trunk, 
those ascending from left to right forming an angle of about 30°, 
those from right to left of about 45° with the vertical axis. One of 
the former would make a revolution 'in about 1 meter, one of the 
latter in about 65 em. 

The scars are of about the normal size and nearly triangular, rarely 
somewhat arched above, but sometimes concave, so as to appear inversely 
heart-shaped. The upper side of the triangle is nearly horizontal and 
the other two sides are in the line of the two rows of scars respectively, 
what may be called the right side being steeper than the left, and the 
lower angle a little to the right of the center of the upper side. The 
sides are thus of slightly different lengths, the upper longer than either 
of the others and the left longer than the right. Where the upper 
side is 20 mm., which is about the average, the left side will be 18 mm. 
and the right side 16 mm. The distance from the lower angle to the 
center of the upper side averages about 15 mm. 

The leaf bases are always present at a certain depth, usually 1 em. 
but sometimes 3 em. or more. Their summits are nearly level or 
slightly concave, and there seems to be a joint at which they are usually 
disarticulated. They present a roughened or spongy appearance with
out pits or bundle scars, but in somecases they seem to be traversed 
by thin longitudinal dikes crossing one another at varying angles. 

The walls are very thick, 5 to 8 mm., with large·thickenings in the 
angles of the scars, often as large as the scars themselves. The scars 
are lined with a layer O.p mm. thick, the union of which with the walls 
can generally be seen; otherwiSe the walls are nearly homogeneous 
and rough on the outer edges. 

Reproductive organs.are very abundant and well developed. There 
is practically one in the axil of every leaf. They stand for the nwst part 
directly over the upper side of the scar, and sometimes depress that 
side, but usually the effect is confined to a considerable thinning of the 
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wall on that side, and in a few cases the wall has disappeared here, 
leaving the bud exposed on the upper side of the leaf scar. The buds 
are elliptical in form and average about 25 mm. in horizontal and 15 mm. 
in vertical thickness (major and minor axes of cross section). They 
are flush with the ·upper edges of the walls and sometimes rise a little 
above them, ·but rarely project; still they serve to give the trunk a 
rough, uneven surface. They are never wanting so as to leave a cavity, 
and they all clearly show a concentric structure with a heterogeneous 
center, due to the form of the essential organs. Crescent-shaped bract. 
scars occur, especially at the ends of the ellipse, but are not generally 
arranged all round the organ. The bases of the bracts are often pre
served flush with the surface. The bract scars· sometimes straggle. 
away to some distance and appear in the walls remote from the buds, 
and there are a few abortive buds represented only by such scars. 

The armor is very thick and nearly the same on the flattened sides 
as on the rounded edge of the trunk. It is everywhere between 5 em. 
and 6 ern., and some of the leaf bases exceed 6 em; in length. It is beau
tifully shown all round the broken portions~ where the leaf basis, the 
walls, and the reproductive organs are exposed. The last nan1ed are 
usually much decayed, at least in their outer portions, but the central 
parts may be preserved. Some of them resemble the Bennetties .MOri
erei fruit studied by Lignier. 

The axis is well exposed over the whole surface of the vertical and 
oblique fracture, a length of 46 em., and the somewhat regular line 
separating the armor from it is fairly distinct, but the i'nternal tissue 
is an apparently homogeneous black, cherty, or partially chalcedonized 
rock, showing conchoidal fracture and revealing to macroscopic inspec
tion no differentiation into layers or rings and no traces of bundles. 
There is a faint indication of the distinction between ·wood and pith. 
As seen along this broken surface, whether on the vertical fracture 
showing the longitudinal section or near the summit where the fracture 
makes an angle of about 45° to the axis, the thickness· is nearly uni
form throughout and does not exceed 7 em. Of .this the medulla prob
ably occupies about 3 em., leaving the wood on an average 2 em. thick. 
The axis,- therefore, has the form of a flat slab, which may have 
been 20 or 25 em. wide. The width to the vertical fracture is over 
15 em. 

In February of the present year (1'900) M1·. Geo~·ge R. Wieland, 
who is engaged in working out the internal structure of the cycadean 
trunks at the Yale Museum, visited Washington· for the purpose of 
examining the material in the United States National Museum, and 
when shown this trunk he expressed the belief that it would ·probably 
show structure, especially in some of the numerou::; fruits, and offered 
to examine it from this point of view if s~pplied with such ·parts as he 
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should select from near the fractured surface that. could be easily 
detached without 1njury to the specimen. I had taken the precaution 
to obtain permission from the State School of Mines of Colorado to 
have sections cut in case this seemed advisable, and Mr. Wieland took· 
to New Haven several detached fruits, which he has carefully exam
ined. While the proofs of this paper were passing through my hands 
I received a letter from him, dated March 17, 1900, giving the results 
of his investigations, which I am glad to introduce here as a fitting 

·supplement to the above description, and as a welcome addition to our 
knowledge of this interesting specimen. Mr. Wieland says: 

I am unable to find even basal portions of fruits in the Boulder 
cycad, only the pedunCles surrounded by very large bracts. The sec
tions made, even when quite thin, show the dense blackness and require 
very careful polishing to reach the thinness requit-3ite to bring out struc
hire. Each of those axes which seemed so much like fruits in a rather 
early stage is then seen to consist of a rather slender peduncle, sur
rounded by five or more bracts, whose transverse section is almost as 
large as that of the peduncle itself. The whole is deeply embedded in 
ramentum resembling that of the 'Vyoming cycads in the large num
ber of cells seen in ·tra.nsverse section. The bract ramental hairs are 
apparently thinner than those belonging to the leaf bases. The pedun
cles are subequilateral-triangular in transverse section, the bracts the 
same, or in pa~·t of crescentic transverse section, with the horns of 
the crescent gracefully rounded. There are slight differences in the 
arrangement of the xylem and phloem of the peduncle, as compared 
with the Black Hills cycads, Oycadeoidea Paynei and 0. Tfielandi, 
which I presume compare ·most nearly with this form in general out
line of the trunk and appearance of the fruiting axes. There is a 
strong suggestion ,that the fruits when mature must have hung well 
out from the trunk, very much as a Zamia angustifolia cone. 

Oycadeoidea 1iigra is certainly well named. The sections as thin as 
paper are still black. It is, moreover, a very distinct species-a very 
interesting cycad. I am sorry that I could not cateh so much as a 
parenchymatous cushion. 

Pl. LXVIII shows the best side of the trunk and brings out the leaf 
scars with their arrangements and the reproductive organs very clearly. 
Pl.·LXIX represents the vertical fracture and shows all that can be seen 
of the internal ~tructure. The indistinctness at the summit is due to 
the oblique direction of -the fracture at that point, slopingback from 
the camera so as to become out of focus. 

,JURASSIC CYCADS FROM WYOMING. 

A considerable number of fossil cycadean trunks have been obtained 
from the Jurassic of 'Vyoming. The locality is in what, are called the 
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Freezeout HiJls of Carbon County, 25 miles nearly due north of Medi
cine Bow. 

The history of the discovery of these fossil trunks dates back only 
to 1898. The first intimation that I had of it was contained in a tele
gram from Prof. 0. C. Marsh, dated July 15,1898, as follows: "Have 
two small cycads, apparently new, from the new Wyoming locality; 
will send them,by expr~ss if you can use them in your report."· The 
"report'' alluded to is the description of the Black Hills cycads in the 
Nineteenth Annual Report of the U. S. Geological Su1:vey (Pt. II, pp. 
594-641, pls. lxi-clvii), which had gone to the printer before the tele
gram was received.. As the new locality is not in ·the Black Hills, it 
would not have been appropriate to include the Wyoming cycads in 
that paper, and I so informed Professor Marsh. . 

Professor Marsh promptly made public all the information he had 
on this subject in the "'Postscript" to his paper on '"The Jurassic 
Formation on the Atlantic Coast-Supplement," which be had read 
before the National Academy of Sciences on November 18, l897. This 
""Supplement" with the '"Postscript." appeared in the American Jour
nal of Science for August,.1898 (4th ser., Vol. VI, pp. 105-115), and 
also in Science of August 5, 1898 (N. S., Vol. VIII, pp. 145-154). 

The next remindm' I had of the existence of these vegetable fossils 
was through Dr. F. H. Knowlton, who bad received a letter from 
Prof. Wilbur C. Knight, State geologist of Wyoming, dated Septem
ber 3, 1898, in which be said:- "Recently my assistant made a very 
rich find of Jurassic cycads. Would you care to describe the species, 
or possibly several species'? I have some fine ones. One on my desk 
is 8 by 6 by 12 inches or larger." 

Dr. Knowlton sho~ed me this letter, and, knowing that it referred 
to the same locality as that from which Professor Marsh had obtained 
his specimens, I immediately wrote to Professor Knight and offered 
to describe the specimens if he could find a way of placing them in my 
hands. As a result a negotiation was entered into with the authorities 
of the United States National Museum as to conditions on which the 
material would be received, and it was not until the 16th of March, 
1899, that the collection finally" arrived. 

In a letter from Professor Knight, dated October 18, 1898, in answer 
to questions I had asked him relative to the age of the beds, he _says:·_ 

There is no question as to the horizon of the find; it is in the Jurassic fresh-water 
beds, and near the bottom. In the locality where this bed has been opened there is 
a typical Jurassic exposure, and the fresh-water and marine beds can be sectioned to 
a foot. I have not visited the cycad beds yet, but I arn well acquainted with the 
locality and have made rough sections many times. In my opinion it is a very excel
lent find and is well worth a careful study. I am at the present time making a special 
study of the Jurassic of Wyoming, contemplating a monograph on the subject as soon 
as it is possible to complete the work. If you wish, I can go to the field and give you 
an absolute section of the bed. 
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In another Jetter dated November 1, 1898, he makes the following 
more specific statement: 

A section throu~h the locality will be about as follows: 
Feet. 

Triassic red sandstone __________ ... ____________________ ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1, 000 
Lower Jurassic (marine) _ . ________ . __________ :. _______ .. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 200 

Upper Jurassic (fresh water) _____ ... ___ ................... _...... 225 
Dakota conglomerate .. ___ ... __ .. __ ..... _____ . ________ . _ . __ .. _ . _ _ 50 to 200 

Your Black Hills section reminds me of the Big Horn Basin country where I found 
beds that I could not place in the Dakota. In no instance in the section given have 

· I detected any nonconformability, although I anticipate that such exists between 
the Jurassic and Dakota. 

I spent the latter part of November of that yea1~ at theY ale Museum 
describing the new material that Professor Marsh had acquired since 
my visit in June. This included the two specimens reeeived from Mr. 
Reed from the Jurassic of Wyoming, and I took as full notes on them 
as possible. It was apparent at a glance that they had nothing to do 
with the Black Hills cycads, and that they were very different from 
anything that I had seen either in this country or in Europe~ In 
some respects they resembled the specimens from the Purbeck beds 
of the Isle of Portland, especi3Jly the small on~s that I saw there in 
1894, and of which I obtained 20 specimens for the United States 
National Museum. This, how~ver, had less to do with their botanical 
than with their mineralogical cha!·acter, their light color, soft, ashy 
constitution, and especially their obviously partially calcareous nature. 
In writing to Professor Knight after my return, in a .letter dated 
December 5, 1898, I said: 

I was in New Haven all last week working up a collection of cycads that Pro
fessor Marsh has obtained since I was there in June. Among them were the two from 
vVyoming that Mr. Reed sent him. I took full notes on them. One is immature and 
the other a fragment, and neither ought to form the basis for a species, although they 
seem to be specifically different from each other and also from any other cycads 
known to me. If there is any prospect of my handling your full collection, or any 
considerable part of it, I shall delay describing these until I have seen more 

' material. 

'Vhile I was in New Haven in November, 1898, Professor Marsh 
requested me to name one of the Wyoming species, should there prove 
to be a new one, for Mr. Reed, the original collector. I have complied 
with this request in the present paper. I should have naturally done 
so, in conformity with the general practice of naming species after the 
collector, but in the present case, since Professor Marsh so strongly 
requested it, it becomes an obligation, as it certainly is a pleasure. 

Although from Professor Knight's representation, and from all 
accounts, there was little doubt as to the Jurassic age of the cycad bed 
in the Freezeout Hills of Wyoming, still my desire to visit the spot 
and obtain a clear first-hand idea of it and of ·its relations to other 
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deposits was very great, and I gladly availed n1yself of Professor 
Knight's gener<?us offer to go with me to the loca.Iity. An arrange
ment was made to meet him at Laramie September 1, 1899, for this 
purpose. I was there at the appointed time, and a small party started 
on the 2d and reached the Freezeout Hills on the 3d. 

The .Freezeout Hills occupy an area some 10 miles square in about. 
latitude 42° 7' N., longitude 106° 15' W. from Greenwich, and lie 
principally in T. 25 N., R. 79 W. Its topographic. position is. 
between the Big and Little l\1edic~ne rivers, which unite to form Rock 
Creek 10 miles due south of its central portion; but Muddy Creek, a 
branch of the Little Medicine, bounds the area on the north and. east 
sides, while tributaries of the Big Medicine have their origin in its 
western portion. The highest of the hills is called Freezeout Mountain, 
the name being derived from a somewhat vague tradition that in early 
times an entire party of men were frozen to death in its immediate 
vicinity. The general uplift, which nowhere exceeds ·s,ooo feet, 
extends in a southeasterly direction to Medicine Bow and beyond. It 
is in one of the spurs of it, 7 Iniles east of the last-named place, 
and opposite the station called Aurora, on the Union Pacific Railroad, 
in the valley of Rock Creek, that the famous Como Bluff is. located, in 
which dinosaurian remains were early found, and which furn.ished the 
well-known section so often published by Professor Marsh. 

In traveling north from Medicine Bow, areas of Fort Benton and 
Dakota are passed over before reaching the Little Medicine, 5 miles 
from that place, in the valley of which the Jurassic is exposed, under
lain by the Red Beds; both of which look very familiar to one acquainted 
with the Black Hills. The beds dip rapidly j,o the south, and there is 
an anticline to the north of the Little Medicine, the summit of which 
consists of a curious white sandy limestone, probably Permian in age, 
and comparable to son1e of the Permian bed13 of Kansas. Beyond this 
there is a wide plain, ovm: which, at favorable places, the Jurassic and 
the Red Beds agai:q successively n1ake their appearance. Crossing 
this plain, a distance of some 12 miles, the ~outheastern border of 
the Freezeout Hills is reached. They are somewhat isolated and slope 
gradually to the east, while the west end of the spurs presents a ragged 
escarpment .. The wagon road passes around them on the east, while 
at their western bases there is a somewhat narrow valley. As the . 
geology can .be much better studied on the west side, several members 
. of the party, including Professor Knight and myself, took through 
this valley on foot from Trabing Brothers' ranch to the cabiu which 
had been erected by the University of Wyoming on the north side of 
the hills, a distance of 6 miles. We thus passed along the foot of 
Freezeout Mountain, which rises 600 feet above the plain. The strata 
were seen dipping to the southeast, exposing at the base. of the cliffs 
heavy beds of massive light-colored limestone, which weathers red and 
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is supposed to belong to the Trias. The marine Jurassic rests upon 
this, and over it is the fresh-water J uras:::;ic, which everywhere 
throughout this region holds saurian bones. The whole is capped by 
a formation which is called Dakota, but which in all essential respects 
resembles the Lower Cretaceous of the Black Hills. In some places, 
however,· it has a different appearance and can be compated with 
phases_ of the Kansas deposits underlying the Dakota, especially as 
exposed at the head of the Medicine Lodge River. 1 

The cycad locality is in the northern portion of the hills and only half 
a mile from the cabin, and is located on section 13 of the township 
and range above mentioned. It occupies a rectangular area some 300 
yards long east and west and 50 yards wide north and south, a little 
below and on the north side of the summit of a low rounded ridge in a 
sort of gap near the west end of the most northerly spur of theFreeze
out Hills. This spur is much higher to· the ea::;t .of this gap, with a 

· western scarp like the rest, and is capped by Cretaceous rocks, as shown · 
in the section opposite. It lies near the middle of the fresh-water 
Jurassic. The cycadean trunks are buried in a loose and soft reddish
gray caleareous sand, easy of excavation, and a co.nsiderable number 
were dug outwith a mattock. There are doubtless many more beneath 
the surface, and Professor Knight proposed to have· the entire area 
turned over with a subsoil plow in the hope of bringing them to light. 

This loose calcareous sand is so different from the material on the 
ridge above and below the cycad bed as to make it apparent that it con
sistedof a disintegrated stratum which was unlike those of the under
lying and overlying beds, and I set about tracing it to the east, where 
the northern slope of the .. spui.· is much steeper and the strata are better 
exposed. I had no difficulty in doing this, and soon found the bed well 
exposed and continuing uniformly through the hill on its northern flank. 
It forms a ledge much of the way, Rnd consists of a coarse, reddish
brown, cross-bedded sandstone with streaks of small, white, calcareous 
flecks, or small pellets: In some places these pellets are larger and give 
the rock son1ewhat the appearance of a conglomerate. There are also 
black carbonaceous streaks, containing compressed bits of lignitized 
wood. Silicified wood is very abundant in the cycad bed proper and is 
occasionally seen in the ledges. 

After familiarizing myself with this important stratum I crossed over 
to the low hills north of the valley in which the cabin is located, and 
found it occupying the summit of some of them. It is much thieker 
there and forms crags. No cycads were found there, but large trunks 
of silicified wood lie embedded in the rock, and the gulches below are 
strewn with them and with blocks of the wood that have weathered out. 

I See Science, new serie8, Vol. VI, Nov. 26, 1897, p. 815, and the paper of Mr. C. N. Gould On a·series 
of transition beds from the Comanche to the Dakota Cretaceous in southwest Kansas: Am .. Jour. Sci., 
March, 1898, 4th series, Vol. V, pp. 169-175. 
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A somewhat careful section was made east of the cycad locality· at 
the point where the spur attaifls it greatest elevation, which is where 
it suddenly breaks away and exposes its western end down to the level 
of the low ridge holdin·g the cycadean trunks. The following is the 
section: 

Section of the Freezeout Hills, Wyom'i.ng. 
Feet. 

Cretaceous capping the hill .......................... _ .. __ . _ . _ ... _ . _ . ____ . . . 50 
Fresh-water Jurassic (190 feet): · 

Top of cycad stratum to base of Cretaceous .... _ .. ____ .... _· __ . __ .. : __ ._. __ 100 
Cycad stratum ............. ~ ................. _ . __ . ____ .. ______ . ____ .. _. 10 
Top of marine Jurassic to bottom of cycad stratum ........ __ .... _____ · .. _ . . 80 

Marine· Jurassic from Red Beds exposed in bottom of valley to base of fresh-water 
Jurassic . _. _ 0 ___ •• __ •••• ___ • _ ••••• __ •••• ___ •••• _. __ •• _ •••• _ •• _ •• • _______ • _ 115 

Total exposure._ .... __ ..... _ ..... _._. ___ .. ____ .. ___ .. _ .. ___ ... _______ 355 

The fresh-water Jurassic consists of fine soft sandstones, white, red
dish, or yellowish, aild olive-gray calcareous shales, at nearly all parts 
of which occui· lenses or extensive beds of dark marls holding saurian 
bones and other vertebrate remains in great numbers. Some of these 
occupy a pooition above and others below that of the cycad-bearing 
stra.tum, and a number of bones were found in the cycad bed itself at 
its eastern end. These, however, may not have been in place, as no 
marls occur at this point. 

I may add that there was no part of the section that is not practi
cally paralleled in the Black Hills, and ~t does not differ more in gen
eral geological character or in the thickness of the several members 

~ from those I made ·in several parts of ·the Black Hills th_an those 
sections differ from ·one another. 1 The conclusion seems inevitable 
that practically the same general geological conditions obtain over a 
vast region of the Rocky Mountain uplift. Not less important to the 
paleontologist is the other general inference which so naturally flows 
from all the facts observed, that the life, both animal and vegetable, 
of this enormous period, extending, apparently unbroken, from the 
Permian to the Tertiary, has left its record, and will ultimately be 
known with a high degree of certainty. The marked difference that 
we shall presently see to exist between the cycadean ° forms of the 
Jurassic and those of the Lower Cretaceous fully attests the rapid 
change that took place during the comparatively short interval that 
separates them. 

The material collected on this expedition was shipped to the National 
Museum by Mr. Charles Schuchert, who was a member of the party. 
Several other trunks were collected by Mr. Charles Gilmore before 
my arrival, and are at the University of 'Vyoming awaiting shipment. 
These I have not seen, nor have I had time since my return to study 

J See Nineteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Part II, pp. 5b4-.565. 
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the 6thers. The following account will therefore be confined to the 
original collections of Mr. \V. H. Reed, sent me by Professor Knight, 
and the two specimens which Mr. Reed sent to Professor J\1arsh. The 
former of these collections consists of 83 specimens of cycads and 
3 specimens of silicified wood. The specimens of cycads bear the 
numbers 500.1 to 500.83, and those of the wood the numbers 500.85 to 
500.87, of the Museum of the School o£ Mines of the University of Wyo
ming, at Laramie, Wyoming. They are for the most part fragments, 
but there are a few _entire trunks. The three largest, Nos. 500.1, 
500.2, and 500.65, though all present, are each broken in two pieces 
which fit together perfectly. In a number of cases complementary 
parts had been detected and, unfortunately for their convenient study, 
glued together. In others such complements had been recognized and 
.given the same number .. It was obvious, however, that many fragments 
that belong together had not been identified, and much time was spent in 
finding and joining these counterparts. This study ultimately resulted 
in finding ·about 25 such cases. In addition to these there are a num
ber which, although they do not actually fit together, nevertheless 
evidently belong to the same trunk, the structure. being continuous 
and explic~ble on the assumption of the lo:-:;s of intermediate portions. 
Putting these two classe~ together, the number of independent trunks 
and fragments· is reduced to 61. In several cases n1ore than 2 frag
ments belong together; for example, in three cases there are 3 and in 
two cases there are 5 separately 11umbercd pieces of the same trunk. 

A large proportion of the ~pecimens were covered on the side on 
which they lay in the field by an incrustation of lime. This com
pletely obscured the structure, and it was necessary to remove, it. -
This was ·the case with many of the Black Hills cycads, but it pre
sented no serious difficulty beyond the labor and expense of placing 
the trunks in a vat of hydrochloric acid and leaving them there until 
the lime was removed, the pure silica of those trunks being wholly 
unaffected by the process. But, as already remarked, the Jurassic 
trunks, although mainly silicified, contain calcareous matter, and the 
acid unavoidably etches the surface somewhat. If this had been all it 
would have been a comparatively small matter. The worst difficulty 
arises from the fact that the oxidation of the specimens turns the 
parts affected by the acid black or dull brown, and thereby niore or 
less obscures the markings of the. surface, on which the different 
organs normally have a different shade of color; which brings. them 
out distinctly. After the acid ·bath, altho'ugh the lime is removed and 
the surface little eaten or injured, all the otgans have this uniform 
black or brown color. It is, however, fortunate that, while this inter
feres seriously with .an ordinary macroscopic examination, the appli
cation of a lens removes the obscurity toR considerable degree, and 
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in photographing the specimens it is observed that the dark surfaces 
come out almost as clearly as the light or variegated ones. 

Besides the lime incrustations on the under surface, there was 
usually a coating of lichens on the surface which lay uppermost, and 
this, where it existed, was quite as fatal to an examination of the parts 
thus concealed as the coating of lime. This, though somewhat more 
difficult to remove, yields to a strong alkali, which has no effect upon 
the underlying structures. 

The cleaning of the specimens by both the processes employed was 
undertake~ as soon as possible after the collection had been unpacked, 
and I .commenced the systematic study of the tru·nks almost at once, 
thoroughly noting and recording the characters ·and peculiarities of 

· · every specimen and of all parts of each, and by the end of May, 1899, 
I had completed this part of the work. I have compiled tables of the 
characters, and the subdivision into specific groups has been based 
mainly upon such characters. Notwithstanding considerable sameness 
a1nong these characters, it is possible to classify them, and there seems 
no doubt that, could their foliage and reproductive organs be known, 
the cycadean flora of the Jurassic of Wyoming would be represented 
by a considerable number of species if not of genera, although it 
would be rash to assert that the lines would be drawn in all cases where 
we must draw them here. 

The most marked feature that struck me on first casual inspection 
of these trunks, aside from their relatively small size, light color, and. 
soft calcareous structure, was the frequency of a sort of smooth, to the 
naked eye ~tructureless, dull, uniform covering that invests their outer 
surfaces and cuts off the view of the normal organs of the armor. A 
closer examination revealed the fact that this was not an occasional con
dition, but the normal state of these cycads, and that the cases in which 
this outer coating is wanting represent the abnormal state. It further 
became clear that there really are no cases in which it is naturally 
absent, and that its absence is always due to some external influence 
acting upon the surface which has removed it. There is an abundance 
of proof of this, and most of the specimens show parts over wtiich the· 
external coating still adheres and other parts whei:e it is absent. The 
latter usually reveal the nature of the agency that has removed .the 
coating-whether a sudden and violent concussion, gradual erosion, or 
a process of weathering. The contact of the outerlayer with the sur
face of the armor proper is always marked by a clear plane of separa
tion, and usually by an open structure or even a partially void space. 
This becomes a natural plane of cleavage, and almost any influence will 
cause the outer coating to scale off like 'the outer bark of a tree. 

In the specimens of the Yale J\1useum this outer coating had almost 
entirely disappeared, though not absolutely, so that the phenomenon 
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did not specially strike me, and I noted only that the surfaces were 
obscure in places. Through the kindness of Dr. C. E. Beecher these 
specimen~ were sent to me for further examination and comparison 
with those of the large collection from Professor Knight. Some of 
the important results of this comparison will be noted later on, but 
it il':i sufficient to state here that they form no exception or anomaly, 
but are simply part and parcel of the general lot. 

Generic characters, with the exception of Bennettites, which is 
identical with Cycadeoidea except in the accident that seeds have been 
discovered in the spadices, have generally been based on the shape of 
the trunk and on the character of the armor, i. e., of the remains of 
the foliar organs still adhering to the. tr:unk in the fossil state. The 
former of these characters has proved of less constancy, and, in cases 
whe~·e the latter. class of characters is distinctive, authoi·s have not 
hesitated to. ignore variations in the former, ~s, e. g., Oycadeoidea 
gigan.tea of Seward, a tall, cylindrical trunk,· wholly different in form 

·from other species of that genus. I was obliged to do the same with· 
C. excelsa and C. Jenneya'JUt. 

The second class of characters is relatively constant and diagnostic, 
and to show the differences in the different genera 1 I will reproduce 
the descriptions of different ~uthors of these generic characters, trans
lating where necessary: 

Bucklandia: scarred-areolate by the scars of the spadices, scales, and petioles (Car-
ruthers). -

Yatesia: covered by the scales and p8rsistent bases of the petioles (Carruthers). 
'Villiamsonia: scarred-areolate by the markings of the deciduous petioles (Carruth-

m~. . 
Bennettites: covered with the persistent bases of the petioles (Carruthers). 
Mantellia: same as BennettitE:s (Carruthers. This was Brongniart's name of Cyca

deoidea, which Carruthers adopted). 
Raumeria: densely covered or scarred by the persistent bases of the petioles and 

stipule-shaped, connate scales (Carruthers). 
Fittonia: covered by the scales and persistent, large, geniculate bases of the petioles 

(Carruthers). 
Crossozamia: covered by the short, subimbricate bases of the petioles (Carruthers). 
·Clathraria: marked by transverse rhombic or irregularly pentagonal and hexagonal 

· scars of leaves truncated above the base (Schimper). 
Cycadeoidea: enveloped by the basilar remains of the leaves, rhomboidal in cross 

section (Schimper) .2 

Bolbopodium: completely enveloped by the disjointed rhombi~ leaf bases of different 
lengths (Saporta). 

Cylindropodium: leaf bases short, densely crowded, with rhombic, convex scars 
(Saporta). 

Clathropodium: leaf bases long-rhombic or elliptical in cross section (Saporta). 

1 Many of the generie names mentioned here are of course synonym~, but have been described as 
genera. 

2 Buckland's de~cription was not compact. 
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The peculiar outer coating or secon<J armor of the Jurassic cycads of 
Wyoming obviously constitutes a good generic character. At the same 
time, as is seen by the above description~, it is wholly different from 
that of any other genus of cycadean trunks, and it is therefore neces
sary to regard it as a new genus, altogether different in its rrwst essen
tial generic characters from any other. From the generally small size 
of these trunks, especially when compared with the giant forms of the 
Black Hills, I have concluded to call this new genus Oycadella. 

Although a macroscop~c examination is sufficient to show this generic 
distinction, still it do~s not immediately indicate the t1~ue nature of this 
supplementary envelop. I was at first disposed to think that it con
sisted of matted leaves. I observed that the leaf bases were always 
present, filling the scars, and sometimes projecting somewhat above 
the general surface, and I did not know but that expanded portions of 
them might have also persisted and been rolled and pa~ked aga·inst 
the trunks in the process of entombment in a manner to produce the 
observed effect. But a strong glass failed to bring out the difference 
on the surface that would be expected if such had been the case: stri
ations, folds, leaf margins, etc. :Moreover, the fractured margins often 
showed the darker leaf bases coming out to the surface of the true 
armor but never continuing across the line of separation and mingling 
with the tissue of the outer layer, which is sometimes more than a 
centimeter in thickness. · 

Since, aside from the reproductive organs, less abundant than in the 
Cretaceous cycads, the armor consists of nothing else than the leaf 
bases and the ramentum that is attache.d to them and constitutes the 
walls, this last must have furnished the covering which forms the 
outer coat. It has been observed that these fine scales or hairs are 
always the most certain to be preserved, and whatever the degree of 
imperfection in the state of preservation in other respects, the walls 
are usual(y intact. This accounts for the large number of trunks that 
consist of these walls penetrated to a great depth by the rhombic or. 
triangular cavities, looking like petrified honeycomb or sponges. 
This is a most fortunate circumstance, since otherwise we should in 
such. cases have nothing but the woody cylinder of the trunk, and 
would be entirel~y incapable of determining the true nature of the 
objects. 

This special susceptibility to petrification on the part of the ramen
tum explains the presence of. the external covering of the \Vyoming 
Jurassic cycads, since it seems actually to consist of a matted mass of 
these ramentaceous hairs, which in some way developed so luxuriantly 
upon the sides of the petioles as· to push out beyond the surface and 
roll over the spaces formerly occupied ·by the leaves and fruits. It 
seems necessary to assume that this occurred long after the fall of the 
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leaves, and, indeed, this latter doubtless took place much as it does in 
living cycads, the leaves always forming a crown to the trunks and 
falling away as the trunk elongates, leaving only their persistent bases 
to forrn a false bark. These are not wholly dead, but manifest vege
tative activity, and doubtless have some physiological function. The 
development of copious ramentaceous hairs would form a protection 
to the trunk both from cold and from violence. · 

Something analogous to this ma:y be seen in living c:ycads and in 
tree ferns; also in some palms, and a similar function it:l sometimes 
performed in. other ~rayg, as by the coat of wax on the wax palms. 
At any rate, we are confronted with the fact that Cycadella developed 
an exuberant growth of fine scales or hairs from the bases of its old 
petioles below the apex, which formed a woolly or mossy covering of 
considerable thickness, sufficient when tightly appressed to the trunk 
and petrified there to form a layer 5 to 15 mm. thick all over. the fossil 
trunks. 

As already remarked, there is usually a_ clean line of separation 
between the armor proper and this outer covering, but if the latter 
consists of ramentum there must be points at which it crossed this 
boundary and reappeared in the superficial-layer. Such points are i1ot 
easy to find in the collection, but the fractured surfaces of a few speci
Inens reveal the process of transition in a more or less imperfect way. 
Such specimens were carefully searched out and the most promising 
cases were sectioned and the surfaces polished. Slides. were also made, 
and the whole process is as fully illustrated as the nature of the 
nmterial will permit. 

The following is the description of the new genus Cycadella and 
the species distinguished in t~e collections examined: 

Genus CYCADELLA \Vard. 1 

Pl. LXX. 

1900. Cyr.adel!.a vVard: Pro.c. Wash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 263, pl. xiv. 

Trunks relatively small, bulbous, subspheroidal, or subconical, vari
ously compressed, incased in a layer 5 to 15 mm. thick of dense tissue; 
consisting of the chaffy ramentum exuberantly developed from the 
leaf bases and extruded from the armor, massed and matted in the 
fossil state so as to form a thick outer covering to the trunk; leaf 
bases always filling the scars, occasionally caught in the meshes of the 
outer coating, but normally truncated below, and constituting, with 
the ramentum walls~ a dense armor 1 to 5 em. thick; otherwise as in 
Cycadeoidea. 

Pl. LXX merely illustrates 'the nature of the ramentaceous chaff and 
the great lmigth that-it attains, but it would be obviously impossible 

1 The systematic po!>ition o£ Cycadella is the same as that of Cycadeoidea (see supra, p. 302). 
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to show the full length with a power of ·90 diameters. The manner in 
which the chaffy hairs protrude from the armor and pour over the 
·surface of the trunk, upon which they lie in mats. of wavy lines,· is 
shown on Pls. XCIV and .XCV, illustrating 0. I!nowltoniana. The 
phenomena will be more fully described under that species. 

I am indebted to Dr. F. H. Knowlton, for the drawing of Pl. LXX, 
made :hom slides of the two species; 0. I!nowltoni{J;Jw {Figs. 1-3) and 
0. ramentosa (Figs. 4, 5), under the compound microscope. For 
further details see description of that plate. 

CYCAD ELLA REED II \V ard. 

Pl. LXXI-LXXVI. 

1900. Cycadella Reedii 'V'ard: Proc. 'Vash. Acad. Sci.,· Vol. I, p. 264, pl.·xv. 

Trunks small (8 to 12 em. high, 6 to 16 em. in diameter), subspheroidal 
or subconieal, unbranched, usually more or less laterally compressed, 
the axis oblique; rock substance rather soft, light colored, of low spe
cific gravity; organs of the armor ascending; leaf scars arranged in 
rows around the trunk nearly ·at right angles to the axis, subrhombic, 
15 to 20 mm. wide, 6 to 10 mm. high; leaf bases porous; walls 1 to 3 
mm. thick, hard and fine-grained, often flinty, usually white and some
what striate; reproductive organs very obscure; armor 1 to 3 em. 
thick, separated from the axis by a definite line; wood 2 to 3 em. 
thick; cortical parenchyma 1·to 2 em. thick; fibrous zone divided into 
two or three rings of fine,· more <;>r less distinctly radiate structure; 
medulla 2 to 4 em. in diameter, nearly circular, consisting of fine
grained homogeneous tissue. 

To this species are referred five of the specimens. One of these, 
which is taken as the type, is the more complete of two originally sent 
to Professor Marsh by Mr. W. H. Reed, for whom the species is named. 
It is No. 127 of the Yale collection. . The other specimens are Nos. 
500.6, 500.10, 500.19, and 500.29 of the Museun1 of the State University 
of V\7 yoming. The Yale specimen is larger than any of the others, 
weighing 2.04 kilograms, while No. 500.10 is the smallest trunk in 
eithe'r collection and weighs only 0. 37 kilogram. No. 500.6 weighs 
1.48, No. 500.19, 1.56, and No. 500.29, 1.67 kilograms . 

. Pl. LXXI represents the best side of the Yale specimen, with the 
eccentric medulla projecting. Pl. LXXII shows the side opposite this, 
whieh is considerably obscured by remains of the outer" coat. Pl. 
LXXIII, Fig. 1, shows a side view of No. 500.29, of the Museum of the 
University of Wyoming, and Fig. 2 is a view of the base. Pl. LXXIV 
gives two views of opposite sides of No. 500. 6, the base being faintly 
visible· in both. Pl. LXXV, Fig. 1, represents the best-preserved 
side of No. 500.19, and Fig. 2 the base. Pl. LXXVI shows the two 
opposite broadest sides of the small No. 500.10. 
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CYCAD ELLA BEECHERIANA Ward. 

. Pt. LXXVII; Pl. LXXVIII.-

1900. Cycadella Beecheriana Ward: Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 265, pl. xvi. 

Trunk cylindrical, contracted at base and summit, somewhat later
ally compressed, un brancped, 35 em. high, 18 by 22 em. in diameter; 
rock substance soft, generally light colored with darker stripes and 
spots ~-;trongly contrasting, of low specific gravity; organs of the armor 
horizontal; phyllotaxy concealed by the outer coating of ramentum; 
leaf scars subrhombic or somewhat elliptical, 15 to 20 mm. wide, 5 to 
10 mm. high; leaf bases dark colored, punctate; walls about 5 mm. 
thick, firm, white, sometimes with a median line; reproductive organs 
well developed, somewhat raised above the general surface, elliptical 
in cross section, 2 by 3 em. in diameter, surrounded by subrhon1bic 
bract scars in seve;1·al rows, the central portion heterogeneous and 
more or less crystallized ; armor 3 to 4 em. thick, joining the axis by 
an irregular line; wood 3 to 4 em. thick; cortical parenchyma 1 to 2 
em. thick; fibrous zone 2 em. thick, l)ot differentiated into rings, firm 
;1nd dark colored;· medulla mostly wanting in the only specimen 
. known, the preserved remains flinty and white. 

Of this species there has thus far been found less than half. of one 
trunk. The upper two-thirds of this consists of the fragment No.· 
128 of the Yale collection. When I studied this fragment in Novem
ber, 1898, it was all in. one piece, but sub~equently bi·oke into two 
nearly equal pieces by an oblique transverse fracture, and a small lump 
came out of the lower one of these pieces. While studying the larger 
collection at Washington in June, 1899, I felt the need of again seeing 
the two Yale specimens in order to correlate them with the rest, and 
at my request Dr. C. E. Beecher kindly sent them to me for the pur
pose. As soon as I saw this fragment I at once recognized its resem
blance to a smaller fragment of the Knight collection, No. 500.54, 
which I had been unable to class ·with any of the rest. On confront
ing them it was found that No. 500.54 of the Wyoming collection fitted 
perfectly on the lower end of No. 128 of the Yale collection, thus 
nearly completing it in that direction, but still leaving a small part of 
the base unrepresented. Thus restored the specimen represents nearly 
half of the original trunk, which was split down quite evenly from 
summit to base on a longitudinal plane a trifle on one side of the center. 
On the fractured surface thus presented the internal characters are 
exposed with great clearness. 

As a partial recognition of the interest taken by Dr. Beecher in the 
subject of cycads in g.eneral and in the Wyoming specimens in partic
ular, I dedicate this species to him. 
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The Yale specimen weigh:-; 3.18 and the Knight specimen 1.4:5 kilo-
grams. 

Pl. LXXVII represents tbe inner fractured surface of the specimen 
as restored~ the lines separating all four of the pieces being distinctly 
vi:-;ible. Pl. LXXVIII ~bows the outer surface of the same. 

CYCAD ELLA wyoi\nNGENSIS Y-.tT ard. 

Pls. LXXIX-XC. 

1900. C;1Jcadel1a wy;min{rnsi:~ Ward: Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 266, pl. xdi. 

Trunks relatively large (25 to 30 em. high, 15 to 25 em. in diameter), , 
short-conical or slightly contracted at the base, more or less laterally 
compressed, unbranched or with a few projecting secondary axes; rock 
substance hard and fine-grained, generally light colored but with vary
ing shades, of medium specific gravity; organs of the armor· slightly 
ascending; rows of scars from left to right making an angle with the 
axis of 70° to 80°, those from right to left of 45°; leaf scars sub
rhombic, 15. to 20 mm. wide, 8 to 12 mm. high; leaf bases relatively 
dark, affected with black or sometimes white tubular punctations; 
walls 2 to 4 mm. thick, light colored and striate but without any proper 
commissure; reproductive organs few but often well developed, some
times projecting or passing through the outer coating, elliptical in 
cross-section, 2 by 3 em. in diameter, surrounded by mostly obscure, 
rather large involucra! bract scars of variable shape, the central por
tion solid but heterogeneous in-structure; armor 3 to 6 em. thick, joined 
to the axis by a definite but usually iiTegular, sometimes scalloped, 
line; wood 3 to 4 em. thick; cortical parenchyma 10 to 15 mm. thick; 
fibrous zone 1 to 2 em. thick, .usually consisting of two rings, one or 
both radiate in structure, the medullary rays often distinct; medulla 
5 to 10 em. in diameter, the cross-section elliptical in the compressed 
specimens, of a nearly homogeneous fine-grained structure. 

This species includes some of the handsomest specimens in the collec
tion, having about a medium size, and therefore being fairly representa
tive of the Jurassic cycads. Nos. 500.3; 500.14, and 500.15 are nearly 
perfect trunks. The rest are fragments. Nos. 500.7 and 500."20 are 
somewhat thin segments bounded by transverse fractures, and almost 
certainly belong to the same trunk at different elevations. No. 500.26 
may be a lower segment of the same trunk, but if so it-n1ust have been 
contracted at the base, as is the case with No. 500.3. Nos. 500.8 and 
500.67 fit each other, and the former, which was shattered when 
received, has con1e in three pieces. It represents a· section between two . 
oblique but chiefly vertical fractures. No. 500.52, a thick, somewhat 
cubical piece, almost certainly belongs to No. 500.8, as shown by the 
identical structure of its principal fracture. 
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The weights of the·specimens arc as follows: 
Kilograms. 

No. 500.3 ___________________________________ .... ___ .... ___ . _ 11. 03 
No. 500.7 ____________________________________________ "_ _ _ _ _ _ 2. 41 
No. 500.8 ______ · ________________________________________ . _ _ _ _ 1. 28 
No. 500.14 _____________________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12.00 
No. 500.15 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8. 89 
No. 500.20 ______________ ·- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 3. 57 
No. 500.26 _______________________________ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4. 00 
No. 500.52 ____________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. 13 
No. 500.67 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0. 40 

Pls. LXXIX and LXXX illustrate two of the sides and the base of 
No. 500. 3. Pls. LXXXI to LXXXIII do the same for No. 500.14. In 
Pl. LXXXI, which is a side view of No. 500.14, the distinction between 
the parts covered with the ramentaceous cortex on the right and those 
from which this bas peeled off on the left, with the exposed edge of this 
layer, is clearly brought out; In Pl. LXXXII the compressed leafy 

. summit of the trunk, broken down on one side, is made clear, and the 
circular area near the top represents the probable eccenti·ic terminal 
bud or end of the main axis with small scars. Pls. LXXXIV and 
LXXXV show the broadest side and the base of No. 500.15. Pis. 
LXXXVI to XC illustrate the segmentai·y fragments Nos. 500. 7, 500.8, 
500.20, 500.26, and 500.52, several of which probably represent the 
same trunk. 

CYcAD ELLA KNO\VLTONIAN A \V ard. 

Pl. LXX, Fig~. 1-3; Pis. XCI-XCV. 

1900. Cycadella Knowltoniana Ward: Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I,. p. 267, pis. 
xviii-xx. 

Trunks medium size (25 em. in diameter), cylindrical, bearing a few 
small secondary axes; rock soft, light colored without, dark and varie
gated within; organs of the armor horizontal; leaf scars subrbombic, 
8 to 12 mm. wide, 4 to 6 mm. high; leaf bases relatively dark, punc
tate with minute white-walled tubes; walls thick, sometimes 5 mm., 
soft, white on their outer edges, brown within as shown on the frac
tures, contrasting. strongly with the nearly black leaf bases, the 
ramentaceous hairs very distinct, :showing their mode of origin in the 
petioles and their passage from the armor into the outer coating which 
they form, to a thickness in places of nearly 2 em.; reproductive 
organs few but distinct, usually raised, 16 by 25 mm. in diameter, sur
rounded by two or more rows of narrow involucra! bract scars, the 
bracts distinctly traceable in longitudinal section to their origin in the 
receptacle, from which also proceed the essential organs in an advanced 
stage of decay and mineralization; armor 3 to 4 em. thick, joined to 
the axis by a very irregular but somewhat definite line, t~e petioles 
emerging froni different depths as projections of the wood sub:;;;tance; 
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wood 2 to 3 em. thick, very imperfectly differentiated into two zones, 
the inner wall, expot:led in one specimen, showing large scars .of the 
medullary rays, consisting of elongated alternating depressions, 10 to 
15 111m. long, 5 to 8 mm. wide, each with _a raised point or cushion 
above the middle; medulla 4 em. in diameter, hard, fine-grained, and 
homogeneous. ' 

This species consists of Nos. 500.62 and 500.76, which seem to belong 
to the same trunk, but are not exactly contiguous. They probably 
belong end to end, No. 500.62 being the upper segment and reaching 
nearly to the apex of the trunk, while No. 500.76 falls considerably 
short of reaching the base. The trunk probably had a height of about 
20 em. No. 500.62 has lost the medulla, thus exposing the inner wall 
of the woody axis as described. Both specimens are nearly covered 
without by the coating of ramen tum, and the transverse fractures reveal 
its nature better than in any other specimens in the collection. One of 
these surfaces (the upper fracture of -No. 500.76) has been cut across 
and poli~hed, and microscopic slides prepared from the region which 
most clearly shows the transition of the ramen tum to the outer investi
ture (see Pl. LXX, Figs. 1-3). This polished surface was photo
graphed natural size and also enlarged four times linear, and the most 
instructive portions of the large view have been selected to illustrate 
t4e behavior of the ranientaceous chaff in forming the external layer. 

Oti account of the great interest taken by Dr. F. H. l{nowlton in the 
question of the true nature of this peculiar generic character, the 
material assistance he has rendered me in preparing and examining 
n1icroscopic slides illusttating it, and the fact t4at the most successful 
of these investigations have been made on specimens of this species, I 
have thought it a proper recognition of his Eiei·vices that the species 
should bear his name. 

The weight of No. 500._62 i~ 1.22 kilograms, and that of No. 500.76 
(before cutting) 1. 39 kilograms. 

Pl. XCI shows the outer surface of No. 500.62, which is completely 
encased in the ramentaceous layer, so that none of the scars are visible. 
Fig. 2 represents the inner wall of the woody zone with the scars of 
the medullary rays. Pl. XCII, Fig. 1, presents the lower transverse 
fracture of the same specimen, which shows very clearly the leaf bases 
and walls in longitudinal section overlain by the inve~ting case of 
matted ramentum. 

Pl. XCII, Fig. 2, and Pls. XCIII to XCV, illustrate the instructive 
specimen No. 500.76;which probably belongs lower in the same trunk 
as the last. The polished· surface of the upper transverse fracture, 
from which th~ microscopic slides were taken, is represented by Pl. 
XCII, Fig. 2. The figure is somewhat enlarged,_ and. even here the 
origin of the ramentum from the sides of the leaf bases is distinctly 
visible without a lens. The line dividing the armor from the outer layer 
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is clear, and a good general idea of the nature of the latter can be 
gained· from this view. The irregular attachment ·of the armor to the 
axis is al::w well shown. Pl. XCIII, Fig 1, shows this same surface 
as it appeared before it was polished. Fig. 2 gives the outer sur
face invested by the ramentum byer, but a few organs are visible, 
having forced their way through it or been disarticulated near its 
outer surface. 

Pls. XCIV and XCV represent two areas of the polished upper 
transverse plane enlarged 4 diameters. An inspection of Pl. XCII, 
Fig. 2~ shows that there is a short interval near the center of the speci
men over which, for some reason, there is no outer layer, to the left 
of which it extends entirely to the margin, and on the right of which 
it fills a deep depression in the surface. Pl. XCIV includes the 
greater part of the portion on the left where this layer is present, and 
Pl. XCV covers the area on the right. All the characters, generic 
and specific, are adn1irably brought out in these two enlarged areas, 
especially the nature of the ramentum outside of the ·armo1', and its 
wavy, crinkled· character as determined by the irregularities of the 
surface and the unknown agencies that compressed it from without'and 
packed it down against the trunk. In several plaees portions of leaf 
bases arid perhaps of reproductive organs, de~ached from the armor 
and caught, as it were, in the meshes Qf chaff, can be seen lodged in the 
outer coat. These show their normal vascular structure unde~· the 
compound microseope. Owing to inequalities of pressure and unex
plained conditions, the long strands of matted chaff are differentiated 
into bands of different color and density that lie parallel to one another 
and zigzag across the exposed cross sections of the investing layer. 
Near the left margin of Pl. XCV there is a region where one of the 
petioles is clearly seen to cross the boundary ·line between the armor 
and the ramentaceous covering, and the chaff that developed from its 
left side can also be traced across this boundary and out into the outer 
layer. This is particularly instructive from the point of· view of the 
origin of the latter. Upon the whole, these several illustrations afford 
a tolerably clear idea of the character of this remarkable group of 
extinct };>lants. 

CYCADELLA COMPRESSA Ward. 

Pl. XCVI; Pl. XCVII. 

1900. Cycadelln compressn Ward: Proc. \Vash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 269. 

Trunks small (10 to 20 em. high, with major diameter 12 to 15 em.), 
originally conical, all much compressed laterally or sometimes verti
cally or obliquely, unbranched; rock soft, light colored, of low 
specific gravity; organs of the armor tightly appressed to the trunk 
for the 1nost part upwardly, obscuring their arrangement; leaf scars 
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subrhombic~ where normal15 to 20 mni. wide and 8 to 12 mm. high; 
leaf bases soft, rough or porous; walls 1 to 2 mm. thick, soft-sandy or 
decayed and depressed, light colored or yellowish; reproductive 
organs few and obscure, sometimes slightly elevated, elliptical in cross 
section, 12 by 20 mm. in diameter, with or without visible brad scars, 
the centralportion obscure; armor very variable in thickness (5 to 25 
mm. ), joined to the axis by a definite bu_t more 011 less irregular line; 
wood 2 em. thick; cortical parenchyma 1 em. thick; fibrous zone 1 em. 
thick, not differentiated; medulla in laterally compressed specimens a 
thin slab 5 mm. thick and 7 em. long, in vertically compressed 
specimens circular, 2 em. in diameter. 

This species mnbraces 6 1nuch-ftattenecl specimens, viz, Nos. 500.4, 
500.18, 500.22, 500.35, 500.68, and 500.69. Of these Nos. 500.4, 
500.18, and 500.35 are nearly complete trunks, No. 500.18 being verti
cally or somewhat obliquely compressed. ·All the rest are laterally 
compressed. Nos. 500. 22s 500.68, and 500.69 may all belong to the 
same trunk, the last two especially resembling each other, but none of 
them are contiguous. They all bear a general resemblance to one or . 
other of the species already described, but aside from their great com
pression and small size, not specific characters in theln$elves, there are 
numerous features which forbid their union with any of these. 

The weights are as fo~lows: 
Kilograms. 

No. 500.4 ... _ ........ _ ........... ·_ ........... ___ . . .. . . . . . . .. . 1. 11 
No. 500.18 ..... _____ . _ ......... _ ........ _ .......... _ .. _ . .. . . . 1. 14 
No. 500.22 .. _ ... _ ...... ___ . _ .. _ ..... ___ . _ .... _ ....... ____ .... 0. 79 
No. 500.35 ___ . ____ .. _____ .... __ .. _ . _ . __ ... ___ .... · ____ ... ___ . _ 0. 88 
No. 500.68 ____ . __ . _ . _______ .. ____ . __ . ___ . _ . ____ . ______ ... __ . _ 0. 59 
No. 500.69 ___ . _____ . _ .. ___ -.- __ . _____ . _ ........ ____ ........ _.. 0. 56 

The only specimens that it was thought worth while to illustrate 
are Nos. 500.4: and 500.18. The former is shown on Pl. XCVI. 
The figure gives an exaggerated idea of the specimen, which is fiat and 
thin, and only the broad side was taken. Pl. XCVII illustrates No. 
500.18, Fig. 1 showing the upper side which below is a side view, but 
near the top the apex is turned toward the observer and the terminal 
bud may be seen a little on the left. The lack of perspective causes 
its true form to be obscured. 

CYCADELLA JURASSICA V\r ard. 

Pis. XCVIII-CXII. 

1900. Cycadella.f'urassica Ward: Proc. "\Vash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 270. 

Trunks rather small (10 to 15 em. high, 10 to 20 em. in diameter), 'rery 
irregular in shape, more or less compressed in various directions anq. 
distorted, often much branched with several primary axes, sometimes 
with secondary axes only, the branches usually terminating in regu~ar 
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buds; rock substance soft exc·ept where excessively mh1eralized, light 
ash colored with dark, sharply contrasting stripes and spots, usually 
of lo"\"l specific gravity; organ~ of the armor 1nostly ascending and 
adjusted to the axes of the branches; phyllotaxy not generally trace
able except in secondary arrangement around certain branches; leaf 
scars subrhombic or somewhat elliptical, 15 to 20 mm. wide, 8 to 12mm. 
high; leaf bases dark and affected with white fistular punetations; 
walls 2 to 4 n1m. thick, soft-sandy, white or yellowish, striate, often 
with a median groove, depression, or crack; reproductive organs some
what rare, often well-developed, ·either flush with the surface or raised 
above it, elliptical in cross section, variable in size, 15 to 30 mm. in 
diameter, surrounded by large triangular bract scars, the central por
tion solid and marked by the scars of the essential organs; armor 4 to 
6 em. thick, joined to .the axis by an uneven, more or less definite line; 
wood 2 to 3 em. thick; cortical parenchynia 1. to 2 em. thick; fibrous 
tone 1 to 2 em. thick, sometimes in two rings "\vith radiate structure; 
medulla 3 to 6 em. in di~meter, fine-grained and homogeneous. 

This species is one of the most common in the Jurassic of Wyoming, 
and is typical of the smaller branching forms. It embraces Nos. 
500.5, 500.23, 500.30, 500.36, 500.38, 500.41, 500.49, 500.70, 500.77, 
500.78, 500.80, and 500.82. Nos. 500.49 and 500.'7"7 fit together, and 
No. 500.41 evidently belongs to the same trunk. A small piece has 
become detaehed from No. 500.49. Nos. 500.78 and 500.82 also fit 
together, and No. 500.70 seems to form a cap to this small trunk, but 
a portion is lost between them. The rest are all single .. Nos. 500.5 
and 500.23 are practically complete trunks .. Nos. Q00.36 and 500.38 
arc parts of two of the largest trunks of the species, and No. 500.30 
is over half of another nearly as large. They are all very handsome 
specimens, presenting the regular mottled striped or spotted appear
ance due to contrast between the dark leaf bases and the light-colored 
walls. No. 500.23 is nearly unbranched and is anomalous in several 
respects. It may represent a different species, but ean not be identi
fied :with any other specific group. 

The weights of the specimens are as follows: 
Kilograms. 

No. 500.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 41 
~o. 500.23................................................... 1. 05 
No. 500.30 .................... __ ............................. 2. 30 
~0. 500.36 .... : .............................................. 3.43 

No. 500.38 --------·--·-----·.----·-· ·············-······.~····· 3.32 
No. q00.41 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 37 
No. 500.49 .................... • ............. ~ ........ _._....... 1. 84 
No. 500.70 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 56 
No. 500.77 ....... _· ...... : . .......... ~........................ 1. 14 
No. 500. 7S. ................. ·.................................. 0. 79 
No. 500.80................................................... 0. 79 
No. 500.82 .............. ·.·- ........... ·........................ 0. 62 
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Pls. XCVIII and· XCIX . represent the two opposite broadest sides 
of the specimen No .. 500.5; Pls. C and CI afford side views of the fine 
branching trunk No. 500.38, and Pl. CII shows the interior from the 
fractured side; Pl. CIII shows the outer surface and Pl. CIV the inner 
fractured surface of No.· 500.30; Pl. CV presents the best-preserved 
side of the trunk No. 500.36 with. its broken summit, and Pl. CVI 
includes the broken base and a portion of the other side. Views of 
the two sides of the combined Nos. 500.49 and 500.77 are given in Pis. 
CVII and CVIII, and the internal structure of No. 500.49, as revealed 
by the transverse fracture, is shown in Pl. CIX. The nearly com
plete small trunk made up of Nos. 500.78 and 500.82 is well shown 
on PL CX, in which a is the former and b the latter of these speci
n1ens. Pl. CXI represents the .specimen No. 500.70, which is believed 
to be the apex of that trunk extending over portions that are lost in 
.the lower pieces. Fig. 1 is a view from the top showing the rounded 
summit, and Fig. 2 a view fr01n below showing the concave, partially 

. decayed fracture,. corresponding very closely with the upper portion 
of No. 500.82 as seen in Pl. CX at b. The anomalous specimen~ No .. 
500.23, is shown on Pl. CXII, Fig. 1 being a view of the left top and 
Fig. 2 a view of one side. 

CYCAD ELLA NODOSA Ward. 

Phl. CXIII-CXXII. 

1900. Oycadella nodosa. '\Vard: Proc. 'Nash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 271. 

Trunks small, 8 to 14 em. high, 10 to 20 ·em. in diameter, ellipsoidal 
or conical, somewhat laterally compressed or otherwise distorted, cov
ered with small secondary axes forming prominences or protuberances 
and giving the specimens a knotty or gnarly appearance; rock hard, 
light ash· colored or brown on weathered surfaces, black within, of 
medium specific gravity; organs of the armor generally horizontal; 
leaf scars subrhombic, 15 to 20 mm. wide, 5 to 10 mm. high; leaf bases 
punctate with small white tubes; walls 1 to 3 ni.m .. thick, firm, light 
colored, striate, sometimes with a median groove or line; reproductive 
organs few, obscure, sim}llating the secondary axes, surrounded by 
large subrhombic involucra! bract scars in several r~ws passing into 
leaf scars, central portion solid, heterogeneous; armor 2 to 4 em. thick,. 
joined to the axis by a definite line; wood 2 to 4 em. thick; cortical 
parenchyma 1 em. thick; fibrous zone 1 to 3 em. thick, consisting of two 
or three rings, the outer one showing radiate structure; medulla either 
circular and 4 em. in diameter or elliptical in cross section, the lesser 
diameter 2 to 4 em. and the greater 3 to 8 em. 

After considerable hesitation I have decided to group together seven 
of the. specimens under this name, although from different states of 
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preservation and degrees of compression they present a somewhat 
varied aspect. They all agree, however, in the one leading character 
of being more or less densely covered with small protruding secondaTy 
axes which greatly obscure and distoTt all other characters. I name 
the species from the character, using the w'ord nodosa in its primary 
and more corTect sense of knotty or full of knots, and not in the sec
ondary and less correct sense which most naturalists give it of jointed, 
which should properly be expressed by the Latin word articulatus. 

The specimens referred to this species, ·with their weights, are as 
follows: 

Kilograms. 
No. 500.9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. 41 

No. 500.11 _____________________ ~----------------------·· ______ 1.14 
No. 500.12 _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0. 87 
No. 500.17 __________________________________ .... __ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. 55 
No. 500.21 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. 12 . 
No. 500.47 ________ . ____________________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. 35 
No. 500.48 __________________________ . _____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 . 25 

\Vith the exception of No. 500.21 these are all nearly perfect trunks. 
That one seems to be only the upper part of a trunk larger than the 
rest, but it is impossible to decide how n1uch more there was below 
this, and in fact the base may not have been far away. In that case 
it would have had a low, vertically flattened form, which is different 
fron1 the rest. No. 500.9 is considerably larger than the others and 
has fewer branches, but it can not be referred to any other group. 
Nos. 500.11, 500.12, and 500.48 are all smaller and have about the 
same general facies. J would make Nos. 500.17 and 500.47 the types 
of this species. They are very similar in all respects and display the 
specific characters to good advantage. They arc much less distorted 
by pressure than the other specimens. 

Pls. CXIII and CXIV give side views of the two broad sides of No. 
500.9; Pls. CXV and. CXVI illustrate No. 500.4 7, the first showing . 
t4e normal shape with contracted base, and the second the numerous 
knotty branches; Pl. CXVII is the only view taken of the specimen 
No. 500.17, very similar to the last; Pl. CXVIII, Fig. 1, shows the 
low rounded apex of No. 500.21, and Fig. 2 the transverse fracture. 
The formeT is covered with little knots, but they do not come out 
well in the pho_tograph. Pls. CXIX and CXX illustrate the small 
specimen No. 500.11, Pl. CXIX giving the broadest side, Pl. CXX, 
Fig. 1, one of the other side views, and Pl. CXX, Fig. 2, a view of the 
base. Pl. CXXI, Figs. 1 and 2, show, respectively, th3 side and base 
of No. 500.48, and Pl. CXXII, Figs. 1 and 2, do the same for No. 
500.12, the last figure showing the concave and perhaps somewhat 
decayed base, the axis and lower leaf bases being clearly exposed.· 
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CYCAD ELLA CIRRATA Ward. 

Pis. CXXIII-CXXIX. 

1900. Cycadella cirrata 'V:ard: Proc. ·wash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 272. 

Trunks of medium size, short-cylindrical, rounded at the summit, 
somewhat laterally compressed, unbranched; rock rather hard, drab 
on the weathered surfaces, dark within with white stripes, of medium 
specific gravity; organs of the armor ascending, especially above the 
middle toward the summit, as seen on the fractured surfaces, curving 
first upward and then gracefully out~ard in continuation of the clearly 
n1arked strands from the interior of the axis; leaf scars subelliptical 
or subrhombic, 12 to 15 mm. wide, 5 to 6 mm. high; leaf bases hard, 
dark, and porous; walls 3 to 5 mm. thick, hard and smooth, light 
colored or nearly white.; reproductive organs few and obscure; armor 
3 to 5 em. thick, iTregularly joined to the axis; woody zone 2 em. 
thick, undifferentiated; medulla 2 to 3 em. in diameter, black, striped 
and blotched with white flinty patches. 

This species ineludes the specimens numbered 500.42, 500.46. 500.59, 
500.71, and 500.75, but they all probably belong to the same trunk. 
No. 500.46 matches No. 500.42 and No. 500.75 matches No. 500.46 by 
a narrow facet with the loss of intervening chips. No. 500.71 has 
exactly the same markings as No. 500.42 on the side opposite No. 
500.46. These markings are too definite and peculiar to recur, and 
amount to a proof of identity, although a thin plate between has dis
appeared. No. 500.59 is evidently the downward continuation of No. 
500.42. On one side there is almost complete continuity, but a large 
triangular piece is wanting on the other side. 

The specific name, from Latin ci1·1·us, curl, refers to the beautiful 
curving lines and different-colored stripes formed by the various 
strands and organs of the armor as seen on the fractured surfaces. 

The weights of the pieces are as follows: 
Kilograms. 

No. 500.42 ____________________ . _______________ . ____ . __ . __ .... 1. 53 
No. 500.46 ___ . ________ . ______________________ . _____ . _______ .. 0. 57 
No. 500.59 __________________ .. __ ... ___ .". _ .. _ .. _. _ ... __ . __ ... 1.11 
No. 500.71. _ . __________ . _ . ___ . _ . ______________ .. ___ .... __ . . . . . 0. 28 
No. 500.75 ___ . ____ . ___ . ___ . _ . _ . _ ..... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 70 

After all are put together we still probably have less than half the 
original trunk. 

In Pl. CXXIII (a to d) the four fragments Nos. 500.42, 500.46, 500.59, 
and 500.75, which all join by fracture.d surfaces or areas of contact of 
greater or less extent, are shown in their natural relations. No. 
500.59 forms the lowest part. No. 500.42 joins it above, reaching 
nearly to· the apex. No. 500.46 joins No. 500.42 by a longitudinal 
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fracture and reaches to about the center of the trunk. No. 500.75 
lies by the side of this, ca1:ryii;g 't.he summit some distance past the 
center. The figure lies in the position in which the specimens were 
place·d for photographing. There was no other position in which 
they could be made to lie for that purpose. It is therefore necessary 
to remmnber that the base is on the right and the summit on the left, 
so that in order to see the trunk in the position in which it grew it is 
necessary to turn the plate. 

Pl. CXXIV shows the innermost and approximately central longi
tudinal fracture of No. 500.42, and Pl. CXXV the outer somewhat tan
gentiallong·itudinal fracture of the same specimen. Pl. CXXVI shows 
the two broken sides of No. 500.46, Fig. 1 being the face that matches 
No. 500.42 and Fig. 2 that which joins No. 500.75. Pl. CXXVII shows 
the two sides of No. 500.75 jn the same way,-Fig. 1 being the fracture 
joining No. 500.42 and Fig. 2 the outerfracture. Pl. CXXVIII pre· 
sents the two sides of No. 500.71, which very nearly joins No. 500.42 on 
the opposite side from No. 500.46. Fig. 1 is the broader and Fig. 2 
the narrower face. Pl. CXXIX represents the basal specimen, No. 
500.59, which is of the same thickness as No; 500.42, and, with some 
loss, a downward extension of it. Fig. 1 shows the face which con
stitutes a continuation of the inner fracture of No. 500.42 represented 
on PL CXXIV, and Fig. 2 that of the tangential fracture, which is in 
like manner a contin'uation of the side represented in Pl. CXXV. 

CYOADELLA EXOGENA Ward. 

Pls. CXXX-CXXXVII. 

1900. Cycadella e:cogena Ward-: Proc. ·wash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 273. 

Trunks small or of medium size (12 to 20 em. high, 8 to 20 em. in 
diameter), ellipsoidal, somewhat compressed latterly or (in one speci
men) vertically, unbranched; rock hard and fine-grained, light colored 
on the weathered surfaces, dark within, variegated with brown or 
white stripes or spots, of medium specific gravity; organs of the armor 
horizontal; rows of scars making an angle of 50° with the axis in both 
directions (traceable only in one specimen); leaf scars subrhombic, 12 
to 20 mm. wide, 6 to 9 mm. high; leaf bases hard, fin~ in structure, 
punctate or porous; walls.1 to 3 mm. thick, soft-sandy, and more or 
less decayed, light colored, sunken between the leaf bases, striate or 
wrinkled, sometimes with a median line or commissure; reproductive 
organs mostly concealed, well developed, generally projecting, 15 by 
25 mm. in diameter, surrounded by narrow bract scars, the central 
portion solid andshowing the scars of floral organs; armor 3 to 5 em. 
thick, definitely but irregularly joined to the axis, .the lea£ bases pen e..,. 
tratirig to different depths; wood 2 to 3 em. thick, clearly exposed on 
longitudinal and transverse sections; cortical parenchyma 1 em. thick, 
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irregular on its outer, even on its inner face; fibrous zone consisting 
of three very definite exogenous rings of wood, the outer 5 mm. thick, 
the middle one 2 mm. thick, and the inner one 1 em. thick, all with 
radiate structure, the medullary rays visible across the entire zone, 
the inner wall of which is scalloped by the rounded inner edges of 
definite woody wedges, 8 mm. wide, and the sharp reentrant angles 
between them; medulla when circular 4 em. in diameter, when ellip
tical 3 by 5 em., in one specimen 5 by 7 em. in diameter. 

This species is represented by seven different numbers in the collec
tion, but Nos. 500.13 and 500.72, Nos. 500.44 and 500.73, and Nos. 
500.53 and 500.61 each match and complement each other. No. 
500.37 is larger than the rest and represents most of the lower part 
of a trunk. \Vith the exception of Nos. 500.53 and 500.61 all the 

. specimens so closely resemble one another that the suspicion arises 
that they may all belong to theupperpartof No. 500.37. But a careful 
examination negatives this view, and it seems· necessary to suppose 
that they represent at least two different trunks. The combination 
Nos. 500.44 and 500.73 may be a part of the same trunk as No. 500.37, 
but the combination Nos. 500.13 and 500.72 must be distinct, as it 
forms nearly half of a trunk of different shape, with the large mammil
lary terminal bud and a small portion of the base, which show that 
this trunk was low and vertically compressed, if at all. 

The combination Nos. 500.53 and 500.61 constitute more than two
thirds of a handsome little trunk, broken longitudinally through 
the center of the axis and one of the halves tranversely .above the 
middle, the fractures being as clear and perfect as if sawn. This 
specimen shows the internal structure more perfectly than any other 
in the collection, especially the three exogenous r.ings of wood, as 
described. 

The weights of the specimens are as follows: 
Kilograms. 

No. 500.13 _____________________________________ - - ___ - - _ - - _· _ - - 1. 08 
No. 500.37 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. 41 
No. 500.44 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. 25 
No. 500.53 _______________________ : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. 64 
No. 500.61 ________________ -·- __ -.- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. 16 
No. 500.72 __________________________________ - ______________ - _ 0. 59 
No. 500.73 ______ . ____________________________ -,- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0. 65 

Pl. CXXX shows the back or outer surface of No. 500.53 and Pl. 
CXXXI the base of the nearly complete trunk resulting from the 
complementary Nos. 500.53 (a) and 500.61 (b). Pl. CXXXII illustrates 
the intm:nal sttucture of the same trunk, Fig. 1 being the longitudinal 
'section offered by No. 500.53 and Fig. 2 the transverse· section of No. 
500.61, which has already been described. Pl. CXXXIII illustrates 
in a similar manner the combination Nos. 500.13 (a) and 500.72 (b). 
Fig. 1 is a somewhat obliqu~ view, showing the terminal bud and outer 
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surface generally, and Fig. 2 the tranverse fracture. Pl. CXXXIV 
gives a side view of No. 500.37, Pl. CXXXV, Fig 1, a view of its 
base, and Fig. 2 the transverse fracture. Pl. CXXXVI, Fig. 1, 
shows the almost wholly concealed outer surface of the combination 
Nos. 500.44 (b) and 500.73 (a), and Fig. 2 the transverse section at top 
of No. 500.44. Pl. CXXXVII gives the longitudinal fractures of the 

· same two fragments. 

CYCAD ELLA RAMENTOSA Ward. 

Pl. LXX, Figs. 4, 5; Pls. CXXXVIII-CXLIV. 

1900. Cyca.della ramentosa 'Vard: Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 275. 

Trunks rather large (15 to 25 em. high, 2 to 25 em. in diameter), 
cylindrical or subellipsoidal, somewhat eompressed laterally or verti
eally, mostl~y unbranched; rock hard and much mineralized within, 
dark brown on the surface, the :fractured surfaees variegated with black 
and white, more or less flinty or chalcedonized; specific gravity above 
.the mean; organs of the armor horizontal or radiating from an equa
torial zone; leaf scars subelliptical, 10 to 15 mm. wide, 6 to 9 mm. 
high, hard, dark, rough, punetate with white, tubular pores; walls 
1 to .3 mm. thiek, firm and smooth, light colored or yellowish, sunk 
below the leaf bases, with a median line or groove; reptoductive organs 
few, mostly concealed by the ramentum coating, where exposed well 
developed, raised above the leaf bases, mostly elliptical and 15 by 20 
mni. in diameter, inclosed in an inv9lucre of narrowly rhombic bracts 
visible in transverse and longitudinal section, central portions well , 
shown on fractured surfaces, the interior mostly decayed and some
what crystallized; armor 4 to 6 em. thick, attached to the axis by an 
irregular, somewhat scalloped surface; wood 3 em. thick, undifferen
tiated; medulla elliptical in cross section, 3 by 5 em. in diameter. 

This species includes ten numbers of Mr. Knight's collection, but 
probably only represents three trunks, sinee five of these fragments 
(Nos; 500.40, 500.43, 500.45, 500.66, and 500.81) all fit together and 

. may be built up into a single specimen representing nearly half of one 
trunk, and Nos. 500.50 and 500.60 also mateh~ forming about one-third 
of another. Nos. 500.39 and 500.55 do not exactly match, but so closely 
resemble each other that the amount and character of the part lost can 
be determined with considerable certainty. They can not well belong 
to either of the other combinations. No. 500.39 is the next most 
important specimen in the collection in furnishing the generic ehar
acters, and slides illustrating them have been prepared from it. From 
these were obtained the cross sections of the chaff shown by Figs. 4 
and 5 of Pl. LXX. 

No 500.34 is a small apical portion of a trunk of the same type and 
may well have formed the top.of No. 500. B9 and the lost pieee that 
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belonged with it, but th~re w~~ a short interval between them, as 
they do not exactly match. 

The weig·hts of the several fragments in the order of the numbers 
are as follows: 

Kilograms. 
No. 500.34 _________________________ . __ .. __________ .... ____ ... 1. 02 
No. 500.39 __________________ • ______ . _. ___ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. 41 
No. 500.40 ____________________________ .. ______ . _. ______ . _ _ _ _ _ 2. 04 
No. 500.43 ____________ ....................................... 1. 50 
No. 500.45'. ___ .. _______ ...... _: ......... _ .... ______ . _ .... _ _ _ _ 1. 64 
No. 500.50 _____ .. _. __ . ____________ . __ ~. ____ ........ ____ ...... 2. 55 
No. 500.55 _____________ . _ .. ____ .............................. 1. 70 
No. 500.60 _. ____________________ . _ ... _____ ........ _ .. _ .... _.. 1. 53 
No. 500.66 _. ___________ . _______ . ___ . __ . _____________ . _ .. __ .. _ 2. 33 
No. 500.81 .. ____ .. _______ . . . . . . . . ....... - - . - - ............ - . . 0. 68 

The large combination, therefore, has a total weight of 8.19 kilo
grams, and No~. 500.50 and 500.60 together weigh 4.08.kilograms. 

The specific name is not meant to imply that there is anything excep
tional in the ramentum of this speci~s, although most of the specimens 
have a well-developed outer coating of it; but some of the fractures 
afford fine examples, and the detailed study of the generic characters 
has chiefly been made on this species and 0. Knowltoniana. 

Pl. CXXXVIII ill_ustrates the cylindrical form of the trunk, of 
which Nos. 500.34, 500.39, and 500.55 ~re believed to be detached por
tions. Although none of them fit naturally, their size and general 
appearance justified this assumption, and it is not probable that the· 
interval is very great between them. No. 500.55, represented by Fig. 3, 
is considerably thicker than No. 500.39, represented by Fig. 2, i.e., the 
longitudinal fracture of the latter is nearer the surface exposed, while 
in the former it falls on the other side of the center. No. 500.34 
extends entirely across the trunk, and forms its apex complete. 
No. 500.55 shows that the trunk was somewhat contracted at the base, 
but the rapid narrowing of No. 500.39 (Fig. 2) is due to the longitudinal 
fracture being considerably oblique to the axis, so that the upper end 
is much thinner, and therefore narrower, than the lower. Qnly occa
sionally can any of the organs of the armor be detected. Pl. CXXXIX, 
Fig. 1, is a view of the upper transverse fracture of No. 500.55, and 
Fig. 2 of the lower transverse fracture of No. 500.39. It is from this 
latter that microscopic slides were made after the views had been taken. 
Reproductive organs may be seen in longitudinal section on both these 
faces. Pis. CXL and CXLI show the restoration of the portion of a 
trunk represented by the complementary fragment~ Nos. 500.45 (a), 
500.40 (b), 500.66 (c), 500.43 (d), and 500.81 (e), forming a good part of 
another very interesting trunk belonging to this species, the first being 
a view of the external surface, almost wholly covered with the ramen
tum layer, and the second a view of the longitudinal fractures. 

· Pl. CXLII, Fig. 1, is a view of the transverse fracture of the lower 
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side of No. 500.66, which fits the upper fracture of No. 500.45, and 
Fig. 2 shows the longitudinal fracture of No. 500.40, the lower portion. 
·of which fits the longitudinal fracture of No. 500.45, but between the 
upper portion and the longitudinal f1~acture of No. 500.66 there is au 
interval of about 1 em. Pis. CXLIII and- CXLIV represent, respec
tively, the outer and inner surfaces presented by the united comple
mentary fragments Nos. 500.50 (a) and 500.60 (b). 

CYCADELLA FURRUGINEA Ward. 

Pis. CXL V -CXL VII. 

1900. Cyca.dellafnrruginea Ward: Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 276. 

Trunk small (18 em. high, 9 by 22 em. in diameter), ovoid, laterally 
compressed, unbranched; rock hard, rust-colored without, striped and 
spotted with tl].e same in the interior, of medium specific gravity; 
organs of the armor horizontal at the middle, descending below, and 
erect at the summit; leaf scars subelliptical, 10 mm. wide~ 5 mm. high; 
lea£ ·bases fine-grained, not porous nor punctate; walls 2 to 3 mm. thick, 
soft, rust-colored, with a median groove; reproductive organs much 
obscured, sometimes, raised, elliptical, 15 by 20 mm. in diameter, sur
rounded. by thin, obscure, involucra! bract scars, the central portion 
clearly shown only ~n the fractured surfaces, heterogeneous and much 
altered by mineralization; armor2 to 3 em. thick, irregularly joined to 
the axis; wood 1 em. thick; cortical parenchyma 5 mm. thick; fibrous 
zone 5 mm. thick, not clearly differentiated into rings, but longitu
dinally striate, parallel to the axis of the trunk; medulla a thin slab 
visible only on the narrow edge, where it· is 1 em. thick, apparently 
4 to 5 em. wide. 

This .species includes the two 'fragments Nos. 500.51 and 500.74, 
exactly alike in all their characters and certainly belonging to the same 
trunk. The fracture in both cases is longitudinal in the direction of 
the minor axis, starting in obliquely near the top and becoming ver
tical near the middle. In No. 500.51 this vertical direction continues 
to near the base, and then runs out on the same side it went in. In No. 
500.7 4 it describes a sort of curve, cutting in to near the center and 
out again at a still sharper angle long before it reaches the base. The 
true base and summit are therefore lost in both specimens. There is 
one point at which the two pieces probably are actually contiguous, 
though the surface of. contact is not large enough to demonstrate this. 

No. 500.51 weighs 1.36, and No. 500.74, 0.81 kilograms; total, 2.17 
kilograms. . 

lf amod from the ferruginous or rusty color peculiar to these speci
mens. 

Pl. CXL V represents the two specimens side by side as they are 
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supposed to have been related in the perfect trunk, and shows the 
broad side view. ·Pl. CXL VI is a view of the longitudinal fracture 
of No. 500.51. Pl. CXLVII, ·Fig. 1, shows t~e back or thin edge of 
No. 500.74, and Fig. 2 the fr~cture as has been described above. 

CYCADELLA coNTRACTA VVard. 

Pls. CXL VIII-CLIII. 

1900. Cycadella contracta Ward:. Proc. 'Vash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 277. 

Trunks of small or medium size (height not krtown, 15 to 25 em. in 
diameter), probably conical above, strongly contracted at ·the base, 
laterally compressed, more or less branched; rock hard and fine
graiJ?ed, of a nearly uniform drab color or dull reddish on the outer 
surface, of medium specific gravity; organs of the armor ascending 
at their origin, curving outward and becoming horizontal or declined, 
rows of sca1~s (traceable in one specimen) from left to right forming 
an angle of 40° with the axis, those from right to left 55°; leaf scars 
subrhombic, 12 to 20 mm. wide, 6 to 12 mm. high; leaf bases of uni
fornl color, punctate with white tubular pores; walls 1 to 3 mm. thick, 
rather soft, depressed, striate, with a median line or crack; reproduc
tive organs imperfectly developed, somewhat raised, 15 by 22 mm. in · 
piameter, surrounded by large bract scars passing into leaf scars, 
central portion solid, roughened, wai·ty; armor about 3 em. thick; 
wood 1 to 3 em. thick, differentiated in one specimen, the outer zone 
5 mn1. thick. the inner 1 em., longitudinally striate; medulla 15 to 30 
mm. in diameter, hard, fine-grained, and homogeneous. · 

The specimens constituting this species are Nos. 500.56, 500.57, 
500.58, and 500.79. " 7ith the exception of the last their general 
resen1blance· is obvious, which probably accounts for the contiguity in 
the numbers. No. 500;79 is probably a thin segment from much 
higher on the same trunk as No. 500.56, where the size and shape had 
considerably changed, but the same structure persists. Nos. 500.57 
and 500.58 are portions of the lower end of two different trunks. 

The weights of the several fragments, in the order of the numbers, 
are as follows : · 

Kilograms. 
No. 500.56 ...... ____ . _ ....... ~ .. ____ ......................... 1.13 

No. 500.57 ---·-·-··---·--············--·------·-----··---·--- 1.25 
No. 500.58 ............. __ ........ __ ..... _. __ .. _ .. _____ . _ ... _. 1. 92 
No. 500.79 .... _ .. _ . _ ......... __ ......... __ ... _ . _ . _ .. ____ .. _ _ _ 0. 76 

The specific name refers to the contracted base .. 
Pl. CXL VIII, Figs. 1 and 2, show respectively the outer surface and ~ 

the longitudinal fracture of No. 500.57. Pl. CXLIX is a side view, 
and Pl. CL ·a view of the longitudinal frac_ture of No. 500.58. Pl. 
CLI is designed to show the relations between Nos. 500.56 and 500.79 
as above mentioned, and Figs. 1 and 2 show what seem to be the same 

. -
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side of the two specimens. The interval between them was of course 
larger than it was possible to place between the two figures. Pl. CLII 
shows the other broad side of No. 500.56, and Pl. CLIII gives the 
upper transverse fracture of No. 500.79. 

CYCADELLA GRAVIS V\Tard. 

Pl. CLIV. 

1900. Cycadella graviJS ·ward: Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci.~_Yol. I, p. 277. 

Trunk small (12 em. high, 8 by 13 em. in diameter), conical-flattened, 
rounded at the summit, laterally compressed, unbranched; rock very 
hard, coarse-grained, of a gray color and very high. specific gravity; 
organs -of the· armor upwardly appressed, especially on one side; rows of 
scars from left to right making an angle of 35°, those from right to left 
of 50°, with the axis; scars subrhombic, 18 to 22 mm. wide, 8 to 10 mm. 
higl;t; leaf bases on the side qf the specimen appressed to the trunk 
but exposed at their summits and on their lower sides, the keel distinct, 
rough or honeyc.ombed on the expos8d ends, but on fresh fractures fine 
in structure and white-punctate with small, narrowly elliptical, white 
pores appearing as short white lines; vascular bundles faintly visible, 
forming a row pai't way round the petiole on the side next the trunk; 
walls 1 to 2 mm. thick, striate with alternating light and dark lines; 
reproductive organs few, poorly developed, sometimes raised, 2 by 
3 em. in diameter, the interior porous or heterogeneous; armor 2 em. 
thick, joined to the axis by a definite line of appreciable thickness 
(libro-cambium layer), wood 2, em. thick; cortical parnechyma 1 em. 
thick, of coarse structure; fibrous zone 1 em. thick, consisting of two 
rings of equal thickness separated by a light-colored band, the struc
ture radially disposed; medulla 2 by 6 em. in diameter, hard and coarse 
with white punctations or variously shaped markings. 

This small specimen, No. 500.63 of the collection, is so totally differ
ent from all the r_est that it was necessary to regard it as constituting 
a species by itself. It· weighs 1.5 kilograms ·and has the highest 
specific gravity observed, feeling almost like heavy spar, whence the 
specific name. · 

Pl. CLIV, Fig. 1, shows the best side, and Fig. 2 the base. 

CYCADELLA VERRUCOSA Ward. 

Pis. CL V -CL VII. 

1900. Cycadella verrucosa ·ward: Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 278. 

Trunks large (30 to 40· em. high, 20 to 30 em. in larger diameter), 
obovate, contracted at the base, much laterally compressed, 
unbranched or with a few small secondary axes; rock hard and fine at 
least in the interior, light colored or brown on weathered surfaces, 
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dark or black on freshly exposed ones, of medium specific gravity; 
organs of the armor. horizontal; leaf scars subrhombic, 15 to 20 mm. 
wide, 7 to 10 mm. high; leaf bases hard, rough or porous, with a 
raised ridge near the margin indicating the position of the vascular 
bundles, which are themselves sometimes visible in the forn1 of pits; 
walls 2 to 5 nun. thick, hard and smnewhat porous, light colored with 
darker strire; reproductive organs numerous, well developed, promi
nently projecting in the form of large warty protuberances distorting 
the arrangement of the leaves, elliptical in cross section, 20 by 30 mm. 
in diameter, surrounded by large, narrowly subrhombic bract 'scars in 
several rows passing into leaf fCars, central portions heterogeneous, 
marked by the scars of the essential organs; armor 2 to 5 em. thick, 
clearly but irregularly joined to the axis; woody zone 15 mm. thick, 
not differentiated; medulla a thin slab 3 to 6 em. thick, 15 em. wide, 
of.a :fine unifor1n structure resembling the white iron ore of the Poto
mac beds of Maryland. 

Nos. 500.27, 500.32, and 500.64 are referred to this species. The 
last is anomalous and shows relatively few of the characters, but it 
has the same shape. The fruits are little elevated, but otherwise this 
leading character holds for it. No. 500.27 is probably the top of the 
same trunk as No. 509.32, but there is an interval between them, and 
they have been subjected to different conditions since they became fos
silized. On a casual view, therefore, they do not seem so closely to 
resemble each other as they do when carefull3r inspected. They are 
then found to have almost exactly the same width, thickness, and gen
eral form, so that it is easy to see which sides correspond. All the 
characters also agree except that the fruiting axes are more pron1i- · 
nent on No. 500.32, representing the lower portion. This is partly 
due to the fact that this specimen has suffered more from erosion, 
and owing to the greater hardness of these organs they are made to 
stand out more conspicuously. It was the appearance thus produced 
that suggested the specific name. 

No. 500.27 weighs 5.19, No. 500.32, 8.31, and No. 500.64, 4.68 kilo
grams. 

In Pis. CLV and CLVI the two specimens, Nos. 500.32 and 500.27, 
are represented from opposite broad sides in the position in which 
they are supposed to have existed as a trunk, but for want of space· 
on the plate they had to be brought practically together, whereas, as 
already stated, the theory of their identity requires the assumption of 
a certain amount of loss between these.parts. Pl. CLV, Fig. 1,.shows 
the warty projections better than any other. Pl. CLVII is the only 
view taken of No. 500.64 and represents its best side. 
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CYCADELLA JEJUNA Vv ard. 

Pis. CL VIII -CLXI. 
1900. Cycadellajej'una 'Vard: Proc. "'Wash . .Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 279. 

Trunks of medium size (18 em. high, 7 to 12 em. in lesser, and 16 to 
20 em. in greater diameter), ovoid or subconical, laterally compressed, 
unbranched; rock hard, gray on weathered surfaces, drab in the inte
rior, black on fresh exposures, with tather high specific gravity; organs 
of the armor horizontal; rows of scars forming an angle in either 
direction of 45° to 50°; leaf scars subrhombic, 15 to 20 mm. wide, 7 
to 9 mm. high; leaf bases hard and firm, rough on the exposed ends; 
walls 2 to 4mm. thick, light colored and contrasting with the leaf bases, 
smnetimes with a median ridge; reprodu.ctive 01:gans f.ew and poorly 
preserved; armor ·2 to 4 em. thick, joined to the axis by a clear line; 
wood 15to 20 mm. thick; outer zone 5 mm. thick, traversed by rays 
or vessels; inner zone consisting of two rings, the outer 5 mm. thick 
with fine radiate s~ructure showing medullary rays and woody wedges, 
the inner 5 to 10 mm. thick of a less definite struoture; medulla 
elliptical in cross section, lesser diameter 2 to 3 em., greater 8 em., 
homogeneous. 

The two specimens, Nos. 500.28 and 500.31, which. I have brought 
tog·ether here, have at first view '\rery little to mark them or interest 
the student, but while they differ essentially from all others· in the 
collection, they resemble each other in all the main points. No. 
500.28 is smaller and more compressed, and is mostly black on the 
outer surface, but the outer coating has pretty much entirely disap
peared and the leaf scars are clearly exposed. The ·fracture at· the 
base also reveals some very definite internal structure. No. 500.31 
shows much less, but so far as visible the characters are the same. 
The former weighs 2. 33 and the latter 3. 97 kilograms. The specific 
name refers to the somewhat negative and meager character of the 
specimens. 

Pls. CL VIII and CLIX show opposite sides of No. 500.28, and Pls. 
· CLX and CLXI those of No. 500.31. In the former of these speci
mens scarcely any ramentum remains on the surface and the leaf scars 
are quite clearly shown. The same is true for one side of No. 500.31, 
but the other side, represented on Pl. CLXI, shows the area over 
which it has been scaled off along a definite line, and the edge of it is 
distinctly visible. 

0YCADELLA CONCINNA "'\V ard. 

Pl. CLXII~ 
1900. Cycadella concinnct ·ward : Proc. 'V ash. A cad. Sci., Vol I, p. 280. 

Trunk small (12 em. high, 14 by 15 em. in diameter), irregu
larly and obliquely short-conical, somewhat vertically compressed, 
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unbranched, broad at the concave base, terminating .in an imperfect 
bud; rock soft on the surface, harder within, dark colored or bluish 
except a light w~athered area, the specific gravity above the normal; 
organs of the armor at right angles to the oblique axis; rows of scars 
from left to right making an angle with the axis of 75° to 80°, those 
from right to left of 30° to 40°; leaf scars narrowly subrhombic, 
very small, 12 to 13 mm. wide, 3 to 5 mi:n. high; leaf bases dark, firm 
but porous; walls 3 to 5 mm. thick, of denser structure than the leaves, 
lighter colored, sometimes with darker stripes; reproductive organs 
doubtful and pradically wanting; armor 2 em. thick, joined to the axis 
by a definite line ; wood 2 em. thick, undifferentiated ; medulla ellip
tical, 3 by 6 ~m. thick, smooth and homogeneous. 

It has been necessary to regard the nearly perfect, compact, and 
·rather handsome little trunk, No. 500.16, as constituting a species by 
itself, and it is much to be hoped that other specimens of the same 
may be found. It weighs 2.18 kilograms. 

Pl. CLXII, Fig. 1, gives a good idea of it as see'n from one side, and 
Fig. 2 show.:5 the Eomewhat c0ncave base. 

CYCAD ELLA CREPIDARIA Ward. 

Pl. CLXIII; P1. CLXlV. 

1900. Cycadella crepidaria ·ward: Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 280. 

Trunk small, elliptical in cross section, much vertically compressed, 
·having the form, when inverted, of a shoe or moccasin, having a 
height (thickness) of 7 em., a width (lesser diameter) of 12 em., and a 
length (greater diameter) of 19 em., with two lateral axes nearly at 
right angles to the primary axis, the terminal bud forming a larg~ 
raised area, the base projecting downward in a rounded protuberance; 
rock soft and coarse-grained, dark brown or nearly black, bluish 
within, of low specific gravity; organs of the armor mostly appressed 
or concealed; leaf scars'where visible distorted and abnormal in shape, 
subelliptical, 12 to 15 mm. wide, 4 to 5 mm. high; leaf bases coarse 
and homogeneous in texture; walls 1 to 3 mm. thick, relatively hard 
and light colored; reproductive organs few, abortive or immature; 
thickness of armor unknown; wood 3 em. thick; outer zone 1 em. 
thick, coarse; inner zone 2 em. thick, finer, and longitudinally striate; 
medulla elliptical, 3 by 5 em. in diameter, coarse and homogeneous. 

No. 500:83 of Professor Knight's collection, which constitutes the 
species, is in all 1;espects a unique specimen, and notwithstanding its 
apparent deformity there is evidence that this is by no means wholly 
due to external agencies. The position in which the trunk -grew no 
doubt had much to do with this, but it probably represents a dwarf, :flat, 
branching species, all the members of which would present most of 
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these peculiarities, When inverted and laid on its back, the terminal 
bud down and the base uppermost, it has much the shape of a broad, 
low, wooden shoe or sandal, the thicker end representing the heel and 
the thin, flattened end, which is a sort of terminal bud of one of the 
lateral 1>ranches, representing the toe- a comparison which suggested 
the specific name. 

It weighs 1.45 kilograms. 
Pl. CLXIII is a view from the top downward, and Pl. CLXIV from 

the bottom upward. 

CYCADELLA GELIDA Ward. 

Pls. CLXV -CLXIX. 

1900. Cycadella gelida Ward: Proc. 'Vash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 281. 

Trunks rather large and relatively tall (the largest of the specimens 
39 em. high, 12 by 20 em. in diameter), subcylindrical, slightly ditninish
irig from base to summit, laterally compressed, having a few secondary 
axes, terminating in a large conical bud, the base projecting; rock of 
medium hardness and specific gravity, light brown on weathered sur
faces, neayly black within and on freshly exposed portions; organs of 
the armor slightly ascending; rows of scai's from left to right makb:~g 
an angle with the axis of 45°, those from right to left of 50°; leaf scars 
subrhombic; 20 to 25 mm. wide, 8 to 12 mm. high; leaf bases rough and 
punctate; walls 1 to 2 mm. thick, friable, white, with a median line or 
crack; reproductive organs well developed, usually raised or projecting, 
elliptical in cross section, 2 by 3 em. in diameter or larger, the ·involu- · 
cral bracts not visible, the central portions solid and amorphous; armor 
1 to 3 em. thick, joined to the axis by a nilore or less definite line, all 
w;ithin it a black undifferentiated mass of cherty and apparently struc
tureless matter which tends to crack into cubes or flake off. 

The large fine specimen, No. 500.1, scarcely injured by being broken 
in two by an obliquely transverse fracture near the base, was at first 
supposed to be altogether unique, but in my efforts to correlate the 

. fragment, No. 500.24, of a considerably smaller trunk, I found that it 
bad scarcely any affinities except with this, and upon a thorough com
parison of all the characters I am eonvinced that it belongs to the same 
species. That specimen was broken into three unequal pieces, but 
mended with glue before sending. A small flake or cap, numbered 
500.25, from the light weathered surface of some trunk, having a 
coarse black structure on the fractured side, resembles No. 500.24 
niore than any other specimen, but does not exactly fit its broken sum
mit. Rather than leave it wholly unassigned I assume that it belongs 
here. 

No. 500.1 weighs 12.56, No. 500.24, 2.52, and No. 500.25, 0.11 kilo
grams. 
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The specific name has a vague reference to the Freezeout Hills, in 
which the beds occur. 

Pis. CLXV and CLXVI are side views of the opposite side of No. 
500.1, and PL CLXVII is a view of its base. Pis. CLXVIII and 
CLXIX show the opposite sides of No. 500.24. 

CYCADELLA CARBONENSIS Ward. 

PI. CLXX; Pl. CLXXI. 

1900. C.vcaclella carbonen,sis Ward: Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 282. 

· Trunk of maximum size (39 em. high, 21 by 39 em. in diameter), 
subglopular, both laterally and vertically compressed, the principal 
axis oblique to the plane of compression, having numerous secondary 
axes forming large short branches or rounded elevations interspersed 
with smaller ones, the primary axis terminating in a well-developed 
bud, the base occupied by a circular concavity; rock of medium hard
ness and specific gravity, nearly black, considerably mineralized in the 
interior; organs of the armor radiating from an equatorial zone; 
phyllotaxy not traceable; leaf scars subrhombic, rhombic, or irregular 
in shape, 30 mm. wide, 15 mm. high; leaf bases rough and porous; 
walls 2 to 3 mm. thick, firm, and definitely bounded, longitudinally 
striate with raised white lines, median line higher than the rest; 
reproductive organs numerous but not well developed, of two kinds, 
large and small, the former difficult to distinguish from secondary 
axes, all usually 1nore or less elevated, but occasionally depressed or 
decayed so as to leave a shallow concavity, elliptieal in cross section, 
the larger ones 3 by 5 em. in diameter, the smaller about hal£ as large, 
the former class surrounded by faintly visible large subrhombic invo
lucra! bract scars simulating and passing into leaf scars, the central 
portions solid and heterogeneous; armor 4 to 5 em. thick, its junction 
with the· axis obscure; woody zone 4 to 5 em. thick, undifferentiated; 
medulla nearly circular, 5 to 6 em. in diameter., smooth and homo
geneous in structure. 

The largest specin1en in the collection, No. 500.2, weighing 37.69 
kilograms, is unique also in its form and a considerable number of 
other characters, and has to form a species by itself. · I name it for 
Carbon County, in which the locality for all the specimens is located. 
It constitutes an almost complete trunk, but came in two nearly equal 
pieces, the fracture passing through the narrowest dimension, through 
the center of the apex, down the back and lower side, and emerging at 
the center of the basal concavity along a nearly even plane. U nfor
tunately, the interior thus exposed shows scarcely any sti~ucture. 

·Pl. CLXX shows the broad rounded back of the specimen, and Pl. 
CLXXI the base and lower portion. 
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CYoADELLA KNIGHTII Ward. 

PI~. CLXXII-CLXXVII. 

1900. Cycadella Knightii Ward: Proc. \~lash. Acad. Sci., Vol. I, p. 283, pl. xxi. 

Trunks very large (30 to 40 em. high, 19 by 28 em. in. diameter), 
subellipsoidal, somewhat laterally compressed, unbranched, depressed 
at the summit; axis eccentric; rock hard, somewhat mineralized, 
dark colored or nearly black, of high specific gravity ; organs of the 
armor horizontal; rows of scars frmn left to right forming an angle 
of 45° with the axis, those from right to left of ·70°; leaf scars ::;ub
rhombic or subelliptical, 18 to 20 mm. wide, 8 to 12 nun. high; ,leaf 
bases hard, punctate; walls 3 to 5 mm. thick, har;d, striate, with or 
without a median groove; reproductive organs few, poorly developed, 
flush with the surface or slightly raised, elliptical in cross section, 
2 by 3 em. in diameter, surrounded by large subrhombic involucra! 
bract scars passing into leaf scars, the central portion ~-:;olid and show
ing the scars of the floral organs; armor 4 to 6 em. thick, ob::;curely 
attached to the axis; woody zone 3 to 4 em. thick, undifferentiated; 
medulla 6 by 10 em. in diameter, difficult to distinguish from the 
woody zone, hard and black, with flinty or crystalline areas. · 

The next largest specimen in the collection, and probably the finest, 
from the standpoint of symmetry and general appearance, is No. 500.65. 
It came in two pieces of unequal size, caused by a transverse fracture 
below the middle. The larger piece weighs 15.48 and the smaller 9.8 
kilograms, making the total weight 25.28 kilograms. There was on~ 
other specimen, viz, No.· 500.33, which so closely resembles this that 
it is in1possible to separate it. It consists of considerably over half 
of the lower portion of a somewhat smaller trunk, having the base 
perfect and a nearly horizontal transverse fracture across the trunk 
above This weighs 8.87 kilograms. 

I take great ·pleasure in dedicating this fine species of Cycadella to 
Prof. Wilbur C. Knight, State geologist of 'Vyoming, through whose 
enterprise the collection was made, and who has so generously .placed 
it in my hands for elaboration. 

Pl. CLXXII represents the best-preserved side of No. 500.65, Pl. 
CLXXIII its base, and Pl. CLXXIV the upper transverse fracture 
of the lower piece. Pl. CLXXV is the best side view of No. 500.35, 
Pl. CLXXVI its base, while in Pl. CLXXVII we have a representa
tion of the upper transverse fracture. 

The following is ·a list of the twenty species of Cycad ella in the order 
in which they have been described: · 

1. Cycadella ReediL · 4. Cycadella Knowltoniana. 
2. Cycadella Bee.cheriana. 5. Cycadella comptessa. 
3. Cycade11a wyomingensis. 6. Cycadella jurassica. 
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7. Cycad ella nodosa. 14. Cycadella verrucosa. 
8. Cycadella cirrata. 15. Cycadella"jejuna. 
9. Cycadella exogena. 16. Cycadella concinna. 

10. Cycadella ramentosa. 17. Cycadella crepidaria. 
11. Cycadella ferruginea. 18. Cycadella gelida. 
12. Cycade1la contracta. 19. Cycadel1a carbonensis. 
13. Cycadella gravis. 20. Cycadella Knightii. 

The order can scarcely be called a classification. There is, however, 
something in common in the first twelve, viz, their general light 
color and calcareous structure, while the last seven are darker, coarser 
grained, and less calcareous. 0. gravis and 0. verrucosa are interme
diate in these respects, but the :former differs in its high spt?cific 
gravity. These distinctions all relate rather to the mineral than to 
the vegetable character, and although there is always some connec
tion between them ~rising out of differences of structure, still it can 
scarcely be called a systematic grouping. The strictly botanical char
acters traverse these n1ore conspicuous ones in such a manner that 
it is impossible to arrange the species according to both, and it was 
considered more satisfactory, upon the whole, not to attempt any :finer 
classification.until the internal structure can be studied, which should 
be done, and promises most interesting re'Sults. 

FOSSIL "WOOD FROM THE JURASSIC. 

Fossil wood has been reported from the Jurassic in a number of 
cases, but I am able to illustrate it at the present time from only two 
localities. 

FOSSIIJ WOOD. l~RQ:\'1 'J'ffg CYCAD JHJDS OJ<' WYOMING. 

Aceompanying the cycad collection of Professor Knight were three 
pieces of fossil wood, numbered 500.85, 500.86, and 500.87 of the 
Museum of the University of Wyoming. Two of these, Nos. 500.86 
an~ 500.87, were placed in the hands of Dr. F. H. Knowlton, who 
offered to work out the internal structure and report the result. One 
of the specimens, No. 500.86, was a small limb somewhat split up and 
splintered, and it proved difficult to obtain from it slides of the proper 
character. Tl;1e other, No. ~00.87, is a thick block of wood and has 
furnished good slides; although the structure is somewhat obscure. 
Enough was learned from the other specimen to indicate that ~t 
belongs to the same species, and the piece which was not treated, No. 
500.85, is clearly a part of the same stem: as No. 500.86. All the 
wood, therefore, probably belongs to the same species. No explana
tion has been made of the source· of this wood :further than that it 
accompanied. the cycads and is supposed to have been :found ·with 
them. In fact, it was at first thought possible that they might be 

.found to belong to the interior of cycadean trunks. They are, there
. fore, of course, of the same age as the cycad~. 

20 GEOL, PT 2--27 
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Dr. Knowlton finds.the wood probably to belong to the genus Arau
carioxylon, but to be specifically distinct from any h:itherto described. 
His note upon it is as follows: 

DESCRIPTJOX OF A NEW SPECIES OF ARAUCARIOXYLON FROM THJ~ CYCAD BED CW THE J<'REEZEOUT 

HII~LS, CARBON COUNTY, WYOl\fiNG. 

By F. H. KXOWLTOX. 

ARAUCARIOXYLON? OBSCURUM Knowlton n. sp. 

Pl. CLXXVIII. 

Annual ring not apparent to the naked eye, the line of demarcation 
between the rings consisting 'of· only four or five s~ightly modified 
layers of cells; wood cells very small, approximately square in cross
section, thick walled, provided on the radial walls with a sir.1gle row of 
small contiguous or weathered bordered pits; Inedullary rays in a single 
series of 1 to 8 superimposed cells; resin cells and resin passages wholly 
wanting. 

Transverse section: The appearance of the wood in this section is well 
shown in the figure (Pl. CLXXVIII, Fig. 1). The wood cells are seen 
to be of very uniform size and shape and are quite thick walled. The 
growth rings can not be rriade out by the naked eye, but under the 
microscope they are found to be quite broad (2 to 3 mm.) and to be sepa
rated by only four or five layers of slightly thicker cells. The absence 
of longitudinal resin cells or passages is also well shown in this section. 
The medullary rays appear as long riemotely broken cells. 

Radial section: The wood cells as ·seen in this section are provided 
with a single row of small bordered pits. Usually they are somewhat 
remote, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 of Pl. CLXXVIII, but occasionally 
they are contiguous and slightly modified in shape by contact with each 
other. The inner pit is often ininute, but the preservation is not good 
enough to permit measurements. The medullary rays are seen to be 

. made up of relatively long slender-walled cells and probably without 
markings, although there is some evidence to show that there may have 
been narrow slits or oblong pores in their cell walls. This evidence, 
however, is not conclusive. 

Tangential section: The wood cells are without pits or markings on 
this wall, at least so far as can be made out. The medullary rays 
are very numerous and composed of from one to not more than twelve 
superimposed cells, and usually the number is from three to perhaps 
five or six. They are very small and have relatively thick walls. 

Discussion: The placing of this wood in the genus Araucarioxylon 
is open to n1ore or less question, yBt as it approaches more closely to 
this genus, I have tentatively so referred it. It has the obscure growth 
rings usually to be observed in this genus, but is without certain other 
characters.· The medullary rays are similar to those of numerous species. 
of Araucarioxylon, but the pits with radial walls of the wood cells. are 
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not the same as in what may be called typical wood of the genus; that 
is, they are not in the least hexagonal. ·The latter feature, however, 
is somewhat variable, and for the present it seems best to place this 
wood in Araucarioxy Ion. 

This species resembles in some particulars several of the described 
species of the genus in this country. Thus it has the same type of 
tracheids and medullary rays as A. virginianu1n Kn., but has the 
bordered pits quite unlike that species. On the other hand, the pits 
are quite similar to those found in A. Woodwortl~i Kn., of the Triassic 
of Virginia and North Carolina, but the medullary rays are· entirely 
different. From A. arizonimtm Kn. the species under consideration, · 
which agrees somewhat in the character of the bordered pits, differs 
in having the ray cells very long instead ~f short, and further in the 
absence of pits on the tangential walls of the tracheids. The character 
of the rays as shown in transverse section is quite simila1" in all of 
these species. 

Locality.-Cycad bed, Freezeout Hills, Carbon County, Wyoming. 
Collected by \V. H. Reed. 

FOSSIL WOOD li'RO~I THE JURASSIC OF THE BLACK HILLS. 

Prof. vV. P. Jenney sent a few very imperfectly preserve.d speci
mens of fossil wood from his bed No. 5 of the Hay Creek region of 
Crook County, Wyoming, in the Black Hills, and noted its occurrence 
in that bed in the ample notes that accompanied 'his collection. 1 

When I was in the Black Hills in October, 1898, 1\ilr. H. F. Wells 
informed me that he found it frequently in the pink and white sands 
that overlie the Atlantosaurus beds, and he took me to one locality 
near his house, three or four miles northwest of Sturgis, South Dakota, 
where beds of carbonaceous shales containing lignite are overlain by 
sands in which silicified wood occurs in great quantities and·in a per
fect state of preservation. I brought away one specimen which ::;bows 
the annu~l rings more distinctly than any other fossil wood I have 
ever seen. This Dr. Knowlton also consented to treat microscopically 
for this paper. \Vhen I obtained it I· had no doubt of the Jurassic 
age of the bed in which it occurred, but Dr. Knowlton finds the inter
nal structure verymodern in character, scarcely distinguishable from 
that of Pinus except in the absence of fusiform rays. I hesitate, there
fore, to assert that the age is. certainly J lJ.rassic, and reserve my final 
decision on this point until a more thorough investigation can be made 
tha1i was possible at the time I was there. Still, I think there was no 
mistake, and that this specimen simply represents a Jurassic ancestor 
of Pinus which has persisted to the present day with little modifica
tion. Dr. l{nowltoJ?. proposes for it the name Pinoxylon, as a new 
genus, this name not having been used, so far as we can learn. 

1 See Nineteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. II, pp. 5i3, 589, fig. 122 facing p. 593. 
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The following i8 his description of the genus and the species: 

DESCRIPTION OF A NEW GENUS AND SPECIES OF FOSSIL WOOD FROJI! THE JURASSIC OF THE BLACK HILLS. 

By F. H. KNOWLTON. 

Genus PINOXYLON Knowlton nov. gen. 

Internal structure of the wood same as in Pinus, except in the 
abs~nce of fusiform rays. 

PrNOXYLON DACOTENSE Knowlton n. sp. 

Pl. CLXXIX. 

Trunks of medium size; annual rings broad, very distinct; tracheids 
of spring and summer woqd very large, thin walled, more or less 
hexagonal in shape; · tracheids of fall wood thick walled, elliptical in 
outline; bordered pits on radial walls of tracheids, mainly in spring 
w.ood, of large size, mostly in two rows, rarely in a single row; 
n~edullary rays in a single series; resin cells wanting; resin passages 
present, 8cattered, mainly in the fall ·wood. 

Transverse section: In this section the annual rings show very 
plainly, even to the naked eye, being from 2 to 4. 5 mm. in width. 
The distinction between the spring and fall wood can also be seen with 
the naked eye, the former appearing as broad white bands and the 
latter as dense black bands of yarying width. Under the microscope 
the line of demarca.tion between its fall and spring wood is observed 
to be very sharp, indeed. The fall wood consists of thick-walled cells 
of an elliptical or oblong outline and rather loosely placed, as may be 
seen from the figure (Pl. CLXXIX, Fig. 1). The succeeding spring 
wood is composed of very large cells with relatively thin walls. 

The medullary rays as shown in this section (Fig. 1) are long and 
quite thick walled. As far as could be ascertained from-the sections 
made there are no resin cells in this wood. The resin passages, how
ever, are present and quite numerous. They do not seem.to be con
fined to any particular portion of the ring, but are scattered, being, 
perhaps, most abundant in the fall wood. They are of relatively 
large size and lined with thin-walled epithelium cells (Fig. 2). 

Radial section: There is much to be seen in this section. The walls 
of the cells of spring and summer wood are preserved in most cases 
with two rather irregular rows of large bordered pits. In rare cases 
these pits are in a single row, as shown in Fig. 3. The average size 
of the outer circle is .025±, that of the inner circle about .015±. The 
rays are seen to advantage in this section. The cells are rather long, 
covering the wiJth of usually some four or more cells of the spring 
wood. They are rather thick ·wal~ed, the walls being strongly dentate 
or somewhat irregularly thickened. This irregular thickening is well 
shmvn in the figures. The ray cells are provided with a few scattered 
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bordered pits, usually only one to the width of t1 spring cell of the 
wood, althoug·h not rarely there are two in a similar width. They are 
always in only one row on the ray cells. They are also shown in the 

·:figures. 
Tangential section: The medullary rays are naturally the most promi

nent feature in this section .. ~hey are always in a single superimposed 
series. They number from 1 to rarely 30 cells, an average number 
being from 5 to 12 cells high. · None of the rays in sections examined 
are of the fusiform type~ or that in which resin passages are included. 
The wood cells, as far as can be made out, are without pits or markings 
of any kind on their walls. 

] am not a little in doubt as to t4e proper 9-isposition that should be 
made of this interesting wood. It is so beautifully preserved, and the 
histological elements are so plainly discernible, that it seemed at :first an 
easy matter satisfactorily to place it, but a somewhat prolonged exam
ination has failed to settle it. Before it could be examined microscop
ically, and basing the conclusion upon its supposed geological position~ 
it was presumed to belong to Araucarioxylon, but a glance at the 
structure serves to show that this can not be so. This genus is with
out resin passages, and, moreover, is well characterized by having the 
bordered. pits more or less distinctly hexagonal. This hexagonal form 
of the pits, of which the living Araucaria may be taken as the type, 
appears to have had. its origin in the Lower Paleozoic in the forms 
known as Cordaites and Dadoxylon. It is sufficient to say in the present 
connection that all of these distinctive features are absent from the wood 
under consideration. 

From a number of other types of living wood this is· separated by 
characters of importance. Thus from Sequoia it differs in having 
very broad instead of narrow growth rings and distinct resin passages, · 
these being either entirely absent or very imperfectl,y found in both the 
living Sequoias, and finally the absence of resin cells. 

In an exhaustive paper on the Generic Characters of the North 
American Taxacere and Coniferre, 1 Prof. D. P. Penhallow presents the 
distinguishing characters of the living genera. They are readily divis
ible into two groups, as follows: Resin passages and fusiform rays 
present, including Pseudotsuga, Larix, Picea, Pinus, Sequoia semper-· 
vi'rens, and several species 6£ Abies, and those in which these features 
are wholly wanting, including Taxodium, Sequoia, Libocedrus, Juni
perus, Thuja, Cupressus, Tsuga, and most of Abies. The fossil wood 
under consideration is excluded from the last of these two groups, for 
it has very pronounced resin passages, and it must therefore be 
included in the first division in spite of the fact that there are seeming 

· contradictions. This :first division i~ again divisible into three sub
groups on characters taken from the presence or absence of the fusi-

1 Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, 2d series, Vol. II, Section IV, 1896, pp. 33-57, pis. i-vi. 
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form rays. Our fossil seems to combine certain of the characters here 
given as distinct for the living woods; that. is, our wood has dis
tinct resin passages, but is without the fusiform rays. But after care
ful examination it appears to be most closely related to the genus 
Pinus. It agrees perfectly in having broad growth rings, dentate or 
irregularly thickened walls to the medullary rays, and prominent resin 
passages. It differs in the absence of the fusiform rays. From its 
undoubted resemblance to· Pinus I have ventured to regard it. as an 
ancestral forn1 of this genus and to give it the name of Pinoxylon. It 
may be possible that the absence of this character of the fusiform rays 
is of such importance that it can not be regarded as the ancestor of our 
1nodern pines, hut on account of its -q.nquestioned resemblance in other 
perhaps equally important characters I have so regarded it .. · 

Locality.-Three miles northwest of Sturgis, South Dakota. .Proba
bly Upper Jurassic. Collected by Lester F. Ward, October 3, 1898. 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE OT..JDER 1\lESOZOIC FT..JORAS OF THE 
UNITED STATES. 

To complete this presentation of the status of the Older Mesozoic 
floras of tho United States I introduce a table .giving all the species 
thus far known, with the general region or area in each formation at 
which they occur. 

Table of dist1·ibntion of the fossil plant8 of the Older "~fesozoic (d the Urdted. States. 

No. Name. 

Triassic. 

Co~- Hudson~ 
nect1cut Potomac 
~~~~;.Y . area. 

Jura~ 
··-Til 
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Table of distrilmiion of .foss-il plant.~ of Older Mesoz01:c of the United S'taies-Continned. 
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cuJn Kn .............................................. x x ....................... . 
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Table of distribution of fossil plants of Older Mesozoic of the United States-Continued. 
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Tahle 4 di);iribulion of fossil plant.~ of Older llfesozo·ic of the United States-Continued. 

DISCUSSION OF TI-IE TABLE. 

In this table there are 189 separate entries. It would be tqo much 
to say that it represents that many distinct species, and yet each entry 
stands for a different form, so far as the nature of the material enables 
us to judge. Quite a number are early determinations that have not 
been recently examined, some of them, perhaps,. no longer represented 
by types that can now be found, and therefore they have little real 
value, 'but having gone unchallenged into the literature, it seems best 
to keep them in view, in the hope that they may some time receive 
attention. 

It will be observed that very few species are common to the Triassic 
and Jurassic as here recorded. Baiera 1rwltijidct Font., of the Rich
mond coal :field, is. identified with doubts in the Oroville flora, and 
PagiopAyllurrn Tflilliamsonis (Brongn.) Font., of the Yorkshire Oolite, 
found at Oroville, also occurs in doubtful forms in the Trias of both 
Virginia and North Carolina. Sagenopteris Nilsoniana, a polymor
phous species, which will doubtless be subdivided into several species, 
was found in the Richmond and North Carolina coal :fields and reap
pears in the Oroville fiorula. 

Next in interest come the species common to the eastern and western 
Triassic beds. Olwirolepis JJ£uensteri (Schenk) Schimp., found through
out the Newark system, occurs also in the Trias of New Mexico. The 
same is true of Otenophyllrum grandifoliunz, Font., common in the Vir
ginia area, and found by J\1r. V\T anner in the Trias of York County, 
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Pennsylvania. The splendid variety, C. grctJndifoZ.iwn Stm·rsii, from 
Oroville, shows that this form only underwent certain modifi<..;ations 
in passing from the Trias to the Jura, and its exclusively American 
character gives it great value as an index to plant evolution on this 
continent in Older Mesozoic time. 

As all the other columns of .the table represent the Newark ::~ystem, 
whi9h is believed to constitute a geological unit from Massachusetts 
to North Carolina, little interest attaches to the discovery of forms 
common to the several areas. A large number are found in both the 
Richmond and the North Car~lina coal fields, which was, of course, to be 
expected, ~nd the rediscovery ofthe Emmons types has done much to 
demonstrate the stratigraphical identity of these coal fields. Mr. Wan
ner's excellent work in Pennsylvania has tended to bring the deposits 
of York County, Pennsylvania, into substantial harmony with those 
farther south. The 1naterial from the Connecticut Valley and from 
New Jersey is as yet too meager to make a full comparison possible, 
and it seems altogether probable that, even on the assumption o£. 
identity of age and aside from differences due to geographical dis
tribution, the element of climate may have had some effect in causing the 
northern and southern areas to differ in their flora in Mesozoic time. 
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Fig. 1. Side view. 
Fig. 2. View of the base. 
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No. 500.6 of the Museum of the University of Wyoming. 
Figs. 1 and 2. Views of the opposite broadest sides. 
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Fig. 1. View of the best-preserved side. 

· Fig. 2. View of the base. 
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~o. 500.10 of the Museum of the University of \Vyoming. 
Fi;rs. 1 and 2. Views of the opposite broadest sides. 
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Fractured surface of No. 128 of the Yale collection (three upper pieces), 

and No. 500.54 of the Museum of the University of Wyoming (lower 
piece). 
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CYCADELLA BEECHERIANA w:ari_L---------.-------------------------------- 394 
Outer surface of No. 128 of the Yale collection (three upper pieces) and 

No. 500.54 of the Museum of the University of Wyoming (lower piece). 
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Vi~w of the best-preserved side of No. 500.:~ of the Museum of the Uni
versity of Wyoming. 
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CYCADELLA WYOMINGENSJS \Vard. _________________________ . __ . _____________ . 395 

View of one of the sides of Xo. 500.1.4 of the :Museum of the University of 
\Vyoming, showing portions of the surface from which the outer eont 
has been scaled off. 
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View-ofthesideof No. 500.14 of the1\1useum of the University of \Vyoming, 

which is nearly all covered with the outer coat, but showing the terminal 
bud near the summit. 
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View of the best-preserved side of No. 500.15 of the Museum of the Uni
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Yiew of one side of the segment of a trunk, Xo. 500.26 of the ::\Iuseum of 

the University of \Vyoming. 
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View of the upper fractured surface of No. 500.26 of the Museum of the 
University of "\Vyoming. 
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View of the upper fractured surface of the segment ot a trunk No. 500.20 
of the Museum of the University of Wyoming. 
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CYCADELLA WYO~INGENSIS vVar(l_------------------------------------------ 395 
Viev,r of the lower fractured surface of the thin segment of a trunk No. 

500.7 of the Museum of the University of Wyoming. 
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CYcADELLA 'YYOxiiXG ENS IS \V ard .......... · ....................... _ . . . . . . . . . 395 
Fig. 1. View of the upper fractured surface of the thin segment of a trunk 

Xo. 500.8 of the Museum of the Uni\~ersity of \Vyoming. 
Fig. 2. View of one of the fractured surface~ of ~o. 500.52, supposed to 

belong to the same trunk as No. 500.8. 
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No. 500.62 of the Museum. of the University of Wyoming. 
Fig. 1. · Side view showing the outer ramentaceous layer completely invest

ing the trunk. 
Fig. 2. Vie·w of theinner wall of the woody zone, shov,ring scars of the 

1nedullary rays. 
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CYCADELL.\. Kxo"·LTOXIAXA \VanL. _______ : ___________________________ . ___ _ 

Fig. 1. Vie"- of the lo\\·er trans\'erse fracture of No. 500.62 of the )fuseum 
of the University of \Yyoming, sho\\·ing the leaf ha!:'es and walls in longi
tudinal section o\·erlaitl hy the outer eoating. 

Pig. 2. Vie\Y of the poliehed surface of the upper transyerse fracture of N"o. 
500. iti, f'howing the attachment of the armor to the axis, the leaf bsses 
emitting the ramentaceous chaff to form the ,,·all:; and outer layer. 
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Xo. 500.76 of the Museum of the UniYersity 9f Wyoming. 
Fig. 1. View of the upper transverse fracture before polishing. 
Fig. 2. View of the outer surface. 
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View of an area of the polished transverse surface of the upper end of No. 

500.76 of the Museum of the University of Wyoming, taken from the 
left side of the specimen and enlarged four diameters. 
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View of an area of the polished transverse surface of the upper end of No. 
500.76 of the Museum of the University of Wyoming, taken from the 
right side of the specimen and enlarged four diameters. 
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Side view of No. 500.4 of the Museum of the University of Wyoming. 
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Cn·A DELL-\ cmrPRESSA \Vard _______________________________ .. ___________ _ 

Xo. 500.18 of the :Museum of the University of \Vyoming. 
fig. 1. Vie'v of the side and apex. The terminal bud is indistinctly seen 

on the left ·above. 
Fig. 2 .. View of the baHe. 
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Side view of No .. 500.5 of the Museum of the University of \Vyoming. 
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Side yiew of No. 500.5 of the Museum of the University of 'Vyoming, side 

opposite that shown on Pl. XCVIII. 
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Side view of No. 500.38 of the Museum of the Dniyerf!it.y of '\Vyoming. 
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View of the fractured inner face of No. 500.38 of the Museum of the 
University of \Vyoming. 
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View of the inner fractured surface of No. 500.30 of the Museum of the 

University of "'yoming. 
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Yiew of one side and the broken summit of No . .!'>00.36 of the Museum of 
the University of Wyoming. 
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View of the basal (:-acture and one side of No. 500.36 of the Museum of 

the University of Wyoming. 
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. Viev>" of one side of ~he fragment restored by uniting the complementary 

Nos. 500.49 and 500.77 ofthe Museum ofthe University of Wyoming. 
(a\ No. 500.49; (b) No. 500.77. 
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View of one side (the side opposite that shown on Pl. CVII) of the frag
ment re~tored by uniting the complementary Nos. 500.49 and 500.77 
of the Museum of the Uriiverslty of Wyoming. · 
(a) No. 500.49; (b) No. 500.77. 
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View of the inner fractured surface of No. 500.49 of the Museum of the 

University of Wyoming. 
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Yiews of the fragment restored by uniting the complementary Nos. 500.78 

and 500.82 of the Museum of the University of 'Yyoming. 
Fig. 1. The external f':nrface. 
Fig. 2. The interior as reYealcd by a longiturlinal fracture .. 
(a) "So. 000.78; (b) No. 500.82. 
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Views of the fragment No. 500.70 of the Museum of the UniYersity of 

\Vyoming, supposed to form the apex of the trunk :Xos. 500.78 and 
500.82. 

Fig. 1. View of the top. 
_ Fig. 2. View of the lower side as broken, showing the internal strueturc. 
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"Fig. 2. Yiew of one side. 
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Side YiP\Y of ~o. 500.9 of the l\1useum of the "University of \Vyoming. 
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Side view of No. 500.9 of the :.\Iuscum of the University of ·wyoming 
(the side opposite that shown on Pl. CXIII). 
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Side view of ~o. 500.47 of the }lnseum of the University of Wyoming, 

showing also a portion of the base. 
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View of the bei5FprcserYed sjde of No. 500.17 of the ::\fuseum of the Uni-

Yersjty of \Vyoming. · 
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CYCADELLA NODOSA \Vard ... c ••••••••••••••••••••••.•• ____________________ 401 
No. 500.21 of the Museum o-f the University of Wyoming. 
Fig. 1. View of the rounded summit, showing the numerous branches. 
Fig. 2. View of the transverse fracture. 
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<CYCADELT"A NODOSA Ward ............................................... __ 401 
View of the broadest side of No. 500.11 of ';he :Museum of the University 

of 'Vyoming. 
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CvcADELLA NODOSA Ward ___ . ___ ... _ ...... _ . _ ... _ . _ ............. ____ . _ ... _ 401 
No. 500.11 of the 'Museum of the University of Wyoming. 
Fig. 1. View of one side. 
Fig. 2. View of. the base. 
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CYCAD ELLA NODOSA \V ard __ -- _. _ - .•..... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 401 

No. 500.12 of the Museum of the University of ·wyoming. 
Fig. 1. Vie\\' of one side. 
Fig. 2. View of the concave base. 
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CYCAD ELLA CIRHAT A 'v anl_ - - - - - - -._ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - 403 
Side view of the portion .of a trunk resulting from the union of the com

plementary Nos. 500.42, o00.46, 500.59, and 500.75 of the Museum of the 
University of "Tyoming. 

(a) No. 500.59; (b) No. 500.42; (c) No. 500.46; (d) No. 500.75. ' 
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CvcADELLA cmRA T A ·w· ard ___ . ______ . _ . ____________________________ . ______ . 403 

View of the central longitudinal fracture of No. 500.42 of the Museum of 
the Uni~·ersity of Wyoming.· 
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CYCADELJ.,A crRRAT A \V ard _____________ . ______ . ___________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 403 

View of the outer longitudinal tangential fra,cture of ~o. 500.42 of the 
Museum of the University of \Vyoming. 
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· CYCAD ELLA CIRRATA \iV ard ............... __ - _- _- ........ __ ............ • .. _. 403 
No. 500.46 of the Museum of the University of \iVyoming. 
Fig. 1. Fracture joining No. 500.42. 
Fig. 2. Fracture joining No. 500.75. 
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No. 500.75 of the Museum of the University of Wyoming. 
Fig. 1. Fracture joining No. 500.42. 
Fig. 2. Outer fracturE-. 
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CYCAD ELLA CIRRA'l'A ViT ard ............................ _ ...... _ ...... __ . _ . . 40,3 
No. 500.71 pf the :Museum of the University of Wyoming. 
Fig. 1. The broader fracture. 
Fig. 2. The narrower fracture. 
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CYCADELLA CIRRATA 'V"ard ______________________________ . ___ , ______ . _____ _ 

No. 500.59 of the Museum of the University of vVyoming. 
Fig. 1. Central longitudinal fracture in same plane as that of Pl. CXXIV. 
Fig. 2. Outer tangential fracture in same plane as that of Pl. CXXV. 
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0YCADELLA EXOGENA \Vard .............. --- ... ----. ___ .......... ---- _. _. 404 
.View of the outer surface of the half trunk :So. 500.53 of the l\Iuseum of 

the University of Wyoming. 
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CYCADELLA EXOGEXA "Tard. ______________________________ = ___ c __________ ·_ +04 

View of the base of the nearly complete trunk resulting from the union 
of Xos: 500.53 and 500.61 of the Mtisenm of the University of Wyoming. 

(a) Ko. 500.53; (b) No. 500.61. 
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CYADELLA EXOGENA Ward ...................................... ----------~ 404 
Longitudinal and transverse views of the trunk Nos. 500.53 and 500.61 of · 

the Museum of the University of Wymi1ing. 
Fig. 1. ·Central longitudin~l fracture of No. 500.53. 
Fig. 2. Transverse fracture of No. 500.61, showi1ig the exogenous struc

ture. 
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CYCAD ELLA EXOGE;\' A '\Vard ___________ .. _. _______________ .. - ---.-- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 404 
' Xos. 500.13 and 500.72 of the Museum. of the University of Wyoming, 

which are eomplementary of each other. 
Fig. 1. Side and top Yiew, showing the terminal bud. 
Fig. 2. View of the fractured surface. 
(a) ~o. 500.13; (b) Xo. 500.72. 
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CYCADELLA EXOGEXA \VarcL ______________________________________________ _ 

Side Yiew of No. 500.37 of the :Jfuseum of the UniYersity of \Yyoming. 
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CYcA DELL"\. EXOG EX A IY ard ..................... , ........................ _ _ 40± 
No. 500.37 of the )lnseum of the UniYersity of Wyoming. 
Fig. 1. View of the base. 
Fig. 2. Yiew of .the trane\'en::P- fracture .. 
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CYCADELLA EXOGEXA \Vani _______________ . __ • _______ •..••• __ •. ___ .. __ . __ .. 404 

Fig. J. View of the external surfaee of the complementary fragments Nos. 
500.44 and 500.73 of the }luseum of the University of \:Vyoming. 

(u) Xo. 500.44; (u) No. 500.73. 
Fig. 2. View of the upper transverse fracture of No. 500.44. 
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PLATE CXXXVIII. 

CYcAD ELLA RAME~TOSA \V ani ________________________________________ . ____ _ 

Fig. 1. Side view of No. ~.§00.34 of the l\iuseum of the University of Wyo
ming. 

Fig. 2. View of the outer surface of Xo. 500.39, almost wholly coyered 
with the ramentaceous layer. 

Fig. 3. View of the outer surface of ~o. 500.55, mostly covered, but a few 
organs visibl8. · 
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Non:.-These views are arranged in the relations in which the parts they repre
sent are supposed to ha?c had, but the interYals bet\\·een them were probably 
somewhat greater. 
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CY<.:.\DELLA lL-L\IEXTOSA 'Vanl ...................... __ ... _ . _ . _ ... _ ......... _ 
Fig. l. Yiew of the npper transn~rse fracture of Xo. 500.55 of the l\1.usem11 

of the UniYen•ity of ""yoming. 
Fig. :2. Yit>\\- of the lower tran;3ver:::e fracture of Ko. 500.':1~. 
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CYc A DELLA n.umxTOSA \V ard _________ , ________________ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 406 

Yiew of the outer surface of the portion of a trunk r~sulting from joining 
the five complementary fragments, Nos. 500.40, 500.43, 500.45, .500.66, 
and 500.81 of the Museum of the University of 'Vyoming. 

(11) Xo .. 500.45; (b) ~O- 500.40; (c) No. 500.66; (d) No. 500.43; (e) Xo. 
500.81. 
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CYcADELLA RA)fENTO~A \Vawl ____________________________________________ _ 

View of the inner fractured surfaces of the portion of a trunk resulting 
from joining the eomplementary fragments, Xm;. 500.40, 500A:3, 500.4."), 
500.66, and 500.81 of the -:\In~enm nf the Uniyersity of 'Vyoming. 

(u) No. 500.45; (D) Xo. 500.40; (c) Xo. 500.6fi; (d) No. 500.4:3; (e) No. 
500.81. 
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CYCADELLA HAJVIENTOSA \Vard _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 406 

Fig. 1. Transverse fracture of the lower side of No. 500.66 of the Museum 
of the University of Wyoming. 

Fig. 2. Longitudinal fracture of No. 500.40. 
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CYCAD ELLA RA!IIENTOSA \V ard _____ ••••••.•. ___ . __ . _ . _ . _ ... _ •••••. _ . _ . _ .. _ . 406 
Side view of the portion of a trunk formed by joining the complementary 

Nos. 500.50 and 500.60 of the Museu~n of the University of \Vyoming. 
(a) No. 500.50; (b) No. 500.60. 
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0YCADELLA RAMENTOSA \VarcL ______________________________ . _ ... _ . __ .. _ . __ 

View of the inner fractured surface of the portion of a trunk formed by 
the uni~n of the complementary Nos. 500.50 and 500.60 of the Museum 
of the University of ·wyoming. 

(a) No. 500.50; (b) No. 500.60. 
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CYCAD ELLA FERRUGINEA Ward ___ .... _ .. _ ............. __ . __ ....... ___ . . . . . . 408 
Fig. 1. View ofthe outer su:rface of No. 500.51 of the Museum of the Uni

versity of Wyoming. 
Fig. 2. Similar view of No. 500.74. 

NoTE.-These specimens are placed side by side in the position in which they are 
belieYcd to belong, as constituting part of one and the same trunk. 
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CYCADELLA FERRUGINEA Ward. __ .. __ .•.......... ___ ................ _ _ _ _ _ _ 408 
View of the longitudinal fracture of No .. 500.51 of the Museum of the Uni

versity of Wyoming. 
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· Cn:ADELLA FERRUGINEA ·w ani ____________________ . ________________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ 408 
No. 500.74 of the Museum of the University of Wyoming. 
Fig. 1. View of the external surface. 
Fig. 2. View of the longitudinal fracture . 
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CYcADELiJA coNTRACT A Ward ________________________ ..... ______ .__________ 409 

No. 500.57 of ~he Museum of the University of Wyoming . 
. Fig. 1. View of the external surface. 
Fig. 2. View of the longitudinal fracture. 
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CYCAD ELLA CON'I'RAC'J'A '"" ard ................ _____ . _ . _ .... __ . __ .... ____ ... _ 409 
Side view of No. 500.58 of the Museum of the University of Wyoming. 
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CYCADELLA CONTRACT A ·ward-_-------------------~------------------.-_--- 409 
View of the longitudinal fracture of No. 500.58 of the Museum of tlie 

University of Wyoming. 
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CYcADELLA .coNTRACT A ·ward. _____ ....... ___ ... __ ......... _ ...... ___ .. ____ 409 
Fig. 1. View of the external surface of one edge of the segment oi a trunk 

No. 500.79 of the Museum of the University of Wyoming. . 
Fig. 2. View of one side of No. 500.56, believed to be the basal portion of 

the same trunk and to represent the same side as Fig. 1, there 
being an interyal between them. 
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GYCADELLA coNTRACTA Wa:rd. __________________________________________ ... 

View of the side of No. 500.56 of the Museum of the University of 
\Vyoming. 
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CYCAD ELLA CONTRACT A Ward .... _ . __ . _ .. _ .. _ ..... __ .. _. __ . ______ . _____ .. _ _ 409 
Upper transverse fracture of Nq. 500.79 of the Museum of the University 

of ·wyoming. 
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CYCADELLA GRAVIS w·ard.· .... ------~----- ·------------ ·------------------ 410 
No. 500.63 of the Museum of the University of Wyoming. 
Fig. 1. Side view. 
Fig. 2. View of the base. 
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CYCAD ELLA YERRUCOSA Ward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 410 
Fig. 1. Side view of No. 500.32 of the Museum of the University of 

\Vyoming. 
Fig. 2. Side view of No. 500.27, placed above the last in the position that 

it is supposed to have had originally. · 
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CYcADELLA VERRUCOSA Ward _______________ c _________________ "_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 410 

Fig. 1. Side view of No. 500.32 of the Museum of the University of 
Wyoming, side opposite that shown on Pl. CLV, Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. Side view of No. 500.27, placed above the last in the position that 
it is supposed to have had originally, side opposite that shown 
on Pl. CLV, Fig. 2. 
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CYCADEIJLA VERRUCOSA \7\T ard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 410 
Side view of No. ,500.64 of the Museum of the University of w-yoming. 
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Side view of No. 500.28 of the Museum of the University of ·wyoming. 
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Side view of No. 500.28 of the Museum of the University of Wyoming. 
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CY CADEJ.LA JEJUNA vV ard ...•... - - - - - - - ...... - - . - - .. - - - - - - - . - . - - .. - . - ... - .. 
Yie·w of the best-preserved side of No. 500.31 of the Museum of the Univer

sity of Wyoming. 
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CYCADELLA .TE.JUNA \Vard _____ _ : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 412 
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Side view of No. 500.24 of the Museum of the University of Wyoming. 
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THE STRATIGRAPHIC SUCCESSION OF THE FOSSIL FLORAS OF 
THE POTTSVILLE FORMATION IN THE SOUTHERN ANTHRA- · 
CITE COAL FIELD, PENNSYLVANIA. 

By DAVID WHITE. 

INTRODUCTION. 

APPLICATION OF THE TERM "POTTSVILLE FORMATION." 

The .Pottsville formation, or ''Pottsville series" or ''Pottsville con
glomerate," as it has more often been known, is a group of largely 
arenaceous beds of highly variable thickness which, in eastern Penn
syhrania, lies between the Mauch Chunk red shale, or distinctly Lower 
Carboniferous, and the Lower Productive Coal Measures, or distinctly 
Upper Carboniferous. Besides the term employed for these terranes 
in this report, this formation has been otherwise designated the 
"Seral conglomerate" or "Great conglomerate," by the early Penn
sylvania geological survey; 1 the" Pottsville conglomerate," and locally 
the "Lykens series," by the second geological survey; 2 the "Con
glomerate series" by many other geologists; 3 and more recently it 
has been known in the northern portion of the Appalachian trough 
as the "'Pottsville series," the modified name published by Dr. I. C. 
White. !l The early name "Seral'' is hardly adaptable to present use, 
since it was applied by Rogers to the entire Carboniferous series above . 
the red shale in the anthracite region, the lower portion being diHtin
guished from the remainder only by the addition of the word "con
glomerate." ·The claims to consideration of "Great conglomerate" 
and "Conglomerate series" have been rejected by most geologists, 
since throughout the greater part of its extent the formation is 
found _to be productively coal-bearing, while in certain districts it 
contains little or no conglomerate. Nevertheless, the magnificent 
development of the terranes displayed at Pottsville, which is cited by 
all authors as the type locality under the various names, and from 
which the later names ·~Pottsville conglomerate" and "Pottsville 
series" were derived, is overwhelmingly conglomeratic, as well as 
deficient in profitably workable coal. In the various districts of the 

-------------'-------------
1 Rogers, Geol. Pennsylvania, Vol. I, 1858, pp. vii, 109,146, 148; Vol. II, Pt. I, pp.16, 17. 
2Annual Rept., 1886, Pt. III; Summary Final Report, 1895, Vol. III, Pt. I; Atlas Southern Anthracite 

Field, Pts. I-VI. 
3Fontaine, Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. VII, 1876, pp. 459, 573. 
iBull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 65, 1891, p. 179. 755 
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bituminous basins a number of terms are used for individual terranes 
or local groups, which have often erroneously and without harmony 
been correlated with portions of, or with the whole of, the Pottsville 
formation. The extra-anthracitic nomenclature is not, however, 
involved in the immediate consideration of the formati_on in the typ~ 
region. ''Formation" is here. used in a broad sense in preference· to 
"series," in view of the subordinate rank of the collective terranes in 
the geologic column, their biologic unity, and, their lack of individual 
persistence or continuity. 

In general, the Pottsville formation has been understood as wholly 
or in part representing the Mil~stone grit of Nova Scotia, New Bruns
wick, and the Old World. This correlation is founded chiefly on the 
lithologic similarity and the coincidental occurrence of the two forma
tions at the base of the Productive Coal Measures. In the case of the 
Pottsville the CO:J;"relation has· rested entirely on the order of· strati
graphic occurrence and the lithology, a method of coordination that, 
as will be shown later, has resulted in the reference of a portion of 
the, formation in the Southern States, where it contains the most 
valuable coals of the Southern Appalachian districts, to the Productive 
Coal Measures. It has, moreover, been the custom: to consider the 
lithologic representative in each State or region as contemporaneous 
with and equivalent in tototo the lithologic member or group in every 
other region, including the type section. The studies, now in progress, 
of the plant fossils of the terranes in different ·regions, correlated by 
lithology with the Pottsville formation, clearly show the fallacy of 
regarding the lithologic section in each region as covering the same 
time interval as that covered by every other section. They also show 
that in certain regions considerable thicknesses of beds which, on 
account of the lithology, are referred to the post-Pottsville Coal Meas
ures contain the well-marked and distinctly. chara.cteristic flo.ras of 
various horizons in other sections which hav·e been determined, on the 
lithologic basis, as Pottsville. It is clear that under such circumstances 
the correlation, especially between separate basins, must be by means 
of comparative paleontology. 

AGENCY OF FOSSIL PLANTS IN THE CORRELATION OF 'THE 
TERRANES. 

From the foregoing it will be seen that the existing condition is one 
in which we have, under numerous names, a large number of terranes 
of supposed Pottsville age in both the interior or Mississippi basin 
and the eastern hasins, the final correlation of which is largely or 
often wholly dependent on the results of paleontologic study. Since 
the urganie remaiw' in Lhe~:;e beds are composed predominantly, if not 
exclusively, of plant fragments, the foremost questions involved in any 
correlation with the Pennsylvanian section are: Has the typical Pottsville 
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formation any reliable and distinct paleontologic characters or aspect~ 
is it satisfactorily distinguishable by means of fossils from the subja
cent formations or the overlying Coal Measures~ and does the plant 
life reveal such modifications in time, or such vertical ,distribution, as 
to constitute paleontologic subdivisions, zones, or horizons~ In answer 
to_ these inquiries, it must be confessed that up to the present time 
nothing has been known of the plants or their associations in the type 
section. No one appears to have studied the fossils from the Potts
ville formation in the vicinity of the type section in the Pottsville 
Basin, or even in the entire Southern Anthracite coal field. In tak
ing up the task of the stratigraphic elaboration of the Pottsville flora, 1 

it was further discovered that neither the upper nor the lower limits 
of the "Seral" conglomerate, or "Pottsville conglomerate," are 
closely defined by the earlier geologists, while the somewhat conven
tional lithologic boundaries proposed in the latest publications on this 
subject a!Jpear to lack general acceptance . 

. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS PAPER. 

As will have been inferred from the above statements· of existing 
conditions and needs, the purposes of the studies, the immediate result::, 
of which are preliminarily reported in this paper, are: 

(1) The exploitation and elaboration, from a stratigraphic stand
point, of "the plant fossils of the Pottsviile formation in the type 
region in the Southern Anthracite coal field. This involves the volumi
nous collection of fossils from as many horizons as possible, ranging 
throughout the entire thickness of the formation, as somewhat uncer
tainly defined on the lithologic basis. 

(2) The critical analysis and comparative study of the plant material 
collected, with a view to the discovery of the existence of any natural 
paleontologic subdivisions, zones, or horizons, and their paleontologic 
characters, or the species of stratigraphic value, if any such are 
present. 

(3) The discovery of the paleontologic limits as differing or as 
agreeing with the lithologic limits of the type section, arid the conse
quent paleontologic definition of the formation. This entails the 
examination of the fossils in the terranes below the Pottsville, as well 
as in the lower portions of the Coal Measures above the lithologic 
Pottsville, and the determination of (a) their relations to the floras of 
the latter, and (b) the significance of those relations in both the geo
logic and the paleontologic grouping of the formation. Since, as has 

I Lest the use 01 the word "paleontology" in this report be considered an unwarranted assumption 
by those who are accustomed to understanding the term as applying exclusively to animal remains, 
it should be explained that fossil plants in general are not only most 'videly distributed and frequently 
the only fossils in the terranes on the east side of the Appalachian trough, but also that in many of 
tb.e sections, including the type section at Pottsville, no animal fossils, with the exception of Spiror
bis, small, rare, crustacean fragments, and a few cockroach wings, have yet been discovered. 
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been remarked above, marine animal fossils are very rare in the ter
ranes of the Pottsviile along the eastern margin of the trough, the 
usually abundant plant fossils constitute the chief evidence on which 
correlations, in this region at least, must be based. 

The primary result of this work should be the paleontologic defini
tion, if such ir-; practicable, of the Pottsville formation, and the estab
lishment of a paleontologic section which shall constitute the type 
section of the formation, for comparison and reference in the study 
and correlation of other middle Carboniferous phytiferous terranes 
in the Appalachian province. Two other, largely concomitant, results 
that are either economic or scientific in their nature have also been 
reached in the process of the elaboration of the fossil plants of the 
formation in the typical region. The first, of some economic interest, 
is the correlation of groups of beds, or of individual coals wrought 
in disconnected or somewhat isolated portions of the Southern Anthra
cite field. The other, which concerns the question of general geologic 
correlation, is the acquisition of data for the determination of the age 
of the ·Pottsville formation-i. e., (a) the time interval represented 
by the type section, and (b) the equivalents, in a broad sense, of the 
formation in other b~sins of this province and in other parts of the 
world. Incidentally, also, 'through the discover3r in the Pottsville of 
floras already more or less .completely known from isolated and uncor
related terranes in other regions of the United States, the way is 
opened to the proper reference and correlation of those terranes 
with the Pottsville, or with portions thereof. However, in this report 
no special effort will be made to correlate the formation.s of thi::; age 
in the bituminous regions, except in certain special. or important 
cases. Such a work of general correlation will be more naturally 
and effectively done in connection with a general study of the floras 
of the supposedly contemporaneous formations in the Appalachian 
trough and of their relations to the typical Pottsville, a work that of 
necessity i::; dependent on and consequent to that now in hand. 

In this report the details of the geolog3r of the Southern Anthracite 
field are considered only to the extent to which they are concerned in 
the ascertained occurrence, distribution, or relation of the fossils exain
ined. ·Beyond .a general description of the field, the stratigraphic data 
are largely confined to the orientation of coals or plant beds, or to the 
definition of t~e formations in certain sections. The details. relating 
to the areal g.eology are li!'flited, first, to questions of the area of cer
tain coals as identified and correlated at different points by means of 
the fossils, and, :;econd, to the correction of certain areal and strati
graphic errors in the exi'3ting maps, especially in those relating to 
the western part of the field. These errors were discovered in the · 
course of paleontologic investigation and were worked out ·by the 
combined methods of stratigraphy and paleontology. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION Ojj, THE SOUTHERN FIELD. 

FORM AND EXTENT OF THE FIELD. 

The Sol;lthern Anthracite field, known. also as the . Schuylkill or 
Pottsville, and as the First Anthracite field, is, as its name implies, the 
most southern of the four fields or regions into whi~h the anthracite 

·basins of Pennsylvania group themselves. It embraces an area of about 
181 square miles, lying in Carbon, Schuylkill, Lebanon, and Dauphin 
counties. Its territory is mapped on the Hazleton, Mahanoy, Pottsville, 
Catawissa, Shamokin, Lykens, Hummelstown, and Harrisburg sheets 
of the Topographic Atlas of the United States. Its greatest longi
tudinal extent is a' little over 70 miles, from the Lehigh River at 
Mauch Chunk, in a direction averaging nearly S. 60° W., to within 
lt miles of the Susquehanna River at Dauphin, 8 miles north of Harris
burg. Its maximum breadt'Q. is nearly 8 miles, from the crest of Sharp 
Mountain across Broad Mountain, in the region west of Pottsville. 
Eastward the field narrows to a width of about 2 miles at Tuscarora, 
whence'it extends, between Sharp Mountain on the south and Locust 
Mountain on the north, in a linear-lanceolate prolongation, hardly 
exceeding 2! miles in width, to the Lehigh River. Owing to the 
structure, the margin on the northwest, in the central portion of the 
field, is cut in rounded westward-projecting lobes of Broad Mountain, 
so that at a point a short distance west of Tremont, or about 12 .miles 
west of Pottsville, the field is reduced to a width of 4 miles. From 
this point the north and south borders diverge at an angle of about 20°. 
At the same time a very extensive arch, the Perry County anticline, 
penetrates the field from the west, causing the parting of the latter, 
as far as a point about 4 miles west of Tremont, into two narrow 
divergent arms or prongs, forming what. is known as the ~'fish tail" 
of the Southern Anthracite field. The northern of these prongs, the 
'\V iconisco Basin, lying between Bear and Big Lick mountains, is 
about 16 miles long, 2 miles in greatest breadth, and ends in a rather 
blunt point about 3 ·miles west of Lykens. The other prong, which 
also is about 2 miles wide at the base, and which tapers gradually 
from the latter fot 30 miles to near the Susquehanna River, is known 
as the Dauphin Basin. It is bounded by Sharp Mountain on the south 
and hy Stony Mountain on the north. 

GENERAL GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE. 

St-ructurally, the Southern field is a synclinoriuri1-a compllcated 
group of synclines producing a great and, at points, irregular basin. 
Besides the numerous principal axes of folding, which are conforma
ble with the usual Appalachian trend, there are other oblique, more 
nearly due east-west undulations, which have had much· to do with 
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the delimitation of the :fields iri their entirety, as well as in complicat
ing the minor structur~ of the basins. The general geologic features 
of the region are shown in the large geologic map of the State, pub
lished in 1893, and in the county maps accompanying the descriptive 
I'eports of the second geological survey of the State. The:relation of 
this region to the other anthracite regions is illustrated in the new Gen
eral Map of the Anthracite Region, revised to 1890, published sepa
rately by the survey in reduced form, as one of the miscellaneous maps 
in Pt. I of the Atlas of the Southern Antpramte Field. The geology 
of the Southern field in particular has been worked out at great pains 
and expense by the late geological survey of Pennsylvania. The six 
parts or volumes, with two supplements, comprising the Atlas of 
this field, in which are presented in great detail the mine workings and 
the areal geology, on a scale of 800 feet to the inch; numerous 
cross sections, mostly on a scale of 400 feet to the inch, and a great 
number of columnar sections, chiefly at a unit of 40 feet to the inch, · 
represent the latest and most experienced work of the survey. Not
withstanding the fact that the field methods were of necessity devel
oped in the course of the work in order to meet existing conditions, 
and the presence of many errors in correlation, the Atlas of the South
ern Anthracite Field in Pennsylvania represents the most minutely 
detailed and most excellent economic work on sedimentary depos
its that has yet been accomplished over an extensive area in this 
country. To the abundant mine maps, profiles, and sections therein 
contained reference will frequently be made. Wherever the work 
here reported results in additions or corrections to the .State mine 
maps, they will be so described that the changes or additional matter 
can in most cases be readily applied. The flexures of the field, which · 
offer a most interesting study, were described at considerable length 
by H. D. Rogers in the Geology ·of Pennsylvania; The geographic 
features of the basin are incompletely represented in Pl. CLXXX of 
this report, which is here presented as an index to the State maps, as 
well as for the purpose of indicating the localities at which fossils 
have been collected. · 

On examining the maps referred to above, it will be noted that 
in general the folding of the strata is closer toward the southern 
border of the field and more open to the north. Thm; the southern 
limit of the basin, along Sharp Mountain, is somewhat overturned 
throughout the greater part o·f its length, while in the widest part of 
the basin, near the northern border, the undulation of the beds is com
paratively gentle. To this is possibly due the variable and interesting 
topography of the district; for where the strata are niore steeply 
inclined the ridges caused by the erosion of the soft shales on either 
side of a hard formation are narrow and sharp, while the hard ter
ranes, when but slightly flexed and nearly horizontal, form the resist-
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ant floor of a high plateau. Along the southern border of the coal 
field we accordingly find that the upturned and nearly vertical hard 
beds of the Pottsville formation com pose the crest of a narrow mountain, 
Sharp Mountain, between which and the upturned wall of the Pocono 
(Vespertine, X), the basal member of the Eocarboniferous in the 
Second Mountain, extends a narrow parallel"valley cut in the likewise 
upturned soft red shales of the Mauch Chunk formation (Umbral 
shale, XI), which, in the Schuylkill region, reaches its maximum 
thickness of over 3,000 feet. The steep inclination of the Pottsville 
floor is similarly accountable for the rigid and 'cristate character of the 
rim of the coal field in Sharp Mountain, in Stony or Fourth Mountain 
on the north side of the Dauphin Basin, in Bear and \Viconisco Jnoun
tains in the northern prong of the "fish-tail," and in Locust Mountain. 
Its more enduring composition, as compared with the terranes of the 
Coal JVIeasures, has resulted in the erosion of irregular valleys, gener
ally corresponding to the axes of the basins. Throughout the South
ern Anthracite field, wherever the elevation of the Pottsville has been 
sufficient to cause its complete erosion, the consequent erosion of the 
underlying Mauch ·chunk shales has been so rapid as to form sharply 
defined valleys, varying in width according to the area uncovered or 
the inclination of the beds. 'It thus happens that Broad Mountain, on 
which is spread the northern dilation of the coal field, comprises essen
tially an elevated undulating plateau sustained . by the rigid, flexuous 
Pottsville floor of the Coal Measures, which here, as in the Coal 
Measures of the other anthracite fields, prevailingly forms anti
clinal ridges and synclinal valleys. The breaking through of the 
Pottsville on the anticlinal axes along the western portion of Broad 
Mountain is responsible for the deep cove-like valleys between the 
lobes of the field, as noted above, the borders being often formed by 
massive cliffs of the gently inclined Pottsville conglomerates. In the 
region north of Pottsville the elevated Pottsville formation is not 
entirely cut across at any point, the result being that there is a conti
nuity of the conglomerates, which bridge the axis frorri the New Bos
ton Basin into the lVIahanoy Basin of the Western Middle Anthracite 
field. The line of division between these fields, which, as may be 
inferred, is somewhat conventional, is drawn along the axis south of 
the northward plunge of the conglomerates into the Mahanoy Basin. 

The irregularity of the margin of the Southern coal field along 
Broad Mountain is quite in contrast with the relatively straight bord
ers of the prongs of the '• fish tail," or of the southern margin of 
the field along Sharp Mountain from the Susquehanna River to a point 
east of Middleport. This condition is largely due to the closer fold
ing and increased depth of the Coal Measures toward the south, so 
that the soft shales beneath the Pottsville are· not brought to light by 
the 1ninor flexures. The effect of the latter is, however, evident 
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along the border of the field, in the scallops at the west extremity of 
the Wiconisco Basin and in the angle of the ''fish tail" west of Tre- · 
mont, while it also appears in Sharp Mountain itself east of Middle
port, and in the Summit Hill district. The.occurrenee of another lobe 
of the field along the apparently rigid Sharp Mountain, in the region 
of Lorberry Gap, seems only to have been escaped by an overthrust 
fault of the basal portion of the Coal :M:easures, ~s will be shown in a 
later portion of this report~ 

DESCRIP~riON OF ~.rHE POT'rSVILLE FORMATION IN THE 

TYPE REGION. 

As.has already been remarked, the Pottsville formation is, in the type 
region, composed chiefly of massive .siliceous conglomerates. It will 
be seen later, in the course of a comparison of various sections, that 
this topographically conspicuous formation, which constitutes the 
floor of the Coal Measures, compris·es a series of ponderous conglom
erates, which are .more variable in color, composition, and assortment 
in the lower part, and more quartzose, dense, and light colored near 
the top. These conglomerates alternate near the base with washes of 
purple and olive mud or soft, greenish sandstone, and in the hig4er 
portion with thin beds of arenaceous shale, and are ~nterspersed with 
a nu1nber of carbonaceous beds, some of which, in portions ·of the 
field, are workable over considerable areas, their product being the 
most valuable of the anthracite coals. 

The formation, as a whole, varies greatly in thickness, the maximum 
of a little more than 1,200 feet being reached. in the vicinity aud to the 
west of the type section, east of which it thins remarkably. That it 
thins toward the west in the Southern field itself has n1ore recently 
been doubted. It is clear, 'however, that the relative thickness of its 
divisions is quite different in son1e of the sections, if the total depth 
remains the same. The sandstones, like the coals, are extremely vari
able even within short distances. 1 Northwestward the formation thins 
rapidly in the anthracite regions, its development being about 850 feet 
in the Shamokin district of .. the "Vf estern Middle :field, or an average 
of about 350 feet in the Eastern Middle field, while it is recorded as 
averaging 225 feet in the Northern Anthracite field. 

In the Southern Anthracite field, the formation is apparently con
formable with the Mauch ChHnk shales, while the line of separation 
between it and the superimposed Coal Measures, which are also highly 
arenaceous, abounding in conglomerates, has for convenience been 
drawn at the lowest workable coal in the type region. 

1 Compare columnar sections on columnar-section sheet xi, Pt. IV B of the Atlas of the Southern 
Anthracite Field. 
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COMPOSITION OF THE FORMATION. 

The character andcomposition of thePottsville formation and its rela
tion to the Umbral shale (Mauch Chunk formation) below and the 
Productive Coal Measures above are well shown in the magnificent 
exposure in .the cutting along the Pennsylvania Railroad through 
Sharp Mountain on the east side of the gap below Pottsville. A some
what detailed section of this exposure, extending from Tumbling Run 
Valley ~o the Pottsville Valley is given on Pis. CLXXXI, CLXXXII. 
This section includes the upper portion of the Mauch Chunk red shales 
and extends to the Dirt bed, the third workable coal of the Coal Measures 
at· this point. The Pottsville formation itself may~ for the present, be 
considered as comprising that portion, nearly 1,200 feet in thickness, 
of the section between the topmost bed of red shale and the ''Twin" 
coal, which in both the first and the second geological surveys of this 
State has been agreed upon as the boundary between the Pottsville 
formation and the succeeding Lower Coal Measures. 

On referring to the section it will be observed that the lower por
tion represents a transition from the typical red, purplish-red, and 
olive-green shales of the Mauch Chunk to the almost exclusively are
naceous, ponderous quartz-conglomeratic terranes of the Pottsville 
formation. The conglomerates intercalated in increasing proportions 
in the upper beds of the Mauch Chunk consist of irregularly bedded, 
poorly assorted, or sometimes apparently unassorted pebble or bowl
der accumulations in a matrix of coarse arkose sands colored by 
reddish or greenish shale washes. The pebbles are Inostly of quartz, 
though sandstone, syenite, chloritic schist, limestone, and even red and 
green shales and conglomerate fragments are also present. Occasion
ally the pebbles, which are sometimes subangular, attain a diameter of 
3 or 4 inches or more; but in most of the beds the coarsest materials 
do not exceed a goose egg in size. For a long distance from the base 
of the formation the conglomerate matrix consists of a micaceous, 
chiefly arenaceous medium, poorly cen1ented and often colored with 
a red or green argillaceous ·material. 

In passing upward the beds of red shale are less conspicuous, and at 
about 1,200 feet below the Twin bed thelast distinct stratum of typical 
Mauch Chunk red shale is seen. Above this the conglomeratic matter 
prevails almost exclusively through a long interval. N everthele.ss, the 
olive-green shales occur here and there throughout an interval eA.'iend
ing 200 or·300 feet hig~er, while most of the conglomerates in the 
lower portion of the section derive their color from the greenish or 
reddish mingled sediments. The irreg·ular bedding and the variety of 
the rock materials in the pebble$, which are often imperfectly rc,unded, 
a:re interesting features of the lower portion of the Pottsville forma
tion itself. This portion of the section is notably characterized by 
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the occurrence of olive-green or slightly reddish mud beds, apparently 
redeposited from the older 'formation. These muds often conclude 
rapid transitions from greenish conglomeratic sandstones into fine 
argillaceous silts of no great thickness. On the conspicuously uneven 
surfaces of the latter, coarse conglomeratic strata or typical bowlder 

0 

beds are directly imposed, in knife-edge contacts, at a number. of 
horizons in the lower half of the section. These irregular, interca
lated muds, which are similar to others in the upper part of the Mauch 
Chunk formation, sometimes appear as thin lenses interspersed among 
the irregular layers of the conglomerates. Without further detailed 
description of the type section, for which the reader is referred to 
Pls. CLXXXI, CLXXXII, it will appear that we have a series of beds 
of passage-i. e., a transition series-consisting of coarse, heteroge
neous, semiassorted, conglomeratic n1aterials, intercalated in the upper
most beds of red shale, above which:, for a distance of several hundred 
feet, many of the conglomerates preserve essentially the same charac
ters, although typical deposits of the red and green shales are want
ing. Subangular pebbles in imperfectly bedded arkose conglomerates 
are not rare throughout the lowest third of the formation in this 
vicinity. Although the quartz material preponderates, pebbles of 
sandstone and shale are not infrequent. Occasionally some of the 
pebbles attain the proportions of goose eggs, and farther east, in a 
section near the Hacklebarney tunnel, some of them measure 5 to 6 
inches in diameter. 

As already indicated, the conglomerates in the lower portion of the 
Pottsville formation arc prevailingly greenish, a.rkose, and po01·ly 
cemented. Usually, in the more freshly cut sections, they offer little 
resistance, and frequently they are but slightly displayed. When, 
however, the erosion has been very slow, as along. the summit of Sharp 
Mountain, the ferruginous material so cements the pebbles that the 
lower ledges of the formation often predominate and form, for consid
erable distances, the cre~t of the mountain. This. feature is more 
noticeable to the eastward of Swatara Gap. In the ,upper half of the 
formation the conglomerates become more rigid, more distinctly are
naceous, and more persistent, the pebbles being better rounded, more 
compactly disposed, and regularly assorted. Sandstone without peb:. 
bles is rare and is always thin in the section. Cross bedding, indica
tive of current movement from the northeast, is conspicuous. In the 
more shaly conglomeratic sandstones in the middle of the section con
cretionary weathering is especially noticeable. 

Generally speaking, the relatively small amount of shales and of coaly. 
matter in the type section is, for the most part, contained in the mid
dle third. Toward the top the conglomeratic material becomes lighter 
colored, as well as more exclusive, and at a distance of 200 or 300 feet 
below the Twin coal, in that portion of the exposure opposite the 
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Pennsylvania Railroad bridge, occur the most 1nassive, rigid, densely 
quartzitic, regularly bedded, and persistent conglomerates of the entire 
section. These conglomerates constitute a close group or plexus of 
ponderous ledges in which the formation culminates. They usually 
fonn the conspicuous beds in every exposure of the formation, and in 
every break in Sharp Mountain through which the waters of the basin 
find escape these steeply inclined ledges appear as jagged, irregular 
teeth, picturesquely defining the jaws of the gap. Exceptions to this, 
however, are Lorberry and Fishing Creek gaps, at' which the entire· 
Pottsville formation appears to be absent. U sual~y they also form 
the crest of the mountain, although, as was remarked ab()ve, the lower 
conglomerates· predominate in the older exposures. It may be noted 
in this place that these uppermost white or light-gray conglomerate 
plates, which in both their lithologic and their paleontologic characters 
are distinctly comparable to the Homewood sandstone in the bituminous 
basins, appear to have the greatest geographic extent and regularity 
of all the strata in the formation. They are among the few individual 
beds which, although varying in thickness. and in relative intervals, 
may be traced to sections in distant portions of the same field. 

As shown in Pls. CLXXXI, CL4-XXII, the type ~xposure at Potts
ville exhibits a number of thin coals, none of which are profitably 
workable in. this vicinity, although most of them have been diligently 
prospected. The exposure nearly 800 feet below the Twin bed appears 
to have been followed by a drift for some distance above the wagon 
road on the east ~ide of the gap, while another coal, about 400 feet 
below the Twin, has been somewhat extensively tested, not only farther 
north in the same gap, but at two or more levels in the gap at West
~ood. The consideration of the approximate and comparative age of 
some of these coals, with reference to the productive coals toward the 
western end of the field, will be continued in connection with th8 dis
cussion of the fossil plants of the various horizons. Plant collection~ 
have been nuide from eleven different horizons, marked A-N in the. 
section, as well as from the roof of the Twin coal, marked 0. 

Other published sections excellently illustrating the lithology of the 
Pottsville formation in the Southern Anthracite field are those at 
Hacklebarney, 1 Nesquehoning Gap, 2 and Locust Gap at Tamaqua,3 

in the region east of Pottsville. The character of the sedimentation 
in the region north of Pottsville. ~s shown by the records of the 
diamond-drill bore holes near the Altamont colle]:ies, throughout a dis
tance of 5 or 6 miles along Broad 1\!'lountain. 4 The composition of the 

1 Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. I, mine sheet i, cross-section sheet i, columnar-section sheet i, 
section 4. 

2Idem, Pt. I, mine sheet ii, columnar-section sheet ii, cross-section. sheet ii. . 
Bldem, Pt. I, mine sheets iii and iv, columnar-section sheet ii, cross-section sheet iii, section 39, 

profile 12. · 
4Jdem, Pt. IV, columnar-section sheet ix, sections 1-6. 
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beds in the western part of the field is well shown in the sections at 
Lincoln, 1 Kalmia, 2 and Lykens. 3 Portions of the first two named are 
reproduced in Pis. CLXXXIII and CLXXXIV of this report, in 
illustration of the formation in the Lincoln mining region. 

CONGLOMERATIC NATURE OF THE COAL 'MEASURES. 

It inay be remarked in. this place that throughout the Southern 
Anthracite field the Lower Coal Measures also are largely conglom
eratic. Frequently these conglomerates rival in size ,and rigidity 
individual beds of the Pottsville formation itself. Illustrations of the 
proportions of conglomeratic material, which in some cases constitutes 
nearly a third or more of the section, are found in columnar-section 
sheets i and vi, in Pts. I and II, respectively, of the Atlas of the 
Southern Anthracite Field; or in the sections at the tunnels in Wood's 
colliery and Dundas No. 6 colliery, at the north base of Sharp Moun
tain, between Pottsville and Tremont, shown in columnar-section 
sheet viii, Pt. IV of the Atlas. The same character is still better 
presented in the regions north and west of Tremont, the sections of 
which are given in columnar-section sheet x, Pt. IV B of the Atlas. 

THE LYKENS OR POTTSVILLE COALS. 

It will be observed that in the section of the Pottsville formation at 
the gap south of Pottsville a number of thin coals are present, several 
of them having been prospected in the vicinity of the typical locality. 
Coals are to be found in varying numbers in every complete section of 
the formation, though in the n~ighborhood of the type section they 
have not proved to be of profitable thickness. However, to the north 
of Pottsville, on Broad Mountain, and to the west, throughout the 
Southern field, coals occur in greater development, especially localiy, 
and have been extensively mined. Reference to several detached or 
somewhat isolated mines in those coals will again be made in connec
tion with the consideration of the distribution of the fossil plants and 
the correlation of the coals. These coals of the Pottsville formation, 
which are commercially known as the "Lykens" coals, and which 
comprise the "Lower H.ed Ash" groups of the Southern field, appear 
to be best developed or most advantageously exploited in the districts 
west of Tremont, including the Lincoln region and the Wiconisco 
Basin. 

In the anthracite fields, as well as in other coal fields of the Appa
lachian trough, the combustible of the Pottsville formation is generally 

I Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xvii; Pt. IV B, columnar-section sheet xi; 
Pt. V, cross-section sheet xvii, section 24. 

2Idem, Pt. III, mine sheets xxi and xxii; Pt. IV B, columnar-section sheet xi, columnar sections 10, 
11, and 12; Pt. VI, cross-section sheets xxi, section 29. 

3Idem, Pt. III, mine sheet xx; Pt. IV, columnar-section sheet vii, columnar sections 9, 10, It and 
12; Pt. VI, cross-section sheet xx, section 28. 
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the 1nost valuable of the entire series of Carboniferous coals; for, 
while as individual beds the Pottsville coals may be inferior in thick
ness and areal extent, their superior qualities create for them the high
est demand and encourage their production even under conditions 
entirely unfavorable for the exploitation of other and thicker beds. 
To this formation belong the Sharon coal of northern Ohio and north
western Pennsylvania; the Pocahontas and New River coals of Virginia 
and West Vii·ginia, celebrated as steam and coking coals; the chief 
coal horizons o.f eastern Tennessee; the coals of Georgia; and the prin
cipal furnace and steam coals of Alabama. The special fitness for 
domestic use of the rather free-burning Lykens coals, which wins for 
then1 an adYance of from 25 cents to $1.25 per toil over the prices of 
other coals of the anthracite series, has resulted in the establishment 
in the Lincoln-Lykens region of several of the largest mining plants 
in the anthracite fields, the capacity of the Lincoln and Brookside 
collieries/ which are exclusively occupied with the Lykens coals, being 
2, 900 tons a day of ten hours. 

For a long time it was supposed that the Lykens coals were of the 
age of the Productive Coal ~1easures, the supra Pottsville series, but 
later and more systematic stratigraphic work has shown them to be 
distributed through the Pottsville formation itself. It requires but a 
glance at the plant fossils of these coals to detect their antiquity as 
compared with those of the coals of the higher formation. 

Like the other members of the formation, the coals are exceedingly 
variable in thickness, often attaining a remarkable local development, 
though east of the Lincoln region they seldom reach a workable thick
ness e~cept in isolated and restricted areas. Nevertheless, one of the 
lower coals appears to extend over a considerable territory in Broad 
Mountain, where it has been worked at a number of points, and 
whence it may be' traced over the narrow arch into the Shamokin 
region of the Western Middle Anthracite field. The coals have been 
tested at many points to the eastward. One of the beds is still worked 
in a mine operated by Mr. Isaac Christ on the east' side of Locust Gap, 
at Tamaqua, while the fossils obtained from a drift la.tely opened near 
the head of the incline on 1\1ount Pisgah, at Mauch Chunk, show the coal 
to lie relatively high in the Pottsville. In the Dauphin Basin, west
ward from Rausch Gap and the Lincoln region, the Lykens coals are 
not worked at present. The basin, the central portion of which was 
extensively prospected in the early half of the century, has long been 
abandoned, for the reason that in passing westward the coals opened 
were found to . be soft, crushed, semibituminous, and of generally 

1inferior quality. , 

1 Analyses of the West Brookside coals made by Dr. Cresson in 1879 show: Volatile matter, 5.4 per 
cent; ash, 8.78 per cent; sulphur, 0.36 per cent; phosphorus, none; fixed carbon, 85.636 per cent.· 
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It will be shown in this report that the exploitations and proYings on· 
which was based the conclusion that the Lykens coals were of .inferior 
quality or worthless in the Dauphin Basin were, in fact, confined to the 
softer and inferior coals of the Productive Coal Measures, in the interior 
of the basin. These coals are not in the Pottsville formation. All the 
coals mapped by the State geologist as "Lykens" throughout the 
greater part of the southern limb of that basin, including practically 
all the· early developments east of the Big Flats, are, in fact, within 
the ProductiYe Coal Measures. The entire PottsYille formation, with 
its scarcely prospected Ly~ens coals, not only lies to the south of the 
supposed approximate boundary of the "lowest Lykens coal," but a 
large portion of its steeply inclined terranes, including the lowest 
Lykens coals, outcrops for nearly a sc01•e of miles along .a zone rep-
resented as red shale on the mine sheets. · 

NOMENCLATURE OF THE COALS. 

It is uncertain how many of the Lykens (Pottsville) coals are at one 
place or another workable, since some of them are evidently too thin 
for profitable mining in each of the , mine sections. Certain of the 
sections may show as many as a dozen or more thin coals or coaly 
partings, but it is not probable that more than eight or nine at mo~t 
are anywhere worked, and it is only in a few cases that as many as 
five coals in this formation can be productively worked at one locality. 
Usually not more than three are profitably mined at one point. 

The number of the principal workable coals and their relative posi
tions are best reyealed at the Lincoln mines and in the Brookside
Lykens district, which is essentially continuous to the westward of 
the former. At the Lincoln mines, where the upper Lykens coals 
are best displayed, six coals are or have been worked. The columnar 
sections, earlier mine maps, and profiles of these inines are shown in 
mine sheets xYii to xxi, Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III; 
columnar-section sheets Yii and xi, Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, 
Pt. IV; and cross-section sheets xvii to xxi, Atlas Southern Anthracite 
Field, Pt. V. In seYeral of the sections the Lykens No. 1 coal is 
shown at about 210 feet below the coal identified by the State geol
ogist as the Buck Mountain. bed, as at Good Spring, or at about 
250 feet below a bed presumably the same, as at the Lincoln mine. 
(See Pl. CLXXXIII.) 

Lykens coal No. lt, formerly worked at t4e New Lincoln mine, is 
platted at approximately 240 feet below Lykens coal No. 1; while 
Lykens coal No 2 in the same mine is but 78 feet below the latter in the 
second lift tunnel. At this point Lykens coal No. 3, which at other 
points may diyerge as much as 30 feet or more from No. 2, is separated 
from the latter by only 3 inches of dirt. Lykens coal No. 4, locally 
known as "White's bed," is about 245 feet below No. 3 at Lincoln. 
Lykens coal No.5, the "Lykens Valley" bed, or, as it is also locally 
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called, the" Big bed," is about 115 feet below coal No. 3 in the Lincoln 
tunnels, though the interval is 140 feet in the large tunnel at \Yilliams
town. A thinner and less extensive coal, Lykens No. 6, or the ''little 
bed," lies about 48 feet below No. 5 in the vicinity of the Lincoln mine, 
though at Williamstown the interval is over 65 feet. None of the 
upper Lykens coals, Nos. 1-3, are' worked in the \Viconisco Basin, 
unless it be at Kohler's Gap, north of Brookside, where a coal, supposed 
to be Lykens bed No. 3, is dug for local use. 

At the Brookside, \Villiamstown, and s·hort l\1ountain collieries 
only the lower coals (Nos. 4, 5, and 6) are worked, except at v\Tilliams
town, where a rather thin coal, the Zero bed, the thicki1ess of whicli 
is given as 3 feet in the published section (columnar-section sheet 
vii, Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. IV), has been developed at 
3'7 feet 7 inches below coal No. 6. This bed, if present at all ,in the 
Kalmia section, must be represented by only 6 inches of coal, but 5 
feet 3 inche~ below the Lykens coal No. 6. The nomenclature of the 
coals given above is that employed by the Philadelphia and Reading 
Coal and Iron Company and adopted by the late State geological sur
vey. In the vicinity of Lykens the coals were formerly numbered frmn 
the base upward in an opposite direction, and they are so designated 
in Rogers's discussion of this field in the Geology of Pennsylvania. 

The above statements of the intervals between the coals are given 
as typical, without reference to the remarkable variation in the inter
vals as ascertained by the underground connections· rrom mine to mine. 
The matter of this variation, as well as the stratigraphic position of 
the coals on Broad Mountain and in other portions of the field, will 
be touched upon when considering the thickness of the Pottsville for
.mation and the evidence of the plants as to the correlation of the beds. 
For information as to the thickness of the coals the reader is referred 
to the State publications cited above, or to the typical section repro
duced in Pls. CLXXXIII and CLXXXIV. 

'rHE TYPE .PAT .. EOBOTA.NIC SECTION OJ!., THE POTTS
VILT-"E FORl\IATION. 

FOSSIL-PLANT COLLECTIONS . 

. In the Southern Anthracite field fossil plants have been collected 
at 41 localities, from the Pottsville formation, or from the roof of the 
coal supposed to form the dividing line between the Pottsville forma
tion and the overlying Productive Coal l\1easures. These may be 
grouped as follows: 

1. Lower Lykens coals at ::Hiller's drifts, 1 Big Run, 2 vViconisco, 3 Big 

1 Pl. CLXXX, station 14. Atlas Squthern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xx. 
· 2 Pl. CLXXX, station 13. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xx. 

3 Pl. CLXXX, station 12. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xx. 

20 GEOL~ PT ·2--4:9 
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Lick/ \i\Tilliam~town, 2 Brookside, 3 and East Brook$ide in the Wicon
isco Basin; and from Kalmia/' Lincoln, 5 Rausch Gap (Pl. CLXXXV) 
Schuylkill County,6 and Swatara Gap 7 of Sharp Mountain, in the Lin
coln district. 

2. Upper Lykens coals at Lincoln colliery, New Lincoln, 8 the North 
Brookside slope near Good Spring, 9 and the lower Eureka tunnel north 
of the old Colket mine. 10 

3. A third category, including detached points, or beds whose rela
tions to the individual Lykens coals are subject to doubt, embraces col
lections from Kohlers Gap,11 a shaft near the North Brookside slope, 
the upper Eureka tunnel, a prospect shaft near the n1outh of the latter, 
the Kemble drift/2 Altamont colliery No. l/3 two levels in the gap at 
\Vestwood, 14 the drift in Mount Pisgah/5 and 12 levels in the type sec-
tion at the Pottsville Gap. 16 

· 

4. The collections from various levels at Lor berry Gap, 17 Fishing 
Creek, 18 Black Spring Gap (l\1ount Eagle), 19 Gold Mine Gap, 20 Rausch 
Gap (Lebanon County), 21 Yellow Springs Gap, 22 Rattling Run Gap, 23 

1 Pl. CLXXX, stati~m 11. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xix; Pt. VI, cross
section sheet xx. 

2p1, CLXXX, station 10. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xix; Pt. IV, 
columnar-section sheet vii, section 8; Pt. VI, cross-section sheet xx, section 27. 

3 Pl. CLXXX, station 9. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xviii; Pt. VI, cross
section sheet xix, section 26. 

4pJ. CLXXX, station 41. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheets xxi and xxii; Pt. 
IV B, columnar-section sheet xi, sections 10, 11, and 12; Pt. VI, cross-section sheet xxi, section 29. 

5 Pl. CLXXX, station 5. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheets xvii and xxi; Pt. IV B, 
columnar-section sheet xi, sections 8-9; Pt. VI, cross-section sheet xvii, cross section 24. 

u Pl. CLXXX. station 4. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xvi. 
• Pl. CLXXX, station 3. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xvi. 
spJ. CLXXX, station 6. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet :x.vii; Pt. IV, columnar

section sheet vii, section 4; Pt. V, cross-section sheet xviii, section 24. 
g Pl. CLXXX, station 7. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xvii; Pt. IV B, 

columnar-section sheet x, section 8; Pt. VI, cross-section sheet ·xix, section 25. 
10 Pl. CLXXX, station 33. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xvi; Pt. IV B, • 

columnar-section sheet x, section 6; Pt. VI, cross-section sheet xvii, section 23. 
11 Pl. CLXXX, station15. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xviii; Pt. VI, cross

section sheet xix, section 26. 
12 Pl. CLXXX, station 16. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. II, mine sheet xiii; Pt. V, cross

section sheet :x.viii, section 23. 
13 Pl. CLXXX, station 36. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. II, mine sheet vii; Pt. IV, columnar-

section sheet ix,-scction1; Pt. V, cross-section sheet v, sections 16 and 17. · 
14 Pl. CLXXX, ~ta.tion 2. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. II, mine sheet xiv; Pt. IV B, columnar

section sheet xi, section 5; Pt. VI, cross-section sheet xii, section 19. 
15 Pl. CLXXX, station 40. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. I, mine sheet i, cross-section sheet 

i, section 1. 
JG Pl. CLXXX, station l. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III B, mine sheets xiv and xiva; Pt. 

IV, columnar-section sheet viii, section 3; Pt. V, cross-section sheet viii, section17. 
11 Pl. CLXXX, station 1i; Pl. CLXXXV, Fig. 1. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet 

xxi; Pt. VI, cross-section sheet xvi, section 24. 
Is Pl. CLXXX, station 18; Pl. CLXXXVI, Fig. 1. Atlas Southern Anthracite Fiefd, Pt. III, mine 

sheet xxi. 
lgpJ. CLXXX, station 19; Pl. CLXXXVI, Fig. 2. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine . 

sheet xxi. 
2op]. CLXXX, station 20; Pl. CLXXXVI, Fig. 3; Pl. CLXXXVII, Fig. 1. Atlas Southern Anthracite 

Field, Pt. Ill, mine sheet xxii; Pt. IV, columnar-section sheet viii, section 7; Pt. VI, cross-section 
sheet xxi, section 29. 

21 Pl. CLXXX, station21; Pl. CLXXXVII, Fig. 2. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet 
xxiii; Pt. IV, columnar-section sheet viii, section 9; Pt. VI, cross-section sheet xxi, section 30. 

22 Pl. CLXXX, station 23. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xxiv; Pt. IV, cross
section sheet xxi, section 31. 

23pJ. CLXXX, station 24. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. n:, mine sheet xxv; Pt. IV, 
columnar-section sheet viii, section 10. 
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Big Flats 1 north of vVatertank Statjon, Fort Lookout, 2 and a number 
of the old drifts 3to the westward, made in the early part of the cen
tury, will be considered in connection with the special discussion of 
the Dauphin Basin. 

5. The fifth category includes plants from the "Buck l\1ountain '' 
coal or a coal (the Twh1 coal) supposed to be its equivalent at Swatara 
Gap· at l\1iddle Creek,4 Ebony colliery 5 north of Newcastle, Altamont 
colliery No. '2/ Locust l\1ountain and Sharp l\1ountain gaps, 7 near 
Tamaqua, and at the Pottsville Gap. 

SPECIES AND THEIR OBSERVED DISTRIBUTION WITHIN THE 
FORMATION AND FIELD. 

In order to avoid the repetition of names which would result from 
an enumeration of the species from each locality or bed, the plants 
from the Pottsville formation in the region of ~ottsville ai1d west
ward in the Southern Anthracite field, exclusive of the Dauphin 
Basin, ·will be combined in one list, with a table showing their dis
tribution so far as yet observed in that formation. Since the eco
nmnic interest of the problem of stratigraphic paleontology centers 
primarily about the Lykens coals, the localities affording plants from 
the roof shales directly in connection with these coals, as definitely 
correlated between the large mines, are placed first. From an eco
nomic standpoint they constitute a typical paleontologic representa
tion of the productive coal-bearing horizons, just as the Pottsville 
Gap section affords a typical paleontologic bection of the formation 
as a whole. Since, also, it is at once clear that the species commonly 
in association ·with the lower Lykens coals are largely different from 
those over the uppet Lykens coals, the principal coals of the mining 
region are naturally divided paleobotanically into two groups: 'An 
upper group, including coals 1-3, and a lower gtoup, containing 
Lykens coal No. 4 and the remaining lower portion of the formation. 

For the sake of easier comparison, the plant-bearing horizons A-M, 8 

in ascending order, in the Pottsville Gap section, are- placed next. To 
the right of these are a number of columns representing isolated devel
opments of supposed Lower Lykens age; and beyond these are a few 

1 Pl. CLXXX, station 26. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xxvi. 
2 Pl. CLXXX, station 27. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xxvi; Pl. VI, 

columnar-section sheet viii, section 11; Pt. III, mine sheet xxvi. 
3 Pl. CLXXX, stations 28-32. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt . .III, mine sheets xxvi and xxvii. 
4 Pl. CLXXX, station 34. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. II, mine sheet xiii; Pt. IV B, columnar

section sheet x, section 4; Pt. VI, cross-section sheet xiii, section 22. 
5 Pl. CLXXX, station 35. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, PLII, mine sheet vi; Pt. V, cross-section 

sheets v-viii, section 17. 
6Pl. CLXXX, station 37. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. II, mine sheet vi: Pt. IV, columnar

section sheet ix; Pt. V, cross-section sheet viii, section 16. 
7 Pl. CLXXX, stations 38 and 39. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. I, mine sheet iii, cross-section 

sheet iii, section12, columnar-section sheet iii; Pt. II, mine sheet iY. 
s The application of letters to the plant beds of the type section is only for convenience of reference 

in this report. The letters are not ii1troduced in the nomenclatural sense, and are not intended for 
permanent use. They are, therefore, not to be confused with the nomenclature of the coals in the 
Panther Creek Basin or other portions of the anthracite regions. 
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localities apparently referable to the Upper Lykens group. To make 
clear the paleontologic significance of this division, the species are 
systematically grouped in two sections, the first including those 
observed in the Lower Lykens division, the other containing the 
remainder of the species. 

Generally speaking, the collection of plants in the Pottsville forma
tion is more difficult than in the succeeding Coal Measures, not only on 
account of the frequent occurrence of conglomeratic sandstone in the 
roof of ·the coals, but also on account of the usually fragmentary con
dition of the vegetable material, which prevailingly seems to have l:luf
fered severely, as might be expected from the composition of the 
environing terranes, through the exigencies of driftage. As is natu
ral, the larger collections, containing the greater proportion of the 
species, were obtained frutn the rock dumps at the collieri~s, or from 
the more propitious plant beds in the gap sections, while the material 
from beds in which fossils are very scarce or poorly preserved is, in 
spite of considerable persistence in collection, often conspicuously scant. 
It thus happens that some of the examples from a bed are too frag
mentary for certain specific identification with remains found elsewhere; 
and the presence of the species at these localities is, accordingly, 
doubtful and indi~ated by a query. Another difficulty affecting the 
stratigraphic reference of the species arises from the collection of large 
quantities of material, including the. best fossils~ from mine dumps 
receiving the roof shales from two or more coals, so that it was at 
first found impossible to ascertain from which of t~e coals a given fossil 
was derived. However, by a painstaking study of the plants and their 
associations on slabs obtained from definitely fixed beds at other points, 
or procured through the un'failing· courtesy of the local engineers, 
superintendents, and mine foremen, directly from the interior of the 
mines, it later became possible to assign much of the material from 
the rock dumps, either definitely or approximately, to their original 
sources. Such references, made with great caution, are indicated in 
the respective columns by numbers referring to the coal from whose 
roof the specific fossil came. 

A discussion of the significance of the composition of the flora and 
the range of the species will receive ~ttention in connection with the 
subject of the age_ and equivalents of the formation. Economy of 
space forbids the dcscxiption of the species in this report. :Many 
of them are new, while many others have been the subject of careful 
reviSIOn. A few only will here receive any systematic biologic treat
me.nt. The descdptions of all the material in hand are now complete, 
and will form part of a monograph, in process of preparation, on 
th(j flora of the Pottsville formation in the Appalachian province. 
Their present publication would"therefore lead to duplication. 
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PAT_JEONTOT .. OGIC DIVISIONS OF TI:IE :E''OH.l\iATION. 

An inspection of the table (p. 776) showing the distribution of 
the plants within the Pottsville formation itself in the Southern 
Anthracite :field shows that the species are essentially divided into 
two groups, one of which is confined to the lower Lykens coals, or 
the lower part of the formation, the other being present in the upper 
Lykem; coals, and the 'l1pper beds of the formation as a whol(:3. For 
convenience in reference all the plants occurring at any point in the 
Lower Lykens group of coals are placed in the first list. It is not 
impossible that a number of these will eventually be found in the 
upper di·dsion of the fonnation. However, so far as my observation 
has gone, it appears that, except among the gymnosperms, but 3 
to 5 of the 50 species of the older flora are present in the Upper 
Lykens, while 3 others occur in beds of the same period i~ the . 
type section. Jf we next examine the distribution of the plants in 
the several fossiliferous beds of the type section at Pottsville, we find 
thttt of the plants in beds A-D, i.e., 700 feet or more below the Twin 
coal, all are common to the Lower Lykens coal group. In fact, all 
hut 3 or 4 of the species represented in this division are included 
in and mostly confined to the Lower Lykens group in the· mining 
1~egion. 'Ye may therefore safely conclude that the highest bed, D, 
of this portion of the type section isnot younger than-the Lykens c.oal 
No. 4, with which its species are mostly in common. This portion of 
the type section appears to be clearly contempor~neous with the Lower 
Lykens group. The two corresponding sections will, therefore, be 
collectively included in what will be for the present designated the 
Lower Lykens division of the formation. Of the species in the 
Gpper Lykens group, only 13 or 14, including 7 gymnosperms, 
occur in th,e lower group, either in the type section or in the mining 
region. 

Passing again to that portion of the table relating to the type sec
tim1, we find that the distribution of the plants occurring over Lykens 
coals Nos. 1-3 is confined almost exclusively to beds H-L of that 
section. The high degree of identity in the floras and the bio
logic evidence of the small balance of independent species unite in 
showing that each of the !:leveral beds in that portion of the type 
section i::-; referable to, and probably lies within; the time interval 
marked by the Upper Lykens group of coals. \Ve shall, accordingly, 
in further discussions, treat this group as belonging to an Upper Lykens 
division. Of the 125 species of plants found in this division, but 13 
or 14, including: the gymnosperms, are common to the Lower Lykens 
divi8ion, while 95 are, so far as observed, eonfined to the Upper Lykens 
dids10n. 

There remain two vertically restricted portions of the ·type section 
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for further consideration. The lower of these two, embracing beds 
E-G, from 570 to 6±0 feet below the Twin coal, has furnished a flora 
of froml7 to 19 species, 10 of which are common to the Lower Lykens 
division, and 6 or 8 to the Upper Lykens division. The lowest 
of these beds, 640 feet below the Twin coal, is bound to the Lower 

· Lykens division by the presence of JYeu?·opteris Pocahontas var. inm
qualis, which is not; I believe, present at any point in the Upper 
Lyl}:ens division. .£->ernopteris Olteatl~ami belongs in the upper por
tion of the formation, or in the Upper Lykens division, as, by its gen
eral distribution in other regions, does also Aletlwpteris qrandifolia. 
Triqonocarpu,n1 I-Ielen';e is, in general, rare in the Upper Pottsville of 
other regions, it being largely characteristic of beds of nearly the age 
of Lykens coal No. 4. Similarly bed F, 50 feet higher, is bound by 
Aletlwpteris protaquilinct and Neuropteris Pocalwntas to the Lower' 
Lykens division, and perhaps more closely by Eremopteris decipiens, 
~Teu/ropteris tennesseeanct, and Oalliptm·id1~um. alleq!wniense to the 
Upper Lykens division. The Eremopterids and Mariopterids are 
largely characteristic of the upper Pottsville. while Oallipteridittm 
alleqlwniense generally occupies a lower place in the sections in other 
regions. Considering the mixed composition of the floras of these 
two beds, it seems most expedient to regard them at present as belong
ing to the intm:val between the floras of Lykens coals No. 4 and No. 
3. Bed G, whi,ch is but 20 feet higher than F, is temporarily placed 
in the same rubric-the Lower Intermediate division--,-between the 
Upper Lykens division and the Lower Lykens division, on account of 
ignorance of its flora. Should additional material come to light in 
this bed, which as yet has furnished but one fern species, Neuropteris 
acutornontana, it will probably be found referable to the Upper Lykens 
division. 

The remaining uppermost plant beds, :M and N, in the type section 
at 245 feet and 210 feet, respectively, below the Twin coal, have 
yielded as yet but 8 species, none of which occur In either the 
Lower Lykens division or the Lower Intermediate division. Four of 
the species are, however, common to the Upper Lykens division. Of 
the 8 species, viz, Pseudo pecopteris cf. squamosa, Pecopteris sp., 
Alethopteris Serlii, A. coxtoniana, Neuropteris ovata,. N. Desorii?, 
Sp!Lenophyllttm cuneifolhan and Sigillaria cf. lcevigata, the :first named, 
Pse1.tdopecopteris cf. sqttamosa, and Alethopteris Se1·lii, Neuropteris 
ovata, and Sigillaria cf. lmviqata, are usually characteristic of the Coa1 
Measures, while A. coxtoniana and the Pecopteris species appear to lie 
close below the base of the Lower Coal Measures at "Campbell Ledge" 
in the Northern Anthramte field. The phase of Sphenophyllum cunei
folium found in these beds is that common near the base of, but 
within, the Coal Measures. In brief, it is evident that, while se-veral of 
the r:;pecies from these beds are common to the Upper Lykens division, 
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the flora as a whole is perhaps more closely united with that of the 
Buck Mountain coal and the succeeding Lower Coal )II~asures. These 
two beds, which are obviously younger than the Upper Lykens division, 
yet are not less than 200 feet below the Twin coal, will, therefore, be 
treated as representative of an Upper Intermediate division, which, as 
will appear later, in the discussion of the floras, seems to be transi
tional to the ·Lower Coal Measures as that formation was defined by · 
Rogers and has since been commonly recognized. 

The combined distribution of the. species between the four divisions 
of the Pottsville formation. somewhat temporarily proposed above is 
condensed in the four columns at the right-hand border of the table. 
It may be sup1marized as follows (p. 790): 
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Table showing the obsen•ed geog1·aphic and stmtigraphic 

[NoTE-The hyphens. between the numbers ·of the coals indicate that the fossils were collected 
,;t the species associated on a slab or rock fragment. to identify the horizon 

; 
--------- -----------~----------------~·------------------------------~ 

Lincoln-Lykens mining developments. 

Names of species, stratigraph
ically arranged in 

two groups. 

Lower Lykens Coal group. Upper Lykens 
Coal group. 
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','CJI'v" secti.011. . ~ ~ ~ ~~- ~ 5
\. ~ ,Q ,Q ~ ;3 -~--~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

GROCP X~_- 1-:-Prom Lower Ly-

Aneimitcs pottsvillensis D. W _ ... _ .......... __ .... _... .. .. . .. . 4 _ .. _ .. . . . .. 1 .. 

Aneimites sp .......................... -- -----. - .. - .............. -- .... ------ ...... :::: ---- -l-
Eremopterissp.No.l. ......... ,_ .... x ................ X? ........ ____ ...................... 1 .. 

Mariopteris eremopte r o ides 
D.\'\'---------·----····-······· .. X X .. -----· .... 5 5 

Mariopteris pottsvillea D. W ___ -- x? .................. X X X 

Mariopteris sp ................... x x ........................ 5or6 
Sphenopteris umbratiUs D. W ........... _ ............................. -.. - .. 
Sphenopteris asplenioidcs Stb. -- x x . , .. ___ . _. __ 4-5. x x x x ..... . X 

Sphenopteris JUonahani D. W. _ .......... 4 or fi _ .. _ ... _ .. .. x x .... 4 or 5 .......... _ .... _ .. 

Sphenopteris paten tissima I 
(Ett.) Schimp ............... -- .... X X .......... 6'? X X X X 4or5 . .. .. .. .. .. 

Sphen?pteris nova1incolniana I _ . -.-. - -~ 
D. ". var. antccedens ... _... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. X 4 oro 

SphenopterisLutherianaD.W ........... ! .................. x ........ 4or5 :::: :: :::: :::::: :: 

Sphenopteris dadeana D. \V ....... --1-- --\- .... -.... ---- -- .... -- 1---- ---· ----- · ·._._-__ - -__ l_-_-_-__ -_--__ -_--_j·_·_-
Aloioptcris georgiana (Lx.) .. _ .. _ .. _ x . + ..... I .... _ .. __ ....... 1.... .... 4'! 

Pecopteris scrrnlata Hartt I 
(non Heer) _______ .. _ .......... __ . ___ .. _ .... _ . . . . . . . . 4? ___ , _ ....... _ _ _ _ _ x ____________ .. 

~J~jg;i~r:~:::~n~:~"- •• •••• ~ tx :: :• ,, ••:• :~ :~. : • i J J : :: 
Nenropterisl'oca.hontasD. \\'.. x x x.. 5'? 5'i x ........ ---- ...... 

1 

.......... ------ .. 

Nenroi?teris Pocahontas var. 
pcnt1as .................. ______ .. __ x ? 5 or 6 x 5 .. __ ... ___ .. .. .. _ ... ______ ...... .. 

N~uropter~s Pocahontas var. 
mrequahs ------------------- __ .... x .. 5 X X 

N europtcris Smithsii Lx _________ .. __ ........ ______ .. __ 4 

Asterocalamitcs scrobiculatus 
(Schloth.) Zeill .. ____ .. __ ... __ ........ ___ .. __ .. _ .... __ __ x 

Calamites Roemcri Goepp _ .... x .... x .. __ .. .. x . .. . .. .. x 

X 

4 

x 4or5 :::::: :::J::::: :~ 
4 .... -- .......... .. 

X + 
Asterophyllites parvulus Dn .. x _ .. _ x ...... __ .. __ 5'? X X .... X 4or5 

::::r::::.::::::::~ Ca£~~?~~t-~~~:~s- _c~~-- ~~~~~~~~~~~-~- _ •• ____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ >: 
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778 FLORAL ZONES O:E' THE POTTSVILLE :E'0Rl\1ATION. 

Table showing the obser'ved geograpldc and stratigraphic range of 

Names of species, stratigraph
ically arranged in 

two groups. 
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Lincoln-Lykens mining developments. 

Lower Lykens Coal group. Upper Lykens 
Coal group. 
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Volkmannia crassa ;Lx .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 4? ................. . 
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Sphenophyllum tenue D. W... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x x . . . . 4 .... ? ... . 

Le£!~,?~-~~~~~~1~. ~!~~~~ ~-~ .8. ~. . . ? . . . . 5? . . . . x ................ 4 or 5 .•............. ·I·. 
Lepidodendron Veltheimii Stb ............................................................... . 
Lepidodendron clypeatum Lx. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4? . . . . x . , ...... 4 or 5 . . . . . . . . . . X 1 

.. 

~:~~~~~~~~:: sp ~~~~~;;,~~~;i~. . . . . . . . . . . 5? . • • • • • • • • • • • x ............. ·j· ... 
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L~~~~~y;~l~w~ ... :~~~~~~-~~~. . . X . . • . • • • • • • X ..•..••••••..••.•... 4 or 51 

.•••• .1. ........ J. 
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1
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... _._·_· . __ · .· _· _· _· _· .. 

Sigillaria ichtyolepis (Presl) 
Corda.................................. x X 

Sigillaria kalmiana D. W ................ 5or6 .... ···· ········· ···· ···· · ·.·.· .. ·1,·.·-~---.-.. · ·.:::·_·_'·_·_ 
Si~~n~_r_i~l~~~~~-l~~ _?_!~~~~~~~_I?: .. _ . __ . _. __ . , ___ . ___ ... _. _ .. _j: _ .. _. _ ... _. x 

Cordaites Robbii Dn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X X . . . . X . . . . . . . . . • • X X 

C~~~'~G~~~~~-. -~ ~ ~-~-~ ~- ~ ~-~~ ....... J ......................... J ... var . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x 
Trigon ocarpum ampull::c-

forme Lx .................... x X x .. 
Trigonocarpum Heleme D. W ....... x .. 
Trigonoca.rpnm Dawsonian-

var. var var va.r var Yll..r .... 1 or 2 va.r .. var 
5? X 5? X X X . . . . 4 or 5 X 

var x 
X 

um D. VV .......................••..•........•••. X ····. X ...... 
1 

·· · · · X 
Rhabdocarpos speciosusD. W ......................... :::: x .::: .......... 

1

: .. : .: .:.: ....... . 

Whittleseya Campbelli D. W .•.••... x X X X X X ..... X •... X ....•. X X X 

Ca.rpolithes orizreformis Lx. 
l\fSS ............................................... X ........•••. X ...... , .•...• X X X 

Ca.rpolithes~p.! ................................................... X ······,···· ......••....•. 

Sporttngites sp ........ c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·- • • • • • • x · · · · · · · · · · · · · · j · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

GROUP No. 2-From Upper I 
Lykens section. . 
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780 FLORAL ZONES OF THE POTTSVILLE FORMATION. 

Table showing the obserred geograph-ic and stratigrapldc range of 

Lincoln-Lykens mining developments. 

Kame of species, stratigraph-
ically arranged in 

two groups. 

Lower Lykens Conl group. Upper Lykens 
Coal group. 

-------'----------;-------------- ------
GROUP No. 2.-Frmn Tl})pCI' 

Lykens section-Cont'd. 

~:::~~!::~:~~~~~~:1~!-av~--~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ····;·1 :::: ...... ---·;· :: 
Eremopteris Cheathami Lx ........................................... 2 or 3 ................. . 
Eremopteris decipiens (Lx) ................................ : .. ........ 2 or 3 .... x .... 2 or 3 ? 
Eremopteris Aldrichi D. W ............ 

1 

............................... . 

:Mariopteris Phillipsi D. W ........ : .. .................................. 2 or 3 

Mi~~~~r~;;~~"ia . ~!~~1!~~:~ .. -~-~~: ....................... --1-- ................... .. 
Illariopteris pygm::ca D. W .... --~--...... ...... .... .... .... .. .. .... .... 2 
:Mariopteris nervosa (Brongn.) 

Zeill. var. l~ncolniana....... . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 1? 

2 .. x 2or3 

.......... X 

Mariopteris tenn esseeana D. W. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. 2 or 3 X ............ .. 

Mariopteris tennesseeana var. 

:~!~1~::::::~:::·~~:~:;:2: :::::: :: ::, :: : :: :: -__ :: 1'"'1:: :: _-:- :::::: 
(Stb.) Lx. var. mariopter- j 
oides ................................................................ ,.· ...................... . 

~~~~~E~~]~'I4:~SP :: :: ·: :: ••:---~:__ :: ::: ::: : t : I :- ~ ·::: :_5: :: 
Sphenopteris sp ..................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... x ........... . 
Sphenopteris d i Y a ric a ta , 

(Goepp.) Gein. & Gutb ................ -.......... · .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... .. .... 2? •. 

Sp{.~er~~~~~~ia~i_c_r_~~~~~~- -~~:. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........ 2 or 3 •• 

Sph~nopteris Harttii Dn ..................................................... [. .. . .. .. .. 2 ? .. 
Sphenopteris subpinnati fi d a 1 

D: 'r ....................................................................................... . 
Sphenopteris furcata Brongn.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. x 
Sphenopteris Royi Lx . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 2 or 3 .. 

Sphenopteris novalincolniana 

Sp~~~~~~~~i~~:~~!:~~:~~~:~~:~: :: :::~ :: :: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::1::: :::::: 1, : 
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782 FLORAL ZONES OF THE POTTSVILLE FORMATION. 

Table showing the observed geographic and stratigraphic mnge of 

Lincoln-Lykens mining developments. 

Names of spccieR, stratigraph-
ically arranged in 

two groups. 

GHOCP ~0. 2.-Ji!rO?n [i"pper 
Lykens section-Cont'd. 
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sq uarrosa .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
Sphenopterismixtilis D. W .......... ---- --·-- ................ ---- .. ,.. 2or3 
SphenopterispilosaDn .............. ---- --·--
Zeilleria cf. avoldensis Stur ... -- ............ . 
OligocarpiacrenulataD.\Y .. · ........ -- ...... . 
Oligocarpia alabamcnsis Lx ................. . 
Pecopteris sp .. _ ........ ___ ........ __ ........ . 

Alethopteris Lucoei IJ. \'V" •• , •••••••••••••••••• 

A 1 et h opt e r i s 1 on c h it i c a 
(~ehloth.) Stb. -------------- -- ........ -----

Alethopteris lonchitica var. 

lor2 

X 

1-3? 
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Table showing the ol1serl'ed geographic uwl stratigraphic range of 

Names of species, stratigraph-
ically arranged in 

two groups. 

GR.OUP :1\o. '2-Prom []]JJJC1' 
Lykens section-Cont'd. 

Lincoln-Lykens mining deyelopments. 

Lower Lykens Coal group. "Gppcr Lykens 
Coal gronp. 
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Table showing the observed geographic and stratigraphic range of 

Lineoln-Lykem; mining developments. 

Lower Lykens Coal group. Upper Lykens 
Coal group. 

Names of species, stratigraph-
ically arranged in 

two groups. 
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1'able showing the observed geographic: and stratigraphic range of 

Names of species, stratigraph·-
ically arranged in 

two groups. 
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Analysis of the distribution of the species by divisions in the formation. 

1-ivi•ion Total Common Common Common Common 
number to Lower to Lower to Upper to Upper 

Inter- Inter- · of species Lykens mediate Lykens mediate therein. division. division. division. division. 

--- ---- --- ---

Lov,rer Lykens------ 50 ---------- 10 14-15 0 
Lower Intermediate. 17-19 10 -- ... - .... -. 13 0 l Upper Lykens ...... 125 14-15 11-13 -------- ...... 7 

-~~~~r- Intermediate _ 11 0 0 i --------

FLORAS OF THE LOWER LYKENS DIVISION. 

Exclu
sively· 

confined 
to the 

division. 

33 

9~ I 

~ 

Before discussing the probable equivalents or approximate horizons, 
with reference to either the LJkens coals oi· the type section of the 

. formation, of the n10re or less isolated beds or developments in the 
southern portions of. the anthracite field, including those enumei·ated 
in the section of the table to the right of the Pottsville Gap beds, it is 
desirable to indicate as clearly as is practicable, without recourse to 
paleontologic descriptions, those species -which, so far as has been 

·observed, are apparently. largely characteristic of the princip~l levels. 
It is also advisable to enumerate those whieh appear to especially 
attend and mark the vicinity of the economically important and there
fore more interesting horizons of the sevei·al Lykens coals. The latter 
may be reviewed in ascending order. 

FLORA OF THE "ZERO" AND NO. 6 COALS. 

Of the characters of the plants over the" zero" bed, the lowest of the 
Lykens coals, no precise information is at hand. At 'Villiamstown, 1 

tile only point at which the bed has been exploited, but little 1nining 
was ever done in the coal, and the bed was so long ago abandoned that 
it has not been practicable to obtain any fossils therefrom. It appears 
probable, howeyer,-on account of its proximity to the succeeding coals 
(38 feet below No. 6), that little difference will be observed in its flora, 
fragments of which may" possibly have been gathered from the rock 
dump at the Williamstown mine. Likewise the mingling of the roof 
shales from the Lykens coals No.6, or the "Little bed," and coal No.5, 
in the rock dumps, as at Big Lick, \Villiamstown, and the Brookside 
mines, renders it, for the most part, impossible to discriminate between 
the fossils from these coals at this point, although it has fortunately 
been possible to procure distinct collections from the higher coal. A 
small collection from the roof of ~ykens coal No. 6, within the mine 

lAtlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine ,;:beet xix; Pt. VI, cross-section sheet xx; Pt. IV, 
columnar-section sheet vii, section 8. 
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at Brookside, was, however, obtained through the cooperation of the 
Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Company. 

Excluding T¥ldttleseya Oan?JJbelli,"which in some form is nearly 
everywhere present in. the Pottsville formation, and SpAenopteris 
patentissima, which is more abundant in the neighborhood of coals 
No. 5 and 4, there remain Neuropteris Pocalwntas var. pentias and 
Aletlwpteris cmnposita, the latter of which has not been found in any 
other bed. The variety of JYe?.tropteris Pocalwntas has, perhaps, not 
been seen from a higher level than the roof of No. 5. Its presence, 
accordingly, in a coal but 50 feet lower is quite natural. It must 
therefore be understood that the shales attending coal No. 6 have not 
yet revealed any floral char~cters of value, though the default may be 
due to lack of specimens known to have come from this level, rather 
than entirely to its propinquity to coal No. 5. 

FLORA OF LYKENS COAL NO. 5. 

The collective flora from the roof of Lykens coal No. 5, also known 
as the "Big bed,'' or the "Lykens Valley bed," 1 may readily be com
piled from the first section in the tabfe of distribution. As will be 
not~d in glancing at the vertical range of the species in the latter, a 
large portion of the plants are common to· the flora of coal No. 4, 
while others, perhaps exclusively froni this bed, are represented by 
specimens whose n1ingling in the rock dui1ip with material frm'n No. 6 
deprives them of .any present stratigraphic trustworthiness. Among 
the specimens definitely known to come from the roof of this coal the 
most important species are: J1fariopteris eremo]Jteroides, Spl~enopteris 
a.splenioides, S. patentissima, Nc-tt?'OJJteris Pocalwntas and its two 
varieties, Oala1nites Roe1neri, AsteropAyllites JXtrvuhtB, LepidopAyllttm 
quinninwntan1tm, LepidopAyll1tm lanceolatwn var. vir·ginianttm, and 
Sig--12laria kalmiana. Erenwpteris sp. No.1, OalarnostacAys cf. lanceo
lata, Lepidodendron alabamense, and a S1:gillaria which I refer, with a 
little doubt, to s. icldyolq;is, are species of restricted range, but the 
circumstances attending the collection of some of the fossils make 
it uncertain whether their source is exclusively in the region of coal 
No. 5. The most abundant and characteristic species is Neuropteris 
PocaAonta8 var.JJentias, which rarely fails to be present in la·rge nm11-
bers, even in a small collection. The variety incequalis, which is mor_e 
common in the roof of Lykens coal No. 4, is also present. Another 
form, which throughout the Wiconisco Basin seems to be confined to the 
same stage, is the beautiful jJ£ariopteris erenwpteroides illustrated in Pl. 
CLXXXIX. SpAmwpteris asplenioides here, as in other regions, 
exhibits the diminutive round-lobed or Dick8onioidestypecommon in the 

1 "No.2" in the nomenelature employed for this vicinity in Rogers, Geology of Pennsylvania, Vol. 
II, Pt. II, 1858, p. 192. 
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lower portion of the Pottsville formation. Splwnopteris patentissima 
appears to be present at this level, though more common in and charac
teristic of the roof of coal No. 4. Oalamostachys c£. lanceolata, collected 
frmn the East Brookside rock dump, may be assumed to have come 
from No. 4, its occurrence in other regions being as high as the flora 
of No. 4, or even higher. The same is true of Lepidodendrron alabmnense. 
Lepidopl~yllum lanceolcdttm var. virginianwn and Lepidoplbyllum 
quinninwntanurn. are essentially characteristic of the lower Pottsville in 
all regions, but the former is usually predominant in beds lower than 
those in which the latter is comn1on. 

From an examination of the table, as well as from the inspection of 
the collections, we may conclude that the almost invariable appearance 
of Mariopteris eremopte'roides or the lax form, var. in(J3qualis, of 1Veu-
7'0]Jteris. Pocalwntas, as well as the occasional presence of a number of 
the ferns slightly more characteristic of No.4, serves to distinguish the 
stage of coal No. 5 from the basal portion of the Pottsville formation, 
while the species :first mentioned, together with the always abundant 
Neuropteris Pocahontas var. pentias, Neuropteris Pocalwntas, and Lepi
dop'l~ylltt?T!J lanceolatttm var. virginianum, likewise assist in discdminat
ing between·the floras of coals No. 5 and No. 4. In the latter differ
entiation the absence of those plants which are characteristic of the 
roof shales of No. 4 is perhaps an equally valuable crityrion, though 
negative in its nature. 

PALEONTOLOGIC FEATURES Ol!' THE ROOF SHALES OF COAL NO. 4. 

The flora of the roof shales of Lykens coal No. 4 is perhaps the most 
readily recognizable among those attending the series of the Lykens 
.coals. While it contains a large percentage of species that are also 
found in the ·roof of No. 5, as may be noted by reference to the table, 
and while its facies is distinctly. lowe?' Pottsville as compared with 
floras of coals 2 or 3, it almost invariably contains several species 
which are not only restricted to nearly this level in the Southern 

~Anthracite :field, but whieh are also observed, similarly associated, and 
restricted as to vertical range, in other regions. These are Aneimites 
pottsvillensis, 11£ariopteris pottsvillea, Alethopteris JYrotaqttib_:na, Neu
?'Opteris S1nithsii, Volkm .. an;nia crassa, and SplwnO]Jl~;yllum tenue. 
Additional species, hitherto found only at this level in the Southern 
Anthracite :field, are Sphenopteris novalincolnia?ut, S. Ltttlwriana, 
Rltapdocarpos speciosus, and a forn1 of Sporangites. Of the species 
which are found at other horizons, Splwnopteris patentissima, the 
small form of S. asplenioides, Aloiopteris georgiana, Lepidodendron ala
bmnense, and Trigonocarpu1n I-£elen(J3 are more especially common in 
this stage, where they are generally associated with the species first 
enumerated. In fact, .Aneim,ites pott8villen8?~s, .llfariopteri8 pottsvillea, 
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Nelt?·opteris Smithsii, Splz,enophyllum tenue, Lepidodendron alabamense, 
and Triqonocarpltm Ilelence are among the characteristic species of this 
~tage of the Pottsville formation throughout the Appalachian region. 
The most common, and therefore the 1nost useful of these in the 
Southern Anthracite field are .M.ariopteris, Neuropteris, and Spheno
pl~yllum. In fact, if we were to employ a paleontologic term for this 
portion of the section, the latter miwht appropriately be designated 
the J.1fariopteris pottsvillea zone. ' 

COMPARISON OF THE LOWER PORTIO}! OF THE TYPE SECTION WITH 

REFERENCE TO THE LYKENS COAL HORIZONS. 

Owing to the densely conglomeratic constitution of the basal portion 
of the formation at the type locality' comparatively few fossils have been 
obtained from beds A and B, which clearly belong to the Lower Lykens 
div.ision; but while the materials from bed B of the section are quite 
insufficient to. fohn a basis for horizontal comparisons, we find that 
the presence of J.lfa?·iopten:s sp. No. 1, which is perhaps inseparable 
fron1 JJ£ctrriopteris ermnOJJteroides, 1Veuropter-/s Pocalwntas, and Spl~;enop
teris patentissima in bed C, 770 feet below- the Twin coal, is entirely 
compatible with a stratigraphic position not far from Lykens coal No. 
5. At the same time, the presence in bed D, 710 feet below the Twin 
co~l, of 1J£ariopteris ]JOttsvillea, Sphe?wpteri8 dadeana, Aloiopteris qeor
qiana, .Neuropteri8 Pocahonta8 var. incequalis, Neuropteris Sm,itl"sii, 
and Splwnopl&ylluTn tentte strongly points to a place near the level of 
Lykens coal No. 4. Although several species are kno:wn to occur in 
beds above No. 4, they are rare in higher horizons, while the 1nore 
important percentage of species which appear to be largely character
istic of t4e Lower Lykens division more than counterbalances them. 
Of greater correlative value, however, are.such species as Mariopterl's 
pottsvillea, Ne~ropteris S?nithsi1~, and Splwnophyllum tenue, which are 
in general characteristic of the horizon of No. 4 coal, and whose evi
dence is strengthened by the accompanying species enumeratP.d above. 
In short, the plants of bed D indicate a horizon approximate to that 
of the Lykens coal No.4 C"7hite's bed), about 710 feet below the Twin 
coal in the type section. It is probably n~t higher; it may be slightly 
lower. Bed C, on the other hand, 770 feet below the. Twin coal, is 
probably lower than the No. 4 coal, and may have been deposited at 
the same time as the Lykens coal No. 5. · 

I do not wish· to be understood as regarding the ~oals adjacent to 
beds C and D in the type section as unquestionably identical with 
Lykens coals 5 and 4, respectively. The obvious variation in the beds 
of the Pottsville formation; especially as regards the number of the 
coals, as shown in sections located but a few miles distant, and the 
frequently observed entire disappearance o£ the principal coals of 
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the :field, as revealed by borings not far from the Lincoln region, 1 can 
not fail as convincing arguments against the free application, in the 
Pottsville formation of the Southern Anthracite field, of the correl
ative methods employed by geologists working in the interior of the 
Appalachian trough, where, i1i the several bituminous pasins, the beds 
are relatively uniforin and clearly persistent over great areas. That 
one of the thin coals occurring in the Pottsville Gap section nearly 
700 feet below the Twin coal il:l contemporaneous with and equivalent 
in point of time to a portion of the No. 4 coal at Lincoln or \Villiams
town is perhaps not improbable, since the favorable conditions for 
exclusively carbonaceous dep·osition may have been synchronous at 
both points, and the testimony of the fossils points toward the latter. 
It is likewise possible that the 1-foo~ coal accompanying the 2 feet o£ 
dark shales at bed C may r~pres.ent Lykens coal No. 5. It if-5, how
ever, extre1nely improbable that either of these coals. extends in a con
tinuous carbonaceous terrane from the type section at Pottsville. to 
the very valuable deposit in the Lincoln district. · 

The stratigraphic position of bed A in the topmost stratum of red shale 
at the base of the section probably ]ustifies the assumption that it is 
older than any of the Lykens coals. Its very small flora, of Lower, 
Carboniferous facies, appears to warrant this assumption, although it 
is too meager to serve as a foundation for satisfactory co:inparison. 

FLORA OF THE LOWER INTERMEDIATE DIVISION. 

BRIEF EXISTENCE O:E' A TRANSITION FLORA. 

The relative distinctness, from a ~5tratigru.phic standpoint, of the 
floras of the Upper Lykens division, a~ compared with those of the 
Lower Lykens division, has already been remarked in connection with 
the proposed subdivision of the Pottsville formation according to the 
concomitant grouping of the economic coals and the fossils. It may 
be noted at this point that the paleontologic difference between the 
lower and the upper groups, which, excluding the gymnosperms and 
certain vertically widely distributed Lycopodiales, have comparatively 
few species in common, i::; probably due in part at least to the interval 
between Lykens coals No~.± and 3, which is about 250 feet in the Lin
coln region. This interval, of which we have from the Lincoln region 
no paleontologic representation in the collections, and which is there
fore not assigned to either the upper or the lower division, still remains 
accordingly a paleontologically unknown quantity. Yet, notwithstand
ing the inferential conclusion that it contains a transitional mingling of 
Upper and Lower Lykens floral cha1;acters~ such as occurs in the inter
val (Lower Intermediate division) between 570 and 700 feet below 
the Twin coal in the type section.~ the vertical distance involved is 

1 See the records of diamond-drill bore holes on Broad Mountain, platted in great detail on columnar
section sheet ix, Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. IV. 
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comparatively so little, when we at once take into view the entii'e sec
tion and the notable differences between the flora above and that below, 
as to strongly emphasize. the rapidity of the specific floral changes 
which it masks. As has previously been mentioned, the plant'5 of bed 
G of the Pottsville Gap section are .probably referable to the Uppel! 
Lykens division. Should plants be collected from several beds between 
coals No. 3 and No. 4 in the Lincoln-Lykens mining districts, it is not 
improbable that some of the terranes will show closer paleontologic 
connections with one division or the other; but the plants in the inter
val in the type section, though few in number, indicate that within 
certain limits of a relatively thin zone of the sections the boundar}!, if 
drawn as between the ~ower Lykens division and the Upper Lykens 
division, will be largely arbitrary through beds with a mixed flora. 
The case in hand well illustrates the rapidly changing facies of the 
floras of the Appalachian region during Pottsville time. 

FLORAS OF THE UPPER LYKENS DIVISION. 

FLORA OF LYKENS COALS NOS. 3 AND 2. 

Fossil plants have been collected from the roof shales of Nos. 1, 2, 
and 3 of ihe upper Lykens coals in the vicinity of Lincoln. It has. 
been impossible to make a collection from coal No. lt, since the·New 
Lincoln colliery, where it was formerly slightly woi·ked, has for a 
num her of years been abandoned, the .mineral fron1 the other beds on 
the property being brought to light at the Lincoln mine. Accordingly, 
while it is .not impossible that stray specimens from this bed may still 
have been accesr::;ible in the rock dump, it is probable from the very 
small.extent of the workings that few, if any, were collected. At least 
it has not been possible to recognize such, and the specimens, if pres
ent, are presumably included in the column of "the table devoted to the 
stratigraphically undifferentiated material froni coals 1 to 3, inclusive, 
at the New Lincoln mine. 

Of the floras derived from the upper Lykens eoals, by far the most 
interesting are those associated with the neighboring coals, Nos. 2 and 3. 
The proximity of these beds, which are separated by but 3 inches of 
dirt at the New Lincoln mine and by strata probably nowhere far 
exceeding 30 feet in the Lincoln workings, results generally in the 
removal of both coals at once and the mingling of the roof shales of 
No. 2 with the parting between Nos. 2 and 3. Separate collections 
were, however, obtained from both, that exclusively from the parting, 
which may be regarded as the roof of No. 3, being procured at the 
Lincoln mine, while specimens from. the cover of coal No. 2 were 
gathered at the North Brookside slope 1 in that bed and from the lower 

1 Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xvii; P't. IV B, columnar-section sheet x, sec
tion 8; Pt. VI, cross-section sheet xix, section 25. 
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Eureka drift. 1 Of the entire 125 species so far discovered in the shales 
over the coals of the Upper Lykens group, not more than 14 or 15, 
including the vertically widely distributed gymnosperms, are found in 
the Lower Lykens group. By reference to the preceding table of dis
tribution, it will at once be seel? that of the fern flora but 2 species, 
Sphenopteris asplenioides and I'ecopteris serrulata, present in the 
Lower Lykens division~ are also apparently present in the roof shales 
of the mined upper Lykens coals, or in the beds of the type section, 
which, on the paleontologic evidence, I refer to the same division as 
the upper Lykens coals. Calamites Romneri, Asterophyllites pa1·vulus, 
Lepidodendiron clypeatum, Lepidostrobus pennsylvanicus, and the five 
gymnosperms, which oecur in the Lower Lykens division, have a rela
tively wide distribution in the formation. Splwnopteris asplenioides 
appears to be extremely rare in this division of the Southern Anthra
cite field, though it occurs as a large form in ·beds of the same age in 
the southern Appalachian region. Pecopteris serrulata is usually conl
mon in beds of. this age: Splwnopllyll~tm tenue is, on the other hand, 
extremely rare at so high a level; it, like Trigonocarpum IIelenm, being 
usually characteristic of the zone of No. 4 coal, or lower. 

The zone of coals Nos. 2 and 3 is, in general, especially characterized 
by the presence of broad- or round-pinnuled forms of Eremopteris/ 
by forms of JJfariopteJ•is approaching the original 1nuricata type; by 
the large number of Sphenopterids, especially of the Hymenophyllous 
group, as well as by a Pecopteroid form; by the presence of the large, 
lax, and distant-nerved Alethopterids of the types of A. disc1•epans 
and A. grandifolia; by the Jfegaloptm·is types;. by the Elrodi and 
gigantea types of Nelt?'opteris / by the delicate Asterophyllites forms; 
by the early Ann~tlarim/ the dissected Splwnophylla/ the numerous 
gymnosperms, including Cordaites and the broad-leafed H'h#tleseym; 
as well as by a great abundance and variety of fruits. As more peculiar 
to this zone, specific mention should be made of-

Eremopteris Cheathami. 
Mariopteris pygim€a. 
Mariopteris tennesseeana. 
Sphenopteris Lehmanni. 

· Sphenopteris Krercheri. 
Sphenopteris divaricata. 
Sphenopteris Harttii. 
Sphenopteris Royi. 
Sphenopteris palmatiloba. 
Alethopteris Lacoei. · 
Alethopteris grandifolia. 
Alethopteris Evansii. 
Callipteridium alleghaniense. 

Neuropteris Elrodi. 
'N europteris tennesseeana. 
Asterophyllites arkansanus. 
Sphenophyllum tenerrinium var. elon-

gatum. 
Sphenophyllum bifurcatum. 
Stigmariopsis Harveyi. 
Cardiocarpon. Cuyahogre. 
Cardiocarpon minus. 
Carpolithes transsectus. 
Whittleseya microphylla. 
Whittleseya elegans var. minor. 

1 Station 33, Pl. CLXXX. Atlas Southern Anthracite Ffeld, Pt. III, mine sheet xvi: Pt. IVB, 
columnar-section sheet x, section 6: Pt .. VI, cross-section sheet xvii, section 23. 
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In addition to the plants specially mentioned above, there remain a 
number of new species which are as yet unknown outside of the field, 
and which, as may be observed in .the table, occur only in this zone. 

The species enumerated above, which paleobotanists· will at once 
recognize as preponderantly common to the flora accompanying the 
Sewanee coal in .Tennessee, 1 are essentially characteristic of this zone 
of the Upper Lykens division. Many of them, such as Eremopteris 
OAeatlwmi, Mariopteris tenrwsseeana, Sphenopteris Royi, SplMnopteris 
pilosa, Aletlwpteris Evansii, 1Ye~tropteris tenn~,sseea?'ict, Oa1politlws trans

. sectus, and Wldttleseya micropl~yllct, have, so far as I know, never yet 
been found at any considerable distance from this zone in the Appa
lachian trough. 

The flora.in the roof of Lykens coal No. 2 reveals, as compared with 
that in the roof of No. 3, a slight difference, consisting of the presence 
of a few species of usually slightly higher occui·rence and several forms 
which, in the Southern Anthracite field, I have found at no other hori
zon. As referable. to the former category the _following may be 
mentioned: 

Eremopteris deci pi ens. 
Eremopteris dissecta. 
Mariopteris pygmrea. 
Alethopteris Lacoei. 
Alethopteris magnifolia. 
N europteris Elrodi. 
Neuropteris gigantea v~r. 

Asterophy Hites arkansan us. 
Sphenophyllum bifurcatum. 
Sphenophyllum tenerrimum var. elon-

gatum.· 
Cardiocarpon Cuyahogre. 
Whittleseya elegans. 

The peculiar elements which characterize the flora of Lykens coal No. 
2 at every locality from which a considerable collection of specimens 
has been obtained, and by which it would seem that, in the western 
'portion of the Southern Anthracite field, the horizon may almost 
~nvariably be recognized, include JJfariopteris pygmma, Sphenopteris 
Lelwrtanni Aletlwpte'ris Lacoei, and Neuropteris Elrodi. To this group 
. or' species may also be added SpAenophyllttm tenerr·imum var. elongat~Mn, 
although in other fields this species has a somewhat higher distribu
tion, and such, we may anticipate, will be the case outside of a 
restricted area in the western portion of the Southern Anthracite :field. 
It may be noted that even where drifted, at a point about 550 feet 
below the Twin coal, above the wagon road on the east side of the gap 
below Pottsville, and at a point along' an abandoned tramway near the 
apex of the mountain on the west side of Westwood Gap, this horizon 
reveals the same association of species in their identical forms. These 
species appear to a~tend Lykens coal No. 2 in the Southern Anthracite 
:field, j list as Eremoptm·is OAeatha1ni, Splwnopter'is Royi, S. palnuttilobct, 
S. pilosa, JJ£ariopteris tennesseeana, Alethopteris Evansii and Neitrop
teris tennesseeana usually occur in. the roof of Lykens coal No. 3. 

I Coal Flora, VoL III, p. 853. 
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FL'ORA OF LYKENS COAL NO. 1. 

Lykens coal No. 1, it will be remep1bered, occurs at about 325 to 
360 feet above coal No. 2, and about 250 feet below the "Buck Moun
tain" coal. The plant as·sociation in the roo.£ shale of this, the highest 
of the Lykens coals worked in this· region, is niarked, as compared 
with the flora of the Lykens coal No. 2, by the disappearance'of species 
known to be present in the latter, as well as by the introduction of new 
forms rapidly approaching the Coal Measures facies. Among the more 
interesting of the survivors are Cordaites Robbii, Trigonoca1pum 
ampu1lceforme, lVAittleseya Campbelli, and CarpoUtAes or'izceforrnis from 
the Lower Lykens division, and a form of Aletlwpter1:s E'vansii and 
S_pAenopAylvwn b~furccdtt111 from the Upper Lykens division. An 
examination of additional collections will no doubt largely increase 
this nmnber, since it is possible that representatives of all the ante
cedent Coal Measures types, such as Aletlwpteris loncl~itica, Nettrop
teris a:ff. AeteropAylla, and N. gigantect, present in the zone of No. 2 
coal, wHl eventually come to.light at the horizon of Lykens coa1 No. 
1. At the same time, however, it is to be expected that the number of 
new forms will be correspondingly increased. 

The forms which have not yet l)een found below the horizon of No. 
1 include Splwnopteris palnu;ttiloba var. squ£M•rosa, Neitropteris lunata, 
Annttla1•ia cusjJidctta; J.Y. tenttifolia var. l~ttmilis, and_ ·u. fimbriatct. 
The first three of these appear to be characteristic of this zone, while 
the two last named eontinue into the Lower Coal Measures. · · Anmdaria 
cuspidatct i:s mo:st probably the precursor of Annttlaria spl~;enopkylloides, 
which appear~ early in the Allegheny series. · 

UPPER LYKENS ZONES IN THE TYPE SECTION. 

It needs but a glanee at the names of the species recorded in the 
eolumn representing the two approximate beds, H and I, about 5'50 
feet below the 'rwin eoal in the Pottsville Gap, to detect the floral 
eharacteristics of the zone of Lykens coals Nos. 2 and 3; while to 
paleobotanists who are · acquainted with the Sewanee flora, whose 
nearly identieal composition has already been noted, the preponderance 
of common features will at onee indieate approximately the same age. 
The.greater portimi of the piants reeorded from coals Nos. 3 and 2 are 
also fo~nd in the eollective material from beds Hand I, which have 
been somewhat thoroughly searched: It will also be observed that 
besides several new species, sueh as Sphenopteris simttlans, Callipter
idiwn suspectttm, and 1Vkittleseya Lescuriana, not found elsewhere, we 
have Cordaites angustifoli'tl8 and CardiocarJJOn min'tlS, whieh are not 
reported from the vieinity ·of Lincoln. 

Above the trolley road, on the east side of the gap .at Pottsville, 
about 465 feet below the Twin coal, a drift has been driven some 
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distance along a thin • coal, and in dark coaly shales which contain 
.2J£ariopteris pygn1.lEa, Alethopteris Lacoei, and Nett'ropterz's Elrodi in 
the facies and association characteristic of the horizon of Lykens coal 
No. 2 in the Lincoln district, and I have little hesitation in suggesting 
the .probable approximate contemporaneity, if not equivalence; of the 
two beds. 

As previously mentioned, the same horizon appears also to have been 
touched in a trial shaft on the west slope of vV estwood Gap. 
· Among the more interesting or important additional species in bed 
J, the probable equivalent of this horizon in the type section in the rail
road cut at Pottsville, which has been more thoroughly searched for 
fossils, are Eremopteris Aldr,lcAi, Sphenopteris palmatiloba, S. pilosct, 
Pecopteris serrulcttct, Aletlwpteris Ev(JJnsii, Oallipteridi1t1n pottsvillense, 
and Neuropteris l~inutina. Of these, the first three are usually rather 
more common at a horizon· a little higher than that of coal No. 3 iii 
other coal fields. Pecopteris 8erntlata, which, if the specimen h~s 
not been misplaced, occurs in the shales over coal No. 4 at Brookside, 
has hitherto been unknown at any _¢listance below the zone of coals 
Nos. 2 and 3. Oallipteridium pottsvillense is very close to a species 
from the "coal-bearing shales" of Washington County, Arkansas, 
where it is associated, as in bed J, with a dilated, thin type deriYed 
from AletlwjJteris Evansii. The Neuropteris Airrsutina is a new species 
with slender, acute, long-p<;>inted pinnules, strongly suggesting Neu
ropten:s Scl~e?.tcl~zeri, to which it appears to sustain an ancestral relation. 
It is the earliest-known hirsute Neuropteris: 

The rather small number of plants from bed K is hardly worthy of 
special .consideration, since their source is only about 25 fe~t higher 
than J, with whose flora they are in general agreement. It is, how
ever, interesting to note the appearance at this level of an Erenwpteris 
(E. subelegans) close to E. elegans, and a SjJAenOJJte?·is (S. mixtilis) 
probably ancestral to the S. mixtct of the Coal Measures. · 

The flora of bed L, about 380 feet below the Twin coal, like that 
of Lykens coal No. 1, is one of the most interesting in the type 
sectioil on account of the at1tecedept Coal Measures forms mingled 
with typical Pottsville types'. In Calamites Roemeri, lfTlt,ittleseya 
Omnpbelli, and OarpoUtlws oriza?;fonnis we seem to have survivors 
from the Lower Lykens division, though it is possible that the name 
Oala1nit~ Suckowii should be substituted for that first mentioned. 
Omitting the enumeration of other species recorded from the Upper 
Lykel)S horizons, at other localities, in the table, it may be observed 
that, of the species present in bed L, Eremopteris dissecta, .ll£a1·iopteris 
Pl~illipsi, Annuiar~a latf;folia, BotA1·odend'!'m~ arborescen.s, Oordaian
thus .spicatus, and Oardiocarpon annulatttm, .characteristic of the Potts
ville formation in other regions as well, !1re unknown in the Lower 
Coal Measures of the bituminous or anthracite basins of the Northern 
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States. Pseudopecopteris obttfJ3iloba var. 1na·riopteroides, Spl~enopteris 
81-tbpinnatifida, Oligocarpia crenulata, and Neuropteris tenuifolia var. 
humilis seem to foreshadow as many Coal Measures types, ~bile 
Spl~enopteris furcata, frequently reported in the lower portion of the 
Lower Coal Measures, is, however, generally more common in the top
most beds of the Pottsville formation. As elsewhere remarked, I 
have not seen the typical form of Alethopteris lonchitica in the Lower 
Coal Measures of the Northern States; the same may be said of Trigo
nocarpu1n Noeggeratld. As to ·whether bed L represents approxi
mately the horizon of Lykens coal No. 1· in the type section, little 
that is definite can be said. The fact is simply that the flora of each 
b~ars nearly ·the same relation to the older floras, and to those of the 
Lower Coal Measures, yet there are but few species common to the 
two. It is not unlikely, however, that the latter circumstance is 
largely due to the meagerness of the material from the roof of Lykens 
coal No. 1. 

The general biologic evidence, treating the subject from the stand
point of the composition, vertical range, individual relations, etc., of 
the species, would seem to indicate a similar stage for both. Reason
ing from the same evidence, we may conclude that the two beds are 
referable to horizons not far distant at most. It would also appear 
slightly more probable that the older terrane may be bed L in the 
type section. However, very little weight should he attached to so 
tentative a supposition, even though the latter is supported by the cir
cumstauce that the interval between bed L and the Twin coal in the 
type Rection is over 375 feet, while Lykens coal No. 1, about 300 feet 
from the "Buck Mountain" coal, the supposed equivalent of the Twin 
at Lincoln, approaches within 225 feet of the same horizon at Good 
Spring. The known variability of the Pottsville terranes is too great 
to entitle a relative distance of that extent to any serious consideration 
when the localities are so. far removed. 

FLORA OF THE UPPER INTERMEDIATE DIVISION. 

PLANTS Ol!' BEDS M AND N IN THE TYPE SECTION. 

On passing to the consideration of the species in beds M and N of 
the type section, it is important to bear in mind that the floras of the 
roof of the upper Lykem; coal No. 1, at the Lincoln mine, and of bed 
L, 380 feet below the Twin coal at Pottsville, are essentially very 
distinct specifically from the flora of the roof of the "Buck Moun
tain" (Twin) bed, as will be shown latet. . The plants of Lykens coal 
No. 1 and of bed L, which we have tentatively assumed were nearly 
contemporaneous, are, in fact, characteristic of a zone in the upper 
part of the Pottsville formation, and are closely bound to the flora of 
the. preceding Lykens coals Nos. 2 and 3, or of beds H, I, and J, 
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although having little in common with the plant associations of the 
Lower Lykens division. The small plant collections from the phy
tlferous terranes in the remaining upper portion of the lithologic type 
section, which collectively were designated on an earlier page ('775) 
the '"Upper Intermediate division," will be found to contain a still 
larger proportion of Coal JYleai:iures species, though yet exhibiting 
many :forms which are comriwn in the beds of supposed Pottsville age 
in other regions, and which are still unknown in the Lower Coal J\1eas
ures. The two beds in question are but 35 feet apart, or 24:5 and 210 
feet, respectiveljr,, below the Twin coal. They are both, as may be 
seen by reference to the section, Pl.CLXXXI, intercalated in the mas
sive conglomerates which sueceed the great white, egg conglomerate that 
underlies the south portion of the railroad bridge at the north end of the 

· gap. The conglomerate last mentioned is, on account of its hardness, 
light color, thickness, and the regularity of its coan;e quartz pe1)bles, 
one of the most easily recognized beds, lithologically, of the Pottsville · 
formation over a large portion of the Southern Anthracite field. By 
glancing at the columns of the table showing the species furnished in 
the small collections, obtained with some difficulty from the coaly or 
shaly parti11gs between the conglomerates; we find that Aletlwpteris 
Serlii, A. coxtoniana, Neuropteris ovata, 1V. .Desorii ?, Spl~enopl~ylltt?n 
cuneifoliU?n, and Sigillaria cf. lcevigata have been obtained from bed 
)·1, while Pseudopecopterris cf. squamosa, Pecopteris sp., Nettropter-is 
ovata, Aletlwpteris Serlii, (}ardiocarpon elongatwn var. intermediuni, 
0. annulatum, and, perhaps, C. bicuspidatu1n var. oldoense are 
present in bed N. The last identification is uncertain, since the speci
mens, which were obtained from coarse, conglomeratic sandstones, are 
very indistinct and fragmentary. The Pecoptais species comprises a 
villous type close .to the ferns described by Professor Lesquereux as 
PecO]Jteris vestita from the Lower Coal Measures of Missouri, and as 
P. Bucklandii Brongn., from the Pottsville formation at Campbell 
Ledge, near Pittston, Pennsylvania. 

vV ith, perhaps, the exception of the Aletlwpteris coxtoniana, the 
flora of bed N is apparently as ancient as that of JYI. The com
bined list from these two beds, which, on account of their stratigraphic 
proximity and their similar plant contents, may for the present be 
treated as one flora, contains but 11 species, yet these are of a highly 
mter~sting and suggestive character. But one fern species, 1 Aletlwp
teris coxtoniana, is. represented in the collections from the Lykens 
groups. The remaining ferns are either identical with the species 
of the Lower Coal Measures of the same region, though vatying 
somewhat in minor details, such as size, or are very closely bound to 
typical Coal Measures species. SpltenopAylhtm cttneifolitt?n is repre-

I Neuropteris ovala is represented by a variety in the roof of one of the upper Lykens coals at New 
~~ . 

20 GEOL, .PT 2--51 
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sented by the n1ore rigid, coarse-nerved, irregularly dissected, broad
toothed forn1 mo.re characteristic of the Lower Coal Measures ; not 
by the very narrow, lax-leafed type, with thin nerves, described by 
Lesquereux 1 as Spl~enopl~yllum saxi.fragaifolitt?n, from beds of Upper 
Lykens age in "\Vashington County, Arkansas. The Sigillaria lmvi
gata is at once suggestive of the Coal Measures. The gymnosperms, 
on the other hand, belong to species which have generally a relatively 
wide range in the higher part of the Upper Lykens division in other 
coai fields, and which are hardly known from the Lower Coal Measures 
of the Northern States. These compr~se species that are especially 
common in the upper portion of the formation, of which Cardiocarpon 
a?~nulamt/Jn and C. bicuspidatum var. ol~ioense appear to be distinctly 
characteristic, the former being more restricted to the upper beds. 

From the foregoing it appears that in beds M and N we have a flora 
the pteridophytic elements of. which are, on the whole, generally dis
tinct from those characteristic of the preceding zones of the Pottsville 
formatioJ1. The gymnosperms, on the other hand, are character
istic of the Upper Lykens division. Yet the ferns, though identical 
or closely related to those of the Lower Coal Measures, appear not to 
exhibit the forms and facies of the species found either in the roof of 
the. Buck Mountain coal (Lower Coal Measures) or in the Brookville 
or Clarion coals of the Allegheny series, in the bit~minous .basins of 
the Northern States. The wide differenee between the floras of the 
preceding zones ,of the Upper Lykens division of the Pottsville for
Illation, on the one hand, and those of the Lower Coal Measures, on 
the other hand, has alreaJ.y heeu indicated, auJ. will be further shown 
on a later page. Between these two sections-between the flora of 
Lykens coal No. 1, or of bed L of the type section, and the roof of the 
Buck Mountain coal, or base of the Lower Coal Measui·es in the 
anthracite fields-we have an interval of about 375 feet, within which 
occurs a very distinct, though perhaps gradual, .change from the purely 
Pottsville plant life to the flora which, as we shall presently see, is 
distinctly that of the Lower Productive Coal Measures, as that group 
is recognized in the coaL fields of the Northern States. The small 
collections obtained from the partjngs, beds M and N, in the upper 
plexus of massive conglomerates, which occurs-within the top of the. 
PottsviJle formation as generally defined on a lithologic basis, appar
entiy constitute fragments in evidence of this floral transition. For 
the present, when speaking of the type section and region, and until 
the subject is treated in a broader tight, in connection with the Potts
ville of the other portions of the Appalachian province, I shall continue 
to use the term '"Upper Intermediate division" in referring to this 
portion ofthe Pottsville formation. 

1 Coal Flora, Vol. III, p. 726, pl. xciii, fig 9, 9a. 
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CORRELATIONS. 

It is not within the scope of. this paper, whose primary purpose is to 
present. a combined stratigraphic and paleontolqgic type section and 
definition of the Pottsville flora in the type region, to enter in detail 
into the subject of the correlation of the various terranes and groups 
in the Appalachian trough which have been or should be regarded as 
equivalent to the whole or a part of the Pottsville formation as devel
oped in the Southern Anthracite field. Such a treatment of these 
extensive and complicated problems can be satisfactorily accomplished 
only in connection with the consideration of the detailed paleonto
logic evidence of all the terranes concerned in the comparisons. 

In this report questions of contemporaneity will be confined to beds 
at isolated localities in the anthracite region, or to formations or 
groups in other regions whose floras are already more or less known, 
and which will be correlated only in a broad sense. 

These cases will be divided into two groups: (1) Detached localities 
which are situated within the Southern Anthracite field itself and 
whose actual occurrence in the Pottsville for1nation in the typical 
region renders this correlation nwre important as well as certain, 
while at the same time adding to our knowledge of the distribution 
and range of the species in the PottsvilLe Basin. (2) Terranes or • 
groups whose floras have been studied in other fields. 

In discussing the beds of the first category greater confidence will 
be reposed in the occurrence, in a given bed, of the particular group
ing or association of species which, in the beds or sec~ions 'already 
discussed, appear to be characteristic of the several horizons, although 
the number of species from the locality in question may be small. On 
the other hand, in considering the relative age of formations geograph
ically more remote, g;reater stress will be laid on the cmnposition of the 
entire flora, and on the vertical range of its elements a~:? well as the pro
portion of its identical species. 

PALEONTOLOGIC RELATIONS OF COALS DEVELOPED AT ISO
LATED MINES IN THE SOUTHERN ANTHRACITE FIELD. 

The principal detached localities, within the limits of the Southern 
Anthracite field, from which fossil plants have been obtained are those 
inscribed to the right of the columns devoted to the type section in 
the table of distribution. All of these have at some time been the 
scenes of coal exploitation or prospecting. In most cases the beds have 
been either tentatively or definitely, and, as will be further shown, some
times erroneously, correlated with reference to the Lykens coals mined 
in the Lincoln-Lykens region. Several of these localities are but a few 
miles frmi1 the mining developments of the latte.r region, and nearly all 
are east of the mines. The correlation of these beds, so far as it can 
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be n1ade with precision or close approximation, has an important bear
ing on the geographic extent and economic condition of the several coals. 
With few exceptions the beds discussed are located on the mine maps, 
while generally they will be found approximately if not exactly 
identified in the cross-section and columnar-section sheets of the Atlas 
of the Southern Anthracite Field. 

Proceeding along. the upturned edge of the coal field in Sharp 
~J:ountain, west of Pottsville, we shall consider: 

1. .Drifts in the Lower Lykens division in Swatara Gap. Station 3, 
Pl. CLXXX. Two of the Pottsville coals have been drifted at a little 
above water level in this gap. The geographic positions of the open
ings are shown in mine sheet xvi, Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, 
Pt. III. The structure of this portion of the basin is illustrated in 
section 23, cro~s-section sheet xvi, Atlas South~rn Anthracite Field, 
Pt. VI. From the upper of the coals, which is about 440 feet below 
the ''Buck Mountain" (Twin) coal, as identified by the State survey in 
this gap, no fossil plants were obtained. The roof shales from the 
lower coal, mined to a slight extent on both sides of the gap, have fur
nished species as follows: 

Mariopteris pottsvillea. 
Neuropteris Pocahontas. 

• Neuropteris Pocahontas var. in;;equalis. i 

Neuropteris Smithsii. 
Whittlese~a Camp belli. 

These species, though few, are always common in the roof shales of 
Lykens coal No. 4, of which the first and fourth named are especially 
characteristic. The inference that this coal~ which was mapped hy 
the late State survey as Lykens coal No. 6, is n1ore probably the 
Lykens coal No. 4, as indicated by the fossils, is further supported by 
the thickness of the rock (about 600 feet) between it and the Buck 
Mountain coal. That this coal is as old as Lykens coal No. 6 seems 
very improbable. 

2. Ra~tsch Gap, Schuylkill County. Station 4, Pl. CLXXX. At 
Rausch Gap, 1 mile west of Swatara Gap, two of the Lykens coals have 
been driven into for some distance. The district is shown on mine sheet 

. xvi, Pt. III of the Atlas of the Southern Anthracite Field. The struc
ture, consisting of a slightly overturned (70° dip) south limb of the 
deep Coal Measures basin, is similar to that at Swatara Gap. The 
section at this pojnt, as compiled frmn the incomplete conglomerate 
exposures in the gap, is shown in Pl. CLXXXV, Fig. 1. 

From the lower of the two .coal:::; mentioned, about 975 feet below 
the representative of the Buck Mountain coal, at the opening on the 
east side of the gap, there have been gathered the following: 

Mariopteris eremopteroides ? 
Neuropteris Pocahontas var. inrequalis. I 

Lepidostrobus pennsylvanicus. 
Trigonocarpum ampullreforme. 
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The other coal, about 70 feet higher, openeg o11 the west side, has 
furnished fragments representing-

N europteris Pocahontas var. pentias? 
. Neuropteris Pocahontas var. in::equalis. 
Calamites Roemeri. I 

Trigonocarpum ampullreforme. 
Trigonocarpum Helen::e ? • 

Neither of these florulas ·is sufficiently complete to form the basis 
for definite correlation. Nevertheless, not only is it clear that both 
belong to the Lower Ly]}:ens division of the Pottsville formation, but 
it is also highly probable, from the absence of species characteristic of 
Lyk~ns coal No.4, as well as from the presence of Ma~riopte?·is erem
opteroides, and, probably, of Neuropteris Pocahontas var. pentias, that 
we have here to do with Lykens coal No.5, or a still lower coal. As 
already stated in the discussion of the floral characters of the horizon 
of Lykens coal No.6, owing, perhaps, to the scantiness.of material in 
the collections, no definite paleontologic distinctions can yet be drawn 
between it and coal No.5. Taking into account the agreement of the 
florulas with Lykens coals Nos. 5 an'd 6, as well as the interval between 
the beds, it seems probable that the coal opened on the west side, which 
was mapped by the State geologists as Lykens coal No.6, and con·e
lated by then1 with the lower bed in the Swatara Gap, is really Lykens 
coal No.5, in which case we may assume that the other, lower coal 
drifted on the east sid~ of the gap represents the Lykens coal No. 6'. 

The interval between the coals, about 70 feet, as well as the general 
distances of the latter from the '' Bu.ck Mountain" coal, corresponds 
well with the stratigraphic. relations of Lykens coals Nos. 5 and 6 at 
the Lincoln mine, about 3 miles to the northwest. 

Though few in number, the plants in the Rausch Gap, which are 
distinctly characteristic of the Lower Lykens division, are especially 
interesting as compared with those from coals that have hitherto been 
supposed to be of the same age in Lorberry Gap, a mile to the west. 
The latter will later be especially treated in connection with the 
Dauph~n Basin. 

3. · OoaZ·slwft ?Wrtheast of the North Brookside slope. At a distance 
of a little more than 200 yards northeast of the North Brookside slope 
on Lykens coal No. 2 (Station 7, Pl. CLXXX), a trial shaft was, several 
years since, sunk on a coal which has been supposed by the local 
engineers to be the Lykens coal No. 4, though the isolated position of 
the proving, on the north side of the \Viconisco Basin, opposite Good 
Spring/ left some doubt as to the accuracy of the correlation. The 
presence of Mctriopteris pottsvillea, Sphenopteris patentissima, Neurop
teris Pocalwn.tas vai·. inmq~t£tlis, and Neuropteris Sn~.-itAsii in the flora 
from the roof of the coal points clearly to its contemporaneity with 
the Lykens coal No. 4. 

I Atlas Southeri1 Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xvii. 
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4. T!w Eureka dri(t8. Station 33," Pl. CLXXX. The two Eureka 
drifts m: tunnels are, as shown in mine sheet xvi, Atlas Southern 
Anthraeite Field, Pt. III, located on the slope of Broad Mountain, 
nearly lt miles northwest of Tremont. In both the mine map and the 
cross-section sheet, a portion of which is repeated, with a description, in 
the Summary Final Report 1 of the State geological survey, the upper 
Eureka tunnel is represented as starting from near the outcrop of the 
beds mjned in the lower tunnel and traversing a thin relict of the 
Middle Creek anticline and a narrow basl.n beyond, so that, at a hori
zontal distance across the measures of about 3'75 feet from the coals 
mined by the lower drift or tunnel, the same coals were again reached 
and mined on nearly the same south dip (30°-38°). That this interpre
tation of the structure is almost certainly erroneous will at once be 
seen on referring to the fossils derived from the two long-abandoned 
mines. 

The plants from the lower tunnel comprise the following species: 
Mariopteris pygmrea. 
Alethopteris Lacoei. 
Callipteridium alleghaniense. 
Neuropteris acutimontana? 
Calamites approximatus. 

Cardio'carpon Cuyahogre. 
Trigonocarpum am pullreforme. 
Carpolithes orizreformis. 
Whittleseya Campbelli. 

This flora, as may be seen by an examination of the chart, is typical 
of the zone-of Lykens eoals Nos. 2 and 3, with whieh the beds in thiR 
drift have been correlated by t~e State geologists. The identity of 
No. 2 is indicated especially strongly by the presence of the three 
speeies first enumerated. 

When, however, we examine the roof shales brought from the other 
(upper) tunnel we find-
Mariopteris pottsvillea. 
Neuropteris Pocahontas var. inrequalis. I 

Neuropteris Smithsii. 
Trigonocarpum Helenre. 

This flora, though small, is characteristic of the Lower Lykens divi
sion; to which all but TrigoJwcarpum l£elenw exclusively pertain. Fur
thermore, Mariopteris pottsvillea and _l.leuropteris Smithsii are, in the 
Southern Anthracite field, so far as known, exclusively in or near the 
horizon of coal No. 4, in which the variety inwqnali8 of Neuropteris 
Pocahontas is at home, while the Trigonocarpum is most common at, and 
essentially typical of, the same level. I have, therefore, little hesita
tion in referring the horizon of the shales, which are undoubtedly of 
Lower Lykens age, to the horizon of Lykens coal No. 4. 

The shales from a prospect shaft a short distance to the east of the 
mouth of the upper drift have furnished-
Eremopteris lincolniana. 
Eremopteris decipiens. 
Alethopteris grandifolia var. o btusa. I 

Callipteridium alleghaniense. 
N europteris acutomontana. 
Neuropteris tennesseeana. 

1 Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 2120, pl. 384. 
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The species here associated are all, in· general, typical of the zone 
of Lykens coals Nos. 2 and 3. If the horizon of the shales is on either 
side of this zone it is perhaps slightly higher. It appears most prob
able, however, that it is nearthe outcrop of the neighboring coals Nol:;. 
2 and 3, in agreement with the mapping of the latter on mine sheet 
xvi of the Anthracite Atlas. 

The correlation of the coal mined in the upper Eureka tunnel with 
Lykens coal No. 4 necessitates a very different structural interpre
tation of the beds. It strongly suggests a strict an~ regular paral
lelism in the same monocline of the coals in both drifts,. in which case 
the interval between coals 3 and 4, about 250 feet, would be entirely 
in harmony with the corresponding interval, 245 feet, in the Lincoln 
mine, about 3 miles to the southwest. The Middle Creek anticline 
seems to have been either erroneously interpreted on the State mine 
.maps as extending too fai· westward, or, as is quite possible, wrongly 
platted to the south of the coals in the upper tunnel instead of to the 
iwrth. Neither the mine map nor the profile appears to contain evi
dence of importance in contradiction to either alternative. 

5. Valley View colliery, I{ol~lers GaJJ. Station 15, Pl. CLXXX. At 
the gap in Bear Mountain, 2 miles north of Brookside, several of the 
Lykens coals have been located, one of the uppm: Lykens coals being 
now worked for local use at the Valley View colliery. _ The position 
of the developments and .the stratigraphic relations of the beds in the 
north side of the Wiconisco Basin in this region are shown in mine 
sheet xviii, Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. Ill, and in section 
26, cross-section sheet xix, Atlas, Pt. VI. The columnar section 
was described by H. D. Rogers. 1 The species from the heavy, sat).dy 
roo£ shales of the coal, which is mapped as Lykens coal No. 2 in the 
State mine maps, include among others-

Eremopteris decipiens. 
Eremopteris Aldrichi. 
Sphenophy llum bifurcatum. 
Cordaites Phillipsi. 

Cordaites grandifolius? 
Cardiocarpon elongatum var. antholith

oides. 
Cardiocarpon obliquum. 

The flora is unlike the floras fotl.nd in the roof shales of the lower 
Lykens coals. The distribution of its species is essentially in the Upper . 
Lykens division, and prevailingly in the zone of Lykens coals Nos. 2 
and 3, though it appears to lack the species specially characteristic of 
either coal. 

6. Kemble drift. Station 16, Pl. CLXXX. The l{emble drift is sit
uated near the western spoon of the Peaked Mountain Basin, on the first 
of the large, shallow, synclinal, westward-projecting lobes of Broad 
Mountain. .Its position and the general geologic environment are 
shown in mine sheet xiii, Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. II, and 

I Geology of Pennsylvania, 1858, Vol. II,· Pt. I, p. 190, Pl. VIIL Lykens coals correlated, by A. D\.Y. 
Smith, in Summary Final Report, Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 2130. 
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in section 23, cross-section sheet xviii, Atlas, Pt. VI, republished on a 
small ~:;cale, with a brief deseription, in the Summary Final Report of 
the late State geological survey. 1 From the rock dump at the mine, 
whieh ha8 for --nany years been operated for country use, the following 
species were collected : 

Mariopteris pottsvillea. 
Si)henopteris Lutheriana. 
Alethopteris gr;:tndifolia. 
Neuropteris Pocahontas var. imequalis. 
N europteris gigantea var. clavata. 
Calamites Hoenieri. 
Asterophyllites cf. rigidus. 
Calamostachys cf. lanceolata. 
Sphenophyllum tenue. 
"\Vhittleseya Lescuriana. 

Whittleseya Campbelli. 
Cardiocarpon disculum. 
Cardiocarpon obliquum. 
Trigonocarpum ampulheforme. 
Trigonocarpum ampullrefotme var. spec-

tabile. 
Trigonocarpum Helenre. 
Trigonocarpum Dawsonianum. 
Carpolithes ori:zreformis. 

By far the greater portion of the above names are familiar in the 
discussions ·of the :floras of the Lower Lykens division. Nearly all 
the species occur in the shales of that group, while inMariopteris 
pottsvillea, SpAenopteris Ltdlwriana, and SpAenopliyllu?T& tenue we seem 
to have species specially characteristic of Lykens coal No.4, of which 
Nmtrropteris Pocahontas var. inwqualis and Trigonoca1"}_JUTn IIelenw also 
are largely t}rpical. · In fact, in view of the general agreement of the 
:flora as a whole with that of Lyken~; coal No. 4, and of the presence 
of several of the species supposed to be typical of that horizon, 
we may consider the paleontologic evidence as pointing very strongly 
toward the assignment of the coal at the Kemble drift to an approxi
mate level. As tending, however, to impair the strength of the evi
dence of these fossils, mention should- be made of certain mitior di:ffer
enees in the forms of the species. Thus the form of 111ctriojJteris potts
villect present at this mine is a rather lax type with somewhat dilated 
pinnules, while the form of Neuroptm"is Pocctlwntas var. inwqualis is both 
elongated and robust. Furthermore, Aletlwpieris grandifolia, TVAit
tle8eya Lescuriana, and Oardiocarpon disculwn appear in other portions 
of the basin to be confined to the zone of Lykens coals Nos. 2 and 3, 
while Asteropl1-yllites cf. 1"igidus is more at home in the upper divi
sion of the Pottsville formation. In view of the presence of these 
elements of generall}r later age, we may, I believe, safely co_nclude 
that the coal mined at the Kemble drift, which is mapped by the State 
geologists as Lykens No. 5, 2 can not be any older than Lykens 
coal No. 4. In the Summary Final Report, 3 the correlation of this 
coal, which is there described as "closely overlain". by coal No. 4, 4 
feet thick, is expressed as uncertain. It seems possible that the 
lower coal is a new one occurring near Lykens coal No. 4, if it 

1 Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 2119, pl. 384. 
2 Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. II, mine sheet xiii. 
a Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 2119. 
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is not, in fact, identical with the latter as mined in the \Viconisco 
Basin. That the Lykens coal No. 4 probably extends farther to the 
east on Broad Mountain will be sugg~sted by the :flora obtained at the 
old Altamont colliery No. 1. 

7. Altanwnt colliery No~ 1, nea/l' Frackville. Station 36, Pl. CLXXX. 
This colliery is situated on the south margin of the New Boston-Gor
don Basin at the north border of Broad Mountain, on the northern 
limit of the Southern Anthracite fields. The areal geology is shown 
on mine sheet vii, Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. II. The struc
ture is illustrated in section 17, cross-section sheet v, Atlas, Pt. V, 
the rock sequence being shown in columnar:.section ·sheet ix, Part 
IV. As might be inferred from the columnar sections, 1 compiled from 
diamond-drill bore. holes along the basin, the coal was found to be 
very " faulty," soon pinching too much for profitable mining. 

The plants collected at this mine are: 
Aneimites pottsvillensis. 
Mariopteris pottsvillea. · 
Sphenopteris asplenioides. 
Sphenopteris patentissima. 
Alethopteris lonchitica? 
Neuropteris Pocahontas var. inooqualis. 
Neuropteris Smithsii (form). 

Lepidodendron clypeatum. 
Lepidostrobus cf. ornatus. 
Lepidophyllum quinnimontanum. 
Cordaites grandifolius? 
Trigonocarpum am pulloo{orme. 
Carpolithes orizooformis. 

This :flora, even more clearly than that from the Kemble ·drift, shows 
a composition distinctly characteristic of the Lower Lykens division, 
to which is added a small element of younger species. The two :floras 
are of nearly the same general composition and significance, and repre
sent, I believe, approximately, if not identically, the same stage. There
fore, notwithstanding the reported presence of a 4-foot coal, supposed 
to-be Lykens coal No.4, closely overlying the Kemble drift coal (but 
one coal appears in this portion of the diamond-drill borings in this 
vicinity on 'Broad Mountaiu), I am strongly disposed to regard the coal 
here as even slightly younger than, if not really contemporaneous with 
the Lykens coal No. 4. · 

It is probable that the same coal, which appears, as will next be 
shown, also to extend along the southern limb of the \V estern Middle 
field to the west of Frackville, is opened at the Gordon incline slope, 
Moser's drift, 2 and other points on the western lobes of Broad Mountain. 

8. _1_1£ount Pisgal~, near JJ£auch Chunk. Station 40, PL CLXXX. 
From a small drift recently driYen on the north slope of Mount Pis
gah, not far from the head of the incline of the Switchback Railway, 

· the following species were collected: 
Pecopteris serrulata. 
Neuropteris sp. indet. 
Lepidodendron cl ypeatum. I 

Cardiocarpon cornutum? 
Cardiocarpon bicuspidatum var. ohioense. 

1 See also Summary Final Report, Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 2080, pl. 367. 
2 Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. II, mine sheet xiii. 
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Of these species, Pecopteris serrulata and the two Cardiocarpa are, 
in general, characteristic 'of and almost exclusively confined to the 
Upper Lykens division in the Southern AnthraCite field and to the 
upper portion of the Pottsville formation in the bituminous basins. 
Lepidodendron clypeatttm, also, is not generally found in beds below 
the same division except. in the region under consideration. Its typical 
phase is developed near the base of the Coal :Measures. The remain
ing species of the fiorula, although represented by material too frag
mentary for satisfactory identification, appears to be allied to one 
of the forms of Neuropteris in the upper divisions of the Pottsville, 
rather than with the small, Callipteridioid, narrow-pinnuled type~ of 
the .Lower Lykens division. Thus, from the composition and distri
bution of the flora, it seems probable, notwithstanding the small 
number of species, that the coal, which is here over 5 feet in thick
ness, is situated in the Upper Lykens division of the formation. 

The geology of this portion of the field is shown on mine sheet i, 
Atlas Southern Anthracite Field,· Pt. I. ·The structure of the east 
end of the regim1 is illustrated in sectio1,1 1, cross-section sheet i of 
the same atl:;ts. The columnar section· of the upper portion of the 
formation as measured in the Hacklebarney tunnel, about 3 miles dis
tant, shown on columnar-section sheet ii, will, perhaps, serve in a 
general way to indicate the sequence of terranes at the top of Mount 
Pisgah, although the coalln question is not identified. If this coal is 
referable to the Upper Lykens division of the formation, as the fos
sils seems to indicate, we may conclude either that the ~ower Lykens 
diviRion at the eastern point of the field is much thinner than elsewhere 
or that the basin which, as mapped by the State survey, extends nearly 

. to the level of the Central Railroad of New Jersey. along the Lehigh 
River is deeper near its extremity than has generally been supposed. 

HORIZON OF THE LOWER LYKENS VALLEY COAL IN THE WEST
ERN MIDDLE ANTHRACITE FIELD BETWEEN FRACKVILLE AND 
SHAMOKIN. 

About 1 mile east of the Altamont No. 1 colliery the Pottsville for
mation bridges the axis which forms the line of separation between 
the Southern Anthracite field and the ·vvestern Middle Anthracite field, 
and plunges into the steep :Mahanoy Basin east. of Mahanoy Plane. 

A. For a long distanc~ to the west of Frackville no coal of the 
Pottsville formation has been worked to any extent, but at the old 
Gordmi (Franklin) mine, in the Western Middle A~thracite field, about 
4 miles northwest of the old slppe at the Gordon plane, which is within 
the north border of the Southern field, a coal designated on the 
mine ~;heets of the fie~d1 and in the Summary Final Report of the State 

I Atlas ,~vestern )fiddle Anthracite Field, Pt. II, mine sheet v; columnar·section sheet ii; Pt. III, cross· 
section sheets v, vi, section 12. 
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survey 1 the Lower Lykens Valley coal was formerly worked to a con
siderable extent. From the i·ock dump at this mine were obtained the 
followine- spe_pies, which, though few, appear in the Southern Anthra
cite field to be either characteristic of or most common in the horizon 
of Lykens coal No. 4: 

Aneimites pottsvillensis. 
· Neuropteris Pocahontas. 

Neuropteris Smithsii. I 
Lepidodendron clypeatum. 
Lepidostro bus pennsy 1 vanicus. 
Trigonocarpum Helenre. 

B. At the abandoned Helphenstein colliery, 2 2 miles south of Locust 
Gap, there were collected a few species, as follows: 

Neuropteris Pocahontas. , I Sigillaria sp. cf. dentata. 
Neuropteris Pocahontas var. inrequalis. - Trigonocarpum ampulheforme. 
Lepidostro bus pennsy l vanicus. 

C. About 2 miles farther west, along the southern border of the 
same field, a coal mapped as the same as that wrought at the Gordon 
and Helphenstein collieries was formerly worked rather extensively 
by :Messrs. Douty a"nd Baumgartner. 3 The species collected from the 
rock dun1p are-

Eremopteris sp. 
Mariopteris pottsvillea. 
Sphenopteris asplenioides. 
N europteris Pocahontas var. inrequalis. 

Neuropteris Smithsii. 
Trigonocarpum ampullreforme. 
Trigonocarpum .Helenre. 
Carpolithes orizreformis. 

D. Along the ravine extending up the mountain side above the site 
of the old Enterprise colliery, a coal supposed to be the same LowE:!r 
Lykens Valley coal was formerly worked at the Mount Franklin and 
the Margie Franklin colli~ries, 4 between which lies a narrow anticline. 

From the mine last ~entioned the specimens collected include-

Eremopteris sp. 
l\1ariopteris pottsvillea. 
::\1ariopteris cf. tennesseeana. 
Sphenopteris asplenioides. 
Sphenopteris microcarpa. 
Alethopteris protaq uilina. 

Neuropteris Pocahontas var. inrequalis. 
N europteris Smithsii. 
Lepidodenron alabamense: 
\Vhittleseya Campbelli. 
Trigonocarpum ampullreforme. 
Carpolithes orizreformis. 

A review of the_ species collected from these 1nines along the south
ern border of the \Vestern lVIiddle Anthracite field shows that we have 
to do with the same flora as that present at Altan1ont colliery No. 1, 
within the Southern Anthracite field. In all the collections we find 
representatives of Mariopteris pottsvillea, .LVeuropteris .Pocahontas var. 
in(Equalis, Neuropte1·is Smithsii, and Lepidodendron alabmnense, charac
teristic in the Southern field of the zone of Lykens coal No. 4. The 

1 Vol. III, Pt. I, pp. 2058-2060. 
2Atlas Western Middle Anthracite Field Pt. II, mine sheet v. 
3 Atlas Western Middle Anthracite Field Pt. II, mine sheet vi. 
4Atlas Western M!ddle Anthracite Field, Pt. II, mine sheet vi; Pt. III, cross-section sheets v, vi, 

section 14. 
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evidence offered by these species is further strengthened· by the pres
ence in the combined flora of the rarer species Aneimites pottsvillen~is 
and .Aletlwpteris protaquilina, also typical of that level, as well as 
by Sphenopteris asplenioides and Trigmwcarpu1n IIelenm, usually found 
associated with the former in the larger collections. In short, the tes
timony of the combined flora is so strongly indicative of the con
temporaneity of the Lower Lykens Valley coal in this portion of the 
Western Middle field with Lykens coal No.4 of the Southern field as 
to leave little (•oubt of its approximate synchronism or correlation 
therewith. The sin1ilarity in the stratigraphic position ·of the coal 
worked in the Shamokin Gap and at several other points in the west
ern portion of the \Veste'rn Middle field makes it seem probable that 
most of the small mines in the Pottsville formation in that region are 
developed in this coal. No fossils are at hand from the openings in 
this field on the "upper Lykens Valley" coal, which appears to be_ 
thin and unstable. 

If the correlations more or less definitely proposed above are accu
rate, the Lykens coal No.4 has a relatively wide distdbution, 1-1ot only in 
the Southern Anthracite field, but also in theW estern J\1iddleAnthracite 
field, and has the greatest extent in workable thickness of all the Lykens 
coals, thqugh its thickness is generally less than that attained by Lykens 
coal No. 5 in the Lincoln-Lykens mining district. 

ZONES OF THE POTTSVILLE FLORAS IN OTHER REGIONS OF T:HE 
APPALACHIAN PROVINCE. 

In discussing the distribution of the floras of the several di vi::;ious o:f 
the Pottsville formation in othEn- basins of the Appalachian province, .I 
shall assume that the dispersion and migration of the species along the 
shore of the interior Carboniferous sea were, under the· favoring con
ditio.ns of a continuous, broad, base-level coastal-plain shote and cur-
rents both strong and varying, so uniform and so rapid as compared 
with the geologic time required for the sedimentation of the terranes 
that the similar associations of identical ::;pecies occurring at different 
points along the coast are to be regarde4 as approximately contem
poraneous. In other \Vords, when regarding the succession of terranes 
along the eastern border of the great Appalachian basin, in which we 
have in different districts the same regular succession of floras, we are 
justified in considering that beds, along a continuous and uniform coast, 
containing the same flora are, geologically speakii1g, synchronous, rather 

· than that we have to do with homotaxy without contemporaneity. 
As already 1;emarked, in correlating beds in r·egions more distant 

from the locality of the type section, great weight is attached to the com
position of the floras and the vertical range of their elements, as well as 
the proportion of identical ::;pecies in other basins. Referring to the 
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paleontologic features of the different ·coal horizons of the Pottsville 
formatio~, as outlined in an earlier part of this report (p. 773), it will 
be recalled that on the basis of the vertical distribution of the contained 
floras, so far as they have been· brought to light, the formation was 
divided primarily into (1) a Lower Lykens division, including the roof 
shales of No. 4 in the n1ining region and bed D of' the type section, and 
extending downward to the red shale; and (2) an Upper Lykens divi
·sion, including Lykens coals Nos. 3 and 2 and the roof of Lykens coal 
No. 1, or beds H to L, inclusive, in the type section. In beds E and F 
(Pl. CLXXXI) of. the type section,_ comprising what I have designated 
the Lower 1 ntermediate division, there· appears to be some inter
mingling of the Lower and Upper Lykens species, while in beds about 
225 feet below the conventional base of the Lower Coal Measures, or 
perhaps nearly 100 feet below the paleontologic base, we find another 
flora of somewhat mixed composition, suggesting the term "Upper 
Intermediate division.'' The two intermediate divisions are thin a.s 
compared with the whole formation. 

Of the two zones in the Lower Lykens division, the lower, including 
the horizon of Lykens coal No. 5, is characterized by a relatively 
simple fioi'a. This, as indicated in the discussion of the floras of the 
several coals, consists principally of 1"'\Teuropteris I>ocalwntas, which is 
always present and overwhelmingly abundant, its variety pentias being 
peculiar to this zone. It is also marked by the absence of the foTms 
characteristic of and confined to the upper zone of the division, as the 
latter is represented in the roof shale of coal No. 4. The plants 
below coal No: 5, in the basal portion of the formation, are not suffi
ciently known for the discovery of any special zonal types. No 
attempt will therefore be made to determine in other regions any 
equivalents of this basal portion of the section, although certain 
inferences are unavoidable .. 

The continued study of t.he Paleozoic floras along the eastern margin 
of the Appalachian trough' fully confirms the conclusion I stated some 
years ago/ that it is only in the lower portions of the very thick sec-· 
tions of the Pottsville formation in this province that the oldest floras 
are to be found, and that in general the very thin sections (e. g., along 
the northern and northwestern margins of the trough) correspond only 
to the upper portions of the sections of great thickness on the eastern 
and southeastern shores of the basin. The correlations suggested 
below will incidentally serve to ,illustrate this fact. However, since in 
this report, which is but preliminary to a monograph of the Pottsville 
flora of the Appalachian province, the correlatiYe significance of the 
floras will be treated in briefest possible form, without enumeration of 

. the characteristic Rpecies or the full presentation o£ the paleontologic, 

I Bull. Geol. Soc~America, Vol. VI, 1895, pp. 319-320. 
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-descriptive, and illustrative data, question1:l of equivalence or con
temporaneity will be restricted to a few of the most important and 
best-known floras. In the later publication it .is my intention to 
discuss the character, range, and sequence of the floras somewhat 
in detail, and to suggest such correlations of the numerous terranes of 
the formations, known often.under different names in different regions 
and States, as are indicated by the very voluminous collections in hand, 
covering both the vertical range and the greater part of the areal 
extent of the formation in the Appalachian province. 

CLARK FORMATION. 

In passing from the Southern Anthraeite field southward by way of 
the thinner developments of the Pottsville formation in the Broad Top 
and Potomac regions, we do not, so far as is at present known, meet with 
so low a phytiferous horizon as that of Lykens Qoal No. 5 until 've 
approach the basin of the New River in south-central \¥est Vir
ginia, where within the rapidly deepening sections the Poeahontas and 
Clark formations appear in the basal portion of the Pottsville forma
tion. Paleontologieally, one of the most interesting of the floral zones 
in thics region is that represented by the plants in the roof shales of the 
Poeahontas coal (360 feet above the Mauch Chunk formation) -in the 
Great Flat Top region of Virginia and. "rest ·Virginia. In these shales, 
which comprise the basal portion of theClark formation, we find a flora 
containing the greater n-umber o£ the species round over Lykens coal 
No.5 and presenting the precise £acies o£ the latter, including the invari
ably and almost e:A'"Dlusively abundant .Neuropteris J>ocalwntas. The 
preponderance o£ identical species, the composition o£ the flora, and the 
relations of the latter to the succeeding floras render it certain that 
the horizon o£ the flora of Lykens coal No.5 is, in the great Flat Top 
region, not far from the Pocahontas coal. The· question whether its 
n1ore precise horizon is above or below the latter coal will be discussed 
in the monograph, when all the evidence is presented. It may, how
ever, be here stated that it can not be far above the Pocahontas coal, 
nor is it likely to be over 200 £eet below it. The zone o£ this flora,· 
which has been identified through the Tazewell, Pocahontas, Oceana, 
and Raleigh quadrangles, might appropriately be designated the Neurop
terris I>ocalwntas zone, though in the Virginia region, as in the Southern 
Anthracite field, varieties of this species are round in higher terranes 
of the Pottsville £ormation. This zone includes the basal portions of 
the Welch formation in the Tazewell quadrangle;1 the Clark forma
tion in the Pocahontas 2 and Oceana quadrangles; and a portion, above 
the n1iddle, o£ a unit which Mr. M. R. Campbell in the manuscript folio 
relating to the Raleigh quadrangle has named the Thurmond formation. 

1 Geologic Atlas of the United States, folio 44. 
20p. cit., folio 26. 
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QUINNil\'fONT FORMATION. 

The upper portion of the Clark formation~ which is about 375 feet 
thick in the Pocahontas quadrangle, is 1narked by the e·nrichment of 
both the Sphenopterid and N europterid groups in the flora. The 
variety inmqualis of N~uropteris Pocalwntas survives, and in passing 
upward into the base of the Quinnimont formation, or toward the 
middle of the Welch formation, the partial contemporary of the Quin
nimont, we find it associated with the identical forms of .Aneimites potts
villensis, Mariopteris pottsvillea, Splwnopteris patentissima, Neuropteris 
Smithsii, Spl~enopl~yllum tenue, Lepidodendron alabamense, a~d Trigono
carpum Helenm, so common in and characteristic of the horizon of the 
roof of Lykens coal No.4 in the Southern Anthracite field. In fact, the 
flora becomes practically identical with that in the anthracite region. 
To this zone, for which I have already suggested the term JJfariopteris 
pottsvillea, on account of the common occurrence and v~ry easy recog
nition of the latter therein, belong the fossils from the Dade coal in 
the Ringgold~ Stevenson, and Chattanooga quadrangles1 and the 
lower coal mined at Dayton in the Pikeville quadrangle, 2 all in the 
Tennessee-Alabama region. In fact, to the Ma'riopteris pottsvillea 
zone, giving the latter a broad interpretation so as to include a series of 
closely connected modifications of the types, belongs the entire suc
ceeding Quinnin~ont formation, 300 feet thick in the type region repre
~ented in the Pocahontas quadrangle, and present in the Raleigh and 
Kanawha Falls 3 quadrangles; the upper portion of theW elch'formation 
in the Tazewell quadrangle; a part of the Looko~t sandstone, including 
the vicinity of the Dade coal, in the Chattanooga, Stevenson, Ringgold, 
Pikeville, and Kingston 4 quadrangles in the southern Appalachian 
region; and probably. a portion at least of the Lee formation in the 
Estillville, Briceville, Wartburg, and, perhaps, also in the London 
q~adrangles 5 in the northern Tennessee-Kentucky region. The flora 
of theHindustan whetstone beds of Orange County, Indiana, i:; also 
referable to this zone, and indicates the contemporaneity of those 
beds with at least some. portion of the Quinnin1ont formation. 

The extent of the zones and the n1ore definite relations and equiva
lents of the formations in the several quadrangles will be discussed in 
the later, monographic, treatment of the floras. 

1 Geologic Atlas of the United States, folios 2, 19, and 6, respectively. 
2 Op. cit , folio 21. ' 
3Qp. cit. These folios have not yet been published or numbered. 
4 Op. cit., folio 4. . 
o Op. cit., folios 12, 33, 40, and 47. 
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SEWELL FOR::\:IATION. 

The next higher general flora of marked characters and distinction 
in either the bituminous or the anthracite regions is that which I have 
indicated as characteristic of the proximate horizons of coals Nos. 3 
and '2 in the Southern Anthracite :field. Th~ zone of ·this flora is 
characterized by the de,-elopment of both the Rhacopteroid and the 
hroad-lobed types of Eremopteris; by small, round, and inflated
pinnulccl species of 1VIariopteris; by triangular Alethopterids; by small, 
palmate-lobed, and Pecopteroid Sphenopterids; by narrow Alethop
teroid forms of Neuropteris, such as N. Schlelwni; by llfegalopteris 
species and the :Niegalopteroid types; by the broad-leaved lVhittleseym, 
and by the introduction of the dentate Pecopterids, as well as a great 
diversity of. gymnospermous· fruits. The more explicitly distinctive 
species of the zone of Lykens coals Nos. 3 and 2-Erernopteris Ol~eat
ham £ and .B-: decip/ens, J.lfctriopte'ris pygrnma of the 11£. i1~jlata group 
and .1.1!. tennesseeana,- Spltenopteris pilosct and S. jJalrnatiloba, Aletlwp
ter/s Evansii, the Callipteridioid types, Neuropteris· acutirnonta?ut and " 
.LV: tennesseeana, Splwnopliyll~t7n cuneifoli-urn (saxifragcefoliurn form), 
the ·vvhittleseyas, and many of the fruits-are ·present in identical 
forms and associations in the shales over the Sewanee and Sewell 
coals. In fact, the elements of the flora from Lyken:; coal No. 3 are 
so preponderantly identical with those in the roof of the Sewanee 
coal in Tennessee and the· Sewell coal in southern West Virginia that 
these coals can only be regarded as practically contemporaneous. 1 

The paleontologie evidenee for the identification of the horizon of 
the Sewell-Sewanee coals presents the most complete and convincing 
.as well as the most interesting case that . has yet come within my 
observation. · 

.1.rfw·iopteris pygtncea and the .identical form.s of Aletlwpteris Lacoet 
and AsteJ·ophyllites arkansan~tS, which ·are especially. typical of the 
roof of Lykens coal No. 2 in the Southern Anthracite field, have 
generally a somewhat higher occurrence and range in the bituminous 
field~. 

The zone of the plants of Lykens coals Nos. 2 and 3, which, in recog
nition of the long-knO'i'{n flora of the Sewanee coal, at Sewa~ee and 
Tracy City, in Tennessee, I haye in a previous paper 2 called the Sewanee 
flora, may be termed the Sewanee zone. The distinctly Sewanee flora 
is present above tho Sewanee coal in the lower part of the Walden for
mation in the Sewanee, 3 Kingston, Pikeville, and Chattanooga quad
l;ang;les of the Tennessee-Alabama region, and over the Sewell coal in 
the Raleigh, Kanawha Falls, and Hinton quadrangles in West Virginia. 

1 The contemporaneity of the Sewell coal and the Sewanee coal, as well as the similarity of their 
stratigraphic relations in the Tennessee and Virginia sections, was pointed out in the description of 
the Pottsville section along New River, West Virginia: Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. VI, p. 316. 

2 Loc. cit. 
SGeologic Atlas of the "Cnited States, folio 8. 
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Very nearly contemporaneous with the same flora is that in the roo£ 
of the Sharon coal in northwestern Pennsylvania and northern Ohio, par
tially described by Dr. Newberry in 1872. 1 The "coal-bearing shales" 
of Washington County, Arkansas, whose species, ranging usually a 
little higher than those of the Sewanee coal, were described by Pro 
fessor Lesquereux in his great work on the Coal Flora, 2 can not be of 
very much later date than the Sewanee coal, and are undoubtedly 
representative of the Sewell formation. · 

The lower portions of (a) the Sewell formation in the Pocahontas, 
Raleigh, and Kanawha Falls quadrangles, of (b) the Dismal formation 
in the Tazewell qu!ldrangle, and of (c) the Norton formation in the 
Estill ville and Bristol quadrangles, arc jncluded in the zone of the 
Sewanee flora, to which in its broader sense are also referable cert~n 
plant-bearing beds of the Briceville formation in the Briceville and 
'i\T art burg quadrangles, 3 in Tennessee. It also appears probable that 
large parts, perhaps the greater portions, of the Pickens and Black
water formations in the Buckhannon and Piedmont quadrangles, 4 

respectively, in West Virginia, are referable to the Sewell formation 
and are in~luded within the Sewanee zone. However, the question of 
the existence of the lower horizons of the Pottsville in the relatively 
thinner sections in the Potomac region will receive pa.rticular atten
tion in the later and more complete report. 

LOOKOUT FORMATION. 

In those earlier published folios of the Geologic Atlas of the United 
States that relate to the Carboniferous formations of the southern 
Appalachian region the coal-bearing terranes included in the quadran
gles are grouped in but two formations, the Lookout (lower) and the 
Walden (upper). The Lookout extends from the Bangor limestone 
(:Mississippian) to the top of the great Sewanee conglomerate of Sa:ffcrd. 5 

The oldest plants I have yet seen from this formation on the east side 
of the coal field, where it is thickest, are closely related to those from 
the roof of the Dade coal in northwestern Georgia, and are clearly 
referable 'to the Xariopteris pottsvillea zone. 'Vhether the basal ter
ranes of the formation in this region are as old as ·or older than the 
Pocahontas coal or the Lykens coal No.5 is still uncertain. It is, how
ever, highly probable that in the region included in the Kingston, 
Pikeville, Chattano~ga, and Ringgold quadrangles the lowest· beds of 
the Lookout are not older than the zone· of the Lykens coal No. 5. 

I Rept. Geol. Survey Ohio, 1873, Vol. I, Pt. II. 
2 Coal Flora, Second Geol. Survey of Pennsylvania., Report P, 3 vols. and atlas, Harrisburg, 1879-1884. 

3Gcologic Atlas of the United States, folios 33 and 40. 
4 Idem, folios 34 and 28. 
5 Geology of Tennessee, 1869, p. 366. 

20 GEOL, PT 2--52 
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The study of the high~r floras of the formation, including that of 
the Dade coal above referred to in these quadrangles, shqws the 
higher shales of the Lookout, up to, or nearly to, the base of the 
Sewanee conglomerate, to be referable to the J}fariopteris pottsvillect. 
zone in its broad sense, and to the Quinnimont formation in the Poca
hontas quadrangle. The fossils at the base of the Sewanee conglom 
erate in Tenness~e, and of the Raleigh sandstone, about 100 feet in 
thickiiess, in southern West Virginia, show a slight mingling of Sewa 
nee zone species, the flora being comparable to that of beds E and F 
of the Lower Intermediate division· of the Pottsville Gap section. The. 
Sewanee-Sewell or Upper Lykens flora appears. immediately above 
the great conglomerates which comprise the Raleigh sandstone in the 
Pocahontas, Raleigh, and Kanawha Falls quadrangles in West Vir
ginia, and which complete the Lookout sandstone in the Chattanooga, 
Pikeville, McMinnville, 1 Kingston, and Sewanee quadrapgles in Ten
nessee and Alabama. The Lookout sandstone of Ha§es seems, there-

, fore, to essentially represent both the Lower Lykens division and the 
Lower Intermediate division. of the· type section in Pennsylvania, 
although I am slightly disposed to doubt the presence in the Lookout 
of beds as old as the lowest at Pottsville. The Sewanee conglon1erate 
at the top of the Lookout formation of Tennessee and its contemporary, 
the Raleigh sandstone in West Virginia, appear to stand in the same 

. relative position paleontologically to the Lower Lykens, division as 
does the Lower Intermediate division in the Southern Anthracite field, 
and each similarly seems to :till the time. break between the JJfariopteris 
pottsvillea zone in its broad (Quinnimont) sense and the Sewanee 
(Sewell-Lykens coal No. 3) zone .. 

FAYETTE SANDSTONE. 

The characteristic species so well marked in t~e lower portion of 
the Sewanee zone become modified in the later portion, while at the 
same time new forms are introduced, so that in the southern Appala
chian region no sharp line will pe:rhaps be drawn between the more 
restricted zone of the flora and that qf the Lykens coal No: 1 or bed 
L of the section at Pottsville, into which the species in the upper 
portion of . the Sewanee formation, about 400 feet thick in the 
Kanawha Falls quadrangle, gradually merge. In this quadrangle 
the horizon of .coal No. 1 is certamly elose beneath, if not actually 
within, the Fayette formation, a group of massive sandstones and 
shales which succeeds the Sewell formation in the vicinity of New 
River, and completes the Pottsville, as the latter naturally would be 
and has been JeliHed on the lithologic basis. A flora possibly con~ . 
temporaneom; with that of Lykens coal No. 1 or bed L seems to be 

1 Geologic Atlas of the United States, folio 22. 
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present near the Gladeville sandstones in the Estillville quadrangle, 1 

Virginia-Tennessee region; also in the Breathitt formation in the 
London quadrangle, Kentucky; and in the Fayette sandstone itself 
near Zela, in the Nicholas quadrangle in West Virginia. The Mercer 
coals of northwestern Pennsylvania are possibly near the same horizon. 

CAMPBELL LEDGE, NORTHERN ANTHRACITE :FIELD. 

The dark plant-beai·ing shales which lie within a few feet 2 of the 
supposed representative of the Mauch Chunk (No. XI) in the very 
thin section (56 feet, more or less) of the Pottsville formation at 
Campbell Ledge, near Pittston, Pennsylvania, contain a large flora, 3 

which can not be <;>lder than Lykens coal No. 1 or bed L, and which has 
so much in common with beds M and N (Upper Intermediate division) 
of the type section at Pottsville as to strongly argue for a reference to 
the same time interval. 

The question of the equivalence in the southern and central Appa
lachian regions of the Upper Intermediate division, including the upper
most 300 feet of the type section, involves a both complicated and 
difficult problem, which, on account of the great expansion of the ter
ranes representing this period as we pass from Sutton in central West 
Virginia southward, can not be appropriately discussed witho~t a care
ful presentation of the accompanying paleontologic evidence. Omitting 
all the details relating to this question, which will receive special 
consideration in a later paper,!i it may s~ffice to say that in the southern 
Virginia region the time· interval, which is represented by 250 to 300 
feet of beds, consisting chiefly of the upper plexus of conglomerates, 
between Lykens coal No.1 or bed Land the Twin coal in the So11thern 
Anthracite field, appears, as indicated by the fossil plants, 'to measure 
over 800 feet of strata on the Kanawha River. It includes the lower 
hal£ or "group" of the Kanawha formation. Within the lower por~ 
tion of this interval, which is less argillaceous, there occurs a more 
gradual transition from the flora at the top of the Sewaiiee zone, or 
that of Lykens coalNo. 1, to the typical flora of the Lower Kanawha 
group. The flora first recognized in the Brookville and Clarion hori 
zons of the Northern Bituminous basins, or coal A at Tamaqua and 
the Twin seam in the Southern Anthracite field, does not appear in 
the Kanawha region until later Kanawha time. In the lower portion 
of the Kanawha formation the flora agrees exactly in characters with 
that of the Lower Coal Measures of the British coal fields, or the 
greater portion of the V\T e.stphalian in continental Europe .. 5 In this 

1 Geologic Atlas of the United States, folio 12. 
2 I. C. White, Rept. Geol. Survey of Pennsylvania, G7, p. 143. 
a Lesquereux, Coal Flora, Vol. III, pp. 855-856. 
4Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. XI, pp. 145-178. 
o Loc. cit., p. 167. 
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connection it should be recollected that the flora of the lower portion 
of our Lower Coal Measures (Allegheny series), as, for example, at 
Mazon Creek, Illinois, or Henry County, Missouri, is generally recog
nized as referable to the Middle Coal Measures, or as near the base of 
the Upper Coal Measures of Europe. 

RELATIVE HORIZONS OF THE BASAL BEDS OF THE THIN SEC
TIONS AS COMPARED TO THE THICK EASTERN SECTIONS. 

So far as the examination of the phytiferous beds in the Pottsville 
formation has extended, it appears that only the lowest beds of the 
formation in the Virginia region, where the formation attains a thick
ness of perhaps 2,500 feet, contain plants of greater ~ntiquity than 
those of the lower beds in the Lower Lykens division of the type sec
tion. It is even possible that the oldest plants in the basal portion of 
the formation of Virginia are not of earlier date than those in the top
most red shale at. the Pottsville and Westwood gaps. ·Further study 
is needed to determine this question. The oldest plants that have -yet 
been found in the Lookout sandstone seem to be of later age than the 
Pocahontas· coal, and to be referable to the Mariopteris· pottsvillea 
zone. Beds possibly referable to the same zone appear to lie close to 
the red shale in the Pickens formation, in the Buckhannon quad
rangle, in central West Virginia; and the lowest beds of the Potts
ville, which is 270 feet in thickness, 1 at Hanging Rock, near Ironton; 
on the Ohio River, at the western margin of the Appalachian trough, 
are perhaps referable to the uppermost part of the same zone. 
North of these points the sections of the PottsvHle formation seldom 
exceed 400 feet, and throughout the bituminous sections of Pennsvl
vania they are in most cases less· than 300 feet in thickness, whilev in 
some cases they are less than 150 feet.. In none of these sections 
have I yet found plants older than the upper beds of the Quinnimont 
formation. No phytiferous beds so low as the Lykens coal No. 4, in 
the J1farriopteris pottsvillea zone, have yet come to light. On the other 
band, the flora of the Sharon coal, which, along the northern mar
gin of the Appalachian trough, is separated from the maripe Lower 
Carboniferous by a conglomerate, and which at a few points seems to 
rest directly upon the Shenango shales, is, as has already been pointed 
out, accompanied by the Sewanee flora. Tho base· of the Pottsville at 
Bernice, Sullivan County, Pennsylvania, where the formation is prob 
ably less than 100 feet thiek, is apparently higher than the Sharon 
coal,. whil~ the lowest coal, within 20 feet of the red shale in the 
Mehoopany Basin in Wyoming County; Pennsylvania, is clearly -
within the Sewanee zone. 

The measuren1ents of the Pottsville at Campbell Ledge, in the 

J I. C. '\'bite, Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 65, p. 193. 
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Susquehanna Gap through the north wall of the Northern Anthracite 
field, seem to -vary according to the horizon adopted as the upper limit 
of the formation at that point. But whate-ver the thickness of the 
formation, it is certain that the plant-beadng shales beneath the main 
conglomerate and within 20 feet of the supposed representati-ve of the 
Mauch Chunk formation are younger than the zone of Lykens coals 
Nos. 3 and 2, and it is -very probable that they are higher than Lykens 
coal No.1 or bed Lin the type section. In short, although these sec-

. tions -vary greatly by the expansion of the different di-visions, there 
can be no doubt that, generally speaking, the thin sections of the Potts
-ville formation in the bituminous basins in Pennsyl-vania and Ohio, oi· 
along the western margin of the Appalachian trough in Tennessee and 
Kentucky, contain only the younger beds of the formation, the oldest 
beds of which appear to be present only in the deepest sections along 
the eastern margin of the trough in the Yirginia region and in the 
Southern Anthracite field. 1 

The existence of the older floras in the .lower portions only of the 
thick sections, or, in other words, the equi-valence of the very thin 
sections to the upper portions only of the' -very thick sections, sugges.ts 
alternative hypotheses in explanation of the conditions attending the 
sedimentation of the Pottsville formation. First, the lower portions of 
.the very thick sections may be regarded as laid down in Mauch Chunk 
time and contemporaneous with the latest red shale or other Lower 
Carboniferous. sediments i~ other regions, in which case the basal 

• boundary of the Potts-ville in those regions may be diagonal in time 
without unconformity~ The second hypothesis assumes a case of 
overlap, by which the upper and· relati-vely thinner northern and 
western deposits were spread beyond the limits of the deeper eastern' 
basins in which the thicker deposits were accun1ulated. In the latter 
case the unc~nformity may or may not extend thi·oughout the field. 

At present we have no conclusive proof that the oldest Pottsville 
beds are synchronous with any portion of the marine Lower Carbon
iferous. This does not of itself, however, necessarily preclude the 
possibility, or even the pi·obability, of a partial contemporaneity, 
since the conditions ·go-verning the deposition of the typical Pottsville 
sediments were those directly or indirectly causing the expulsion 
fron1 the same region of the Lower Carboniferous faunas and 
promoting the introduction of the earliest Coal Measures inverte
brate types. Moreo-ver, the upper red shales of the Mauch Chunk 
:formation in the anthracite regions are almost entirely destitute of 
marine molluscan fossils. Evidence in proof of such contemporaneity 

1 The lower horizons of the extraordinarily thick section of the Pottsville formation in Alabama 
have not been paleontologically studied. It is not, therefore, known· whether the oldest floras of the 
Flat Top coal field or of the Southern Anthracite field are present in' the lower part of the section in 
Alabama. 
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may be sought in the Mississippian regions, whence the sligh~ indica
tions at present in hand have been derived. 

Distinct proof of unconformity between the Pottsville and the Mauch 
Chunk formations is almost unknown in the anthracite fields, except 
beneath the thin sections of the Pottsville in the Northern .Anthracite 
coal field. Still, such an unconformity has generally been supposed 
to exist throughout the greater part of the extent of the formation. It 
must be admitted that the existence of the thick transition series 
throughout the central portion of the Southern Anthracite field is· · 
.opposed to such a lack of continuity of the Mauch Chunk and the . 
·Pottsville, notwithstanding the large number of local irregularities, 
such as those indicated in the section, Pl. CLXXXII, all of which 
may be explained by shifting current action. My own observation in 
the Northern field convinces n1e of the discordant relations of the two 
formations, the lower of which, though very well developed on the 
eastern border, appears to be almost extinguished beneath Campbell 
Ledge, on the western margin, less than 5 miles distant. The discord
ance is frequently observable beneath the thin developments of the 
Pottsville formation in the more northern and western regions of the 
Appalachian province. Nevertheless, I hesitate to agree with those 
geologists who believe the unconformity to exist even beneath the 
thickest sections .of the Pottsville. Such a conclusion seems to be 
dependent on the still prevalent hypothesis of the absolute time equiva~ 
lence of the entire Pottsville in all sections and all regions. 

For my own part I am slightly inclined to regard the lowest beds of 
the formation in the deepest sections, such as tli.at in the Flat Top 
region in Virginia and West Virginia, in which the transition series is· 

' not conglomeratic, or that in the Southern Anthracite field, which is 
conspicuously. conglomeratic, as continuous with the Mauch Chunk 
formation, with whose latest typical sediments in other regions the 
oldest Pottsville beds may be contemporaneous. Frmn such a begin
ning the formation expanded to an enormous thickness of. materials, 

·supplied, for the most part, through the transportative agency of 
destructive wave and current action directed against not very distant 
coastal plain detrital accumulations, under the favoring conditions of a 
general, though frequently interrupted, submergence. Brief periods 
of stability 9r even slight reactive uplifts, in 'conjynction with bar
forming currents, may have assisted in producing lagoons, coastal 
swai11ps, or other conditions suited either to the accumulation of 
vegetable matter or to the deposition of thin beds of argillaceous 
material, while at the same time affording opportunities for the fur
ther extension o£ the front.f!.l .~n hm~.rine Pottsville shelf. The gradual, 
though intermittent, subsidence of the bottom, which made possible 
the continued piling up of Pottsville strata over broad areas in these 
regions, while for a time marginal portions of the Mauch Chunk were 
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yet subject to erosion in other areas, eventually resulted in the sub
Inergence of those portions of the coast where thinner Pottsville sec
tions are now found, each of which contains its own paleontologic rec
ords marking the time of the submergence of that locality. 

The relatively later ages of the lower beds of the Pottsville 'sections 
which we meet in approaching the northern and western margins of 
the Appalachian coal fields constitute conclusive evidence of the west
ward and northward transgression of the Carboniferous sea during 
Pottsville time. 

UPPER LIJ\IIT OF THE POTTSVILLE FORJ\IA.TION. 

THE FLORA AT THE BASE OF THE LOWER COAL MEASURES IN 
THE SOUTHERN ANTHRACITE FIELD. 

As may readily be inferred from an examination of the columnar 
sections of the Coal Measures of the Southern Anthracite field, as 
developed, for example, in the Tremont-Lincoln district/ the alterna
tion of conglomerates is so continuous from the typical "Seral con
glomerate" into the Lower Coal Measures that it was found in general 
to be '' impossible to assign a well-defined permanent horizon of sepa
ration" between the two formations. Not only are the sandstones 
exceedingly variable as to their thickness and limits, but their uncer
tain· and often indefinite exposures poorly serve the needs of precise 
delimitation, such as is required for a detailed instrumental mineral 
survey. Accordingly, for reasons of expediency and necessity, the 
boundary was arbitrarily fixed by Rogers "at the bottom of the first 
or lowest considerable coal seam." 2 Under the more refined and exact 
methods of the succeeding geologists, who have made thorough exami
nation of the region by the aid of abundant prospecting, the position 
of th~ lowest workable coal, or its supposed equivalent, has been locally 
ascertained throughout the greater portion of the field, and the cor
relationS' have been extended also to the Middle Anthracite fields. s 

The practicability of this method is largely due to the occurrence of 
a coal generally of workable thickness over the greater portion of the 
:fields not far above the great plexus of conglomerate plates at the 
top of the series. However, as may be supposed, where several thin 
coals are present in a given section between the lowest workable coal 
and the main conglomerates of the Pottsville, or where of several thin 
coals none is workable; the boundary is uncertain. In general, and 
especially in the central portion of the field, ineluding the vicinity of 
the • type section, it· is possible to trace the Twin coal, adopted by 

I Atlas ·southern Anthracite Field, Pt. IVB, columnar-section sheet x; also Pt. II, columnar-section 
sheet vi; and Pt. r; columnar-sectio~ sheet i. 

2Geol. Pennsylvania, Vol. II, Pt. I, 1858, p. 17. 
3Ann. Rept. Geol. Survey Pennsylvania, 1886, Pt. III, p. 932; Summary Final Report, Vol. III, Pt. I, 

pp. 1854, 1920. 
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Rogers, for a long 'distance. It is probable that the errors, which 
undoubtedly exist, in the· identification of this horizon in the more 
distant portions of the field fall within a vertical distance of 100 feet, 
except in the Dauphin Basin, which will. be specially considered in a 
later section. As to the correlation of the A coal at Locust Gap, 
north of Tamaqua, there is still a difference of opinion;· and again, in 
the western portion of the \Viconisco Basin, the place of the. Buck 
Mountain coal is a matter of speculation. 

The probable approximate position of the Twin eoal, which bas 
been agreed upon by all the State geologists who have worked in this 
region as the equivalent of the Buck l\1ountain coal, along Sharp 
Mountain throughout the central portion of the field, to which for 
the present we shall confine ourselves, .is shown in n1ine sheets xiv, 
xiva, xv, and xvi, in the third part of the Atlas of tho Southern 
Anthracite Field. 

FLORA IN THE ROOF SHALES OF THE TWIN COAL. 

Since thc.floor of the Buck JYiountain coal, or its supposed equiv·a
lent, the Twin coal, forms the arbitrary line between the Pottsville 
formation and the succeeding Coal :Measures, the flora in the roof 
shales of this coal may be regarded as representing the bi3,sal horizon 
of the Lower Coal Measures. 1 It therefore marks the upper limit of 
the Pottsville, as that formation has, so far as I can learn, been.defined, 
with reference to the type section, by the various geologists of the 
State. The localities whose plants are listed below are all ·mines or 
drifts, chosen from the central regions of the field, between the Potts
ville Gap on the east and Tremont on the west. Over these the Twin 
emil has been probably correctly recognized, it being of good body 
and quality over much of this territory. 

(A) Pottsville Gap: Station 1, Pl. CLXXX. 2 From the Twin coal, 
whose position in the type section is illustrated in Pl. CLXXXI, were 
obtained the following species:3 

• 

Pecopteris dentata Brongn. 
Pecopteris arguta Sternb. 
Pecopteris unita Brongn. 
Pecopteris Candolliana Brongn. 
Pecopteris oreopteridia (Schloth.) Stern b. 
Pecopteris M:iltoni Artis. 

Neuropteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. 
Annularia steUata (Schloth.) \:V ood. 
Sphenophyllum emarginatum Brongn. 
Lepidodendron sp. indet. 
Sigillaria tessellata (Steinh.) Brongn. 

(B) Swatara Gap: Station 3, Pl. CLXXX. In this gap the Twin 
coal ··Nas formerly mined on both sides, the more extensive operation 

IRogers, Geol. Pennsylvania, Vol. II, Pt. I, p. 140. 
· 2Atlas Southern Anthradte Fir:lil, Pt. TT, mine sheetR'xiv, xiva. 

sn should be distinctly understood that the identifications on which are based the following lists 
of species from the Productive Coal :Measures in the Southern Anthracite field are merely temporary 

. and provisionaL As such they are subject to revision. :Most of the names here given may be inter
preted as designating the same forms to which they were applied by Professor Lesquereux. 
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being at Houser's drift, 1 on the east side. The following species 
were collected from this drift. 

Ma.riopteris muricata (Schloth.) Zeill. 
var. nervosa (Brongn.) · Kidst. 

lVI3 riopteris Sillimanni (Brongn.). 
Pseucopecopteris squamosa (Lx.). 
Pseudopecopteris obtusiloba ( Brongn.) 

Lx. 
Sphenopteris cf. nummularia Gutb. 
Pecopteris pennreformis [Lx.]. 
Pecopteris villosa Brongn.? 
Alethopteris aquilina. (Brongn.) Goepp. 
Odontoph~ris· cf. o s m un dref o rm is 

(Schloth.) Zeill.? 
Neuropteris ovata Hoffm. 
Neuropteris plicata [Lx.]. 
Neuropteris vermicularis Lx. 
Neuropteris capitata Lx. 

Neuropteris' fimbriata Lx. 
N europteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. 
Calamites Cistii Brongn. 
Spbenophyllum ema.rginatum Brongn. 
Lycopodites uncinnatus Schimp. 
Lepidodendron sp. indet. 
Lepidostrobus cf. variabilis L. & H. 
Lepidostrobus cf. Geinitzii Schimp. 
Lepidophyllum cultriforme Lx. 
Lepidophyllum oblongifolium Lx. · 
Lepidocystis q uadrangularis Lx. 
Sigillaria cf. Brardii Brongn. 
Trigonocarpum olivreforme L. & H.? 
Rhabdocarpos sp. 
Carpolithes transsectus Lx. 

(C) Middle Creek: Station 34, Pl. CLXXX. Along the ravine above 
the :Middle Creek colliery a coal said to be the Buck Mountain bed is 
opened on both sides of the Middle Creek anticline by drifts, 2 fr0111 
which were gathered the following: 
Mariopteris Sillim'anni (Brongn.). Annularia stellata (Schloth.) ·wood. 
Pseudopecopteris squamosa (Lx.). Sphenophyllum emarginatum Brongn. 
Sphenopteris mixta Schimp.? Lepidodendron Brittsii Lx.? 
Sphenopteris suspecta D. \V. Lepidqdendron modulatum Lx .. 
Oligocarpia cf. Brongriiarti Stur. Lepidostrobus cf. Geinitzii Schimp. 
Pecopteris dentata Brongn. Lepidophyllum oblongifolium.Lx. 
Pecopteris unita Brongn. Lepidophyllum cf. Mansfieldi Lx. 
Pecopteris villosa Brongn.? Lepidocystis vesicularis Lx. 
Pecopteris oreopteridia (Schlotb.) Stern b. Sigillaria tessellata (Steinh.) Brongn. 
Alethopteris aquilina (Schloth.) Goepp.? Cordaicarpon cinctum Lx. 
Alethopteris Serlii (Brongn.) Goepp. Rhabdocarpos multistriatus (Presl) Lx. 
Calamites Sucko,vii Brongn. Rhabdocarpos mamillatus Lx. 
Calamites Cistii Brongn. Carpolithes cf. ellipticus Sternb. 

(D) Ebony colliery, north of Newcastle: Station 35, Pl. CLXXX. 
Along Wolf Creek, near the Ebony colliery, about 4 miles north. of 
Pottsville, the Twin coal occurs in good thickness and is somewhat 
extensively worked. 3 From the roof shales, taken from the drifts 
near the Schuylkill River, the following flora was obtained: 
Mariopteris sphenopteroides (Lx.) Zeill. 
Pseudopecopteris squamosa (Lx.) . 
Pecopteris villosa Brongn.? 
N europteris ovata Hoffm. 
N europteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. 
Cycloc1adia sp. 

Asterophy llites equisetiformis (Schloth.) 
Brongn. 

Aunularia stellata (Schloth.) Wood. 
Sphenophyllum fasciculatum (Lx.). 
Sphenophyllum emarginatum Brongn. 

1 Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xvi; Final Summary Report, Vol. III, Pt. I, 
p. 2121. 

2Idem, Pt. II, mine sheet xiii; Pt. VI, cross-section sheet xiii, section 22; Pt. JVB, columnar-section 
sheet x, section 4; Final Summary Report, Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 2120. 

a Idem, Pt. II, mine sheet vi; Pt. V, cross-section sheets v-viii, .section 17; Final Summary Report, 
Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 2083. 
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· (E) Altamont colliery No. 2: Station 37, Pl. CLXXX. On the top 
of Broad Mountain, between lVIorea and Frackville, close to the north-. 
ern edge of the Southern field, near tl:ie point where the Pottsville 
formation bridges the gap between the latter and the Western Middle 
field, the Buck Mountain and mammoth coals have been mined in a 
shallow basin at the now abandoned Altamont colliery No. 2. 1 The 
matedal from the ~:;hafts in the Buck Mountain coal contains the fol
lowing species: 

Mariopteris cf. Sillimanni (Lx.). 
Pseudo pecopteris r;;quamosa (Lx.). 
Neuropteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. 
Annularia stellata (Schloth.) Wood. 
Sphenophyllum cuneifolium (Sternb.) 

Zeill. 2 

Sphenophyllum emarginatum Brongn. 
Lepidodendron vestitum Lx.? 
Lepidocystis (Sigillariostrobus ?) quad-

rangularis Lx.? 

The combined flora from these typical localities of the Twin or 
Buck Mountain coal is given in the following list: 

Mariopteris sphenopteroides (Lx.) Zeill. 
Mariopteris n1uricata (Schloth.) Zeill. 

var. nervosa (Brongn.) Kidst. 
Mariopteris cf. Sillima:tmi (Brongn.) . 
Pseudopecopteris squamosa (Lx.): 
Pseudopecopteris .obtusiloba (Brongn.) 

Lx. 
Sphenopteris pseudomurrayana Lx.? 
Sphenopteris nummularia Gut b.? 
Sphenopteris (n. sp. ?) . 
Sphenopteris m.ixta ~chimp. 
Sphenopteris suspecta D. W.? 
Oliogocarpia cf. Brongniarti Stur. 
Pecopteris dentata Brongn. 
Pecopteris arguta Sternb. 
Pecopteris unita Brongn. 
Pecopteris villosa Brongn.? 
Pecopteris oreopteridia (Schloth.) Stern b. 
Pecopteris pennreformis [Lx.]. 
Alethopteris aquilina (Schloth.) Goepp. 
Alethopteris Serlii (Brongn.) Goepp. 
Calli pteridium Grandini (Brongn.) Lx. 
Neuropteris rarinervis Bunb. 
Neuropteris ovata Hoffm. 
N europteris plicata [Lx.]. 
Neuropteris capita:ta Lx. 
Neuropteris vermicularis Lx. 
N europteris fim briata. Lx. 
Neuropteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. 
Odon topteris cf. osm undreformis 

(Schloth.) Zeill.? 
Calamites Suckowii Brongn. 

Calamites Cistii Brongn. 
Cyclocladia sp. 
Asterophyllites equisetiformis (Schloth.) 

Brongn. 
Annularia stellata (Schloth.) \Vood. 
Sphenophyllum emarginatum Brongn. 
Sphenophyllum cuneifolium (Sternb.) 

Zeill. 
Sphenophyllum fasciculatum (Lx.). 
Lepidodendron Brittsii Lx.? 
Lepidodendron modulatum Lx.? 
Lepidodendron vcstituin Lx.? 
Lepidodendron sp. indet. 
Lepidostrobus cf. variabilis L. & H. 
Lepidostrobus cf. Geinitzii Schimp. 
Lepidophyllum cultriforme Lx. 
Lepidophyllum oblongifolium Lx. 
Lepidophyllum cf. Mansfieldi Lx. 
Lepidophyllum affine Lx.? 
Lepidocystis vesicnlaris Lx. 
Lcpidocystis (Sigillariostrobus?) quad-

rangularis Lx. 
Sigillaria cf. Brardii Brongn. 
Sigillaria tessellata (Steinh.) Brongn. 
Trigonocarpum olivrefonne L. & H.? 
Rhabdocarpos sp. 
Rhabdocarpos multistriatus (Presl) Lx. ' 
Rhabdocarpos mamillatus Lx. 
Cordaicarpon cinctum Lx. 
Carpolithes transsectus Lx. 
Carpolithes cf. ellipticus Sternb. 

1 Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. II, mine sheet xiii; Pt. V, cross-section sh~ets ·v-viii, section 
16; Pt. IV, columnar-section sheet ix; Final Summary Report, Vol. III. Pt. I, p. 2080. 

2 Broad, rigid, thick-nerved type present in the lower portions of the Allegheny series (XIII): 
Lower Productive Coal Measures. 
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It will be observed that of the 57 species enumerated above but 
9 species, including Kariopteris nervosa, Pseudopecopteris obtusiloba, 
Pseudopecopteris· c£. squarnosa, .Aletlwpteris Serlii, Ne~tropteris ova.ta, 
NeurOjJteris flmbriata, Sphenophyllum mtneifolium, Lepidocystis vesicu
laris, and Oarpolithes transsect'lts, are represented even by varieties 
among the floras in band from the Pottsville formation. In fact, it 
would seem from the examination of the specimens that only 5 of 
the species, viz, Alethopteris Serlii, Neuropteris ovata, Neuropteris 
.fimbriata, Lepidocystis ve..'{icularis, and Oarpolithes transsectus, are 
represented in both series by identical forms, as·- may be noted by 
reference to the floras of beds L; M, and N. Ka'riopteris nervosa, 
PseudojJecopteris obtusiloba, and Pse'ltdopecopteris cf. squamosa are found 
only in new varieties or doubtful forms in the Pottsville, while, as has 
previously been rerr1arked, Splwnopl~yllum cuneifoliu1n is represented 
by the broader) more rigid-leaved, and thick-nerved phase character
istic of the Lower Coal Measures. In short, a comparison of tl;le lists 
shows that less than one-tenth of the ferns are represented by identical 
forms, both in the basal horizon of the Lower Coal Measures and in 
the upper phytiferous beds of the Pottsville formation. The species 
common to both formations are largely present in the upper 300 feet 
of the type section, i.e., the Upper Intermediate division. It must be 
evident even to one who i::; not familiar with Paleozoic fossil plants 
that the fern flora at the base of the Lo~er Coal Measures in the anthra
cite and other northern coal basins is almost totally different from -that 
of the Upper Lykens division of the Pottsville. 
· That the paleontologic characterization of the Buck Mountain coal 

is similar in the adjoining territory of the 'N estern Middle Anthracite 
field is indicated by the following combined list of the floras obtained 
at the Mahanoy Plane (M); at the Vulcan colliery~ 1 mile west of Buck 
Mountain station (V); at the Buck Mountain mine (B), and from the 
Big Mine Run colliery, north of Ashland (A), in the latter field. 

Pseudopecopteris squamosa (Lx.) (V). · 
Pseudo pecopteris o btusilo ba (Brongn.) 

Lx. (B). 
Pecopteris pennreformis [Lx.] (M B). 
Pecopteris oreopteridia (Schloth.) 

Stern b. (VB). 
Pecopteris villosa Brongn.? (A). 
Alethopteris Serlii (Brongn.) Goepp. 

(AB). . 
Callipteridium cf. Grandini (Brongn.) 

Lx. (B.). 

Neuropteris ovata Hoffm. (MBA). 
Neuropteris plicata [Lx.] (B A). 
Neuropteris vermicularis Lx. (A). 
Neuropteris fimbriata. Lx. (B). 
Neuropteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. (AM). 
Annularia stellata (Schloth.) 'Vood (B). 
Sphenophyllum emarginatum Brongn. 

(VB). 
Lepidodendron aculeatum Stern b. (B). 
Lepidophyllum Janceolatum L. & H. ? 

(B) .. 

(F) Toward the eastern end of the Southern Anthracite field, in the 
Sharp Mountain Gap, south of Tamaqua:1 Station 39, Pl. CLXXX. 

_ 1Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. I, mine sheet iii; Pt. II, mine sheet iv; Pt. I, cross-section 
sheet iii, section 12; Pt. I, columnar-section sheet ii, columnar section 49; Summary Final Report, 
VoL III, Pt. I, p. 2095. . 
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Here the Twin coal has been apparently definitely identified at about 830· 
feet above the red shale, and is now being mined. From the roof shales 
over tl;tis coal was obtained a flora -\.vhose character will at once be recog
nized as similar to that contained in the Pottsville-Tremont district: 

Eremopteris cf. a:r:temisirefolia (Stern b.) 
Schimp. 

Pseudo pecopteris squamosa (Lx.) . 
Sphenopteris nummularia Gutb.? 
Sphenopteris (n. sp. ?) . 
Pecopteris dentata Brongn. 
Pecopteris oreopteridia (Schloth.) Stern b.? 
Alethopteris Serlii (Brongn.) Goepp. 

Callipteridium Grandini (Brongn.) Lx. 
N europteris ovata Hoffri1. 
Calamites Suckowii Brongn. 
Calamites Cistii Brongn. 
Annularia stellata (Schloth.) ·wood. 
Sphenophyllum emarginatum Brongn. 
Lepidophyllum affine Lx.? 
Lepidocystis quadrangularis Lx. 1 

As has already been remarked, some doubt remains as to the indentity 
of the Twin or Buck Mountain coal in the Locust Gap, in the opposite 
side of the basin, about a mile and a half north of the last locality. At 
this point occur two coals, A and B, one or the other of which is sup
posed to represent the Buck Mountain coal. Coal A (16 feet in thick
ness), as shown in Pl. CLXXXV, Fig. 2, lies about 750 feet above the 
red shale. Coal B is reported as 202' feet above A on the west side of 
the gap, and 260 feet on the east side. 2 

From the roof shales of coal A a small flora was obtained~ as 
followt!: 

Mariopteris ~uricata (Schloth.) Zeill. '~ar. 
nervosa (Brongn.) Kid st. 

Sphenopteris pseudomurrayana Lx.? 
Neuropteris capitata Lx. 

N etiropteris ovata Hoffm. 
Pecopteris dentata Brongn. 
Alethopteris aquilina (Schloth.) Goepp. 

It is obvious that this, like the floras. previously enumerated, is a 
distinctly Coal Measures flora; and I have no hesitation in concluding 
that the A coal, which has generally been regarded by the geolo
gists who have worked in this region as belonging within the Potts
ville formation, is referable rather to the Lower Coal Measures. It 
is important to mention in this connec.tion that a flora, probably of no 
earlier age, is also present in the roof of a thin coal about 72 feet 
below the Twin coal in the type section at Pottsville. The shales at· 
this horizon in the latter 1ocality have not been systematically searched. 
They are crowd~d with great numbers of Neuropteris Sclwucl~zeri, 
among which are prescntNeuTopteris Tarinervis, and small fragments of 
Aste?'O]Jltyllites cf. eq'tfJisetifonnis, thus indicating a Lower Coal Meas
ures age for this bed as well. It has been suggested by Mr. Stnith 3 

that the A coal, which, at the Nesquehoning railway tunnel, about 
9 miles east of Locust Gap, has a thickness of but 1 foot, arid which, 

1 Probably a Sigillariostrobus. 
2Rept. Geol. Survey Pennsylvania, AA, p. 106; Summary Final Report, Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 2095. The 

interval is also given as but 115 feet by Ash burner in Report A, p. 80. 
a Summary Final Report, Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 2096. 
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in one of the collieries a short distance west· of the latter gap, was not 
discovered in a tunnel extending 400 feet below· coal B, is in reality 
only a bottom split of the Buck Mountain coaL 

THE PALEONTOLOGIC UPPER LIMIT O:E' THE POTTSVILLE. 

The important fact embodied in the preceding lists of plants frmn 
the roof shales of the Twin coal, in both the Southern and the VV est
ern Middle Anthracite fields, is that they represent a typical and dis
tinctive Coal Measures flora.· The small element that this flora has in 
oommon with that of the Pottsville formation comprises species whose 
precursors, for the most part differing in· their forms and phases frmn 
the normal types, have made their appearance only toward the close of 
Pottsville time. Compared, as a whole, with the flora of Lykens coal 
No.1, about 300 feet below the Twin bed iQ. the Lincoln region, or 
bed L, 380 feet below the Twin in the type s~ction, the species of 
the latter coal are so different as even to suggest the existence of a 
time break between the intervening beds. As an argument against 
such a supposition, I have, howev·er, only to cite the plants from beds 
N and M, whose floras, not less than 210 feet below the Twin coal 
at Pottsville, clearly presage the development of the Lower Coal Mel;ts
ures plant life by the introduction of a number of Coal J\1easures types 

· of ferns, notwithstanding the generally stronger paleontologic bond 
which attaches these beds to the Upper Lykens division of the Potts
ville formation. The transition already indicated in beds N and JYI 
seems to have been entirely completed within the time represented by 
the succeeding 200 feet of the section. 

It is necessary in this connection to note the relations of the flora of 
the Twin coa.l to those of the Lower Coal Measures in other regions. 
If we compare that flora with those accompanying the lower coals of 
the Alleghen:y series 1 in the Northern States, we find that its composi
tion, range, and development point definitely to a level as high as that 
of the well-known plant beds at Mazon Creek, Illinois; and that the 
horizon of the Twin coal should be nearly as high as that of the 
plants described from Heni·y Cou~1ty, Missouri, 2 and Cannelton, Penn
sylvania. Compared with the better-known floras of the anthracite 
fields, the plants from the coal in question appear to indicate. a level 
certainly not lower than that of coal C in the Northern Anthracite 
field, while it is perhaps safe to say that they are nearly as young as 
coal D (the Marcy coal) in the vicinity of Pittston. 

According to the evidence of the plants, the beds of the basal por
tion of the Allegheny series, between the top of the Homewood sand~ 

. stone and the Morris coal at J\1azon Creek-an interval, probably 
including the Brookville coal, between the same sandstone and a level 
probably as high· as the Clarion coal in the bituminous basins of western 

1 Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. XI, p.149. 2Mon. U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. XXXVII. 
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Pennsylvania-and the terranes extending from coal A to at least as 
far as coal C in the Northern Anthracite field, were laid down prior 
to the deposition of the roof shales of the Twin coal. 

The examination of the plants from the above-mentioned basal beds 
of the Allegheny series sho,~s that they constitute a typical Coal Meas
ures flora, with but a small proportion of Pottsville forms, though they 
lack so high p. development of the Pecopteroid group, as well as several 
other more advanced types which appear in the Kittanning and Buck 
Mountain coals. The same is true of the flora of coal C in the North-· 
ern Anthracite field. In fact, like the flora of coal A at Tamaqua, or 
like that indicated in the coal ·72 feet below the Twin bed in the Potts
ville Gap, and that of the lower horizons of the measures in the North
ern Anthracite field~ the floras of the basal .beds of the Allegheny series, 
which are above the lithologic Pottsville in the bituminous basins; are 
clearly referable, on paleontologic grounds, to the Lower Coal Meas
ures. In short, the comparative paleontology of the terranes shows 
(a) that, as related to the Coal Measures of other regions of the Appa
lachian province, or other basins of the world, the flora of the roof 
of the Twin coal, which has been made the dividing line between the· 
Pottsville formation and the Lower Coal Measures in the Southern 
Anthracite field, is of a pure and well-advanced Coal Measures type; 
and (b) that its horizon is distinctly above beds, generally of no great 
thickness in the northern basins, containing floras characteristic of not 
so high a level, but nevertheless having a composition which is distinct 
from that of the floras of the Pottsville formation and which is too 
thoroughly identical with' the plant Jife of the .Lower Coal Measures to 
permit of any other reference. 

From the foregoing it appears: First, that the conventional upper 
limit of the Pottsville formation, in the Southern Anthracite field, is 
higher than the paleontologic upper limit. Second, that its horizon is 
also considerably above that of the same boundary as drawn~ not only 
in the bituminous basins. but also in the Northern Anthracite fields. 
Third, that the paleontologic limit appears, so far as evidence has been 
obtained~ to lie below, though perhaps very near to, the coal at 72 
feet below the Twin coal in the type section, and probably above· 
the plant beds 210 feet below the Twin coal. In other words, it also 
appears that in the type section the paleontologic upper limit of the , 
Pottsville formation lies close within the upper outskirts of the great 
plexus of conglomerates in which the formation culminates. Thus, the 
paleontologic limit falls within and near the natural or lithologic limit . 
. It hardly need be repeated that the A coal at Tamaqua should, 

according to the evidence of the fossil plants, be included in the Lower 
Coal Measures, as should, also, the thin bed next below the Twin 
coal in the type section. It is not impossible that one or the other of 
these lower coals is the representative of the Scott Steel coal occurring 
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at Mill Creek Gap, on the north side of the Heckscherville Valley 
Basin, in ·which case the latter should be of Coal Measures age rather 
than· Pottsville age, as has generally been assumed. The reference of 
several of the thin coaLs not far below the Twin or Buck Mountain 
horizon to the Lower Coal Measures is not discordant with the opinion 
that they are but splits from the Buck Mountain bed, 1 though I do 
not so regard them. It appears more probable, however, that they 
are distinct and earlier beds, whose geographic extent may not be 
great, and whose individual correlation, in any event, i~ uncertain. 

The difference between the positions of the conventional formation 
limit in the SoutheTn as compared with that in the Northern Anthra
cite field is no doubt due to the continued deposition, with .exceed
ingly slight intermissions, of heavy conglomerates above the main 
plexus of egg conglomerates in the Southern Anthracite field, which, 
in turn, is the result of the nearness of the latter to the ·abundant and 
rapid supply of coarse sediments. 

LOWER T ... IMI'l' OF THE FORMATION. 

Owing to the transitional character of the passage beds from the 
typical red shale of the Mauch Chunk to the typical gray conglomerate 
phase of the Pottsville, as illustrated in Pl. CLXXXII, the discovery 
of a constant and recognizable boundary is a much more difficult matter 
than would at first appear, if indeed it is not an impossibility. Having 
observed that the upper beds of the red shale are, like the interca
lated conglomerates, irregula1', unstable, and subject to disappearance 
by wedging or pinching out, 2 the practice of selecting some arbitrary. 
boundary in the conglomeratic upper portion of the red shale was 

. · ·inaugurated by the first State geological survey, and has been followed 
by the geologists of the second survey. As the result of this usage _in 
the type region, where the transition is the most gradual, ''the fixing 
of a precise limit between the two formations becomes, in many 
instances, a matter of individual preference and judgment," 3 and it fol
lows, not only that the thickness assigned to the sections varies with the 
geologists, but that it is often necessary to hold the published colurr~nar 
section in hand in order to find the arbitrary boundary. To this ele
ment of uncertainty is probably due a portion of the apparent varia
tions in the recotded thickness of the formation at certain points, ·as 
compared to that at other places, since in some section~ several hun
dreds of feet below the topmost red shale have been included in the 
Pottsville formation, while in other regions the line has been drawn at 
or near the last stratum of red shale. Fortunately, toward the west
ern end, and along the northern border of the Southern Anthracite 

J Summary Final Report, Geol. Survey Pennsylvania, Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 2083. 
2Rogers, Geol. Pen~1sylvania, Vol. II, Pt. I, pp. 22, 25. 
a smith, Summary Final Report, Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 1921. 
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field, as well as in the other anthracite coal :fields, the contact of the 
Pottsville formation with the Mauch Chunk is very much more sharply 
defined. 

As perhaps the less of two evils, I have adopted the topmost bed of 
normal red shale in· each section as the lower boundary of the Potts
ville formation, thus applying the method used under n1ore favorable 
circumstances by the geologists who have worked in the bituminous 
regions of Pen,nsylvania. Though arbitrary and variable, since the 
topmost beds are possibly in certain cases me.re washes or redepositions· 
of the true Mauch Chunk, such a boundary line possesses at least the 
merit that when once seen it 1nay usually be readily recognized by 
subsequent vit;itors to the locality. 

The differences in the estimates of thickness, which are largely due 
to the lack of uniformity in selecting a basal boundary for the Potts

. ville, will be illustrated in the discussion of the thickness of the 
formation. 

THE POTTSVILT..JE jj.,OR1\IATION IN'THE DAUPHIN BASIN. 

Dauphin Basin and Schuylkill-Dauphin Basin are terms applied ·to 
the entire south prong of the "fish-tail" in the western portion of the 
Southern Anthracite field. It is a long, narrow trough extending -
about 30 miles west from Lorberry Gap to within 1t miles of the Sus
quehanna River at Dauphin. From a width of about 1t miles near 
the eastern end and of nearly a mile at Rattling Run, over half way· 
toward the western end, it tapers to a Barrow, relatively acute apex. · 
Structurally the basin is essentially a .simple close fold. The hard 
conglomerates of the Pottsville formation, which· constitute the floor 
of the field, rise as rim walls on either side of the basin, forming the 
axes of Stony Mountain, the northern limb of the sy11cline, and Sharp 
Mountain, the southern limb. The profound erosion of the thick forma
tion of soft red shales on either side of the basin causes the coal field 
to stand out topographically as an elevated trough. The beds of the 
north limb, Stony Mountain, whose crest dips southeast about 70°, arc 
not so steep as those of Sharp J\1:ountain~ which, from a nearly vertical 
attitude in the region of Blaek Spdng Gap, become overturned at 
Lor berry Gap to a dip of 73° N. 

·Westward from Black Spring Gap the Pottsville wall declines with 
gradually lessening dip as we approach the apex of the :field. Stony 
Mountain presents a regular and unb'roken crest. Sharp Mountain, on 
the other hand, is cut by six V -shaped gaps to the west of Lor berry 
Gap. The softer interior Coal Measures have been gently eroded 
to forn1 a generally shallow, rounded interior valley in the trough? 
which is locally more deeply cut, but ·still broadly rounded," by the 
work of the small streams which escape through the jaws of Pottsville 
conglomerate in the gaps. At Big Flats, over 8 miles from the west-
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ern apex of the field, Sharp and Stony mountain.s become confluent 
by the convex contents of the basin, and from that point westward, as 
the successive terranes "spoon out," the basin forms a single crest, 
known as Short :Mountain. The topography of the basin is repre
sented on the Pine Grove, Lykens, Hummelstown, and Harrisburg 
sheets of the Topographic Atlas of the United States. 

The areal geology of the region, as shown in mine sheets xxi-xxvii, 
inelusive, of Pt. III of the Atlas of the Southern Anthracite Field, is 
essentially correct except as to the mapping of the Pottsville fol'ma
tion, which, as will presently be shown, is, together with the Lykens 
groups, located quite to the north of the Lykens groups as they 
actually exist in Sharp Mountain thtoughout the greater part of the 
length of the basin. Cross sections are shown on sheet xxi, Atlas 
Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. V; and several columnar sections, based 
principally on the work of R. C. Taylor and the first survey, are 
given on columnar-section sheet viii, Pt. IVB. Descriptions, usually 
of a fragmentary character, and based chiefly on Taylor's 1 reports of 
the explorations and developments of the field prior to 1840, are given 
by Rogers, 2 and in more complete form, with additions derived in part 
from Taylor's notes, by A. DW. Smith, 3 both of whom reproduce in 
modified form the sections published by Dr. Taylor. 

It is to the southern or. Sharp Mountain limb of the basin that 
the discussion in this paper will, for the most part, be confined. The 
key to the stratigraphic problem in hand is the Lorberry Gap section, 
at the eastern extremity of the basin, and this will first be considered. 

AGE OF THE COALS IN LORBERRY GAP. 

SECTION AT LORBERRY GAP. 

(STATION 17, PI~. CJ.,XXX.) 

On entering upon the study of the plants from the Pottsville forma
tion in the type region, when endeavoring systematically to obtain 
fossils from the greater number of mines or more important drifts 
locate.d in different parts of the field, Lorberry Gap, 4 miles south of 
Tremont and about 2 miles south of the Lincoln mine, was selected as 
a favorable locality, since in the latest published anthracite mine 

. sheets sev:eral of the Lykens coals are repr'esented as mined there. 
This point was also thought 'to be especially important, because it 

· appeared to offer good facilities for securing fossils directly from 
drifts in Lyk£ns coal No. 6, concerning which it is still desirable to 
obtain more. p\.leontologic data. 

1 Two Reports on the Stony Creek Estate, 1840. See also: Report on the Swatara .Mining District. 
Pennsylvania State legislature, 1839, p. 16, diagram. 

2Geol. Pennsylvania, Vol. II, Pt. I, pp. 193-198. 
a summary Final Report, Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 2141. 

20 GEOL, PT 2--53 
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The section at Lorberry Gap it1 described by Rogers and the geolo
gists of the second State :::;urvey, on whose mine sheets (xvi and xxi) 
the coals have ostensibly been traced from Rausch Gap westward .. 
The cross section is given in cross-section sheet xvi, Pt. VI of the 
So~thern Anthracite ~ield Atlas. These mine sheets are valuable as 
showing the position and extent of the mine workings~ and the dip as 
well as the direction of the strike of the coals. The topographic 
features of the district are shown on the Pine Grove r:;heet, Topo
graphic Atlas of the United States. 

Great was my surprise when, on inspecting a collection of plants 
from the roof shales of the southernmost coal opened in the gap--the 
bed mapped as Lykens coal No. 6, ~nd apparently lying in the position 
of that coal with reference to tho top of the red shale-I discovered 
the presence of a distinctively and unmistakably Productive Coal 
Measures flora, comprising species as follows: 

Mariopteris muricata (Schlo.th.) Zeill. 
var. nervosa (Brongn.) Kidst. 

Pseudope<;opteris squamosa (J"'x.). 
Sphenopteris suspecta D. Vl.? 
Pecopteris aspidioides Sternb. 
Pecopteris unita Brongn. 
Pecopteris oreopterklia (Schloth.) 8tern b. 
Pecopteris lVIiltoni ·Artis? 
Alethopteris pennsy lvanica Lx.? 
Neuropteris ovata Hoffm. 

Neuropteris vermicularis J"'x. 
Neuropteris fimbriata Lx. 
N europteris Clarksoni Lx. 
Neuropteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. 
Sphenoph);llum emarginatum J3rongn• 
Lepidodendron dichotomum Stern b. 
Lepiclophyllnm oblongifolium Lx. 
Rhabds:>carpos multistriatus (Presl) Lx. 
Rhabdocarpos jacksonensis Lx.? 

Search was then made in the shales accompanying the eext higher 
coal, ma}Jped a;:; Lykens coat No. 4, mined· both at Molley's F:lopt>, 
.. within the south end of the gap, and at Yoder's drift. The plants 
obtained at the slope are: 

Mariopteris d. cordato-ovata (vVeiss). 
Pecopteris emarginata Goepp. 
Pecopteris polymorpha Brongn. 
Alethopteris pennsylvanica Lx.? 
Calli pterid i um Grall< lini (Brongn.) Lx.? 

Neuropteris ovata Boffm. 
N europteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. 
Asterophyllites equisetiformis (Schloth.) 

Brongn. 
Sphcnophyllum emarginatum Brongn. 

Those gathered at Yoder':::; drift include: 

Pecopteris emargina.ta Goej)p. 
Pecopteris unita Brongn. 
Pecopteris lepidorhachis Brongn.? 
Pecopteris polymorpha Brongn. 
Alethopteris pennsy Jvanica Lx.? 
Keuropteris ovata Hoffm. 
N europteris Scheuehzeri Hoffm. 
Astcrophyllites equisetiformis (Schloth.) 

Brongn. 

Annularia ramosa 'Veiss. 
Annularia stellata (Schloth.) Wood. 
Sphenophyllum emarginatum Brongn. 
Lepidodendron cf. dichotomum Stern b. 
Lepiclostrobus cf. variabilis L. & I-L 
Lepiclophyllum hastatum Lx. '? 
Lepiclocystis vesicularis Lx. 
Sigillaria camptota:nia ViT ood. 
S.igillaria cf. alternans Stcrnb. 

The flora of this coal indicates a still higher horizon in the Coal 
l\feasureH. To this evidence may be added that of the fossils from the 
mine dump at the south end of the gap, though the latter are less 
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trustworthy, on account of the liability of transportation along the 
outlet of the valley. The species are as follows: 

Mariopteris sp. 
.Mariopteris cf. Sillimanni (Lx.). 
Sphenopteris sp. (nov.?). 
Sphenopteris cristata Brongn.? 
Sphenopteris cf. fiagellaris Lx.? 
Oligocarpia missouriensis D. \V'. 
Aloiopteris serrula (Lx.). 
Pecopteris dentata Brongn.? 
Pecopteris unita Brongn. 
Pecopteris notata Lx. 

·Pecopteris cf. pusilla Lx. 
Pecopteris oreopteridia (Schloth.) Stern b. 
Pecopteris polymorpha Brongn. 
Alethopteris aquilina (Schloth.) Goepp. 
Alethopteris pennsy l vanica Lx. 
Callipteridium cf. Mansfietdi Lx. 
N europteris minor Lx. 
Neuropteris ovata Hoffm. 
K europteris vermicularis Lx. 
K europteris fim briata Lx. 
Neuropteris capitata Lx. 

N europteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm . 
Neuropte:ris Clarksoni J.Jx. 
N europteris inflata Lx. 
N europteris Desorii Lx.? 
Odontopteris sp. 
Linopteris obliqua (Bunb.). 
Annularia stellata (Schloth.) \V' ood. 
Annulariasphenophy lloides (Zenk.) Gut b. 
Sphenophy llmn emargina.tum Brongn. 
Sphenophyllum cuneifolium (Stern b.) 

Zeill.? 
Lycopodites Erd1i1a.nni [Lx.]. 
Lepidodendron dichotomum Stern b.? 
Lepidodendron modula.tum Lx. 
Lepidostrobus Geinitzii Schimp.? 
Lepidophyllum oblongifolium Lx. 
Lepidophyllum affine Lx.? 
Lepidophyllum ma.jus Brongn.? 
Rha.bdocarpos multistria.tus (Presl) Lx. 
Rha.bdoca.rpos jacksonensis Lx.? · 

A somewhat crude representation of ·the terranes in the Lorberry 
Gap including the coals referred to is shown on Pl. CLXXXV, Fig 3. 
In this section the "South" and "Peacock" coals are those mapped 
as Lykens coals Nos. 6 and 4, respectively, on the 1nine sheets. 

Since the proximity of the Lower Coal ~1easures to the red shale 
clearly indic~ted the disappearance of a part or the whole bf the Potts
ville formation by faulting, a stratigraphic study was next made of 
Sharp Mountain in this district. The results of this examination will 
be stated only in brief form, sinee the loeal stratigraphic eonditions 
are apparent when once the presence of a fault is recognized. 

THE FAULT IN SHARP MOUNTAIN. 

The section of the Pottsville formation at Rausch Gap, Schuylkill 
County, shown on Pl. CLXXXV, Fig. 1, bas been found to be normal, 
the formation being about 1,200 feetthiek, and the lower coals, discussed 
on an earlier page, also found to belong to the Lower Lykens group. 
Proceeding westward from Rausch Gap, 1 which is a little over 1 mile 
from Lorberry Gap, the protruding edges of the nearly vertical hard 
conglmnerates of the upper part of the formation may be readily 
traced for a short distance along a sharp knob. Howevet, at about 
one-third of a mile from the gap the ~edges become crushed, and the 
knob, topographically shown on mine sheet xxi, and on the Pine Grove 

1 This gap must not be confused with that of the same name farther west, along Sharp :\fountain, 
in Lebanon County, or with that in the north side of the \Vieonisco Basin, formerly incorrectly 
designated Klingers Gap, and in a later State report Kohlers Gap. 
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sheet of the Topographic Atlas of the United States·, is somewhat 
abruptly sheared in a direction apparently N. 15° E. Westward, 
instead of a dense talus of massive conglomer\tte bowlders, which never 
fails to 1nark the vicinity of the steeply outcropping Pottsville con
glomerates, we find a gently rounded, smooth, broad ridge nearly 
devoid of all talus of a coarse type. Furthermore, over this smooth 
plateau surface there are scattered a number of prospect shafts, in one 
of which, less than 100 ,yards from the crushed ends of the conglom
erates, and nearly in the probabie strike of the horizon of Lykens 
coal No. 1, I collected fragments of Annularia s_plw:?W)Jltylloides, 
Spltenophyllttm emarginat1t1n, Nettropteris ovata, N. plicata.~ [Lx.], and 
fragments apparently referable to N Sclwucl~zeri, all species clearly 
indicative of the Productive Coal Measures. On passing southeastward 
from this point, across the line of displacement, the Mauch Chunk .red 
shale is found in its normal place below the remnant of the lower con
glomerates of the Pottsville formation. The line of the fault appears 
to be marked by a slight diagonal depression, by a zone of feri·uginous 
brown earth, by numerous springs, and by occasional more or less 
obliquely or irregularly disposed trains of crushed sandstone or con
glomerates. Beyond these, to the west, the shale and coal swales, or 
the trains of thin sandstone talus marking the outcrop of the Coal 
Measures shales, or of the relatively thin and less coarse Coal Measures· 
conglomerates, .may be traced to their more complete exposures and 
orientation in the upper portion of the Lorberry Gap. 

The section shown in Pl. CLXXXV was not instrumentally meas
ured by me, though a tapeline was used; but it shows the approximate 
relations of the beds exposea on the east side of the Lorberry Gap. 
The nomenclature of the coals is that found in the early Report on the 
Swatara Mining District. 1 The coals designated the South coal, the · 
Peacock coal, and the Umbehauer coal are those respectively mapped 
on mine sheet xxi as Lykens coal No. 6, Lykens· coal No. 4, and the 
Buck Mountain coal. 2 

The mantle of talus from the lower exposures of conglomerate effect
ually conceals the outcrop of the upper red shales of the Mauch Chunk 
formation in the immediate vicinity of the gap, though it may be found 
at some distance to the east as well as to the wes~ of Lorberry Creek. 
On the mine sheet the boundary of this I~ed shale, '\Vhich appears to ·be 
somewhat hypothetically drawn, is given a gradual swing to the south, 
on the supposition that there is a gentle flexure of the formations. 
The nearly vertical ledges displayed at the lower end of the gap 
and situated below the coal (the South bed) mapped in the Atlas as 
Lyken::; No. 6 are successively found, when traced from the gap a 
very short distance eastward, to be somewhat abruptly transformed 

1 State legislature oi Pennsylvania, 1839. 
2 For more exact data as to the intervals of the coals, the reader is referred to the published sections. 
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into crushed fragmentary talus, and to disappear on approaching the 
fault line, beyond which we find the ordinary red shale. Similarly, the 
South coal itself is eut off at a short distance beyond the point, less than 
i,OOO feet from the gap, where it was abandoned on aecountofits squeezed 
.eondition. The red shale of the Mauch Chunk is exposed 300 feet east 
of Yoder's drift (1,600 feet from the gap), which is in the next higher 
exposed coal (Peacock), mapped in the Anthracite Atlas as Lykens No. 
4; and it is probable that had the mine gangway, which, in the miners' 
vernacular, "ended in fault," been driven 250 feet farther, it would 
have penetrated olive-green and red shales. 

From the foregoing details it will be seen that the somewhat oblique 
fault crossing Sharp Mountain just west of the knob that abuts against 
Rausch Gap entirely cuts off the Pottsville formation and a portion, 
at least, of the Lower Coal Measures, so that Coal Measures, probably 
including the greater portion of the section shown on Pl. CLXXXV, . 
Fig. 3, are thrust past the truncated Pottsville formation, or the red 
shales, against which the lower coals, carrying fossils clearly typical of 
the Prod-qctive Coal Measures, are found to abut. 

The Pottsville, if ap.y part of that formation is present in Lorberry 
Gap, must lie to the west of that fault and south of the lower coal 
(South bed)- drifted in the gap. The cause of the displacement of the 
formations between Lor berry and Rausch.gaps may perhaps be ascribed 
to the close group of folds to the north, and more immediately to the 
pressure-thrust resulting from the Georges Head anticline. 

As interesting, as well as corroborative of the evidence of the plants of 
the lower coals, I may add that the fossils fron1 near the coal mapped as 
the Buck Mountain bed at the north end of the gap eomprise a Coal 
J\tleasures :flora containing Odontopteris of the type of Brardii and 
several small Pecopterids indicative of a very high stage in the Coal 
Measures. 

That the strata on the east side of Lorberry Creek are continued on 
the west is proved by the extension of the lower levels in the Peacock 
and Umbebauer beds beneath the creek and for some distance beyond, 
one of the gangways in the higher coal havi~g been driven nearly 1,500 
feet west of the creek. The strike of the coal is nearly parallel to that 
of the crest of the mountain. The continuity of the series on the west 
side is also shown in a general way by the fossil plants.· Thus the flora 
from the rock dump at the south end on the west side of the gap may 
also be cited in evidence: 

Mariopteris cf. cordato-ovata (Weiss). 
Pecopteris unita Brongn. 
Pecopteris emarginata Goepp. 
Pecopteris polymorpha Brongn. 
Alethopteris pe1;nsyl vanica Lx.? 
Neuropteris ovata Hoffm. 
N europteris vermicularis Lx. 

Neuropteris fimbriata Lx. 
Neuropteris Clarksoni Lx. 
Neuropteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. 
Annularia stellata (Schloth.) Wood. 
Sphenophyllum emarginatum Brongn. 
Lepidodendron sp. indet. 
Lepidophyllum oblongifolium Lx. · 
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To the latter !'nay also be added the following species from a coal, 
probably the Peacock, on 'the west side, i. e., the coal mined at the 
l\1olley slope, and Yoder's drift on the east side of the gap, and mapped 
as Lykens coal No. 4: 

Pecopteris pteroides Brongn. 
Pecopteris polymorpha Brongn. 
N europteris Scheuchzeri. Hoffm. I 

Calamites Cistii Brongn. 
Sigillaria campt~trenia :'Vood. 

' 

The shales from the second coal, nearly 390 feet above the Peacock 
coal, are filled with Ann~tlarria stellata, Pecopte1•is ~tn'l;ta, and vast quan
tities of Pecopteris ab01·escens. The plants in the shales over the 
individual coals of the Productive Coal :Measures of the Southern 
Anthracite field hu.ve not yet been studied systematieally and from a 
stratigraphic standpoint. No attempt will, therefore, at present be 

.made to correlate the Lower Coal l\1easures in Lorberry Gap by means 
of fossils. 

The conglomerates in the lower part of Lor berry Gap may easily be 
traced through the greater part of the distance across to Fishing Creek 
Gap, 2t miles to the west, but owing to the subsidence of the crest in 
a broad and rounded ridge slope the individual b.eds can not be traced 
quite to the Fishing Creek Gap without the aid of a careful instru
mental survey. The late State geological sui·vey has indicated the 
~pproximate outcrop of the lower coal of Lor berry Gap as gradually 
diverging slightly from the crest beyond a point lmile west of Lorberry 
Gap, and as passing just south of the little knob facing Fishing Creek 
Gap. The hqundary of the reJ shale was evidently thought to be 
necessarily parallel with that of the coal, and we find it thus traced on 
the mine sheet. 

SECTION AT FISHING CREEK GAP. 

(STATION 18, PI,. CLXXX.) 

No detaih~d descdption of the section in Fishing Creek Gap appears 
to have been published. The geographic p9sition of the three coals 
opened toward the lmver end of the gap is shown in mine sheet xxi, 
Atlas Southei·n Anthracite Field, Pt. III. 

In this map the lower coal is correlated with the lower coal (South) 
mined at Lorberry Gap, and the approximate outcrop of this supposed 
Lykens coal No. 6 is traced between the drifts in the two gaps. The 
upper coal (Peacock) is likewise mapped as Lykens No. 4, just as in 
the eastern gap. The relations of these lower coals to the outcrop
ping sandstones in Eishing Creek Gap are shown in the section, Pl. 
CLXXXVI, Fig. 1, the position of the red ·shale being recorded as it 
appears, immediately on the east side of the gap, which, indeed, the 
section represents, the upper coal being projected from the west side. 
It will be observed from both the topography, which l.s low on the east, 
and from the columnar section, that the conglomerates are neither 

·1. 
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heavy nor numerous. The reason for this fact will appear upon an 
examination of the fossils obtained at the south drifts. The flora col
lected fron1 the lower drift, the supposed Lykens No. 6, on the cast 
side, includes: 

Sphenopteris cf. 1~1ixta Schimp. 
Oligocarpia cf. Brongniarti Stur? 
Pecopteris pusilla J_,x. 
Pecopteris unita Brongn. 

Pecopteris :Miltoni Artis. 
Pecopteris polymorpha Brongn. 
Neuropteris ovata Hoffm. 
Annularia stellata (Schloth.) Wood. 

That from the drift, about 50 feet b igher on the same side, reveals: 

lVlariopteris cf. cordato-ovata. (ViTeiss). 
Pecopteris oreopteridia (S c h loth.) 

Stern b. 
Pecopteris arborescens (Schloth.) Brongn. 
Alethopteris pennsylvanica Lx.? 

N europteris ovata Hoffm. 
Neuropteris plieata [Lx.]. 
Neuropteris Clarksoni Lx. 
Neuropteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. 
Calamites Suckowji Brongn. 

Sphenopteris pinnat~ftda~ (Lx. ), S. cf. (}ravenlwr8t,ii Brongn., and 
Conlaites Se?")_Jens Lx. are additional species gathered- from the rock 
dump, which may contain shale from both drifts. 

The similarity of this flora to the floras listed from the Twin coal 
(Buck Mountain bed), in the central portion of the Southern Anthracite 
field, or to the flora of the lower coal in Lorberry Gap, is at once 
apparent. It, like those considered7 is a pure Coal J\1easures flora. 

\VESTER:\' Lr:i\'IIT OJ<' TJ-IJ<j FAULT. 

It will be observed that the red shale is shown in Pl. CLXXXVI, 
Fig. 1, as but 247 feet below the lower coal on the east side of the 
gap. It is not wholly improbable that the Mauch Chunk formation 
approaches along the line to the east of the section, even to within 120 
feet of the coal. Unless the red shales in the old clearing, about 350 
feet to the east of the gap, have been transported by human agency~ 
as seems rather improbable under the local _ponditions, the l\1auch 
Chunk lies at that point within 100 feet of the lower coal drifted in 
the gap. 

As lending color of probability to the assumption of the existence 
of such a diagonal contact of the two formations, I will add that along 
the wagon road on the west side, below the gap, I have not seen the 
rei shale above a point about 700 feet below the lower coal mined in 
the gap; this point is about 155 feet south of the forks in the 'vagon 
road. I do not, however, question the correctness in this respect of 
the mine map on which the shale is platted as nearly 140 feet north 
of the same road forks. To the west, and for a short distance to the 
north of this exposure, a zone of dark-brown ferruginous soil, accom
panied by spring;;,, extends in a direction apparently SSW. To the 
east of this zone no heavy conglome.rates are seen in place~ though the 
brown tract is strewn with loose blocks from the hillside on the west. 
This zone I believe to be along or nmu· tho fault line. 
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The most important fact, however, in connection with the trend of 
the fault at Fishing C1!eek Gap is the existence, at a short distance 
west of this brown zone and along the upper part of the mountain 
slope, of the characteristic shoulders, benches, and dense talus trains 
of fragments of the massive Pottsville conglomerates. The entire 
thickness of the formation seems to have appeared oppoRite the first 
knob, at but a short distance west of the Fishing Creek Gap. The 
1no1·c northern butcropping of the red shale on the east of the gap is 
quite in harmony with the apparently diagoi1al trend of the fault. 

That the Lower Coal Measures are.continuous across the gap in the 
vicinity of the mine .drifts is shown not only by the alignment of the 
coal horizons and sandstones, but also by the character of the fossils. 
Those collected from the lower coal on the west side are: 

Pecopteris polymorpha Brongn. 
Dan:oeites sp. · 
Alethopteris pennsylvanica Lx.? I 

N europteris ovata Hoffm. 
Neuropteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. 
Calamites Cistii Brongn. 

It should be recalled that ]Jecopteris polymo'l'J.Jha is not known in 
the lower coals of the ~ower Coal Measures, either in the bitumi
nous basins or in the Northern Anthracite field. 

The species from the upper coal, about 170 feet higher, mapped as 
Lykens coal No. 4, on the west side of the gap are: 

Pecopteris unita Brongn (cf. Newberryi F. 
&·w.). 

Pecopteris oreopteridia (Schloth.) Stern b. 
Neuropteris ovata Hoffm. 

N europteris fim briata Lx. 
Linopteris obliqua (Bunb.) Pot. 
Annularia stellata (Schloth.) \V ood.' 

Pecopteris ~tnita is an exclusively Coal Measures species, while 
JJTeltroptm·is ovate& and Ne1vropterris .ftmbriata are plants having a wide 
vertical distribution in the Lower Coal Measures.· 

On tracing the conglomerate, situated about 37 feet above this upper 
coal, Pl. CLXXXVI, Fig. 1, westward from the gap, it was found to 
pass along the side of the mountain about one-third of the way up 
the north slope. Roughly mcaiured, it is about 610 feet from this 
upper conglomerate, over the second coal, or nearly 400 feet from 
the lower coal, to the upper massive henches of the Pottsville forma
tion, which, for most of the way from this point to Rattling Run, form 
the narrow "backbone" or crest of Sharp Mountailil. For thE:} latter 
half of the distance from Fishing Creek to the Black Spring Gap, to 
which these upper ledges of the Pottsville may easily be traced, the 
second of the adjacent massive conglomerate plates projects vertically 
from the mountain crest to form an almost continuous series of highly 
picturesque "saw-teeth," which are often 50 feet in height and nearly 
as broad. 

It is hardly necessary to cite the unquestionable identity of these 
ledges, which are also found at the top of the normal thickness of the 
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Pottsville in the Black Spring Gap, in order to confirm the relation of 
the coals in Fishing Creek Gap to the Pottsville formation~ since an 

, examination of the south slope of the mountain a half mile west of 
Fishing Creek Gap leaves little room to doubt that long before we 
reach a point in Sharp Mountain opposite the Fishing Creek, Gap in 
the Second Mountain the ei)tire thickness o£ the Pottsville formation· 
is present in normal sequence between the Mauch Chunk and the 
Lower Coal Measures. 

In this connection it is interesting to observe that the displacement 
involved in the reappearance of the Pottsville and the restoration in 
its normal attitude of the red shale is compensated by a marked offset 
of the Pocono (Vespertine) and Catskill in Second Mountain east of 
and at the Fishing Creek Gap in the latter. This feature is clearly 
brought out on the Pine Grove sheet of the Topographic Atlas of the 
United States. 1 

In passing it is proper to observe that the position of the "South" 
coal in the Fishing Creek Gap at 350 feet or more above t~ horizon 
of the. Buck Mountain bed effectually precludes the existence of any 
considerable portion of the Pottsville formation at the south end of 
the section in the Lorberry Gap, provided the correlation of the 
lower coals in both gaps by the Pennsylvania geologists is well 
founded. For· my own part, I am slightly disposed to consider the 
'"South" bed at the latter gap as not very far above the base of the 
Lower Coal Measures. . 

If we hypothetically trea;t the South bed as a possible representative 
of the Skidmore coal, farther to the east along Sharp Mountain, the 
Lorberry Gap section may with great interest be better compared 
with that of the water-level tunnel at Dundas colliery No. 6, at the 
foot of Sharp Mountain~ a few miles to the eastward, published in 
columnar-section sheet viii, Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. IV. 
If the Fishing Creek section, Pl. CLXXXVI, Fig. 1, be also compared 
with tho Dundas section, the stratigraphic sequence in the region of 
the lower coals in the former will be found to be highly suggestive o~ 
that in the. vicinity of the Homes and Primrose coals at Dundas .. 

POSITJON OF THE POTTSVILLE FORMATION ALONG SHARP 
MOUNTAIN. 

To ignorance of the stratigraphic displacement at Lorberry Gap 
and Fishing Creek Gap, and the consequent erroneous identification 
of the coals in those gaps as Lykens coals, is directly due the omis
sion of the true Pottsville formation from the region to the west 
mapped as coal-bearing. For, since, in tracing these Coal Measures 
coals .westward, they were found to lie wholly to the north of the 

1 Lor berry Gap and the gaps occupied by Fishing Creek in both Sharp and Second mountains 
evidently owe their existenee to the structural weakne~s near the displacements. 
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crest of Sharp Mountain, it was concluded tha.t the crest of the moun
tain had shifted to the lower conglomerates of the Pottsville forma
tion. Hence it was natural that, as we shall presently see, the approx
imate outcrop of the Buck Mountain bed, or its equivalent, should be 
mapped from Black Spring Gap to Rattling Run, a distance of over 
12 miles, as the "lowest Lykens Valley" bed. · 

SEC~ION AT BLACK SPRING GAP. 

(STATION 19, PL. CLXXX.) 

The section at Black Spring Gap has been described by both Taylor 1 

and Rogers. 2 A somewhat complete representation of the coal beds 
above the Pottsville formation is given in section 7, columnar-section 
sheet viii, Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. IV. A cross section 
is given on cross-section sheet xxi, Pt. VI of the Atlas. Reference 
to these publications reveals the fact that the sections begin with the 
top bed of Pottsville conglomerates and extend upward in the Coal . 
Measures. This, as was just remarked, is the natural result of the 
identification of the lower coals in the Lower Coal Measures with the 
Lykens coals. The section which I give in Pl. CLXXXVI, Fig. 2, is 
an imperfect one, since only a portion of the thickness of the massive 
conglomerates of the Pottsville is visible. It will be observed, how
ever, that the upper bed of the red shale, which is fixed with a fair' 
degree of precision in the section, is approximately 1,150 feet below 
the horizon of the coal I suppose to represent the Bu~k Mountain 
(Twin) hr.<l. It will hA notril, also, that. the eomposition of the forma
tion in the Dauphin Basin is essentially the same as that along Sharp 
Mountain, in the region of Pottsville. Especially noticeable is the 
great group of conglomerates which occur at the top of the formation, 
and which form the crest of Sharp Mountain from Fishing Creek 
nearly to the Big Flats. .No evidence of serious search for the Lykens 
coals appears in this Tegion within the limits of the Pottsville formation. 

SECTION AT GOLD MINE GAP. 

(STATION 20, PL. CLXXX.) 

The topography of Sharp Mountain in this district and the locations 
of the drifts at Gold Mine Gap are shown in mine sheet xxii, Atlas 
Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. IV. The topography may be seen on 
the Lykens sheet of the Topographic Atlas .of the United States. 
Descriptions of the coals north of the crest of the mountain are given 
by._ Taylor, 3 Rogers, 4 and Smith, 5 the former of whom published a 

J Report on the Stony Creek Estate, Pt. II, p. 16, pl. 147, fig. 6. 
2 Geol. Pennsylvania, Vol. I!, Pt. I, p. 195, fig. 181. See also. Taylor's Report ou the Swatara Mining 

District, 1839, p. 18. 
3 Report on the Stony Creek Estate, Pt. II, p. 19, pl. 147, fig. 5. 
4 Geol. Pennsylvania, Vol. II, Pt. I, p. 195. 
"Summary Final Report, Vol .. III, Pt. I, p. 2144. Descriptive notes are also eont

1
ained in the early 

Report on the Swatara .Mine District, 1839, p. 18. 
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cross section. A more complete columnar section of the Productive 
Coal Measures is presented on columnar-section sheet viii, Pt. IV of 
the Anthracite Atlas. In Pl. CLXXXVI, Fig. 3, I give an impeHect 
section, which is· extended in Pl. CLXXXVII, Fig. 1, to include the 
Pottsville formation. In this, as well as in the gaps on either side of 
Gold Mine, the immense amount of coarse conglomerate blocks, 
largely furnished by the upper plexus of conglomerates ·which form 
the sharp crest of the mountain, usually conceals everything but por
tions of the most enduring ledges. It is, therefore, only by some 
effort that outcrops of more than the most prominent beds are to 
be found. For the same reason I have not attempted to definitely 
show the upper boundary of the red shales, which I am convinced 
can hardly be less than -1,130 feet below the horizon of the Buck 
:Nlountain (Twin) coal. 

It is interesting to note a certain degree of regularity in the group 
of conglomerates at the top of the Pottsville. This appears on a com
parison of the Gold 1\fine Gap section with the sections at Rausch 
Gap (Pl. CLXXXVII, Fig. 2) and Black Spring Gap (Pl. CLXXXVI, 
Fig. 2), to both of which these outcropping backbone ledges may 
easily be traced. A similar development exists at the Rausch Gap in 
Schuylkill County (Station 4, Pl. CLXXX), in which the Buck Moun
tain coal is similarly disposed. 

Fron1 the mine dump, consisting of material from probably more 
than one of the coals drifted on the east side of the gap, were obtained 
the following species, which evidently _represent a characteristically 
Productive Coal :Nieasures flora: 

Pecopteris unita Brongn. 
Pecopteris arguta Stern b.? 
Pecopteris arborescens (Schloth.) Brongn. 
Pecopteris squamosa Lx. 
Pecopteris oreopteridia (Schloth.) Stern b. 
Pecopteris cf. elliptica Bun b. ? 
Pecopteris polymorpha Brongn. 
Alethopteris pennsy lvanica L'x.? 
Callipteridium Grandini (Brongn.) Lx.? 

Neuropteris ovata Hoffm. 
Neuropteris vermicularis Lx. 
Neuropteris :fimbriata Lx. 
Neuropteris Clarksoni Lx. 
Neuropteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. 
Neuropteris Rogersi Lx. 
Lepidophyllum majus Brongn.? 
Cordaites sp. 

The following species were also collected on the west side in the gap: 

Pecopteris polymorpha Brongn. 
Pecopteris cf. Newberryi F. and Vv. 
Neuropteris ovata Hoffm. 
Neuropteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. 

Annul aria sphenophy lloides (Zerik.) 
Gut b. 

Sphenophyllum cf. :filiculme Lx. 

SECTION AT RAUSCH GAP, LEBANON COUNTY. 

(STATION 21, PL. CLXXX.) 

The Lower Coal iV[easures and the upper beds of the Pottsville forma
tion at Rausch Gap, 3! miles west of Gold Mine Gap, have been the 
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subject of fragmentary descriptions by Taylor/ Rogers, 2 and Smith.3 

The cro:::;s section given by the first-named author is repeated in more 
complete form by Rogers and the second geological sur'vey, though in 
the publications of the latter the boundary of the red shale appears to 
have been drawn where it might theoretically lie if the Buck Mountain 
(Twin) coal were the lowest Lykens coal. The position and extent of 
the drifting in the vicinity of this gap are shown in mine sheet xxiii. 

From the section which I give in Pl. CLXXXVII, Fig. 2, it appears 
that the Pitch bed, the next coal below Bill's bed, probably lies within 
the group of conglomeratic plates at the top of the Pottsville forma
tion. The roof shales of the coal, which I interpret as the probable rep
resentative of the Buck Mountai~1 coal, furnish the following species: 
Mariopteris muricata (Schloth.) Zeill. var. Neuropteris Desorii Lx. 

nervosa (Brongn.) Kidst. Neuropteris ovata tJoffm. 
Mariopteris occidentalis D. W. Neuropteris vermicularis Lx. 
Pecopteris unita Brongn. Neuropteris fimbriata Lx. 
Pecopteris pusilla Lx.? Neuropteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. 
Alethopteris aquilina (Schloth.) Goepp. Linopteris obliqua(Bunb.) Pot. 

The composition of this flora indicates a horizon in the basal portion 
of the Lower Coal J\!Ieasures, or in the Allegheny series. A drift in 
the same horizon on the west side of the gap yields large numbers of 
Aletlwpteris Serlii (Brongn.) Goepp., Neuropteris SclwucAzeri Hoffm., 
and AsterophylUtes eq-uisetifm·mis (Schloth.) Brongn. 

Below the Pitch bed there is but little, if any, evidence of search for 
coals in the Pottsville formation at Rausch Gap.. Here, as well as in 
Gold Mine and Black Spring gaps, effort was made to find the coals of 
the Lor berry and Fishing Creek gap sections, which were seen to pass, 
in the Dauphin Basin, to the north of the crest of Sharp Mountain 
instead.of to the south of the latter. In his discussion of the region 
under consideration, Dr. Taylor,,~, whose reports and notes form the 
basis of the later publications relating to the district, remarks that 
""no examination for veins [coals] south of the backbone ledge of Sharp 
1\lountain has taken placA hereabouts.'' Owing to the exceptionally 
favorable conditions at the southeast co:rner of the gap, the top· of the 
red shale was located by me, with a iwobably high degree 0'£ certainty, 
at about 1,175 feet below Bill's coal, which I have assumed to be near 
the horizon of the Buck Mountain bed. The boundary can be hardly 
more than 75 feet higher. 

YELLOW SPRINGS GAP. 

(STATIOX 23, PL. CLXXX.) 

At Yellow Springs, 4t miles west of Rausch Gap, there is a high gap 
in the mountain, through which a small stream, draining a section about 

1 Report on· the Stony Creek Estate, Pt. II, p. 19, pl. 147, fig. 4. 
2 G1ol. Pennsylvania, VoL II, Pt. I, p. 195, fig. 182. 
3Summary Final Report, Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 2144. 
4 Op. cit., p. 20. 
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2 miles in length of the Coal Measures valley, finds an escape. The 
topography of the vicinity is shown on the Hummelstown sheet of the 
Topographic At1as of the United States and mine sheet xxiv of the 
Southern Anthracite Atlas, the latter of which locates the points of 
exploitation. Descriptions of the coals are given by Taylor, 1 and 
quoted by Rogers 2 and Smith. 3 Cross sections of the basin at this 
point are given by Taylor, and by the geological survey of the State in 
cross-section sheet xxi, Pt. VI of the Anthracite Atlas. All the 
information in the later reports relating to Sharp Mountain appears 
to have been derived from Taylor's report, printed in 1840. 

At .this gap the Pottsville appears to present its ordinary characters 
and its full thickness. The conditions for the discovery of the upper 
boundary of the Mauch Chunk shale are not favorable, but it is quite 
certain that the red shale is not present at 960 feet below the supposed 
horizon of the Buck Mountain coal. No prospecting appears to have 
been done in the Pottsville formation at this gap since the publication 
of the report by Taylor, who states that none of the coals on the south 
slope of Sharp Mountain had been opened or sought. However, in 
some early explorations, carried on in 1824, a tunnel driven through 
the upper portion of the Pottsville formation in the gap penetrated a 
hed of good coal, which, Dr. Taylor adds, was ''not fully proven." 
The rock dump taken from a shaft which appears to have been located 
on this bed contains the following species: 

Eremopteris decipiens. 
Mariopteris tennesseeana var. hirsuta. 
Sphenopteris palmatiloba var. squarrosa. 
Megalopteris plumosa. 
Neriopteris lanceolata. 
N europteris tennesseeana. 

Calamostachys Knowltoniana. 
Bothrodendron arborescens. 
Cordaites Robbii. 
Cardiocarpon biscupidatum var.obioense. 
Cardiocarpon "Tilcoxi. 

This :flora will at once ·be recognized as clearly referable to the 
Sewanee zone; and it can hardly be lower than Lykens coal No. 3. 
The· variet:Y of Spltenopter1;8 palmatiloba, the variety of Cardiocarpon 
bicuspidat-wn, and Botkrodend1•on arbm·escens appear to bind the flora 
some:vhat closely to that of the horizon of Lykens No. 1. Through 
Erernopteris decipiens and Om·diocarpon lfilcoxi the flora seems to be 
related to that of the Sharon coal of northwestern Pennsylvania,'and 
it is worthy of mention· that Neriopteri8 la·nceolata, found at Yellow 
Springs, has hitherto been known only from the sandy shales at some 
distance above the Sharon coal, in northwestern Ohio. On the whole, 
I am slightly disposed to regard the horizon of the plants at' Yellow 
Sprin·gs as higher than that of the Lykens coal No. 2. 

The stratigraphic distance of this horizon below that of the Buck 

I Reports on the Stony Creek Estate, Pt. I, p. 52. 
2 Geol. Pennsylvania, Vol. II, Pt. I, p.l96, fig.l83. 
a Summary Final Report, Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 2145. 
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Mountain coal is about 210 fet:t; and as the latter is probably recog
nizable in this gap, this points toward the level of Lykens coal No. 1. 

The plants from the Backbone bed, which appears to correspond 
to the Buck J\1:ountain coal at Yellow Springs Gap, constitute a flora 
agreeing well with that listed £rom what I believe to be the same 
horizon at Rausch Gap. They are: 

Sphenopteris sp. 
Pecopteris villosa Brongn.? 
Neuropteris ova.ta Hoffm. 
Neuropteris plicata [Lx.]. 
Neuropteris capitata Lx. 

Neuropteris fimbriata Lx. 
N europteris Scheuchzeri Hoffm. 
Linopteris cf. squarrosa (Ett.). 
Sphenophyllum emarginatum Brongn. 
Rhabdocarpos tenax Lx.? 

Before passing farther toward the apex of the field, certain· sugges
tions, resulting from tL comparison of the columnar l?ections at Yellow 
Spring-s and the gaps to the eastward~ deserve some attention, although 
it is not within the province of this paper to attempt the correlation of 
the coals of the Lower Coal Measures. 

Referring to the section at Rausch Gap (Pl. CLXXXVII, Fig. 2), we 
may observe that Bill's bed, the "3-foot" bed, the "2-foot" bed~ and 
probably" Dan's" bed, have been drifted in the Yellow Springs Gap, in 
which the intervals separating the coals are nearly the same as in Rause,h 
Gap. A higher coal opened at Yellow Springs is probably equivalent 
to that designated the "Heister" in Rausch Gap, though it may possi
bly be the representative of the coal next below; 'V e may safely 
conclude, therefore, on a comparison of these two ~ections, that the 
coal in the Pottsville formation from whieh the L}rkens plants enu
werateJ. auuve were obtained lies approximately 210 feet below Bill's 
bed in Rausch Gap, 4-! miles to the eastward. 

The section of the Lower Coal Measures at Gold Mine Gap exhibits, 
when compared with that at Rausch Gap, considerable variation. If 
the supposition that the coal which I have designated in the se~.tion 
(Pl. CLXXXVI, Fig. 3) the Buck Mountain (Twin) bed may be the 
equivalent of the Bill's bed at Rausch Gap is correct, then the bed 
known as '' 4-foot" bed in the Gold JVIine Gap section would appear to 
be equivalent ~o one or both benches of" Dan's bed" at Rausch Gap; in 
~hich case the "Peacock" and the coal next above may be parallelized 
with coal "No. 1" and the "Heister" bed, respectively, in the Rausch 
Gap section, while the two coals next higher at Gold J\1ine may be consid·· 
er~d as representatives of the ''Gray" bed and ''No. 2" bed at Rausch 
Gap. The '' N 9·. 4" bed in Rausch Gap lies at the approximate level, 
stratigraphically, of the" 3-foot" bed in Gold Mine Gap. It is obvious 
that, if these tentative correlations, especially as they relate to the(,' No. 
1(n," the "Heister," the "Gray," and the "No. 2" lnds at Rausch 
Gap, are not erroneous, the "Heister" bed, which, as designated in 
the published sections, is about 120 feet above the "3-foot" bed at 
Gold Mine Gap, can not possibly be the equivalent of the bed lnaring 
the same name in the Rausch Gap section, less than 3t miles distant. 
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In the former section the supposed Heister bed is nearly 870 feet above 
the horizon of Bill's bed, while in the latter section it is only about 420 
feet, less than half as far. 

Similarly, the section at the Black Spring Gap, often cite<;]. as J\1ount 
Eagle Gap, when compared 'vith that in either Gold Mine Gap or 
Rausch Creek Gap, presents a series of intervals and coals which suggest 
several tentative correlations. Thus the horizon which I have desig
nated in Pl. CLXXXVI, Fig. 2, as the place of the Buck J\tiountain 
(Twin) coal is probably on the same stratigraphic level as Bill's bed in 
Rausch Gap, or the lower coal at Gold l\1ine Gap. Likewise the hori
zon higher in Black Spring Gap, described by Taylor as "'traces of a 
southern coal," would seem to correspond directly.to the first coal above 
the Buck lYiountain in Gold Mine Gap, while the "4-foot" beds in both 
gaps will, in that case, be on the same stratigraphic level; but if, as 
would seem naturally to follow, the "Peacock" coals in both sections 
are in reality equivalent~ then we m:ust conclude not only that the 
Pitch bed is not developed in the Gold Mine Gap, but also that the rep
resentative of the next coal above the "Peacock" bed at Gold l\1ine is 
identical, if exposed at all at Black Spring Gap, with the Black Spring 
coal. The J\1ount .Eagle coal, the next higher in the latter gap, and 
the second coal opened. above the "Peacoek" coal in Gold Mine Gap, 
both of which are coincidently situated at the same distance from the 
Twin coal, probably represent the same bed. But, in order to illus
trate the ea::;e with which sections containing a number of well-distrib
uted coals may be in different ways adjusted to one another, while at 
the same time pointing out certain other probable coincident similarities 
between the Black Spring section and that at Rausch Gap, let us 
assunle that the horizon designated as ''traces of a southern coal " in 
the forme1; gap represents the Bill's bed in the latter. In that case~ 
we shall find not only that the "4-foot" coal lies at essentially the 
same distance a.bove· the second coal in Gold J\1ine, but also that the 
"Peacoek" coal is near the level of the "4-foot" bed at Gold Mine 
and the ''Dan's bed" at Rausch Gap, in whieh case the Pitch coal at 
Black Spring Gap might, without too great a strain of the imagina
tion, be co1~related with the "2-foot" coal at Rausch Gap, and the 
"4-foot" eoal at Black Spring might correspond to the "3-foot" coal 
at Rausch Gap. Continuing the same assumption as to. the identity of 
the horizon of· Bill's bed or tl:ie Buck Mountain coal at Mount Eagle 
Gap, it is evident at a glance that the Black Spring and Mount Eagle 
coals near the top of the section at Black Spring correspond, so far as 
stratigi·aphic intervals are concerned, almost exactly with the "No. 1" 
and the "Heister" 'coals, respectively, in the Rausch Gap section. 
The quoted names of coals represent the local identifications or corre
lations by the State geologists. 

So far as the problems discussed in this report are concerned, the . 
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chief interest in the correlation of the coals of the Lower Coal Meafmres 
relates to the equivalence, in the western sections, of the coals mined in 
the Fishing Creek and Lorberry gaps. My own observations of the 
terranes in the Fishing Creek Gap (Pl. CLXXXVI, Fig. 1), com
bined wit.h measurements across Sharp Mountain, less than a mile 
west of the creek, where the Pottsville formation is present in its 
normal constitution and thickness, lead me to the opinion that the 
horizons of the two lower coals mined in Fishing Creek Gap are 
comparable to those of the "Peacock" coal in the Black Spring and 
Gold ~!fine ~:;ections and the coal marked as "Heister" in the Rausch Gap 
section. In this case the upper coal at Fishing Creek may represent 
the ''Gray bed" at Rausch Creek Gap, the second coal above the sup
posed ''Peacock" in Gold Mine Gap, and probably the Black Spring 
coal at Black Spring Gap, the lowest coal at Fishing Creek being 
possibly comparable to the Pitch bed at Black Spring. 

The coals in the section at Lor berry Gap, Pl. CLXXXV, Fig. 3, will 
appear to correspond-most satisfactorily, with respect to the separating 
intervrJs, to the coals of the gaps to the westward; if we assume that the 
lowest bed (South coal) opened at Lor berry occupies the horizon of the 

. supposed Buck Mountain, Backbone, and Bill's beds in the other gaps. 
If this hypothesis is correct, the bed designated'' Peacock" coal in Lor
berry, Black Spring, ~nd Gold Mine gaps, which, in the first two sec
tions, is approximately th~ same distance from the Buck Mountain 
bed, and which is scarcely farther in the Gold Mine Gap, may per
haps safely be considered as one eoal. Next, the" Zimmerman" eoal in 
Lorberry Gap would appear to deserve eomparison with the Mount 
Eagle bed at Black Spring, with the seeond exposed coal above the 
".Peacoek" bed in Gold JYiine Gap, and with either the" Gray" bed or 

'"No. 2" bed, next higher, in Rausch Gap. 
On assuming that the South coal at Lor berry is at the horizon of the 

Buck Mountain (Twin) bed, it becomes probable that the developed 
coab above the "Zimmerman" bed are higher than those represented in 
the Rausch Gap section, unless the ''No. 4" bed in the latter section, 
whose distance above the Buck Mountain bed is a little greater than the 
corresponding interval belcw the next coal 1 abov·c the "Zimmerman" 
in the Lorberry Gap, is the representative uf the latter unnamed coal. 
The next higher coals in the Lor berry section will then deserve compar
ison with the ''Heister" and ':Gray" beds in the Gold Mine Gap section. · 
The Umbehauer and the Furnace beds at the north end of Lorberry 
Gap probably represent higher horizons than have been developed 
to the westward, and it is possible that they may not even be p1:esent 
in the basin at and to the westward of Rausch Gap. 

It will be observed that in respect to the relative intervals between 

1 This appears to be identical with the bed named Peacock coal in cross-section sheet xvi, Pt. VI of 
the Atlas of the Southern Anthracite Field. 
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the coals in tpe sections, the Gold Mine section appears to present the 
highest degree of agreement with or similadty to the Lorberry Gap 
section; but, whether the comparison be with the Gold Mine Gap or 
the Mount Eagle Gap, or the Dundas No. 6 colliery tunnel, 1 a few miles 
to the east of Lorberry Gap, we must c.onclude ·that if the South coal 
represents the Buck 1VIountain bed the Lorberry Gap should, in addi
tion, contain a number of the intermediate coals which have been opened 
in the Black Spring and Rausch gaps. With no other evidence than 
the measurements of the intervals· between the discovered coals on 
which to base correlations of the latter, an almost equally satisfactory 
parallelization of the beds might be framed were we to assume that 
the "Peacock" coal in the Lor berry Gap corresponds ·with the first ' 
coal above the Buck Mountain bed in the longer sections to the west
ward. Such an a::;sumption is, however, manifestly untenable, since 
it involves the reference of the South coal, whose fossils are fully as 
young as, if not younger than, those of the Buck Mountain bed, to the 
approximate horizon of the Lyk~ns coal in the Yellow Springs Gap, 
the fossils from which are referable to the Sewanee zone of ,the Upper 
Lykens division of the Pottsville formation. 

I would have little reliance placed in the foregoing suggestions as: 
to the equivalence of the various coals of the Productive Coal Meas
ures along Sharp Mountain. It needs but an examination of the 
columnar sections, showing the s~rprisingly great variation of the 
intervals between the coals as actually ascertained by direct connec
tions between the mines in the Southern :field, 2 to convince one that 
correlation of these beds by no other means than the comparison of 
columnar sections is, in the Southern Anthracite :field, hardly less than 
jugglery. · · 

RATTLING RUN GAP. 

(STATION 24, PL. CLXXX.) 

Rattling Run, the most westerly gap in Sharp Mountain, is 15t miles 
from Fishing Creek Gap and about 4 miles east of . the point 
at which the Pottsville formation begins to spoon out, above \Vater
tank Station. The description of this gap, which is about. 3 miles 
west of Yellow Springs, is given with considerable detail in Dr. 
Taylor's report, 3 which is quoted in the ·later State reports."' The 
principal drifts in the Lower Coal Measures are platted on mine sheet 

1 Section 6, columnar-section sheet viii, Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. IV. 
2 The variability of the Coal :Measures intervals, even between i1ear localities, is well illustrated in 

the diagram prepared by Ash burner, and published on columnar-section sheet iii, Pt. I of the Atlas 
of the Southern Anthracite Field. It is also shown in columnar-section sheet vi, Pt. II of the Atlas. 
Good examples of this are found at the Wood's colliery, and at Dundas colliery, No. 6 tunnels, cited 
above, the sections of which are not more than 3 miles distant from each other. 

3Report on Stony Creek Estate, pp. 44 and 50, pl. 147, fig. 2. 
4Rogers, Geol. Pennsylvania, Vol. II, Pt. I, p. 197, Smith, Summary Final Report, Vol. III, Pt. I, 

p. 2145. 

20 G EOL, PT 2--5± 
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xxv of the Anthracite Atlas. That portion of the Dauphin Basin 
west of Yellow Springs was somewhat thoroughly explored by the 
owners, the Dauphin and Susquehanna Coal Company, under the direc
tion of Dr. Taylor. It is to this fact that most of our knowledge of 
the coals in this region is due. 

The entire thickness of the Pottsville formation, from the bed 
which I assume to represent the Twin (Buck Mountain) coal to the top
most beds of the red shale is given by Taylor as 1,100 feet. \Vi thin that 
interval twelve coals were found. Two thin coals are reported within 
170 feet of the red shale. The sixth coal from the red shale, the 
Reliance bed, not over 3 feet in thickness, was drifted for 461 feet. 
Although a verJ' "dry coal," it was not found to be at that time profit
ably workable~ The distance, 410 feet, from this bed to the red shale 
suggests the position of Lykens coal No. 4. Twenty feet to the south 
of the Reliance bed another coal was opened, and still another bed 
was discovered 40 feet to the north. A coal at the supposed horizon 
of the Buck Mountain bed has been opened on both sides of the gap, 
it having been drifted for a considerable distance on the east side. No 
fossil plants were obtained at this gap. 

BIG FLATS. 

(STATION 26, PL. CLXXX.) 

As Sharp and Stony mountains, which form the two walls of the 
Dauphin Basin, converge toward the west, the interior valley becomes 
less marked, until at a point nearly opposite 1V atertank Station, 
about 9 miles from Dauphin, the Coal Measures completely fill the 
interval from rim to rim and form a low, slightly convex knob, 
the Big Flats, about 1 mile in length, the north and south faces being 
composed of the Pottsville formation. The topography is shown on 
the Harrisburg sheet of the Topographic Atlas of the United States, 
;:ts well as on mine sheets xxv and xxvi, Pt. III of the Anthracite 
Atlas. The shaftings on the Big Flats, dating fro~ the early part of 
the century, are described by Taylor, whose cross section was repro
duced by Rogers. 1 Dr. Taylor reports the presence of three coals 
within an interval of 48 feet, from one of which several hundred tons 
of coal were hauled to the Susquehanna River at Dauphin prior to 
1840. The three principal shafts, but a few yards apart, are platted 
on mine sheet xxvi. The shale from the shafts is now nearly disin
tegrated; yet fragments taken from the dump reveal the presence of 
Nmw·opteris ovata IIoffm., N. Sclwucl~zeri Hoffm., Pecopteris villosa 
Brongn. ~, Annulariastellata (Schloth.) Wood, and Splu:nop1Lyll1i/rnema1·
ginatum Brongn., ~pecies characteristic of the Lower Coal Measures. 

Although we have no measurements showing the thickness of the 

I Geol. Pennsylvania, Vol. II, Pt. I, p. 198, fig. 184. 
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Pottsville formation west of Rattling Gun Gap, my obsArvations show 
that the upper group of conglomerate plates which have been traced · 
the entire distance from F.ishing Creek Gap may be followed, by the 
exercise of proper caution, when the trees are bare, for at least 2 miles 
west of Rattling Run Gap. Westward from this point the amount of 
the error of the omission of the entire Lykens group of coals on the 
State maps diminishes gradually. · Yet in view of the lessening of the 
dips from 73° to 17° 1 opposite the Big Flats shaftings, it is obvious 
that the supposed boundary of the lowest Lykens coal, which is rep
resented at a distance of not over 800 feet from the shafts, is too far 
north to include more than the upper 200 or 300 feet of the Pottsville 
formation, even if we suppose the coal mined in the shafts to be the 
Buck Mountain bed, than which, as is shown by the plants, it can hardly 
be lower. \Vere t.he strata nearly verticai, it is probable that Lykens 
coals Nos. 2 and 3 would lie outside of the approximate boundary of 
the lowest Lykens bed as the latter is mapped in the mine sheet. 
That coal~ are present in both of the L}7kens groups in this region is 
evident from the shaftings along Stony Moui1tain and Short Mountain, 
which will next be considered. 

SHORT MOUNTAIN SHAFTINGS WEST OF BIG FLATS. 

The disappearance of the Lower Coal Measures and the commence
ment of the spooning out of the upper beds of the Pottsville formation 
occur not far west of the Big Flats and the head of \V atertank Run. 
It is certain that, unless the folding is much closer than the apparent 
dips indicate and the axis is not far to the north side of the crest, 
the Pottsville· alone remains at the Fort Lookout shafting, less than 
1t miles west of Big Flats. It should be remarked at this point that, 
with the exception of the Bayard shaftings on the north side of Short 
Mountain, no prospecting or exploitation of eoal appears to have 
been made in this region since the earlier half of the present century. 
In the following brief notes reference will be for the most part cmi
fined to those old developments from which fossil plants have been 
obtained. The descriptive matter is derived from Taylor's report, the 
source of most of the information republished in the State reports. 

A. The first of the developments west of. the Big Flats are the Fort 
Lookout shaftings (Station 27, Pl. CLXXX), opened in 1838. The 
location of this operation is shown in mine sheet xxvi, Pt. III of the 
Anthracite Atlas, and a cross section of the basin at this point. is con
tained on cross-section sheet xxi, Pt. VI of the same publication. 
The two shafts at this point are said to have reached a depth of 82t 
feet. The coal was found too poor for mining. On searching the dump 
at the mouth of the shafts, a number of fossil plants were obtained, 

J See mine sheet No. xxvi. 
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which, as will at once be discovered in glancing at the list, are dis
tinctly of Pottsville age: 

l\Iariopteris tennesseeana. 
N europteris gigantea. 
Neuropteris acutimontana. 
N europteris sp. indet. 

Asterophyllites arkansanus. 
Annularia acicularis. 
Whittleseya elegans var. minor; 

Furthermore, nearly all of the species will be recognized as having 
a distribution in the Upper Lykens division. It is certain that this 
flora can not be below the horizon of Lykens coal No. 3, when 1-Yeu?'op
terz's gigantea, AsteropAyllites arkansanrus, and the peculiar form of 
J.lf(Triopte?·is tennesseeana strongly suggest a more intimate relation 
with the flora of L}Tkens coal No. ·2: It is probable that the level of 
this flora is not lower than Lykens coal No. 2 or higher than Lykens 
coal No.1. 

B. Of the economic results obtained by the Bayard shaftings (Station 
28, Pl. CLXXX) we have no other information than that given by mine 
sheet xxvi, v.rhich shows the location of four shafts, and by· the fossils 
obtained from the rock dumps. From the lower of the shafts there 
were obtained an indeterminate species of M"ct?•ioptm·is, Ne~t;ropte1'·is 
Pocalwntas var. inaeq~talis, and a species of Spm·ocystis. From a 
higher shaft, not over 85 feet frol'n the latter, the following-named 
species were obtained in shale mingled with waste coal: 

J\Iariopteris pottsvillea. 
Neuropteris. Pocahontas var. in::equalis. I 

Lepidophyllum guinnimontanum. 
Rhabdocarpos acuminatus. 

A comparison of these florulas, both of which are distinctly refera
ble to the Lower Lykens division, shows that while the pla.nts from 
the lower drift contain no types indicative of a particular horizon, the 
species from the upper drift include, in Ma1·iopteris pot~svillea, JYe~t-. 
ropteris Pocalwntas var. inmq~talis, and LepidopAyllwn quvnni?Jwnta
?nMn, three species characteristic of the J1fariopten:8 pottsvillea zone, or 
the approximate horizon of Lykens coal No. 4. The association and 
facies of the individual phints from this drift are clearly suggestive 
of the level of the Kemble drift on Broad Mountain, which, as .we 
have already seen, is most probably nea.,r the horizon of Lyke_n~ .coal 
No. 4. If this correlation is valid, then it becomes probable that the 
horizon of the lower drift is near the level of Lykens coal No. 5. 

C. The next locality at which fossil plants were obtained is a pit 
just above the "north vein drift" (Station 29, Pl. CLXXX),.close to 
the divide in the saddle of the mountain, nearly due north of \Vhite 
Springs Station. The drift at this point was opened in 1827 for the 
distance of 100 feet on a dip 30° S. As inight be expected, nearly 
all of the excavated material is now entirely disintegrated. Such plant 
fragments as were obtained plainly show the presence of a num_per of 
species which, though not clearly indicative of the approximate hori-
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zon of Lykens coal No.4, are nevertheless sti·ongly suggestive of that 
level. They are certainly from the Lower Lykens division. 

Mariopteris pottsvillea. 
Mariopteris sp. indet. I 

Neuropteris Pocahontas var. imequalis. 
'Whittleseya Campbelli. 

The geographic position of this drift is shown in mine sheet xxvi, 
Pt. III of the Anthracite Atlas; and a cross section of the mountain 

·is included in cross-section sheet xxi, Pt. VI of the Atlas. 1 

D. On the south side of the crest of Short Mountain, but a short 
distance to the west of the '.'north vein drift~" is located Kug·ler's drift 
(Station 30, Pl. ULXXX), opened in 1824. The positions of both 
Kugler's drift and Young's drift, the latter being a little to the west, 
are shown on mine sheet xxvi. In his report on the Stony Creek coal 
area, Dr. Taylor reports the presence of a good coal in the former, 
reaching a maximum thickness of 4 feet, its horizon being 25 feet·· 
below that of the coal at Young's drift, while a smaller bed, the "lit- · 
tie vein," is said to have been discovered 20 feet lower than Kugler's. 
Although the shales from Kugler's ·drift are far decayed, they still 
1·eveal the presence of-

l\Iariopteris eremopteroides. · 
N europteris Pocahontas var. pentias. 

I Cordaites R~bbii. 

Although these species are insufficient in themselves to form the 
basis of an attempt at a precise correlation, their entire agreement 
with the flora of the region of Lykens coals Nos. 5 and 6, for which 
I have tentatively suggested the term .Mctriopteris m·emopteroides zone, 
will at once be recalled. Such a tentative reference carries more 
weight than mere suggestion, when the stratigraphic intervals of the 
neighboring coals are taken into account. It seems, indeed, far from 
improbable that, if the measurements. reported from these coal drifts 
are to be relied upon, the 51-inch coal in Young's drift, which is 25 
feet above Kugler's, may represent Lykens coal No. 5, the Kugler's 
drift being in Lyke-ns coal No. 6, while the ''little vein~" 20 feet below, 
might represent the ''zero" coal of the Wiconisco Basin. It appears 
that in this region of Short Mountain three coals of the Lower Lykens 
division are present, two of which may attain a workable thickness, 
although the attitude of the beds near the axis of the syncline prob
ably unfits them for profitable exploitation. 

E. A small collection of fossil plants was obtained from the most west
erly of the shafts shown on the immediate crest of the mountain on 
mine sheet xxvi of the Anthracite Atlas (Station 31, Pl. CLXXX). 
It contains the £ollowh1g species: 

Mariopteris eremopteroides? 
Neuropteris Pocahontas var. pentias. 
Lepidophy llum quinnimontanum? I 

vVhittleseya Campbelli. 
Trigonocarpum ampu11reforme. 
Trigonocarpum Helenre. 

I Reproduced in Summary Final Report, Vol: III, Pt. I, pl. 394. 
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The composition of this flora conclusively proves its presence in the 
Lower Lykens division. The first three species mentioned are to a 
certain extent characteristic of the lower zone of that division and 
might be expected in the vicinity of Lykens coals Nos. 5 and 6. 
Against so low a reference as coal No. 6, however, is opposed the pres
ence of Lepidopl~yllwn q'l..tinninwntanU?n and Trigonocarpum1 IIelenm, 
which, though not unknown in the horizon of No.5, are in general more 
characteristic of Lykens coal No. 4, and which have not yet been 
found so low as coal No. 6. It does not, therefore, appear permis::;ible 
to refer this flora to a lower level than that of Lykens coal No. 5, on 
the one hand, while, on the other hand, there is no evidence of weight 
to lead us to regard it as high as Lykens No. 4. Accordingly, as 
between the three horizons, this flora should perhaps tentatively be 
refen;ed to that of Lykens coal No. 5. Concerning the depth of the 
shaft or the thickness of the coal touched at this point I find no printed 
information. 

F. The only other locality on Short Mountain from which fossils 
have been collected is a drift which, as shown on mine sheet xxvii of 
the Anthracite Atlas, is located near the extremity of the mountain, in 
the apex of the basin, and within 2,800 feet of the outcrop of red shale 
beneath the last of the conglomerates in the axis of the spoon of the 
Pottsville formation. This seems to be one of the shaftings opened 
in 1802. Naturally the shales are for the most part completely disin
tegrated, and no encouragement is offered for the collection of fossils. 
Some fragments of bone, however, still show traces of Calamarian stems 
and cortices ·of various types, as well as rather abundant fruits of 
Trigonocct?]_Jum ampullcefonne. 

THE LYKENs· COALS IN STONY MOUNTAIN. 

Intelligent and thorough search for the Lykens coals seems to 
have been made at but two points between Big Flats and the I\almia 
colliery, a distance of 16 miles. At the more western locality, on the 
Dull and Hoff lands (Station 25, Pl. CLXXX), but about 2 miles east of 
the Big Flats, four or five of the Lykens coals were located and shafted 
in 1888. The uppermost of these coals, which would appear from the 
description 1 to be 400 or 500 feet below the probable approximate 
horizon of the Buck ~lountain bed, is said to be thin. About 200 feet 
below this a thin, clean, bright coal was discovered. The next bed, 
about 150 feet lower, contains 2 feet 7 inches of good coal, reported as 
the best found. One hundred feet lower, 5 feet 5 inches of crushed 
and dirty coal was opened, while a bed of impure coal and shale "\Vas 
located 40 or 50 feet below the last. 

From the thickness and order of the intervals (see table, p. 864), we 
may tentatively assume that the lowest bed represents Lykens coal 

I Summary Final Report, Vol. III, Pt. I, p. 2142. 
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No. 6; the thick bed, 40 or 50 feet higher, may then be ·the Lykens 
coal No. 5, and the.2-foot 7-inch bed of good ·coal 100 feet above the 
last will perhaps correspond to the place of Lykens coal No. 4, while 
the coal about 150 feet higher is possibly near Lykens coal No. 2 or 
No. 3. As corroborating to a certain degree, or as slightly indicative 
of the correctness of, these hypothetical correlations, the small col
lection of plants apparently derived from the roof of the third coal 
(numbering from the lowest), which we have assumed to be Lykens 
coal No. 4, may be enumerated: 

Mariopteris pottsvillea. 
Neuropteris Pocahontas. I 

Asterophyllites parvulus. 
Trigonocarpum ampull~forme. 

The first of these species seems to be characteristic of the zone of 
that coal, while the third is more common in the same horizon. On 
the whole, it appears very probable that the three princ~pal lower 
Lykens coals have been opened in the prospect shafts on the Dull and 

. Hoff lands. 
At a point nearly north of Rausch Gap 1 two coals, which from sur

face appearances and the thickness of the intervals would seem to rep
resent the supposed Lykens coals Nos. 4 and 5 at the locality last 
considered, have been op~ned by trial slopes (Station 22, Pl. CLXXX). 
The coal at the mouth of the upper of the two slopes is apparently of 
good quality and in good condition. No information is at band as to 
the thickness of the beds in the slopes, which are now fallen ~:;hut. The 
lack of information is in itself indirectly indicative of no great thick
ness for the combustible. 

At the Kalmia colliery (Station 41, Pl. CLXXX) Lykens coals Nos. 4, 
5, and 6 were worked to some extent. Owing, however, both to the 
irregularity of the beds at this point in thickness and condition and to 
the more advantageous conditions for mining about the Georges Head 
anticline, the greater part of the "workings" were abandoned in favor 
of the latter area. The columnar section at this mine from the top 
of Lvkens coal No. 5 downward into the red shale is shown on Pl. 
CLXXXIV in continuation with the section at the Lincoln colliery, 
from the connected gangways 2 of which a portion of the Kalmia ter
ritory is now directly mined. 

GENERAL CONDITIONS RELATING TO THE OCCURRENCE OF THE 
LYKENS COALS IN THE DAUPHIN BASIN. 

A review of the foregoing brief descriptive notes concerning the 
~ottsville formation in the Dauphin Basin shows that along the north 
side of the narrow trough, which is nowhere more than 2 miles in 
width, 3 several of the Lykens coals, one or more of which, usually in 

I Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. III, mine sheet xxiii. 
2 Idem, Pt. III, mine sheetR xxi and xxii. 
3This refers to the distance across the basin from margin to margin; not to the length of the curve. 
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the Lo,yer byken::; group, is near1yor quite of workable thickness, 
have been found in ever}r district where a thorough search has been 
made. They are also found to extend along the base of the I'ising 
axis in Short l\1ountain. Furthermore, it has been shown that, owing 
to the presence of an unobserved fault which cuts off the whole or 
nearly all of the Pottsville formation at Lorberry and Fishing Creek 
gaps, not only were the soft, inferior Productive Coall\1eas~u'es coals 
exploited at these gaps mistaken for degenerate developments of the 
Lykens coals, and consequently pronounced inferior or worthless, but 
on account of the trend of the former coals along the north side of 
Sharp J\1ountain the. entire Pottsville group of coals has been sup
posed to lie to the north of the crest of the mountain. The outcrop, 
or supposed approximate outcrop, of the lowest Lykens coal was there
fore mapped by the late anthracite survey of Pennsylvania 1 along or 
near a horizon not lower in most places than the horizon of the Buck 
:Mountain coal, the cor1ventional base of the Lower Coal Measures, 
from Fishing Creek Gap to a point about 2 miles west of the Rattling 
Run Gap, an entire distance of oYer 17 miles. To the same misinter
pretation at Lor berry and Fishing Creek gaps is also J.ue the fact that 
no systm11atic search has ever been n1ade for coals south of the crest 
of Sharp Mountain (where no coals were sur)posed to occur) between 
Fi8hing Creek Gap and Rattling Run Gap. 

It must not be understood from the above statement of facts that 
Lykens coals in good condition lie awaiting the search of the pros
pector along the south slope of Sharp Mountain. On the other hand, 
the vertical or very highly inclined attitude and the often crur:;hed or 
slipped condition of the other coals along Sharp Mountain render it 
probable that the Lyken,s coals will here also be found generally infe
rior in struc.ture, and perhaps in c.omposition, as compared with the 
present standard requisite for profitable mining. It is the purpose of 
this review of the stratigraphy of the region not merely to secure 
greater aecuraey in the mine maps of the Dauphin Basin, or to add 
to our knowledge of the floras of the Pottsville formation in this 
region, but to call attention to the facts: (1) That the soft or semi
bituminous coals on the north slope of Sharp J\1ountain between Fish
ing Creek and Hattling Run gaps, hitherto regarded as the Lykens 
coals, are really in the Productive Coal J\1easures; (2) that practically 
no search 2 has been made for coals in the Pottsville formation through-

I Credit is due the opinion expressed by Mr. A. D"\V. Smith in a footnote to the Summary Final 
Report of the State Survey (p. 2140), that the outcrops of the red shale and the lowest Lykens coal 
are drawn 800 to 1,000 feet too far north between Lorberry Gap and Rattling Run Gap, most of the 
coals in the Lorbcrry and Fishing Creek gaps being referable to the Lower Coall\feasurcs, although 
he assumes the full thickness of the Pottsville formation to be present at the latter gaps. This foot
note, which I had not seen until the writing-of the present paper, is quite at variance with all other 
portions of the text relating to the Dauphin Basin in l\Ir. Smith's report. 

2Exceptions of little importance are the discoveries of the Reliance coal at Rattling Run Gap and 
the thin coal near the·top of the Pottsville formation in Rausch Gap, section 2, Pl. CLXXXVII. 
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out this .portion of Sharp l\1o~mtain, 17 miles in length, for the rea8on 
.that no coals were expected to occur there; (3) that nearly the entire 
formation, including both groups of the Lykens coals, lies south of 
the general crest of the mountain; (4) that the discovery, especially ii1 
the Lower Lykens division, of several Lykens coals, one or more of 
which ai)pears to be of good quality and of workable or nearly work
able thickness at every· point 1 at which a modei·ately thorough search 
has been made along the opposite side of the basin and along Short 
:Mountain, offers every assurance of the presence of some of the coals 
on the south side of the basin, though the steep or nearly vertical 
position of the beds bespeaks a poorer .condition and less easy exploita
tion of the coals. It is, however, within the range of probability that, 
should the consumption of anthracite continue at nearly the present 
rate,. the demand for the Lykens red-ash coals, which are more highly 
appreciated for domestic i)urposcs, will exhaust the richer and more 
favorably situated and profitably mined deposits, some of which are 
'already far toward exhaustion, and cause the exploitation of Lykens 
coal in regions now regarded as wholly unprofitable; in which case the 
Lykens coals of Sharp and Stony mountains, though so often crushed, 
may enter into competition with the thinner coals of the Pottsville 
formation in other portions of the anthracite fields. 

~.rHICKNESS OF 'rHE FORl\IATION IN 'l~HE SOU'.rHERN 
AN".rHRACI"'.rE FIELD. 

In the di:-:;cussion of the lower limits of the Pottsville formation 
attention was especially called (p. 831) to the great variations in the 
measurements of the section in the Southern Anthracite field, due to 
the indefiniteness of the method in usc and the elements of personal 
opinion and preference consequently involved. As was then remarked, 
the n1ethod of fixing the boundary at the top of the highest bed of 
typical red shale or sandstone, which has been followed in the meas
urements hitherto given in this report, is only the application in the 
anthracite region of the custom in vogue in the geologic work of the 
bituminous basins of the State. The unsatisfactory features of this 
method, which have already been pointed out in the Southern Anthra
cite field, are appreciated in advance. 2 It is admittedly arbitrary and 
variable; yet in its application it not only assures an identical horizon 
over considerable distances, but it is definite in each exposure, and 
effectually disposes of the personal variations resulting from the choice 
of an individual horizon throughout a series representing a gradual 

1 Dull and Hoff lands north of Rattling Run Gap and drifts north of Rausch Gap, mine sheets xxv 
and xxiii, respectively. 

2Concerning the variability of the horizon of the uppermost bed of red shale, Smith (Summary Final 
Report, Vol. III, Pt. I, p.1921) remarks as follows: "In the ·southern field these transition beds have, 
in places, a thickness of 500 to 600 feet. The transition beds and the lower beds of XII also exhibit 
decided variations in the materials composing them. At times heavy 'conglomerates predominate, 
with but few sandstones and shales, or again the whole series may be composed of coarse sandstones 
and of shales, with the green and reddish tinge running high in the formation, making it difficult, 
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transition, 400 or 500 feet in thickness, such as is exhibited in the sec
tions at the Pottsville Gap, Pls. CLXXXI, CLXXXII, and in the. 
Lincoln region, Pls. CLXXXII, CLXXXIIL. It is purposed in the 
following pages to present the results obtained by both methods. 

Beginning with Mauch Chunk, at the eastern apex of the Southern 
field, and proceeding westward, the measurements of the Pottsville 
formation (XII), as given by Rogers/ are: Mauch Chunk, about 950 
feet; Nesquehoning, 792 feet; Tamaqua, about 803 feet; Pottsville, about 
1,030 feet; Lorberry Gap, about 675 feet; 2 Yellow Springs, about 660 
feet; 3 Kohlers Gap, 230 feet; Bear Gap, 460 feet. The measurements 
of all the intervals given by A. D\V. Smith are of great value, since 
his statements are based on the enormous amount of instrumentally 
accurate data accumulated by the second geological survey of the 
anthracite regions, all of which were· passed in review by him. As 
stated by Mr. Smith, in the Final Summary Report, the thickness of 
the formation is as follows: Locust Gap, Tamaqua, 1,296 feet; Sharp 
Mountain Gap, Tamaqua, 1,130 feet; Broad Mountain, about 1,200 
feet; Pottsville Gap, 1,350 feet; Swatara and Rausch gaps, 1,100 or 
1,200 feet; Lor berry Gap, 1,500 or 1,600 feet; 4 vicinity of the Lin
coln mine, 1,475 feet; Kalmia region, 1,400 to 1,500 feet; Williams
town, about 1,400 feet. 

The preceding measurements begin 1vith an arbitrary boundary, 
usually within or below the transition series. The following measure
ments start from the topmost bed of red shale and extend to the 
supposed horizon of the Buck Mountain coal, except along Locust 
Mountain, in the Panther Creek Basin, where the measurements 
from both the A and B beds are given, it being nevertheless under
stood that the A coal at Tamaqua is referable to .the Lower Coal Meas
ures. 5 The measurements opposite the names of localities .marked by 
an asterisk ("x-) are compiled from the sections published by the State 
geological survey. 

eYen when a complete section is at hand, to decide where the line between the two formations 
should be drawn. It is not safe to always take the highest red shale bed as a limit, as beds of red 
shale, usually thin, but in appearance like the mass of No. XI, are not infrequently seen high up in 
the conglomerates of XII, and occasionally among the overlying Coal l\Ieasures; nor will it suffice to 
take the lowest conglomerate, as beds of conglomerate are often found well down in the red shales 
of XI. The fixing of a precise limit between the two formations becomes, in many instances, a mat
ter of individual preference and judgment." 

1 Geol. Pennsylvania, Vol. II, Pt. I, pp. 146 and 147. 
2This, as we have already seen, consists in part, if not wholly, of the beds of the Productive Coal 

Measures. 
3It is difficult to account for this measurement by Rogers at Yellow Springs, except on the supposi

tion that the dense, ferruginous surface deposits which occur in the lower end of the gap were mis
taken by him as indicating the presence of the Mauch Chunk red shale. 

4The terranes included in this measurement belong for the most part, if not exclusively, to the 
Productive Coal Measures. 

5The Buck Mountain coal, or its supposed horizon, is taken as the upper limit in my measurements, 
both for the sake of the uniformity desired in the comparisons and because the true paleontologic 
base of the formation can not in many cases be fixed, because of the lack of collections of fossils from 
a number of horizons not far below the Buck Mountain level. The paleontologic upper limit of the 
Pottsville is probably within 200 feet, at most, of the conventional limit, the Buck :Mountain bed, in 
all sectionR. 
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Nesquehoning Gap,(*) 1,150 feet, or 940 feet from the A coal; Lans
ford railroad tuiu1el, (*) 6'75 feet from the A coal, or '780 feet from the 
B coal; Sharp Mountain Gap,(*) Tamaqua, 850± feet; Locust Moun
tain Gap, Tamaqua, '750 feet from the A coal, or 880 feet from the B 
coal, according to the statement of Mr. Ash burner; 1 ·Pottsville Gap, 
1,195 feet; Westwood Gap, 1,165 feet; Broad Mountain, in the region 
of Altamont colliery No.2,(*) 1,210 feet from the horizon, which would 
seem to be referable to, and is, at least, probably not lower than, the 
Buck Mountain bed to the red shale; Swatara Gap, 2 1,025± feet; 
Rausch Gap, Schuylkill County, 1,205± feet; Lincoln region,(*) 1,110 
feet; Black Spring Gap, 1,160± feet; Gold Mine·Gap, 1,130± feet; 
Rausch Gap, Lebanon County, 1,165± feet; Rattling Run, (*) 1,100 
feet; Kohle1:s Gap, (*) 1,219 feet; Williamstown, (*) 1,460 ( ?) feet. 

Since a number of the localities cited are either common to two or 
more of the· preceding lists, or are so near as to leave little room for 
actual important variation, the measurements at these points may be 
combined in a table, which will show the thickness of the Pottsville 
formation as measured, first, by Rogers; second, by the second geolog
ical survey of Pennsylvania, an arbitrary lower limit being used; and, 
third, as either measured or compiled by me, the topmost. bed of reel 
shale being taken as the lower limit of the Pottsville formation. 

I 

Jfeas-urements of the Pottsville formcttion in the Southern Anthracite field. 

Location of section. 

Measured by- I 
Smith. Vi1hite~~ Rogers. 

Nesquehoning Gap______________________ 792 1,155 940A (1,150B) 

Lansford railroad tunnel. ______________ .. __ ..... _ 878 690 A (802 B) 

Locust Gap, Tamaqua-----:-------------~ 803 {1,296 750 A (952B) 
Sharp Mountain Gap, Tamaqua ________ ._ 1, 130 850± 
Pottsville Gap ___________ -. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1, 030± 1, 350 1, 195 

''' estwood Gap __________________________ ~ _____ . __ .. __ __ _ 1, 165 

Broad Mountain, near Altamont 2 .. ____ . ___ . _. _. _ 1., 200 1, 210± 

to 
Swatara Gap. _____________________ ._. ___ . _. ___ . _ {1, 1.00 l 1, 025± 

Rausch Gap, Schuylkill County_._.-_. ___ --.-.-.- 1., 200 J, 205± 
Lincoln-Kalmia~ ______________________________ . _ 1., 475 1, 1.10± 

Black Spring Gap _____________________ .. ____ . _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1, 160± 

Gold Mine Gap __ . ___________________ . _____ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1, 1.30± 

Kohlers Gap.___________________________ 230 1, 219 

Rausch Gap, Lebanon County ______________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1, 165± 

\Villiamstown __________________________ 

1 

______ . _ J, 4,00± 1,~60? 
Rattling Rnn __________________________ T _______ 1, 100 1, 100 

--------------~----------------~----~----~--------
J Second Geol. Survey Pennsylvania, Anthracite Region, Rept.l, 1883, p. 80. 
2 Perhaps not over 950 feet. 
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From the ·above table it appears that over 300 feet of tran~itio~1 
series bas been included 'vithin the Pottsville formation in some of the 
measurements published by the State survey. Among the deductions 
to be drawn from the table, perhaps the most important are: (1) 
Whatever the arbitrary base line employed in the measurements, the 
formation is found to be thickest in the central portion of the field, 
i. c., the region including Pottsville and Lincoln. (2) The forma
tion appears to be as thick at 7 or 8 miles from the present southern 
border of the field as in Sharp Mountain. Thus on the Broad lVIoun
tain, near Altamont colliery No. 2, the diamond drill bore hole can 
hardly have begun much higher than the Twin coal, while the section~ 
at Kohlers Gap in Bear :Mountain, which was carefully described and 
measured by Rogers, appears to be as thick as all those measured by 
myself in Sharp Mountain. It seems not improbable that the great 
thickness of the formation in the 'Villian1stown tunnel, as piatted in 
columnar-section sheet vii, may be due to error in the identification of 
the Buck Mountain bed, or in the computati~n of the the-thickness of 
the beds. · (3) The diminution of the thickness of the Pottsville between 
the type section at Pottsville Gap and the Lansf0rd railroad tunnel 
in Locust :Mountain ~swell marked, as appears to be also the rapid 
increase which is noted in the region of Nesquehoning Gap. I am 
disposed to believe that in the Panther Creek Basin the B bed is per
haps nearer the level of the Twin coal, or supposed Buck J\1:ountain 
bed, than_is coal A, which, although distinctly referable at Tan~aqua 
to the Lower Coal Measures, seems to carry a rather less recent flora 
than that of the Twin coal. Neither is it certain that the A bed at 

- the Nesquehoning Gap is idcntieal with that similarl:y designated a;t 
Tamaqua. (4) Another diminution in the thickness of the section 
seems to occur along Sharp Mountain from Pottsville to Swatara 
Gap, where the interval from the supposed Twin bed to the top of the 
red shale is perhaps less than 950 feet. (5) One of the most interesting 
fads brought to light in thi~ eomparison is the al)parentl}r but slight 
decrease of the formation in Sharp Mountain in passing westward 
along the Dauphin Basin, vvhere at Rattling Run, ncar the western 
end of the field, it still retains a thickness of 1,100 feet. This observa
tion is of greater weight because it is based on careful measurements 
apparently extending only from the uppermost bed of red shales. 

The more marked variations in the thickness of the Pottsville are 
perhaps due to differences in the horizons taken as the upper or the 
Io·wer limits, or to changes in the thickness of the several terranes 
from point to point, rather than to the existence of an unconformit:Y 
at the base of the formation. Even at Tamaqua, where the discrep
ancy between the thickness of the Pottsville, as measured in the two 
gaps, points, perhaps, toward discordance, the difference maJ be clue 
either to variation, without unconformity at the base, or to the absolute 
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failure of the Twin coal td appear in the Locust G.ap secti9n. 1 Allow
ance for reduction· by pressure and crushing should also be made in 
some sections. 

The relatively slight diminution in the thickness of the Pottsville in 
passing al~mg the Dauphin Basin to Rattling Run, as conclusively 
shown in the table given above, renders the rapid decrease in the 
thickness of the formation bdore reaching the Broad Top Ba:sin, about 
75 mile~:i distant, where it is said 2 to be only 160 feet thick, somewhat 
remarkable. In view of' the geographic position of the Broad Top 
field on the east side of the Appalachian trough, between the very 
thick Virginia and the Schuylkill sections, the alternatives-uncmi
formity, or diagonaling of the Pottsville base in .time-discussed in 
connection with the subject of the lower limit of. the formation in 
another part of this report are again called to mind. The surprising 
difference in the 1neasureme"nts of the sections seems not wholly satis
factorily explained by the theoretically farther offshore position of the 
Broad Top ~ountain, although that may account for a ·large part of 
the difference. The more probable explanation, as it appears to me, 
is that Broad Top was not directly in the influence of the strong, fluctu
ating, detritus-laden currents, which may have built a large portion of 
the great, broad, shoal-water terrace in the Schuylkill-Swatara region, 
while red argillaceous shale was still being deposited in the Huntingdon 
County region. Unfortunately, no plants have been collected from 
the latter region to show the relativ~ age of the lower beds. 

The remarkable strength and the varying activity and directions of 
the movements of the early Pottsville sediments over the Mauch Chunk 
delta in the Schuylkill-Swatara region during a period of oscillating tide 
level are proved by the alternation and high degree of irregularity in. 
the Pottsville beds, by the tl~ansportation of the conglomerate-building 
material to a long distance from the present margin-i. e., by the long 
radius of the fan-and by the size of the bowlders which are sometimes 
encountered far from the margin .of the field. In illustration of the 
latter circumstance, the occuri·ence of bowlders 7 or 8 inches in diam
eter in Head Mountain, described by Rogers, 3 may be cited. 

As illustrating the thinning of the beds to the northwest, as well as 
indicating the radius of the thickened formation of the Southern 
AnthracHe field, it may be of intere~t to quote a number of measure
ments of the Pottsville in other regions, in both the anthracite and the 
bituminous basins .. From a thickness of about 1,200 feet in the typf1 
section, or nearly the same on the Broad ~1ountain at the northern 

1In this connection I should add that my measurement from the A coal to the top of the red shale 
agrees exactly with that published by ~1r. Ash burner in section 49, in columnar-section sheet ii, Pt. I 
of the Atlas of the Southern Anthracite Field. Coal B, however, appears, as is described by Smith, to 
be at least 202 feet higher than A, instead of but 115 feet, as stated by Ash burner in his report of the 
Anthracite Survey for 1883, p. 80 [202 feet on p. 106]. 

2 I. C. "'bite, Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 65, p.l85. 
3Geol. Pennsylvania, Vol. I(Pt. I, p. 22. 
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margin of the Southern Anthracite field, the Pottsville formation 
decreases to about 850 feet at Shamokin Gap, toward, the west end of the 
Western Middle AnthraCite field, and to 830 feet, more or less, at the 
Mahanoy tunnel at the eastern end of the same field. Here the upper 
conglomerates often contain pebbles of the size of an egg, while the 
lowest beds are interlarded with red shale, as in the Southern Anthra
cite field. A very rapid change is to be observed in the basins of the 
Eastern· Middle field, where the contact with the red shale becomes 
distinct. Thus in the Silver Brook Basin, on the southern border of 
that field, the formation is but 500 feet thick, while in the Upper Lehigh, 
on the north, it is said to be not over 200 feet in thickness. The meas
urements of the formation in the Northern Anthracite field vary, the 
average being about 225 feet. It is undoubtedly much less than this 
at points, such as the well-known fossil plant and insect locality at 
Campbells Ledge, near Pittston, where, if Dr. I. C. White is correct 
in the recognition of the equivalent of the Mauch Chunk formation, 
the Pottsville, assigned a thickness of but 54 feet by him, can hardly 
exceed 100 feet at most, as limited according to the standard employed 
in the bituminous basins. 

The din~inution of the formation from 1,100 feet at Rattling Run, 
in the Dauphin Basin, to 160 feet in the Broad Top field is perhaps 
less remarkable than the decrease in passing from the Southern field 
to Upper Lehigh, which is but 18 miles from Tamaqua and 14 miles 
from Nesquehoning. Both of the, thinner sections may l;>e considered 
as offshore stations, as compared with the thick sections farther to the 
southeast. It is, however, difficult to form an estimate of the :!:elative 
remoteness of any of these points from the original coast of the inte
'!:ior Carboniferous sea. 

In the Bernice Basin, Sullivan County, the Pottsville does not appear 
to exceed 125 feet in thickness, and a similar measurement is reported 
where the formation touches the New York State line. Throughout 
most of the bituminous basins in southern and ·western Pennsylvania, 
including the northern margin of the coal field, near the Ohio line, the 
formation averages about 250 feet, more or less, in thickness. South
west of Broad Top, on the Potomac River, the section is somewhat 
thicker, and from that point the Pottsviile shows a generally, though 
not in variably, increasing thickness until we reach the Kentucky
Virginia border, where it probably exceeds 2,500 feet. 

VARIATION IN THE CONSTITUENT TERRANES OF THE 
· FORMATION. 

It needs but a comparison of the carefully measured, detailed colum
na-.· sections of diamond-drill bore holes and of tunnels, published in 
Pts. IV and IV B of the Atlas of the Southern Anthracite Field, to 
demonstrate not only the variability in the thickness and coPJ-position 
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of the Pottsville strata, but also the astonishing lack of continuity 
among even conspicuous and important strata. In fact, I know of no 
region in the Appalachian trough in which the local irregularities of 
the coal-bearing formations are more marked than in the Southern 
Anthracite field. It is not difficult to account for this irregularity on 
the hypothesis I accept in explanation of the conditions attending the 
deposition of the Schuylkill-Swatara and Virginia sections. The for
mation of beds of coal under such conditions seems to necessitate the 
assumption either that there existed, at various times on the surface of 
the Pottsvil1e terrace or fan, coastal lagoons or protected basins, the 
sluggish 'water supply of which was laden for short periods with little 
else than vegetable matter, or, as appears more probable, that, as the 
result perhaps of occasional uplifts, large areas lying within bars or 
shoals we1~e converted during short intervals of quiescent stability 
into Carboniferous swamps or lagoons in which considerable irregular 
deposits of plant matter accumulated before the current erosion of the 
barriers or the renewal of the gen.eral movement of submergence ter
minated the conditions favorable for coal formation and permitted 
the invasion of the coarsely detritus-laden waters. The interruption of 
the general subsidence by short periods of elevation and stability, 
while permitting at once the accumulation of vegetable matter in one 
region and the seaward extension of the submarine terrace in another 
during the periods of higher level, accounts also for the readiness with 
which the conglomeratic sediments, which usually aln1ost directly, 
when not immediately, overlie every Lykens coal, were swept across 
the carbonaceous deposits on the recurrence of the general downward 
movement. 

The variability in the thickness of the coals, their irregular inter
vals and distribution, as well as the fact that the areas containing the 
lower Lykens coals are so restricted, compared with the area of the 
anthracite fields, appear to sustain this hypothesis as explaining both 
the deposition of the coals and the extent of the formation. 

As partially illustrating the variation of the several members of the 
Pottsville formation in the mining district of the Southern Anthracite 
field, while showing t~e prevailing intervals between the coals, the 
following incomplete table is presented, although it is extremely 
fragmentary and evidently insufficient to serve as the basis of any 
important generalizations. 
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Table .~!towing inten·nll5 between the principal Lykens ccal8 in the Lincoln-Lykens mining 
region. 

[The intervals indicated arc those between the horizons in whose columns the numbers occur.] 

~eality ToC'l J Distance from Ly- from 
coal named below Lykens kens LYkens LYkens Lykens Top of Buck 

to next horizon coal coal coal coal coal red ::\fountain, 
No.6. shale. coal to 

I 
I 

I 

under which No.1. No.2 No.4. No. fl. 
record is placed. or3. red 

shale. 
I -------------

Potts\rille Gap .. _ Buck Moun- 380? 1170? 160? 60? ...... - .......... 425:11,195 
tain. 

Broad Mountain do I 480 
(ne 

I plat 1~. I -

Swata 

Rau 
(Sc 
Con 

M Dordon I 
ra Gap .... ! ..... do ------·------ ----- 640 ______ ------ 385±: 1,025± 
s c h Gap ..... do .. _. _. __ .. _ ..... _ ;- _ ... _ 910 65 230 1, 205±_ 
hn y 1 k i l] 
nty). I 

Colke t ___ . ______ . ___ .do _ 103 ____ ... _____ .. ___ .... __ . __ . _- .. - __ .--
I 

Lin co ln ......... _____ do?. .... 250± 370 245 120 48 ______ i _______ _ 

Sew I 
~~:~:~~~:::: :::::;~ :·:::: ~~~± 320 -~~~-- -~~~--~--~~-- ::::::1:::::::: Good 

Kahn ia _. _ .. ___ . ___ ..... _____ . 

Kohle rs Gap .. __ Buck :Moun 372 288 
tain. _ 

(+) 110 

322? 87 

75 

'90 

25 

60 1' 219 

Willi a 

Gratz 

mstown ......... do ...... 
1 
........... 980 140 75 270? 1,460? 

;l~l~~1~~::::: ::::::::::::::1:::::· :-:::: -(~;-1 (~) 66? ~~~~~::::·:::: Shiro 

Ratt.li 

Dull 
sha 

ngRun ____ Buck Moun- ...... 410 _____ ,_! ____________ 690 1,100 I 
- tain. 

and Hoff 

1 

_____ do ··---· 500± 200? 160? 100? 45±~------ --------~ 
fts, near 

Flats. ~- · 

It is of interest, howev·er, to note a few of the variations, such as 
that in the interval between the Buck Mountain coal and Lykens coal 
No. 1, which at Colket is 103 feet; at Good Spring, 4 1i1iles west, 
210 feet, wbile at New Lincoln, farther south, but in reality about 2t 
miles from either Good Spring or Colket, it is 250 feet. Similarly, the 
interval between the Lykens coals 5 and 6, which is but 4'7 or 48 feet 
in the New Lincoln and Lincoh1 mines, measures '75 feet at Kalmia, 
with which direct underground connection is inade, while the same 
thickness is observed at \Villiamstown. 

In passing from the subject of the variability of the terranes of the 
Pottsville formation, it should be observed that the succeeding Coal 
n1easure~ also, especially in the Panther Creek Basin and the regions 
west of Pottsville, show the continuation of conglomerate sedimenta
tion in enormous quantities, though the formation is generally softer 
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than the Pottsville. In certain instances conglmneratic: sandstones 
and conglomerates compose about one-third 9r more of the entire 
section. As might be expec~ed, this feature, which is well illus
tl·ated in the sections located in the Tremont region 1 and in the 

·Panther Creek Basin, is not less striking than the astonishing yaria
bility in the thickness of the intervals separating the coals of the 
Productive Coa11\1easures in the sai11e regions. In this connection it 
is both interesting and instructive to make a comparison of the 
columnar sections published in colm'nnar-section sheets x of Pt. IV, 
vi of Pt. II, and iii of Pt. I~ of the Atlas of the Southern Anthracite 
Field. 

NOTES ON OR DESCRIPTIONS OP SOl\iE OF 'l'HJ1J )!ORE 
CIIARACTERIS'l'IC SPECIES OF :FOSSiT...~ PT..~AN'l'S 01:<-,, 'l'HE 

POTTSYIT_jT_.~E FORl\iATION IN THE SOUTHERN AN'l'HRA

CITE FIET..~D. 

It was my original purpose to have the clescrip~ion of the strati
graphy of the Pottsville formation in the Southern Anthracite field 
accompanied by full descriptions and illustrations of the fossil plants, 
which, with the exception of. Spirorbis, rare erustacean fragments, 
oi· still rarer cockroach win~·s, appear to constitute the sole organic 
remains yet brought to light. \Vhen, however, it was found not only 
that the manuscript and plates were too voluminous for the. present 
form of publication, but aJs<:? that the subsequent. preparation of ·a 
complete report covering the fossil plants of the formation in other 
portions of the Appalaehian province would include the republica::. 
tion of many of the descriptions of the fossils from the Southern 
Anthracite field, it was determined to confine this report to the 
description, limitation, and definition of the Pott~ville formatioi1 as 
found in the type section and region, and such economic or gener.al 
geologic results as had been reached in the course of the paleontologic 
and stratigraphic studies in the field, as well ·as 'such general or 
broad correlations as n1.ight be proper in a preliminary paleontologic 
publication. 

The following pag·es are devoted to descriptions of some ~f the 
more important stratigraphic species of the several zones of the Potts
ville· formation or to notes, either relating to species already knpwn 
elsewhere or concerning forms closely allied to· wel1-known types. 
Following is a list of the entire flora. 

I See columnar-section sheet x. Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Pt. IV B; and columnar-sectiori. 
sheets i and ii, respectively, of Pt. I of the Atlas. 

20 GEOL, PT 2--55 
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LIST OF FOSSIL PLANTS FROM THE POTTSVILLE FORMATION IN 
THE SQUTHERN ANTHRACITE FIELD. 

Aneimites pottsvill~nsis -D. W. 
Aneimites sp. 
Eremopteris subelegans D. W. 
Eremopteris sp. No. 1. 
Eremopteris sp. No. 2. · 
Eremopteris dissecta Lx.? 
Eremopteris lincolniana D. W. 
Eremopteris Cheathami Lx. 
Eremopteris dcci pi ens (Lx.) . 
Eremopteris Aldrichi D. \V: 
Mariopteris eremopteroides D. \V. 
Mariopteris pottsvillea D. \V. 
Mariopteris Phillipsi D. \V. 
Mariopteris Phillipsi var. intermedia D. 

Vi1. 
Mariopteris pygrmea D. W. 
Mariopteris nervosa ('Brongn.) Zeill. var. 

lincolniana D. \V. 
Mariopteris tennesseeana D. W. 
Mariopteris ,tennesseeana var. hirsuta D. 

\V .. · 
Mariopteris c£. acuta (Brongn.) Zeill. 
Marl.opteris sp. 
Pseudo pecopteris o btusiloba (Stern b.) Lx. 

var. mariopteroides D. W. 
Pseudopecopteris d. squamosa Lx. 
Sphenopteris umbratilis D. W. 
Sphenopteris Lehmanni D. W. 
Sphenopteri:-3 Kaercberi D. W. 
Sphenopteris simulans D. \V. 
Sphenopteris asplenioides Sternb. 
Sphenopteris sp. 
Sphenopteris dadeana D. \V. 
Sphenopteris divaricata (Goepp.) Gein. 

& Gutb. 
Sphenopteris (Renatlltia) mieroearpa Lx. 

var. dissecta D. \V. 
Sphenopteris Harttii Dn. 
Sphenopteris subpinnatifida D. W. 
Sphenopteris J\Ionahani D. W. 
Sphenopteris (Diplothmema) patentis-

sima (Ett.) Schimp. 
Sphenopteris (Diplothmema) furcata 

Brongn. 
Sphenopteris Royi Lx. 
Sphenopteris novalincolniana D. \V. 
Sphenopteris novalincolniana var. ante-

cedens D. W. 
Sphenopteris palmatiloba D. W. 
Sphenopteris palmatiloba var. squarrosa 

D.W. 

Sphenopteris Lutheriana D. '"· 
Sphenopteris mixtilis D. W. 
Sphenopteris pilosa Dn. 
Zeilleria cf. avoldensis Stur. 
Aloiopteris ( Corynepteris) georgiana (Lx. ). 
Oligocarpia crenulata D. \V. 
Oligocarpia alabame·nsis Lx. 
Pecopteris serrulata Hartt (non Heer). 
Pecopteris sp. 
Alethopteris Lacoei D: W. 
Alethopteris protaquilina D. W. 
Alethopteris lonchitica (Schloth.) Brongn. 
Aletllopteris lonchitica var. multinervis 

D.·w. 
Alethopteri~ alata D. Vv: 
Alethopteris lincolniana D. \i\r. 
Alethopteris magnifolia D. W. 
Alethopteris grandifolia Newb. 
Alethopteris discrepans Dn. 
Alethopteris cornposita D. W. 
Alethopteris Serlii (Brongn.) Goepp. 
Alethopteris coxtoniana D. ,V. 
Alethopteris Evansii Lx. · 
AlethopterisEvansii var. grandisD. W. 
Alethopteris sp. 
Callipteridium alleghaniense D. W. 
Callipteridium suspectum D. \V. 
Callipteridium pottsvillense D. W. 
Megalopteris plumosa D. w:. 
Megalopteris sp. 
N eriopteris lanceolata New b. 
Neuropteris Pocahontas D. \V. 
Neuropteris Pocahontas var. pentias 

D.W. 
Neuropteris Pocahontas var. imequalis 

D. \V. 
N europteris Srnithsii Lx. 
Neuropteris Aldrichi (Lx.). 
Neuropteris Elrodi Lx. 
Neuropteris acutimontana D. '"· 
Neuropteris tennesseeana Lx. MSS. 
N europteris tenuifolia (Schloth.) Brongn. 

var. humilis D. \V. 
N europteris sp. 
Neuropteris aff. heterophylla Brongn. 
Neuropteris ovata Hoffm. 
Neuropteris hirsutina D. W. 
Neuropteris Desorii Lx.? 
Neuropteris fimbriata Lx. 
Neuropteris gigantea Sternb. 
Neuropu;ris lunata D. W. 
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AsterocalamiteR serobiculatus (Schloth.) 
Zeill. 

Calamites Roemeri Goepp.· 
Calamites Haueri Stur. 
Calamites approximatus Schloth. 
Asterophyllites parvulus Dn. 
Asterophyllites arkansanus D. "\V. 
Asterophyllites pennsylvanicus D. "\iV. 
Asterophy llites cf. rigid us (Stb.) Brongn. 
Annularia platiradiata Lx.lVISS.? 
Annnlaria la.xa Dn. 
Annularia acicularis Dn. 
Annularia cuspidata Lx. 
Annularia latifolia (Dn.) Kidst. 
Calamostachys cf. lanceolata Lx. ? 
Calamostachys Knowltoniai1a D. "\V. 
Faheostachya alabamensis D. "\V. 
lVIacrostachya sp. 
V olkmannia crassa Lx. 
Sphenophyllum tenerrimum Ett. var. 

elongatum D. ,V. 
Sphenophyllum bifurcatum Lx. 
Sphenophy llum cuneifoiium (Stb.) Zeill. 
Sphenophyllum tenue D. "\V. 
Bowmannites? sp. 
Lepidodendron alabamense D. W. 

. Lepidodendron V eltheimii Stern b. 
Lepidodendron clypeatum Lx. 
Lepidophloios acutmnontanus D. ,V. 
Lepidophloios sp. 
Lcpidostrobus pennsylvanicus D. "\V. 
Lepidostrobus cf. ornatus L. & H. 
Lepidophyllum quinnimontannm D. "\V. 
Lepidophyllnm campbellianum Lx. 
Lepidophyllum lanceolatum L. & H. var. 

virginianum D. "\iV. 
Lepidophyllum linearifolium Lx.? 
Lepidocystis fraxiniformis Lx. 
Triletes sp. 
Bothrodendron arborescens (Lx.). 
Sigillaria ichtyolepis (Presl) Corda. 
Sigillaria kalmiana D. W. 
Sigillaria lincolniana D. W. 
Sigillaria cf. hevigata Brongn. 
Sigillaria sp. 
Sigillariostrobus ? incertus D. "\V. 

Stigmaria verrucosa (Mart.) S. A. Mill. 
Stigmariopsis Harveyi Lx. MSS. 
Cordaites ~obbii Dn. 
Cordaites Phillipsi D. ,V. 
Cordaites angustifolius Dn. 
Cordaites grandifolius Lx. 
Artisia irregularis D. W. 
Cordaianthus spicatus Lx. 
Cardiocarpon bicuspidatum (Stb.) Newb. 
Cardiocarpon bicuspidatum var. ohioense 

D. "\V. 
Cardiocarpon Cuyahogre D. W. 
Cardiocarpon minus New b. 
Cardiocarpon late-alatum Lx. 
Cardiocarpon disculum D. "\V. 
Cardiocarpon orbiculare Ett. 
Cardiocarpon cornutum Dn. 
Cardiocarpon elongatum. N ewb. 
Cardiocarpon elongatum var. interme-

dium D. "\V. 
Cardiocarpon annulatum Newb. 
Cardiocarpon Phillipsi D. W. 
Cardiocarpon Wilcoxi D. W. 
Cardiocarpon Girtyi D. W. 
Cardiocarpon obliquum Dn. 
Trigonocarpum Noeggerathi (Sternb.) 

Brongn. 
Trigonocarpum ampullreforme Lx. 
Trigonocarpuni Helenre D. W. 
Trigonocarpum Dawsonianum D. "\V. 
Trigonocarpum ornatum Newb. 
Rhabdocarpos (Pachytesta) speciosus D. 

"\V. 
· Rhabdocarpos (Pachytesta) W alcottianus 

D.W. 
Whittleseya Campbclli D. W. 
"\Vhittleseya Lescuriana D. W. 
Whittleseya microphylla Lx. 
vVhittleseya elegans Newb. var. minor 

D. "\V. 
Carpolithes fragarioides Newb. 
Carpolithes orizreformis Lx. MSS. 
Carpolithes sp. 
Carpolithes transsectus Lx. 
Sporangites sp. 
Fayolia sp. 
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NOTES ON C~RTAIN OF THE PREVIOUSLY KNOWN SPECIES, AND 

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE STRATIGRAPHICALLY MOST IMPORTANT 

FORMS. 

ANEI:MITES POTTSVILLENSIS sp. nov. 

Pl. CXC, Figs. 1, 2. 

Fronds lax, bi- or tri- 0) pinnate; pinnre slender, slightly :f:lexuose or 
subge1~iculate, loose, slightly irregular, with very slender, sulcate, 
lineate, narrowly bordered (?) rachis. ' 

Pinnules alternate, distant, open near the base, oblique above, poly~ 
morphou:::;, usually asymmetrically ovate or rhomboidal-ovate, some
times ·obovate, obtuse, 7 to 18 mm. long, 3 to 11 mm. wide, the lower 
ones neuropteroid or even triangulo-semicircular, the terminal pin
nules cuneate-obovate, generally broad and truncate-rounded, the 
lowermost sometimes dissected to the base to form young pinnre of 
three pinnules, of which the middle one is similar to the ordinary ter
ininal one~, the lateral being rhomboidal, all the pinnules being con
stricted to a very narrow point of attachment, with straight proximal 
margins, and very finely lineate lamina between th~ nerves. 

Nervation a little coarse, radiating :f:labellately £rom a single basal 
fascicle, .forking three to five times while passing straight to the border, 
and counting about 25 to the centimeter along .the distal margin. 

The most common form of pinnule met in the fragments of this. 
polymorphous species is the rhomboidal type, such as is shown in Pl. 
cxc~ Fig. 2, which repre~eut:::; the IlOl'lllal lateral pinuule. In this 
illustration, which will be supplemented by others in the lai·ger work, 

· the characteristic rhomboidal shape is very imperfectly shown. The 
t<ides, especially the superior proximal and the inferior distal margins, 
ar~ in generaLn~arly parallel. The distal angle is neariy always weU 
marked except in the terminal pinnules, which are cuneate and roundly 
truncate. An example of the last is seen in Pl. CXC, Fig. 1. 

Of the Bpecies heretofore published, that to which our species is 
most similar and most nearly relat~d is Anein~ite8 adiantm~des (L. and 
H.) Ett. The extremely close affinity of these two forms may be 
readily noted by a comparison of the original figure of Splwnopteris 
ac(ianto£des/ or that des·cribed by Sauvem· 2 as SpAeno;Jteris obt1tsiloba, 
with the specimens in hand. 

The Pottsvj}le plant seems to be distinguished fr01n the fern f1:om 
the ~Jarrow colliery by its more rhomboidal and angular lateral pin

. nules, the less dilated or capitate terminals, and, to judge from the 
figure in the Fossil Flora, by the rather closer, more rigid nerva
tion. One of the specimens from the Culm, figured by Dr. Stur as 

1 Lindley & Hutton, Foss. Fl. Gt. Brit., Vol. If, pl. cxv. 
2 Veg. foss. terr. houill. Belgique, pl. xxv. 
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Adiantites ten~"~foliu$ (Ett.} Stur, 1 is also very suggestive of the Amer
ican species. . Still another ·species from the coal fields of southern 
Europe, Aneimites (Oyclopteris) rlwmboidea Ett. sp., 2 whose lateral 
pinnules a~~e very much like some of those in the Pennsylvania plant, 
has very different tm;minals, while the lateral ones are more lanceolate. 

Aneimites pottsvillens£s, which in the Southern Anthracite :fiel~ has 
been found only in the roof of Lykens coal No. 4, appears to consti
tute one of the characteristic species of the upper zone of t,he Lower 
Lykens division or.Horsepen group (Clark formatiorr), where, i~ south
western VirgiJ?.ia and West Virginia, it is represented by numerous 
examples either identical or differing but slightly. The ~pecies occurs 
at the Old Lincoln mine; roof of the Lykens coal No. 4. 

EREMOPTERIS DISSECTA Lx. 

One of the most interesting species. of EremOJJteris in the Southern 
Anthracite field is the Eremopterisdissecta described by ·Lesquereux 3 

from the Pottsville series at the Helena mines in Al~bama. It is, in 
general, characteristic of the Sewanee zone in the Upper Division of 
the Pottsville series. In the Pottsville Gap this species occurs ·at a 
horizon pi·obably 380. feet below the Twin coal. 

EREMOP'l'ERIS LINCGLNIANA sp. nov. 

Pl. CXCII, Figs. 1, la. 

Pinnre compound, somewhat geniculate, very open, slightly lax; 
penultinate pinnre alternate, ·open, the lowermost at neatly a right 
angle or slightly re:flexed, the upper somewhat oblique, usually.a little 
distant, rather slender, slightly rigid, though often curved, linear or'· 
linear-lanceolate; ultimate pinnre or compound pinnriles alternate, very 
open below, rather oblique above, usually hardly touching, gener'ally 
triangular, the lowest very broadly triangulai·, approachinga palmate 
form, the uppermost often rather narrow, very deeply dissected into 
compound lobes or subdivided pinnules, slightly decurrent· at the 
narrow attachment, and bordering the very slightly :flexuose and ven
trally canaliculate rachis by a narrow wing; subdivisions or com
pound lobes separated to near the rachis, hardly touchiJ.?.g, affecting a 
slightly trifoliate arrangement, inflated, usuall3r rather broadly cuneate 
or obovate-cuneate, laterally more or less distinctly convex, obtuse or 
obliquely denticulo-ti·uncate at the apex, or cut, often obscurely, in two 
or three unequal, short, obtuse teeth, the apical lobes becoming, espe
ciaJly. near the apex of the pinna, sublobate or sometimes nairow; 

. lamina not very thick, dull, somewhat inflated between the nerves, and 
distinctly so at the· margins of the normally disposed specimens. 

1 Culm-Flora, Vol. I, p. 65, pl. xvi, fig. 7. 
2Steinkoblenfi. Y. Stradonitz, 1852, p.l2, pl. ii, fig. 5. 
a coal Flora Atlas, p. 9, pl.liii, fig. 4; text (1880) ,.p. 293. 
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Nervation distinct, smooth, depressed in the lower portions of the 
pinnules; primary nerve rather coarse, distinctly derived somewhat 
obliquely from the depressed axis of the rachis, forking at a more or 
less open angle in the base of each lobe or division, i:tnd passing with 
very slight' genieulation, while diminishing, to its vanishment at the 
apex of the pinnule; nervil of each compound lobe or division forking 
pinnately at a rather open angle, usually in the lower part of the 
division, -to supply a nerve for each ultimate lobe or tooth. 

The plant described above differs from other species of the genus 
yet known to me by its relatively short, broad, laterally convex ulti
mate divisions, which are, nevertheless, well separated. The final 
pinnre are relatively short and compact. This feature as well as the 
form of the lobes, which in the inferior basal pinnules are. sometimes 
palmately spread, as in Eremopteris missmtriensis Lx., is qne of the 
more prominent characters by which the plant differs from ErenWJJ- · 
te1·is artemisimfolia (Brongn), to which, as identified in ·our American 
collections, E. lincolniana is closely related~ or possibly ancestral. 

Although from the habit and mode of division of the tertiary pinnre 
the fern is apparently referable to the Sphenopteroid division of the 
genus Eremopteris, the basal ramification, so far as it can be deter
mined from the specimens befope me, imparts a suspicion that the 
frond of this species, like that from Missouri, may divide in the same 
manner as the fronds of .DiplotAmena. As stated in the discussion of 
the ferns from the Lower Coal Measures of Missouri, I believe both 
species to have been derived from the Archreopteroid stock through 
the genus Tripliyllopteris. It seems far from improbable that Erem
opte?'1~s, Rhacopteris, Aneimites; Asplenites, Sphenopter'ld1;~t1n dissectttJn 
(Goepp.) Schimp.~ and Splwnopteris excelsa L. and .H. are members of 
an early comprehensive group of Paleozoic ferns. 

This species has not yet been found above the top of the Pottsville 
series, although it appears to occupy a period near the close of that 
formation, and to be most closely related to an undescribe'd form in 
the lower portion of the Kanawha series in West Virginia. The type 
specimens are from the New Lincoln mine, where its association in 
the matrix with Neuropteris Elrodi Lx. renders it nearly certain that 
it comes from Lykens coal No. 2 or No. 3; probably No. 2. With 
it is also fo'uud the E. Lehmanni. E. lincolniana is also present from 
the Lincoln mine, where it is associated with the same species as at 
N e'f Lincoln. In the Pottsville Gap the species occurs 550 feet below 
the Twin coal; i. e., near the supposed horizon of Lykens coal No. 3. 

EREMOPTERIS CHEATHAl\H Lx. 

This plant, described by Lesquereux from Rockwood and Tracy 
City, Tennessee, is one of the most clearly marked and well differenti
ated fern species of the entire formation. Its most prominent features 
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arc the relatively short, remote, ultimate pinnre, the minutely rugose
striate limb, and the broadly cuneate, compact pinnules and lobes; cut 
on the oblique distal margins irito short, irregular, blunt, claw-like, 
erect teeth.· Unfortunately the presence of the latter, concealed for 
the most part by their backward curvature in the matrix of the type 
specimens, is almost wholly ignored in the figures, accompanied by 
details, published in the Coal Flora. 1 

The pinnules of the spe~ies vary C<?nspicuously in size, the largest 
seen, in terminal fragments, being nearly one-fourth larger than those 
figured,· while the smallest fragment yet observed is that illustrated in 
pl. civ., fig. 3, of the Coal Flora .. The specimens from 550 feet l?elow 
the Twin· coal in the Pottsville Gap are specifically indistinguishable 
from the typical·Tennessee form, though the northern representatives 
of the species seem. more delicate and less coriaceous tha~ the southern 
originals. · 

In our Paleozoic. plant collections Eremopteris Oheatlw.mi has some
-times been confounded with E. decipiens on the one hand and Tripl~yl
lopteris Le.scuriana (Meek) Schimp. on the other hand. The species 
described by Meek from the Pocono or Vespertine series, which, 
judged by its flora, is nearly contemporaneous with and certainly not 
later than the Calciferous sandstones of Scotland, is easily distinguished 
by its clearly lanceolate pinnules or lobes, which are often slightly 
fasciculate in the impression, the Archreopteroid nervation, and the 
marg~ms not crenulate or sinuate. Besides its occurrence at the Potts
ville Gap this species is also found at the horizon of Lykens coal 
No. 3 at the Lincoln mine. 

EREMOPTERIS DECIPIENS (Lx.) 

The form which I have described as Eremopter'/s decipiens (Lx.) coiL 
~?titutes; with its several variations near the top of the Pottsville series 
in northern Tennessee, in southern West Virginia, and in Arkansas, 
one of the most interesting types of our upper Pottsville flora, com
bining as it does, in its general aspect, some of the characters of the 
broad-lobed species of Ermnopteris with other details common in cer
tain forms of PseudoJJecopteris. ln the general habit of the lower or 
pinnatifid pinnules of the frond it is distinctly n, member of the group 
represented by Bremopteris OheatlwmiLx. Theflabellate-cuneatemode 
of division of the pinnatifid ovate-triangular pinnules or young pinnre, 
as w~ll as the emarginate-sublobate upper borders of the lobes, bind 
the plant to the above-named group, although the nervation, whrch is 
also consonant with the-latter, is seen to develop the Pseudopecopteroid 
type in the more broadly dilated, trifoliate forms.· Among the hith
erto-published American types our species is probably mo.st nearly. 
related to the plants figured or identified as Pseudopecopterismac£lenta 

1 Vol. III, pl. civ., figs. 2-4, p. 770. 
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· [Lx.], from one form of which t}1e differentiation is hardly more than 
varietal in importance. 

l!. .. "'remopte1·i8 decipiens differs from Eren~opteris Oheatl~ami, typically 
represented in abundant material from Tracy City, Tennessee, by the 
generally more distant and more distinctly cun~ate lobes, which are 
always crenulate-de.nticulate along the distal mai·gin, by the rather 
straighter tierves, and by the generally somewhat larger lobes of the 
latter. .E: Olwathanii, which seems also. to be present in the anthracite 
region, occ"upies there, as is usually the. ease in other regions, a some
~hat lower stage than the Pseudopecppteroid group. 

The species occurs at both.the Lincoln mines, at the North Brookside 
·slope, near Good Spril)g, and at the prospect drift, near the.mouth of 
the upper .Eureka tunnel, as well as at several horiz0ns in the .Upper 
Lykens division at the Pottsville Gap. 

MARIOPTERIS EREMOPTEROIDES sp. nov. 

Pl. CLX~XIX, Figs. 1, 2, 3, 3a; 

Frond quadripartite(?), polypinnate, very large, rather dense; 
primary pinnoo large, very "long, of ·unknown form, with lineate 
rachis attaining a diameter o"£ 1. 5 e~. or more; secondary ( ?) pinnoo 
alternate, open, .often at a right angle to the rachis, close, sometimes 
overlapping nearly one-third their width, linear, or linear-lanceolate, 
tapering to an acute apex, with rather slender, ventrally concave, dor
sally terete, very :finel3r lineate, slightly fiexuose or fl.exuose-geniculate 
rachiR; penulti.ma.t.e 1iinnre alt€rnate, open neady if not quite at a 

·right angle to the rachis, close, usually touching, ol' slightly overlap
ping, but sometimes, espeeially in the upper part of the pinna, alittle 

. distant, laneeolate or linear~lanceolate, acute, hardly constricted at the 
base, slightly fiexuose-subgeniculate, the lower inferior pinna _p.ot .spe
cially heteromorphous~- ultimate pit-inoo alternate, or sub-opposite, open, 
often nearly at a right angle to the rachis, close, generally touching 
or slightly overlapping, the smaller and basal, ones triangular-ovate, 

. .inequilateral, sometimes broadly deltoid, compact, and but little con
stricted at the bases, becoming lanceolate, somewhat acute, generally 
slightly subfalcate, the apices inclined upward, the rachis round-sulcate, 
ventrally tercte, dorsally minutely lincate, and bordered· by a narrow 
wing decurring from the limb of the pinnules. · 

Pinnules alternate~ very oblique. or ·nearly erect in the. younger 
pinnre, distinct to near the apex of the ,larger pinnoo, close, generally 
ovate or rhomboidal, :rar'?lY obovate, ob~use or obtusely rounded, the 

. upper ones connate for a little distance, the termi"nal ovate or ovate
triangu,lar, obtuse, obseurely sublobate, the lower ones attached by 
very broad, oblique, often pt:oduced bases, only the ~owest lobed 
pinnules beeomin~ pinnatifid, they .being narrowly constricted at 
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the bases, aJl .the pinnules showing at an early stage a marked ten-
. dency to division in two to five obtuse, rounded lobes, which, appear
ing at first as one or two rounded teeth a· little above the middle, are 
_gradually cut one-half way to the rachis·, sometimes, especially in the 
somewhat heteromorphous b~sal pinnules, appearing slighly obovate 
as the pinnule become::; pinnatifid in its development into a pinna, 
though generally the ovate or ovate-rhomboidal form, with qonfluent 
or hardly constricted bases, is preserved to al). adv~nceQ. stage; ·lam-
ina of the. pinnules not thick, very slightly depressed over the pri

. mary nerve in the pinnatifid pinnules, .very faintly rugo$e, especially 
on the dorsal, minutely striated, surface, and rolled rather strongly 
backward at the margins so as frequently to make the pinnules or 
lobes appear more acute than they really are. · 

N crvation of moderate strength, distinct and very slightly depressed 
on the ventral surface, very close and in :relief on the dorsal sudace of 
the pinnule; primary nerve originating at a· narrow angle, nearly 
opposite the proximal basal . sin~s of the pinnule, forking at an open 
angle near its point of origin, and curving strongly oU:tward in the 
base of the pinnule, then forking pinnately and a little widely t~ sup
ply a secondary nerve for each lobe,. the secondary nerves forking 
one to· four times, at a moderate angle, in passing, a little distant, in 
a gentle, slight curv~ to the distal border.. · 

The relation of this graceful and beautiful fern to the genus 11£ariop
te'Pis appears to be shown by the development of the frond as well as 
by the general details of the pinnre. Nevertheless, the aspect .of the 
pinnatifid portions of the frond, particularly when seen in small frag-· 
ments, showing the spreading, lobed, relatively unconstricted, extendeo 
pinnules, such as that shown in Pl. CLXXXIX, Fig. 3, as well as the 
nervation, is often so similar to the corresp.onding parts in some of the 
smaller, D1ore compact forms of Erenwpteris as to call in question its 
g~neric attitude to th~ latter. The examinatioq of a large series· of speci· 
mens shows ~he species in hand to be, however, one of easily recognized 
individuality. The very large size of the plant is. evidenced by 
portions of its rachis over 3 em. in diameter, fragments of rachis, 
apparently representing one of the larger of the four divisions of the 
fropd, being about 1. 5 em. in diameter when compressed. The rachises 
of the lateral pinnre arc more slender than in most species of this 
genus, and are slightly flexuose, in ~orrespondence with the pinnation, 
even where the axes have attained con8iderable development. 

_The sa.lient features which are to be observed at the first glance at 
sn:iall fragments of the fern are a relatively close pinnation, with a 
tendency to cui·ve upwa1:d in the smaller pinnre, the closeness or 
connateness of the obtuse pinnules, and the -marked tendency to loba
tion, which shows even in the small and half-developed pinnules, the 
lob,e~ appearing as one or· tw:o or three inco~spicuous shoulders, or 
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broad~ obtuse, or rounded -teeth on the sides o£ the limb. When 
further developed this sublobation, which may be seen in specimens 
from nearly every part of the frond, becomes conspicuous, giving the 
pinnule in its pinnatifid stage a Sphenopteroid or Eremopteroid phase. 

Probably the only species o£ the genus in our flora with which 
Mariopterris errernopteroides is liable to be confused is .1.1f. pottsvillea. 
But. although there is a resemblance in portions o£ the fronds o£ the 
'two species, .sometimes appearing close on a casual glance, it is rarely 
difficult to distinguish the two forms, even in small fragments bearing 
simple pinnules, from the upper part o£ the penultimate pinnre. The 
pinnules of 1Jf. eremopteroides are not so constricted at the'base, not so 
triangular or dilated just above the point o£ attachment, and, as may 
almost invariably be noted, they are more or less distinctly lobate or 

. sublobate, even in a y'ounger stage, in which they are still attached by 
the whole base or even slightly connate. In general, the short pinnre 
o£ the latter species are more dilated toward the base, both the pinnre 
·and the pinnules being usually smaller, the latter being more frequently 
connate, as well as lobate and alate. Very often, too, the pinnules 
are set out from the rachis by a slight elongation o£ the basal portion 
or attachment so as to suggest.a very short, broad pedicel, sometimes 
nearly equaling the pinnule in width. The ne-rvation o£ .11£. pottsv£llea 
is somewhat coarser and noticeably nwre distant and arched. 

The species is abundant at all mines in the horizon of the roo£ shales 
o£ Lykens coal No. 5. · Possibly it is present also h~ the roo£ o£ Lykens 
coal No.6. 

MARIOPTERIS POTTSVILLEA sp. nov. 

Pl. CXC, Figs. 3, 3a, 4, 4a, 5, 6. 

Fronds quadri- or poly-(?) pinnate, robust, not very dense; penulti
mate pinnre alternate, open, the lower at a right angle to the rachis, 
the upper slightly oblique, rather distant, lanceolate, or lin~ar-laneeo
late, slightly contracted at the base; rachis somewhat flexuose, 
coarsely lineate in the major divisions, more finely and irregularly 
lineate in the smaller divisions, while in the penultimate and ultimate 
pinnre they are slender, slightly f:lexuose-geniculate, ventrally sulcate, 
dorsally round, and broadened by narrow decurrent wings o£ the lamina; 
ultimate pinnm alternate or subopposite, open at a right angle or 
slightly oblique, distant, usually one-hal£ their width or more apart, 
lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, clearly constricted at the base, with a 
narrow decurring border. 

'Pinnules alternate or subalternate, usually distant, .oblique, broadly 
ovate, or ovate-triangular, asymmetrical, obtuse, or obtusely.rounded, 
vet~trally arched, distinctly constricted at the broad base, wryich is 
marked in all the well-developed examples by an inferior rounded 
sinus, the uppermost pinnules becoming confluent, more oblique and 
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rounded, blending into the rathet long terminal, which. often has i~s 
obscurely sublobate or sinuate margins rolled back so as to make it 
appear acute or even muricate; lamina of the pinnules not very thick, 
dull, becoming decurrent in a very narrow wing along the Tachis. 

Nervation rather stTong, distinct; primary nerve originating low 
at an acute angle, arching outward, not rigid, forking repeatedly 
at a moderately wide angle; nervils a little distant, forking one to 
three times and curving more or less in vassing, with din1inishi:pg dis
tinctness, to the margin .. 

• I 

The examination of the collections ~rom the geological sections of 
the Pottsville series, from Pottsville in Pennsylvania to the southern 
extremity of the Appalachian coal field in Alabama, shows the species 
described above, with its minor variations, to be one of the most ubiq
uitouA as well as the earliest America~ representatives of the genus 

· Mariopteris. Under the name Pseudopecopteris muricata (Schloth.) 
Lx., it has long been known in the collections from the whetstone beds 
of Indiana, the. Dade coal (Lookout sandstone of Hayes) in Georgia 
and various points in Aiabama. Recent studies in the field show it 
to be specially prevalent in the· middle division of the Pottsville series,. 
to 'vhich I have given the name Horsepen group. It is more particu
larly characteristic of the upper part of this group. 

The ordinary ultimate divisions of J1£ariopteris pottsvillea, such as 
are illustrated in Pl. CXC, Fig. 4, are clearly characterized (1) by the 
comparativermnotenessof thepinnreand pinnules; (2) by the form of the 
pinnules, which aTe broadly ovate, obtuse or obtusely rounded at the 
apex, dilated above the base, and plainly constricted at the bas~, and 
arched ventrally; (3) by the large size of the pinnules, which is greater 
than any of the earlier round-ovate~ inflated-pinnuled forms yet found 
in what may for eonvenience be called the Kariopteris 1nuricata group; · 
and, finally~ by (4) the Tather coarse, distinct, curved, rather dose 
nervation, which approaches near to that of Mariopter£s tenne8seeana~ 
a form intermediate between M. pottsvillea and M. muricata or M. 
nervosa. 

The present status of Filicites m~t1•icatus Schlotheim, t or of the 
types of Brongniart's Pecopteris muricata,2 seems slightly ambiguous, 

. since the P. muricata has latterly been united by Zeiller 3 and other 
European paleobotanists with JJ!ariopter,is nervosa (Brongn.) Zeill., a 
form quite distinct from the American material hitherto recognized as 
Schlotheim 's species. 

It .is true that the difference between the forms originally described 
under the two names is much less than 've have been led to believe 
from the American interpretations of th~ illustrations and figures. 

1 Petrefactenk., p. 409; Flora d. Vorwelt, pl. xii, figs. 21, 23. 
2 Hist. veg. foss., Vol. I, p. 352, pl. xcv, fig. 34; pl. xevii, fig. 1. 
a Fl. Foss. bassin houill. Valenciennes, p. 173. 
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Still, while tl?-ere is- seareely. room for doubt that J1L nervosa was either 
cf~rived from .JJ[. 171/UJi'icata or a. comn~on, slightly earlier stock, the 
analogies of the vertical distribution of the American species of JJ£ari
opterris lead naturally to the expectation that the latter type will be 
found to occur .considerably lower in the ~tratigraphic series of 
Europe and .to disa:ppear much. earlier than the former, although 
through a portion of the Coal Measures they may have existed side 
by _side. In the American sections the form designated in this report 
.111: tennesseeana, which is pqssibly nearest· to the plant figured as 
l};copteris. mwricata by Btong~iart, predominates at the ba'se of the 
Smvanee group and hardly survives in the normal type to mingle with 
the small, delicate, thin-nerv~d variety which appears, in the American 
Carboniferous, to be the earliest repr~sentative of .111. nervosa, occur
ring in the uppern).<?St po~·tion of the P~ttsville series. 
T~e relations of Ha~riopteris rnuricata .and the. type designated in 

our American literature M; nerrvosa have been specially discussed 
in my remarks on the forms occurring in the McAlester, Indian Ter-. 
ritor'' coal field. 1 

• · 
,} ' . ' 

The characte-rs enumerated above . ~·eadily distinguish Mariopteris 
pottsvillea from those Em:opean form~ known as JJ£. rnuricatc~ and M.· 

. ner1Josa. Th·e form typically described it?- the American qterature as 
. p_.;;eudopecopteris nervosa (Brongn.) Lx. has larger, pr,oad, triangular, 
·a~ute, closer, unconstricted pinnules, ,with much stronger, more dis· 
tant, straighter n-erves~ .The species d(jscribeq in ma~uscript by Dr. 
New berry as Pecopteris ?:n:flata is ~ much smaller pl~~t, with, sessile, 
clo;-,e, thin pinnules and finer nervation. Finally, .1VI. tennesseeana is· 
a more robust fern, with compact, close pinn,ules or lobes, tQ.e upper 
one.::; confl~1ent, very oblique, and not so contracted at the ·base.· 

This :;p(jcies is common at all localiti~s in the horizon of the roof 
shales. of Lykens coal· No. 4, and is apparently unknown at any con-
siderable distance from that level. · 

The plant is lound in good e~amples at the Lincoln mine, the Brook
side mines, 'Vilhamstown, the upper Eureka drift, and in a shaft 
about 200 yards northeast of the north Brookside slope, Good Spring; 
at the Broad Mountain mines, at Swatara Gap,. and in the Pottsville 
Gap. 

1\1ARIOPTERIS PYG~i.2EA sp .. nov. 

Pl. CXCI~, Fig. 2~6 .. 

Frond small, compact;· rachis . relatively strong, lineate, deeply 
depressed, ventrally canaliculate; penultimate -pinme alt~rnate, nearly 
at a right angle to the rachis, close, touching o~· oyerlapping, lariceolate·. 
or linear-lanceolate, acute or acuminate; .ultimate pinn::e alternate,· 

1 Nineteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. GeoL Survey, Pt. !II, p. 475. 
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very compact,. very open, usually touching or slightly overlapping,~ 
lanceolate ·or oblong-lanceolate, acute or sometimes obtusely acute,; 
somewhat rigid. 

Pinnules very small, 1.25 to 8 ·mm. long, 1 to 6 mm. wide, alternate, 
usually contiguous. or_ slightlY 'overlapping, crowded, very highly 
.inflated, generally ovate, the lowest reniform-OYate, slightly distally• 
apiculate, dilated ·near the base,· conspicuously constricted. at the 
inferior side of the rather broad attachment, those of the·middle por-· 
tions dilated-ovate or ovate-triangular,. apieulate 01' obtuse, the ter
minal usually short and obtuse or apiculate, or, at the end of the 
penultimate pinnro, slightly sinuate-margined; acute or mucro~ate; 
lamina thick, very .much inflated or arched and smooth-ventrally, the. 
margins curving strongly backward, and decurring in a narrow wing 
along the rachis. · 

Nervation rather coarse, the nervils concealed on the ventral sur
face, but. somewhat. distinct .on the concaye dorsal. surfac_e of the, 
pinnules; primary nerve strong, originating at a narrow angl~ and 
sharply marked in the. largest pinnules by a vanishing furrow op the 
ventral surface of .the lamina; nervils originating at a rather narrow 
angle, those in the lower part of the pinnule arching near the primary 
nerve, and passing, stra1ght. ot curved, relatively close together, the 
lower ones forking once, or rarely twice, the upper nervils often simple. 

This, the smallest form of the .MarioJJteris group known to me, is 
unique not only for the minuteness of its pinnules, but for-the degree 
of their inflation and for the crowded arrangement of 'the pinnules 
aud pirinre. The fragments represented in Pl. CXCII, Figs. 2-6, are 
of the average form and size, such examples being abundantly di::;
persed on some of the shale slabs from the Linco,ln mirie. 

Both _j_l£crriojJteris )Jygmma and ·M. ·Phillipsi·belong to a group of small 
forms of Jlfariopter/s that is almost exclusively confined to the Sewanee 
or Upper Lykens division ~f the Pottsville series. The smallest repre~ 
sentatives are seldom .found outside of the uppermost beds of the 
Sewanee division. _ r_rhe fern from the Tremont region, which- i; h~rdly 
more than varieta.lly dijf'~rent froni a form: abundant in the roof sha1eR. 
at Lemon's coal mine,_ in the "coal-bearing shale" of Washington 
Com::tty., Arkansas, ~s e'vidently closely_. related to that described in_ 
manuscript by Dr. ·Newberry as ]:Jecopterl:s. i?l;/lctta from the 'Sharon 
coal of northeastern Ohio. Both plants, each of which. is very abun·
dant in its ~wn, localities, .are very ra1~~ly found at.the sa!ne.localit}r, 
J.1f. h{jlata being: gene!·ally con:fi~ed to lower beds in the Sewaiiee zone .. 
· Th<> genetic relation~ of the plant fron1 New Lincoln and that f1:cn:n 

the Sharm~ coal are corroboratively indicated in the .Pottsville Basin 
itself by tile. preset{ce of· the Arkansas, form 1~1~ritioned above in the 
rock du1i1p at N~w Lincol~. ··The latt.er.is distinguished froni the nor
mal J.1f. pygmma by the rather la1~ge1:; thi1~n~r; le~s in-flat~d, more 
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strongly apiculate pinnules, the nervation being clearer on the ventral 
surface. . 

This singular little species is nearly always found jn abundance asso
ciated with Nettroptm"£s El'l·odi L., AletlwpteTis Lacoei, and Spl~mwpl;;yl
l?.tm tenerrimmn Ett. var. elongatum in the roof shales of Lykens 
coal No. 2. It has been collected at the lower Eureka drift, the old 
Lincoln mine, the New Lincoln mine, and at the cqrresponding horizon 
in the type section at Pottsville. 

MARIOPTERIS TENNESSEEANA sp. nov. 

The fossils which I shall eventually describe in full as Kariopteris 
:tennesseeana comprise the unpublished Tennessee material included by 
Lcsquereux in Pseudopecopteris dimorpl~a. 

The comparison of the specimens from the horizon of the Sewanee 
coal at Rockw~od, Tennessee, and from the zone of Lykens 9oals Nos. 
2 and 3 in the Southern Anthracite field, with the specimens from the 
higher Coal Measures at Mount Hope, Rhode. Island; and Oliphant, 
Pennsylvania, which constitute the originalsof .the species, shows the 
former to be undoubtedly specifically distinct. They are easily recog
nized by the open, a little distant, constricted pinnre, and especially 
by the obtuse or rounded pinnules, generally ovate-triangular in form, 
distinctly oblique, never constricted at the base except in the largest, 
·which are becoming pinnatifi.d; and, though separated. almost to the 
base in the lower pottion of the pinnre, they are seen to be-more and 
more broadly confluent in passing upward, blending in the ohtusely 
sublobate, usually rather blunt terminal portion of the pinnw. The 
Tennessee species is further distinguished by the not very strong nerva
tion, which is usually. indistinct beneath the rather thick epidermis. 

This species occurs in its normal form or as a variety in the Sewanee 
zone at the L1ncolri mine and in the Pottsville Gap. 

SPHENOPTERIS KA~RCHEih sp. nov. 

Under this name I have ·described a fern which, in pin.nation, size, 
and general form and arrangement of the pinnules very closely resem
bles ..Eremopteris nu~crrpl~ylla of Lesquereux, from beds presumably 
in the Sewanee zone at the Helena mines in Alabama. The salient 
features of this species are the slender pinnre, the obhque, distant, 
slightly irregular, somewhat Eremopteroid, often trifoliate pinnules, 
and the moderately straight and nearly parallel nerves, which are often 
concealed by the interneural striation of the somewhat inflated limb. 

The plant is found at both the Pottsville Gap and at the New Lincoln 
mine, where it is associated with Neuropteris Elrodi, Splwnophyllum 
tenm·rim/tt17~ and Ere1noptm·is lincolniana, species indicative of the hori
zon of the roof of Lykens coal No. 2. 
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SPHENOPTERIS ASPLENIOIDES Sternb. 

It is much to be regretted that a consistent observance of the law of 
priority in nomenclature appears to necessitate the use of Splwnopteris 
asplenioides Stern berg in place of the more fari1iliar name Splwnopier·is 
IImni~~glw'uAi Brongn., under which the former. name is inscribed by 
most authors as a synonym. 

Although the species seems, in the Southerp. Anthracite field, to be 
very rare in the zone of Lykens coals Nos. 2 and 3, its more common 
occurrence being in the roof shales of Lykens coal No. 4, in the Lowe1~ 
Lykens divisi011, it has generally a wide range in the thick sections of 
the Pottsville in the Southern Appalachian region. In .the Clark for
mation, below which it does not yet seem to have been found, the fern 
is represented by a form with small, compact, round-lobed pinnules 
~nd very narrow pinnre, close to if not identical with SpAenopter1';s d·ick
sonioide8 Stur, with which it wa.s identified by Professor Lesquerelix. 
In the Qilinnimont formation the species. becomes developed in its 
typic~! form, the plant being abundant and pf large size. Above this 
stage of the Pottsville·, in the Sewanee zone, oi· the Sewell formation, 
which, as we have seen, is essentially contemporaneous with the floi·a 
of the zone of the Lykens coals Nos. 2 and 3, this species is found 
in a more robust phase. with elongated lobes of the pinnules, often 
resembling Spl~enopteris elegans, to which it seems to bear a genetic 
relation. From this large, cuneate-lobed form, in the upper part of 
the Sewell formation, the species seems to have very rapidly waned~ 
so that, in the overlying Fayette formation in the Virginia region, it 
is but very rarely met, anrl then in a depauperate condition. The 
fructification on the lobes of the typical form of SpAenopteris aspleni
oides is probably referable to the genus Renarultia. As such it may be 
regarded as generically identic::tl ,v;ith Splwnopteris microca'l'JXt Lx., 
which it resembles in its punctate rachis and the mode of the develop
ment of its pinnules. 

In the Southern Anthracite field this species is found chiefly in the 
horizon of the roof shales of Lykeris coal _No. 4, at East Brookside, 
and the Lincoln collieries.· Examples of a very small form are present 
in. the roof shales of Lykens coal No. 5 at Williamstown and Big Lick, 
while the normal form is present in the Pottsville Gap. 

SPHJ<~NOPTERIS DADEANA sp. nov. · 

The spechnens which will eventually be ~escribed as Sphenopteris 
dadeana comprise several of the types ·which were included by Les
quereux under the name ~pAenopteris Gravenlwrstii var. f3 Brongn. 
They differ· from the examples figured under the above name.1 by the 

1 Coal Flora., Vol. III, pl. ci, figs. 1, 1•, lb, p. 763. 
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punctate rachis, by the broader-lobed, ~ho1ter pinnules~ the texture of 
which is more delicate or membranous, and l)y the relatively simple 
nervation, the nerves forking more distantly at a nai'rower angle and 
curving upward so as often to become nearly parallel in the lobe. 
The species is quite dist~nct from the Spltenoptm·is 'fi'agilis Stern b., 
which is cited by Brongniart 1 as a synonym· of Splw>nojJtiri~S G.raven
lwrstit~. This plant, which occurs at 710 feet below the Twin coal in 
the -gap at Pottsville, appears to be characteristic of, though of 1~are 

·occurrence in, the J.V!ct'riopteri~:S potts1Jt'llea zone in the Southeni Appa-
lachian region. · 

Si:>H~NOPTERIS DIVARICATA (Goepp.) Gein, & Gut b. 

This species 'probably ·bears the' closest relation to Spltenopte~ris 

asplenio?~de.s, and appears, as represented by speciinen's in the Sc;wanee 
zone (Upper Lykens division), to be distinguished 'from 'the latter 
chiefly by the short, thick, obtuse, cuneate, often· half-flabellate lobes 
of its more distant pinnules. Even in· sma1l fragments it is much 
co'arser than the Lari~qhiform ·Sphenopteris a._~p(enioides. 

SPHENOPTERIS l\HCROCARPA Lx. 

This fern,. ,vhich in its typical form appears to. be more or less 
characteristic of the Clark and Quinnimont.formations in the Southern 
States, is rep1~esented in the Uppei· Lykens division, in the Southern 
Anthracite field, by a very delicate, deeply cut variety, which I ha~e 
termed dissecta. This variety, which occurs at the Nmv Lincoln niine, 
is also rarely found in the Sewell formation, in the Virginia r.egion. 

SPHENOPTERIS HARTTII Dn. 

The specimens from the New Lin~~oln mine -and ·from the ·Pottsville 
Gap,' which I i·efer ~o Sphenopteris Ii'arttii, appear to agree in all 
respects with examples of that species from the supposed middle 
Devonian beds at the type locality, St .• John, ~ew Brun~wick. 

SPRE:NOPTERIS PAT~INTISSIIVL.\. (Ett.) Schimp. 

Pl. CLXXXVIII, Fig. 1. 

Primary pinmc probably arranged pinnately along an axi::;; prin- . 
eipal divisions bipinnate or tripinnatifid, ovate-triangular or trian
gular-acute, inequilateral, lax, with relatively slender, more or less 
fiexuose, narrowly alate rachial axis~ which is linel,lte, narrowly sulcate 
ventrally, subcarinate dorsally; u1ti~ate pinn~ alternate, distant, 
open, oft~n at a right angle, fiexuose, lineal;' or linear-lanceolate, acute, 
or somewhat obtuse. · 

Pin·n.ules alternate, usually distant, · \~ery ·~iJen, often 1iearly"at a · 
------------------------~--~----~.. ' 

1 Hist. veg. foss., p. 191. 
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right angle, ovate, round-ovate, or frequently more or less narrowly 
triangular, elongate and acute, generally briefly subpetiolate, cut alter
nately to near the base or midrib into one to five close or distant, more 
or less divergent, cuneate or rhomboidal divisions, which in turn are 
once or twice deeply or laciniately incised in narrow, simple, bifid or 
trifid divergent lobes, each simple linear lobe or tooth having its mar
gins parallel or but slightly converging upward to the very narrow, 
obtusely rounded apex; lamina not very thick, finely longitudinally 
lineate, apparently by rows of scaly epidermal cells pantllel to the 
nerves, which are often partially obscured. 

Nervation mmally visible and of m<?derate strength; primary nerve 
curving strongly outward from a very acute-angled, decurrent origin, 
forking low, the divisions forking repeatedly to furnish a single nervil 
for each lobule or tooth. 

Representatives of this interesting species are not rare in the lower 
portions of the very thick sections of the Pottsville ser;es in the 
Virginia, Tennessee, and the Alabama regions, as well as in the 
Southern Anthracite field of Pennsylvania. . While, however, the 
specimens from some of the localities in the Southern Appalachian 
coal fields are typical of the form delineated by Ettingshausen, the 
form described above from the collection before me appears to differ 
slightl:y from the Old \V orld types 1 by the generally slightly more 
fiexuose pinnre, a little greater coherence of the lobes, and a rather 
less marked tendency of the latter to curve outward. In the second 
particular they are extremel:y close to the fragments illustrated by Stur. 2 

As' may be noted in the fragments illustrated in Pl. CLXXXVIII, 
Fig'. 1, considerable difference exists in the form and elongation of the 
pinnules in different portions of the frond. 

The essential characters of the species- are the lax .habit, the distant, 
large, very open, and short pedicellate pinnules, the elongated and 
loose development, with deep, open sinu~es, of the subdivisions, and 
the linear, very blunt or round-pointed lobules which are hardly con
tracted below the middle. The somewhat irregular lineation seen in 
the lamina of the Pennsylvania specimens is clearly visible with a 
weak lens. Frequentl}r the apices are partly buried in the matrix, or 
the margin is a little revolute, so as to give the lobules a sharp profile 
on the rock, but when carefully worked out the tip is found to be 
rounded. The large pinnules seen in Pl. CLXXXVIII, Fig. 1, are 
comparable to figs. 7 anP, 8, pl. ix of the first part of the Culm-Flora. 

Splwnopte?·is .furcata Brongn., a· species whose pinnules resemble 
those of S. patentissim.a, is distinguished from the latter by the more 
rigid pinnre, the closer and more compact pinnre and pinnules, which 
------------------------··---------. 

I Ettingshausen, Foss. Fl., Miihrisch-Schlesiscben Dachscbiefers, p. 26, pl. vii, fig. 4, text-fig. 13. 
2Culm-Fiora, I; Die Culm-Flora d. :\fahriscb-Schlesischen Dachschiefers, p. 36, pl. ix, figs. 1-9. 

20 GEOL, PT 2--56 
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are sessile, often less deeply dissected; and the relatively shorter, less 
divergent, and frequently slightly constricted lobules of the former 
species. In SpAmwpteris Royi the lobules are more oblique, more 
broadly coherent, and acute. Finally Sphenopteris patentissima is in · · 
general more characteristic of the Culm or Carboniferous limestone 
of the Old World or of the lower Pottsville in the New, while S. 
furcata, its probable descendant, is later in its appearance, passing 
from the upper Pottsville into the Lower Coal l\1easures. 

Splwnopteris paten'tissirna is common in the roof shales of Lykens 
coal No.5, and more especially of Lykens coal No. 4, of which it is 
largely characteristic, at the Brookside and Lincoln mines, as well as · 
at the mines in the Lower Lykens division, on Broad Mountain. It is 
also present in the zone of Lykens coal No. 4 at the Pottsville Gap. 

SPHENOPTERIS (DrPLOTHMEMA) FURCATA Brongn. 

The examination of the American nmterial belonging to the group 
represented by Splwnopteris .furcata shows an interesting series of 
slight modifications. The earlier forms, characteristic of the upper
most beds of the Pottsville formation, are so closely related to Splwn
opteris Royi that the two are sometimes difficult to distinguish. The 
pinnules of the former are, howm!er, generally more dilated, the lacin
ire more divergent, acute, and less coherent. The species appears to 
have diminished in size in the Lower Coal Measures, where it is per
haps inseparable from the type described by Lesquereux as Sphmwp
teris· triclwmanoides Brongn. Frequently the reduced size and the 
obliquity of the pinnules and lobes appear to distinctly relate it to Sphe
nopteris dissecta ·and S. alata. The species is readily separated from 
~phenopte1•is patentissima, of the Lower Lykens division, by the very 
distant and deeply palmately lobed lower pinnules of the latter, the 
lobes being relatively long and hardly contracted near the base. In 
the Southern Anthracite field, Sphenopteris furcata occurs in the 
upper part of the Sewanee zone at the Pottsville Gap and at the ·New 
Lincoln mine. 

SPHENOPTERIS RoYr Lx. 

The salient feature of this species, which was described by Les
quereux~1 from the roof of the Sewanee coal at Rockwood, Tennessee, 
is the obliquity of the rather distant, pinnatisect pinnules, whose 
very narrow lobes are fixed on a somewhat more elongated axis than 
in S. furcata, or S. patentissima, while at the same time they ar_e very 
oblique, tap~ring from a slightly coherent base to an acuminate point. 
Superficially, this species seems to be intermediate between S. alata 
on the one hand and S. furcata on the other hand.. It is found with · 
S. palmat?:loba at the New Lincoln colliery. A small and doubtful 
fragment comes from the Upper Lykens division in the Pottsville Gap. 

I Coal Flora, Vol. III, p. 768, pl. civ, figs. 7-10. 
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SPHENOPTERIS PILOSA Dn. 

The specimens~ including the types, from the upper portion of the 
Pottsville in Vvashington County, Arkansas, described by Lesquereux 1 

as SpAenopteris communis, appear to presen.t the identical specific 
characters seen in examples of SpAenopteris pilosa from. the so-called 
middle Devonian beds at St. ~T ohn, New Brunswick. In the Sewanee 
zone, which includes the Arkansas beds, of which the species i$ 

. characteristic, we find- it associated, as at St. John, with Pecopteris 
serr~tlata. The specimens from the Southern Anthracite field are 
found near the supposed horizons of Lykens coals No. 2 or 3, at about 
465 feet below the Twin coal, in the gap at Pottsville. · 

ALOIOPTERIS GEORGIANA (Lx. ). 

The material described by Lesquereux as Pecopteris georqiana 2 is 
generi~ally identical with the Aloiopteris Sternbergii, A. lVinslovii~ and 
A. erosa of the Productive Coal Measures. The species is notable for 
the great length and proportionate narrowness of the rather distant 
ultimate pinnre. The pinnules are nearly always at least tridentate, 
the primary nerve forking below the middle, and once or twice again 
in the upper part of the pinnule. The species which is, I believe, the 
anteeedent· representative of this group in our American Carbon
iferous is readily distinguished from A. TiVinslovii by its narrower 
ultimate pinme, the small pinnules, and the coriaceous texture; The 
pinnules are proportionately a little farther di'stant, narrower, and 
distinctly curved, the teeth sharp and directed forward·, the nerves 
curved aQ.d strong. Compared with A. Sternbergii, the Georgia species 
is much more cristate, the teeth more acute, the nerves stronger, more 
open, and more upturned. The normal type is apparently character
istic of the JJfariopteris pottsvillea zone in the Lookout formation in 
northwestern Georgia. The speciiD:ens in hand are from the roof of 
Lykens coal No. 4, at the Lincoln colliery. 

0LIGOCARPIA ALABAMENSIS Lx. 

Specimens from the Lincoln colliery agree in all respects with 
typical1naterial from Helena, Alabama," the original locality of the spe
cies. The plant appears to be, on the whole, characteristic of the basal 
portion of the Sewanee zone, though it may be found in the upper 
part of the JJfar£~pteris pot~svillea zone. 

·PECOPTERIS SBRRULATA Hartt. 

The representatives of this speeies in the Pottsville formation appear 
to be in all respects in agreement with those from the type locality at 

I Coal Flora, Vol. III, p. 762, pl. xciv, figs. 1 and la. 
2Ibid., p. 759, pl. xcviii, figs. 6 and 6a. 
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St. Jo~n, New Brunswick. · With the exception of. a few frag1i1ents 
supposed to have come from the roof of Ly~mns coal No. 4 at Brook
side, the species is not known below the Sewanee zone in the United 
States. Its geographic distribution in this zone is wide, the same 
form being collected in the shales over the Sharon coal in northwestern 
Pennsylvania, the Sewell coal in the Virginia region, the Sewanee 
coal in Tennessee, and in the coal-bearing shale in Washington County, 
Arkansas. In the upper part of. the Sewanee zone this plant appears to 
merge into the form commonly known as I>ecQpteris plumosa Artis. In 
fact, in the region of the Fayette formation the latter appears to have 
succeeded the Nmv Brunswick fern. 

ALBTHOPTERIS LACOJ<::r sp. nov. 

Pl. CXCIIIl Figs. 1, 2. 

Secondary pinnre linear-lanceolate, very long, acute, slightly nar
rowed at the base, often gently curved, with a distinctly lineate rachis; 
ultimate pinnre of moderate size, usually alternate, but often sub
alternate, sub-opposite, or rarely opposite, open at nearly a right angle 
to the. rachis, usually close, sometimes slightly overlapping; more 
rarely a little distant, somewhat curved, linear-lanceolate, or linear, 
tapering to a slender, acute point; rachis :finely lineate, rather deeply · 
depressed, strongly concave. and canaliculate ventrally, dorsally terete. 

Pinnules alternate or sub-alternate, the lowest open nearly to a 
right angle, close or a little distant, slender, linear-triangul~r, or ovate
triangular when ~::!mall, hardly constricted at the base, tapering 
gently through the lower third, the margins converging a little 
more rapidly in the upper two-thirds, acute or slightly obtusely 
pointed, cut to near the rachis with a rather broad, acute sinus, regu
larly and strongly crenulate-inflated in.. an portions of the frond; 
lamina rather thin, very strongly ventrally convex, alternately 
strongly inflated and transversly. depressed at regular intervab of · 
from 1 to 2 mm., according to the size of the pinnules, the nmrg-ins 
being often slightly infolded dorsally so as to give the pinnules a 
tapering acuminate apex. 

Nervation distinct, regular; midrib moderately strong, hardly decur
rent, straight, deeply depressed, tapering gradually, but distinct to the 
apex; nervils slender, relatively regular, rather close, hardly deeur
rent, simple or forking once close to the base, and passing nearly 
straight and parallel to the border. 

Aletlwpteris Lacoei is one of the smaller or more delicate species of 
the genus, its form and general propor~ions being closely comparable 
to A. J1fantelli, 1 or the smallei~, narrow-pinnuled phases of A. lon
chit1:ca. It is, however, very well marked by the alternating strong 

I Brongniart, Hist. veg. foss., p. 278, pl. lxxxiii, flgs. 3, 3a, 4. 
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inflations of the ventrally convex lamina, which gives the margin a 
slightly sinuate trend. This alternately inflated development of the 
lamina, suggesting a series of rectangular cushions on either side of 

, the midrib, or the expressions of distant sori through the substance 
of the fern, is a constant character plainly discernible in all parts of 
the frond. · 

The aspect of the larger pinnules is very much like that represented 
by Brongniart 1 in Pecopteris ?JW1',qinata. But, while the resemblance 
of the undulate surfaee and sinuate margins is close, the species from 
Pennsylvania differs by its smal]er size, greater delicacy, narrower 
pinnules, longer and narrower termiHals, as well as by the absence of 
the flat border of the Old World type. Quite independent of the infla
tion of the lamina, A. Lacoei is separable from the A. JJfantelli and A. 
lonchitica series by the form of the pinnules, which are hardly nar
rowed at the base, but which taper from the base upward, the apices 
generally appearing as acute. The nerves, which may fork close to 
the midrib, are nearly straight and regular in passing at a right angle 
to the margin, thus differing from th,ose of the A. Se1'lii or A. grandi
folia types. The latter, however, are too distinct in other respects 
to require further comparison. . .. 

Although this species is common at the horizon of Lykens coal No. 
2 in the Southern Anthracite field, it is generally rare in other 
regions of the Appalachian province. Yet when present it is usually 
represented by large numbers of individuals. In the anthracite 
region the species has been found at the New Lincoln mine, the lower 
Eureka tunnel, and at the supposed horizon of Lykens coal No. 2 in 
the gap at Pottsville. 

ALETHOPTERIS PROTAQUILINA.sp. nov. 

The essential features of this species are the small proportions of 
the pinnm and the close, very compact, oblong, or linear-lanceolate, 
obtuse pinnules, in which the limb is of about equal breadth at the 
bas~, the terminal being small, rather short, undulate and sub-lobate, 
while the curved nervation is often concealed within the thick, strongly 
inflated lamma. The fern belongs to the straight-pinnuled group 
represented by A. aquilina, A. ambigua, A. Gibsoni, and A. pennsyl
vanica. It is in most cases easily distinguished from the A. Lacoei by 
the tapering, corrugated, more acute, and thicker pinnules of the lat
ter, in which the nervation is more distant. The species is for the 
most part confined to the roof shales of Lykens coal No. 4, at which 
horizon it occurs at the Brookside mines and in the Pottsville Gap. 

1 Op. cit., p. 291, pl. lxxxvii, figs. 2, 2a. 
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ALETHOPTERIS LONCHITICA (Schloth.) Stern b. 

·The specimens fr~m the roof of the Sharon coal in Ohio, described 
by Dr. Newberry under the above name, are probably in closer agree
ment with the original type than any of the other forms that have 
been identified under the same name from the Allegheny series of this 
country. Most of the latter are probably referable to Aletlwpteris 
Serlii or A. aquilina. A form with narrow pinnu1es, sometimes 
approaching Aletlwpterisdecurrens, is found in the coals of the Kanawha 
series in southern \Vest Virginia. The species is represented by the 
normal form, or by varieties, in the Upper Lykens division at the 
Pottsville Gap and at the Lincoln mines. 

ALETHOPTERIS GRANDIFOLIA Newb. 

Thi~ species, described by Newberry 1 from the roof of the Sharon 
coal, is, in general, characteristic of that horizon throughout the Appa
lachian province. Aletlwpterris IIelenm Lx. and Callipte'ridiun~ Oweni 
Lx., both occurring in the Sewanee zone, are so closely related to 
Newberry's species as to render their specific indhdduality very 
doubtful. The group is, in general, characterized by the lax, irregu
lar, and uneven open pinnules, the relatively thin midribs, and the 
distantly and irregularly flexuose thin nervation. The flora of the 
Kemble drift constitutes the oldest plant association in which .this 
species has yet been found. 

ALETHOPTERIS DISCREPANS Dn. 

The specimens from the New Lincoln mine, which I refer to Sir 
William Dawson's species, appear to agree in all respects with speci
mens frmn the fern ledges at St. John, New Brunswick. The occur
rence of this species, together with Sphe?WJJteris IIarttii, 8. pilosa, and 
Pecopteris serrulata, in the Upper Lykens division of the Pottsville 
formation points strongly· to the close relationship between the flora 
of the latter and that of the supposed middle Devonian beds at St. 
John; a relationship so close as to convince me that no appreciable 
difference in age exists between the plant beds at the two localities. 

ALETHOPTERIS COXTONIANA sp. nov. 

The material which will be described under this name includes the 
types provisionally referred by Lesquereux 2 to Callipteridium Dour
naisii. The originals are from Campbell Ledge, in theN orthern Anthra
cite field. The specimens from the Southern Anthracite field were 
found in the thin parting of the conglomerates at 245 feet below the 

I Report Geol. Survey Ohio, 1873, Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 384, pl. xlviii, figs. 1, la, and 2. 
2Coa1 Flora, Vol. III, p. 747. 
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Twin coal in the Pottsville Gap, while doubtful fragmerits, representing 
a rather ·n1ore elongated form of pinnule, with rather more distant 
nerves, come from one of the uppe]: Lykens coals at the New Lincoln 
nun e. 

ALETHOPTERIS Ev ANSII Lx. 

Pl. CXCII, Figs. 7, 7a, 8, 8a. 

This species, which was described by Lesquereux 1 from the shales 
. accompanying the Sewanee coal in Tennessee, resembles Lonclwpteris 
in the form of its pinnre and pinnules, while the nervation suggests 
one of the more oblique-nerved, straight-pinnuled species of Aletlwp
teris, or Oallipteridium. The surface of the lamina is rugose and 
distinctly, though finely, punctate.· The nerves are close, regular, 
rather oblique, forking once or twice. The n(jrmal form' of this species 
appears to be generally confined to the region of the Sewell and 
Sewanee coals. of the Southern Appalar.hian regions and to the approx
im~te horizon of Lykens coal No. 3, in the Pottsville Gap. A later 
form, with very much larger, semi-membranous pinnules, occurs at 
higher horizons in the Sewanee zone, both in Arkansas and in the 
Southern Anthracite field. Typically, this species occurs 550 feet 
below the Twin coal in the Pottsville Gap and in the dump fron1 the 
·upper Lykens coals at the Lincoln mine. A variety grandis 
appears to have· come from the roof of Lykens coal No. 1, at the 
latter locality. 

CALLIPTERIDIUl\1 POTTSVILLENSE sp. nov. 

In this species we have one of the composite Pottsville types, pre
senting at once characters of 11£egalopteris and Aletlwpteris. The pin
nules are ~longate, acute, and thick, resembling very closely those of 
Megalopteris marginata Lx. 2 It is also apparently related to JYe~riop
teris lanceolata of Newberry. 3 The fern is closely allied to 0. tracy
anum, Lx., fr01n which it differs bY. the oblong, aeute, or ·acuminate 
pinnules, which are more unequal at the base, and the less distant and 
generally oblique nerves. The plant occurs in the Upper Lykens 
division in the Pottsville Gap. 

MEGALOPTJ<~RIS PLUMOSA sp. nov. 

The species of the rare genus J.Yegalopteris, including the Megalop
teris IJawsohi described from St. John, New'Brunswick, appear to be 
characteristic of the Pottsville formation. Furthermore, the greater 
number of species thus far described are confined to the Sewanee zone 
in Arkansas, Tennessee, \Vest Virginia, and Ohio, as well as in 

1 Coal Flora, Vol. III, p. 834. 
2Jdem, Vol. I, p.l52, pl. xxiv, figs. 4, 4a. 
8 Rept. Geol. Survey Ohio, 1873, Vol. I, Pt. II, pp. 378-381, pl. xlv, figs. 1, 2, 3, 3a. 
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Pennsylvania. The most interesting species of this genus occurring in 
the Pottsville formation of Pennsylvania, Jl£egalopteris plumosa, closely 

' resen1bles JJ£. Dawsoni Hartt ftom the so-called middle Devonian of 
New Brunswick. It differs from the latter chiefly by the very oblique 
nervation. The specimens were obtained from a slope in the Upper 
Lykens division at Yellow Springs Gap. 

NEUROPTERIS PocAHONTAS sp. nov. 

Pl. CLXXXIX, Figs. 4, 4a; Pl. CXCI, Figs. 5, 5a. 

Jfronds large, tri- or quadti-(~) pinnate, with very broad, strongly 
lineate, slightly flexuose rachis, which may attain a diameter of 4 em. 
or more; penultimate pinnre generally alternate, open nearly at a 
right angle, becoming somewhat oblique above, close, often touch
ing or slightly overlapping, linear-lanceolate or linear, very slightly 
narrowed at the base, the margins nearly parallel in the middle por-

-tions, tapering a little rapidly near the topto an acute apex, the ultimate 
pinnre being followed by a few large pinnules, rapidly succeeded by a 
narrow, basally sublobate, small, obtuse, inequilateral, ovate-triangular 
terminal, the rachis being rather strong, slightly depressed ventrally, 
lineate, and a little flexuose near the apex; ultimate pinnre, alteTnate or 
subalternate, open at aright angle below, slightly oblique above, usually 
slightly overlapping or touching, rarely a little distant, the sniallest 
narrowly oblong, becoming linear, 5 to 30 mm. wide, 12 to 15 mm. in 
length, the lower small pinnre very obtuse~ the more elongated being 
rather narrowly obtuse; rachis strong, depressed, lineate, slightly 
curved or flexuose. 

Pinnules small, slightly polyn1orphous and irregular, alternate or 
subalternate, rarely subopposite, those in the lower portion of the 
largest pinnre or the basal pair in the small pinnffi at a right angle to 
the rachis, the others more or less oblique, usually touching or even 
overlapping, more rarely a little distant, laterally unequal, often ovate
round when very small, the lowest pair in the very small pinnre being 
often nearly reniform, the succeeding pinnules broadly ovate, nar
rowly ovate to ovate-oblong, round at the apex, only the lowest pair 
in the smaller pinnm, or the lower large pinnules in the large pinnre, 
or those a little below the apex of the penultimate pinnre, constricted· 
to near the midrib, the others being less constricted, especially at the 
proximal angle, those n'ear the top of the large pinnre or throughout 
the greater part of the small pinnre being attached by more than one
half the width, often nearly the whole width, of the pinnre, after the 
type of Oallipteridium, the terminal being' ovate or ovate-oblong in the 
s1i1aller pinnre, laterally unequal, sublobate by confluence with the last 
pinnule on one side, slightly undulate, usually obtuse or rounded at the 
apex, the terminals of the very large pinnre being rather more elongated , 
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and less broadly rounded or obtuse; lamina thick, slightly coriaceous, 
a little concave along the middle, somewhat convex ventrally at the 
border . 
. Nervation rather c0arse, distinct, regular, usually slightly in relier, 
more or less flabellate in all except the lowest pinnules or the lower part 
of the largest ultimate pinnre; primary nerve but slightly differenti
ated in the small pinnules, or of moderate strength, vanishing near 
the middle in those pinn ules of intermediate size, or passing three
fourths the length of the largest pinnules, decurrent in the smallest, 
nearer the distal sinuses ·of the laterally unequal pinnules; nervilles 
very oblique, often nearly equally close in all. parts of the lamina, a 
large portion springing directly from the rachis, especially in the 
proximal half of the pinnule in all but the very large or the lowest 
pair of pinnules, forking twice at a very narrow angle, one or more 
of the divisions forking again even in the very small pinnules, usually 
forking three times, sometimes four, in the largest pinnules, while 
passing, with slight or sometimes no curvature in the smaller pinnules, 
obliquely to the ... _1argin. · 

The group of modifications or very nearly related forms w)lich is 
typified by the fern just described is at once the most predominant, 
interesting, and complex in the fern flora of the entire Pottsville series. 
The genus is typically distributed in the lower division of the Pottsville 
series of the Appalachian trough, and wherever fossil fer.t:)S are to be 
found in that division some form or other of the group is present and 
constitutes by far the most abundant, if not the exclusive, fern spe
cies of the flora. Essentially this type is characteristic of the lower 
division of the Pottsville, it being especially abundant in the vicinity 
of the Pocahontas coal in the greatly expanded section of that for
mation in southwestern Virginia. The distribution of the allied forms, 
as well as the typical form, will receive special attention in another 
place. 

The typical form, described above, the illustrated specimens of 
which were collected from the roof of the Pocahontas coal in the Flat 
Top or Pocahontas coal field of southwestern Virginia and southern 
"Test Virginia, is especially distinguished from the related forms of 
the same group by its broadly attached or Callipteridioid pinnules 

· and the obliquity of its nervation, which is close, regular, coarse, and 
derived in part from the rachis, the midrib being very poorly defined 
in the small pinnules. Like the other forms from the basal portion of 
the Pottsville series, it is essentially a _j_Veurocall£pteris. This syp
thetic character of the group of old Neuropterids in the earlier Potts
ville is particularly important as indicating the common origin of the 
genera Neuropteris, Oallipteridi1lm, and Mixoneura. Certain other 
Neuropterids of the type of N. biformis, which is. a typic~l Neu
raletlwpteris, similarly serve as connecting links between the genera 
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Neuropteris and Alethopteris. The subject of the origin and relations 
of these genera to MegalojJteris and other Paleozoic types has been 
discussed by me in connection ·with the description of a somewhat 
composite form from the Des Moines series of Missouri. 1 

• 

The pinnules of the. typical 1Veuropteris PocaJwntas are, in general, 
rather broadly ovate when small, and rounded at the top. The form of 
the terminal pinnules of the younger pinnre resembles that of the true 
N. Smithsii as originally described and :figured from Alabama, but the 
latter is considerably smaller and less sublobate, besides being rather 
narrower. The species in hand is in reality readily distinguished from 
N. SmitlU3iiby its generally larger pinnules, which are broadly attached, 
more ovate; instead of oval or nearly round, when small; by the far 
less developed median nerves, and especially by the much less curved 
nervilles, which are oblique, springing in part from the rachis, and 
which seldom meet the border at a right angle. -

Throughout the Appalachian trough the typical N. STnitlU3ii has 
hitherto been found to occur in later beds than the typical N. Poca
lwntas. The former is, in the central and southern Appalachian dis~· 
tricts, fairly characteristic of the next higher divisions of the Pottsville 

· series, the Clark and Qhinnimont formations, or the Horsepen group. 
The Neuropteris Scl~leluJ/ni Stur is with little difficulty distinguished 

by its narrower pinnules, which are constricted at the base, the midrib 
well developed, the nervation strongly curved and meeting the margin 
at nearly a right angle. The form described by Stu'l: as N. Dlulwscl~i, 
which Zeiller regards as inseparable from the preceding species, has 
much that is suggestive of the largest phase of the N. El'rodi of 
Lesquereux. 

Among the several modifications or variations of N. Pocalwntas 
found in different regions of the Appalachian ti·ough two fairly well
marked forms are present in the Lykens ·coal region of the Southern 
Anthracite field. One of these is so different from the ordinary type 
as perhaps to entitle it to more than a variehtl distinction. But since 
its shape and mode of development are so similar to the normal type, 
since its earlier examples are somewhat intermediate, and because it is 
often difficult to discriminate between small fragments of the latter 
and material apparently derived from young fronds or apical portions 
of prin1ary pinme of the normal form, it seems most practicable to 
give it only formal or varietal rank. It may be termed and charac
terized as follows: 

NEUROPTERIS PocAHONTAs var. INJEQUALIS n. var. 

Pl ..... XCLXXXVIII, Fig. 5; Pl. CXC, Fig. 7; Pl. CXCI, Figs. 1-4. 

ffitimate pinnre and pinnules much larger than those of the normal 
form, often twic~ as large, somewhat lax, rarely opposite, the pinnules 

1 A new Treniopteroid fern and its allies: Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. IV, 1893, pp. 119-132, pl. i. 
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a little more distant, oblique, slightly polymorphous, though generally 
ovate to oblong-ovate when small, becoming oblong and gradually 
constricted at the base, the largest attached at the midrib, narrowed a 
little toward the usually very unequal, obliquely rounded; as.vmetrical 
base, the attitude and form a little variable, tapering somewhat in the 
upper two-thirds, obtusely rounded or rounded at the apex, the termi
nal often elongate-ovate, often nearly acute, the margins, as in the 
largest pinnules, more or less distinctly sinuate; lamina thin, very 
slightly convex ventrally at the border; nervation thin, but very 
distinct; midrib, when developed, becoming flexuose and vanishing in 
the upper part of. the largest· pinnules; secondary nerves a little dis
tant, very oblique, usually forking close to the point of origin, the 
divisions forking twice or three times in passing to the margin, which, 
even in t4e ·largest pinnules, they meet at varying degrees of obliquity. 

This variety presents certain phases which· would appear to entitle 
it to full specific rank, though the presence, at one point or another in 
the Appalachian trough, of other forms showing every degree of transi-· 
tion or genetic connection renders its specific separation impracticable. 
It affords a fine illustration of qnquestionable modification. Thus, 
certain of the largest of the pinnules are less obliquely narrowed at 
the base, rriore distinctly oblong; and even-margined. Such have in 
our collections sometimes been confused with Neur·opteris biformis 
Lx., and accordingly so recorded in the distribution of that really1 · 

Alethopteroid and very ·rare form. 1 The phase· whose fragmental 
(often detached pinnules) representatives have. been the subject of this 
error is somewhat characteristic of the middle portion of the Pottsville 
,c;;ene&. 

Another variation, which can be considered as only varietally or per
haps formally distinct from the one in hand, is seen in the plants from 
the Dade mines in northwestern Georgia, described and illustrated as 
secondary types of Neuropteris Smitltsii. 2 While the Dade plants show 
an outline and habit hardly distinguishable from the variety in hand, 
they reveal a rather coarser nervation, which is more open near the 
middb, often slightly flexuose, and usually a little more distant. A 
comparison of the types, or even of figs. 1 and 2, pl. xiii, of the Coal 
Flora, the originals of .LV. Smithsii, with the illustration of the Dade 
specimen, pl. xcvi, fig. 3, of the same work shows at a glance the 
specified differences in the fossils. The true N. Smithsi~: ha.s small 
pinnules open at a right angle, quite constricted at the base, well 

1 The latter, as seen in examples from Alabama, some of which were identified by Professor Les
quereux, have long, tapering pinnules, thick, persistent midribs, strongly arched close nervation, the 
terminal and preceding pinnules being almost typically Alethopteroid. These features, slightly 
imperfectly shown in the Coal Flora (p. 121, pl. :x.iii, fig. 7) will later be more fully illustrated from 
typical material. 

2Lesquereux, Coal Flora, Vol. III, p. 734, pl. xcvi, figs. 3, 3a. No. 1156 Lacoe Collection, United 
States Kational Museum. 
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developed 1nidribs even in the small pinnules, with very open nervation 
originating from the midrib. It is, moreover, a much smaller species. 

Many of the larger pinnules, with strongly oblique, unequal bases, 
are possibly suggestive of the Neuropteris antecedens of Stur, from the 
Hainichen-Ebersdorf beds. The very strong resemblance of specimens 
from the Kalmia mine to Oardiopteris eriana Dawson 1 is worthy of 
note, as is also the association of the latter with the Odontopterls 
squamosa Dn., 2 which deserves a special comparison with the Neuropteris 
Pocalwntas group of Pottsville forms. 

NEUROPTERIS PocAHO~TAS var. Pl~NTIAS n. var. 

Pl. CLXXXVIII, :Figs. 2, 3, 3a, 4; Pl. CLXXXIX, Figs. 5, 5a, 5b. 
I . 

The other Lykens form of Neuropteris Pocalwntas, to which refer
ence has been made above, is, so far as I have observed, nearly every
where slightly oldei' than the one above mentioned, its habitat in the 
southern field being essentially in the lowest of the Lykens beds, coals 
Nos. 5 and 6. It may be distinguished frcm the normal type and other 
forms as follows: 

Pinnules smaller than the normal type, very broadly attached, hardly 
so crowded, more distinctly triangular, laterally unequal, oblique, the 
terminals as well as the largest pinnules more elongate, often sinuate
margined, narrower and more acute, the proximal basal pinnule situ
ated in the angle of the pinna, the nerves regular, more slender, 
rather closer, often less oblique at the border, the lamina being thick 
and faintly irregularly striated between the nervilles, very many of 
which, in all but the large pinnules, spring directly from the rachis. 

Occasionally the younger pinnules of this variety assume a distinctly 
and rather broadly triang·ular form, while the pinnre are much more 
slender and acute, the narrow terminal b_eing not infrequently sin
nate-margined. The nervation of this form is fairly distinct, though 
thin, the nerves close, regular, and in the larger pinnules often nearly 
at a right angle to the border, although occasionally they turn upward 
slightly just before reaching the margin. The surface of the rather 
thick pinnules is often shiny, though when viewed under the lens it 
js l':leen to be irregularly striate as though impressed by minute scaly 
hairs nearly parallel to the nervation, as imlicated in Pl. CLXXXIX, 
Fig. 5b. The terminal pinnules of the larger pinnre are slender and 
acute, those of the smaller lateral pinnre being proportionately long. 

This, the more apiculate variety of Neuropteris Pocahontas, is not 
likely to be confused with any of the other forms or varieties of the 
species, on account of the form and attachment of the pinnules and 
the nervation. N. Smithsii, which at times it somewhat resembles, 
differs, among many characters, by its basally constricted, short pin-

1 Foss. Pl. Erian, Pt. II, 1882, p. 114, fig. 4. 2 Op. cit., p. 114, fig. 2. 
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nules, the obtuse, short terminals, the distinct rnidrib, and the open, 
slightly flexuous nervation. 

The normal form of Neuropterus Pocalwntas is not so abundant in 
the Lower Lykens division of the Southern Anthracite field as .in the 
vicinity of the Pocahontas coal in the Southern Appalachian region. 
It is, however, found at the Brookside mines, at Kalmia, at .. \iVilliams:.. 
town, at the Swatara Gap, and in the gap at Pottsville. The variety 
inmqttalis, though often difficult to distinguish from the normal form 
in small fragments, is more readily discernible in specimens from the 
roof of the Lykens coal No. 4, where it occurs at the Brookside mines, 
at the Lincoln mine, at Kalmia, at the upper Eureka drift, at Rausch 
Gap, at the shaft 160 yards northeast of the North Brooksiqe slope, at 
the Swatara Gap, and at the Pottsville Gap. The variety pen:tias is, as 
has several times been remarked, confined, so far as is known, to the 
roof shale of Lykens coal No.5, or to lower horizons. Typically, at 
least, it does not seem to occur so high as Lykens coal No; 4. Speci.;.. 
mens of this variety are present in the collections from the Lincoln 
colliery, from the Brookside mines, from the Kalmia colliery, from the 
west side of Rausch Gap, Schuylkill County, and from a low bed in 
the Pottsville Gap. 

N EUROPTERIS SMITHSII Lx. 

The typical for:m of this species, first described by Professor Les
quereux from the V.l arrior coal field in Alabama, is illustrated in pl. 
xiii, figs. 1, 2, 3, and 3a of the atlas to the first volume of the Coal 
Flora, page 106. The original or true form is characterized by the 
very small oval pinnules, which are completely constricted at the base; 
by the development of a distinct though not strong midi·ib; and by the 
open angle of origin of the nervilles, which pass slightly irregular to 
the margin, meeting the latter nearly at a right angle. The terminal 
pinnules are always short, obtusely rounded, and inequilateral. This 
form, which is common in the upper part of the Clark formation in 
West Virginia, and which appears to be represented by a slight nlodi
ficatiori in the horizon of Lykens coal No. 4 in the Southern Anthracite 
field, is quite distinct from the plant of Callipteridioid habit, with 
broadly attached pinnules, and flabellate, oblique nervation, from the 
Dade coal in Georgia, figured in the third volume of the Coal Flora 
under the above name. 

Neuropteris Smithsii is without difficulty distinguished from .LVeU?'Op

teris Pocalwntas by essentially the same differences as those indicated 
above in speaking of the Dade fern. The pinnules of the variety 
pentias, while often of the same size as those of N. Smitltsii, are con
spicuou~ for their broad attachment, trianguloid form, and Odontop
teroid nerves, while the terminals are elongated and more acute. 
Neuropteris El?·odi, which is characteristic of the Sewanee zone of thy 
Pottsville formation, is distinguished from .Neuroptei·is Smitkr.;ii by its 
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triangular, more unequal, inflated pinnules, with persistent midribs, 
and more open, strongly backward-curved nervation. Neuropteris 
Smithsii has been collected at the Brookside and Lincoln mines; at 
Kalmia, the upper Eureka tunnel, the Broad :Mountain mines, and the 
Lower Lykens division in the Pottsville Gap. 

N EUROPTERIS ELROD I Lx. 

The plants from the Southern Anthracite field identified under this 
name agree with the original specimens described and figured by 
Lesquereux 1 as having been derived from the Montevallo coal in Ala
bama. The character of the matrix is, however, very distinct from 
that of other material in the collection from that locality, it being in 
very close agreement with specimens from the Whetstone beds of 
Indiana, in which this specie~ is also said to have been found. I sus
pect that the types originated in the Whetstone beds. The originals 
represent a species quite different from that in the roof of the Se
wanee coal in Tennessee, later figured 2 by Lesquereux under the same 
name. The latter is, perhaps, inseparable from Neuropteris Sclilehani 
Stur. The differences between this species and Neuroptefis 8·mithsii, 
the only species in the Pottsville flora with which JYeu1·opteris l!.,lrodi 
is liable to be confused, have been noted in the remarks on the former. 
N. Smithsii, it will be remembered, is characteristic of the Mariopteris 
pottsvillea zone in the Lower Lykens division, while Neuropteris Elrodi 
is almost exclusively confined to the Sewanee zone of the Upper 
Lykens division, though in its typical form it is not common at so low 
a horizon as that of the Sewell-Sewanee coal. 

The fm·n has been found in the horizon of Lykens coal No. 2, at 
the Lincoln mines, at the North Brookside slope, and in .beds at approxi
mately the ::;ame horizon in the Pottsville and \V estwood ·gaps. 

NEUROPTERIS ALDRICH! (Lx.). 

This species, which was described by Lesquereux3 as .Oa~lipteridium 
Aldriclii, from the Black Creek coal at the Jefferson mines in Ala
bama, represents a peculiar form, rather closely related to Neuropteris 
Sn-1/itksii and Neurupterris Elrod·i, although sometimes suggesting Oli
gocarpia or Pecopte1·is in the form of its pinnffi and pinnules. It 
constitutes one of the singular composite types in the Pottsville for
mation, and it will be described and further illustrated in connection 
with the monographic treatment of the flora of the Pottsville forma
tion in the Appalachian province. 

1 Coal Flora, Vol. I, p. 107; Atlas, p. 3, pl. xiii, fig. 4. 
2lbid., Vol. III, p. 735, pl. xcvi, fig~. 1, 2. 
3 Ibid., Atlas, p. 7, pl. xxxviii, figs. 1, 1•, 1b, 2, 3; text, Vol. I (1880), p. 171. 
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N EUROPTERIS TE:NNESSEEAN A Lx. MSS. 

The fragments .representing this species, from a bed about 550 feet· 
below the Twin coal in the gap at Pottsville, appear to agree in all 
respects with the types described in manuscript by Professor Lesque
reux as Nettropteris tennesseea?w. This species, which seems to have 
been derived from the original Neuropteris Pocalwntas stock, and 
which has many features in common with Neuropteris AeteropAylla, 
appears. to be characteristic of the lower portion of the Sewanee zone, 
in both the Walden formation in Tennessee and the Upper Lykens 
division in the Southern Anthracite field. 

N EUROPTERIS ov ATA Hoffm. 

The normal form of this species, which elsewbere is not known at 
so low a horizon as the uppermost beds of the Pottsville formation, 
appears to be present in the Southern Anthracite field in one of the shale 
partings in the topmost group of conglomerates, at 245 feet below the 
Twin coal. The variety antiqua, which is characterized by slender, 
apiculate pinnules, very broadly attached to the rachis, and by the 
unusually oblique nervation, is present in ma.terial from the rock 
dumps at the Lincoln collieries, a.lthough I am not certain to which of 
the Upper Lykens coals the fragments should .be referred. 

NEUROPTERIS GIGANTEA Sternb. 

Under this name I provisionally refer the material described by 
Pr ... fessor Lesquereux 1 as Neuropteris subfalcata. The original form, 
as described and figured by Sternberg, if present in our Carbonifer
ous basins, appears, so far as yet known, to occur only in the topmost 
beds of the Pottsville formation. Most of these specimens from the 
roof shales of Lykens coal No. 2, or from the higher horizons of the 
Sewanee zone, ai·e generally more elongated than the Old World type. 
The examples from the Kemble drift appear to represent a new 
variety, cZavata, the most salient or distinctive features of which are 
the generally greatly elongated, though somewhat polymorphous, pin
nules, which are frequently broader in the upper third than· in any 
other p·ortion of their length; the extreni.ely slender and poorly 
defined median nerve; and_ the very oblique, close, hair-like, parallel 
nervation, a portion cf which springs directly from the rachis. 

NEUROPTERIS LUNATA sp. nov. 

Pl. CXCIII, Figs. 3-7. 

Frond and mode of development of the pinme probably similar to 
those of Neuropteris gigantea, the rachis attaining a width of 12 mm. or 
more, very distantly but coarsely punctate, the penultimate rachis being 

1 Coal Flora, Atlas, p. 3, pl. xiii, figs. 5, 6; text, Vol. I (1880), p. 102. 
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provided, between the ultimate pinnm, with polymorphous broad, short 
pinnules. 
. Pinnules of the ultimate pinnm linear-, or slightly triangular-linear
subfalcate, usually short, four to six times as long as broad, with narrow 
cordate or slightiy squarrose base, tapering upward toward the obtm;e 
or obtusely acute apex, and usually turned upward with a uniform 
curve throughout the whole length, though often nearly straight; the 

·rachial pinnules triangular, triangular-ovate, cordate, or even cordo
reniform, and very small; lamina a little thick, depressed in a narrow, 
rather shallow furrow along the median line, slightly convex ventrally, 
especially at the margin. 

Nervation sharply distinct, ventrally depressed, dorsally in relief;· 
median nerve not very strong, but distinct and traceable 'to very near 
the apex; nervilles originating at a moderately open angle, a little 
distant, forking at a slightly open angle near the base, and similarly 
once or twice again, according to the size of the pinnule, in curving 

' toward the margin, which they meet obliq\lely, except in the lower 
part of the pinnule, counting about 30 to 38 per centimeter. 

J\lthough the pinnules of this species occur in great abundance on 
the surface of the shales, no large segments of pinnm have been found. 
Nevertheless, the preseilCe of the small and somewhat polymorphous 
pinnules, corresponding to those from the rachis in the preceding 
species, as well as the phases and similar characters of the large pin
nules, strongly indicates a development of the pinnm in the same general 
manner as in Neuropteris gigantea, to which it .is undoubtedly closely 
related. 

The most noticeable features of the pinnules are their slenderness, 
the crescentic curvature, the squar.rose-cordate base, the distinct mid
rib, and the slightly distant nerves, which fork a little ·widely, although 
the divisions may at once assume a nearly parallel direction. 

The pinnules of N. lunata are more slender than those of N. giga'l1,
tea, and proportionately less acute, the curvature, when present, being 
generally more uniformly distributed, slightly crescentic, through 
the whole length instead of being expressed as an upward turn n ~ar 
the apex. Often, however, they are but slightly curved or nearly 
straight. The midrib is much stronger and more persistent even 
than in ..LV: Zeilleri Pot./ it being clearly traceable, though thin, very 
nearly to the apex. The angle of division of the nerves, as noted 
above, appears greatet: than in the last species, and is certainly much 
greater, while the nerves are less oblique, than in N. giqantea var. 
cla1.-•ata. Some of the small roundish rachial pinnules seem, when 
detached, to be not separable from similar s~all basal pinnules in 
some other species of Neuropte'l'is. But the average pinnules may be 

1 Jahrb. d. k. Pr. Geol. Landesanst u. Bergakad., Vol. XII, p. 22, pls. ii-iv, text fig. 1-4. 
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easily differentiated by their fol.·n1 and nervation fron1 any other 
species with which I am familiar. Occasionally a small narrow pin
nule, such as that in Fig. 7, suggests, particularly in its nervation, pin
nules of .1\T. 1·m·inervis. Even these may be separated by recalling the 
dilated and distinctly cordate bases and the slightly concave lateral 
margins of the latter. 

This species is abundant ic. the roof shales over Lykens coal No. 1 
at tlw Lincoln mines. 

AsTEROPHYLLITES PARVULUS Dn. 

The specimens from the Southern Anthracite field which I refer to 
this species appear to be in complete agreement both with the plant 
originally described under the above name from the supposed middle 
Devonian beds at St. John/ New Brunswick, and with the mate
rial from Rushville, Ohio, described by Andrews 2 as Asteropltyllites? 
min~tt~ts. · 

Subsequent stratigraphic and paleontologic study of the.deposit of 
dark leathery shales at Rushville shows them to be probably not far 
from the horizon of the Sharon coal in Ohio. Many of the examples 
of the Aste?·op!Lyllites from the Southern field are even smaller than 
those figured by Sir William Dawson and Professor Andrews. This 
species, perhaps the smallest of its genus, is closely related to Astero
p!Lyllites arkansanus and A. grandis. Although to a certain extent 
characteristic of the Sewanee zone throughout the central Appalachain 
region, the AsteropAyllites parvulus is not only common in the same 
zone of the anthracite region, but it is often abundant in the- roof 
shales of Lykens coal No. 4, in which hor,zon it is found ·at the 
Brookside and Lincoln mines. 

ASTEROPHYLLITES ARKANSANUS nom. nov. 

The species to which I give the name Asteropl~yllites arkansanus 
is that known in the American literature as .Asteropl~yllites gracilis, 
a name which, unfortunately, 1nust be abandoned, the .A. gracilis 
(Sterrib.) Brongn. having priority. As originally described 3 by Les
quereux, from the coal-bearing shales of Arkansas, the species is 
especially characterized by the thick axes of the branchlets, the angu
larity and dilation of the internodes, and the strongly refiexed, out
ward-curved, slightly angular, and rapidly tapering, small, acute 
leaves. The plant is found associated with the Upper Lykens coals 
·at the Lincoln mines and at the supposed approximate horizon of 
I.ykens coal No. 3 in the gap at Pottsville. 

1 Dawson, Acadian G-eology, 1868, p. 540, fig. 188 A._c; Fossil Plants of the Devonian and Upper Silur
ian Formations of Canada, 18il, p. 27. 

2Rept. Geol. Survey Ohio, 1875, Vol. II, Pt. II, p. 424, pl. u; figs. 4, 4•. 
3Rept. Geol. Surv. Arkansas, Vol. II, 1860, p. 310, pl. ii, figs. 4 and 4•. 

20 GEOL, PT 2---57 
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ANNULARIA ACICULARIS (Dn.) Ren. 

This species, which is, perhaps, most closely related to .Ann-ula1•ia 
radiata Brongn., and which was described by Dawson from the fern 
ledges (Lancaster formation) at St. John, New Brunswick, as .AsteJ•o
pl~yllites acic-ularis, is not rare in the Sewanee zone of the Pottsville 
formation, its most freql!.ent occurrence being in the upper part of that 
zone. Its salient features are the slender . axis and the very slender 
leaves, which .are distinctly narrowed, in tapering form, both toward 
the base and, toward the apex. It has been very well illustrated in the 
publications of Sir William Dawson. 1 The plant occurs in the Sewanee 
.zone at the Lincoln mine and in the Pottsville Gap. 

ANNULARIA cusPIDATA Lx. 

The typical form of this species, as illustrated by Lesquereux, 2 from 
the dark shales at Rushville, Ohio, has a rather wide geographic dis
tribution throughout the Appalachian region, in the uppermost part 
of the Se.wanee zone, or in the zone of Lykens coal No.1, it being one 
of the characteristic forms of that portion of the sections. In the 
Southern Anthracite field it occurs in the roof of Lykens coal No. 1 
at the Lincoln mine, and in the plant beds 380 feet below the Twin coal 
in the Pottsville Gap. 

ANNULARIA LATIFOLIA (Dn~) Kidst. 

A con1parison of the material in· hand with specimens from the 
middle Dcyonian a~ St. John 3 unquestionably shows the specific iden
. tity of the American material with that from New Brunswick. It is, 
perhaps, specifically indistinguishable from the leaf verticils from 
Campbell Ledge described by Lesquereux 4 as Oala1nites ramifer 
Stur. In the Pottsville formation this species, which appe~rs to stand 
in an ancestral relation to Annularia stellata, occurs near the horizon 

·of the Lykens coal No. 1-i. e., near the base of the Fayette formation 
in the Virginia region and in bed L, 380 feet below the Twin coal, in 
the Pottsville Gap. 

SPHENOPHYLI,uM TEN:FJRRIMUM Ett. var. ELONGATUl\1 n. Yar. 

Pl. CXCIII, Figs. 8, 9. 

This variety differs from the species as described by Ettingshausen 5 

chiefly by the considerably larger size of the verticils and the more 

1 Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. Loud., Vol. XVIII, 1862, p. 310, pl. xiii, fig. l6a 16b; Acadian Geol., 1868, p. 
555, fig. 194 H 1 ; Fossil Plants of the Devonian and Upper Silurian Formations of Canada, 1871, p. 28, 
Pl. V, figs. 54a-c, 57. 

2Coal Flora, Vol. III, p. 72'5, pl. xcii, fig. 7, 7a. 
8 Da,vson, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. Lond., Vol. XVIII, p. 311, pl. xiii, fig. 17a-c; Acadian Geol., 1868, 

p. 538, fig. 187 A and D1; Geol. Hist. Plants, 1888, pp. 78, 265, fig. 28a, D., D1. 
4Coal Flora, Vol. III, p. 703, pl. xci, figs. 4 and 4a. 
5 Helmhacker, Beitr. Kenntn. Si.idrandes Oberschl. PoL Stcinkohlenf., p. 28, pl. iii, figs. 5-16; Stur 

Culm.-Flora, Pt. II, p.108, pl. vii, text figs. 21a-c, p.llO; 22, p.111; 23 A-F, p.ll4; 24, p.115. 
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frequent dichotomy. The proportions of the variety are very nearly 
those of the £orri1 described· by .Stur 1 fron1 the Schatzlar series. The 
plant in hand differs from Splwnopl~yllun~ bifurcatum by its n1ore 
slender stems, by its more delicate, narrower, n1ore rigid, and deeply 
dissected leaves, and by the linear, obtuse. form of the lobes. S. bifur
cat~t?n is more nearly connected by it~ variable leaf, which is often 
much less divided,. to the S. cuneifoliwn group than is the above·· 
named variety, all of whose leaves are of the more linear, entirely 
dissected, delicate type. In the .Southern Anthracite field this variety 
appears to be one of the plants characteristic of the horizon of the roof 
shales of Lykens coal No. 2, where H is almost invariably associated 
with Neuropteris El1·odi, JJ£c(;riO]Jteris pygmmc(;, and a small species of 
Eremopteris. It is especially common in this horizon at the Lincoln 
mines. 

SPHENOPHYLLUM BIFURCATUM Lx. 

This species, as originally described by Lesquereux, f1'om beds qow 
known to lie within the Sewanee zone of the Pottsville formation in 
Arkansas, appears, as has already been suggested, to be intermediate 
between SpAenopAyll~tm tenerrhnun~ and S. C~(;neifolium. The less
divided leaves of the Arkansas plant might easily be mistaken in some 
cases for the latter species. It differs, however, in the po$ition of the 

· leaves and their aspect in the verticils, in the wider form of the lea£, 
and in the more distant and generally 1nore rigid teeth. The distinc
tions between Splw?wpl~yllum bifitrcat·wn and.. S. tenerrim,um have already 
been indicated. The former is not infrequent in the upp~r part of the · 
Sewanee zone; more rarely it" is found in the lower part of the same 
zone. In the Southern Anthracite field it is found· over the coal n1ined 
at I{ohlers Gap; at .. the horizon of the roof of Lykens coal No.2, at the 
North Brookside slope; and in the Pottsville Gap at the approximate 
level of Lykens coal No. 3. A form of doubtful specific identity occurs 
at a level supposed to be not far above that o; the roof of Lykens coal 
No. 4 at the Kemble drift on Broad Mountain. 

. ' 

SPHENOPHYLLUM CUNEIFOLIUM.(Sternb.) Zeill. 

As has already been n.oted in the discussion of the floras in the sev-
. eral horizons of the Pottsville formation, two forms which appear to 
be referable to this species occur in this formation. The first, which 
is represented by the type figured hy Lesquereux in fig. 9, pl. xciii, 
Vol. III, of the Coal ·Flora, is especially characterized by its slender, 
narrow, lax form, thin, rather membranous texture, equal teeth, and 
slender, fine _nervation, the forking of which occurs niostly in the lower 
part of the leaf. The second form may be briefly described as mo:re 
closely resembling the smaller, narrow~r, and often dissected leaves 

I Die Calamari en d. Schatzlarer Schichten, 1887, p. 202, pl.. xv, figs.la, lb, 4. 
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of SpAenOJJAylltt1n ema1·gincttu1n. It exhibits the more rigid type of 
leaf, with the coarse nervation of the latter, to which the Pottsville 
form appears to stand in an antecedent relation. The leaves of the 
first type, which is more typical of the horizon of the Sewell-Sewanee 
coal, or Lykens coals Nos. 2 and 3, in the Southern Anthracite field, 

- are relatively rarely dissected, while those of the second or more rigid 
type, which occurs in the Upper Intermediate division in the anthracite 
region, are nearly always unevenly dissected. 

SrHENOPHYLLUM TENUE sp. nov. 

Pl. CXCI, Figs. 6, 7. 

Stems slender, distinctly though not very prominently ribbed, cari
nate, 1 to 3 1nm. in diameter, branching a little freely, the branches, 
often in verticils of three,·springing fron1 within the bases of verticils 
of very deeply dissected leaves; nodes distinct, 1 to 5 em. distant, 
usually having the leaves still attached; leaves in verticils of six, -
oblique at the base, very rapidly spread in nearly equidistant radia
tion, broadly cuneate, 1 to 2 em. in length, usually about 8 mm .. in 
width, very thin or membranous, lax, the apices round-truncate, 
more rounded near the angles, sometimes with a faint sinus at the cen-

-ter, crenulo-denticulate in 12 to 24 short, broad, round-obtuse teeth, 
or rarely more or less dissected in broad, very lax, obtuse, usually bi 
or tri dentate laminm, the lateral1nargins distinctly, sometimes rather 
strongly, concave and converging downward in a slender, very narrow, 
relatively long, slightly thickened base; primary nerve single and 

_ rather strong for some distance in the lower part of the leaf, forking 
four or five times at a slightly narrow angle in passing upward, slen
der and delicate, to furnish one nerville for each tooth or denticulate 
crenulation. 

The salient features of this species are the large, membranous, very 
broadly cuneate, crenulate-denticulate, slightly rouJ?ded leaves, with 
distinctly if not conspicuously concave lateral margins and long slen
der bases, in verticils of six, on very slender ste111". The aspect of 
the somewhat rounded, rarely sinused apex, the transparent lamina, 
and the narrow, slender bases, below such broad apices, make the plant 

. easily recognizable among the other sp~ci~s of its genus. The nerva
tion is thin and delicate, derived by numerous bifurcations fr 1m a 
:rather thick, single, primary bundle that passes for sorr.2 d1~tf!,nce 
through the narrow base of the leaf before dividing. Leaves ~ _ th8 
dissected type, such as that shown in Pl. CXCI, Fig. 7, are more rare. 
Although they bear a closer resemblance to the laciniate forms of other 
large-leafed species, they are easily distinguished by the irregular, 
very broad, obtuse, and lax type of the lacinere, which show a markedly 
broad spread at -the top, and by the concave lateral profile and the . . 
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slender, almost stalk-like base, as in the normal form. The leaves at 
. the base of the branch verticil are· much more elongated and deeply 
and narrowly cut than in the normal type. 

Sphenophyllum ten·ue appears to be related to the S. majus of Bronn, 
though the differences noted above seem to readily distinguish it from 
that as well as other species. It is also closely allied to another very 
large-leafed species, not yet described, from the Vespertine or Pocono 
series (basal Carboniferous) of southwestern Virginia, between which 
and the former it appears to be intermediate. 

The species here described is one of the most beautiful as well . as 
_widely distributed plants of the Pottsville series, ranging in identical 
forms along the Appalachian trough from Pennsylvania southward 
to Warriot, Alabama. In general it is quite characteristic of the 
middle or Horsepen division (Clark formation) of the Pottsville series, 
to which its horizon in the roof of Lykens coal No. 4 also belongs. 
Although several fragments from near coal No.2. or No. 3 at the New 
Lincoln mine appear so nearly in agreement with the types as to be 
not readily distinguishable from the typical form, I have not met it 
elsewhere in the Upper Lykens division or the Sewanee zone. It is 
not certain that the specimen is from the Upper Lykens division. 
In the Southern Anthracite field the species occurs in the roof shales 
of Lykens coal No. 4,at the Brookside and Lincoln _collieries, the 
Kemble drift, the North Brookside prospect shaft, and in the gap at 
Pottsville. 

LEPIDODENDRON ALABAMENSE sp. nov. 

The species which will later be described in full and illustrated 
under the above name ·includes the specimens from the upper part of 
the Clark and from the Quinnimont formations in the Virginia region, 
and from the vicinity of the Warrior coal in the Alabama section, 
included by Lesquereux 1 in Lepidodendron Ste'rnbergii. It belongs to 
a Lepidodendroid type presenting several phases or modifications in 
the different zones of the formation. Typically, however, as seen 
in the region of Lykens coal No. 4, or in the Quinnimont formation, in 
which it is generally found in association with .M'ariopteris pottsvillea, 
Neuropteris Smithsii, Sphenophyllu1n tenue, LepidoJJllyl1Aun quinni
?nontanwn, and Trigonocarpum IIelen(E, it is· especially characterized 
by the robust, thick branc)llets, densely clothed with thick, rigid, rather 
short leaves, which, though very oblique at the bases, rapidly curve 
outward, upward," and then inward, while tapering gradually, so that 
their upper-portions assume a distinctly incurved or somewhat uncinate 
fot·m. . Stems and branches of this type are present in the roof shales 
of Lykens coal No.4 at the Brookside mines and at Kalmia, and in the 
Pottsville Gap at a horizon about 775 feet below the Twin coal. 

1 Coal Flora, Vol. II, p. 366. 
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LEPIDODENDRON CLYPEATUM Lx. 

To this speci~s, which has been well illustrated by Professor Lesque
reux, 1 ·I refer most of the specimens from the Sewanee zone in 
Arkansas and Alabama labeled in our collections as Lepidodendron 
Velthei1nianttm Sternb. Some of its phases are only with difficulty 
distinguished from the type described by Sternberg as Lepidodend!ron 
RlwdeanU?n, 2 which, in turn, appears to be closely related to and often 
confused with Lepidodendr01.~ obovatum of Sternberg. The forms I 
refer to Lepidodendron clypeat1un have a wide distribution .in the 
Pottsville formation in the Southern Anthracite field, their range 
being from the horizon of the roof shales of Lykens coal No. 4, or 
possibly No. 5, to the level of Lykens coals Nos. 2 and 3, from which 
the specimens are speciall3~ abundant as well.as typical. 

LEPIDO!'HYLLUM QUINNI:MONTANUM sp. nov. 

This species of Lepidophyllum constitutes one of the characteristic 
types of the Mariopteris pottsvillea zone throughout the Appalachian 
region, although it rarely occurs in the horizons of the roof shales of 
either the Pocahontas coal or the Lykens coal No. 5. The collections 
from the Southern Anthracite field contain one or two specimens which 
may possibly have come from the shales of Lykens coals Nos. 2 and 3. 
The species is especially characterized by the linear-lanceolate form 
of the bracts, which ar_e 5.5 to 8 em. long and 10 to 13 mm. wide at 
the widest point-some distance above the middle. The sporangi
ophores are cuneate and proportionately long, their length being 
usually over one-fourth that of the blade, which is dilated and auricu
late at the base, slightly contracted just above, and which tapers with 
slightly convex borders from its widest point, above the middle, to an 
unusually narrow acuminate apex. The midrib is broad and strong 
throughout, while the lamina is obscurely lineate longitudinally, the 
lines slightly diverging toward the margiri. The most important dif
ferentiative features are the relative length of the base, the dilation 
in the upper part of the blade, and the acute apex. The bracts are 
much larger and generally longer than those of Lepidopltyllum cmnp
bellianttm, 3 the sporangiophores of which are short, small, and gener
ally rather broadly cuneate. So far as the distribution of these two 
species has .yet been observed in the Pottsville formation, it appears 
that L. campbellianttm is characteristic of ·the Sewanee zone and the 
Upper Intermediate 4ivision, while L. quinnimontanwn is, in genera~, 
almost exclusively confined to the Lower Lykens division. The latter 
species is present in the roof shales of the Lykens coal No. 5 at the 

1 Geol. Pennsylvania, Vol. II, Pt. II, p. 875, pl. xv, fig. 5; pl. xvi, fig. 7. Coal Flora, Atlas, p. 12, pl. 
lxiv, figs.16 16a (not figs.17,18). · 

2 See Stur, Culm-Flora, Pt. II, p. 283, pl. xxiii, fig.l; pl. xxiv, fig.l-3. 
BLesquereux, Coal Flora, Vol. III, p. 786, pl. cvii, figs. 6, 7. 
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Lincoln colliery, though its frequent occurrence at other localities is 
at or near the horizon of Lykens coal No. 4. 

BoTHRODENDRON ARBORESCENS (Lx). 

The exainination of the stem fragments in the types described by 
Lesq uereux as Lycopodites Ct;rborescens 1 reveals leaf scars showing the 
typical cha~:acters of the genus Bothrodendron. . The collections in 
hand from the lower portion of the Kanawha series in West Virginia 
show that this genus is not rare at that -stage in the Coal Measures 
in the United States. Bothrodendll~on a1·bm·escens, the originals of 
which are from the Sewanee zone in \V ashington County, Arkansas, 
while the Pennsylvania representatives occur in the plant beds 380 
feet below the Twin coal in the Pottsville Gap, appears to constitute 
the oldest representativ_e of the genus yet discovered on this continent. 

CoRDAITES Ronnn Dn. 

The identity of the leaves from the Pottsville formation with· the 
species described by Dawson 2 from the fern ledges at St. John, New 
Brunswick, seems to be fully assured by a comparison of material from 
the type locality. The species appears to be especially" common in the 
Upper Lykens division of the formation, although it has a wider vertical 
range. It is quite possible that the form which will. eventually be 
described as Cordaites Phillips?: is not more than varietally distinct 
from the St. John type. In the Southern Anthracite :field the species 
occurs, as at· St. John, in association with Oardiocarpon cornutum,. It 
is· found at the supposed horizon of Lykens coals 2 or 3, about 550 
feet below the Twin coal, in the Pottsville Gap, in the shales accom
panying the upper Lykem; coals at the Lincoln mines, in the Lower 
Lykens division at the Brookside mines, and in the Lincoln mine. It 
is also found accompanying the upper Lykens coal in Yellow Springs 
Gap. 

CoRDAITES ANGUSTIFoLrus Dn. 

The material which I refer to this species appears to be in agree
ment with the species figured by Sir \Villiam Dawson from the fern 
ledges at St. John, 3 · rather than with the material earlier described 4, 

from the Devonian at Gaspe. I£ the Gaspe fossils are specifically 
different from those at St. John, as appears to be the case from an 
inspection of the :figures, the name should be retained for the Gaspe 

I Coal Flora, Vol. III, p. 778, pl. cvi, fig. 1. Lacoe collection, United States National Museum, Nos. 
5559, 5560, and 5567. 

2Quart. Jour.· Geol. Soc. Lond., VoL XVIII, p. 316, pl. xiv, fig. 31a-c; Acadian Geol., 1868, pp. 534 
and 544, fig. 190; Fossil Plants of the Devonian and Upper Silurian Formations of Canada, 1871, p. 43, 
pl. xiv, figs. 156-162, 156•. 

3Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. Lond., Vol. XVIII, p. 318; Fossil Plants of the Devonian and Upper 
Silurian Formations of Canada, 1871, p. 44, pl. xiv, fig. 163a-e. 

4(;anadian Naturalist, Vol. VI, pp. 170 and 176, fig. 11c; Logan, Geol. Canada, 1863, p. 399, fig. 428. 
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types. From an examination of examples from St. John, I am 
disposed to regard the latter as possibly young leav~s of Cordaites 
·Robb?~i, to which they are undoubtedly at least very closely related. 
In the anthracite field, as at St. John, both species occur in the same 
beds. 

CoRDAITES .GRANDIFOLIUS. Lx. 

The most conspicuous :features of this interesting species are the 
great breadth and broadly cuneate form of its large leaves. The base 
is narrow, the lateral margins always more or less strongly concave, 
and the distal margin, or top, rounded or round-truncate, and cut, in the 
older examples, into short, broad, unequal, round-truncate lobes. In 
fact, the general form, texture, nervation, and the mode of lobation 
at the apex are suggestive of the Ginkgoales. ·This species appears 
to be present in the material from the west side of Kohlers Gap in 
Bear Mountain, and from the rock dump from one of the upper 
Lykens coals at the New Lincoln mine. The originals described by 
Lesquereux 1 are :from Campbell Ledge, near Pittston, Pennsylvania. 

WHiTTLESEYA ELEGANS Newb. var. MINOR n. var. 

The interesting type of vegetation described by Dr. Newberry 2 from 
the roof of the Sharon coal at Tallmadge, Ohio, as TfThittleseyct elegans, 
has been discovered at a number of other points in the Sewanee zone, 
throughout the Appalachian ·province. At various localities and hori
zons a number. of additional species or varieties have also come to light. 
The leaves of the variety rnvnor are much smaller than those of the 
normal form, and are proportionately broader, they being usually a 
littlB broader than long. The nerve fascicles are also a little n1ore 
crowded, numbering about fifteen to the centimeter at the top. The 
form, texture, and nervation of this species, which can hardly be else 
than a gymnosperm, are such as to appear to justify its reference to the 
Ginkgoales. The variety was obtained from the parting between 
Lykens coals Nos. ·2 and 3 at the Lincoln mine. 

WHITTLESEYA MICROPHYLLA Lx. 

The salient features of this species, described by Lesquereux, 3 are 
the small size, the distinctly cuneate form, and the fasciculately fibrous ' 
texture of the leaves, which range from 5 to 15 mm. in length and 
average about 6 mm. in width. The fasciculate nerve bundles, which, 
as in W. eleg(JJns, are in part derived from the thickened lateral margin 
in the base of the leaf, constitute rather poorly defined longitudinal 
ribs, each of which enters a usually obscure, rounded tooth in the 

1 Proc. Am. Philos. Soc., Vol. XVII, 1878, p. 318, pl. xi viii, figs. 1, 2, 2a. Coal Flora, Atlas, p. 16, pl. 
lxxvii, figs. 1, 2, 2a; text, Vol. I, p. 530. ' 

2Anna1s Sci., Cleveland, Vol. I, 1858,p.116, figs. 1, 2a-b. Lesquereux, Coal Flora, Atlas, p. 2, pl.iv, 
figs, 1, 1a. Rena:ult, Cmirs. bot. foss., Vol. IV, p. 69, pl. v, figs. 9 and.lO. 

a Coal Flora, Vol. III, p. 843. 
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distal margin. The latter appears slightly crenulate. The distinctly 
cuneate :form and small size o:f this species, which is intermediate to 
the broad lV. elegans on the one hand and the lineate W. Oampbelli on 
the other, readily separate the lea:f from those o:f other spedes in the 
genus. From a stratigraphic standpoint this type appears to be one 
of the most in1portant, since ~t seem8 almost ex~lusively confined to a 
small vertical range above the level of the Sewanee coal. 

The representatives of this species in the anthracite field are from 
the roof of Lykens coals 2 or 3 at the New Lincoln colliery. 

'VHITTLESEYA CAMPBELLI sp. nov. 

Pl. CXC, Figs. 9, 10, 11. 

Leaves .. very small, linear or slightly oblong-linear, 12 to 22 mm. 
long,' 2.25 to 5 mm. wide, generally 12 to 15 mm. long and 2.5 to 2.75 
mm. wide, often very slightly cuneate, straight or slightly arched later
ally, acuminate at the rapidly contracted base, the lateral borders 
nearly parallel !rom a point less that1 one-fourth of the way :fron1 the 
base upward to very near the truncate, acutely though very obscurely 
denticulate apex, where they normally converge somewhat, the outer 
t~eth being inclined inward and usually crowded against or O\Terlapping 
the interior teeth; texture densely fibrous, thick, more or less dis
tinctly rounded-ribbed by 3 to 5 longitudinal, parallel, finely lineate 
ridges produced by the very thick contiguous :fascicles of nerves, each 
·of the dense, broad :fascicles entering a tooth; petiole filamentoid, lax, 
very. faintly striate, blending with the slightly thickened margins 
of the acuminate- base o:f the leaf; nervation distinct, dividing at or 
near the base in 3 to 5 or 6 close, greatly thickened fascicles, giving the 
leaf a parallef-ribbed and striated surface, the nerves or each :fascicle 
being slightly conniv_ent in one of the apical teeth o:f the lea:f. 

The species described above is one of the most widely distributed 
plants in the Pottsville series, in which it ranges horizontally :from 
northern Ohio and northeastern Pennsylvania to the overlap o:f the 
Cretaceous in Alabama, and vertically from near the base o:f the Potts
ville to the base or the main upper plexus o:f conglomerates. So :far 
as is yet known, this species was the earliest o:f the representatives 
of its genus to appear, it being found, in the deepest section o:f the 
Appalachian Basin, nearly 1,000 :feet below the levels of lVhittleseya 
elegans or W. microphylla, and several hundred :feet lower than any o:f 
the other closely related, more or less linear :forms. 

In genera~ it presents a great uniformity in its :features, there being 
no mai·ked variation in either :form or size among the abundant 
examples which are to be :found at nearly every locality. Some modi
fications are, however, to be seen in the course o:f its vertical range, as. 
well as in its local development .. Thus the oldest observed :forms were 
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prevailingly small,- not· over 13 mm. long, and narrow, though the 
species soon assumed Hs normal proportions in the Clark and Quinni
mont div~sions of the Pottsville in the· central Appalachian region, and 
near the horizons of the Lykens coal No 4 and the lower Lykens coals 
of the Southern Anthracite field. Occasionally larger or longer leav~s 
occur locally in the Lower Lykens divisicrri; but in the Sewanee-Sewell 
zone, or Upper Lykens division, a larger form is somewhat characteris
tic, while in the upper part of the series, at certain points in the 
Southern States, and in the roof of · Lykens coal No. 2, a very much 
elongated slender forn1 is found to prevail, almost if not quite exclu
sively, locally. It is also possible that the large, arcuate lea,res which 
occur near Birmingham, Alabama, and at the Kemble drift and Koh
lers Gap, are hardly specifically separable from the species in hand; 
notwithstanding .their local abundance and exclusiveness. 

The characters of the bases and petioles· of these leaves are shown 
in Pl. CXC, Fig. 9. Typical examples are illustrated from the 
Lykens coal No. 5 in Pl. OXC, Figs. 10 and 11. The specimen seen 
in Fig~ 10 is below the average in size. As will be observed on an 
inspection of the drawings, the mode of origin of the nerve fascicles, 
the slightly ribbed character of the leaf, its dense fibrous texture, the 
teeth, in which the nerves of each fascicle appear to be somewhat con
nivent, and the nature of the petiole, all indicate its common generic 
relation to TVAittleseya 1nicrop!~ylla and H~ elegan8. Owing to the 
thickness and inward inclination of the teeth, the latter are often 
obscured by imbrication or superposition. Not infrequently, how
ever, they arc spread out erect, when the clearness of the dentation, 
the vascular system, and the slightly cuneate outlin~ show their con
generic rehtion to the species considered in the preceding sections, 
s~me of the cuneate forms thus approaching 'the n~ 1nicropltylla. 
Remark should be made ·Of the presence, about 470 feet below the 
Buck Mountain coal, of a straight, normally cuneate.-linear form 
attaining a length of 35 mm. and a width of 6 mm. 

As with the other species of the genus, none. of the .leaves of 1Vk£t
tleseya Oampbelli have yet been seen with absolute certainty to be 
attaehed to any branch or axis, though they are sometimes found in 
large numbers matted together, their bases obliquely. converging 
toward a common axis. . I suspect the fruits of the plant to be refer
able to Rhabdocarpos. 

lVAittleseya Ownpbelli 1 is at once distinguished by its linear form 
and small size from all the species of the genus yet described. 

The species occurs at nearly all localities of the Pottsville formation 
in horizons below the Fayette s~ndstone of Virginia, the Conoquen-

1 The species is named in honor of my esteemed colleague, Mr. 1\'f. R. Campbell, geologist in charge 
of the areal cartography of the Central Appalachian coal fields, to whom I am greatly indebted for 
abundant assistance in the collection of fossil material from all possible localities in that region as 
well as for valuable stratigraphic data. 
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nessing sandstone of northwestern Pennsylvania, and the upper plexus 
of conglomerates in the anthracite regions. In the Southerl'1 Anthra
cite field it is found at a number of horizons in the Pottsville Gap, the 
Swatara Gap, Rausch Gap, the Lii~coin and Brookside mi~es, the Eureka 
tunnels, \Villiamstown and Big Lick mines, Millers drift, Kalmia mine, 
and the Kemble drift. .A very large form occurs at about 450 feet below 
the Twin coal in the Pottsville Gap. The elongated t}Tpe.mentioned 
abov'e occurs in the roof of Lykens coal No. 2 at the lower Eureka 
tunnel and at the New.Lincoln mine. A type pr0bably representing the 

· same form occurs at 380 feet below the Twin coal in the Pottsville ~ap. 

CARDIOCARPON GrRTYI sp. nov. 

Pl. CXCIII, Fig. 11. 

Seeds flat, or nearly so, not very l~rge, ovate-cordate, 10 to 11. mm. 
long, 10 mm. in diameter at the broadest point, a very little below the 
middle, with rather shorter nucleus, rounded at the base, apiculate at 
the top, and bordered by an extremely broad wing; wing nearly 
circular in £or1n, 9 to 13 mm. in width, slightly cordate by a sh~llow 
sinus at the point of contact with a not very distinct chalaz~, a little 
broader on either flank of the base, and a little narrower at the imme
diate top, where it is cut to a depth of 2 mm., with rounded edges, in 
a narrow, acute, micropylar sinus. · 

The conspicuous features of this species are the nearly circular fonn 
of the wing and the great breadth of the latter, which nearly equals, 
if not exceeds, the longer diameter (1 em.) of the nucleus. . As may 
be observed by an inspection of the figure, Pl. CXCIII, Fig. 11, the 
nucleus is somewhat shorter than the outer test. From the,intermediate . 
space at the apex the micropylar tube passes, as a thickened double 
line, to the angle of the sinus. A slight, somewhat cuneate, thickening 
of the chalaza at the base of the nutlet may also be seen. Oa~rdio

carpon Girtyi, together with Cardiocctrpon ]Jll_illipsi, 0. .Newberryi, 1 0. 
sama?YEfonne, 2 0. anntdatttm.,S C. dilatatttm, 4 and 0. ingens, 5 constitute a 
group of large, broad-winged species of the genus, whose occurrence 
is characteristic of the Upper Lykens ~ivision or the Sewanee .zone 
of the Pottsville, although some of the species occur very near to the 
upper lih1it of the formation. Cardiocarpon Baileyi, 6 from the so
called middle Devonian at St. John, New Brunswick, appear~ to be a 
very closely related species. This group E!eems also to bear a close 
affinity to the Old World fossils described by Fiedler 7 as Jordmnia 
big1wnioides and J. oblonga. 

t Andrews, Rept. Geo1. Survey Ohio, 1875, Vol. II, Pt. I, p. 425, pl. xliv, fig. 2. 
2Newberry, Rept. Geo1. Survey Ohio, 1873, Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 375, pl. xliii, figs. 11, lla. 
aop. cit., p. 374, pl. xlii, fig. 8. 
4Coal Flora, Vol. III, p. 806, pl. ex, fig. 2. 
50p. cit., Vol. II, p. 563, pl. lxxxv, figs. 34, 35. 
6 Dawson, Fossil Plants of the Devonian and Upper Silurian Formations of Canada, 1871, p. 60, pl. 

. xix, fig. 219. 
r Foss. Fri.ichte d. Steinkohlenfi., p. 51, pl. xxvii, figs. 36, 37, 43-45. 
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CARDIOCARPON CORNUTUM Dn. 

'I~l. CXCIII, Fig. 10. 

Specimens agreeing with material from the type locality at St. John, 
New Brunswick, 1 occur ·in the Southern Anthracite field in the vicinity 
of Lykens coals 2 and 3 at the New Lincoln mine, and at 550 feet 
below the Twin coal in th.e Pottsville Gap. , 

CARDIOCARPON BISCUPIDATUM (Sternb.) Newb. var. OHIOENSE n. var. 

The doubt expressed by Dr. Newberry 2 as to the identity o£. the 
fruits in the roof of coal No. 1 (Sharon) with the type described by 
Sternberg 3 seems to be fully justified by a comparison of the mate
rial representing the Amerjcan form from Ohio, Pennsylvania, Ten
nessee, and Arkansas with the figures published by Sternberg. The 
specimens . from the Sewanee zone in our Coal Measures are much 
broader proportionately, and larger, while but the slightest trace of a 
cusp is seen at the base in-· any example, the slight cusp ·at the apex 
being often situated in the midst of the somewhat concave profile of 
the upper margin of the nucleus. The Amercan type, as figured by 
Newberry, and as represented in figs. 20 ·and 22, pl. ex of the Coal 
Flora, I have distinguished as the var. ol~ioense. This form, which 
deserves additional illustration, I have nowhere seen below the Sewell 
formation, or the Upper Lykens division, although it ascends to near 
the top of the Pottsville. Typical examples are found in the Southern 
Anthracite field at the drift in the upper Lykens coal in Yellow 
Springs Gap, and in the shale from a drift below the trolley road 
on the east side of the gap at Pottsville, in a horizon 380 feet below 
the Tvvin coal. 

CARDIOCARPON EI_;ONGATUM N ewb. 

The species described by Newberry"' under this name represents. one 
of the most widely distributed and characteristic as well as compre
hensive. types of the Sewanee zone. Between it and the broader 
forms, such as Oardioca?''jJOn late-alatum 5 Lx., there is a series of inter
mediate forms, although few of the latter are at any point found in 
the same beds. In the Southern Anthracite field, as in the region of 
the Sharon coal in northwestern Pennsylvania and northern Ohio, the 
species is sometimes found associated with Oardiocarpon min~(;8 6 and 
a ann~datu?n. 

1 Dawson, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, Vol. XVII~, 1862, p. 324, pl. xiii, figs. 23, 24; Fossil Plants 
of the Devonian and Upper Silurian Formations of Canada, p. 60, pl. xix, figs. 214-218. 

2Rept. Geol. Survey Ohio, 1873, Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 373, pl. x!iii, figs. 9, 9a. 
a Flora d. Vorwelt, Vol.l, fasc. 1, pl. vii, fig. 8. 
4Annals Sci., Cleveland, Vol. I, p. 153, fig. 6: Rept. Geol. Survey Ohio, 1873, Vol. I, Pt. II, p. 373, 

pl. xliii, fig. 5. 
"Lesquereux, Coal Flora, Vol. II, 1880, p. 568, pl. lxxxY. figs. 46, 47. 
61\ewberry, Rept. Geol. Survey Ohio, 1873, Vol. I, Pt. II, p: 373, pl. xliii, fig. 4. 
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CARDIOCARPON OBLIQUUlVI Dn. 

The identification in the Southern Anthracite field of this species, 
hitherto known only from the so-called middle Devonian at St. John, 
New Brunswick/ rests upon the .entire agreement of the American 
examples with specimens from the type locality of the species. This 
fruit, which appears to me to be unquestionably distinct from 
0. acutum L. and Il., is especially common at the drift in the upper 
Lykens coal at Kohlers Gap, in Bear Mountain. It is also found in 
the roof of Lykens coal No. 2 at the North Brookside slope, and in 
the rock dump from the Upper Lykens coals at the New Lincoln 
mme. 

CARDIOCARPON CUYAHOGJE nom .. nov. 

·This name is here proposed for the fruits which were described by 
Newberry 2 as Oardiocarpon orbimtlare, the latter name having been 
employed in the· preceding year by Ettingshausen3 for a similar fruit. 
The species occurs in the roof of Lykens coal No. 2 at North Btook
side, at the lower Eureka tunnel, and at the New Lincoln mine. It 
has also been found in the rock dump from the upper Lykens coals. 
at the Lincoln mine. 

TRIGONOCARPU:M: A:M:PULLJE:FORME Lx. 

Pl. CXCI,· Fig. 8. 

Exa_mples of this species from the anthracite regions appear to 
· agree in all respects with the types described by ·Lesquereux"' from 

the Sewanee zone in Tennessee and Arkansas. Throughout the 
greater portion of the Appalachian region this type of fruit is more 
common in and slightly characteristic of the Sewanee zone. I have 
not yet seen the species in the Lower Coal Measures. 

TRIGONOCARPUM HELENJE sp. nov. 

The species of fruit which will eventually be described under this 
name includes a portion of the types described by Lesquereux5 from 
the Pottsville formation in Alabama as' .Rhabdocarpos clavatus? Gein. 
Trigonocarpulm Iielenw is distinguished from TrigonocarpU'm ampul
lceforme var. spectabile by the generally narrower nuclei, the very 
much narrower and less prominent ribs, . and the proportionately . 
thicker envelopes with their re]atively mu~h broader, shorter, micro-

lDawson, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, Vol. XVIII, 1862, p. 324, pl. xiii, fig. 25; Fossil Plants 
of the Devonian and Upper Silurian Formations of Canada, 1871, p. 61, pl. xix, figs. 22.5-226. 

2 Annals Sci., Cleveland, Vol. I, 1853, p. 153; Rept. Geol. Surv. Ohio, Vol. I, Pt. II, 1873, p. 374, pl. 
xliii, fig. 10. 

asteinkohlenfi. v. Stradonitz, 1852, p. 16, pl. vi, fig. 4. 
4 Coal Flora, Vol. III, p. 823, pl. cix, figs. 18-21. Nos.16536-l6538, Lacoe Coll., U.S. National Museum, 
o Coal Flora, Atlas, p. 18, pl. lxxxv, fig. 20 (not fig. 14); text, Vol. II, 1880, p. 581 (part). 
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pylar necks. T. pusillttm Brongn. is 1p.uch shorter and more pointed, 
besides having less distinct ribs. The type from St. John, New 
Brunswick, which I have. designated T. Dawsonianum differs from 
T. IIelenm by its still more. slender form and narrower acuminate 
valves. This species is, in the central and southern Appalachian 
regions, apparently con~ned to the Clark and Quinnimont formations; 
and more particularly to the basal portion of the .latter. In the 
Southern Anthracite region the fruit- has, however," a much greater 
range, examples having been .collected from the roof shales a.f Lykens 
coals Nos. 4 or 5 at the Lincoln, Brookside, and Kalmia mines, and 
from the upper Eureka tunnel. . It also occurs in the rock dump. from 
the upper Lykens coals at the New Lincoln mine, as well as at the 
supposed horizon of Lykens coals Nos. 2 and 3 in the Pottsville Gap. 

TRIGONOCARPUM DAWSONIANUM sp. nov. 

Accompanying the specimens of a very narrow and rather small 
Trigonocarptf/Jn, there occur in the same matrix numerous detached 
valves which agree so completely with the fragments figured by Daw
son from the "Fern Ledges" at St. John as "fruits or bracts of uncer·· 
tain nature," th~t l have ventured to include a portion of the latter 
material as well, in the same species. The figures given in the "Devo
nian flora" 1 will serve to illustrate the Potts .. dlle material which I name 
in honor of the late distinguished paleobotanist of America. The dif
ferences between T. Dawsonianu?n, which will later be more fully 
described and illustrated, and T. .I£elenm have already been indicated. 
The species is found in the roof of Lykens coal No. 4 at the Lincoln 
mine and at the Kemble drift. It also occurs in the rock dumps at 
East Brook~ide and at the New Lincoln mine. Examples probably 
belonging to the same type occur in the plant beds 550 feet belo~ the 
Twin coal in the gap at Pottsville. 

CARPOLITHES TRANSSECTUS Lx. 

Detached semicircular bracts, or possibly sporangiophores, identical 
in form with those described by Lesquereux 2 from the '• coal-bearing 
shale" of Washington County, Arkansas, occur at a number of locali
ties in the shales from the coals of the Upper Lykens division. The 
structure of the organ from which these small tjemidiscoid fossils n.re 
derived is still. uncertain. From their mode of occurrence and their. 
association, I am, however,disposed to regard them as possibly belong
ing to a strobile similar to or identical with that described by Lesque
reux 3 as Lepidocystis quadrrangularis. 

1 Fossil Plants of the Devonian and Upper Silurian Formations of Canada, 1871, pp. 64, 92, pl. xix, 
figs. 230a, 231, 231a-b (not fig. 230). ~ 

2Coal Flora, Vol. III, p. 826, pl. cxi, figs. 27, 27a-b. 
sop. cit., VoL II, p. 455, pl. lxix, fig. 5. 
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FAYO~IA sp. 

Although the collections in the National Museum already contain 
speciinens from the Allegheny series (XIII) at Mazon Creek, Illinois, 
referable to this genus, it is represented, so far as I know, in the col
lections from the Pottsville series by only two obscure specimens. 

From an examination of the material from Mazon. Creek, and of the 
types from the Chemung of northwestern Pennsylvania, described by 
Dr. Newberry as Spiraxis, 1 I am convinced that the latter genus is essen
tially identical with the Fayolia 2 of the Old V\T orld. 

AGE OF THE POTTSVILLE FORJ\IATION. 

In the absence of the full descriptive paleontologic evidence, I 
sh6uld prefet to refrain from a definit~ statement of conclusions as to 
the age or the equivalents of the Pottsville formation. Since, how
ever, the questions of age and correlation directly affect the classi
fication and nomenclature of the foi·mations now being mapped in the 
Appalachian province, it is proper to offer a few brief generalizations 
which m~y be considered as preliminary and, so far as they relate to 
European coal fields, as tentative or suggesthre. 

The p~rsistency of the formation, or some portion of it, in some 
phase or other throughout the American Carboniferous b~sins, its 

· generall,y well-marked lithologic characters, the different conditions 
· governing its deposition, its thickness, which may exceed 2, 500 feet 

in the Virginia-Tennessee region, and its Inostly very distinct vege
table contents, as compared with the basal portion of the Lower Coai 
Measures, or the Allegheny series, in Pennsylvania and Ohio, appear 
to Ine to merit for these. terranes distinct recognition as a forina
tion or series, coordinate not only with the Allegheny. series, Cone
maugh series, etc., but with Lower, Middle, and Upper Coal 1\tieasures, 
as those terms are used in this country. It is to be regretted that while 
under the name ''Pottsville series" the formation is ranked by most 
geologists wit_h Allegheny series, 3 etc., many authors treat it as a part 
of the Lower Coal Measures, although it was originally distinguished 
by Rogers as coordinate with the latter. Its occasional inclusion by 
geologists in the more comprehensive, but equivocal, ''Coal Measures" 
is perhaps not wholly satisfactory, even when that tetm is used in· the 
broader sense of "Upper Carboniferous." As has already been 
remarked, no conclusive proof that the oldest beds of the Pottsville_ 
Inay be contemporaneous with· the last beds of the red shale, or other 
marine Lower Carboniferous sediments, has yet come to light. Never
theless, if the explanation of the conditions of the. deposition of· the 

1 Newberry, Annals New York Acad. Sci., Vol. III, 1885, p. 217. 
2 Renault and Zeiller, Comptes Rend us A cad. Sci., Vol. XCVIII, p .. 1393; Fl. Foss. bassin houill. 

Commentry, 1888, Pt. I, p. Hi; Pt. JI, J890, p. 369. 
3 Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No~ 65, p. 1:29. 
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formation here accepted is correct, it is possible that there is a slight 
overlap of Pottsville time on that of the Mauch Chunk formation, in 
which case its designation as Coal Measures would be lithologic and 
econon1ic only, rather than strictly accurate from the chronologie stand
point. 

The flora of the Vespertine (Pocono X), which has received atten
tion from Lesquereux1

, Meek2 and Fontaine, 3 like that of the cor
responding Horton series of Nova Scotia, studied by Sir William Daw
son, consists of an almost exclusively Triphylloptm·id or Aneimites 
flora, with several laciniate-lobed Sj_Jhenopterids, and great numbers 
of Lepidodendron of the corr~tgat~tm type. The flora of the Mauch 
Chunk formation is as yet but little known; but such material as has 
come to hand from the upper portion of the formation shows a marked 
affinity with the Pottsville flora. The Chester limestone of Illinois 
is said to have furnished some fossils which are closely related to those 
of the basal Pottsville beds. I may add that the Anei1nites from the 
topmost bed (bed A, Pl. CLXXXII) of the red shale at the Westwood 
and Pottsville gr.ps appears to be 1nore closely bound to the Lower 
Carboniferous types than to the ordinary plant life of the Pottsville 
formation, and should, therefore, perhaps be excluded, together with 
the accompanying Sphenopteris umbratilis, from the flora under con
sideration. 

The plants of the Lower Lykens division, as a whole, appear to stand 
in the closest relation to the flora of the Ostrau-Waldenburg beds 
described by Stur4, and generally regarded as Lower Carboniferous 
e' Culm"), though many geologists and paleontologists arc strongly 
disposed to refer the terranes to the Millstone grit. The intimacy of 
the relationship, and the probable contemporaneity of our flora with the 
Upper Culm tlora will be more fully indicated when the Pottsville flora 
is treated more at length, in the monographic report. 

The flora of the Upper Lykens division seems to be directly related 
to that of the Millstone grit of Canada and portions of the Carbon
iferous basins of the Old \V orld, though the data for comparison are 
hardly satisfactorily complete. The upper horizons of this division 
have also much in common with the flora of the Lower Coal 
JYicasures of Great Britain. The latter, it may be noted, are, for the 
most part, paleobotanically older than the formation known by the 
same name in the Northern States of this country. 

The Upper Intermediate division would seem, from the identities 
and distribution of its plant species, to be as late as the Lower Coal 
Measures of Great Britain, or the lower zones of the Westphalian in 
continental Europe. 

t Geol. Pennsylvania, 1858, Vol. II, Pt. II. 
2Bull. Philos. Soc. Washington, 1879, Appendix. 
sAm. Jour. Sci., 3d series, Vol. XIII, 1877, pp. 35, 115. 
4Abh. d. k.-k. geol. Reichsanst., Vol. VII, 1877, Pt. II. 
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One of the most sui·prising, as well as interesting, facts observed in 
the study of the Pottsville floras is the large element that. is common 
to the latter and to the flora described by Sir "'\Villiarn Dawson from 
the supposed middle Devonian beds at St. John, New B1~unswick. In . 
fact, taking into view the entire flora of the Pottsville formation in the 
Appalachian province, the identities in the composition of the floras 
are so great, with respect to both genera and species, as to leave 
little room for doubt that we have in the "Fern Ledges" at St. John 
beds of nearly the same age as the' Pottsville for~1ation in Pennsyl
vania. In fact, as has ·been remarked in . the preceding notes, the 
characteristic forms of the St. John flora, such as JJ£egalopterls, 
Neuropteris r·etorquata, Aletlwpteris discrepans, Aletlwpter£s ingens, 
Sphe1W]Jteris pilosa, Sphenopteris Itarttii, Sphenopteris ?~Ut?·ginata, 
PeCOJJteris serrulata, Annularia latifolia, and Ann1t.laria acicularis, 
as well as the numerous gymnospermous fruits, are so far identical 
with, or obviously most intimately ·related to, the upper Pottsville types 
as to render it highly probable that a flora contemporaneous with that 
of the Sewanee zone is present in the Bection along the St. John Harbor. 

On the whole, as may already have been inferred, while recognizing 
in the Pottsville formation a group of terranes equal in rank to 
Lower Coal Measures, Allegheny series, etc., I not only do not favor 
a classification which relegates the entire formation hard and fast to 
the Upper Carboniferous, but I even anticipate a possible necessity for 
.its permanent division into two groups, the lower of which may even
tually perhaps be referred to the Lower Carboniferous. From the 
paleobotanic standpoint the Pottsville formation is the beginning of 
the Mesocarboniferous. 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS. 

1. The Pottsville formation in the Southern Anthi·acite field is corn-· 
posed chiefly of massive conglomerates and conglomeratic sandstones 
of varying composition, the lower terranes being somewhat hetero
geneous and irregular, the upper generally more uniform and persist-: 
ent, with better assorting of materials. The coals (Lykens), locally 
of great economic importance, exhibit the general variability of the 
formation, though they son1etimes appear to extend over relativ~ly 
large areas. 

2. In the Schuylkill region the passage from the Mauch Chunk (XI) to 
the Pottsville (XII) is by a transition of heterogeneous conglomerates, 
intercalated in red and green shales, the proportion of sandstones 
increasing to -the top of the red shales, which are later represented by 
red and green argillaceous materials washed into the soft but more 
distinctly arenaceous conglomerates and bowlder beds of the lower 
portion of the Pottsville. 

20 GEOL, PT 2--58 
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3. The irregularity and the lack of selection in the materials inter
larded with the upper beds of red and gTeen shales (Mauch Chunk) 
appear to be natural results of the submergence and somewhat imper
fect working-ove~· of an intermittently subsiding coastal plain under 
the action of strong and varying detritus-laden currents. 

4. No evidence of a marked or general unconformity between the 
Pottsville and Mauch Chunk is noticeable in this region, though at 
vari0us points within several hundred feet of strata bedf; of small 
bowlders or coarse conglomerates are imposed, in a knife-edge contact, 

·on the distinctly uneven ~urfaces of olive-green mud beds. · 
5. The conditions are such that it is impossible to determine upon 

a persistent stratigraphic basal line of division which can b(j traced 
or recognized throughout the basin: Different geologists have taken 
different horizons. In this report the topmost bed of typical red 
shale or sandstone. in the section is arbitrarily taken as the upper 
limit of. the Mauch Chunk. This is the usage of geologists in the 
bituminous fields, where, it should be noted, an unconformity probably 
exists in most areas. 

6. The upper limit of the. Pottsville formation has, for reasons of 
necessity or practicability, ·been placed by the various geologists and 
surveys of Pennsylvania at the base of the lowest "considerable coal," 
which usually occurs not far above the main plexus of massive conglom
erates at the top of the Pottsville formation. Such a horizon, though 
usually traceable for a distance of several miles, is not always definite 
where, as happens in portions of the field, the distinctly conglomeratic 
character of the terranes continues into the Coal Measures and anum
ber of thin coals are interspersed. Yet this mode of delimitation, 
employed in conjunction with the knowledge of the stratigraphic rela
tions of the low coals to the 1nain upper group of conglomerates, has 
probably rarely led to any cons_iderable vertical error throughout the 
central portion of the field, including the vicinity of the type section; 
and, frmn the standpoint of field practicability, it is probably the 
most satisfactory method of definition at present available. 

7. The flora in the roof of the Buck Mountain coal, or its supposed 
equivalents, at the very base of the Lower Coal Measures at Pottsville 
is a typical Coal Measures flora, very distinct from the .floras typical 
of the Pottsville formation, although a few of its species n.ppen.r in the 
upper 250 feet of beds in. the latter, which contain a mixed flora. 
It is even slightly later than that of the basal beds of the ''Lower Coal 
Measures" 1 in . the N oi·thern Anthracite field or of the Allegheny 

1 '!'he term Lower Coal Measures is used in the anthracite fields in the original sense as proposed by 
Rogers for the series next above the Seral (Pottsville) conglomerate. It i1t similarly applied in the 
northern bituminous basins, where it is, in part at least, synonymous with Allegheny series, Desmoines 
series, etc. It is, however, shown by the fossil plants to be as a whole somewhat later than the 
Lower Coal Measures of the Old World. See Bulletin of the Geological Society of America, Vol. XI, 
pp. 145-178. . 
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series in the northeTn bituminous basins. Furthermore, the plants 
from the thinner coals in the type region, in some cases about 100 
feet or more lower than the'' Buck :Mountain" (Twin) bed, and close 
to or partly within the top of the upper dense complex of conglomer
ates, with which the formation culminates, are also clearly paleonto
logically referable to the Lower Coal Measures, they being comparable 
to the lowest flqras above the Homewood sandstone in the bituminous 
basins. In other words, the ·conventional stratigraphic boundary 
between the Pottsville formation and the Lower Coal Measures is, in 
the Southern Anthracite :field, slightly higher than the paleontologic 
boundary. ';l'he paleontologic boundary appears to lie close within 
the outskirts of the upper plexus of conglomerates which form the 
most conspicuous feature of the formation from the Pottsville Gap · 
westward. 

8. In the central districts of the :field the formation probably attains 
its maximum thickness of a little more than 1~200 feet. Westward it 
thins very gradually on the whole, the thickness at Rattling Run Gap 
being 1,100 feet. Eastward it appears to rapidly decrease to about 
830 feet at. Tamaqua, and perhaps less than 800 feet at the Lansford 
railroad tunnel, though it seems to expand somewhat to the east
ward of this point near the apex of the :field. Little, if any, diminu
tion is observed within this field in passing from south to north. 

9. The fossil plants of the Pottsville formation in the type region 
exhibit a rapid development and series of changes or modifications, 
which, if treated with great systematic refinement, are of high strat
igraphic value. With the exception of the species fron1 the topmost 
beds of the formation, the ferns are, in general, readily distinguished 
specifically from those at the base of the Lower Coal Measures, or 
Allegheny series,. as recognized in the northern United States, while 
the floras of the lower portions of the section are found, in passing 
·downward, to bear still less resemblance to those of the Lower Coal 
Measures. Two principal divisions of the formation, to which eo"rn
paratively few fern species are common, are recognized. These 
divisions, which coincide with the natural. groupii~g of the Lykens 
coals, are here termed the Lower Lykens .division and the Upper 
Lykens division. A portion, including about 200 feet of the type 
section between these two paleontologic divisions, contains a mixt>d 
flora, aqd has been temporarily designated the Lower Intermediate 
division. A portion of the type section, at about 200 feet below the 
Buck Mou:p.tain coal, contains floras largely characteristic of the Potts
ville, but in association with a number of the earliest Coal Measures 
species. This is temporarily termed the Upper Intermediate division. 
The Lower Lykens division includes two floral zones, (1) that of the 
lowest beds, up to and including the r~of shales of• Lykens coal No. 5, 
and (2) that of the vicinity of Lykens coal No. 4. The :first contains 
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relatively few ferns, and is specially characterized by. the invariable 
abundance of a species of Ne~tropter£s, as well as by the absence of 
the forms typical of the .other zone. The Upper Lykens division~ 
reveals a principal zone of the Sewanee-Sewell coal flora, typically pres
ent in the vicinity of Lykens coals Nos. 3 and 2, but extending in modi 
ified form up to Lykens coal No. 1. The flora of the latter horizon is 
characterized by n1odified survivors from the older horizons of the 
Sewanee zone, accompanied by elements apparently peculiar to this 
portion of the section. · 

10. The flora of the lower zone of the Lower Lykens division is 
found in the vicinity of the Pocahontas coal in the very thick section 
of the Pottsville formation in the Virginia-Tennessee region. It is 
unknown in the thinner sections along the northern and western 
borders of the Appalachian trough. Beds contemporaneous with the 
upper zone o{ the same division are present i~ the upper portion of 
the Clark and in the Quinnimont formations of Virginia and VV est 
Virginia and in the Lookout formation of the Tennessee-Alabama 
region. The Lower Intermediate division of the formation in the 
Southern Anthracite field is shown by the fossils to occupy nearly the 
position of the Raleigh sandstone in the Virginia region and of the 
Sewanee conglomerate, the top of the Lookout, in Tennessee. The 
flora ("Sewanee") in the lower portion of the Upp;r Lykens division 
is essentially identical with that in the vicinity of the Sewanee coal 
in the lower portion of the Walden sandstone in the Alabama-Ten
nessee region, the Sewell and the Dismal formations and a portion of 
the Norton formation in the Virginia region, and the Sharon coal of 
northern Pennsylvania and Ohio. The lowest phytiferous horizons 
of the formation yet studied in the bituminous basins of Pennsylvania 
and northern Ohio appear to be distinctly referable to this zone. It 
is doubtful whether beds older than the upper portion of the Quinni
mont formation are present in these regions. The upper and less dis
tinct zone of the Upper Lykens division appears to be represented in 
the greatly expanded later modification of the Sewell formation of 
Virginia and southern West Virginia, dear the base of the Fayette 
formation. The. time of the upper 200 or 300 feet· of ponderous 
conglomeratic plates at the top of the formation, constituting the 
Upper Intermediate division in the Suuthen1 Anthracite field, is appar
ently represented by over 800 feet of sediments in the southern Vir
ginia region, only the lower portion of which, including, probably, a 
part of the Fayette formation, has the lithologic characters of the 
Pottsville. The horizon of the well-known plant bed at Campbell 
Ledge, which is within a few feet of the supposed Mauch Chunk, in the 
Northern Anthracite field, is probably not lower than this division of 

. the type section. • · 
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11. Further paleobotanic study of the Pottsville formation appears ' 
to fully confi.rn1 the earlier conclusion, based on the examination of 
the plants, that the thinner sections of the formation along the north
ern and western borders of the Appalachian trough do not contain beds 
as old as those in the lower portions of the thick sections along the 
eastern border, e. g., in the Schuylkill and Great Flat Top regions. 
The positions of the respective· floras in the sections plainly indicate a 
transgression of the sea toward the north and west during Pottsville 
time. 

12. Both lithologically and paleontologicall.v the Pottsville forma
tion constitutes a division of the Carboniferous coordinate with the 
"Lower Coal Measures," "Allegheny series," etc. As such it forms 

. the lower member of what may, in a broad sense, be termed the 
Mesocarboniferous in the Appalachian province. 

13. The lowest beds in the thickest sections, which appear to be 
continuous by transition with the deposition of the Mauch Chunk red 
shales, are perhaps to be regai·ded as coarse, coast-detrital redeposi
tions, contemporaneous with the uppermost beds of red shale or other 
marine Lower Carboniferous sediments in other regions. The flora· 
of the Lower Lykens division appears to be contemporaneous, in part 
at least, with that of the Ostrau-\Valdenburg (Culm) beds of the Old 
World. The flora of the Sewanee zone of the Upper Lykens division 
is perhaps contained in the J\1illstone grit of Canada and portions of 
the Old World coal fields, while it is probable that the Upper Inter
mediate division is contemporaneous with a part of the Lower Coal 
J\1 easures (\:V estphalian) of Europe. 1 

14. The flora of the Pottsville formation is so,far identical, in both 
its gei1eric and its specific composit~on, with that from the supposed 
middle Devonian beds at St. John, New Brunswick, as to leave no 
room for a great difference in the age of the latter. In fact, the 
plants from the "fern ledges" include a flora essentially equivalent 
to that of the Sewanee zone, which appears to be represented by a 
portion of the section at St. John. 

15. Owing to the hitherto unrecognized presence of an overthrust 
in Sharp Mountain in the vicinity of Lorberry Gap,Z and the conse
quent misidentification of the less valuable coals in Lorberry and 
Fishing Creek gaps with the Lykens coals, the boundary of the low
est Lykens coal has been represented from Fishing Creek Gap west
ward, on the State mine maps, .as close to or north of the crest of 

1 The base of the Lower Coal.:Measures or Allegheny series m th1s country appears paleontologically 
to be nearer the stage of the l\Iiddle Coal Measures of Great Britain, or the upper zone of the West
phalian in continental Europe. 

2The discovery of the fault at Lorberry and Fishing Creek gaps was the direct result of the testi
mony of the fossil plants, which was later completely corroborated by the ordinary stratigraphic 
method. 
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Sharp Mountain, i. · e., near the place bf the Buck Mountain bed, 
wher~as the outcrop of nearly the entire Pottsville formation; in its 
full thickness·, including both of the groups of Lykens coals, extends 
fr01n near Fishing Creek Gap nearly to the Big Flats, a distance of 
over 17 miles along the south face of Sharp Mountain,_ quite outside 
of the "approximate boundary of the ~owest Lykens coal" and partly 
within the territory represented on the anthracite maps of the recent 

. State geological survey as Mauch Chunk red shales. · 
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KEY MAP OF THE SOUTHERN ANTHHACJTE COAL 1"IF:LD JN PENNSYI.VA.t'IIA 
Showing loca tions or sec Lions and colleclions,and nr·<'as includ ed in. the 

state mining maps 
Scale 

0 5 10 15 'MU.ES 

('ompjlcd from U1e Anthracite reports of Ute state geologica.! survt'Y 
1.898. 
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~j)iet·'llll~, ~~j~htJy ('IHlJ.;:"ltlllJel'l\tit• 

t'OIUIA· 

6" <·o:\t'fW cong-lomct·uiit· :--nnd:-<ton1· 

~hn l o ( fo:-~il J>lnntR). 

COtlJ'St>, ~llit-eous, ('Qilg"iOill~l'lltil' ~n.nd :-;tOIH'. 

coa•·st-, lt·t·t>~lllat·ly hefitlt•<i :-;antl,r s ltalc. 

\'('I')' ('\IQI'SC l'IUlld~tOIH', :O.Oillt'WhUt (;IJILJ:dilmeratif•, 

6' 1 ('01\g"IO IIICI'ULic.: sa!ld:jtOiltl. 

very mn.8s ive, dense , white conglomerate or 
qutu·tz pebbles or the size or goose eggs < muin 
plate on east side or gap). 
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6" hurd ma:ssin~ conglomerate. 

6'' stiff sandy shn.l e , wit.h conly pn..rtlng-. 

coarse mn.ssive llght-~ray l·onglome•·ate. becon•
ing thinnt••· !welded. with :::mn ll l::' l' pehhlel'l nen•· th~ 
top. 

('tJHtu ln~ng 

('Onglomet•atic ~andstone. with pocketf:l of quartz 
pebbles. Qnnrtz Yl'ins in lowe,· J>(H't ion. Stig
mu.rin. near top. 

very dark shaleS' fossil plants). 

6" coarse dark shale (fossil plnnt~ ). 
'COAT .. over shale and fl1·e clay. 
6" shale. 
~~!fk~1;~~-conglomer·ntie l'>:Lnli:-tonC'. 

h eavy den::'!e ('Onglornernte. 

8" con~lomcratlc ioil\nd:.;tone. 

conglomer·atic shnle:oi ( fo~:-;il plantR). 

S"dark sandy slutles, with Cor·dait.es 1 fns~il pl:ultS). 

~nndstOill'. with ~hulc 

conglomerate. mull pchhle:< (· ,·owdt•d n ea1' top. 

6" grl3enish ::;a ndstone. with few sma.fl pf'llhle~. 

greenish micacE'on~ Hag~. ~pl'inkled 
qu,utz pebble::;. 

6" luu·d, dil.l'k conglonH:•ratic Stl.Hd~tonc. 

l'Oaly ::;h:tlcs anll fh·c clay. 

6" conglomeratic snndstone. with stem impr·c::.~ 
sions. Pebbles abundant nea t· tho bn:.;c: r·ur·e near 
tb.e top. 

6" fire clay and chu·k shales (fos:-il plunts). 

very coar·~c cong-lomer·ati•· ~audstone. 

conglomeratic snndstone. with s mall peb~ 
nnd hnJH'C!Ssions of Lepidodendra. 

massive ~ong lomerate, crowded with pebbles, 
l:lOIIIC or which attain egg size. 

[This section is continued on Pl. CLXXXII.J 

SECTION IN SHARP MOUNTAIN GAP, POTTSVILLE, PENNSYLVAN lA. 

From the "dirt" bed downward into the red shale, including the type section of the Pottsville formation and porttons of the overlytnJI "Lower Coal Measures" and of the 
underlying Mauch Chunk formatton. 
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gre-rnlsh micaceous shaly Mnd8I..On<'. 

sli~htly g-r·('enish micaceous ~haly a.andstone-. 

llli('l\('f"OliS ('I'O~s-h('tlch•tl i'll.llci 

[;,,,_:; -:,:!r.',.,;:i~ ''"l'""t;l~~~~~ ~~~~1;:~ rc~~~~~~~e~~~c~1 ~t~t~~l~~~~~~St~~~~'!~ 
and weathering concretionary. 

thin greenish micaceous pebbly f1n~~, tncluclin~ 
lens€'l:"' o r dar·k shale. 
conr:se sfuHiy shale, w€'nthertng c·oncretlonnry. 

ir•,•egulat·ly bedded con~lomE'rati.'S with ~nnali 
peh111Cl:'1 1:4~l ll1 C or which nrc ~reenstone. 

mas8ive eonglomern.te. with poorly A~~ortl\d peh
ble!-:1, nttnining the l'tize of' goo~c..· eggs. 

COIH~f" grE'E'Ili~h Jni(·(l('t'Oll!'; l't!llldy ~<thfliC. 

Mltglltly grtH•.ni!-:h nrko~e C'Mt({lnnwrnte. 

conglomerate, wHh rounded but imper
assor~('d peblllcs, ll few uf whi~.:h are sun<!-

dark snndy shnlo (fossil plants). 

26' 4" con.rl'emn.ssivc greenish pudding stone. eolored 
hy greenish and reddJsh mud washel-l, with pehbles, 
mo~tly quartz, of various ~tzes . 

o• 8" <'oar::.>e greenish sandy ihalc. 

15' 6" coarse massive gJ-eenish pudding !'tone. with 
rounded pebbles, mostly of qunr·lz. poorly nssorted. 

9' 6" greenish shaly sandstone. with :-o lull c partingi-1 
and concretionary wt•u.ther'ing. 

10' 3'' semlstratiflcd greenish arkose conglom('rate 
beds, with inegulnr pehbles. attn.ining the !::l ize o [ 
goose eggs. 

Sharp contact of conglomerate on uneven sul'l'a('e or 
olive mud. 

16' 3" greenish conglomeratic snnds.tone, tner·ging 
into olh·e green mud beds. 

li'' gref'nish nrkose with quurtz. gret'n sa.ndstone. 
and shale pebbles unevenly bedded. with ~p·et'ni~h 
muddy shale partings. 

--... ~: _:, - ·--.,,-muddy pudding stone. impe rf('ctl ' ' strat
with poorly a..,:sor·tt.>d qunrtz, s:.t nd l:lto iH'. un(l 
pelJhtes. 

conta(·t of conglomer·11te on urwv t>n mud. 

stone or )JO\Wiy tl!":.;() J'tC(i ~rna II ltowiciPl!:l 

conglomeratic sbu.ly KtUld:itone, mcr·ging 
gr·een mud lJeds. 

6" coarse gr·ccnish l'Ongl omerate and conglome•·
atic :shale irregularly Ue·jded, with qun.rt~. s htll<', 
sandstone, and con~lomerate peiJIJ:es. 
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44' coarse greenish n.rkos~ pu lding stone, with peb
bles of greenish snndstorte, .hale, quartz, and con
~lomerate, mo:;tly rounded. 

25' \'Cry sort ~n·eentsh arkol3e pudding stone, with 
Inn:~(· I'nundl'tl pciJhlE's or quartz, flandstone, aml 
shale. 

l'P(J tn Uci hetiR. 

conrse gre('n tu·kose <'onglomer·ate in sharp <·on · 
ta('ton une-vt?nl'lu •·ftt<'(' ol' h(•ds of re(i mull. 

red shttle. 

J,treenish sand!'ltOIIl~. 

16' 6" C'OaJ-:>e reddish arko~l! l'tHlglomor·ate, with 
,C{Htlrtz n nd ~hnle J)Cbblets. 

rNI ahniC'. 

soft gr·ecnish nrko~;e puclding, with <·Ot\1':-IOC'} nllrt.z, 
,sandtstone, uml tihnlu pciJIJie:s. 

241 very soft ~re('nish arkose, with red shale. QIHlrL~, 
and ~nruh:~tone pebble!:! 3" to i · in diameter. 

olive-green shule. 

r·Nl~lur._lc. 

stiff ~recn shnle, with ~l· mlttn~ulnt· grt•f'n SI\IHI
::;tone pebble~. 

r£'d s hale. 

SECTION IN SHARP MOU'NTAIN GAP, POTTSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA. (CONT INUED FROM PL. CLXXXL) 

This plate represents the lower port1on of the type $f ct1on of the Pottsville formation and a portton of the Mauch Chunk (red shale) forrnatu-.n , 1nclud1ng the transition beds, 
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100' t·tmglomet·nt.e und :O:tlltd:stonc. 

29' :sniH_lstone nud conglomenlte. 

6'' <·onglomer·ntt"". 

sandstone. 
~nndstone nnd conglomerate. 

38' C" ~·nndst.one tln<l (•onglomeJ·ute. 

SECTION OF THE POTTSVILLE FORMATION IN THE LINCOLN MINING DI~TRICT. 

Scale: J inch .SO feet. 

Surface to roof of Lykens coal No.5 in Ltncoln colltery water-level tunnel , top of coal No. S downward tnto Mauch Chunk 
format•on, Kalmta colltery water. level tunnel. 
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1' 

2' 

814' 2" hrought f'orwnrd . 
sandstone. 
6" shale. 

6" conglomerate flnd f'nndstonc. 

G" cong-lomerate. 

NO. (i BRO. 

0 .. ' l'OTTSVIU,}~ JI'ORMATJQN, 
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.20W 6" brought forward. 

7" conglomerate. 

;&" sandstone. 

G" conglomerate. 

11" conglomer·at~. 

1,4i8' 11". 

SECTION OF THE POTTSVILLE FORMATION IN THE LINCOLN MINING DISTRICT. (CONTINUED FROM 

PL. CLXXXIII.) 

This plate represents the lower portion of the Pottsv1lle formation and the upper port•on (transition beds) of the Mauch Chunk 
formatiOn, Kalmia coll1ery water-level tunnel. Complied from the State anthrac1te sul'\ley. 

Scale: 1 inch==.SO feet. 
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FH; . l. lcu·s<·lf GAI\ S<'lll"YLKn.r.f'Cli:l\TY. 
PE:-.'XSYI .• \',\S"I.\. 

Se(•tion from the Twin (·oal to the top ul' 
the)tnuch Chunk f'OI'llHttion. ~howing 
the Pottsville fonnntion. 

1 inch=200 feet. 
Co::ti.Twin. 

-~~ :.::.~=:::::.· ..... 
o~·o.-b:O~o."o 

900'. 
Coal (mi ned orl west 

side). 

1,100'. 

• 1,200'. 

~-;.c~7 ·~~:?o~ 1.22:1'. 

[side). 
on en:st 

:\lauch ('hunk rt'd i'ihu.h•. 
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"Fu;. :!. J.Of'I'ST :\[Ol'NT.\1'\" (iAI', 'f Ul Hjl"\. 
PF.X~SYLYA:SIA. 

Se<"tion o[ the l>otbwill~ ror·mntion. 
from the'· A '' coal to tlw top or i.he 
ltu.uC'h Chunk red shnh.• . 

1 inC'h=200 feet . 

JUu.s~i' ,. •·,urg:lnnrPr'n 1 t'. 

100'. 

Ft(;, 3 . J.OHU!W.RY GAP L"\' Sti.\HP )[Ol S"
TAU>. 

Section of exposed beds from the'· fpr·
uace '' coal downward. Datum line is 
'·Sout.bucoal. 

1 inch=200 feet. 

i
1,339'. Coal, }'<monee. 

1,300' . 

t ,~oo·. 

FIG. 3-ContJnue(l. 

Coal . 

900'. 

f-----t Coal (dl"iftt'li r. 

1-----icoal (ch·lfted). 

300'. 

33'2'. 

'l'otul, l,li7t'. 

SECTIONS OF LOCUST MOUNTAIN AT TAMAQUA AND OF SHARP MOUNTAIN AT RAUSCH GAP. 

SCHUYLKILL COUNTY, AND AT LORBERRY GAP. 
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l<'w. 1. l!"'ISJUNG CREJo~K GAT', Two M H.F.S 
NOitT II OJo' ELLWOOn, PENNSYI.\'ANIA. 

Section including the coal~ opened 
within r,oo feet or the ,·e<.t t-~hale on 
tlw east s id e of th<' ga!J. J)atum lint• 
is lower coal mined. 

1 inch=200 feet. 

0 11 ('O.St 

(The horizon of tltil't 
coal i s lH·obably 400 =*:: 
feet above that of the 
Twin bed. ) 

. Red shalet 

Red Rhale1 

200' . 

~§§~~~ 247' . ~ MR.u<·h ('hunk J'E'-d ~hu.le. 

PIG. 2. BLACK SPRJ.NG GAl' (1\fOUNT 
EAGLE) . LEBANON COUNTY. Pto:NXSYL-
VANIA. 

Section from the "Black Sprin~:t" co1d 
to the ~Jauch Chunk red shnle, includ
ing tbe Pottsville fo1·mtttion and H. 
portion or the su(•ceeding Vonl.i\(cas
UI'CS. Datum line is theappl'oximn~ 
horizon of the Twiu coal. 

1 inch=200 feet. 
r------, 561' . Coal. "l\lount 

J<:a~le. ·• 

500'. 
1-------i Coal. "Hltu·k Rpl'in){." 

400'. 

....._ ___ _. coal, ··Peacock." 
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FIG. 2-C'ontlnued. 

t------1 ~~t, •· Pit('h." 

r------i Coal, ·· F'om·-rooL. 

200' . 

t------1 •''fi'UCP~ of ll !'lnllth ('l'll 

t·oat . '' 
100'. 

Con.l. Twin. 
TOP O F POTTSVI[.U~. 
:Massive conglomerate. 

100' . 

800'. 

f ~'{:>~!J:5·~ '?::':~:~ 
no:o:•.9.o'?o'l too•. 
o:~:o~o:o.Oio.O 

500'. 

:-:..q9·o.G;.O""'d.0o~0 ~~O:t 
1 

~~~~=~6~~~p~ 

800'. 

Coalt 

900'. 

1,000'. 

.~:v~~: :~~o 
:o·o.•.O Oo~ 

~e~cv:·OcPJ{·;t~g .1,1oo·. 
oo.o.o',fo.bo,pf 

l i'JO, :3. GOLD l\{JNE GAP, LEBANON 
COUNTY. PENNSYT.VANI.-\, 

Section. showing exposed t<'nanes of 
the P ottsv ille formation and n. t>or
tion of the o ,-e,·lying Coat l£easu1·e~. 
Datum line is approx imate horizon 
of the Twin coal. 

linch =200 feet. 
r-----,_ 1.31(1'. Coal! 

L,300'. 

p:~.a.Q.&.".:~oo.•s-

~·~·o.~f~r;?~' 1,200' . 
. t>Q .~O.:o.~·o .g_o 

I ,HKY. 

1,000'. 

t------j Coal, "Gray." 

000' . 

1------1 Coat. "Heister." 

800'. 

t------j Coal, ·''L'hree-foot." 

GOO'. 

t-------i Coal! 
t-------i Coal. 

~------i Coal, "Pea<·ock." 

300'. 

1-------i ~~~1, ' ·Four-foot." 

1-------i Coal, Twin . 
[Contmued on Pl. OLXX..X.Vlt, ftg. 1.] 

SECTIONS AT FISHING CREEK GAP, BLACK SPRING GAP, AND GOLD MINE GAP. 
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FIG. l. QOT,D MINE GAP, LF.BANOX 
COUNTY, PF.SNSYL\'ASL\-Continucd 
from Pl. CLXXX \'1, f1g-. 3. 

P~~~!~~~ti~~~1l~~~~·~fn t~h~ .f~r~t~~~~~ 
and the Mauch Chunk red :;.hnle. 

r------, Uoal, 1.'win. 
TOl, Oli' POTTSVILT~E. 

eonglomet·· 

500'. 

600'. 

~wale 

Marked swnle. 
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:F'IG. 2. H.AVSC!l GAP, l.F.ll.\NOS ('Ol'NTY, 
PENNtiYLV.,NJA. 

Se('llon Showin~ t'XI)t)l-'tll'e~ or the 
Pott!:nollle fot·mation n.nd a portion 
of the sur<·eedin~ Cotd Meast~t·e~. 
Datum lin e h; approximate honzon 
of the Twin coal. 

1 inch=200 feet. 

..------, 77(1' . ('oal, ·'No. 4-." 

700'. 

1------l Cottl, ··No.3." 

600'. 

1------l Coni, ··No.2'' 

1------i Coal. ··uray." 
500'. 

1------l Coul. · ·lTC> i ~te r . •· 
<00'. 

1------i Coni, ··~o. J''t 

300'. 

"=====~ Coal, "Dun '~." t- Coal. 

200'. b,:n, ·!lt':· .. . Ob~0~· 
llr~~"~'':) ..... 

Coal. ·• 'l'wo.foot.' ' 

100'. 

1------l Coul, ··'J'hr'('e~foot1'' 

~.-~~6~~~ 
[Continued in n€'xt <·olu mn.l 

------··------

l<"' IG. 2-Contlnued to ~how that por· 
tion compri ~inJ.(" th(.' Pott!iville for· 
mation between the nppt·oximate 
horizon or the Twin cold and the 
Mauch Chunk red 1::1hnle. 

<·o ng lom er. 

Marked a wale. 

.~~¥;~~~~.~ 1,100'. 

Red ~wttle! 

S ECTIONS AT GOLD MINE GAP AND RAUSCH GAP, LEBANON COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA. 
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SPHENOPTJ<::Hifl PA'l'ENTISSDIA (Ett.) Sehirnp. 

(Page 880.) 

Fig. J. This specimen shows the lax habit of the species and the deeply dissected 
distant pinnules. Lykens coal No. 5 (?),Lincoln co1Fery. 

LoweT Lykens divis·ion-Lowe1· zone. 

NEUHOPTERIS PocArro::sr'rAs var. PEN'l'IAS D. \V. 

(Page 892.) 

Fig. 2. Apieal fragment, showing triangular form_ of upper pinnules. :From Lykens 
coal No. 6 at East Brookside colliery. 

Fig. 3. From Lykens coals No. 5 or 6 at Kalmia colliery. 
Fig. 3a. Pinnule from the original of fig. 3, showing the fine nervation, which is 

Callipteridioid at the base. Twice the natural size. 
:Fig. 4. A fragment with lobate pinnules. From Lykens eoal No. 5 at the Lincoln 

mine. 
LoweT Lykens d:ivi.sion-LoweT zone. 

NJWROPTERIS PocAHOX'J'AS var. IXJEQUALIS D. \V. 

(Page 890.) 

Fig. 5. Fragment showing Odontopteroid pinnules of the upper pinna;. J3ed D, 710 
feet below the Twin coal in the gap at Pottsville. 

Fig. 5a. Enlarged detail showing the nervation of two of the pinnules illustrated in 
fig. 5. Tvi'ice the natural siy,e. 

Lower Lykens division. 
920 
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SPHE NO PTERI S AN D NEUR O P;ER IS. 

Lower Lykens division. 
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MAHIOPTERIS BRE)fOP'l'EROIDES D. \V. 

(Page 8i2.) 

Fig. l. Portion of slab containing segment of rachis, showing lateral compound 
'pinnre. Lykens coal No. 5, Brookside colliery. 

Fig. 2. Fragment in which the pinnules are more deeply dissected and flattened. 
From the same locality. 

Fig. 3. Fragment from. the large lateral pinna: shown in fig. 1. 
Fig. 3a Pinnule of the same specimen enlarged to show the nervation. Twice the 

natural size. 

Lowe1· Lykens divis·ion-Lowe1· zone. 

NEUROPTERIS PocAHONTAS D. \V. 

(Page 888.) 

Fig. 4. Specimen showing the characteristic form and development of the pinnules 
of this species. },rom the roof of the Pocahontas coal near Crozers, in 
. the Great Flat Top coal field, \Vest Virginia. 

Fig. 4a. Pinnule of the same specimen enlarged to show the nervation. Twice the 
natural size. 

Age of the Lower Lykens division. 

NEUROPTERIS PocAHONTAS var. PENTIAS D. \i\T. 

(Page 892.) 

Fig. 5. Upper'pinnre and succeeding sublobate pinnules. From the roof of J_,ykens 
coals 5 or 6 at the Brookside colliery. 

Fig. 5a. Sublobate pinnule, enlarged to show close, relatively parallel "nervation. 
Three times the natural size. 

Fig. 5b. Fragm.ent from the lamina of the same pinnu1c. Enlarged to illustrate the 
interneural striation. 

· Lower !Ajken.~ division-Lou:a zone. 
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MARIOPTERIS AND NEUROPTERIS. 

Lower Lykens divis1on. 

I 
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ANEIMITES POTTSVILLENSIS D. ,'V. 
(Page 868.) 

Figs. 1 and 2. The fragm~nts show the small cuneate upper pinnules and the larger 
Adiantitoid form. From the roof of Lykens coal No.A, at the Lincoln 
colliery. 

Lowe1' Lykens division-lJfw·i~pteris pottsvillea zone .. 

MARIOPTERIS POTTSVILLEA D. w. 
(Page 874.) 

Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6. Figs. 3 and 4 represent the typical developments of the pinme 
and pinnules of this well-marked species; fig. 5 sho\YS the apex of a 

·compound pinna, while fig. 6 r~presents a fragment in which the pinnules 
are much more than usually close. Specimens from the roof of Lykens· 
coal No. 4, at the Lincoln colliery. 

Fig. 3a. Enlarged detail of one of the pinnre shown in fig. 3, illustrating the lobes 
and nervation. Twice the natural size. 

Fig. 4a. Similar detail f10m the original of fig. 4. The fossil is somewhat distorted 
by pressure in the shales. Twi<~e the natural size. 

Lowe1· Lykens division-Jifariopteris pottsvillea.zone. 

KEUROPTERIS PocAHONTAS var. IN.iEQUALIS D. W. 

(Page 890.) 

Figs. 7 and 8. These specimens show the elongated pinnules with Callipteridioid 
bases, such as occur in the middle and upper portions of the pinnre. 
The specimen shown in fig. 7 is from bed D, 710 feet. below the 'rwin coal 
in the gap at Pottsville; the original of fig. 8 is from the Kalmia colliery. 

Lower Lykens division. 

'VHITTLESEYA 0AllfPBELLI D. w. 
(Page 905.) 

Figs. 9, 10, and 11. These specimens show the characteristic aspect of the fasicular ribs 
.. terminating in blunt, often obscure teeth, and the very slender petioles 
of the leaves o.f this species. The originals of figs. 9 and 11 are from 

924 

· beds H a1id D, respectively, in the section of the gap at Potisville; 
the specimen shown in fig. 10 comes from the roof of Lykens coal 
No. 5 or Ko. 6 at the Lincoln colliery. · 

Lowe1· and Upper Lykens di1;isions. 
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AN E IM IT ES, MARIOPTERIS , NEUROPTERIS, AND WHITTLESEYA. 

Figs. 1- 8. Lower Lykens d1v1sion. 
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NEUROPTEms· PocAHONTAs var. INJEQUALrs D. 'v. 
(Page 890.) 

Figs. l-4; Figs. 1 and 2 show the characteristic development of the pinnules in the 
small pinnre. :Fig. 2a shows a pinnule from the original of :fig. 2, 
enlarged to twice the natural size, to illustrate the nervation. Fig. 3 
includes pinnules with the elongated form, constricted at the base, 
imm~diately above the pinnati:fid pinnules. The specimen shown in 
:fig. 4 is dravm twice the natural size, to show the characteristic out
line of the base of the pinnule and the nervation. The original of 
:fig. 1 is from the drift on the east side of Rausch Gap; that of :fig. 2 is 
from the Kalmia colliery; that of :fig. 3 was obtained from the roof of 
Lykens coal No. 4 at the Lincoln mine; the original of :fig. 4 comes 
fro.m bed ·D, 710 feet below the Twin coal, hi the gap at Pottsville. 

Lower Lykens division. 

NEuROPTE!RlS PocAHONTAS D. W. 

(Page 888.) 

Fig. 5. This sped men shows the smaller upper lateral pinnre, suggestive in form and 
size of the Neu1·opteris Srnithsii Lx. The lateral pinnules are, however, 
dearly seen to be broadly attached to the rachis, the nervation being 
Odontopteroid, the midrib scarcely developed. From the roof of the 
Pocahontas coal at Gilliam, Vi/ est Virginia, Pocahontas quadrangle. 

Fig. 5a. Enlarged detaj] of pinna in the original of :fig. 5, showing the form of the 
pinnules and the nervation. Twice the natural size. 

Age of the Lou:er Lykens division. 

SPHENOPHYLLUl\1 TENUE D. ,,T, 
(Page 901.) 

Figs. 6 and 7. The :figures show the slender, narrowed bases of the pinnules and the 
round-truncate, crenulate, distal margins. A fragment of one of 
the deeply dissected leaves from a verticel at the point of ramifi
cation is shovm in :fig. 6. The original of :fig. 6 is from the Clark 
formation at Smith's Store, Virginia, Pocahontas quadrangle; that 
of :fig. 7 is from the Pottsville ·at Warrior, Alabama (No. 8501 of 
the Lacoe collection, United States National :Museum). 

Lower Lyken.q di1Jision-Jlfariopleris potlsvillea zone. 

TRIGONOCARPUM AilfPULLJEFOR:IfE Lx. var. SPECTABILE D. W. 

(Page 909.) 

Fig. 8. This specimen shows well the thin, rather broad ':rings, the elongated micro
pylar neck, and the faint subordinate costre. The specimen is from the 
Lincoln colliery. 

Uppe1· Lykens division. 
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PLATE CXCII. 

EREMoPTERrs LrNcoLNIANA D. vv. 
(Page 869.) 

Fig. 1. Fragment imperfectly showing the development of the pinnre and pimiules 
in the lower lateral pinnre. From. the roof of Lykens coal No. 2 (?) at 
the NewLincoln mine. · 

Fig. la. Enlarged detail from the same specimen, showing the nervation. Twice the 
natural size. 

Uppe1· Lykens division. 

MARIOPTERIS PYGJHAJ;A D. \V. 

( Pa.ge 876. ) 

Figs. 2, 3, 4, .5, and 6. These specimens show the ordinary form and aspect of the 
pinme and pinnules of this species. ';l'he originals of figf". 
2, 4, 5; and 6 are from the horizon of Lykens coal No; 2 
at the New Lincoln colliery; the original of fig. 3 is from 
nearly the same horizon, at about 500 feet below the T·vvin 
coal, in the Pottsville Gap. · 

FigR. 4a and 6a. Enlarged details of pinnules of the originals of figs. 4 and 6, showing 
the subdivision of the pinnules and the nervation. Twice the 
natural size. 

Upper Lykens division. 

ALETHOPTERIS EvANSII Lx. 

(Page 887.) 

Fi~;;R. i and 8. Fig. 7 represents the terminal portion of the compound pinna, while 
in fig. 8 fragments of lateral ultimate pinnre are seen. Fig. 7 is 
from the Lincoln colliery; fig. 8 was found ii1 bed H, 550 feet 
below the Twin coal, in the gap at Pottsville. 

Fig. 7a. Enlarged detail of pinnule shown in fig. 7. Twice the natural size. 
Fig. 8a. Detail of pinnule from the original of fig. 8, showing the nervation and the 

punctation of the lamina. Twice the naturai size. · 

Upper Lykens division-Seu:anee zone. 
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PLATE CXCIIl. 

ALE'l'HOP'l'ERTI'i LACOE[ D. ,,._ 

(Page 884.) 

Figr-:. 1 and 2. Typical fragn'lent~ of the pinnm of thi~ species. From the roof of 
Lykens coal No. 2 at the lower Eureka tunnel. 

Fig. la. Enlarged pinnule frorn the fragment shown on the left of fig. 1, illu~trating 
the nervation. Twice the natural size. 

Uppa Lykens division-8e1canl'e zun!'. 

KmmoPTBius LGXA'l'.-\ D. \\'. 

(Page X9f:i.) 

Figf'. :~-7. 1Specimens showing the variation in form and size of the pinnules of this , 
species. The originals of figs. 3, 4, and 5 are from the roof of 
Lykens coal :No. 1 at the Lincoln colliery; the type of fig. 6 is from 
the rock dump at the same colliery; that of fig. 7 is from probably 
the ~"lame horizon at the N e"'iv Lincoln colliery. 

Figl". 5a, Ga, 7a. Enlarged details from the originals of figs. 5, 6, a~1d 7, ~bowing the 
thin, out.ward-cun·ed nervation. Twice the natural size. 

SPHEXOPHYLLU:II 'l'EXERHDIU:II Ett. Yar. ELONGA'l'UM D. ,V. 

(Page 898.) 

Fig~. 8 and 9. Specimens illustrating the aspect of fragment-; of this species,. in 
which the apices of tbe slender, rather lax, leaflets are usually 
buried in the matrix or broken away. The specimens are from 
the New Lincoln eolJiery, ·where t.hey probably occur in the roof 
of Lykens coal No. 2. 

Fig. Sa. Enlarged detail, shov,ring the division and nervation of a young leaflet of this 
species. Twice th 3 natural size. 

Uppa Lykens divfsion. 

CARDIOCAHPOX CORXG'l'tnr Dn. 

(Page 908.) 

Fig. 10. Ordinary example; from bed H, 550 feet below t.he Twin coal, iu the gap at 
Pottsville. 

Upper Lykens di?•isio'll. 

CARDIOCARPOX GIR'l'YI D:• ,V, 

(Page 907.) 

Fig. II. This specimen shows the very broad, thin wing, dilated in the lower por
tion, which is traversed by an obscure cuneate chalaza. The latter 
is delineated more ·distinctly than it appears in the original. . The 
specimen is from the roof of Lykens coal No.2 (or'l?) at the New Lincoln 
colliery. 

Uppa Lykens d'i1!iNio11. 
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Numbe:s in italic are those of pages on which illustrations (plates or figures) appear; numbers in 
black-faced type are those of pages on which detailed de~criptions of species are given. 
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